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Old Enemies 

 

Part One 

"Mr. Alexander!" the voice called from amongst many as 
he blinked in the flashing light from the cameras. "Mr. 
Alexander, Treecie Azure from Neverless Magazine!" 
 



He smiled a bit, knowing the mag the woman was talking 
about. It catered to horror and science fiction fans. He 
might have a chance of getting a less inane question than 
usual from her. 
 
"Ms. Azure," he said quickly, trying to point at her 
although he had no idea of where she actually was, 
considering the amount of spots in his vision at the 
moment. 
 
The young woman smirked a bit at having been singled 
out by the author; then she let it go and looked at her 
pad.  
 
"I know a lot of people have been comparing you to Anne 
Rice, and I already know how you feel about that, so I'm 
not going to ask anything so common. Besides, your work 
is nothing like hers." 
 
She grinned when a good number of the other reporters 
blushed or looked away. Yeah, she knew they were too 
straight-laced to even try finding a different topic to ask 
about. 
 
Mr. Alexander chuckled a bit and nodded, leaning 
forward in an attempt to see the woman but failing 



because people kept taking pictures. He should be used 
to it by now, he figured... but he wasn't. 
 
"Cool," he said. "So what do you want to know, Treecie?" 
 
The woman blushed a little herself, then asked her 
question.  
 
"How did you really lose your eye?" 
 
She frowned a little, then glared at the so-called 
reporters around her. "I know you don't like to talk about 
it," she explained, "because it might affect sales, but... 
your last three books made the best seller's list and at 
this point I think we all know you're not really the same 
guy as in the books, so..." 
 
Treecie shrugged. "Please... how?" 
 
Harrison Alexander-- as he'd been known for some three 
and a half years-- laughed. He actually laughed. "Meet 
me for dinner and I might tell you," he said with an over-
stated wink that set the rest of the reporters howling 
with laughter. The young woman was a stunner, after all. 
Who could blame him? 
 



She grinned. "It's a date. So if you won't answer that... 
now, I mean... what do you like on your pizza?" The 
young woman winked, and he answered. 
 
"Pepperoni and sausage. What does that say about me, 
Treecie?" 
 
The redhead laughed. "I don't know. That you like 
meat...?" 
 
He thought she knew how right she was. As far as her 
imagination went, anyway. 
 
Still, nothing wrong with fluctuating, either. 
 
He was a confirmed bisexual, even with the media, so he 
just laughed. "You could say that," he admitted, most of 
the other reporters laughing, although he noticed a good 
number of them trying not to look jealous. 
 
* * * * * 
 
The rest of the press conference had gone off without a 
hitch, mostly, and Harrison-- as he was calling himself 
then-- was pleased to find himself at a secluded 
restaurant with the stunner. 



 
They had salad and appetizers, entrees and dessert... and 
still, he couldn't bring himself to tell her the truth. 
 
He was enjoying her company, though, and that's why he 
didn't freeze up when she asked him about his 
inspiration for his character "Spark" in his books. 
 
Sure, the character was a vampire who had earned his 
name due to torturing his victims with the smoldering 
end of a fire brand. Sure, the guy had spent a load of 
time trying to live up to the desires of his maker and had 
then gone and gotten himself a soul, but...  
 
"There is no Spark," he told her softly, trying to hide the 
sadness in his own soul. "It's a story. That's all. I took my 
experiences growing up and... made them into horror 
and that's where the books come from, is all." 
 
The reporter looked at him sadly, then shrugged. "Okay. 
But... the eye?" She smiled. "You did say you'd tell me if 
we went to dinner, and... here we are. At dinner." 
 
The author laughed loudly and lied to her face. "I'd love 
to say I lost it in some big, heart-rending showdown... 
that some evil priest put it out by driving his thumb into 



the socket. That would be appropriately dramatic, right? 
Not to mention being just what happens to Lavelle in the 
book. But... just between you and me?" 
 
She nodded, for some reason actually meaning it this 
time. "Off the record," she promised, shutting off even 
her internal mental recorder... the one that she relied on 
most times to recall inflections. 
 
The dark haired man smiled again and nodded. "All 
right... and you're the only one I've ever told this to so if I 
read it anywhere, I'll know where it came from..." 
 
He chuckled softly, seeing her waiting with bated breath 
for some big, explosive thing. 
 
"It's like this," he said softly. "You know how when you're 
a kid and playing knights with your friends, using sticks 
for swords... and your Mom says 'be careful or 
someone's gonna lose an eye'...?" 
 
He chuckled as the young woman fell into peals of 
laughter, trusting that her amusement would distract her 
from the pain in his one remaining eye. 
 
Fortunately, he was right.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Two 

Harrison Alexander sighed softly as he walked into his 
two bedroom apartment in upper Northwest DC. 
 
His agent Elliot had just dropped him off. For some 
reason, the DMV in Washington didn't want to let him 
have a driver's license. Possibly because he was missing 
an eye and possibly because of his driving record. Either 
way, he figured he was lucky to have become successful 
enough that he could call on his agent to drive him 
around. 
 
Even so, it was somewhat degrading. He was able to see 
well enough that he should at least have been given a 
provisional license. Daytime only would have been fine. 
 
As it was, he ran the risk of getting arrested every time 
he took his new Jag out, which was exactly why Elliot had 
insisted on driving him to and from the press thing. And 
waited while he had dinner with the reporter before 



driving her back to her hotel, then him to home. 
 
Harrison Alexander. He sighed. 
 
He knew the new Watcher's Council couldn't take a 
chance on him exposing them. Even with changing his 
name a bit, he was surprised they hadn't protested. Hell, 
he was amazed that they hadn't ordered him to stop 
writing the books. 
 
Not that he would have listened, but still. 
 
He'd been writing mostly as some sort of therapy, he 
thought. So he could find a way to accept himself and the 
things he'd done. Or not done, he admitted. 
 
He'd never admitted his attraction to certain of his 
colleagues. Never admitted that he'd been hateful to 
them because he'd wanted them. First Angel, who'd had 
eyes only for the Slayer, and then... a little later... Spike. 
Even with Anya, he'd wanted him. Anya... was just 
another indicator. He should have... 
 
It had taken him years to realize that he was drawn to 
demons. For the longest time, he'd blamed it on the 
Hellmouth. 



 
It wasn't until that night... that horrible night... the night 
he and his friends managed to keep the world from 
ending... 
 
Xander groaned and curled into his pillow, trying not to 
think about it. It had been six years and... he'd moved on.  
 
He tried to force himself to sleep, and once he managed 
to do it even half way, that was even worse. 
 
He saw again the fight in the old High School... saw again 
Spike from his eavesdropping spot at the top of the stairs 
before it all went fiery. 
 
"I love you," Buffy had said, and Xander wished it was 
him there saying that to Spike, even though he hadn't 
known it then. 
 
"No you don't," he'd heard the blond vampire respond, 
"But thanks for saying it..." 
 
He remembered his heart skipping a good beat or two 
when Spike looked up towards where he was hiding, but 
then... 
 



Then the flames came, and the long, drawn-out scream... 
and then Spike was gone. Eaten from the inside for a love 
that would never be. 
 
And, Xander admitted privately, even if Spike had been 
talking to him, it would have been the same. 
 
He hadn't truly known that he loved Spike until after he 
was gone. 
 
And thank GODS he hadn't married Anya. 
 
If he had, he'd be dead by now. 
 
He had a sneaking suspicion that she might have had a 
problem with his inherent desire for lean, cut, cocky 
blonds of the male variety by now. Or even worse, would 
want to join in... assuming a different end to things, 
anyway. 
 
He spared a sad, small smile for Anya, wherever she was. 
Did demons go to Heaven, even if they died saving the 
world? He had no idea. 
 
"Gods," he said softly, and not for the first time, "Grant 
her happiness and peace." 



 
His eyes closed tiredly as he slipped off completely, for 
some reason imagining all the things he wished he'd 
done before he'd lost his world.  
 
Whether he defined his world as the blond vampire 
occupying his mind was another question entirely. He 
could just as easily have meant his hometown. He'd been 
very careful not to look too deeply into that question. He 
was honestly afraid of what he might find out if he asked 
himself and actually gave himself an honest answer. 
 
Besides… he’d built himself a new world, this one with 
very little involvement of demons or Slayers. Except for 
the rare occasion when one of the old crowd called him. 
And he figured that was… if not good, then at least okay.  
 
* * * * * 
 
It was the ringing of his phone that dragged him from yet 
another sweaty, moaning dream and he groaned deeply 
as he reached for the receiver. He pressed it confusedly 
to his ear, calling "hello? Hello?" into it before he 
grunted and reversed it until the mouthpiece was 
actually by his mouth. "Wha...?" he said, trying again. 
 



"Jesus Christ, Harris... do you even know what time it is? 
You CAN'T still be sleeping, right?" 
 
Harrison sat up suddenly, his eye finding the clock across 
the room. "SHIT! I... sorry, Elliot! I overslept. Give me five 
minutes and I'll be down, okay?" 
 
He forced himself to jump from the bed, then tossed the 
phone down once he hit the disconnect button. He didn't 
think he could actually shower, shave, dress and be out 
the door that quickly but he was for damned sure going 
to give it his best shot. 
 
Fifteen minutes later he stepped from his apartment, 
locking the door behind him. His laptop was slung over 
one shoulder in its case while the other shoulder 
supported the carry on bag he'd packed two days earlier. 
There was no way he could miss this damned signing in 
New York. Even if it HAD interrupted a very good dream. 
 
"Sorry, guy," he said sheepishly as he climbed into Elliot's 
Mercedes, "I swear I set the alarm this time..." 
 
Elliot laughed, his pale blue eyes crinkling at the corners 
as he gunned the engine and headed for the nearest exit 
to 495. He tossed his head slightly, short blond hair 



bouncing with the movement as he yelled at another 
driver who had almost cut him off.  
 
"It's fine, Harris," he said once he'd managed to merge 
into the next lane, getting in front of the bastard. "I know 
how hard you sleep, remember?" 
 
The dark haired man chuckled, recalling the three 
months the two of them had been an item. They'd been 
good together, he knew, but... Elliot wasn't quite what he 
truly needed. Too American, for one thing... and too 
warm.  
 
Besides, the other man had felt it. That he was a stand-in 
for someone who was gone. 
 
Fortunately, he hadn't been angry about it. If he had 
been, he never would have stolen the first manuscript 
and taken it to work for the lead staff to read. And Harris 
wouldn't have had a carreer. 
 
No, Elliot had told him that he figured it had been fun 
while it lasted. And the slightly younger one-eyed man 
had ended up being one of his closest friends, so... it was 
all good. A good fuck wasn't as hard to find as a good 
friend. And a good friend who didn't mind the occasional 



good fuck was even better. 
 
Harris agreed on every level really, so when recognized 
the tone Elliot had used to say that about knowing how 
hard he slept, he frowned a little. "Okay... and this is me 
waiting for the punch line." 
 
The blond had the grace to blush just a little, then 
laughed. "Our flight's not until eleven. I thought we could 
use some extra time. Especially considering how often 
you set that stupid clock-radio for PM instead of AM. You 
should just hire a service and be done with it. Or better 
yet, find yourself a man. Or a woman. Whichever you’re 
currently bothering with.” He winked. 
 
Harris groaned, longish dark hair falling into his eyes as 
he looked down at his clenched hands, trying his best not 
to throttle his friend.  
 
"If you knew," he grated out roughly, "how good the 
dream you pulled me from was, you wouldn't blame me 
for hitting you right now." 
 
Elliot's pale blond brows rose and he darted a glance at 
Harris as he took the Dulles Airport exit from the 
Beltway. "Ohhh... dreaming about HIM again, were you? 



Guess you ARE in a male phase. So did he put it to you or 
were you the one driving this time?" he asked smugly. He 
didn't know who the guy Harris dreamt of was, but he'd 
be damned if he didn't want to find one like that for 
himself. All hunger and want... or at least in his friend's 
dreams. 
 
The brunette sighed and shrugged a bit. "Doesn't really 
matter, does it? Ashes to ashes, dust to dust. That's what 
they say, right?" 
 
The conversation fell off as Harris stared out the window 
of the car for the rest of the short ride to the airport. God 
knew he loved Elliot. The man was pretty much his best 
friend these days. But there were still certain things he 
wasn't ready to tell him. Things he'd NEVER be ready to 
tell him.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Three 



He knew he was haunted. He had to be. Or else it was 
the bloody soul inside him. 
 
He couldn't figure any other reason for the way his so-
called life had gone since what was supposed to be the 
final battle. 
 
He'd expected to die there beside his Sire... or rather the 
Vampire who'd acted as his Sire since Dru was too 
bleeding wonky to act as such. But he hadn't. 
 
Most of the others had, sure. And he'd PLANNED on 
doing so himself! 
 
But sodding Lorne had other plans for him, it seemed. 
 
After going and telling them all how he wouldn't be back, 
the poncey, swishy Pylean had come out of nowhere just 
as the fight was reaching a fever pitch and... clocked him 
in the head then shoved him down a manhole into the 
sewers! 
 
And apparently the bloke had made arrangements 
because when he'd come to, he'd been in New Mexico 
with a group of Crashtith demons.  
 



He figured the others were all dead by then; even the 
ones he hadn't seen pass. His Sire, the thug, the ex-
Watcher and the Blue Bitch. They for damned sure hadn't 
been around by the time he got back to L.A. to look for 
them. Of course, neither had Lorne... aside from a few 
scraps of green, lightly scaled chunks of flesh under a 
dumpster. Might not have been him, necessarily, but... 
how many Pyleans were likely to have been in that alley 
at the right time? 
 
And so Spike had done what Spike had always done. He 
made the best of it. 
 
He went back to the Wolfram and Hart office building, 
amazed that it was still standing. 
 
He slipped inside, avoiding Hell-beasts when he could 
and killing them when he couldn't. 
 
He made his way to Angel's office, then up the elevator-- 
miraculously still working-- to his Sire's rooms and... 
looted them. 
 
It wasn't hard to figure out that the combination to the 
safe was the date he was turned, then the date Dru was. 
It was SO easy, in fact, that he wondered whether Angel 



had done it deliberately so his favourite childe wouldn't 
be alone AND empty handed.  
 
He rather thought he might have, simply because of the 
order of the dates. His turning, then Dru's. Maybe he'd 
meant something to the wanker after all. 
 
He deliberately ignored the thought that if Angel HAD 
done that, it meant he'd known about Lorne's plan... had 
maybe even been in on it. 
 
Six million in cash made a bloody big parcel, even when 
stuffed into the bag so thoughtfully left within the safe. 
The diamonds made less of a package. Those he stuck in 
the pockets of his jeans.  
 
That wasn't what had made him cry, though.  
 
No, what made him cry was the ring. 
 
Angel must have snatched it from the Master, way back 
in Sunnyhell and kept it hidden all that time because he'd 
for damn sure never seen him wear it. Still, there it was.  
 
Spike remembered smiling as he slipped the platinum 
band with its tiny diamonds and huge ruby onto his index 



finger. "I'll make ya proud, Peaches," he'd whispered into 
the still, sweltering air of his Sire's home. "I'll be th' 
Master of Aurelius for ya, seein' as I'm all that's left." 
 
With that he'd turned and walked to one of the huge, 
spelled windows and broken it by throwing a chair 
through it. The spells seemed to have weakened for 
some reason.  
 
Then he stepped from it, plummeting the three hundred 
feet without anything but a smirk, groaning slightly as he 
landed, then straightened. 
 
And then... he'd walked away. 
 
* * * * * 
 
His walk hadn't gotten him too far, he realized, dragging 
himself from his own memories. He hadn't even made it 
back to England! 
 
Still, New York was a good way away from California.  
 
He wasn't entirely sure of why he'd chosen New York. 
Maybe because he still had fond memories of Nikki, but 
he doubted that. 



 
More likely, he figured, it was because it was where he'd 
run into the bloke who'd made his look famous. 
 
The pissant motherfucker was an enormous wanker of 
course, but still... by stealing his look, the LOOK would be 
remembered forever. 
 
If he was dusted tomorrow, some kid down the line 
would show up with bleached hair, ripped shirt, jeans, 
and... yeah, it was a legacy. Perhaps not one he was 
thrilled about but... with a soul, how could he go back to 
Jolly Old and kill the prat? Besides... the fuck might 
already be dead. He'd heard he'd lived in L.A. for a time. 
Whether he still did or not was another question, and 
not one he cared enough about to find out. He'd just 
believe he was dead and that would do. 
 
That thought made him smile as he continued following 
the tiny-breasted blonde woman down the street. The 
chit had "victim" written all over her. He'd be surprised if 
he was the only predator out tonight. Hell, he'd STAKE 
himself if he was the only predator out. That's how 
certain he was. 
 
Luckily for Spike, he didn't have to go to those extremes 



because as soon as the bloody stupid chit turned down a 
side street she was surrounded by three vamps without 
souls. 
 
He watched for a few moments, letting the girl get good 
and scared, then he stepped forward into the edge of the 
streetlight's pool.  
 
"Think ya might be wantin' ta move along, blokes," he 
said softly, pulling a slightly crumpled Marlboro from his 
pocket and lighting it quickly. 
 
He squinted a bit at them, smirking as he took another 
step closer to the girl, his eyes locked on the alleged 
lead-vamp. "I'm lookin' out for this one." 
 
It amazed him that his reputation had grown so much in 
less than five years in a metropolis the size of New York, 
but... the vamps took one look at him and even their 
leader turned tail and ran. 
 
Spike growled and pushed the blonde away. Amazing 
how small tits and yellow hair transcended everything 
else. He might have saved the bint's life, but that didn't 
mean he wanted to bed her! And all because he'd seen 
how unhappy she was when she'd left the bar. 



 
Now that he knew how she acted, he was surprised the 
bloke she'd been talking to hadn't hauled off and HIT her. 
 
He pushed her off again, then faded into the shadows, 
still watching until she entered what he assumed was her 
building. 
 
"Right, then," he murmured, "I'm off." 
 
It was the same every night. He went out once the sun 
set, found himself in a bar or club or whatever. Scouted 
until he found the most likely targets, then... followed.  
 
It wasn't the same as what he'd done before but he was 
damaged somewhat. Even his soul thought he'd done 
enough. 
 
Let others save the world. He'd just save a human or two 
at a time. 
 
That was enough, wasn't it...? 
 
It would have to be, he told himself as he strode the 
loud, dirty streets. After all, it was all he could do these 
days. Especially with his soul. 



 
It had taught him a few things. TOLD him a few things. He 
wasn't all powerful. He'd learned that. And he was alone. 
More alone than he'd ever been in his life. 
 
First he'd had Mother. Then Dru and Angelus. Even Darla. 
Then... the Scooby Gang. 
 
Lastly, he'd had Angel and his crew. 
 
All dead. 
 
Every last one of them. Dead. 
 
Oh, he knew most of the Sunnyhell crew had gotten 
out... probably. He’d even seen that little wanker Andrew 
a time or two. Almost saw Buffy once, when he’d gone to 
Italy with the poof. But considering what they must have 
been going on towards, he knew they were all dead, too. 
 
A part of him still mourned for Buffy. She'd been a good 
adversary when he'd been soul-less. And he missed the 
Nibblet. Of all of them, she'd least deserved to die... 
except for the other. The one who'd given him sanctuary 
even through hate. The one who'd taunted and hurt with 
his words and so-called humour. The one he couldn't 



forget holding onto when that pain from the lost eye 
burned. Yeah... he missed Xander the most. But he knew 
the younger bloke was dead by now. Hell. Even before 
the Watcher's Council blew up, they hadn't been so good 
at looking after their own. 
 
Spike sighed deeply and let his feet drag him to one of 
the better gay bars.  
 
He wasn't exactly gay, but... he'd feel better if he could 
find a tall, handsome young dark-haired man... one 
who'd wear the eye patch while he buried himself deep 
and thought of other times.  
 
Not happier times, necessarily, but... better ones. 
 
It was a plan, and as plans went, Spike figured he'd had 
worse ones.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Four 



"Go ahead, buddy," Harris said, smiling just a little into 
the glass of scotch he was holding. "Seriously, I'm not in 
the mood to hang around with a bunch of fags and 
queers tonight." He winked at Elliot, knowing his friend 
would understand his meaning.  
 
Elliot shook his head and finished his drink. "If I didn't 
know you swung both ways, that'd almost be insulting," 
he teased. "There's no law that says you have to get 
yourself picked up, you know. Come on, Harris. Have a 
couple drinks, dance a little... it'll be fun. God knows you 
could use some fun. You've been all 'work-work-work' for 
the last eight months. Now the book is in, it's coming out 
tomorrow, and it's time for all good little one-eyed 
money-makers to shake their thing and cut loose."  
 
Harris laughed loudly and shook his head again. "Maybe 
tomorrow, El. We can make a night of it." He waggled his 
brow suggestively and tossed a cocky grin out there. 
"Maybe I'll even put on the leather," he added, sealing 
the deal. 
 
"Oh, good," Elliot nearly purred, "I have my collar and 
leash in my room." 
 
The brunette chuckled and downed the last of the scotch 



in his glass. "I figured, buddy," he said as he stood. "You 
give whole new meaning to the phrase 'don't leave home 
without it' when it comes to your kinks." He winked and 
ruffled the short blond hair. "Don't stay out too late, and 
NO riding bareback, no matter how safe you think the 
guy looks." 
 
Elliot tried to look offended. "Who says there's going to 
be any riding at all?" 
 
Harris snorted. "Try selling that one to someone who 
doesn't know you. Now go. Have fun. I'll see you 
tomorrow." 
 
Elliot sighed softly, still smiling as he watched his friend 
make his way across the lobby to the elevators. He was 
going to hold Harris to his promise of going out the next 
night. The guy needed to decompress seriously badly. He 
could tell. And if that meant he got to wear the leash and 
eventually be ridden like a pony, then so be it. 
 
He grinned hugely as he went outside to hail a cab. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Elliot leaned against the bar at the club he privately 



called "Homo Heaven". His first margarita had gone 
down quickly but now he was nursing the second. He 
could afford to be either tired or hungover in the 
morning, but not both. Tired would be more fun, 
anyway. It would mean he'd gotten lucky and laid. 
 
Of course, standing at the end of the bar wasn't going to 
get it done, so he pushed away and started circulating, 
catching bits and pieces of conversation as he roamed. 
 
"Oh, please!" he heard one reasonably attractive man 
saying to another of the same sort, "He SO wants to be 
Spark! I mean, just LOOK at him! The eyes, the hair, even 
the clothes! It would be sad if..." 
 
"If he didn't do it so well," the second guy yelled back in 
agreement. "Do you think maybe he IS Spark? I mean, 
the guy he's based on?" 
 
Elliot moved closer and saw the first man roll his eyes. 
"Honey," the first guy replied, "Look at him. He's WAY 
too young. Harrison started writing the books like six 
years ago, right? THAT guy would have been like sixteen 
and that's just... wrong." He shivered. "No, the Author 
would never lust after a kid. He's a good guy from what 
I've read." 



 
Elliot chuckled to himself, leaving the two men to their 
discussion. 'The Author' he repeated silently. Harris 
would get a kick out of that. The guy was right, though. 
Harris would never even think about someone that 
young. Not even six years earlier. His friend had always 
gone for older men. A little older, anyway. Of course, he 
still wanted to check out this guy who supposedly looked 
like his friend's most popular character. Who knew? 
Maybe he could get the guy to do some public 
appearances to promote the new book, assuming he 
lived up to the hype. 
 
That was when he saw him, and... oh, boy.  
 
His eyes raked over the long, lean body, fascinated by the 
black denim and the t-shirt stretched tight over lithe, cat-
like muscles.  
 
The guys he'd overheard had been completely right, he 
realized. If there ever was a Spark, this guy could have 
modeled for him.  
 
Pale, smooth skin, high cheekbones, strong jaw... eyes 
just the right shade of vibrant blue-- at least he thought 
so, considering the questionable lighting. The hair 



platinum and swept back from a high, almost creaseless 
forehead but for the one small curl that had come away 
from the rest...  
 
He watched the man for a few minutes then waved over 
a scantily clad waiter. "The blond," he said, passing the 
guy a twenty, "Get him a beer on me. Whatever kind that 
is he's holding. And give him this, too. Tell him I might 
have a job for him, if he's interested." He handed the 
waiter his business card then leaned against one of the 
tall columns going from floor to ceiling. It was as good a 
vantage point as any. 
 
The waiter sighed and walked towards the bar. "Hey, 
Mike," he called to the bartender, "Another Beck's Dark 
for the mystery man." He rolled his eyes. 
 
Mike chuckled and passed him a bottle of the beer. 
"You're just jealous, sweetie. Nobody's even noticed your 
new outfit, right?" He chuckled again when the waiter 
stomped off. Yeah... Sammy was jealous, all right.  
 
* * * * * 
 
"Oh, bloody hell," Spike growled softly as yet another 
waiter came over with yet another beer. "Look, mate," 



he said seriously, "If you an' your lot keep interruptin' 
me, I'm never goin' ta get anywhere with this bloke, am 
I?" He tilted his head to indicate the tall, good looking 
brunette he'd been chatting up. He rested one hand on 
the prospective 'date's' waist, cocking a brow. 
 
The waiter grinned a little, even as he handed the blond 
the beer. "Honey, I think you've got a shot at getting 
EVERYWHERE with that one." He winked saucily. 
"Besides, as long as you stand around in here, you're 
gonna get interrupted. You're the best looking thing to 
walk in here in... weeks. Deal with it." 
 
Spike laughed. "Why, you cheeky bugger! Off with you!" 
He chuckled loudly as he swatted the waiter on the ass. 
"Nice pants, by th' way. Where'd you find purple PVC 
with lace-up sides, anyway? An' do they come in black?" 
 
The waiter grinned even more. "Reversible," he 
announced, cocking a hip towards the man. "Want to 
find out?" 
 
Spike shook his head, pulling the brunette he'd been 
talking to just a little bit closer. "Sorry, mate. Got a thing 
for tall, dark an' handsome at th' moment. An' I don't 
rightly care much for a Prince Albert." He nodded down 



at the obvious thick ring outlined against the front of the 
tight purple pants. "But thanks for bringin' th' beer." 
 
The short blond waiter sighed softly, then shrugged. "Just 
doing my job, mister man." He winked again and started 
to turn away then remembered. "Oh, I'm supposed to 
give you this, too. From the same guy." He handed over 
the business card with a sheepish grin. "He says he has a 
job for you if you want. Um, he seemed to mean a real 
job, not anything... weird." 
 
With that, he sauntered off, glad someone had actually 
noticed his pants, even if it was the guy who had 
everyone so distracted. 
 
Spike shrugged and slipped the card into the pocket of 
his jeans. He'd look at it later. Right now, though... he 
cocked his head a bit and looked a couple inches up, 
meeting the wide brown eyes of the young man beside 
him. "So, pet... Trevor... what do you say? Care ta spend 
a night all... tied up, so ta speak?" 
 
Trevor laughed breathlessly. "I, uh... think I could go for 
that, but... uh, is the eye patch 
 
Spike frowned. "'s just a thing of mine, mate. If you don't 



want ta, I won't make you... but I think you'd like it and 
I'd bloody well appreciate it, myself..." 
 
The young man frowned. Even though the blond looked 
about his own age, he talked... older, somehow. And his 
eyes... oh, his eyes were anything but young. Lot of 
baggage there, Trevor realized. More than he wanted to 
mess around with, anyway. 
 
"I... okay. Eye patch it is." Trevor's smile was a little weak 
but he doubted the Englishman noticed. "Just... the tied 
up is metaphorical, right? I mean, you don't want to 
actually... tie me up, right?" 
 
Bloody hell, the bloke was almost more trouble than he 
was worth. And surprisingly vanilla, apparently, the 
whole wanting to take a bloke's cock up his bum thing 
aside. He was still bloody attractive, but... somehow 
knowing the kid didn't really know how to play was 
putting a damper on things for him. 
 
Spike sighed and shook his head, a wry smile twisting his 
lips. "You know what, mate? I think I might be a bit too 
much for you. What say we finish our drinks an' our chat 
an' just move on, 'ey? Think it might be best for th' both 
of us." 



 
There was a time when he would have lied to the kid and 
gone ahead and done whatever he wanted once he had 
him alone and away from any help. Of course, there was 
a time when he would have fucked him then eaten him 
and fucked him again, too, so... Spike shrugged and tried 
not to laugh at the relief pouring in waves from the kid. 
"Right, then." 
 
They talked about art for a little while, debating the 
Italian Masters versus the French. Finally, though, their 
drinks were finished and Spike turned away. "You might 
consider chattin’ up that last waiter, Trevor," he said in 
parting. "Think he might be a bit more your speed." 
 
William the Bloody, matchmaker for gay humans. The 
thought alone pulled a somewhat disgusted snort from 
him. But the kid was okay. He might have had the look 
but he for damned sure didn't have the guts of the one 
he remembered from good old Sunnyhole-in-the-ground.  

 
 
 
 
 



Part Five 

 

Even the way the blond moved was like a sort of poetry, 
Elliot thought. Like watching water flow effortlessly over 
and around rocks in a stream, although water didn't have 
that slight sense of menace to it that the blond was 
obviously trying to hide. 
 
Elliot recognized it, though. He hadn't always restricted 
his games to collars and leashes. Hell, before he'd run 
into Harris, he'd tried some truly dark things and while 
they hadn't really taken, he could still recognize danger 
when he saw it. 
 
Still, whatever had happened between the blond and the 
dark haired guy, the Spark looking guy hadn't hurt the 
other one. They appeared to have parted on good terms, 
so... maybe he'd just take a shot and tell the man what 
he had in mind. For the promotional thing, anyway. He'd 
be damned if he was going to mention the other 
thoughts flashing through his mind. 
 
He waited until the blond took up a spot against the far 
wall, obviously scanning the crowd, then Elliot headed to 
the bar again. "Margarita and whatever sex on a stick is 



drinking," he said with a grin at the bartender. 
 
Mike chuckled and got the drinks, wondering if he could 
maybe hire the blond by the wall. He'd made more 
money on drinks bought for the guy than he ever would 
have believed. He had no idea of where the man was 
putting it all, either, but he didn't look drunk or even 
buzzed, really. Handy skill to have, he figured. 
 
Elliot forced his mind to business as he approached the 
other blond. "Hi," he said, leaning against the wall beside 
him and handing him the beer. "I'm Elliot," he added. 
"Elliot Washburn of Hamsterville Publishing. You have my 
card in your pocket." He nodded slightly, carefully not 
looking down at the man's groin. 
 
Spike looked at the beer in his hand and took a long 
swallow. "Right," he said after a moment. "Somethin' 
about a job, you said?" 
 
Elliot nodded quickly. "Yeah. And wow, your voice is 
perfect, too. You could totally be the basis for Spark. And 
that's what I wanted to talk to you about. How old are 
you? Never mind, you're obviously old enough, 
considering where you are and I'm shutting up now." He 
blushed. Damn Harrison! His propensity for babble was 



obviously catching. 
 
Spike found himself laughing. He hadn't heard that many 
words expelled all on one breath in years. Not since... he 
frowned suddenly and sighed. Would the past never stop 
haunting him? 
 
"Ta for th' compliment, mate. Like my voice right well 
myself, too." He nodded, shaking off the sadness. "As for 
how old I am... I look a good bit younger than is strictly 
true." And wasn't THAT an understatement? "Call it 
thirty-three an' you'd be close enough." If you added a 
hundred, he chuckled to himself. 
 
His eyes widened hugely and Elliot stared at the man. 
"No WAY! Jesus Christ... you must have the best genetics 
EVER." He sighed softly. "That is SO not fair. You're older 
than I am and you look like you could be my kid brother. 
Shit." 
 
Spike shrugged. "I tend ta avoid th' sun, mate. I've heard 
that helps." 
 
"It must," Elliot said grumpily before smiling just as 
suddenly as he'd frowned and taking a sip of his drink. 
"Okay. The job." 



 
"I'm not doin' porn," Spike said suddenly, his brain 
putting together publishing, the gay bar and the concern 
over his age in exactly the wrong fashion. "Don't care 
how much you're payin', I'm not takin' my clothes off an' 
I'm for bloody damned sure not bangin' a bunch of 
blokes I don't even know for your amusement. Not on 
camera, anyway," he added after half a second, during 
which the other man was silent. 
 
The agent blinked, his eyes even wider as he heard what 
mister sexy said. It took him a moment to regroup. 
"Okay... uh, we publish BOOKS. Not porn books, either." 
He thought for a moment, sipping his margarita. "Well, 
okay. Maybe a few of our authors push the boundaries, 
but it's still printed words, not pictures..." He sighed. 
"Okay, let me start again." 
 
Spike watched curiously as the other blond went back to 
the bar and returned with two new drinks. 
 
He handed one to the platinum haired man and stuck out 
his hand. "Hi, I'm Elliot Washburn and I'd like to offer you 
a job doing promotion for my client's new book. You look 
an awful lot like one of his characters, you see." 
 



If Spike could have blushed, he would have. Instead, he 
shook the guy's hand and chuckled. "Sorry, mate. Read 
you all wrong there, didn't I? I'm Sp... Will," he said, 
falling back on the name he used with humans. Wouldn't 
want the demons around to be able to track him that 
way, after all. There were hundreds if not thousands of 
'Wills' in New York. This way, he was just another of a 
group. Much less obvious. 
 
Elliot's pale brows rose high enough that they almost 
disappeared under the hair hanging down over his 
forehead. "Spwill? Interesting name..." It had sounded an 
awful lot like the guy was going to say 'Spark', he noticed. 
Well, maybe the he was a big fan of Harrison's and was 
paying homage to the character. 
 
Spike shrugged. "No, bloke. 's just Will. Will will do." 
 
A shrug answered that statement and Elliot leaned a little 
bit closer, not wanting to shout quite so loudly as he 
explained more about the position he had in mind for 
'Will'. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Come ON, Harris!" Elliot demanded, leaning against the 



wall of his friend's hotel room. "You're already pretty 
enough, okay?" He rolled his eyes. God, he had no idea 
of how it could be taking him so long just to get dressed! 
"Throw on some pants and a shirt and let's GO!" 
 
Harris looked at himself in the mirror and adjusted his 
new eye patch just so. It was his favourite, he decided. 
The subtle silk stitching, black on black, relieved the 
severity of the leather patch. It almost made it look like a 
fashion choice rather than a necessity. And the fact that 
it almost perfectly matched the leather pants he had on 
didn't hurt either, he acknowledged silently. 
 
He slid his feet into the tall engineer boots and 
straightened again, adjusting the open collar of his 
sapphire blue silk shirt, then nodded at his image. If he 
was going to appear in public as Elliot's top, he was for 
damned sure going to make his friend proud. 
 
"Fine, fine," he groused, opening the door and stepping 
from the bathroom. "I'm ready. You'd better just be glad 
that I'm not really your Master or you'd be hurting right 
about now." He grinned, then noticed the complete lack 
of words coming from his friend. "Elliot...? You okay?" 
 
The blond nodded slowly, eyes locked on the sleek form 



of his friend. He'd seen Harris all dominating before, of 
course, but he'd never looked quite so... comfortable. 
Must be the clothes, he decided. They had to be new or 
he would have seen them before and why the HELL 
hadn't Harris gone shopping wherever he'd bought them 
before? 
 
He forced himself to close his mouth with a snap of teeth 
on teeth. "Nice outfit," he finally said, raking his gaze 
over the toned shape again. "I guess you went shopping." 
 
Harris laughed. "Yeah, well. Unlike YOU, I don't travel 
with a trunk-load of kink-wear. And I did promise to wear 
leather. Now, give me your leash and shut up. Or do you 
want to just stay in?"  
 
Elliot shook his head, laughing at Harris's quirked 
eyebrow. "I'm almost tempted, but you know what I said 
last night is true. You need to loosen up. Blow off some 
steam. And besides... I really want to show you off." He 
grinned. "I'll be the envy of every guy there. Bottom AND 
top." 
 
The brunette chuckled. "You still haven't told me where 
we're going," he said as he took the leash and led Elliot 
from the room. 



 
"You'll see," the blond said smuggly. "Besides, there's 
someone there I want you to meet. He might make a 
good double for Spark, if you approve of him." 
 
Harris frowned but stayed silent. Nobody would ever be 
a good double for Spark. Spark was Spike and Spike was 
dead and there'd never be anyone even remotely like 
him. But he could never explain that to Elliot.  

Part Six 

He didn't need the money the man was offering; that 
was just the plain truth. Some careful and not so careful 
investments over the last five years had turned his six 
million into close to ten times that. It was the job itself 
that appealed to him. 
 
Stand around and look pretty. Let people take a few 
pictures. Maybe sign 'Spark' to a piece of paper or two. 
Simple. Easy. No drama, no trauma, nothing to make him 
think about anything but whatever city or town he was 
going to next. 
 
Yeah, he could do that. He could do that stone drunk and 
with half a brain cell. 
 



He figured he'd feel guilty about leaving his city and the 
humans who so obviously needed him, but then again, 
he'd be back often enough that things shouldn't get too 
out of control. 
 
He'd meant to pick up the books he'd been told about, 
but the only all night book shop had been out of most of 
them and he hadn't wanted to start a series out of order. 
Besides, since he was meeting Elliot and his client 
tonight, he figured he could hit them up for free copies. 
 
Just because he had money didn't mean he shouldn't get 
things for free, he figured. Hell, look at that Hilton bint. 
Millions of dollars and she still got free designer clothes. 
He figured she needed them because after seeing her sex 
tape nobody would want to put up with her clumsiness. 
She’d need every penny just to catch herself a bloke… or 
a chit, whatever the dozy mare wanted. Besides, he'd 
never been overly enthused about blondes, his little 
obsession with the Slayer-that-was aside. 
 
Spike frowned and shook his head. "Stop thinkin' about 
that bunch," he grated out to himself as he finished 
getting dressed. "They're all dead an' gone. It's just you 
left, mate. You an' your soddin' ghosts." 
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He forced himself to think about the coming meeting 
with the bloke from last night and the one who did all the 
writing. Apparently the man's work was good and 
popular, judging by the web search he'd done earlier. 
There were whole websites dedicated just to him and his 
stories.  
 
If the sun hadn't been coming up, he might have checked 
a few out, but he'd been tired and once he'd dealt with 
his usual pre-sleep erection he'd gone to bed. 
 
He finished tying his boots and headed for his private 
elevator. Money didn't mean much to him but it 
definitely made things easier. It had gotten him his 
penthouse, complete with the elevator and the rooftop 
garden of night-blooming flowers that appealed to the 
poet in him. Not that he would ever admit that with his 
soul he'd gotten a good bit of William back. He was still 
the Big Bad, after all. He just did good, more often than 
not. 
 
"Out for the night," he announced as he passed the bloke 
on the front desk of the building. "Any callers can be 
expunged." Spike smirked, knowing how much Andy 
liked telling people to leave. Bitter fellow, but good at his 
job. He was sure there was a story there, but he really 
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didn't care enough to find out. 
 
He sat in the back of the cab watching the neon flash by 
as they got closer and closer to the club. 
 
Spike found himself thinking about Elliot. For some 
reason, he trusted the human and that should bother 
him. Regardless of the fact that he helped humans on a 
near nightly basis, he knew just how quickly they could 
go from thankful to mean. Still, Elliot he trusted almost 
implicitly. 
 
It might have something to do with the way the bloke 
smelled, he figured. There had been a very subtle, 
underlying scent to the man. Spike didn't know what it 
was but it had somehow been... comforting, perhaps. Or 
maybe the bloke just smelled like something Spike 
couldn't remember. That was even more likely.  
 
Either way, maybe he'd have a chance to figure it out 
tonight, between finding the guy in the crowded bar and 
having to suck up to the undoubtedly uptight author 
who'd probably want him to change his hair or accent or 
something. Humans got odd when they got successful. 
He'd seen that a million times in the last hundred and 
some-odd years. He doubted this writer git was any 



different. 
He got out of the cab when it stopped a few doors down 
from the entrance to the bar and tossed a few crumpled 
up tens at the driver. "Ta, mate... have a good night. An' 
you might want ta clean your gun. It stinks ta high 
heaven. Fired it, what... two days ago now?" 
 
Spike smirked to himself as the driver peeled away. He so 
loved shocking people sometimes. And if the cops pulled 
the bloke over, an obviously recently used gun would get 
him in some sort of trouble, especially considering the 
faint smell of blood that had still been in the cab. 
 
He straightened his t-shirt just a bit, not wanting to admit 
even to himself how much he wanted this job. "Please let 
this bloke think I'm as bleedin' perfect as bloody Elliot 
does," he murmured, not sure anyone was listening or 
would care if they were. "I'm bloody well tired of bein' 
me." 
 
That last part surprised him. How could he be tired of 
himself? 
 
Well, maybe it was just that he was tired of the so-called 
life he'd carved from the wreckage of his earlier life. 
Yeah... that must be it, he figured. All the responsibility 



of being the head of the Aurelius line. Even without any 
others left, he still had to present himself a certain way. 
He was all that was left. How his line was perceived 
rested entirely and squarely on his shoulders, and... it 
was a wearying burden some days. 
 
Most days, if he were going to be honest. But not right 
then, he decided, because he had a writer to meet, and... 
well, he had the right to a bit of fun, damn it. 
 
Yeah. Couple drinks, find himself a hot, tight brunette to 
take home, seeing as that hadn't quite worked out the 
night before.  
He patted the back pocket of his jeans and smiled. He 
had the eye patch and was for bloody well sure going to 
find someone to wear it for him. 
 
Spike smirked slightly as he strolled through the door, 
the bouncer and doorman both nodding him through 
without paying the cover. He didn't notice the bit of 
prowl in his stride but the other guys at the club surely 
did. 
 
A silent knowledge crept through the room. The mystery 
man was back and he was on the hunt. 
 



The posturing and preening of a good half of the patrons 
went unnoticed by the object of their attentions, 
however, because that was when Spike's nostrils flared 
as he caught that Elliot-scent again, stronger this time. 
 
He followed it through the crowd, brushing past anyone 
who tried to delay him until finally he found him. 
 
"Elliot," Spike said, then blinked at the sight of what the 
man was wearing, not to mention the fact that he was 
kneeling on the floor. He laughed low and throatily. "Like 
a bit of th' rough, do you, pet?" He cocked his head to 
the side, eyes traveling from the tousled blond hair down 
to the collar and leash, tracing the straps of the harness 
the man wore which showed off his shaved skin. 
"Smooth as a baby's neck... or bottom, as the case may 
be," Spike muttered before letting his gaze continue 
down over the thin cotton trousers and simple shoes. 
 
Elliot blushed just a little, trying not to preen under the 
way Will was looking at him. "I... sometimes," he 
admitted with a sheepish shrug. 
 
Well, well... and maybe the writer he was here to meet 
wouldn't be as uptight as he'd thought, considering this 
was how his agent came to a meeting. 



 
Spike smirked and reached down, stroking the soft blond 
head of hair lightly. "Sometimes, 'ey?" He chuckled. "If I'd 
known that last night, pet... might be neither one of us 
would have gone home alone. I could overlook you being 
blond, if… You don't have a problem with wearin' an eye 
patch, do you?" It was more a statement than a question, 
but either way it wouldn't be responded to because that 
was when the voice came from behind Spike. 
 
"Hey! NO touching what isn't yours. I may have to 
demand an apology." 
 
The platinum haired body froze solid. He knew that 
voice. He couldn't know that voice, but he did. That voice 
was DEAD! Had been dead for far too long, and now... 
now it was sounding again and he was being haunted but 
this time while he was awake and he couldn't take it, not 
for even an instant and... 
 
"I'm sorry," he almost whimpered before running 
towards the men's room without even turning around to 
see how much it wasn't who it sounded like. He'd finally 
gone round the bend, just like poor Dru. Only he 
wouldn't subject anyone to looking after him. He had too 
much of a soul to put anyone through that, especially 



with knowing how it felt. 
 
He leaned his head against the cool tile wall of the men's 
room stall and shuddered.  
 
There was only one thing to do. The question was... 
sunlight or a quick stake.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Seven 

Elliot had no idea of what had just happened.  
 
One minute, Will had been... almost flirting with him, and 
the next... a blond blur raced away from him with a 
whispered something, leaving him to look with shock at 
his friend. 
 
"Damn it, Harris, what did you say?" he demanded, 
ignoring the fact that he was the one on his knees. "Will 
finally showed up and you said something to scare him 
off!" Elliot frowned and got up from the floor, then 



collapsed into the chair his friend had been using before 
he'd gone to the restroom and the bar. "Jesus! I TOLD 
you you needed to relax! NOW do you believe me?" 
 
One brown eye stared at the hallway the men's room 
was down and frowned. "That was... this Will you wanted 
me to... but..." Harris sighed. "You're the one who 
wanted me to top, El. I was just doing what any dom 
would do if he caught someone touching his... you... 
without permission. I told him not to and to apologize." 
 
Elliot frowned. "That's all? You swear it, Harris? And he 
freaked like that?" The confusion was very real. Will had 
seemed to know all about being dominant but to be 
scared off by such a simple comment was... "Okay, that's 
just weird." 
 
Harris laughed bitterly. "Ya think?" 
 
He wasn't sure why it bothered him so much. Maybe it 
was because even from the back, the blond man had 
reminded him of someone. The way he stood, his head 
cocked a bit... hell, even the languid way his hand had 
caressed Elliot's hair. It all seemed somehow... familiar. 
Yet he knew he didn't know this Will. Hell, he hadn't even 
been to New York for three years before this trip and he 



hadn't met anyone named Will then. 
 
There was still something bothering him, though. 
Something about the man who'd run. Nothing he could 
put his finger on... it was something intangible. A feeling, 
maybe. 
 
Whatever it was, though, he knew he had to find the 
man and apologize for scaring him if that's what he'd 
done. Hell, for all he knew he'd insulted him, although he 
doubted it. Judging from the way he'd been dressed, the 
man was definitely not a sub of any kind, so if he'd been 
insulted, a quick run away would NOT have been the 
response. And he'd held himself like... 
 
He sighed softly. "Okay, El. I'm gonna fix this." He looked 
around and glared at the other men nearby before 
pointing a finger at his friend and saying loudly "STAY!" 
 
Elliot grinned to himself as Harris walked away. 'Stay'? As 
if he was going anywhere without his friend... or maybe 
Will, he reminded himself, feeling his cock straining 
against the cotton slacks he wore. 
 
* * * * * 
 



It didn't take rocket science to figure out which stall the 
mysterious Will was in. There was only one that was 
occupied, after all. 
Apparently there was some sort of vibe he was putting 
off, Harris figured. That was the only reason he could 
think of for the other men in the restroom to clear out as 
soon as he walked in. Still, it let him listen to what was 
happening in that locked stall, which was... nothing. Hell, 
he couldn't even hear breathing. 
 
The brunette sighed and raised a hand, knocking on the 
door.  
 
"Look, uh... Will, right? I didn't mean to... put you off or 
anything." He figured the word 'scare' might bother the 
other man, so he didn't use it. "El... well, he likes to play 
at being a bottom sometimes and I was just... trying to 
fulfill his little fantasy, okay?" 
Harris chuckled and leaned against the door. "Shit, he 
takes that collar and leash everywhere we go, just on the 
off chance that I might ask him to wear them." He 
grinned to himself. "Not that we're together anymore, 
you understand, because that pretty much ended a while 
ago, and not because there's anything wrong with him 
because there isn't. It's me, you know? He's a good guy 
and a good friend but we just don't work the way we 



should if we were gonna be TOGETHER, if you know what 
I mean, and... why am I telling you this? Not like you 
want to know, right?" 
 
Harris blushed at the continued silence from inside the 
stall. 
 
"Look, it's just... I don't know whether I freaked you out 
or what, but I didn't mean to, okay? Then again, I have a 
long history of doing things I didn't mean to do, so... and 
Gods, do NOT get me started on that because I'd 
probably never stop and then you'd just want to kill me, 
right?" 
 
He blushed more, not sure of why he was running off at 
the mouth but unable to stop. 
 
"And if you're worried about the whole 'Spark' thing, 
don't. If Elliot thinks you're the man for the job, then I'm 
sure you are and I give my whole-hearted approval, 
okay? And now I'm just gonna go away and gag myself so 
I'll stop blithering because that's what I'm doing although 
I'm deliberately leaving off the part where I'm an idiot 
because... well, best selling author, right? Can't really call 
myself an idiot although I'm beginning to think I'm 
overqualified for the position of VILLAGE idiot..." 



 
What the fuck was wrong with him? He hadn't lost 
control of his mouth since before he'd lost his eye! Yet 
here he was, sounding like the Xander of more than 
seven years ago. 
 
Worse still, his captive audience didn't seem to even 
notice that he was talking. 
 
Harris swallowed hard and forced his mouth to slow 
down to the speed of his brain.  
 
"I... anyway," he said softly, hoping he hadn't just 
convinced the other man that he was a screaming loon, 
"I'd really love to sit down and talk about what El's got in 
mind. Maybe tomorrow if you have the time. I’m 
guessing you’ve had enough of me for one night, 
anyway." He let the self-depricating grin colour his voice 
as he stepped away from the stall door. "We're at the 
Plaza, so... just give us a call if you want to meet for 
breakfast or something. I... I really AM sorry about 
tonight." 
 
* * * * * 
 
He'd heard the voice of the boy. Heard it talking. The 



cadence, the flow... it was all so Xander. So HIM. 
 
But it couldn't be. He knew that. Still, he allowed himself 
to get lost in the sensation that it might be. 
 
It wasn't until the tone of obvious parting that he shook 
himself and straightened. 
 
"Wait," he said softly, not sure the other man would 
even hear him.  
 
He cleared his throat and said it again. "Wait." 
 
Harris froze, one hand on the handle of the door. He 
knew that voice. He did. But he'd seen its owner die in a 
flash of fire and agony. 
 
"I..." he said, his mind racing. Dead, dead, dead... 
Hellmouth... anything could happen on a... Hellmouth... 
 
"But you're dead," he whispered, not turning around 
even when he heard the creak of metal as the stall door 
swung open. "I watched you... I saw you die, Spike... it 
can't be you... it just... CAN'T!" 
 
The human called him Spike. That was the first thing that 



told him that maybe-- against all logic and reason-- 
maybe he wasn't actually going insane. Maybe it really 
WAS the boy it sounded like. 
 
His entire body shook wildly, trying to reorder the world 
into a place where Xander could be alive and talking to 
him without wanting him dead. Then again, he'd said 
he'd thought he WAS dead. Maybe he was simply 
disappointed that it wasn't so. 
 
That must be it, he realized. Here he was, still wanting 
the lad... young man, he corrected, looking at the tense, 
long lines of Xander's back... and the bloke wished him 
dead. 
 
It figured, though. He'd never cared for anyone who'd 
returned the emotion. 
 
"Right, then," he said, trying to keep the sorrow from his 
voice, "I'm dead and not here. We can go with that, 
Harris. Just run off with your toy and pretend you never 
saw me, alright? Because I'll for damned sure be 
pretending the same." 
 
Spike swallowed hard, forcing the tears to wait until he 
left this God-awful place and got home where he could 



mourn in peace. "Oh, and I think that breakfast meeting 
is out of the question. Ask your friend Elliot. Avoiding the 
sun keeps me looking young." 
 
It was the smug and snarky tone that had him spinning 
away from the door to stare at the blond. He looked 
different, Harris realized. More... worn. Or did he mean 
worn out? 
 
Whatever it was, it didn't suit his former enemy and one-
time almost friend. He let his eye roam Spike's body, up 
and down, up and down, without realizing that it was an 
appraising stare. He also didn't realize that he bore the 
full brunt of sadness in his eye when he met Spike's. 
 
It was the matching sorrow he saw that had him stepping 
closer, however. 
 
His hands rose to rest lightly on Spike's shoulders, not 
wanting to push the other man. He'd read all the 
Watchers' diaries about Spike, after all. He knew the 
vampire wasn't gay, as such, and also knew how much 
he'd suffered at the hands of Angelus, and later at the 
hands of the souled version of the same vampire. But he 
remembered what Elliot had told him about 'Will' and 
what he'd been up to at the bar the previous evening, 



so... 
 
"Spike," he said softly, letting the amazed wonder creep 
into his voice, "You're alive! Or as alive as you've been 
since I met you, which is more than good enough!" His 
fingers tightened on the blond's shoulders, flexing over 
muscle-sheathed bone. "And someday you're gonna have 
to tell me HOW, but... not right now." 
 
Having said that much, Harrison Alexander-- Xander 
Harris that was-- took fate and the universe by the balls 
and did something he'd only ever dreamed about doing. 
 
He leaned in and down a bit, pressing his soft, warm, full 
lips to the equally soft and full cooler ones of the 
vampire. His fingers tightened on the strong though 
slender shoulders in an effort to keep Spike where he 
was for at least long enough to finish the kiss and a groan 
sprung from his lips into the wet cavern of Spike's mouth 
as the blond suddenly pulled him closer and did his 
damnedest to crawl inside him from the mouth down, it 
felt like.  

 
 
 



 
 

Part Eight 

Elliot tried to hide his surprise when the two men came 
back from the bathroom looking very smug and satisfied. 
His eyes dropped to their groins and he wondered at the 
satisfaction since they were both very obviously hard and 
straining in their pants. Then again, so was he, but he 
had a feeling his own needs weren't going to be met by 
either of the lovelies in front of him. 
 
He sighed and finished his drink, then gave Harris 'the 
LOOK'. 
 
He waited until his friend saw it and leaned down before 
he whispered into Harris’s ear. "I have a feeling you've 
found your 'Spark', Harris. Just be careful. I think maybe 
he's WAY into topping." He heard the chuckle Harris let 
out and shrugged. "Guess you found that out, huh? Okay. 
Go. Oh, and do me a favour. Lend me out to that guy 
over there. He may be young, but he's obviously 
intrigued. Besides, he missed out on Will last night. The 
kid deserves a consolation prize." He winked at Harris, 
then nodded towards the brunette Will had spent so 
much time with the night before. 



 
Spike laughed at the thought, then cast a gaze Trevor's 
way. Apparently Elliot was right. Trevor had that look in 
his eyes like he didn't know what he wanted to do but 
was all for finding out. "Well, well," he murmured, "Fancy 
that..." 
 
Harris looked over at the brunette with interest. About 
his own height... build similar to the way he'd been back 
in Sunnydale, although the boy had two good eyes... His 
brow furrowed just a bit as he glanced back to Spike, 
seeing the slightly sheepish grin. "Fine," he said softly, 
"Just remember what I said. No riding bareback, El. I love 
you too much to watch you die, okay?" 
 
Somehow that made Spike jealous. He wasn't sure why. 
Maybe hearing the bloke he thought wanted him saying 
he loved someone else, maybe because he'd never had a 
friend he could say that to himself.  
 
Either way, he found himself pulling Harris back against 
him, his cock pressing hard against the back of the taller 
man's leather pants. "Trevor's clean, you git," he snarled. 
"Bareback won't hurt your soddin' 'El'." 
 
His eye closed halfway for a moment as he relished the 



hold on him and the hardness he could feel. "Maybe," he 
muttered, knowing Spike would hear him, "But if I let him 
be all unsafe this time, he'll want to do it every time. And 
how would he know whether someone was safe or not?" 
 
He blinked, suddenly getting why Spike was acting all... 
pissy. "Believe me," he continued, rubbing back just a 
little, "The last thing I want is my agent dragging you out 
at all hours of the night so you can tell him which guys 
are safe to fuck without condoms. He's been my best 
friend for close to four years, Spike. But that doesn't 
mean I want him spending every night with you. Not 
when I'd rather it was ME with you." 
 
And there. He'd said it. Not quite a declaration of love, 
because for all he knew, he'd imagined a lot of who and 
what he thought the vampire was. But it was a statement 
of intent, he thought. "Unless," he finally said after a few 
moments of silence and stillness from Spike, "you really 
want him. I mean, I'd understand. Elliot's a great guy. 
Hot. Willing. We could have worked out if he hadn't been 
so..." he let his voice trail off, not quite willing to say 
what he was thinking. Hell, for all he knew, Spike just 
wanted to fuck him once and move on. "He's definitely 
lust-worthy..." he said almost despairingly. 
 



The blond growled softly. "Maybe before I knew you 
were still alive, pet... nah, definitely before I knew." He 
nodded, then swallowed hard. "If... if he hadn't been so... 
what, luv? What were you about ta say?" He almost 
wanted to kill himself for calling the bloke 'pet' and 'luv'. 
But Xander had said something about him being dragged 
out at all hours and that seemed to imply that he was 
taking this seriously, just as Spike was. 
 
He wasn't sure of how or when it had become something 
they agreed on. They surely hadn't discussed it in the 
men's room. And what a place for a first kiss, Spike 
snarked at himself. Might as well have done it in a sewer, 
really. 
 
Still, they'd stopped there, after that long, deep, soul-
baring interaction of tongues, teeth, mouths and 
roaming hands. He could hardly wait to get Xander back 
to his place so they could find out how much better it 
could be without clothes, not to mention without other 
blokes trying to walk in on them. 
 
"If he hadn't been so..." Harris began, only to be cut off 
by Elliot. 
 
"It's not that the floor show isn't great, guys," Elliot 



complained gently, "But... me. Tall, dark and cherry. 
Now." He nodded towards Trevor again insistently. 
"Before he gets snapped up by that guy in the black 
pants." 
 
Spike arched a brow and glanced over, then laughed. "I 
guess they really are reversible." And that was all he'd 
say on the subject as Xander took Elliot's leash and led 
him over to the dark haired young man. 
 
Harris smiled dangerously and took the young man's 
hand, pressing Elliot's leash into it. "This one is mine. 
Release him in the morning. If I don't see him by three 
PM, I'll find you." He leaned down and kissed Elliot softly. 
"Have fun, buddy," he said, deliberately not telling Trevor 
Elliot's name.  
 
He looked back into the eyes of the stunned but 
obviously excited young man. "No marks that won't heal 
in three days." And with that he turned, groping the 
waiter in the black PVC pants for a moment, then strolled 
out of the bar, Spike right beside him, looking for all the 
world like two tops going to compare notes... aside from 
their hands, which kept trying to wrap around each 
others' in a yearning grip. 
 



"Uh... he really will let him go in the morning, right, 
Spike?" Harris said softly as they hailed a cab. 
 
Spike climbed in behind Xander and gave his address, 
then shrugged. "Assume so, luv... but if he doesn't, I can 
always find him. No worries." 
 
Harris had to agree. The last thing he was doing at the 
moment was worrying... or at least worrying about Elliot. 
 
* * * * * 
 
It wasn't until the cab pulled up in front of the tall 
apartment building that Harris realized he'd gone home 
with Spike. Not that he hadn't known it intellectually, but 
it was driven home by the fact that they weren't in front 
of the Plaza. 
 
He got out of the cab and stared up at the huge, awe-
inspiring edifice as Spike apparently paid the driver and 
came to stand beside him. 
 
"A bit of a step up from th' crypt, 'ey?" Spike said with a 
smug tone. He took Xander's hand and pulled gently, 
leading him inside when the doorman did his job and 
opened the door. 



 
"Andy," he greeted the man behind the desk, "This is 
Xander. You're likely ta see him a good bit, so he's off th' 
'expunge at will' list, right?" He winked at the man, 
chuckling silently at the disappointment he could smell 
coming from him. "Everyone else is still a fair target, 
mate," he said, chuckling even more when the 
disappointment faded. 
 
For his part, Harris couldn't believe the building they 
were in. Not that he had any doubt about Spike being 
resourceful, but... "You didn't kill someone for their 
apartment, did you?" he asked softly, wondering how 
much he'd care if Spike said yes. "I mean, considering the 
building, I wouldn't blame you, but... dead bodies kind of 
stink after a while. And how sad is it that I know that?" 
 
Spike chuckled and led Xander to the private elevator 
bank. "Nah, luv... bought it with American money an' 
everything. An' I figure you should know about th’ 
stinkin’, considerin' your history." 
 
Harris smiled, just a bit nervous as they stepped into the 
elevator and it started rising. His dreams, his fantasies... 
they'd all been less than real. Now here he was, getting 
ready to make them into true reality and... he swallowed 



hard, shifting just a bit closer to Spike in the small 
confines of the elevator. "Is it okay if I'm a little bit... 
anxious?" he asked almost desperately, trying not to 
sound as pathetic as he probably was. 
 
Spike's fingers tightened around the other man's as he 
tried not to give in to the urge to just press him against 
the wall of the elevator and have at him. 
 
"Yeah," he finally said, swallowing hard. "Anxious is 
alright. Good ta know it's not just me, mate." He smiled 
shakily as the elevator slowed, then stopped. 
 
"Welcome ta my home... Xander Harris."  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Nine 

He'd seduced men before. Many a time. It was usually 
easy for him. Simple. He'd managed to acquire enough 
experience that even the straight ones could rarely say 
no, and yet... here he was, shifting from foot to foot 



repeatedly as he waited for Spike to finish doing 
whatever it was Spike did on getting home. 
 
He felt himself throbbing in the embroidered leather 
pants, knew the vampire had to be just as hard, if not 
more so due to his nature. 
 
Finally Harris had had enough. He stood there and 
stepped out of his engineer boots, then unfastened his 
pants, pushing them down his thighs as he stared at the 
doorway Spike had disappeared through. His hands 
moved to the buttons of his shirt and he smiled as it 
quickly joined the pants on the floor.  
 
The only thing he kept on was the eye patch.  
 
He figured Spike would appreciate it. He didn't like 
looking at the empty socket himself; Gods knew what the 
vampire would feel about it. Still, Spike seemed to WANT 
him, and if he'd ever even dared to think the guy was 
alive, he'd never have expected THAT.  
Harris wasn't the sort to look a gift horse in the mouth, of 
course, and that was why he was standing naked as a 
jaybird in Spike's living room. 
 
Maybe he was wrong, though. Maybe Spike was just glad 



to see him, and if that was the case he should put his 
clothes back on. Even if he wasn’t wrong. He didn’t want 
to give the vampire the wrong impression of him. So 
yeah. Clothes. 
 
It took less than a minute for him to accomplish that, 
then he moved to the door Spike had disappeared 
though and entered it. 
His brow rose, watching the blond mix drinks and 
whatnot for a few moments, all thoughts of trying to be 
subtle escaping as he watched one strong, elegant hand 
reach for a glass. He moved up behind him, arms making 
a fleshy cage around his sides. 
 
"Spike," he whispered, his lips moving gently against the 
other man's ear, "I didn't come here for the booze, in 
case you haven't figured that out..." 
 
Spike shuddered just a bit and leaned back into the hold 
the human-- HIS human, if he played this right-- almost 
had on him. "Yah?" he murmured back softly, "So tell me 
what you want Xan... I can be whatever you want me ta 
be." He meant it, too. Whatever it took to not be alone 
again. He couldn’t be alone… not when he knew Xander 
was alive and apparently wanted him. 
Harris frowned and forced the blond man to face him. 



 
"I WANT," he said simply, "you to be YOU! I want..." He 
stopped talking, his human to vamp translator apparently 
out of whack. 
 
Instead of words, he found himself pressing hard against 
the stunning vamp. His lips found the ones he'd 
discovered in the men's room of the club and he groaned 
as they responded. "Maybe I should have stayed naked," 
he muttered into their kiss, only to be stopped as Spike 
pulled away from his mouth. 
 
"You were naked?" he demanded, sounding shocked. His 
eyes moved up and down Xander's body. "Bloody hell, 
where was I?" he asked seriously. 
 
Harris chuckled as he stepped back just a bit. "Apparently 
you were making drinks, Spike. And can I just say SO not 
a compliment when you've got a guy waiting to bang or 
BE banged into the next world...?"  
 
Spike chuckled a bit, then thought about what Xander 
had just said. "So you don't have a preference?" 
 
Harris thought about the question for a little while, then 
shook his head.  



 
"As long as it's you, Spike, I'm fine. Whether it's my cock 
buried deep inside your ass or yours in mine..." He pulled 
the other man to him even harder, kissing him roughly. 
"Either way," he said sincerely, "I'll be a happy, happy 
man." 
 
Spike groaned, his entire body begging for the man 
pressed against him. He'd dreamt of him for years but 
he'd never imagined that Xander could ever want him. 
Not even if he'd thought the boy was alive. Obviously he 
was a moron, considering what had been happening 
between them since that first fateful clench at the club. 
 
His hands roamed wildly over Xander's back, wanting 
nothing more than to peel the dead skin and worm-shit 
from his skin. Yeah, silk felt lovely, but it was still worm-
shit. Just as the leather was dead skin to him at the 
moment. "Naked?" he muttered again, trying to press 
himself as close as he could to the body he knew was 
calling out to him. 
 
Harris smiled, leaning in to kiss Spike again. "You in a 
hurry all of a sudden?" he asked, his good eye taking in 
the kitchen. "Or would you rather let me take my time 
and... explore you...?" 



 
Oh, bloody hell. 
 
"Explore away, luv..." was Spike's only response. 
 
* * * * * 
 
There had never been a heat as searing as Xander's was. 
Spike was sure of it. His head fell back and he stared at 
the ceiling as the fingers and lips moved over his skin. He 
had no idea of when or how he'd ended up shirtless, but 
he found that he really didn't care. The only things that 
mattered right at that moment were the man touching 
him and the kitchen counter holding him up. 
 
The tight, cool skin beneath Harris’s lips tasted like 
nothing he'd ever even imagined. Salt-tinged and sweet 
at the same time, with just the faintest hint of something 
he couldn't place. But that was fine. He didn't really care 
what the taste was. It was just Spike and that was 
enough for him to know. He filed the flavour away in his 
mind, even as he slid lips and hands down the taut, lean 
torso, pausing for a few moments to nip gently at one 
flat nipple, his teeth and tongue teasing it to a hard, 
raised point. 
 



"Gods, Spike..." he murmured, falling to his knees as his 
hands slid around the other man's back to pull him 
closer. "This... this is real, right? I'm not just dreaming…?" 
 
Long, elegant fingers dug deep into thick brown hair, 
holding on like his life depended on it as Spike slid to his 
own knees in front of his obsession. "No," he whispered, 
staring deep into the chocolate brown eye, "Not 
dreamin', pet... luv... Xander... or if you are, I'm dreamin' 
along with you." He smiled slightly and pressed himself 
hard against the much younger man. "An' if I'm dreamin', 
luv... I don't want ta wake up, right?" 
 
Harris nodded, swallowing hard. "No waking up. Got it. 
Gonna just live in the dream, the both of us." 
 
Spike nodded, leaning forward just a little until his lips 
brushed soft, hot skin. He groaned. "Bloody hell, mate... 
if you knew what you smell like you'd be willin' ta bottle 
it..." His tongue slipped out, licking a slow, wet line up 
the taut neck and he groaned again. "An' you taste even 
better, luv... makes me wonder if all of you tastes this 
good..." 
 
The brunette groaned himself and rocked against the 
vampire, searching for blessed friction. "Jesus, Spike... 



find out, will you? Soon... before I explode from just 
thinking about it."  
 
It was the leather-covered cock, hard and obviously 
ready, rocking against his own jeans-encased shaft that 
pulled the growl from him. He felt his face shift, the 
demon pushing to the fore. "Bloody hell," he grated out 
again, then moved away, his head hanging as he tried to 
control himself. "I... I'm sorry, mate... just... give me a 
minute, 'ey?" Spike could only hope Xander wouldn't run 
at the reminder of his true nature. He didn't think he 
could stand it if he did, especially with the demon 
demanding that he press the young man into the 
linoleum and... He groaned loudly. 
 
Harris frowned and moved closer, ignoring the warning 
growl he could feel more than hear. One hand rose, 
slowly coming to rest on one pale shoulder. "Spike... 
what is it? What's wrong? Did I... did I do something? Say 
something…? Because whatever it is, I didn't mean it. 
Really." He bit his lip, hoping that whatever he'd screwed 
up could be fixed, and quickly.  
 
Wide golden eyes flew to the warm and worried brown 
gaze. "I... I'm a vampire, Xan. Can't change it. Wish I 
could for you, but I can't. Always goin' ta be a part of me, 



yeah?" 
 
His hand moved from the tense shoulder to cup an 
equally tense cheek. "You've been a vampire for as long 
as I've known you, Spike. Can't say it's really a shocker 
that you still are, y'know?" He smiled a bit, leaning closer 
as his thumb stroked back and forth over cool, soft skin. 
"Besides," he continued a little wickedly, "I think I'd be 
kind of creeped out if you looked your age, so... vampire? 
Duh. Not really a problem." 
 
Spike blinked, not entirely sure of how to react to this 
version of the boy he remembered. That Xander would 
have staked him the minute he'd shown the demon. Or 
run away, possibly, what with the no chip and all. But 
now... this young man... "You don't mind, then. Truly." 
 
Harris shook his head slowly. "I'd only mind if you told 
me to stop, Spike. Because I don't think I can. I've waited 
so long... everyone was all wrong... no-one was you... 
and you were dead..." He swallowed convulsively, his 
other hand finally rising to rest on Spike's hip, pulling him 
closer. Lips found skin, grazing lightly up to settle on the 
ridged forehead and Harris nearly purred at the softness 
of the rough-looking skin. 
 



He'd never imagined this... that this man could look at 
the face of what he truly was and still want. Still desire. 
Still... yearn. His own hands finally unclenched, finding 
their way to a silk-covered spine as he arched into the 
tenderness of the lips on his skin. "Bloody... hell..." he 
whispered, his voice catching for a moment as the need 
to touch and be touched overwhelmed him.  
 
"Oh... yeah... bloody hell is right," Harris chuckled softly, 
trying to control himself before he ended up naked on 
the kitchen floor, begging to take or be taken. His fingers 
stroked over Spike's cheek, finding their way to his hair 
and rubbing through it, disturbing the careful application 
of gel with willful pleasure. "Gods, Spike... could you 
possibly be any more gorgeous? Jesus..." he sighed softly, 
unaware that he was still speaking out loud. "I have NO 
idea of what you could ever want with me... you're 
perfect..." 
 
The tears he'd forced away in the men's room of the club 
threatened to spill again as he heard Xander's words. His 
fingers tensed against the other man's spine as he pulled 
him flush against his body, groaning at the heat and 
scent of him. "Want th' world, Xan... an’ want ta show it 
ta you you." He nodded a bit sheepishly. "But first... I 
want ta take you ta bed an' find out how many ways you 



can fuck me... an' how many ways I can fuck you." Spike 
nodded again, the one brown eye caught by his own 
golden ones. "Want ta make you scream for me, luv... 
want ta cover you in my scent, my cum, the taste of my 
skin. Want ta stroke you inside an' out an' show you how 
much I've wanted you all… these... years..." 
 
He heard the voice trailing off, but he'd be damned if he 
could find any words to fill the silence. So Harris did the 
only thing he could manage. He nodded, slamming his 
mouth hard against the fanged lips before him. A small 
moan sprung from him, swallowed immediately by 
Spike's mouth, as he felt his lip split just a bit on one 
sharp tooth. "Now!" he finally managed to say, his tone 
demanding and wanton with the overwhelming wave of 
lust he felt anew. 
 
Spike growled deeply, sucking at the small flow of blood 
from Xander's lip. "Y-yeah," he finally managed to say, 
"Now it is, luv..." And with that he moved quickly, getting 
to his feet and pulling the dark haired man up with him. 
"Come with me..." He had to laugh at the murmured 
words he heard as he led Xander to his bedroom. 
 
"Gods, Spike! I'm planning on it... repeatedly, I hope," 
was what he'd said.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Ten 

Neither of them were laughing a few moments later, 
though. In fact, laughter was the furthest thing from their 
minds.  
 
Harris stood by the bed, his eye locked on the once again 
human-looking face of the vampire as he unbuttoned the 
blue silk shirt which he’d just realized was almost the 
exact shade of Spike’s eyes.  
 
The silk slipped to the floor and he tried not to look as 
nervous as he was. Sure, he’d kept in shape. That was 
why his spare bedroom was filled with working out 
equipment. Still, he wasn’t entirely sure if… 
 
“Bloody luvly,” Spike murmured, watching the show. One 
hand stroked over his hard cock through the denim while 
his eyes traced every visible inch of skin on the younger 
man.  
 



Harris blushed brightly, amazed that just those two short 
words from Spike could make him so shaky inside. “No,” 
he finally said, his hands moving to the leather of his 
pants. “That would be you. Lovely, I mean. Not bloody. 
Or not right now, anyway… speaking of which, have you 
eaten, Spike? I mean, I really don’t want to have to stop 
because your belly gets all rumbly and oh Gods, could I 
BE any more pathetic?” He blushed even more and shook 
his head. “Ignore me. I’m a moron. And nervous, 
obviously, because me, you… here. Not that I don’t want 
to be here because I DO, but… you know what I mean, 
right?” 
 
And there it was. The babble he remembered from what 
seemed like a lifetime ago. Maybe there WAS a bit of the 
bloke he remembered in this man. Hell, he knew there 
was, but still… he’d wondered, what with the successful 
air Xander had these days.  
 
Spike smiled, then laughed quietly as he slipped closer, 
suddenly unwilling to wait for Xander to finish 
undressing. His arms lifted, palms resting flush against 
the toned, chiseled chest. “Ate earlier, mate,” he said, 
sliding his hands down over tight nipples and twitching 
skin. “Of course, can’t say as I’d mind havin’ me a hot 
shot of protein...” He smirked wickedly and dropped to 



his knees as his fingers nimbly undid the button and zip 
of the truly wonderful leather pants, allowing Xander’s 
thick, long cock to spill forth. 
 
Harris groaned, the cool air of the bedroom reminding 
him of how hot he’d been under the pants once it passed 
over his ready shaft. His hands found their way to Spike’s 
head, fingers tangling willfully in the short blond locks. 
“Gods, Spike,” he panted, his hips already arching 
towards the other man. “If you stop now, I’ll… I don’t 
know, but I’ll do something. And you won’t like it.” 
 
The vampire snorted softly, exhaling cool air over the 
seeping head of the perfect treat in front of him. “Been 
called a lot of things in my time, luv… but ‘tease’ was 
never one of them.” He looked up into the wild brown 
eye and grinned. “An’ you might be surprised at what I’d 
like, comin’ from you. Might have ta put your 
imagination ta work an’ see what we can try. Later.” 
 
The brown haired man didn’t even have a chance to try 
to formulate a reply because as soon as Spike finished 
speaking, he wrapped his hand around the needy shaft, 
his lips encircling the tip. 
 
Spike purred silently, something about this position-- on 



his knees in front of the bloke he’d laughingly called 
‘donut-boy’ a time or two-- feeling right. It felt even 
more right as he slid his mouth to the base of the long, 
thick cock, letting it fill his throat as his hands moved to 
Xander’s ass, fingers flexing into the tensed globes of 
flesh through the leather. 
 
For his part, Harris couldn’t even manage to keep his eye 
open. It closed hard, squeezed shut as he reveled in the 
sensation of the wet, talented mouth on him. His fingers 
clenched hard in the short blond hair as his hips rocked in 
and out, in and out, his brain derailed almost entirely. 
“Fuck…” he moaned softly, the hands on his ass finally 
pushing the leather down to let it pool at his feet. 
“Fuck!” he groaned again as the perfect mouth left his 
flesh damp and bobbing in the still air. 
 
His lips were tingling with the taste of the small drops of 
pre-cum he’d tasted. It wasn’t enough, though. He 
needed MORE. More skin, more heat, more closeness, 
more… Xander. Spike stood and pushed his own jeans 
down, stepping from them after untying his boots and 
toeing them off. “Fuck?” he echoed teasingly, pressing 
himself close to the dark haired man, “Think I’d like that, 
pet…” 
 



He moved closer still, the sensation of his cock touching 
Xander’s without anything between them making him 
gasp. “B-bloody…” 
 
“Hell,” Harris finished, gasping in a great lungful of air. 
His hands released the blond hair and skimmed down 
Spike’s long, sensual spine until he reached the tight, 
toned ass. His fingers dug in deep, forcing the thick cock 
harder against his own. “Jesus…” 
 
“Fuck,” Spike growled, his true face appearing once 
again. “Bed,” he grated out. “Now!” 
 
Fortunately, it was only a few feet away. Otherwise they 
never would have made it, what with neither of them 
wanting to move apart. So they shuffled, each small 
motion of cock-on-cock leaving them both breathless. 
 
They fell onto the bed, hands and lips fully engaged with 
skin, heat, coolness, passion, fire, need. Navels and pecs, 
waists and thighs, nuzzles at that soft spot behind the 
ears among other places.  
 
“Gods,” Harris groaned wantonly. “Spike… please!” 
 
His head lifted from the nipple he’d been laving so wildly. 



“Please what, Xan?” he murmured, every part of him 
focused on giving pleasure to this dream of his. 
“Anything you want, luv…” 
 
“You,” Harris moaned. “Want YOU…” 
 
Spike chuckled, his head spinning just a bit from what 
had happened so far. “You’ve got me, luv. Any way you 
want me.” 
 
The soft words finally registered and Harris opened his 
eye, staring into the wide golden eyes of his demon 
lover.  
 
One hand slipped from the hair again to cup a smooth, 
soft cheek. “Want you EVERY way, Spike,” he said, willing 
the vampire to believe him. “Want to bury myself deep 
inside you… feel you just as deep in me. Gods, Spike… 
just… have me, okay? However you want to. Just… now!” 
 
Platinum hair shifted with the swift nod as Spike rolled 
away, fumbling at the drawer in the bedside table. He 
pulled the tube of raspberry scented lube out and turned 
back to the human he feared had stolen into even the 
smallest reaches of his heart. Not that he was going to 
tell him that. Not yet.  



 
Spike’s eyes drifted over the tanned form of his lover as 
he gave him the tube. He tried to be funny, sure the 
intensity of the moment needed some relief. “Be gentle 
with me, luv… ‘s been a while, you know?” As if a human 
could hurt him… physically, anyway. 
 
Harris swallowed hard. As much as he wanted to be balls-
deep in Spike’s ass, he’d never thought the vampire 
would let him have him first. Still, that would only make 
it that much better once Spike returned the favour. And 
he would make sure Spike did. 
 
Then again, he figured it made sense. There was no 
question of whether he’d cum with Spike, although the 
vampire’s constitution would likely allow for a second 
round. Maybe even a third, Harris thought with a grin. 
 
The brunette chuckled softly, his cock throbbing even 
harder at the thoughts he was having. He popped the top 
of the tube, squeezing a good dollop into his free hand. 
“Don’t worry, Spike,” he murmured, one slick finger 
sliding past the tight sac, “I’m going to make this so good 
for you that you’ll scream… my name.” 
 
Spike gasped a bit as the finger worked its way into his 



ass. It had been a long while, just as he’d told Xander. 
Even when he’d gone out hunting partners, he’d always 
topped. Hell, the last time he’d been on the driven end 
had been when Angelus… He forced the thought away, 
not thrilled with the memory of himself in that raggedy 
old wheelchair. 
 
He groaned softly, relaxing himself deliberately as that 
finger probed deeper. “Been screamin’ your name in the 
night for years, pet,” Spike admitted quietly, rocking his 
hips back and forth as a second finger joined the first. 
“You just weren’t there ta hear it…” 
 
Harris smiled a bit at that, although he was more focused 
on how tightly Spike’s ass was gripping his fingers. “I’m 
here now,” he managed to say, forcing another finger 
into the tight hole and flexing them, finding the small, 
hard nub after another moment.  
 
He chuckled as the vampire keened softly. “Like that, 
huh?”  
 
It was a rhetorical question, of course, although it was 
answered with a longing groan. 
 
Harris pulled his fingers from the grasping hole and rolled 



Spike fully onto his back, staring into his hot blue eyes. 
One arm slid down, raising a tight, pale leg up to his 
shoulder as his other hand-- the one still slick-- stroked 
over his own cock. The last thing he wanted was to 
remind Spike of the bad times he’d had.  
 
The seeping tip of his lubricated cock pressed against 
Spike’s hole and he gasped. It was already too good. 
“Shit,” he mumbled. “I’m not gonna last, Spike, especially 
not when I’m watching you like this… but I’m still gonna 
be gentle…” 
 
Spike growled again, arching into the light pressure. 
“Don’t need you ta be TOO gentle, do I? Not goin’ ta 
break, mate,” he moaned back, his arms reaching around 
Xander to pull him down and in suddenly. 
 
They both gasped wickedly as Xander’s cock pierced him 
fully, driving into him until he felt the other man’s balls 
slap against his ass. “Bloody…” 
 
“Yeah,” Harris groaned, his hips shifting just a bit from 
side to side as he settled himself and tried to think of 
anything but what he was doing, and with whom… and 
how much it must have hurt the vampire to take all of 
him in like that, so fast.  



 
Spike’s brows rose a bit, then lowered again as he 
realized why Xander’s eye was closed so tightly. His 
hands moved to stroke the slightly stubbled face as he 
pulled the soft lips to his. “You feel perfect, luv,” he 
whispered after pulling away from the so-tempting 
mouth. “Fillin’ me th’ way you do… nothin’ but pleasure 
here, mate…” He arched his hips, trying to rock the thick, 
long cock inside him even deeper. 
 
He hadn’t felt this out of control in years, Harris thought. 
Of course, he’d never been inside anyone who mattered 
as much as Spike did; not even his ex. He had to be good. 
Had to make the vampire want him again. If he didn’t, 
he’d… die, Harris figured. He’d never known anything like 
the sensation of being deep within Spike. Even his 
fantasies hadn’t come close. And now that he did know… 
there was no going back. Not even the smallest chance 
that he could let the man go. 
 
Harris took a deep breath and forced himself not to cum 
as he pulled back a bit, then slid deep again, feeling the 
small nub within the vampire sliding along his cock. 
“Spike,” he breathed, clamping down again on the need 
to cum. “Gods… so good… so tight… Gods… you’re… 
perfect…” 



 
“Per…fect… for you… maybe…” Spike moaned, his eyes 
clenched tightly against the need to cum already. He felt 
the long, thick cock inside him sliding against his prostate 
yet again and he growled, staring at the pulsing beat in 
his love’s neck. “One more time, Xan!” he demanded. 
“Hard an’ rough! Please!” Yeah, he was begging, but he 
really didn’t care. 
 
Harris’s eye widened, then he smiled wickedly and pulled 
himself almost entirely from the tight, silken ass before 
slamming himself back in fully. He managed to repeat the 
action two more times, each effort rewarded by a long, 
drawn-out groan before he couldn’t stop. 
 
One more deep, wild thrust had him arched and tense, 
his body pressing roughly into Spike’s through that one 
point of connection as he felt himself explode. His thick, 
rough shaft softened slightly and he pulled the blond 
closer.  
 
“Maybe…?” Spike murmured, suddenly sure he was 
pushing things too fast. A good shag was one thing, but 
to ask the bloke if he was perfect for him? Maybe just a 
bit too much for the moment. Not that he didn’t want to 
know, but he’d be damned if he wanted to scare the man 



away.  
 
“No maybe about it, Spike,” Harris finally said, pulling 
himself from the thoroughly plundered hole with a 
somewhat disappointed sigh. “You ARE perfect for me. 
Hell. Demon-magnet, remember?” 
 
Spike chuckled softly, shifting in the strong human arms 
as he thought back to those days. “Yeah, I remember, 
luv… and if I hadn’t been cursed ta marry the Slayer, I’d 
have been the first of my ilk there. Would have pounded 
you into th’ floor, too.” Spike smirked, then considered. 
“Or th’ sadly inadequate sofa-bed you had then.” 
 
Harris chuckled softly as his hands roamed the shape of 
his lover. “I think I like this bed better,” he murmured, 
fingers wrapping lightly around Spike’s still-hard cock. His 
own shaft was more like a limp noodle at the moment, 
but he figured that was fine. “Want you, Spike,” he 
whispered into the vampire’s ear. “Want to feel you 
nearly break me…” 
 
And wasn’t that a fine kettle of fish, Spike asked himself 
silently, even while his mouth replied. “Goin’ ta do you 
so good, Xan… you won’t even think about goin’ back ta 
your Elliot… ever… even for play.” 



 
Harris tried to speak, to explain again. But that was when 
Spike’s quickly lubed fingers found his asshole and he 
discovered that he couldn’t do anything but moan and 
shift himself between the fingers and the warming skin 
pressing against his once again hardening shaft. Besides, 
if Spike being jealous over Elliot got him this kind of 
treatment, he’d have to make a point of how much he 
loved his best friend. 
 
The heat alone was stunning. Then again, he’d known it 
would be. Hell, the way the bloke’s cock had felt in him 
had made him surprised that he hadn’t burst into flames.  
 
His fingers slid deeper, searching for that sensitive spot. 
When he found it, he purred, listening to the small 
whimpers it dragged from his beloved. 
 
Sure, he reminded himself as he avoided that spot while 
he stretched his love as well as he could, he wanted this 
to be good for the man. As good as it had been when 
Xander’s cock had been in him. But he also wanted to 
take his time… and live up to his promise of stroking the 
bloke… inside and out.  

Part Eleven 



“Tell me, pet,” Spike groaned, his hips moving slowly but 
surely as he rocked within the brunette beneath him. 
“Tell me…” He could smell it, but he needed to hear it. 
Even with nobody else there, he needed Xander to say it 
out loud, no matter what. Hell, he just needed to know it 
for himself. “Say it, luv…” he groaned, eyes locked on the 
side of his lover’s neck. 
 
Harris pressed back, taking the long, thick cock deeper 
into his yearning ass. He didn’t know exactly what Spike 
wanted to hear, but he’d do or say just about anything to 
keep him from stopping. He was so close… 
 
He rocked back harder, his anus stretched beyond what 
he’d always assumed was the breaking point. His hips 
shifted, forcing the cock to slide along that tiny spot 
within him, and he gasped. “Want you,” he finally 
groaned. “Always… never gonna stop! Think… I always… 
did…”  
 
His neck arched harder, bending wickedly as he felt his 
sac drawing up tight to his body. “Spike…! Please! I don’t 
want to cum without you!” 
 
And that was all he’d needed to hear, Spike told himself 
as he slammed deeper, harder, more roughly into 



Xander’s ass. He was almost afraid to take the offered 
neck, but he just couldn’t help it. He’d planned on 
waiting til the bloke told him he loved him, but… hell, he 
could always bite him again then. He was looking forward 
to it, in fact. He let his true face slip out yet again and 
rested his lips against the sweating, pounding pulse. 
 
His cock swelled, spewing harshly and repeatedly into 
the human as his teeth pierced sweet, innocent flesh for 
the first time in years and he came again, moaning his 
beloved’s name… his claimed’s name. “Xander…!” 
 
Coming down from the blood-high took a while but when 
he did he found his cock still buried deep inside his 
human. And Xander really was his now. He’d ensured it 
with the intent behind his bite. He purred softly, still 
drinking from the perfect font before him. “Til th’ day I 
die, luv,” he murmured, groaning his satisfaction into the 
still air, the sound echoed happily by the young man 
surrounding him. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris woke slowly, confused for a moment by the shock 
of blond hair he could just see over the back of his 
shoulder. Of course, he was also confused to find himself 



mostly on his stomach, one knee flexed against the soft, 
smooth sheets to allow his shaft a bit of room. He 
moaned softly, languidly, his body relaxed completely in 
the unusual position. 
 
Spike chuckled, his tongue passing slowly over the mark 
he’d given Xander the night before. His hips shifted just 
enough to remind the man of exactly where his cock had 
spent the night… and where it still was. “Mornin’, luv,” 
he murmured, one hand slipping between the brunette’s 
chest and the sheets to pinch lightly at a suddenly 
pointed nipple. “Sleep well?’ He pulled back slightly, then 
slid deep again, almost purring at the sensation of his 
love finally awakening. 
 
“Oh… Gods… yes,” he finally answered, not sure of 
whether he was answering the question or simply stating 
his approval of Spike’s actions. He rolled back slightly, 
pressing harder against the vampire’s warmed skin, 
shuddering slightly at how right it felt to be there with 
him. He moved one hand behind him, twisting slightly to 
press his palm against the small of Spike’s back. He could 
barely make out the small edges of light around the 
curtained and shaded windows as he let out a deep, 
breathy sigh. “Gods, Spike… you feel so…” 
 



“Deep?” the accented voice replied sensually, “Hard…? 
So thick and full of cum for you that it’s amazin’ I’ve held 
on for the almost four hours you’ve been sleepin’…?” He 
pulled back again, leaving just the thick, seeping head 
inside Xander’s hole as his hand moved from the peaked 
nipple down over quivering flesh, circling the bloke’s 
navel. “ ‘s been equal parts dream an’ nightmare, Xan… 
surrounded by the heat of you but wantin’ ta fill you so 
full of me you’d be carryin’ my scent for days… wantin’ ta 
cum over an’ over in your hot, tight ass, but not wantin’ 
ta cum without hearin’ my name on your lips…” 
 
Harris almost whimpered at both words and tone, then 
did whimper as Spike’s hand slipped from his navel to the 
head of his cock, fingers wrapping almost painfully tight 
around it and sliding down to the base ever so slowly, 
matched exactly by the slow slide of the vampire’s cock 
back into his willing ass. “Spike…” he gasped. 
 
“That’s right, luv,” Spike whispered back, his lips brushing 
lightly against the younger man’s ear, “Spike. It’s Spike 
inside you, makin’ your whole body cry out for release… 
‘s Spike fillin’ you so right an’ good that nobody else will 
ever satisfy you again… Spike… makin’ luv ta your hot, 
human body… makin’ ya his…” His hips moved faster, 
harder, the words focusing him as well as the young man 



on exactly how connected they were. He shuddered a 
little, still matching the motion of his fist to his thrusts as 
his other hand took a firm grip on the man’s hip. 
 
His heart was beating so fast he thought it might burst, 
but if it did, then what a way to go. His fingers on the 
vampires back flexed spasmodically as he arched and 
bowed, pressing back harder as the thrusts grew in 
strength and speed, and forward into the somewhat 
rough fist. His eye clenched tightly shut as his head 
tipped back, resting on the shoulder of the man inside 
him and he felt those soft, full lips close over the pierced 
flesh from the night before, the sensation of gentle 
suction just about doing him in. 
 
Harris’s body froze, unable to choose between the 
differing sensations, and when Spike suddenly slammed 
deeper yet into him, his fist sliding to the base of Harris’s 
cock as just one sharp tooth scraped over nearly healed 
flesh, the human screamed, loud and long. 
 
Spike’s shout joined Xander’s, his long-denied erection 
finally allowed its completion. Fingers dug deep into 
muscle and skin while his other hand milked his love’s 
shaft skillfully, wickedly, pulling every possible drop of 
pleasure from him as his own shaft swelled even more, 



fighting the tightening of the perfect home it had found 
before spilling long and hard, overflowing the tight 
channel in a violent tide of thick, white fluid.  
 
It was a good five minutes before even Spike could 
manage to speak, and when he did, he was determined 
to keep it light. He wouldn’t speak of loving the man, or 
of what it meant to him that Xander was here in his bed, 
in his arms. Keep it light, he told himself again. There 
would be time later to explain about the bite, and what it 
truly meant to offer yourself up to a Master Vampire, 
even one with a soul. Perhaps especially one with a soul. 
He somehow thought the young man might get a little… 
worried about that. But that was for later. For now… 
 
Well, for now, Spike just purred lazily, holding the 
human’s back against his chest, his cock still deep inside 
that tight sheath, although it was considerably less tight 
at the moment than it had been the night before. His 
fingers traced idle patterns across Xander’s chest as he 
listened to his heartbeat and breathing becoming less 
and less erratic.  
 
When the time came for words, Spike chuckled softly and 
kissed the man’s shoulder, sucking the flesh until a small 
bruise appeared. “You did ask for a noon wake up call… 



right, mate?” 
 
Harris laughed, then moaned as the action set the 
vampire’s cock to hardening within him once again. 
“Gods, Spike, you’re like the energizer vamp with that 
thing, aren’t you?” 
 
“Only with you, Xan,” Spike murmured, hands still 
languidly stroking flesh. “Only with you…” 
 
And finally, Harris agreed with Elliot. He would definitely 
have to hire a service to wake him up… assuming he 
could afford Spike’s fees.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twelve 

Harris signed copy after copy of his new book, appearing 
to pay attention to each of his fans as he did so. In 
reality, though, his mind was a good three point seven 
miles away. 
 



Spike was sleeping by now, he was sure. Hell, he’d be 
sleeping himself if he could… or more to the point, he’d 
at least be in bed NOT sleeping if he were with Spike. But 
instead, here he was, trying to be gracious as the store 
manager brought him yet another café latte.  
 
“Gods, no,” he finally said with a grin. “One more of 
those and I won’t stop vibrating til morning.” 
 
The manager laughed and trundled off, saying something 
about a bottle of water instead. 
 
Elliot laughed and leaned forward from his chair behind 
and slightly to the left of Harris. “The question is, 
whether that would be a bad thing. I have a feeling WILL 
wouldn’t mind.” 
 
He could hear the smirk in Elliot’s voice and blushed 
slightly, almost entirely sure his friend was right. Still… “I 
don’t even know if I’ll be seeing him tonight, El. We 
didn’t get around to talking about it. And speaking of 
nights… you still haven’t told me about Trevor,” he 
murmured back. 
 
The blond man chuckled happily. “What’s to tell? Young, 
relatively inexperienced, and willing to learn. I’ll be 



seeing him later. Poor kid needs some learning and I’m 
just the guy to give it to him.” 
 
Harris grinned and turned some of his attention back to 
the woman standing across the table, gripping his new 
book like it was her lifeline.  
 
He reached out with a grin and pried the book from her 
fingers before opening it, his pen poised over the blank 
first page. “So, who should I make this out to?” 
 
* * * * * 
 
Half an hour, Spike figured, for Xander to get back to the 
hotel. Another forty minutes for the bloke to shower, 
shave and change. Maybe twenty minutes to get a cab 
and make it to the shop he’d been going to. Four hours, 
his human was contracted to stay, then another hour or 
so for the man to get back to the hotel, change again, 
and haul his ass back to Spike’s place. 
 
He added the figures again, then looked at the clock and 
frowned. Five and a half hours total. Xander’d left at one, 
so… he should have been back by now, damn it! 
 
Unless it had all been a lie, a little voice in the back of his 



head whispered, slowly growing louder. The younger 
man could have played him… wanted nothing but a shag 
or six to put in another sodding book… and he’d been so 
overwhelmed with the notion of love with someone who 
actually wanted him, he’d never even noticed. 
 
It wasn’t like they’d even exchanged phone numbers or 
anything. Hell, all he knew was the bloke was staying at 
the Plaza. Unless that was another lie. 
 
But no… Xander had said that before he even knew it was 
Spike in that bathroom stall, so that part was true, he 
figured. 
 
Of course, there was one way to find out for sure.  
 
He stalked across the living room and snatched up the 
phone, dialing the operator for the number. 
 
He snarled as he waited to be connected, then forced 
himself to stop when the hotel’s front desk answered. 
 
“Yeah, I’m callin’ for Harrison Alexander. Put me 
through.” 
 
He felt his demon slipping to the fore when the man on 



the phone informed him that there was no guest 
registered under that name. So even before he’d known 
it was Spike, the man had been lying. Had he said 
anything at all that was true? Probably not. 
 
But the other bloke, that Elliot. He’d seemed to want 
Spike to work for him, so maybe… “Right,” he said 
snippily, “Give me Elliot, then. Uh… Washboard. 
Washbin. Somethin’ like that.” 
 
He darted into his room, the cordless phone still pressed 
to his ear as he dug the business card from the pocket of 
the jeans he’d worn the night before. “Washburn! That’s 
the git!” he nearly shouted into the phone. 
 
He practically bounced with impatience as the call rang 
through, growling when he got voice mail rather than an 
actual voice. 
 
The handset shattered into bits of flying plastic and metal 
as it hit the far wall, but by then Spike was gone in a swirl 
of leather, denim and fury. 
 
Lie to him, would he? USE him? Take bloody advantage 
of his emotions? 
 



Yeah, well, he’d show sodding Xander bloody Harris a 
thing or two about being used and abused… and his little 
pissant sub, too. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Elliot lay back on the covers of his friend’s made bed, one 
arm above his head as he rolled his eyes. “So, wait,” he 
said for about the fiftieth time, “You KNOW Will. Knew 
him before last night, I mean.” 
 
Harris sighed and nodded. “Yeah… back in California. He 
was… not a friend, exactly, but…” he shrugged. 
 
The blond snorted, pausing as he thought he heard the 
phone ring in his room next door. He’d have to 
remember to check his messages tonight. He’d skipped 
doing it earlier. 
 
“R-r-riiight,” Elliot drawled. “He wasn’t a friend, but you 
based your best and most erotic character on him. Not a 
friend, yet here you are, almost in love with him. Sure. I 
can see how that works.” He snorted again. 
 
Harris chuckled a little bit, silently admitting that his 
friend had a point, although he was afraid ‘almost in 



love’ might be a huge understatement. For him, anyway. 
That was why he hadn’t thought twice about offering his 
neck to Spike the night before. He loved the vampire. 
Trusted him. Hell, he needed him, and a whole lot of 
other things that ended in ‘ed’. Trouble was, he was 
starting to have some doubts about what Spike’s feelings 
were. 
 
The platinum blond hadn’t even asked him to call, had 
he? 
 
No, he’d just kissed him hard, squeezed his ass, then sent 
him on his way with a soft “later, luv…” that had kept him 
throbbing in his leather pants until he’d been able to fix 
the problem in the shower. 
 
Harris had thought at the time that Spike meant ‘later’ 
literally, but… maybe he hadn’t. Maybe it had been his 
way of saying “thanks for a good shag, mate”. 
 
An unhappy blush spread over his body and he sighed. 
“Well, obviously it DOESN’T work, El. Because where am I 
right now? Am I bent over his couch, screaming his name 
or am I sitting in a hotel—a very NICE hotel, but still not 
Sp-Will’s place—with my agent?”  
 



Elliot laughed. “You know, that’s what he called himself 
the first night I met him. Spwill. Interesting, huh?” 
 
The brunette closed his eye and rubbed fingers slowly 
over his own face. “Spike. His name is Spike. Will is his 
real name, though. Or it was, anyway.” 
 
“Okay,” Elliot said quickly, sitting up. “Let me see if I’ve 
got this straight—pardon the term.” He winked, glad to 
pull at least a small laugh from his friend. “You knew this 
guy back in Cali but you weren’t friends. You just… what? 
Lusted after him from afar? So when you left for DC you 
decided to make him a vampire in your books?” 
 
Harris laughed again at the confusion on Elliot’s face. 
“Something like that, buddy. It’s a REALLY long, long, 
LONG story. And it’s nowhere near as interesting as you 
think,” he went on, lying shamelessly. “So just let it go. 
Call him Spike or Will… he’s still Spark. That’s the short 
version, okay?” 
 
“Fine,” the blond grumbled, moving to the room’s 
refrigerator and pulling out a beer. “So you run into him 
after god knows how many years and have a one night 
stand, thinking it’ll get him out of your system. I get that. 
He’s like… your ideal. Nice to get what you want for once, 



huh?” 
 
Six years, ten months, twenty-seven days, Harris thought. 
He could probably nail it down to hours and minutes, 
too, if he tried. But he didn’t want to right then; mostly 
because he’d already started another count in his head. 
Time since he’d last touched Spike: “Seven hours and 
thirteen minutes,” he murmured, shaking his head at 
Elliot’s questioning look. “Nothing.” 
 
Elliot sighed and took a long swallow of the imported 
beer. “It must have been one hot night, though… 
considering how much sex was pouring off the both of 
you when you left the club. It actually seemed like…” He 
shook his head. “Didn’t seem like a one night thing, 
anyway.” 
 
Harris shrugged, trying not to let his friend see how much 
it bothered him that it apparently HAD been. “I guess it 
was. For him, anyway. I doubt I’ll ever get him out of my 
system, though.” He whispered the last. 
 
And ohhhhh… that explained the funk Harris was in, Elliot 
figured. 
 
He sat back down and patted the bed beside him. “Sit, 



Harris. You’re fooling NOBODY with that stoicism.” He 
waited until the brunette was next to him, then Elliot 
wrapped his arm around his shoulders.  
 
“You’re my best friend, Harris, and my favourite former 
lover. I’ve told you some things about myself that would 
have sent anyone else running away, possibly while 
screaming. And you never judged me. You just… listened. 
Held my hand, sometimes literally. So… talk to me. Let 
me return the favour. What exactly HAPPENED between 
you and Will? Because he wasn’t giving off anything LIKE 
an ‘indifferent’ vibe last night…” 
 
It was a calculated risk, but Harris finally sighed and 
started talking. He left out the part about Spike being a 
vampire, of course, and the part about the biting, 
although Elliot had commented earlier about the “weird 
hickey”. He spoke of his heart and his body and how 
they’d been entirely in tune for once… and how he’d 
thought Spike had felt something similar. 
 
He spoke of his doubts now, since Spike hadn’t even tried 
to contact him, and how he felt… lost. Left. Abandoned. 
 
And finally… finally he cried, the hot, despondent tears 
slipping from his one good eye as the empty socket 



throbbed in sympathy. He hadn’t realized just how hurt 
he was until that moment. He swore he could feel his 
heart actually breaking. 
 
Elliot frowned deeply as he stroked the man’s spine. If he 
ever saw Will again, he was going to kick his ass for 
hurting Harris like this. 
 
Of course, considering what his friend had told him, 
there was a chance that Will was feeling just as lost and 
alone. Hell, the man was probably home crying just as 
hard as Harris was. If they hadn’t had that stupid signing 
today, Harris wouldn’t have had to rush off. Maybe they 
would have made plans or something. 
 
Just as importantly, HE wouldn’t have had to leave 
Trevor’s bed himself. But that was a thought for another 
time. Like after he found out what the hell was REALLY 
going on with his best friend and the sexy blond.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirteen 



Finding out which room Elliot was in was easier than 
Spike had expected. He’d considered bribing someone 
for the information, but if he had to kill the bloke, he 
didn’t want to be remembered. 
 
So he’d stopped during his stalk through the night to the 
Plaza Hotel and had bought a snow globe of New York in 
one of the better shops. It was an old one. Still had the 
buildings that came down on 9/11.  
 
He’d paid a good bit extra to have it delivered 
immediately to the hotel, the bloke’s name written large 
on the box. 
 
After that, it was even easier. Run quickly through alleys 
and back ways, beat the delivery kid there. Hang about 
by the front desk asking questions about tourist 
attractions until the kid showed. Then watch while the 
desk manager looked Elliot’s name up and tried to call 
the room. 1237. Right, then. 
 
A quick stroll to the elevator banks, a fast rise to twelve, 
and then… yeah. He was going to find out what the hell 
was going on. Why Xander’d lied to him. Shit, his agent 
HAD to know where he was staying, right? Right. And he 
might even know… how he could get the bloke back. 



 
The anger still simmered, bubbling at the back of his 
brain and scorching his heart with its heat. But that was 
nothing to the sudden hope that maybe… maybe he 
could fix whatever it was he’d done wrong. Maybe he 
could make it up to the bloke who’d become more 
important to him than his own existence. 
 
He was for damned sure going to try, anyway. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris had finally fallen asleep, the tears slowing then 
stopping as exhaustion took over. 
 
It had taken Elliot only a few moments to extricate 
himself from the hold his friend had on him.  
 
He’d wriggled from under the arm pinning him down, 
then he’d pulled the bed spread up from one side, 
tucking it gently around the sleeping man and almost 
laughing at what he knew his friend would call a ‘Harris 
burrito’. 
 
Having lived in New York before the publishing house 
transferred him to DC, Elliot actually knew which building 



this Will lived in. He also knew he’d manage to get up to 
the man’s apartment, even if he had to blow the guy on 
the desk. There was no way he could let whatever had 
happened destroy his friend. Harris was more fragile 
right then, after one night with Will, than he’d EVER seen 
him. 
 
It wasn’t that good ‘I’m so sore I might break if I try to sit 
down’ kind of fragile, either. Elliot knew that kind well. 
 
No, it was more of an ‘I’m broken inside and if I sit down I 
might never get up again’ sort.  
 
And that was unacceptable. 
 
Even if Harris was right and Will or Spike or whatever 
didn’t want to see him again, Elliot was for damned sure 
going to make sure the bastard at least wrote him a note 
or something. He OWED Harris that much. 
 
For a moment Elliot wasn’t sure whether he meant 
himself or Will, but either way, something was going to 
have to be done. Harris was not just his best friend. He 
was his biggest client. And NOBODY screwed with his 
friends or clients in the bad way. 
 



One hand rose, pushing lightly at a hank of hair and Elliot 
frowned as his fingers brushed over the strap of the eye 
patch. He doubted it would be comfortable to sleep in, 
but Harris was very adamant about nobody seeing him 
without it. Not even Elliot. He sighed and left it in place. 
 
Eye patch… eye patch… there was something about… 
 
He blinked, eyes widening as he remembered what Will 
had said the night before. Will could overlook that Elliot 
was blond if he’d wear an eye patch? Oh… this was good. 
It was all some sort of misunderstanding. It HAD to be. 
Why else would WILL have been looking for someone to 
wear that sort of thing? He seriously doubted that the 
other blond had a pirate fetish. 
 
He smiled just a little and moved quietly to the door, 
taking one last look at the man on the bed. “I wish this 
was a mood I could fuck you out of, Harris, but… I don’t 
think it’s just a mood. Fortunately, I think I know the man 
for the job.” He blew a kiss at the sleeping brunette, then 
slipped from the room and turned towards his own, his 
hand still on the lever.  
 
If he was going to head out, he wanted to put on some 
REAL clothes. The ones he’d worn for the signing were 



far too conservative for his after-hours liking. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He smelled it as soon as the elevator doors opened. 
Xander… and Elliot, though the blond man wasn’t 
anywhere near as impressed on his sense-memory as the 
man he was truly hunting.  
 
He wondered for a moment whether Xander hadn’t 
really lied. He’d never said that he and his ‘El’ had 
separate rooms, after all, but… no. They hadn’t smelled 
that close. Not like they’d been sharing a bed, anyway. 
 
Spike’s boots thudded ominously on the carpeted floor 
as he strode towards the end of the right hand hall, 
watching room numbers and inhaling deeper and deeper 
the closer he got. He could smell Xander more fully 
now… the slight tinge of the salty sweat clearer. Maybe 
the young man and his agent WERE sharing a room.  
 
He almost hoped so. It would save him having to torture 
Elliot, after all. He had a few doubts about how happy his 
Xander would be when he found out he’d hurt his friend. 
 
Still, all in a good cause, Spike figured. 



 
Find the bloke. Figure out what he’d done wrong to make 
Xander leave him and not come back. Fix it. Yeah. That 
was a plan Spike could live with. 
 
He didn’t think about what he’d do if he couldn’t fix 
things. He already knew. But he hoped the dark haired 
young man would listen to reason because he didn’t 
particularly want to turn him. He liked his heat far too 
much to sacrifice it so soon. 
 
He saw the door open a good twenty feet down the 
hallway and frowned as he recognized the bloke exiting 
it. Sure, Elliot was dressed in nine to five finest, but there 
was no mistaking the bloke. 
 
Spike frowned and glanced at the room door beside him. 
1235. And there was one more between him and the 
door Elliot had just walked out of. 
 
“Odds on th’ left, evens on th’ right,” Spike muttered, 
looking to the other side just to be sure. He was right. 
And that meant… “Xander…” he growled, the sound 
more a moan as the open door allowed him to smell his 
beloved even more intensely, as well as the salty taste-
scent that wasn’t sweat.  



 
Elliot had almost shut the door when he felt the slender 
but strong body slam into him. He lost his grip on the 
door as he struggled, pushing the form away. 
 
He blinked quickly, sure he was imagining things because 
he’d thought he’d seen golden eyes, but when he blinked 
again, they were regular bright blue. Or as regular as they 
could be, considering the package they came in. 
 
“Will!” he cried softly, trying not to wake his friend 
through the slit of the door, “Thank God!” If the blond 
had come looking for Harris, then… he’d been right, Elliot 
was pleased to realize. It was just a miscommunication of 
some sort. 
 
His nostrils were flaring, Spike knew, but at least he’d 
managed to control the demon. He had a feeling that no 
matter what Xander had told Elliot, he hadn’t mentioned 
that part. If he had, the human wouldn’t be smelling so…  
 
Spike inhaled again, deeper, then chuckled to himself. 
The bloke was angry, relieved, sad, upset… a lot of things, 
but not afraid. Elliot didn’t know about him. Good. 
 
“He’s cryin’,” Spike said softly, unable to hold back the 



concern in his voice, not that he wanted to. “Why’s he 
cryin’? What’s hurt him? I’ll… I’ll kill it, whatever it is.” 
 
Elliot sighed. MEN. He shook his head slightly and 
reached out, taking a hold of Spike’s arm. “No… I don’t 
think you really need to kill yourself, Will… but I think we 
need to talk. About Harris.” 
 
Spike let the other man lead him almost blindly to 1237. 
Kill himself? But he’d never said… and why would… and 
that was when it hit him. 
 
HE was the one who’d made Xander cry. He didn’t know 
how, he didn’t know by what method, but… it was HIM. 
 
“Oh, bloody hell,” he groaned dismally as he collapsed 
into the chair Elliot had led him to. “Bloody fuckin’ hell.”  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Fourteen 



The dark haired man moaned softly, his eye still closed as 
he did his damnedest to never wake up from the 
wonderful dream he was having. Warmth and 
contentment flowed freely through him in the dream. He 
was safe, he was loved, he was wanted… and that was all 
he’d ever wished for. 
 
A small part of him knew it WAS just a dream, but he 
chose to ignore that portion of his psyche. He would just 
stay there, happy and complete, for as long as he 
possibly could. 
 
“Mmmm… Spike…” he murmured softly, his muscles 
stretching languidly against the soft sheets as he 
imagined strong, slender fingers and full, soft lips on his 
skin. “Gods… love you, Spike…” 
 
He felt the silken brush of short hair as the imagined lips 
slid lower over his naked flesh. 
 
Naked? He wondered for a moment about that then 
shrugged mentally. Dream. Naked. Fine with him. The 
best kind of dream, really. 
 
One hand finally moved, stroking over slightly cool skin 
before tangling in satin locks. “Gods…” 



 
Spike’s lips were stretched into a wide smile as they 
traveled slowly and needily over the tanned skin. He 
doubted Xander was fully awake, though, because he 
had a feeling that if he HAD been… they’d be talking 
rather than touching. And touching now would take 
some of the sting out of the words they’d have later. 
Enough for him that the bloke had said he loved him. 
They were the only words he wanted to hear for the next 
little while. 
 
That was why he was moving so slowly, so carefully, 
doing everything he could not to wake Xander before the 
other man was so ready he’d not even try to stop him. 
 
Besides, Spike figured a truly stellar blow job would be a 
very good first step to apologizing. 
 
Hell, two or three of them wouldn’t be amiss.  
 
He understood the things Elliot had told him. He really 
did. He could see how Xander might have thought he’d 
been abandoned. He could even get how the younger 
man might not have realized that when Spike said ‘later’, 
it was an order, not a courtesy.  
 



But for Xan to truly believe that it was possible for Spike 
to let him walk away when he’d just found him again… 
well, that he DIDN’T get.  
 
There’d have to be a reckoning for that, Spike knew, 
but… not right then. 
 
First he wanted… needed… to show Xander exactly how 
much he WASN’T left behind. And then he needed to 
have him show that he, Spike, wasn’t a momentary 
aberration, either. 
 
His fingers continued their gentle dance over rock-hard 
pebbled nipples, even as his mouth slid just a bit lower, 
tongue creeping out to lap delicately at the tip of his 
Xander’s seeping cock. 
 
“Bloody hell, luv,” he whispered, eyes closing at the 
fierce purr from his demon at tasting their human again, 
“Can’t live without your flavour… don’t want ta even 
try…” 
 
Harris’s dream shivered, becoming hazy as the imaginary 
mouth closed over the head of his cock. He squeezed his 
eye closed even tighter, willing himself to remain asleep. 
Waking up would mean coldness and misery and 



unmitigated sorrow. 
 
The dream settled down a bit and he relaxed, fingers 
rubbing lightly through the hair as his hips rocked against 
the bed. “Gods, Spike,” he whispered, “So good… wish 
you were real…” 
 
He felt the smooth, strong tongue stroking up and down 
the underside of his shaft, felt it press wickedly along the 
length of the thick vein there and moaned. He spread his 
legs farther apart, yearning for the contact, the touch he 
knew he’d never have again in real life. “Spike…” he 
moaned louder. 
 
And just the sound of his name coming from those lips in 
that tone made him… yearn. His lips wrapped around the 
young man’s cock again, this time sliding his mouth to 
the base. His throat worked willfully, caressing the head 
as he swallowed and he inhaled deeply, drawing the 
thick, musky scent of his love through his nose. 
 
The smell was more intense there, pulling a low, deep 
growl from him that had his Xander shivering with what 
was obviously desire. So Spike growled again, one hand 
leaving the younger man’s chest to search the side of the 
bed for the tube Elliot had so thoughtfully provided. 



 
His head bobbed up and down, slowly making love to 
Xander’s cock as he somehow managed to open the tube 
and get a good bit of the contents into his hand. Fingers 
now slick, Spike set the tube aside and slipped one 
shaking digit into the other man’s tightly budded hole. 
 
Heaven, he knew, feeling those legs part more as his 
slender finger worked in and out, in and out, coming 
close to that small nub inside but not quite touching, 
stroking, pressing. Soon… yes. Spike let a second slick 
finger join the first, working that blissful hole wider, 
twisting and spreading until yet another digit joined the 
party, dancing slowly and willfully around that spot. 
Soon… but not yet and not with his fingers. 
 
No, when he woke the young man by sliding slow and 
hard against his prostate, it was going to be with his cock. 
He’d wake him the best way and once he was truly 
aware, remind him of all the reasons Spike would never 
let him go.  
 
Of course, the way his human was reacting to the 
touches and probing pretty much put the whole blow job 
idea on the back burner, so to speak. Besides, Spike now 
realized, it would wake the man too soon. He slowed the 



motions on the thick, pulsing shaft slip between his lips, 
concentrating now on fully preparing his beloved. He 
didn’t want to hurt him… much. 
 
Harris actually thought he might be awake, but… it was 
impossible. If he were awake, that would mean Spike was 
really there, and how could that be? 
 
He groaned low and deep, his knees rising as he pulled 
his feet up the covers, spreading wider still for the 
glorious touch. “Spike,” he whispered longingly, afraid to 
open his eye and see that he really was awake and simply 
imagining, or worse yet had somehow ended up with 
someone else. 
 
Cool hands slowly and gently turned the young man over, 
finally releasing both hole and cock to accomplish the 
task. Spike moaned silently, staring at the long line of 
Xander’s back before laying himself over him, skin on skin 
from top to bottom. Hands rested atop broader, tanned 
hands, length of thighs on length of thighs. “Luv you, 
Xan,” he finally whispered, pressing his ready shaft 
against the rounded buttocks beneath him, “Told you, 
luv… til th’ day I die.” 
 
Harris couldn’t control the small jump at the words, his 



eye opening wide. It was real… and Spike was really… oh, 
yeah… “Right there…” he gasped, arching higher to the 
slightly smaller form draped over him. 
 
His heart pounding wildly, Harris wondered if he’d truly 
gone round the bend. This… he… SPIKE… Too much 
thinking, he told himself sternly. Think later. FEEL now. 
“Spike…” he groaned, “Please… want…” 
 
The vampire pressed harder against that toned, firm ass. 
“Not about what you want this time, pet… wanted you ta 
come back ta my place after your little junket. You didn’t 
though, did you?” Blunt human teeth nipped hard at 
Xander’s neck. “An’ now, luv… ‘s about what I want.”  
 
He would never do anything to truly harm the other man. 
He hoped Xander knew that. But he was still a vampire 
and… he hadn’t quite finished claiming the brunette. Not 
fully. Doing it now might be a bit on the quick side, but 
he couldn’t take a chance on waiting any longer. Not with 
his Xan apparently not recognizing when he was 
wanted… needed. 
 
“W-what d’you w-want, Spike…? Anything…” Harris 
stammered, his skin growing hotter by the second as he 
thought of the many ways this could go. He knew he 



should be worried, considering the vampire could 
actually hurt him now, but… even if he beat him 
senseless, it couldn’t possibly hurt anywhere near as 
much as the pain that had screamed through him when 
he’d thought the blond didn’t care. He still wasn’t 
worried, though. Spike was there with him, and whatever 
came of it, he figured it would be for the best. 
 
He could almost HEAR the gears turning in his love’s 
mind and that would never do. Spike’s lips brushed 
against one ear as he gripped the younger man’s wrists in 
his hands. “Want ta fill you so deep an’ so hard you’ll 
never forget who you belong ta, pet. An’ you DO belong 
ta me. Just… forgot ta show you good enough. ‘s time ta 
correct my own mistake. Now, luv… hands an’ knees. I 
want your ass in th’ air for me, knees spread; your head 
down on your hands.” 
 
His eye squeezed shut again, his groin tightening even 
more at the harsh tone of the soft words. It took him less 
than a second to move, once the large, cool blanket of 
vampire lifted from him. Harris pushed himself up, hands 
gripped together in front of him, forehead on his linked 
fingers as he kneeled there on his knees, legs spread 
wide, cock hanging heavy and glistening with droplets 
and dribbles of nearly clear milky fluids. 



 
Spike nodded to himself at the speed and attention to 
detail his human responded with. He found the discarded 
tube and slowly stroked a thin layer of the lubricant over 
his straining shaft before returning his fingers to the 
recently vacated hole, stretching and teasing once again. 
“Good, luv,” he murmured, “Like you all relaxed this 
way… goin’ ta like your tension even more when I feel 
you cum… when I finally let you cum.” 
 
And that almost sounded ominous, but Harris would be 
damned if he could speak. Every part of his being was 
focused entirely on his ass, his cock… “Gnnnahhhh…” he 
managed to whimper, shifting back in an effort to take 
those fingers deeper. 
 
The blond chuckled and applied a loud, open-handed 
slap to one quivering butt cheek. “Didn’t ask you ta talk, 
luv… not yet. Once I’m buried deep inside that tight heat 
of yours, you can voice whatever words you want. Have a 
feeling ‘s goin’ ta be more like sounds rather than actual 
words, but that’s fine too.” 
 
Another slight jump at the slap, his cock throbbing harder 
still when the voice came again. “Think you liked that, 
pet… addin’ it ta th’ list of things ta explore later.” 



 
With those smug words, Spike moved closer on his 
knees, settling between the man’s legs as he removed his 
fingers, replacing them with just the tip of his cock 
against the reddened, well-worked hole. Both hands 
fastened on hips, noticing the small bruises from the 
night before.  
 
Spike chuckled and dragged the man back just as he 
slammed forward, entering to the hilt, his sac slapping 
hard against Xander’s. 
 
It was a strangled-sounding shout that came from 
Harris’s lips. He’d been expecting the sudden thrust 
somehow, but the sheer size of his partner filling him so 
quickly skated the razor’s edge of pleasure and pain. The 
pain receded after a moment as Spike shifted his hands, 
wrapping one around the base of Harris’s cock. He 
whined softly, wanting to move and to stay still, equally. 
Until he felt the other hand there too, then felt the 
sudden pulling, tightening sensation that plunged him 
right back onto that razor. “S-s-sp…” 
 
“It’s Spike, luv,” the vampire in question said, smirking 
more as he finished tying the bootlace he’d removed 
from his Docs earlier into a quick-release knot around the 



base of his human’s shaft, another loop separating the 
balls. “An’ I told you, pet… you don’t get ta cum til I want 
you ta.” Fingers found hips again, holding Xander still as 
he pulled his thick, hard shaft out completely then 
pressed the thick head again to the yielding hole. 
 
This time, the shout was shared by both. Heat, searing 
him, burning him to the depths of his soul, warming his 
skin even without fresh blood. He pulled himself from 
Xander again, repeating the penetration just because it 
felt so good. “Bloody hell,” Spike whispered as his sac 
drew up hard and tight. “Not yet…” He forced himself to 
stop, buried balls-deep within his love while he forced 
down the urge to burst. His demon apparently agreed, 
choosing that moment to emerge. 
 
Harris’s entire body was shaking, inside and out. His 
hands gripped each other so tightly he thought his 
fingers might break. “Spike,” he moaned, pressing back 
into that sensation of fullness and hoping his vampire 
would let him cum soon. He would have shot off after 
the second thrust if he could have. “Spike,” again, more 
demanding this time as the blond remained still within 
him. 
 
“Shhhh… hush, luv…” Spike growled, closing his eyes 



against the perfect vision before him. “Just… give me a 
moment, alright?” 
 
Harris replied by trying to press further back, squeezing 
the long cock inside him. “It’s been…” he gasped softly, 
“A moment…” 
 
The blond snarled and moved his knees closer, resting 
them fully between the other bloke’s and settling back 
on his heels. He pulled Xander with him until the man 
was in his lap, legs spread over him, his cock sliding just a 
bit deeper from the change of position. “There. Happy 
now, pet?” Spike snarled again, sharp teeth scraping 
gently at the top of one tight shoulder. 
 
He found himself arching back, one arm up and over his 
other shoulder, holding onto Spike to keep himself from 
falling forward again. “G-gods… S-S-Spike…” He couldn’t 
even move, it felt so good. He’d never had anyone so 
deep in him. Not even Spike the night before. “It… it’s 
like you’re… in m-my…” he groaned, arching his neck to 
the small scratches of teeth. 
 
“Your heart, luv?” Spike growled, “Your soul…? I am, pet. 
Live there now. Nothin’ you can do ta change it…” He let 
his tongue lap lightly over the skin he’d been nibbling, 



purring softly when that small act made Xander shiver 
again.  
 
“I w-was gonna s-say… the back of my throat, but… like 
you in my… h-heart and s-soul even… better,” the 
brunette groaned, his eye squeezing closed again as he 
felt Spike rise just a bit, pressing impossibly deeper. “F-
fuck…” 
 
“Next time, luv,” Spike whispered, lifting the man’s hips 
slowly, then sliding that perfect tightness down to his 
base again, “Next time, we’ll fuck. Promise. Busy makin’ 
luv right now.” He lifted Xander’s hips again, his own 
rising slightly as he let the bloke descend fully once more. 
This time when he felt his sac clenching, he let it. He 
helped his love rise one more time, crying out roughly as 
he slid down, his shaft swelling larger still before 
exploding wildly in spurts of slightly cool, thick fluids 
within that grasping sheath. Sharp teeth found their 
mark, driving deep as he felt a hard, dry orgasm spill 
through his Xan. 
 
Jesus, he’d never been so hard and aching to cum. His 
balls were swollen and almost purple and he didn’t even 
want to think about how hard they’d be by the time 
Spike released the improvised cock ring. And then he 



found out, because the teeth drove in and his entire 
body shuddered, the bootlace preventing any actual 
release. He shook and shivered as his anus filled with 
soothingly cool liquid, unable to feel anything but his 
own swollen cock, the one in his ass, and the incredibly 
sensual sensation of teeth and tongue at his neck, 
drawing life and love from him in steady draughts. 
 
It was the constant keening drone near his ear that had 
him finally pulling away from the soft, strong neck. 
“Xander,” Spike moaned breathlessly, still hard within 
the young man. “Cum, luv… cum hard an’ long for me. 
Want ta hear you… feel you…” One hand released a 
deeply bruised hip, finding the loose end of the lace and 
giving it a careful tug.  
 
He screamed, cumming again as his human arched back 
so hard, Spike was pressed over and onto the bed, glad 
for the strength of vampire muscle and bone that kept 
his knees from breaking. He held the man against his 
chest, fingers wrapping loosely around the rapidly firing 
shaft. “That’s it, luv… cum,” he groaned encouragingly, 
“luv you, pet… luv seein’ you, hearin’ you explode for 
me… never lettin’ you go, Xan… not for anythin’…” 
 
Some part of Harris’s mind was listening to the words, 



but most of him wasn’t capable of thought. All he really 
noticed was the tone as the hand slowly stroked him, 
pulling shot after shot of hot jism from his still-throbbing 
cock. His back arched, body bowing and heaving in the 
grips of the most intense experience he’d ever known.  
 
He never even managed to find his voice before the 
huge, swelling wall of blackness fell over him, wrapping 
him in a velvet embrace of satisfaction and pleasure so 
pure it hurt. 
 
Spike chuckled proudly as he shifted onto his side, 
reluctantly pulling himself from his Xander’s well-used 
hole. It had been a while since he’d made someone pass 
out from something other than fear. Still, it wouldn’t be 
the last time, he knew. Not with the way his love 
responded to him; to his touch.  
 
Of course, that meant their little talk would have to wait 
until the bloke woke up, but that was good, he figured. 
Give the second claiming a bit of time to settle. Xan 
might be pissed off when he found out, but he’d get over 
it. 
 
He’d have to. There was nothing to be done about it now 
other than give in, accept it, and complete HIS end of it. 



And then… nothing would ever come between them. It 
would be impossible. 
 
Ridged forehead and golden eyes receded along with 
sharp teeth, and it was the human looking vampire who 
pulled the brunette against his chest, one leg thrown 
over the warm body, holding him close as he waited 
patiently for his claimed to wake, a soft, rumbling purr 
echoing in his chest.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Fifteen 

Harris slid as carefully as he could from the bed, not 
wanting to wake Spike unnecessarily. He still had a few 
hours before his next signing and while he did want to 
spend them with the blond, he didn’t figure on Spike 
having much interest in his bathroom time. 
 
Wrong. 
 
One blue eye cracked, taking in that long line of back, 



butt and thigh he loved so much. “Goin’ somewhere, 
pet?” he murmured sleepily, one hand stroking lightly 
over his own stomach. “Shower time?” 
 
Harris chuckled at the raised eyebrow and tried to will his 
cock down. “Not yet, Spike… but I’m human, here. I need 
to use the facilities, alright?” 
 
The vampire puzzled through that for a moment then 
wrinkled his nose. “Right. I’ll just stay here and laze 
about in this night warm spot you left me, then.” His eye 
closed again and he settled into the recently vacated 
space, purring softly. 
 
The brunette laughed softly and went on. It wasn’t until 
he finished his needed business that he noticed his cell 
phone still charging on the counter. Maybe he should… 
His face hardened a bit and he nodded to himself. He 
would. He wanted… needed… to know. 
 
* * * * *  
 
He was frowning slightly as he hit the end call button and 
set his cell down to charge again. Not frowning because 
he didn’t believe her, but because he did. She’d never 
been able to lie well, and still couldn’t. 



 
They really hadn’t known. 
 
Of course, they did now, and he wasn’t sure if that was a 
good thing or not. Hell, for all he knew, Spike hadn’t 
WANTED anyone to know. And if that was so… 
 
Harris sighed. He’d have to tell him and just… hope for 
the best. It wasn’t like he’d planned on spilling a secret, 
after all. 
 
Spike cocked his head, a quizzical expression on his face 
as Xander stepped from the bathroom. “ ‘s not that I 
don’t want you ta have other friends, luv, but… who 
were you talkin’ ta in there?” 
 
He’d really hoped the vampire would still be sleeping, 
but obviously not. Harris sat down on the edge of the 
bed, staring at the carpet between his feet. “I… may have 
done something stupid, Spike,” he said quietly. “I mean 
really, REALLY stupid. Donut-boy-Zeppo stupid. Not me 
NOW-stupid…” 
 
The blond shrugged. He’d actually dozed off for a few 
minutes after Xan closed the bathroom door, but he’d 
woken when the man’s voice rose from a soft murmur 



behind the wood. He moved his hand, placing it on the 
brunette’s side and stroking lightly. “Doubt that, pet. 
You’re one of th’ smarter blokes I’ve met. Just took a 
while for you ta grow inta it. Best sellin’ author an’ such, 
yeah?” 
 
Harris smiled a little and leaned slightly into the roaming 
hand. “Yeah, well,” he admitted after a moment, “Still 
kinda feel like the old me sometimes, and this would be 
one of them. Spike, I… I called Willow to find out why 
nobody told me you were alive. I guess… you didn’t want 
them to know, though.” He sighed hopelessly. “I’m sorry. 
I shouldn’t have.” 
 
“No…” Spike nearly whispered, his head spinning 
suddenly. “No, you… couldn’t know… Red’s alive? I mean 
she’s not dead? Still… runnin’ about castin’ spells an’… 
Red’s alive?” 
 
He’d been so sure they’d all be dead by now. He’d been 
SURE! And maybe he’d figured on a few of the baby 
Slayers still knocking about, but… “Who else?” he 
demanded harshly, sitting up as his fingers dug slightly 
into tanned ribs. “Who else is still alive, Xander?” 
 
His eye was wide as he turned to face his lover. “You 



didn’t know… you really thought… and even ME, and… is 
that why the… this?” He blinked repeatedly, promising 
himself he wouldn’t cry. “Because you thought I was… 
the only one left… the last… but I’m not her, am I? And 
she’s alive and now you… know it, and… Gods, I should 
never have… never… this. You. US. And why would you 
want… crippled… half blind… broken… wrecked…” He 
stood, backing away from the bed as the words poured 
from him on a river of self-loathing. “I… you sh-should… 
leave now, Spike. Please.” 
 
His brow furrowed as he tried to figure out what the 
HELL his love was talking about, even while he processed 
the shock at knowing at least some of the others had 
survived. It had him almost defeated, though. This 
version of Xander-babble was foreign to him. So foreign, 
in fact, that it took him a good few seconds to realize the 
young man was backing away from him. 
 
“Luv… what’s goin’ on with you?” he asked softly, rolling 
from the bed and moving towards him. “I’ll admit it’s a 
bit of a shock ta know Red’s still alive an’ kickin’, but 
what the bloody hell does that have ta do with you an’ 
me?” 
 
Harris stepped back every time Spike stepped forward, 



until he found himself nearly sitting on the dresser. “N-
not Willow! BUFFY!” he shouted, the tears finally spilling 
from his eye. “YOU LOVE HER! And she’s ALIVE, damn it! 
And now I’m gonna l-lose you again, and I just found you! 
Just found out what could be, and… I CAN’T STAND IT!” 
 
He couldn’t have kept himself from catching the younger 
man as he started to collapse. Even if he hadn’t loved 
him to distraction he couldn’t have helped it. But as he 
did love Xander so deeply, he moved with all the speed 
one of his kind could and gathered the bloke into his 
arms, lowering them both to the floor. 
 
Long, pale legs wrapped around the larger man, arms 
cradling him close and tight. “Luv… pet… Xander… No… 
No. Just… NO!” he spoke sincerely, lips pressing small, 
soft kisses to slightly clammy skin. “Didn’t know, luv… 
never knew what luv was… thought I did, but never knew 
it. Not til you.” He smiled softly, still placing those soft, 
sweet kisses against his beloved’s face. “Knew I luved 
you, Xan… even before I burned. Knew it soon as I saw 
how you acted after that soddin’ prat took your eye. Still 
so strong, so carin’… never givin’ up, never wantin’ ta use 
your war wound as an excuse ta take it easy.”  
 
He held him tighter, lips a mere hairsbreadth from warm 



lips. “You had the heart of a warrior, luv… an’ once I saw 
it, I couldn’t luv anyone else. Not even th’ soddin’ 
Slayer.” He nodded seriously when the soft, weepy 
brown eye opened to glance ashamedly at him. “Knew 
you were there, Xan,” he whispered, his voice dropping 
to a level better for intimate confidences. “At th’ end. 
Knew you were there. I could smell you. Knew th’ Slayer 
didn’t luv me because she never had th’ heart you did. 
Knew YOU could never luv me. Hated me, you did. But I 
saw you at th’ end.” 
 
“You were standin’ there at th’ top of th’ stairs, tryin’ ta 
hide. Made me so jealous, knowin’ it was because you 
cared so much for her an’ not at all for me.” Spike sighed. 
“But I could give myself ta the fire an’ hope it’d give YOU 
a chance, couldn’t I? Even knowin’ ya’d never know how 
much you’d come ta mean ta me.” He smiled a bit. “An’ 
so I did. Saved th’ world in fire an’ pain… just so I’d know 
you’d live that little while longer.”  

Part Sixteen 

“So wait. He said Spike’s alive? SPIKE’S alive. ALIVE? But… 
he can’t be!” 
 
“That’s what he said. He wanted to know why nobody 
told him.” 



 
“Because I saw him DIE, Willow. I mean, I SAW it! I told 
you! He… burned up from the inside and it… saved the 
world.” 
 
“I know, Buffy! I’m not saying it’s true. That’s just what 
he said! But… he seemed so sure.” 
 
“Uh-huh. This is XANDER we’re talking about, right? One 
eye… maybe not seeing so good these days?” 
 
A snort. “He sees well enough to make millions writing 
his books, Buffy. I… look, I’m not saying it really IS 
Spike…” 
 
“Right.” A smile in the voice. “Because let’s face it, Will. If 
it was, he’d have totally gotten in touch with me. He 
LOVED me, you know?” 
 
Uncomfortable silence. 
 
“What, Willow? What aren’t you telling me?” 
 
“Um…” 
 
“Okay, SPILL, young lady!” 



 
Another sigh. “Um, Xander said he and Spike are um… 
luvvurds.” 
 
“Buzzards? They’re buzzards? Ew, that’s just gross. They 
what? Go out looking for roadkill for dinner? Or OH, NO! 
Is Xander a vampire?” 
 
“LOVERS! He said they’re LOVERS!” Shouted through the 
phone. 
 
A blink. Another blink. “Oh… Xander’s gay? Is that why he 
and Maria aren’t married anymore? I mean, I guess that’s 
grounds for an annulment, right? Wait a minute… Xander 
CAN’T be gay! Because… bug lady! Cordelia! Anya!” 
Stunned pause. “Well, maybe that would do it. But then 
Maria, and she’s such a nice girl, so… huh? How can 
Xander be GAY? He’s straight! Always was, always will 
be! People don’t just change like that!” 
 
Irritated clearing of the throat. 
 
“Uh, except when they do, which is really, really cool. 
Yeah. A big old YAY to gayness! And it can’t really bother 
him that much, right? I mean, he did ask you to ‘gay him 
up’ that time.” 



 
Sudden groan. “Oh, Goddess… what if I… maybe… I didn’t 
mean to, Buffy! I didn’t, I swear! But… I made Xander 
gay! With my magic! I must have!” 
 
“Willow… get back to London. I’ll be there tomorrow. We 
have to talk to Giles. Maybe he can fix it or at least help 
us figure out what to do. Xander gay all of a sudden… and 
thinking he’s with Spike? This has ooky bad demon-ness 
written all over it.” 
 
Another sigh. “Yeah, I think you’re right. OH! Maybe I 
was the one who made Xander gay, but… if there’s 
someone with him who he really believes is SPIKE… 
shape-shifting demon, maybe? Or… oh! Maybe an 
incubus! They’re all bad and sexy and ‘come here, little 
boy and sit in my lap’ and I could SO see an incubus 
pulling off Spike. But not THAT kind of pulling because… 
Um. Okay. Demon?” Small eeep. 
 
“Good idea, Will. You’re probably right. He always did 
attract the worst possible… partners. I’ll call Giles and tell 
him to expect us tomorrow. That way he can get some 
rooms ready.” 
 
“See you then, Buffy. And thanks. I was going crazy over 



here.” 
 
A laugh. “You’re one who wanted to be stationed in 
Guatemala. I tried to tell you… too far away. I wish you 
and Kennedy had…” 
 
“Well, we didn’t, Buff. It was just too weird after a while. 
I mean having my girlfriend go out hunting vamps every 
night? Maybe if I could have gone with her, but with the 
South American Council of Covens to manage, I just had 
too much work, y’know?” 
 
“You sure you can get away for this?” 
 
“Yeah… Dawnie’s been coming along really well. She’s 
ready for her shot at running things. And if anything goes 
wrong, we’ll be just a phone call away for her. And 
Buffy… it’s Xander. MY Xander. I have to do everything I 
can to help him.” 
 
“Well, give Dawn my love before you leave and tell her to 
call us even if she doesn’t have to. You know, unless she 
can’t drag herself away from the grimoire and that guy 
she’s been seeing.” 
 
A snort. “ ‘That guy’. Like he isn’t the most powerful male 



witch of their generation. They’re a good match, Buffy. If 
it works out with them, their children could have enough 
power to do pretty much anything!” 
 
Sigh. “I know, I know… I just wish he weren’t so… 
Anyway. See you tomorrow, Will.” 
 
“Yeah, Buffy. See you tomorrow.” 
 
“And don’t worry, Will. We’ll figure out what’s wrong 
with Xander. Then we’ll fix it. Maybe we can even get 
him to stay in London for a while. Oh! We could have a 
Scooby Reunion! Get the rest of the gang to fly in… it’ll 
be great! But first we have to cure Xander of his magic-
induced gayness… and figure out what the Spike-thing is. 
Maybe I can kill it!” 
 
Rolled eyes. “One step at a time, Buffy. Love you. Bye.” 
 
“Love you too, Will… uh, in the non-lesbian way. Bye.”  

 
 
 
 
 



Part Seventeen 

Three days since his ‘breakdown’, as Harris called it in his 
head. Three days during which Spike had done 
everything he could to convince him he really meant all 
those gushy-feeling inducing things he’d said. And the 
blond had pretty much succeeded, he admitted silently.  
 
One large, warm hand stroked slowly up and down the 
spine of the sleeping vampire, a small smile on the 
human’s face. Nobody had ever been as beautiful as the 
creature lying beside him. He was sure of that much. 
Hell, he actually couldn’t blame Dru and Angelus for 
wanting to preserve Spike for all time, even if the 
vampire did claim to have been something of a milksop, 
back in the day. Obviously the insane woman had seen 
what he truly was and if her Sire had chosen to help out, 
then… good. And good for himself, he figured. If they 
hadn’t done as they had, he—Harris—would never have 
known this feeling. This… deep, full happiness. 
 
His hand stroked more, just a bit harder on the sleek 
spine. 
 
Spike smirked into his pillow, doing his best to stay still. 
The long, slow touches were incredibly comforting to his 



soul. They made him feel… he didn’t know what, but it 
was definitely a good thing. For the first time in the years 
since his Turning, he didn’t have to worry about why he 
was being… petted, basically. Xander wasn’t setting him 
up for anything… wasn’t using kindness to disarm him 
just so he could suddenly turn around and hurt him. How 
did he know?  
 
Because that wasn’t his love. 
 
No, Xander was exactly what he seemed to be. Strong, 
handsome, reliable… loving, sensual, loyal. He was 
exactly what Spike had needed all his life. And if it had 
taken a hundred and some odd years to get to this place, 
well… that was all right.  
 
Of course, he still had to tell him about the claiming. He’d 
been putting that off, thinking it might scare the other 
man.  
 
He’d tell Xander about it when he got back from DC, he 
decided. That would be better than telling him now.  
 
If he told him now, the bloke would spend the entire two 
days away from him wondering and worrying and 
working himself into a fret. Spike just knew it. Plenty of 



time for that when they were together again. At least 
then he’d be able to distract him, not to mention deal 
with whatever emotional outbursts might come. 
 
Yeah… that would be the best plan, after all. 
 
Harris smiled to himself, hearing the little mumbles of 
Spike thinking hard. The blond had always done that and 
obviously that hadn’t changed. Still, that meant the 
vampire wasn’t really sleeping, and if that were the 
case… 
 
He stroked his hand up that long lean back again, letting 
it continue on the down stroke to the pale, toned cheek 
nearest him. Fingers spread, clenching just a bit on skin 
and muscle, and Harris chuckled as he heard Spike moan. 
 
“Morning, babe,” he murmured, releasing the handful to 
rub lazy circles on Spike’s rear. “I thought you were 
NEVER gonna wake up.” 
 
Spike grumbled, trying to sound sleepy. “Who says I’m 
awake?” he muttered. “An’ don’t call me babe. Makes 
me sound like bloody Cher, it does.” 
 
Harris shrugged, laughing. “Tell you what,” he said, 



sliding one thick digit playfully up and down the 
vampire’s crack. “You can be Sonny later… babe. And if 
you’re not awake, I guess I just need to try harder.” 
 
The vampire groaned, spreading his legs a bit. “Goin’ ta 
hold ya ta that, luv,” he murmured, raising his hips to 
allow room for his growing shaft. “So… you’re goin’ ta 
wake me up, ‘ey?” 
 
The brunette laughed again, moving closer to lay a soft, 
wet kiss between Spike’s shoulder blades. “Wake you 
up… wear you out. Same difference,” he teased. His 
tongue lapped gently at the soft skin and he moaned 
softly at the taste. “Jesus fuck,” Harris sighed happily, 
placing more kisses on his back. 
 
Spike rumbled softly, hips shifting just a bit as the lips 
traveled down his skin. “Yeah… luv… I’m him…” He 
gasped, feeling that one finger at his crack pressing 
harder between his cheeks. “Bloody hell, luv… don’t ya 
dare stop…”  
 
Harris sat up, his finger still moving up and down, up and 
down that wonderful crease. “Yes, Spike, that’s exactly 
what I was planning. Get us both all hot and bothered, 
then stop.” He snorted, his eye scanning the bed and the 



table beside it for the tube from the night before, finally 
seeing it peeking out from under the corner of Spike’s 
pillow. 
 
“Bleedin’ smart ass,” Spike muttered with a grin, pressing 
up against that digit just a bit. “Workin’ your way up to a 
spankin’, you are…” He smirked, smelling the suddenly 
even more intense scent of his love’s arousal.  
 
“Promises, promises,” Harris murmured, grabbing the 
tube with his free hand and setting it down closer to 
them. He shifted, bending over to press his lips to one 
cool globe of flesh, teeth nibbling lightly as he pressed 
that finger deeper. “Open up, babe… let me see all of 
you…” 
 
Spike would have said something smug if he could have 
but the sensation of his human’s teeth along with that 
finger probing at him had him doing nothing but what 
Xander had asked. He found himself rolling quickly to 
stare at the stunning dark haired young man as his knees 
drew up then fell to either side of him, his cock bouncing 
proudly as it hardened even more. “As you wish, pet…” 
 
Harris chuckled softly and leaned forward, taking the 
thick seeping head into his mouth quickly. He slid his lips 



slowly to the base, sucking hard as he reversed the 
motion. “I have a lot of wishes, Spike,” he whispered, 
nipping lightly down the underside of the turgid shaft. 
 
Long, elegant fingers gripped tightly at three hundred 
count Egyptian cotton. “G-granted, luv… every one…” he 
gasped, his head grinding back against the bed as he felt 
that mouth on his sac, sucking, nipping, gently rolling 
each tight ball between tongue and palate. “Bloody hell!” 
he growled, his face shifting quickly. 
 
His own body was tighter than tight, longing to be buried 
deep within the pinkish pucker he could see when he 
lifted the heavy sac in his hand. And he would be soon 
enough, Harris knew. But first… well, first… 
 
He laid himself out further, tongue flicking at the balls in 
his hand. “Hold your knees up, Spike,” he whispered, the 
words breathing across the dampened flesh. “Up and 
wide, okay?” 
 
Spike almost couldn’t believe that his human already had 
him panting, but it was true. He forced his fingers to let 
go of the sheets beneath his, his hands moving to the 
crooks of his knees, lifting his legs and holding them 
spread wide. “Granted…” he groaned. 



 
Amusement danced in his eye. He could get used to this 
wishing thing. “Gods, Spike…” he murmured, staring at 
the entirety of the man before him, “You’re so…” He 
shook his head, unable to find the words, then leaned in 
again, laving the lightly-haired sac for just a moment 
more before sliding the tip of his tongue almost roughly 
over that soft spot between it and his next target, 
pressing hard. 
 
“Xan!” Spike yelped, golden eyes slamming shut at the 
sensation, only to fly wide again when he felt that wet 
point circling his anus. “Luv!” 
 
Arms slid on the mattress, sliding under thighs and over 
their tops, holding the man still as he tasted and teased, 
moaning at the flavor before pressing inescapably at that 
clenched ring. His tongue probed slowly, pressing harder 
each time until finally he felt it pass through, sliding into 
the very core of the writhing vampire. 
 
Spike could feel the dribbles of pre-cum dripping onto his 
skin… feel the brunette’s head between his legs, the 
tongue flicking within him… and he’d be damned if he 
could keep himself from looking. He somehow managed 
to tear his gaze from the ceiling, but looking down his 



own curled in torso was his undoing.  
 
The sight of his beloved there, tongue buried deep is his 
bum, opening him, loosening him… the slight pain of the 
fingers digging deep into the tops of his thighs… it was all 
too much. “Xander!” he growled, his body convulsing as 
much as it could in that position as his cock swelled 
further and spurted rapid, thick shots of copious seed 
over his chest and face. 
 
Harris felt the shaking of his love’s body and smiled to 
himself, driving his tongue harder and deeper, swirling it 
wickedly within Spike’s rear. He pressed harder when he 
felt that tight ring clench even more, trying to push him 
out. His fingers flexed roughly on Spike’s thighs and he 
shook his head a little, letting his nose and cheeks rub sac 
and skin wickedly. 
 
His human was trying to kill him. That was the only 
possible explanation for why the bloke wasn’t stopping… 
wasn’t even slowing down. “Luv…” he groaned, nearly 
begging, “Want you, Xan… need you…” 
 
It was the work of maybe a minute for Harris to pull his 
tongue from the tightness surrounding it and find the 
tube he’d gotten earlier. He coated his cock quickly, then 



moved his slicked hand to Spike’s now-reddened hole. 
“Gods, Spike… I need you too…” 
 
One finger pressed deep and Spike groaned. “Bloody hell, 
luv! Enough with th’ foreplay. Need you IN me. NOW!” 
He held his legs open even wider, rocking just a bit as the 
finger was withdrawn, the broad, thick, hot tip of his 
Xander’s cock replacing it. “Yessss…” he hissed. “Now, 
luv… now…” 
 
And what was a boy to do? Xander thought wryly, even 
as he pushed forward in small, short thrusts, his hips 
shifting just a little from side to side. Make love to his 
vampire, of course, he answered himself. He groaned 
loud and long as just the head of him began to move past 
the tight little pucker, then groaned even louder, this 
time joined by Spike, as that ring relaxed and he took 
that long slide to flush.  
 
“Gods… Spike… MY Spike…”  
 
His hands released his knees, letting his legs wrap around 
the warmth of his claimed’s sturdy waist. “Yeah… pet… 
your spike… in your Spike…” he moaned low and deep as 
Xander started moving. 
 



No matter how many times he found himself balls-deep 
in Spike, each time was like the first. He rediscovered the 
tightness, the cool burn, the overwhelming sense of 
completion. Of coming home. Being home.  
 
And maybe, Harris realized, that was why none of his 
other relationships had worked; not even his marriage to 
the lovely and accepting Maria. Fact was… Spike was his 
ideal.  
 
Even when he’d thought the vampire was dead, there 
must have been a part of him screaming, crying, 
demanding that there had to be more. That somewhere 
in the world, there had to be someone who could make 
him feel the way he’d only felt for Spike, and only after 
he’d seen him die. 
 
But that didn’t matter now, he knew. Because Spike 
wasn’t dead. Or not in the ‘big pile of dust at the bottom 
of a crater’ way. And he truly WAS home. Home. With 
Spike. Home FOR Spike, he hoped.  
 
He rocked himself slowly and deeply into the man, 
reveling in the sensation of those long, strong legs 
wrapped around his waist as the cool hands grasped 
wildly at his back. His eye focused on one barely slitted 



golden orb and he stroked in and out even more slowly, 
something within him wanting to make this moment last 
forever… or at least make the memory of it last two days.  
 
“How does that feel, Spike,” he whispered, hips twisting 
slightly as he rocked deep, his cock moving against the 
other man’s hard little nub in small increments. “Tell me, 
babe… how does it feel…?” 
 
If it were possible to have murderous thoughts at a 
moment like that, Spike was having them. His beloved 
was… fuck! Driving him crazier than Dru EVER was and 
the bloke expected him to speak?  
 
Well, apparently so because his Xan slid deep and 
stopped, waiting for a response apparently. 
 
“F-feels…” he finally managed to moan, “B-bloody… 
amazin’… pet…” His eyes closed hard, wishing for nothing 
other than more strokes, more tenderness, more… 
Xander. Hell, he’d never really known that having his ass 
plundered could BE tender. Not until this human. HIS 
human. His fingers flexed, digging deep into the thick 
cords of muscle at either side of the man’s spine. “Luv 
me, Xander… just luv me… don’t ever stop…. PROMISE 
me you won’t ever soddin’ stop!” 



 
And that was a promise Harris knew he could keep. Hell, 
he’d have to kill himself to stop loving Spike, and even if 
he did… he’d still love him in whatever afterlife a one-
eyed, bi-sexual, one-vampire-fixated former Scooby got. 
 
His body started moving again, still slowly, still deeply. 
“Look at me, Spike,” he whispered, needing to see the 
man’s eyes, to know he was there with him. “Look at me, 
babe… I love you. I will ALWAYS… love you…” His breath 
caught as the golden stare fastened on his one good 
brown eye.  
 
Harris’s hips moved faster, harder, unable to resist the 
depth of love, need, wanton desire in those eyes. He 
couldn’t stop. WOULDN’T stop. He loved Spike beyond 
the boundaries he’d always thought existed and he for 
damned sure needed to SHOW him. 
 
His hips moved like pistons, burying himself deep then 
receding, shifting to hit that special spot, and when Spike 
howled high and rough, his cock spewing yet again 
between their bodies, Harris did the only thing he could 
to show the other man how much he meant it. 
 
He bowed his head, his mouth finding the tense, arched 



column of Spike’s neck… and he bit. HARD.  
 
He bit until skin split and cool blood tasting of moonlight 
and hops and the colour of night burst over his tongue. 
 
A small part of him knew it was merely borrowed blood 
he drank, but the majority of him didn’t care, and as his 
body exploded wickedly and rapturously, he continued to 
drink it down.  
 
Nothing had ever tasted as good or as right… nothing. 
 
Spike’s entire body clenched hard and if he hadn’t been 
able to hold on to just a bit of his sanity, his legs and 
arms might have broken his human’s back.  
 
Xander was… biting him!  
 
The realization had yet another volley of cool spunk 
shooting from him, coating their chests as he pressed his 
neck harder against the blunt teeth. 
 
It would hurt like a bitch later, he knew, but right in that 
moment… he couldn’t manage to care. His ass was full of 
his beloved’s cock, and the human had almost completed 
the full claiming. And now…  



 
Spike groaned loudly, his ass shifting down to take in as 
much of Xander’s cock as possible as he felt the younger 
man swell a bit more.  
 
“Xan… luv… YES! NOW!” he keened, his legs rising to the 
man’s middle back. “Cum for me, pet!” 
 
Regardless of their positions, Harris was well aware of 
who wore the pants in their relationship. And if he were 
going to be honest, he’d admit that he wouldn’t have it 
any other way. 
 
He slammed himself deeper still, once, twice, three times 
more. His mouth opened wider, screaming against 
Spike’s neck as the command made him tighten, then 
begin streaming ropes of thick, viscous fluid into his 
vampire’s willing ass. “Spike!” he tried to scream, 
although it came out more like ‘Spuuullllg…’ as he 
continued to drink, his cock still exploding as though it 
would never stop. 

 
 
 



 
 

Part Eighteen 

He couldn’t believe he’d passed out. 
 
Then again, maybe it made sense. 
 
His Xan had been so deep in him and had DRANK from 
him! 
 
Spike purred, his fingers finding their way to the mark 
the young man had made.  
 
He felt a shiver low and deep in his stomach as he 
touched it; then he purred more.  
 
His human had taken the first step towards completing 
the claim. Had almost made them fully bound.  
 
He wondered whether Xan knew it, but… even if he 
didn’t he would soon. 
 
Spike stretched, still purring contentedly. He’d just have 
to chance telling Xander before he left. After all, now 
that the claiming was nearly done, it wouldn’t matter 



how far away from each other they were. He’d know 
when Xan got all freaked in DC, as he was sure to do. 
 
All that was left was to give his human a proper send-off, 
and he had a good number of thoughts regarding how to 
do that. 
 
He smiled softly, reaching out across the bed. He was 
ready to try all his ideas and more. 
 
A frown crossed his face as he discovered more cool 
sheets without a hot body on or in them. “Luv…?” he 
murmured before opening his eyes to find the note on 
what had become Xander’s pillow. 
 
~Dear Spike, 
 
I’m sorry but I couldn’t get you to wake up. Had to get 
back to the hotel so I could pack for the flight. 
 
I’m gonna miss you SO much. But hey, it’s only two days, 
right? And then I’ll be back for two weeks with no work! 
We can just stay in bed and order in. Assuming you’ve 
got a place that delivers blood, but having seen your 
apartment I’m sure you do. 
 



I meant what I said… BABE. When I get back, you get to 
be Sonny. I like it when you’re all… well, you know. 
 
I hope you’re not mad at me for biting you, Spike. I just 
couldn’t help it. I mean, there you were, begging (and yes 
YOU WERE BEGGING… silently, but still) for something 
more and I just couldn’t help it. Poor impulse control, 
huh? Guess that explains Anya, right? And yes, that’s a 
joke. She was never even a hundredth of what YOU are 
to me. 
 
But back to the other thing… 
 
Just so you know, Spike… you tasted amazing. I held you 
for nearly three hours afterwards and all I could think 
about was how much I wanted to bite you again… taste 
you… while you pounded into me. 
 
Guess that’s something to try when I get back, huh? 
 
Anyway, I need to stop writing before this note becomes 
a written ramble. More than it already is, I mean. 
 
I love you, Spike. I miss you already. I need to at least 
hear your voice, so call me. I know you have my cell 
number. USE IT, Deadboy Junior! 



 
All my heart and soul, 
 
Xander~ 
 
Spike frowned then sighed. He’d known he’d passed out, 
but for hours? 
 
Then again, he figured he might have. 
 
He’d never had a human-- much less a human connected 
to HIM-- drink from him, and certainly not in the midst of 
some of the best sex he’d ever had. And Xander had 
almost finished the claiming, even if he DIDN’T know it… 
and he definitely didn’t, judging by the note. 
 
Spike smiled slightly, relaxing back on the bed and 
inhaling the scent of his beloved from the sheets. Going 
by the time on the clock, his human wouldn’t be landing 
for another twenty minutes. Add another half hour for 
baggage claim and… yeah. Call him in an hour. 
 
He pulled Xander’s pillow to him, his nose buried deep as 
he drew in draught after draught of the beloved scent. 
 
* * * * * 



 
“Xan.” 
 
“Spike…?” 
 
“Hello, luv…” 
 
“Gods, Spike… I miss you already.” A sigh. 
 
“Yeah… miss you too, pet. Woke up and you were gone. 
Pity, that. Had so many things I wanted ta do with you… 
ta make sure you didn’t forget me while you’re gone.” 
 
A laugh. “If I couldn’t forget you for all those years, babe, 
two days isn’t ever gonna make it happen. I might be 
kinda… needy when I get back, though. Just so you 
know.” 
 
A low, deep chuckle. “I’m already ‘needy’, Xan… need ta 
touch you, taste you, feel you under me…” 
 
“Jesus fuck, Spike,” deep groan, “ Can you at least wait 
until I get to my place?” 
 
“Can,” smug tone, “Won’t, though. Now, where was I? 
Right… feel you beneath me. Need that. Need ta feel that 



tight, hot ass of yours wrapped ‘round my cock like a 
soddin’ velvet fist… need ta hear you moanin’ like you 
do… feel your hands grabbin’ at my arms, my back, my 
ass…” 
 
A wordless moan on Harris’s end. 
 
“Need ta rock inta you, see th’ sweat drippin’ down th’ 
sides of your face, feel your body heavin’ against mine, 
pullin’ me in so deep I almost think we’ve fused, luv… 
that we’ve become one great shudderin’ beast…” 
 
A muttered “Fuck…” followed by a strong, heavy gasp for 
air.  
 
A voice belonging to neither of them is heard through the 
line. “Jesus, Will! If Harris pulls it out and has a go at it in 
my car, I’m sending you the bill for the detailing, 
including what’s going to have to be a truly HUGE tip!” 
 
A barked laugh. “Tell your El ta calm down, mate… just 
havin’ a bit of fun, right?” 
 
A groan. “You are SO gonna pay for this when I get back 
to New York, Spike… in spades!” 
 



Purring. “Lookin’ forward ta it, luv…” A soft sigh. “Just… 
miss you, pet. Didn’t know I could miss anyone so much 
an’ live… or go on existin’… whatever it is I do.” 
 
“I… I know what you mean, babe… I almost didn’t get on 
the plane. I kept thinking about you lying there all… sleek 
and sexy and covered in your own…” 
 
“God, give it a REST, you two! I do NOT need to hear this 
right now! Not even the ONE side of it!” Annoyed, snarky 
tone. 
 
Rueful chuckle. “An’ what’s crawled up Elliot’s ass, luv? 
Seems ta be right irritable, he does.” 
 
A chuckle, then a whisper. “Trevor. All of an hour away 
by plane.” 
 
“Right, then. Tell th’ bloke I’m sorry. Didn’t mean ta rub it 
in. Know how it is ta miss a special bloke, don’t I?” 
 
Sigh. “Yeah, so do I, Spike. And I’ll tell him. I… I love you, 
Spike. Only twenty one hours and… thirty three minutes 
to go, though. I THINK I can make it…” 
 
“If not, luv,” possessive growl, “You get your ass on the 



next plane an’ get back ta my place. There’s NOTHIN’ at 
yours that I can’t buy for you here, got it?” 
 
Soft laugh. “Got it, Spike… call me in an hour, okay?” 
Whisper, “I’ll be in the shower but my phone’s 
waterproof.” 
 
Soft growl. “ ‘s a date, luv… talk ta you then. Tell Elliot I 
said g’night.” 
 
“I will… and Spike…?” 
 
“Yeah, pet… luv you too… can’t stop thinkin’ about how 
you… bit me…” 
 
“You, uh… didn’t mind?” Tentative tone. 
 
Loud chuckle. “Mind, luv? I’ll only mind if you don’t do it 
again. Just th’ way you said in your note, alright?” 
 
Shuddering breath. “Oh, yeah… twenty one hours and 
thirty two minutes… and we’ll do that.” 
 
“Bloody hell… talk ta you in an hour, pet. Luv you.” 
 
“Same here. Forever, Spike.” 



 
 
 
 
 

Part Nineteen 

An hour, Spike thought. And it might as well have been 
an eternity. No, make that fifty minutes, he thought, 
looking at the clock. So only fifty minutes until he could 
call his beloved and picture him all wet and hot, water 
streaming in steaming rivulets over tanned skin and 
toned muscle… 
 
He groaned, the mental images not helping with the 
erection beneath his robe.  
 
Sure, he could have a bit of a wank, but… somehow the 
idea wasn’t appealing, even though he’d be hard again 
long before he spoke to his luv.  
 
No, it just wasn’t the same as taking care of business 
while listening to his Xan do the same in DC. 
 
“Four bloody hours by car,” he growled, wishing it was 
dark out. Hell, he’d take the drive in a heartbeat but the 



last thing either of his cars were was economical. He’d 
have to stop for gas and that would be bad considering 
the lack of full service stations on I-95. 
 
He was surprised at how antsy he felt, considering he’d 
just talked to the bloke, but… he just felt a bit… off. Like 
something was… “Wrong,” he whispered.  
 
No, he was over-reacting. He must be. It was just having 
his claimed so far away. That had to be it. It HAD to. 
Because if it wasn’t, then… 
 
Spike’s hand scrabbled for the phone, hitting the speed 
dial for Xander’s cell. He waited impatiently as it rang 
once, twice… five times… six… Finally the voice mail 
picked up and he growled, stabbing at the end call 
button before hitting call again and punching in Elliot’s 
cell number. 
 
Two rings and it was answered. 
 
“Elliot,” he said roughly, “Somethin’s wrong. He’s not 
answerin’ his phone!” 
 
* * * * * 
 



He’d dropped Harris home five minutes earlier, waiting 
outside until his friend had gotten inside the front door 
of the security building. Then he’d headed home himself.  
 
He hadn’t gotten far before his phone rang. 
 
He’d fumbled for it on the passenger seat, finally hitting 
the answer call key and pressing it to his ear. Before he 
could even say hello, he heard Will’s voice saying ‘Elliot, 
something’s wrong’. 
 
“Will… WILL!” he said after a moment, “Calm down. I just 
dropped him at his place. He’s probably in the bathroom 
or something!” 
 
“No,” he heard Will say, “He’s not. There’s… he’s… 
bloody HELL, mate! Can you… can’t you just go check on 
him, ‘ey? For me? An’… I’ll pay ta have your car detailed 
anyway, alright?” 
 
It wasn’t the offer of free detailing that had Elliot turning 
his car around as soon as he could. It was the completely 
frantic sound to Will’s voice. Still, he spoke slowly and 
calmly into the phone, trying to soothe the man as he 
made his way back to Harris’s building.  
 



 
He swerved wildly, nearly hitting a line of parked cars. 
“Hey, watch it, buddy! This is the city, not Indy!” he 
yelled, even though he knew the other driver couldn’t 
hear him. Hell, the van was already long gone. 
 
“No… no, it’s nothing, Will. Some asshole just about 
creamed me, is all. Yeah… yeah, I’m almost there.” 
 
He turned the corner, eyes brightening when he saw the 
empty parking space just in front of Harris’s building. 
“There IS a God,” he whispered softly as he pulled into it. 
 
“Nothing, Will. I’m going inside now.” 
 
Fortunately he still had his keys from when he and Harris 
had been all hot and heavy so he let himself into the 
lobby, then rode the elevator up to six. He walked down 
the hall, the phone still pressed to his ear.  
 
“No… I’m getting there. Damn it, Will, I’m only human, 
okay? Give me a minute.” 
 
He slid his key into Harris’s deadbolt, frowning when he 
found it wasn’t engaged. Harris NEVER left his door even 
partially unlocked. It was like a fetish for the man. “Hold 



on,” he demanded, suddenly finding himself just as 
concerned as Will was. 
 
His other key slid into the lock in the doorknob and he 
turned it, pushing the door open and stepping inside. 
 
“Harris,” he called out, “Harris?” 
 
It was then that he saw his friend’s bags sitting in a pile in 
the living room, as though they’d just been dropped and 
abandoned. Even the laptop was there and that, more 
than anything, told Elliot that Will was right. Something 
really WAS wrong here. 
 
“Will,” he said softly, “I think you’d better get down here. 
Harris… he’s GONE. His bags are here, but he’s not…. 
Yeah, even his computer. Just… on the floor. It seems… 
Yeah. I’m going to call the police, so…” 
 
“WHAT? NO! It’s… if something’s HAPPENED to him, then 
we need to call… but… Christ, Will, how can you…?” 
 
“Okay… no, okay. You’re right. If he was kidnapped, 
whoever took him won’t want the police involved. I… 
how soon can you get here?” 
 



Elliot sighed softly. “Fine. Because looking young is more 
important. Stay out of the sun.” 
 
He hung up and left the apartment, careful not to disturb 
anything.  
 
He didn’t care WHAT Will said. The police would want as 
untouched a crime scene as possible. 
 
With that thought in mind, he deliberately left the 
deadbolt unlocked, even though he knew Harris would 
have blown a gasket. 
 
He went outside and got into his car. He’d wait until Will 
got there ‘sometime after dark’ before he called the 
cops, but that was about it. 
 
In the meantime… he sighed unhappily. Not only was his 
best friend missing, but now he had to cancel his next 
encounter with Trevor. He was supposed to fly back to 
New York the next day, but unless Harris showed up soon 
he didn’t see that happening. 
 
He opened his phone and dialed the number he’d 
already memorized.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty 

He’d been pacing his empty flat for what felt like hours, 
though he knew it had to be a considerably shorter 
period of time. Hell, he’d just gotten off the phone with 
Elliot… he looked at the clock… twenty minutes earlier. 
 
Still, everything inside him, soul and demon both, was 
crying out for him to just GO. FIND his claimed. Get him 
BACK. NEVER let him go AGAIN. 
 
It was a good plan. Get his Xan, bring him home… keep 
him safe forever. Yeah. And if that meant neither of them 
left the apartment and the attached garden, then so be 
it. Whoever had taken his claimed was never going to get 
another shot at it.  
 
Not while Spike lived… er, breathed… er, existed. 
 
He snarled suddenly, glaring at his door when the knock 
sounded again. It had better not be that crazy old bint in 



the other penthouse wanting to borrow ‘sugar’ again. 
Fuck, he’d almost needed to use a crowbar to pry her 
from him the last time. 
 
“What?” he growled, standing by the door. 
 
The voice came, sounding somewhat familiar. “Elliot 
called. He told me what’s happening.” 
 
“Yeah, so?” Spike snarled, trying to place the man on the 
other side of his door. 
 
“So it’s almost four hours until sunset, Will… but I have a 
car parked down in your garage with tinted windows. I 
can get you to DC a good two hours before you’d be able 
to leave and find a flight.” Trevor waited for that to sink 
in. “Do you want to find your Claimed or not?” he 
demanded after a moment or two. 
 
The blond was torn between rushing through the door to 
get into that car, and rushing same to throttle whomever 
it was. But the thought of getting to DC was enough to 
stifle the latter urge. He threw open the door and 
blinked, seeing the tall, dark and tasty morsel he’d 
passed on. “Bloody hell… you must really care for that 
Elliot, ‘ey?” 



 
Trevor shrugged and blushed slightly. “Wasn’t planning 
to, but… yeah. So are we going?” 
 
He was answered by Spike reaching out for something on 
the hall table. 
 
“Ready, mate,” the vampire said, sliding his wallet into 
the back pocket of his jeans. “Let’s go. You can tell me 
how you know about my… needs… as we drive. Not ta 
mention how you got past Andy an’ up ta my floor.” 
 
He smirked, seeing the decidedly uncomfortable look on 
Trevor’s face. “We have four hours, bloke… figure that’s 
time enough ta get ta know each other.” 
 
All Trevor could do was sigh and get into the private 
elevator with the vampire. He’d known Spike wasn’t 
stupid. Andrew had told him that much years earlier. He 
just wasn’t looking forward to coming clean. 
 
* * * * * 
 
They’d been driving for almost ten minutes before the 
constant stare got to the man.  
 



His hands clenched on the steering wheel, knuckles white 
with tension. “Okay,” he said, his first word since they’d 
gotten into the car, “What do you want to know?” 
 
Spike arched a brow disbelievingly. “Oh, how about all of 
it, mate? You obviously know what I am, though I’m 
guessin’ you haven’t shared that bit of intell with your 
Elliot. So th’ question is… how? An’ what makes you think 
Xan’s my claimed?” He frowned, more questions spilling 
from his lips as he got warmed up. 
 
“Did you know who I was when I was chattin’ you up that 
night we met, an’ what were you goin’ ta do if I’d actually 
taken you home with me, ‘ey? Th’ old ‘stake through th’ 
heart’ bit? Think you could take me out, bloke? If you do, 
then why are you tryin’ ta help me, an’… bloody hell. Too 
many soddin’ questions!” 
 
Trevor tried not to laugh. He really did. But it was 
impossible, considering how annoyed and confused the 
vampire looked. He managed to hold his laughter down 
to a couple minutes, though, by which time Spike was 
glaring at him. 
 
“Be glad I have this bloody soul, bloke, or I’d eat you for 
lunch,” he growled, irritated. 



 
Trevor grinned. “Hah! You had your chance at the club 
that night, Spike,” he said teasingly before sighing just a 
bit. “Okay. You want answers. I guess I owe you some. 
Hell, that’s the least I owe you after what you did on the 
Hellmouth.” 
 
The blond blinked. “Know about that, do you?” 
 
The young man nodded, steering his car onto the 
highway. “I know about a lot of things. Most things, 
actually. Or at least, the ones that have to do with you. 
I… ah, hell, there’s no easy way to put this. I’m your 
Watcher, Spike. Have been for a couple years now.” 
 
Spike snorted. “Been watchin’ a few too many 
Highlander re-runs, have you? I’m a vampire, mate. We 
don’t HAVE Watchers.” 
 
Trevor sighed again. “No, vampires in general don’t. But 
you’re hardly the run of the mill vamp, are you, Spike? 
Deliberately got yourself a soul, gave your life to save the 
world, came back out of phase with this dimension and 
wandered around like a ghost…” He took a breath, then 
continued. “Got solid again, helped take out the Circle, 
took part in saving the world… AGAIN. No,” he said 



softly, shaking his head, “You’re not exactly typical for 
your kind. And that’s why you have a Watcher.” 
 
The vampire frowned, his back against the passenger 
side door as he looked at the bloke. “An’ what exactly do 
you watch me doin’, git?” 
 
He shrugged. “Pretty much everything, Spike. From a 
distance, of course. Hell, I just about died when you 
walked into the club that night. You’d never gone there 
before, so I thought it was a safe place for me to have a 
night off. But then, there you were and next thing I 
knew…” He blushed. “And just so you know… I would 
have worn the eye patch if I hadn’t known about Harris.” 
 
“You knew… what, mate?” 
 
Trevor chuckled. “I’ve never really wanted to be a 
replacement for anyone, Spike. But I knew about Harris 
and his eye and considering your history, I… well, let’s 
just say I had a good idea of who you’d be imagining, and 
it for damned sure wouldn’t have been ME.” 
 
Spike chuckled and looked out the front windshield. 
“True enough, bloke. So you’ve been watchin’. Got it. But 
you can’t have been doin’ it for long. You’re bloody 



young, aren’t you? So you took over from someone else, 
yeah?” 
 
Spike could smell the lie before the young man even 
uttered it. “The truth, Trevor. I’ll know if it’s not.” 
 
“Damned enhanced senses,” Trevor muttered. “Fine,” he 
said louder, “I’ve been watching you since New Mexico, 
okay? I’m… older than I look, like someone else I could 
mention.” He gave the vampire a pointed glare.  
 
Both dark brows rose, almost meeting platinum hair. 
“What are you, then? Because you for bloody sure SMELL 
human…” And maybe he’d been stupid to go climbing 
into a car with the guy… and driving out into the bloody 
sun. ‘Brilliant, Spike,’ he told himself. ‘Get all worried 
over your claimed and set yourself up ta die.’ He tried to 
be subtle about leaning down, his hand searching the 
floor of the car for anything he could use as a weapon. 
 
“I AM human… now.” 
 
Spike’s search halted and he cocked his head, staring at 
the brunette curiously. “Meanin’ you didn’t used ta be. 
Now, you know that’s somethin’ you’re goin’ ta have ta 
explain, mate. Along with th’ rest of it.” He relaxed into 



his earlier position again, watching the Watcher, as it 
were. 
 
Trevor laughed a little bitterly. “Gods… at this rate you’ll 
have my life story before Delaware.” 
 
The vampire smirked. “Doubt it, bloke. Not if you keep 
makin’ me drag it from you like I’m pullin’ teeth. Done 
that a time or two, you know. Pulled teeth. Messy, but 
th’ screamin’ was fun.” 
 
Brown eyes rolled. “Yeah, I’m intimidated, okay?” 
 
Spike grinned. “Start talkin’, git. I’ll tell you when ta 
stop.”  

Part Twenty-One 

The drive had gone quickly, although Spike had to admit 
the boy’s story was… odd, at best. Still, there wasn’t any 
way it wasn’t true. Made him feel a bit better about 
trusting the git, anyway. In fact, there was only one part 
of the story that had him baffled. 
 
“So wait,” he said as they crossed the Maryland/DC line, 
“Andrew… annoyin’ little wanker Andrew… is a big shot 
in th’ new Watcher’s Council. Has his own faction an’ 



everything.” He’d known the kid was working with the 
Watchers. Remembered it from when that crazy bint cut 
his arms off… and that time in Italy. But somehow he was 
having trouble reconciling the irritating and grabby geek 
he recalled with someone who could actually be in 
charge of… well, anything. 
 
Trevor chuckled, remembering how Andrew had been 
when they’d first met. He could understand why Spike 
might be confused. “Yeah. He’s second only to Giles 
these days, and even that’s debatable, really. Giles 
mostly handles the administrative side of things along 
with his staff. Andrew’s the one out in the field. He 
makes the rounds, checking in with the so-called 
potentials and investigating when he hears about a new 
one popping up.” 
 
“He’s also the one who takes care of organizing attacks 
on demon nests. AFTER he does his homework to see if 
whatever type it is is actually dangerous. He’s in Uganda 
now, but he knows about Harris. I called him on the way 
to your place.” 
 
“Right, then,” Spike said softly, “An’ I feel all better now. 
Bloody hell, aren’t we there yet? It’s been dark out for 
half a bleedin’ hour!” 



 
“And thank gods for that,” Trevor mumbled. “The smoke 
was killing me with the windows closed.” 
 
Spike shrugged and flicked his latest butt out through the 
open window. “Sorry about that, mate. I’m just…” 
 
“Worried about your claimed. Yeah, I get it.” And he did 
get it. The vampire’s human was missing under 
suspicious circumstances and Spike was a possessive 
sort. He was surprised the guy wasn’t foaming at the 
mouth.  
 
Trevor had his own suspicions about what had happened 
to Harris. He just hoped he was wrong. That’s why he 
didn’t mention that while Andrew was in Uganda, he was 
also trying to get himself back to London to check things 
out. It was likely to take the man a few days, though, 
what with the scarcity of transportation out in the bush, 
unless he called in some favours. Hell, he figured he was 
lucky the guy’s cell even got a signal there. Then again, 
that was why the Watchers Council paid the big bucks to 
a very clandestine satellite company.  
 
So Andrew would check it out, and… if Trevor was wrong, 
there was no need to get Spike’s hopes up… or his 
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temper. 
 
The brunette turned one last corner then pulled to a 
stop, double parking in front of the building. “We’re 
here.” 
 
“You’ve been here before,” Spike said jealously. He didn’t 
like the idea that this bloke might have been there 
before him, although his Xan had obviously never met 
him before New York. 
 
“Yes and no. I’ve driven past before, just so I’d know the 
location if I was needed. Now come on. You can be all 
jealous-vamp later. Right now, we need to see if there’s 
anything Elliot missed. He’s a good guy, but he hasn’t had 
to deal with anything like in a long time.” 
 
Spike got out of the car, lighting another cigarette. 
“Yeah… speakin’ of which, does he know about you? Th’ 
Watcher thing, not th’ other.” 
 
Trevor shook his head, joining the vampire on the other 
side of the car. “No, and I’d like to keep it that way if I 
can. It’s… not something he needs to know. Not until 
we’re sure things are going to work out with us, you 
know?” 



 
The vampire shrugged, not caring much either way. 
“Right, then. Won’t mention it. An’ you might want ta 
put your ‘young an’ innocent’ face on because here 
comes th’ bloke in question.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
Elliot’s expression was tight as he stepped into Harris’s 
apartment again. The hours he’d waited for Will and 
Trevor had been terrible. He’d found himself thinking 
about all the horrific things that might be happening to 
his friend. Hell, he’d almost called the police at least a 
dozen times, only the thought that it might make things 
worse for Harris keeping him from actually doing it. And 
now… looking at the small pile of luggage on the floor 
again, he was even more worried. 
 
“I… this is how I found it, guys. Everything here, but… no 
Harris.” 
 
Trevor stepped through the door, a muttered “come in, 
Spike” removing the barrier to the blond’s entry. He 
stepped up behind Elliot, large hands smoothing up and 
down the man’s tense arms. “It’s okay, El… we’re here. 
Everything’s going to be all right. Right, Will?” he 



demanded, glancing over his shoulder. 
 
Spike snarled, game face flashing out for a moment as his 
senses were assailed with scents. He might not have 
smelled them for a number of years, but he still 
recognized them. “Slayer,” he snarled, “An’ Red… some 
others I don’t know. Bloody hell!” 
 
“I was afraid of that. What else do you smell?” Trevor 
said bluntly, silently acknowledging that there would be 
no keeping Elliot in the dark now. 
 
The vampire frowned, closing his eyes to concentrate on 
the scents more fully. “Somethin’… sweet. An’ bitter. 
Like… burnt sugar, maybe? But kind of…” He shook his 
head, not knowing how to explain it. 
 
“Earthy?” Trevor demanded, “Like barren dirt that’s been 
heat scorched?” 
 
“Yeah!” Spike opened his eyes, glaring at the man. “What 
th’ soddin’ hell IS that?” 
 
The brunette sighed. “Powdered Chobrith horn and dried 
Spindra bile. It’s… well, let’s just say Harris will probably 
be sleeping for a few days. But it’s harmless, Spike! 



Really! He’ll be incredibly hungry when he wakes up, but 
that’s all!” 
 
The vampire growled again. “Where would they take 
him?” 
 
Elliot had no idea of what was going on. He’d been glad 
at first when Trevor’d told him he’d get Will there. He’d 
been gladder still when the guys arrived. But now… now 
he felt like he’d stepped into some bizarre fairy tale, or 
maybe one of Harris’s books. 
 
“What the HELL are you talking about? How can he smell 
anything like that? There’s nothing to smell! And what 
the FUCK is whatever horns and bile thing you said? 
Trevor! What the…?” 
 
Spike snarled, ignoring the other blond. “Where. Would. 
They. TAKE. Him.” He spoke slowly, his eyes flashing 
golden at the young man. 
 
“Shit,” Trevor sighed. “London, Spike. Where else? And 
Elliot, it’s…” he sighed again. “It’s a really long story and I 
promise I’ll tell you later, okay? Right now, Will and I 
have a plane to catch.” 
 



“Fine,” Elliot said angrily, “I’ll get my passport. Because if 
you think I’m letting you fly to ENGLAND with Harris’s 
BOYFRIEND without telling me what’s going on, you’re 
sadly mistaken!” 
 
“Elliot,” Trevor started, only to be cut off by Spike. 
 
“No, mate. Let him come. Don’t have time ta argue him 
out of it, do we?” With that, he turned and stalked from 
the apartment, taking the stairs down instead of waiting 
for the elevator. He just didn’t have the patience for any 
of this. “I’m comin’, luv,” he whispered, wishing the man 
could hear him. “I’m comin’ ta get you an’ if they’ve 
harmed a single hair on your head, then… their heads are 
goin’ ta roll.” 
 
He meant it, too. 
 
He stood by Trevor’s car, bouncing impatiently while he 
chain smoked and waited for the gits to join him. Now 
that he knew where his Xander was, he wanted to be 
there already.  

 
 
 



 
 

Part Twenty-Two 

He could hear the voices around him. He could even hear 
what they were saying. But for some reason, he couldn’t 
seem to respond.  
 
He wasn’t entirely sure that he wanted to, anyway. He 
felt so… warm and languid… sleepy and comfortable.  
 
Hell, the only thing missing was a cool body wrapped 
around him, holding him tight.  
 
It was that one lack that kept him from smiling. It was… 
wrong… to be this relaxed without Spike there beside 
him.  
 
He tried to force his mind to tell him what was 
happening. The last thing he remembered was… Elliot 
dropping him off. Walking to his apartment. He 
remembered going inside, then… nothing. 
 
Had he fallen asleep on the couch, maybe? No, he quickly 
discarded that idea. He wouldn’t feel like he was getting 
farther and farther away from his vampire if he were on 



his couch. So what had happened? 
 
Harris frowned, grunting unhappily. And since when 
could he feel how far away Spike was? Not that he 
minded, but it was… strange. 
 
“Um, is he supposed to be… moving around like that?” 
he heard from nearby. 
 
“No… maybe he didn’t inhale enough, though. Here, I’ll 
fix it.” A second voice said, accompanied by a chalky 
sensation coating the inside of his nose as he breathed. 
 
The first voice again. “Thanks, Will… we can’t have him 
waking up until after we…” 
 
Even the small bit of awareness faded as whatever he’d 
breathed went to work, dragging him down into warm, 
deep darkness. 
 
* * * * * 
 
The next thing he heard was chanting. He couldn’t quite 
manage to open his eye, but he could definitely hear the 
chanting. He could smell some sort of burning 
something, too. 



 
He tried to make sense of what little he knew, but it 
didn’t MAKE any sense. And he still didn’t know where he 
was or what was happening.  
 
He felt his skin twitch as some sort of energy passed over 
him, then faded. It didn’t feel bad, but it wasn’t exactly 
pleasant, either. 
 
Harris groaned softly, deciding he was just having a 
particularly bizarre dream. 
 
“Damn it, he’s moving again!” 
 
“That’s just… weird. He got enough to keep him knocked 
out for DAYS!” 
 
“Well, maybe it’s old or something because he’s 
definitely moving!” 
 
He heard a sigh. “It doesn’t matter now, anyway. The 
spell is done. When he wakes up, he’ll be…” 
 
“Our Xander again. Our funny, heterosexual old friend. 
Good. Thanks, Will.” 
 



“He’s SO gonna hate me for making him gay in the first 
place, though…” 
 
“Um, maybe you could do that… memory thing? I know it 
went badly the last time, but this is different. It’s 
XANDER, right? And… he probably won’t want to 
remember about… letting guys… do THAT to him, right?” 
 
“I… I guess… and he won’t remember being taken in by 
that Spike incubus, either… although… you know, Buffy, 
I’ll bet it’s only the incubus who’s done… that to Xan. It’ll 
be much easier to just erase that part… and Spike, of 
course. That way if the demon comes looking for him…” 
 
“Xander won’t recognize him! Willow, you’re brilliant!” 
 
“I have my moments. Okay, time to erase Spike and all 
things Spike-related from his mind.” 
 
Harris felt his heart beating faster and harder, pounding 
frantically. They wanted to make him forget Spike? 
Forget loving him, needing him, feeling his vampire’s 
arms around him, his beautiful cock spearing deep into 
him? Forget everything good and pure and worthwhile in 
his life? 
 



He tried to yell ‘NO!’ but he still had no control over his 
body. He grimaced involuntarily, small tears coming from 
the corner of his eye as he smelled something else 
burning and heard a different chant. 
 
This time when he felt the energy pass over him, his back 
arched and a strangled scream was torn from his throat 
before the blessed darkness dragged him under again. 
 
* * * * * 
 
The vampire snarled suddenly, eyes darting wildly 
around the first class cabin. He barely kept his demon 
from coming forth, only managing it because of what he 
knew would happen if it did. 
 
“What’s wrong?” Trevor asked quietly, his concern clear 
in his voice. “Spike, what’s happened?” 
 
“They’re hurtin’ him,” he growled. “Claim’s not 
complete, but I can tell that much! They’re bloody well 
HURTIN’ him!” 
 
As much as his mind was reeling from everything Trevor 
had told him over the last six hours of the flight, Elliot 
found himself leaning across the aisle to take Will’s hand. 



“So we find them. We get Harris back. Then we hurt 
THEM.” He was unaware of the dangerous look in his 
own eyes, but the other man saw it. 
 
Trevor blinked a few times at the tone, then smiled. 
Maybe this thing with Elliot would work out after all. He 
hadn’t been sure, mostly because the other man had 
always seemed so happy to be passive. “Yes,” he said, 
agreeing, “We will.” 
 
Spike growled low in his chest. “As much as it takes. Not 
lettin’ ANYONE hurt my luv an’ get away with it. Don’t 
care who they are. Doesn’t matter. Hundreds of 
‘potentials’ out there. What’s one less Slayer, ‘ey? Even 
that one.” 
 
Elliot frowned and gripped the cool fingers harder, glad 
they had first class all to themselves, although he had no 
idea of how Will had managed it. “I’m hoping it doesn’t 
come to that, Will. I’d rather not have to kill anyone, 
especially the girl ‘Bunny’ is based on. Besides… prison in 
a foreign country? Not really something I’ve been 
wanting to try.”  
 
It would be different for Will, of course, because he was 
a British Citizen. Elliot had thought as much from the 



accent, but he’d had it proven when the other man had 
pulled a UK passport from his wallet before they’d 
boarded the plane. Still, he doubted Will wanted to go to 
jail either. 
 
The most surprising thing to Trevor was that Elliot had 
accepted the idea of killing so easily. He was starting to 
wonder whether he knew what the other man had made 
himself into at all. Then again, Trevor realized, he’d been 
less than forthcoming with his new lover, too. He 
guessed they had a lot to talk about, once the current 
crisis was over. Still, it was reassuring to know that 
something of the man Elliot had once been was still there 
inside him. Especially when they didn’t know what they 
were leaping into. 
 
“I’ll handle Buffy,” he said softly. “Remember, Sp… Will, I 
know things about ALL of you that… well, I doubt she’d 
like it if I decided to share her secrets with the rest of the 
Council.” 
 
Spike frowned, forcing himself to calm a bit. They had 
another hour in the air, after all. Getting angry now 
wasn’t going to do him OR his Xan any good. “Right, 
then,” he finally said, looking past Elliot to meet Trevor’s 
eyes. “You hold your secrets ready an’ me an’ El will 



handle th’ rest.” 
 
He sat back, finally releasing Elliot’s hand. “Taa, mate,” 
he murmured, “For th’ support.” 
 
“No problem,” Elliot muttered back, trying to shake some 
circulation back into his fingers. “I love Harris too, you 
know. Maybe not the same way you do, but just as 
much. And not just because of my ten percent.” He 
smiled, trying to lighten the mood. 
 
He let the demon gnash its teeth inside him where 
nobody could see. On the outside, he chuckled and tried 
to look relaxed, although he had a feeling he was fooling 
no one. “Doesn’t hurt, though, does it? Speakin’ of 
which… just how much is my bloke worth from writin’ his 
little books?” 
 
Trevor smiled, relieved that Spike wasn’t going to lose 
control… or not at the moment, anyway. He had a feeling 
that would change once they were on the ground and 
had gotten through customs. He sat back in his seat, his 
hand finding Elliot’s. This might be their last quiet time 
for a while and he wanted to enjoy it. 
 
Elliot’s smile became a bit tender as his fingers tangled 



lightly with Trevor’s. He’d have to tell the guy about his 
own past some time, but not yet. Later.  
 
He shrugged at Will’s question. “I don’t know exactly. I’m 
his agent, not his accountant. But if I had to guess…?” He 
paused, thinking. “With the audio books, the film rights 
and worldwide merchandizing… probably around ten 
million or so by now. It depends on his investment 
portfolio, of course. Could be more, could be half that, 
y’know?” He watched Will carefully, wondering whether 
the blond was about to get greedy. 
 
Spike blinked, stunned. “All that just from scribblin’ down 
his stories? Bloody hell, I’m impressed.” He smiled then. 
“But it’s good. Nice ta know my better half can hold his 
own. Wouldn’t have minded supportin’ him, of course, 
but I wouldn’t want him feelin’ like a kept bloke, right?” 
 
“Oh, hell… you mean you’re… well, sure you are. I know 
where you live, and it isn’t cheap. But still… Damn that 
Harris. Some guys have all the luck. He not only finds his 
‘lost love’ but it turns out you’re rich, too.” Elliot winked 
teasingly. “Remind me to beat him. You know, after we 
find him, take him back, and kick some serious ass.” 
 



And all Spike could do was laugh at that. He was 
approving of Elliot more and more.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty-Three 

He didn’t know the room he was in. He was pretty sure 
he would have remembered it if he’d been here before. 
Hell, the antique four poster bed alone would have stuck 
in his memory.  
 
No, Harris had never slept in a bed with a canopy, not 
even a manly canopy like the one above him. 
 
He blinked a few times and stretched, arms spreading 
wide as he arched his back, working the kinks out. He 
hadn’t slept so well in ages, he thought, unsure of why 
that felt like a lie… why he felt so alone. 
 
“Well, duh, Harris,” he told himself out loud, “You ARE 
alone. Great big bed, with nobody in it but you.” He 
chuckled softly, rolling from the high mattress.  



 
The rug was thick and soft beneath his feet, almost 
caressing the soles of his feet as he wandered to what he 
hoped was a bathroom. A small frown crossed his lips at 
the sight of the empty closet. “Other door, then.” 
 
After making use of the toothbrush he found still in its 
wrapper, then showering, he strolled back into the 
bedroom, a fluffy dark green towel wrapped low around 
his hips. “Okay… I’m obviously at a hotel somewhere… so 
where are my clothes?” 
 
He opened drawer after empty drawer in the dresser, 
frowning again when he realized he didn’t have anything 
to wear. Not even a robe or a pair of boxers, and that 
was just… wrong. What had happened to him? And what 
hotel was he at? 
 
He was fairly sure he hadn’t gone on a bender and ended 
up going home with some guy, because… well, there was 
the alone in the bed thing from earlier. Besides, he didn’t 
feel like he’d been drunk recently. He felt… really, really 
good. Physically, anyway. 
 
Something was bothering him, niggling at the back of his 
brain. He couldn’t figure out what it was, though, and 



after a few minutes, he shook his head. He’d worry about 
it later. Right now, he just wanted some clothes. Naked 
was all well and good when it was a choice. Right then he 
wanted to choose NOT to be naked. 
 
His eye lit on the telephone beside the bed. Maybe he 
could call the front desk. He might have sent his clothes 
out to be laundered or something because he couldn’t 
imagine a place this nice letting him check in while 
naked… and if he called down, he’d at least be able to 
find out where he was. 
 
Harris actually had the receiver in his hand when he 
heard the very soft knock at his door.  
 
He put the phone down and crossed the lush rug, tucking 
the towel tighter around him. 
 
“Yeah?” he said through the door. 
 
“Mr. Alexander,” a voice said, low and definitely male, 
“I’ve brought your things. I apologize for the delay but 
some of the girls got a bit rambunctious when they 
discovered you were here. They’re big fans, you know.” 
 
“Girls…?” Harris asked, opening the door to arch a brow 



at the man outside, “What girls?” 
 
“The potentials, sir. The newest batch. I’m Collins, sir. 
Happy to be of service should you require anything 
during your stay.” The man extended a small pile of 
clothing towards him. 
 
It wasn’t until he saw the eye patch on top of his clothing 
that he realized he wasn’t wearing it. He blushed, 
somehow ashamed that this man was seeing him that 
way when not even… somebody he couldn’t think of… He 
flushed more and snatched up the patch, pushing the 
strap over his head and settling the entirety into its usual 
position. “I… I’m sorry about that, uh… Mr. Collins. I 
didn’t realize…” 
 
“It’s just Collins, sir. No Mr. I… serve here.” The man 
nodded, not at all ashamed of being a servant. He was 
good at his job. The best, really. And even with the 
throng of teenaged girls about the place, it was a 
pleasant position. Lively. It was also one he was very well 
paid for. “There is nothing to apologize for, sir. There is 
no shame in being wounded while serving the world. 
Indeed, it is perhaps admirable that such is the limit of 
the damage you received during your service, Mr. 
Alexander.” 



 
And apparently he COULD blush more because he could 
feel how hot his face was getting. “I… thanks, it’s just 
not… pretty. I try not to make people… see it…” 
 
Collins smiled slightly, liking the young man. “Life is 
seldom pretty, sir. However, it has its moments and is 
greatly preferable to the alternative.” He extended the 
clothes to the man again, almost losing his professional 
demeanor at the desperation they were grabbed with. “I 
will leave you to prepare yourself, sir. Miss Summers and 
Maiden-Crone Rosenberg await you in the blue salon 
whenever you’ve completed your ablutions.” 
 
Somehow, hearing that Buffy and Willow were nearby 
didn’t surprise him. It should have, but it just didn’t. So 
he just looked at the man for a moment and arched a 
brow. 
 
“You know,” Harris said, chuckling quietly, “If I hadn’t 
taken up writing, I’d have to ask for a translation. Thanks, 
Collins. And it’s Harris by the way. None of that Mr. 
Alexander stuff, okay?” 
 
Collins actually looked regretful. “I’m sorry, sir, but I am 
unable to refer to you in such a familiar manner. It would 



violate the separation of Master and Servant. However, 
the sentiment is appreciated.” He nodded. “And now, sir, 
I really must return to my duties. I have been invited to 
participate in a rousing game of… Dream Date.” He 
almost scowled before remembering himself. “When you 
are prepared, please use the bell pull beside the door 
and someone will join you momentarily to conduct you 
to the Ladies.” 
 
Harris couldn’t help laughing at the quickly hidden look 
of disgust on the man’s face when he mentioned the 
game. Still, he closed the door and began to get dressed. 
Once he’d finished, he did as Collins had instructed and 
pulled the long, tasseled rope. He almost thought he 
could hear a bell ringing somewhere far away, but he 
couldn’t have. His hearing wasn’t that good. 
 
He stepped from his room to wait for his guide, surprised 
when a young man came around the corner almost at a 
run. “I guess Collins wasn’t kidding about the 
‘momentarily’, huh?” Harris grinned. 
 
The out of breath young man laughed, his face still pink 
from exertion. “You must have impressed him. He 
threatened me with scrubbing the foyer floor if you had 
to wait more than two minutes.” He winked. “I’m 



Robert,” he added, combing his blond hair back with his 
fingers. Brown eyes sparkled merrily in his strong, 
chiseled face. “I’m responsible for tutoring the girls in 
demonic languages. I also assist Mr. Giles in research, 
though that mostly involves sending me out for coffee 
and pastry.” 
 
Harris laughed loudly. “I guess G-man hasn’t changed. 
That used to be my job. Uh, the getting donuts. Not the 
tutoring.” 
 
“I know,” Robert said, nodding as he started down the 
hall, back the way he’d come. “Believe me, we’ve ALL 
heard all about you. Apparently nobody else can do the 
job right.” He grinned, taking the stairs down two flights 
then turning left. 
 
Harris chuckled, unable to keep himself from watching 
Robert’s butt flex beneath the form fitting linen trousers. 
“See, that’s interesting. Because from what I remember, I 
couldn’t do it right either.” 
 
The blond laughed as he took another turn, then went up 
a flight of stairs and veered right. “Sorry about the up 
and down, Mr. Alexander. The house was built in bits and 
pieces. Some areas can’t be reached by a direct route.” 



 
Harris just shook his head. “It’s like a big old maze. And 
it’s Harris, okay? People call me Mr. Alexander and I 
wonder who they’re talking to. You know, aside from 
hotel clerks… and Collins, apparently.” 
 
Robert laughed again and slowed to a stop outside a set 
of obviously hand carved wooden doors. “The blue 
salon… Harris. Nice meeting you, by the way. If you’re 
not too busy later, maybe you’ll let me show you the 
town?” He arched a brow, letting a lazy gaze sweep 
down the taller, older man, then back up. “I’d enjoy 
doing that.” He nodded slowly. “I think you might find it… 
fun, too.” 
 
Harris almost blushed but made himself laugh instead. 
“Mmmmaybe… uh, how old are you, Robert?” The last 
thing Harris needed was to get arrested for… well, 
anything, but especially messing around with someone 
underage. Assuming he was reading the young man right, 
of course. 
 
The blond smiled slowly, sure now that the tall, dark and 
sexy Harrison Alexander had caught his meaning. 
“Twenty three next week, Harris. Old enough, I think.” 
 



Harris chuckled softly, one hand rising to rest on Robert’s 
shoulder. He squeezed lightly, leaning a bit closer. 
“Definitely. Hey, what time is it now?” 
 
“Seven PM, Harris,” Robert said after looking at his 
watch. 
 
“Good. Let’s call it ten, then. I haven’t seen my girls for a 
while. We have some catching up to do.” 
 
The blond grinned. “I’d say it’s a date… I’ll meet you back 
here?” He arched a brow again. 
 
“Yeah. I’m not sure I could find my way back to my room, 
anyway.” 
 
“Later, then…” 
 
“Yeah. Later, Robert.” 
 
Harris ignored that niggling feeling at the back of his 
head again. There couldn’t be any reason for the word 
‘later’ to make him sad, after all… “Ignore it and it’ll go 
away,” he whispered to himself as he opened the doors 
and stepped into the mostly blue room, only to find his 
arms full of two wriggling bodies, one blond and one 



redheaded. 
 
He grinned, returning their hugs. It was good to be… 
home? And something about that felt wrong, too, but 
he’d think about it… some other time.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty-Four 

Spike growled loudly as they got into the taxi. Two hours 
to get through customs? Why the fuck had there been so 
many people trying to enter England, anyway? 
 
Still, he’d managed to NOT go on a bloody rampage in 
the airport, and he was proud of that. Didn’t mean he 
wouldn’t go on one now that they were out of it, though. 
 
“How much farther?” he demanded after ten minutes of 
riding in the back of the cab, pressed far too closely 
against Elliot and Trevor for his liking. 
 
“Five minutes,” Trevor said soothingly, his voice low and 



calm. “Come on, Will… you know what they gave him. 
He’ll still be out like a light.” 
 
The blond grumbled but nodded, forcing himself to relax 
a little. It wasn’t even ten o’clock. They had plenty of 
time. 
 
* * * * * 
 
It was after nine thirty when Harris looked at the clock. 
He blanched then stood up suddenly, disentangling 
himself from the affectionate puppy-pile he and the girls 
had formed. “Sorry,” he said to their unhappy 
expressions, “But I have a date at ten…” 
 
Willow and Buffy exchanged glances, both of them 
smiling at this evidence of their old friend’s straight 
status. The spell had worked! 
 
“One of the potentials?” Willow asked with a smile. 
 
“Oh! I bet it’s that Rhonda,” Buffy added. “That girl is 
HOT! All legs and tits and tiny waist… what?” she asked 
seriously, seeing the looks both Xander and Willow were 
sending her way. “I may not swing like that but I’m still a 
girl… we appraise each other.” 



 
Harris laughed. “If you say so, Buff. But no. Robert is 
going to show me around. That’s the date I meant.” He 
chuckled softly. “And hopefully the town isn’t all he’ll 
show me.” He grinned at the girls wickedly as he strolled 
towards the door of the salon. “Don’t wait up, okay? He’s 
a hot one… might take all night to put out the fire.” 
 
He was entirely unaware of the stunned silence behind 
him as he left, but even if he had been, he wouldn’t have 
known its source. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“I thought you said the spell worked…?” 
 
“It DID! You saw the glow… it wouldn’t have done that if 
it didn’t work, and the memory spell worked, didn’t it? 
He hasn’t so much as MENTIONED Spike, right?” 
 
“So what are you saying, Will? Xander was already gay? 
Because I totally remember him being with women!” 
 
“Well, maybe he’s BI, Buffy! I can see how he wouldn’t 
necessarily want to TELL us that! I remember how long it 
took for you to accept me and Tara!” Willow paled, 



thinking about her dead love. “And maybe I was wrong to 
help you in this… quest to de-gayify Xander! He was so 
HAPPY when I talked to him! Even if it was an incubus, 
Xander was HAPPY! And that seems to piss you off more 
than anything else!” 
 
Willow glared at her best friend other than Dawnie. 
“Why is that, Buffy? Why does it bother you so much 
that Xander could be happy? That he could find his 
fulfillment with a male, even if it’s one who looks like 
Spike?” 
 
The Slayer shook her head sadly. “It’s not that I don’t 
want him to be happy, Will! It’s just… if whatever this 
thing is—incubus, some other kind of demon, 
whatever—if it made him BELIEVE it’s Spike, then… isn’t 
Xander’s happiness… a lie?” She sighed. “You know I love 
Xander. He one of my bestest buds. And if he really IS 
gay, then I wish him well with that. But I can’t just… let 
his happiness be based on… trickery.” 
 
Willow’s eyes widened, then narrowed. “You know… 
maybe the incubus thing really does care about him. 
Maybe it just… didn’t know who else to look like?” She 
bit her lip. "Maybe Xander was ALWAYS attracted to 
Spike. I mean, he did let him live with him and ulllp! 



 
Buffy shrugged. “Either way, whatever it is had to know 
that lying to Xan was wrong. So I still think we did the 
right thing. At least now, Xander won’t have to find out 
that someone he cares about is a big fat liar.” 
 
The redhead frowned deeply. Buffy had a point, but still… 
wouldn’t it have been better to just TELL Xander what 
they suspected about his lover? Sure, he might have 
gotten hurt, but… wasn’t that his right? And he surely 
never asked them to protect him, and… she would have 
hated it if someone had done to her what they’d done to 
Xander. It was… a violation, and she was only now 
realizing it. 
 
Willow sighed, turning away. “This whole thing is 
WRONG. And it’s my fault. I never should have taken 
away Xander’s right to choose. More to the point, I never 
should have called you after Xander called ME. I should 
have just kept his secrets.” The redhead sighed again. 
“I’m breaking the crystal, Buffy. I’m giving him back his 
memories. He deserves them! Even if it turns out that it 
was some strange demon, he deserves to know that he 
was…” 
 
“You can’t,” the Slayer said softly. “You don’t even know 



where it is.” 
 
“Buffy… what did you do?” 
 
Buffy smiled a little. “I took care of my own. And Xander 
is definitely one of mine. If he wants to have a boyfriend 
then that’s fine, Willow, but… not some lying demon-
thing, okay?”  
 
She’d started to walk towards the witch when she was 
blown away from Willow by a sudden explosion of air. 
“Wha…?” Buffy said dazedly. 
 
Andrew smiled at Willow, completely unashamed by his 
nakedness.  
 
“I heard there was a crisis, so I got a few shaman friends 
to help me out with getting home,” he said, grinning. “Is 
this it? Because two hot chicks in a clench…? That would 
be number four on my top ten list.” 
 
Willow smiled back and shook her head, pulling at Buffy’s 
arm to get her back on her feet.. “I’m glad you’re here, 
Andrew. Maybe YOU can make her understand…” 
 
Andrew looked at the Slayer who was currently climbing 



to her feet from the foot of the couch and sighed. 
“Somehow I doubt it, Willow… especially since I know 
about Harris… and Spike.” He was NOT looking forward 
to explaining.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty-Five 

Their taxi had just stopped halfway down the block from 
the enormous house Trevor claimed housed the new 
Watcher’s Council. It truly was a bloody big house, Spike 
thought, trying to decide on the best point of entry. If he 
was lucky he could slip in, find his claimed and sneak out 
with the sleeping bloke. He’d come back later to punish 
the ones who’d hurt his Xan, but first thing was to get 
him safe. 
 
“Right, then,” he said after a moment, “Here’s how it 
works. I’m goin’ ta shimmy up that drain pipe, go through 
that open window… once I’m inside, I’ll be able ta follow 
my nose ta my luv. Meantime, th’ two of ya go in th’ 
front an’ distract whoever’s there. I’ll get Xander out th’ 



same way an’… what?” 
 
Trevor was laughing hard enough to cry, just about. “G-
gods! You… I’m guessing you’ve always wanted to be a 
super hero… or a thief, Will. And how exactly are you 
going to get a sleeping Harris down from that window, 
assuming you somehow manage to get invited inside? 
Which, by the way…? Not likely. That’s a house FULL of 
potentials. I think they might know better than to just say 
‘oh, come on in’ to some guy lurking outside a third floor 
window.” 
 
Elliot rolled his eyes at their driver. “Ignore them. They 
do this role playing game back home, and sometimes 
they can be a bit much. We can get out he…” His eyes 
widened as he saw the two men walking down the front 
steps of the house in question. “Guys! GUYS! Look!” He 
pointed, his hand shaking a little. 
 
The driver shook his head and muttered something 
French about crazy Americans. As long as they paid him, 
they could say whatever they liked. He couldn’t care less. 
 
Spike growled softly, seeing his Xan stepping onto the 
walk. “Thought ya said he’d be sleepin’ for days, git!” 
 



The brunette frowned, his brow furrowing. “He should 
have been… I’ve never seen anyone get up so soon 
after… Unless…” 
 
“Unless?” Elliot demanded, unwilling to wait through yet 
another extended pause.  
 
“ ‘s th’ claim,” Spike said softly, looking amazed. “Pet’s 
got himself some immunity ta their poisons, I’m 
guessin’.” He growled suddenly, seeing the man with his 
beloved leaning entirely too close for his liking. “An’ I 
have a soddin’ poacher ta kill, mates. I’ll be back with my 
luv.” 
 
“Spike! That’s Robert. He’s Giles’ assistant. I wouldn’t 
recommend killing him unless you really WANT to meet 
up with Ripper? Besides… Harris loves you,” Trevor said 
pointedly, looking at the very visible mark of human 
teeth on Spike’s neck. “Robert could try for weeks and 
never even show up on Harris’s radar. Not with you two 
being claimed, anyway.” 
 
“They’re getting into a car, guys…” Elliot told them, 
drawing their attention back to the street. “Do we let 
them drive off, or…?” 
 



The vampire growled again. “No! I’m not lettin’ my bloke 
out of my sight!” 
 
“Fine. We follow them; see where they’re going. If we 
get a chance, we talk to Harris and bring him back with 
us. If not, at least we’ll know where he is. Trevor, you go 
inside. You’re one of them. They’re more likely to tell you 
what’s going on than us.” He nodded sharply. “Now, go!” 
he insisted, kissing the brunette hard. “Call me if you find 
anything out.” 
 
Trevor’s eyes were wide as Elliot practically shoved him 
from the cab. “What the hell just happened?” he 
whispered to himself, staring after the departing taxi 
before shaking his head and starting towards the big 
house. 
 
* * * * * 
 
They slipped into the club after Elliot paid the door fee. 
Spike barely bothered to take in the room, his eyes 
peeled for a particular brunette. He could smell him, 
though the scent was somewhat subdued by the crowd. 
 
“Do you see him, mate?” he shouted to Elliot over the 
music. 



 
“Not yet, Will! But we saw him come in…” 
 
“He’s here… I can feel him!” 
 
“Okay… split up. We can cover more ground that way!” 
 
“Right. Meet you back here in half an hour ta compare 
notes.”  
 
Elliot sighed and put one hand on Will’s shoulder. “We’ll 
find him Will! We WILL!” 
 
The vampire nodded, more worried about why his 
claimed hadn’t bothered to call him when he woke up 
alone and in a strange city. There was obviously 
something going on, and he had no idea of what it was. 
“Yeah,” he said, nodding. ‘But what if he doesn’t want to 
be found,’ he thought, suddenly afraid that his beloved 
had changed his mind about them… about him. 
 
Well, if he had, it would just be up to Spike to change it 
back, and… he could do that. 
 
* * * * * 
 



Harris was dancing, drink in hand, when he felt the 
tapping on his shoulder. He grinned at Robert then 
turned to brush off whomever it was, only to laugh in 
surprise at the sight of “Elliot! Buddy! What are you 
DOING here?” 
 
The blond reached out, grabbing Harris’s hand and 
pulling him away from the dance floor. “A better 
question would be what the hell are YOU doing here! 
Christ, Harris, we’ve been worried sick! You just… 
disappeared! Hell, you even left your laptop!” 
 
The brunette frowned. “I disappeared? No… I… I must 
have planned this trip and just… forgot to tell you. Yeah, 
that’s all it was, El. I’m sorry. But I’m fine. Really.” 
 
“Bullshit!” Elliot shouted, dragging his friend out of the 
club and onto the sidewalk. “What the hell HAPPENED to 
you, Harris? Have you completely lost your mind? I 
dropped you off at your place after the New York trip and 
when I went back five minutes later you were GONE! Will 
was FRANTIC! So was I!” He glared at Harris. “Trevor 
drove Will all the way to DC just so we could try to figure 
out what happened, and… here you are! In ENGLAND! 
DANCING! With some guy who’s NOT Will, and I want to 
know what the hell is going on!” 



 
“I…” he remembered going to New York with Elliot now. 
He’d had fun. And so had El, returning to DC with a new 
boyfriend, even if he did live in New York. “Wait a 
minute. Why SHOULDN’T I be dancing with Robert? I 
mean, I know he’s younger than the guys I usually go for, 
but so what? He’s legal! He asked me out, El, and Gods 
know it’s been ages since I’ve had a date!” 
 
“And what about Will, Harris? He LOVES you but the 
minute you’re away from him, you’re on the other side 
of the damned OCEAN, rubbing up against some other 
guy! Christ! That’s just so not YOU!” 
 
Harris snorted. “You really need to lay off the crack, 
Elliot. I don’t even KNOW anyone named Will!” 
 
Oh… and this was so not good. “Shit,” Elliot whispered, 
seeing the sincerity in his friend’s eye. “You… really don’t 
remember, do you? Did you… hit your head or 
something? Is that why you don’t remember Wi… 
Spike?” 
 
The brunette looked confused. “Okay, whatever game 
you’re playing, Elliot, I am NOT in the mood. I don’t know 
how you found me, but I’m on a DATE, in case you didn’t 



catch that part. I didn’t hit my head, I don’t have 
amnesia, and for the record…? Who the HELL is Will? Or 
Spike. Whichever!” 
 
The voice came from directly behind him. 
 
“That would be me, luv.”  

Part Twenty-Six 

Trevor forgot all about how Elliot had taken control of 
the situation when he stepped inside the house. There 
were girls running towards one of the salons on the heels 
of a loud boom that actually rattled a few windows. 
 
What could he do other than join them?  
 
There was obviously something going on, and the fact 
that it was happening NOW was just too coincidental. It 
HAD to have something to do with Harris. 
 
It took a few moments to push his way through the 
fifteen or so girls crowding the doorway, and when he 
did, he stopped and stared. 
 
Andrew… naked and standing with a redhead who 
seemed to be trying to help a blonde to her feet. The fact 
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that he could see small tendrils of glowing mist 
surrounding the redhead was what had his brow cocked. 
And the blonde woman… she had to be the Slayer, 
judging by how much the… witch… was babbling her 
name. 
 
He didn’t want to do it, but he didn’t really think he had 
much choice, and once he’d gathered himself, he 
stepped forward.  
 
“SILENCE!” he bellowed, using the command voice that 
was one of the few remainders of his previous existence. 
He smiled a rather sickly smile when Andrew and the 
witch turned to stare at him. He saw that the redhead’s 
eyes were entirely black from lid to lid and sighed. It was 
just his luck. Not only a witch, but THE witch. The 
Maiden-Crone. 
 
“I thought you were in South America,” he said by way of 
greeting. “Andrew,” he nodded to the naked man before 
taking off his coat and tossing it to him. “The girls,” he 
explained, smiling a little when the Watcher blushed and 
covered himself up, Trevor’s coat hanging almost to his 
ankles. 
 
His eyes shifted to the Slayer who stood motionless, 



staring at him with a curious look in her eyes. “And I’m 
betting you’re Buffy Summers. The Slayer.” 
 
Buffy smiled, cocking her head towards the tall, tasty 
hunk of yum. “You’ve heard of me? I’m flattered. Wish I 
could say the same.” 
 
Trevor sighed softly. “Of course I’ve heard of you, Miss 
Summers. I’m a Watcher, after all. I think we’ve ALL 
heard of you. I’ve just never had the pleasure until now. 
I’m Trevor Arcady. It’s nice to meet you.” 
 
The blonde flipped her hair back and smiled again. “How 
is it that we’ve never met? I thought I knew all the 
Watchers on staff. Or are you new?” 
 
Andrew cleared his throat and moved to stand beside 
Trevor. “He’s on MY staff, Buffy. And he’s been on special 
assignment for the last few years. By MY authority.” 
 
“I’m stationed in New York,” Trevor added. 
 
For her part, Willow didn’t know what to do. She was 
glad the guy had shown up before she’d completely 
disgraced herself. Imagine a little thing like a spatial 
portal suprising her so much.  



 
But add to that the fact that she’d never known Andrew 
had secret Watchers, and the VOICE the man had used… 
she figured maybe she had a right. She’d been forced to 
submit to the voice, and… that had never happened 
before. She shifted her vision to the OTHER plane and 
gazed at him, swallowing a gasp at what she saw. 
 
“Andrew. Andrew, he’s…” 
 
“I know, Willow,” Andrew muttered. “I’ll tell you later. 
But trust me, he’s on our side.” 
 
Oblivious to what was going on around her, Buffy grinned 
and sat down on the couch. “Oh, New York? I’ve always 
wanted to go there. All those stores… it must be 
Heaven!” She sighed softly, wishing she could find the 
time to go there some day. “And what exactly do you 
Watch in New York? I didn’t know there were any 
potentials there…” 
 
“Like I said, he’s on special assignment,” Andrew said, 
trying to rescue the situation. 
 
“Spike,” Trevor said at the same time. “I watch Spike.” 
 



Buffy blinked, then blinked again. “Oh… you mean the 
incubus that LOOKS like Spike. Yeah, he’s a problem. Did 
you know he somehow made our Xander think he really 
WAS Spike?” She frowned. “But don’t worry. We took 
care of that. Xander doesn’t even remember the real 
Spike now, much less the Spike-ubus.” 
 
“Spike-ubus?” Willow muttered, shaking her head. “Only 
Buffy.” 
 
“Andrew,” Trevor said dangerously, his eyes narrowing as 
he stared at the Slayer, “Tell her. Tell her now, because I 
honestly… can’t stand being in the same room with her 
for much longer.” 
 
Gods… the bitch! She’d made Harris forget Spike 
entirely? He wasn’t sure of how that was possible. She 
was a Slayer, not a… His eyes narrowed more, turning to 
the redhead. The bright blush the girl wore answered his 
unspoken question. 
 
As Andrew moved closer to the blonde, Trevor twitched 
his fingers slightly placing a tight web around the woman. 
If she tried to attack his friend, she’d be restrained, and 
with no chance of escaping until HE willed it. He wasn’t 
entirely sure of how the Slayer would react to the news, 



after all, and… better safe. 
 
He closed in on the smallish redhead, his face stern. 
 
“Maiden-Crone Rosenberg… you have been a VERY bad 
wiccan.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
“That would be me, luv,” Harris heard, something about 
that voice making him shiver. He almost thought it 
sounded familiar, but… no. He would remember anyone 
who sounded so… perfectly Spark-ish. 
 
Harris turned slowly, his eye widening even as his heart 
skipped a beat. “S-s-sp…” 
 
“Spike, luv,” the vampire said gently, closing the small 
distance between them. “You can’t tell me you don’t 
know me. I’m your luv, pet… yours. More yours than I am 
my own… an’ you’re mine.” He leaned in, his nose 
skimming lightly down then up the side of his beloved’s 
neck. “You know me, Xan,” he whispered into the man’s 
ear, “Intimately…” 
 
Harris shivered again, something within him begging for 



the man’s touch. He’d never felt anything like the need 
he felt right then. This guy… he was exactly the way he’d 
pictured his character Spark and he was more than 
halfway in love with the character. He groaned loudly, 
doing his damnedest to keep his hands from touching the 
body almost pressed against him. 
 
“I… I wish you were right,” he whispered sadly, “But I… I 
don’t… know… you… at all…” He groaned again as the 
man pulled back slightly. “I… I wish I… did…” 
 
Spike shook his head and lifted one hand, touching the 
collar of Xander’s shirt. “You’ve got a scar under there, 
luv… can’t see it with the shirt on, but it’s there.” His 
fingers pressed gently against the spot he remembered 
biting twice.  
 
“You got that scar from me, pet… an’ I’ve got a matchin’ 
one from you.” He took Xander’s hand in his free one and 
raised the fingers to the mark on his own neck, gasping 
softly as the warm fingers pressed his skin. “You feel 
that, beloved? ‘s a sign of luv… not just lust an’ wantin’…” 
 
Spike sighed, seeing how confused his Xan was. “Believe 
me, luv… you know me very well indeed. Better than 
anyone else walkin’ this spinnin’ ball of mud.” His fingers 



pressed harder against the scar he knew was beneath the 
shirt and he sighed. “Please, luv… TRY ta remember…” He 
was going to KILL the Slayer for whatever she’d done to 
his claimed. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Elliot chuckled silently at the look on Harris’s face. His 
friend was besotted, which really didn’t surprise him 
considering it was Will making him feel that way. 
 
He was still worried about what the strange form of 
amnesia might mean—and it WAS definitely strange. His 
friend seemed to remember everything but the blond 
who loved him, but… at least Harris was back where he 
belonged. With Will. In Will’s arms. They’d deal with the 
man’s memory issues later. 
 
If anyone had ever told him even a month earlier that 
he’d be in London right then, hoping a vampire would 
finish claiming his friend, he would have died laughing. 
Hell, a month ago vampires were fictional to him. But 
he’d seen how Harris was when he was with Will. He’d 
seen how… happy his friend had been. And while a small 
part of him still regretted that HE hadn’t been the one to 
make Harris feel that fulfilled, it was just as well. His best 



friend needed things he’d never be able to give him. But 
Will could and would give Harris everything he needed. 
And that made Elliot happy, as well.  
 
Besides, the blond realized, there was Trevor. He wasn’t 
sure of what the young man would make of his abrupt 
change in attitude. He’d always been a good bit 
submissive with him, but with Harris missing he’d called 
on some of his earlier training and stepped in. Hopefully 
Trevor wouldn’t mind once he explained. He didn’t want 
to lose whatever it was they’d started. 
 
A loud groan forced his attention back to Harris and Will 
and he grinned as he saw the blond’s face buried in the 
crook of his friend’s neck. Good. At least they were 
moving in the right direction. Then his eyes were drawn 
to the very young blond man standing in the doorway of 
the club watching the couple with confused eyes. 
 
“Robert, right?” Elliot said softly, approaching the man. 
“This… well, it’s complicated, but…” 
 
He took the young man’s arm and led him back inside, 
buying him a very strong Jack and Coke at the bar as he 
explained what little he knew.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty-Seven 

“G-gods…” Harris whimpered, his hands gripping wildly 
at the tense, toned spine of the man who was sucking his 
neck. “How… how could I ever forget… this… you…?” 
 
Spike smirked, his tongue tracing small, rapid circles over 
salty skin. “Don’t know, luv,” he whispered, rocking his 
hard shaft against his love’s. “Guess we just need ta 
make some new memories, ‘ey…?” He pulled back 
slightly to meet the hot brown eye with twin blue ones. 
“Let’s do that, Xan,” he almost begged. “Let’s make some 
new memories an’ pick up where we left off…” 
 
The fact that this Spike, Will, whatever, knew about his 
scar was telling, he figured. So was the fact that he called 
him Xander. Part of him didn’t understand how it was 
possible that they’d known each other before, but the 
majority of him… Oh, the majority was shouting at him to 
give in. To take what he was being offered and revel in it, 
relish it, swim in it and let it pull him down into bliss and 



up into nirvana. 
 
For once, Harris was going to listen. 
 
“Gods,” he gasped, unable to catch his breath, “I… where 
are you staying?” As much as he wanted this, he couldn’t 
bring the man back to the Watcher House… he wasn’t 
sure of why, but he just couldn’t. His hips rocked slightly, 
meeting the other man’s slow thrusts and he moaned. 
 
Spike found himself caught between smiling that his 
beloved wanted to be with him, even without his 
memories… and frowning that he hadn’t gotten a room 
yet. Then again, he’d been hunting his claimed ever since 
they’d reached land. 
 
“Anywhere you like, luv,” he murmured, leaning in to lick 
slowly over that soft bit of neck again, “Though I’m 
partial to th’ Westbury Mayfair…” 
 
Harris groaned again as the man’s tongue stroked him. 
“Y-yeah… th-that’s fine…” He forced himself to step back, 
shivering at the need to move closer again immediately. 
“I should… R-robert…” 
 
The blond chuckled. “Not ta worry, luv… your El’s 



probably explainin’ things ta him right now. He’ll be 
fine.” 
 
“I… yeah,” Harris found himself sighing wantonly. He’d 
never reacted this way to ANYONE. Not ever. But 
somehow… he just couldn’t help himself. And maybe the 
blond was right. Maybe they really HAD been… 
something… to each other once. Maybe ELLIOT was right. 
If he’d hit his head hard enough, he might not remember 
doing it in the first place. 
 
“S-so… are we… g-going…?” he asked, hoping the answer 
would be yes. 
 
Spike smiled and raised one hand, letting out a piercing 
whistle at the taxis driving past. “Definitely, luv… can 
hardly wait ta taste you… feel you wrapped around me, 
your cock drippin’ on your belly while I slip in, all slow an’ 
sure…” 
 
Harris shivered again, the tone of voice alone dragging 
his cock even farther towards full mast. “Jesus fuck…” he 
groaned needily. 
 
“Not him,” Spike purred, “But th’ rest of it? I can work 
with that, luv.” 



 
He pulled his beloved from the curb and opened the door 
of the waiting taxi, ushering him in. “Westbury Mayfair, 
mate… an’ step on it!” he snapped at the driver before 
returning his lips to the side of his Xan’s neck. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Wait,” Robert said suddenly. “Trevor’s here. TREVOR. 
Tall, dark, sexy Trevor?” He couldn’t keep the grin from 
his face OR his voice. 
 
Elliot chuckled. “Down, boy! Trevor’s MINE. Or he is for 
now, anyway. But yes, he’s at the Watcher House.” He 
sighed softly. “Not sure I really understand about you 
guys. Then again, I only found out about vampires earlier 
today.” He shrugged. 
 
Robert frowned. “Wait a minute. You’ve been friends 
with Harrison Alexander for how long and you just found 
out about vampires?” 
 
The older man sighed deeply. “Well, yeah. It’s not like I 
grew up on a Hellmouth, right? I always figured Harris’s 
books were just that. Books. Stories. And you know how 
popular supernatural stuff has gotten lately. I guess I 



was… impressed with his creativity. Making high school 
and college into demon tales? Seemed like a metaphor 
for life, y’know?” 
 
The younger blond nodded slowly, sipping at his cocktail. 
He gave the other man an appraising stare. “You seem to 
be handling it quite well,” he admitted. “I doubt that I 
could do it so gracefully.” 
 
Elliot smiled. “Well, I’m under pressure. I’ll probably have 
a screaming hissy fit later, but I just don’t have the time 
right now. I’m too worried about what’s wrong with 
Harris.” 
 
Robert nodded. “I don’t blame you. If what you’ve told 
me is true, then… somebody has obviously altered his 
memories.” He frowned suddenly. “And since the 
Maiden-Crone is at the house… Bloody Hell. She never 
COULD say no to the Slayer. It’s like the Slayer has some 
sort of HOLD over the Queen Witch.” He sighed. 
 
“So… this is something Bunny did?” He blushed. “I mean 
Buffy.” 
 
“More like it’s something WILLOW did, but I’m sure Buffy 
talked her into it. That woman has some sort of power 



over her.” 
 
Elliot frowned. “It’s a power that needs to be dealt with, 
then. I don’t know much about witches, but…if she could 
change Harris’s memories, she needs to NOT be under 
anyone’s control but her own. Uh, assuming she’s a good 
person to begin with.” 
 
“Oh, she IS!” Robert exclaimed, nodding repeatedly. “The 
Maiden-Crone is a wonderful woman! I just wish she 
could find a wife to make her happy.” He sighed. “If 
anyone deserves a bit of happiness, it’s her.” 
 
As he finished his margarita, Elliot smiled slightly at the 
young blond. “So. I’m sorry all of this interrupted your 
evening with Harris. I… understand the appeal.” He 
nodded. 
 
Robert blushed brightly. “It’s not because he’s famous!” 
he said defensively. “He’s just so…” he blushed more. 
 
Elliot chuckled. “I know. We were an item for a while. Me 
and Harris, I mean. He’s really… intense. There’s 
something about him that just… makes you want him.” 
 
The younger man nodded, still blushing. “It’s like… when 



he looks at you, you’re all he sees. It’s… exciting… and 
flattering, really.” 
 
He didn’t know why he did it, but he leaned in, kissing 
Robert slowly and deeply. One hand found the small of 
the other man’s back, pulling him flush against his body. 
Elliot moaned softly at the way the tongue his own was 
tangling with was writhing wickedly. “Christ,” he 
murmured, pulling away from the soft lips, “Wonder how 
Trevor’d feel about a threesome…” 
 
Robert stared at the older man, stunned by the kiss. “I… 
think maybe we should find out… unless that was a 
rhetorical question, of course, and if it was then never 
mind.” 
 
Elliot laughed and shook his head. “Actually, I’m not sure 
yet of how much I mean it, but… the idea has some 
definite possibilities. Drink?” he added, gesturing with his 
empty glass. 
 
“Drink,” Robert agreed, tossing back the last of his 
cocktail.  

 
 



 
 
 

Part Twenty-Eight 

Harris couldn’t count the number of times he’d almost 
cum in the taxi. Spike’s—he’d said to call him Spike, not 
Will—Spike’s lips and teeth had been everywhere that 
was possible while they were fully dressed. 
 
The man had nipped, sucked, licked and nibbled at his 
neck, his lips, his jaw and even his fingers. By the time 
they’d reached the hotel, Harris was ready to burst. 
 
Unfortunately, he’d had to climb from the cab, his cock 
making a very obvious tent in his pants. He was more 
than happy to hide behind a large potted plant while 
Spike checked in. 
 
Harris expected to have at least a moment of questioning 
his own actions, but he didn’t. There was something 
about this that felt… right. And for the first time since 
he’d woken up, he didn’t feel ALONE. 
 
No… he felt loved. Wanted. NEEDED. He felt… at home. 
 



It didn’t make sense unless he believed what Spike had 
said earlier. They were lovers. More, even. They were… 
right together. Hell, it surely FELT like they were. 
 
Usually Harris was nervous about taking a new lover, 
but… his eye trailed across the lobby of the hotel and he 
felt himself breathing harder as he watched the blond 
standing in front of the front desk. 
 
“I love him,” he told himself nearly silently. “I don’t know 
how or why, but I know that I LOVE him!” 
 
And suddenly Harris didn’t care whether anyone saw him 
all hot and hard in his pants.  
 
He crossed the lobby, his arms reaching out to brace on 
the edge of the front desk to either side of the blond. 
“Spike,” he whispered, his lips brushing the other man’s 
ear, “Take me to bed… NOW.” 
 
The blond chuckled softly, even though there was a bit of 
wonder in the sound. “Granted, luv,” he murmured back, 
taking the key card from the woman behind the desk. 
 
He turned, pressing himself against his beloved for a 
moment then ducked under one of his arms. “You 



comin’, Xan?” he asked playfully, arching his scarred 
brow. 
 
“Not yet,” Harris mumbled, his eye caught by the way 
Spike walked, “But soon, I hope…” 
 
It was so close to what his love had said their first time 
that Spike sighed. He stepped into the elevator as soon 
as the doors opened, one hand grabbing his Xan’s and 
pulling him in right behind. As the doors closed, he 
turned and pressed the taller man against the wall. 
 
His lips devoured his love’s mouth, dropping quickly to 
that long, warm and fragrant neck again. “Bloody hell, 
Xan… you taste so good…” 
 
Harris wanted nothing more than to just stop the 
elevator and strip both himself and Spike naked. Every 
part of him was screaming to touch, to BE touched… and 
then the blond was attached to his lips, his neck… 
 
He shuddered, his arms wrapping roughly around the 
other man. “Gods… SPIKE! YES!” 
 
Spike chuckled, letting just his teeth shift as he scraped 
them over Xander’s soft neck. He nuzzled softly, pushing 



the collar of his beloved’s shirt aside with his cheek. “Luv 
you, pet,” he whispered, his tongue sliding out to lave 
the scar. “NEVER knew luv like this…” 
 
Harris nearly screamed, but it was a hotel. He didn’t want 
to disturb the other guests. Instead, his hands rose up 
Spike’s spine to tangle with his hair, holding him closer, 
wanting more. “Spike!” he groaned, “Do it!”  
 
He wasn’t sure of what he was demanding, but he 
knew… he REMEMBERED… that it was something he… 
needed. 
 
The last thing he could or would ever do was to deny his 
claimed. There was no chance. He just… couldn’t. Still, he 
needed to be sure. “Are… are you certain, pet…? Might 
hurt a bit if I’m not buried deep inside you…” 
 
Spike groaned as the elevator slowed, then stopped, the 
doors opening. “Hold that thought,” he murmured softly, 
“Until we’re in our room.” 
 
Harris shivered again as he followed the blond down the 
hallway, stopping in front of a wide door. “This… this is a 
suite, right?” He’d stayed in plenty of them in his time, 
after all, but he hadn’t expected… “I… for me?” Harris bit 



his lip, his stomach doing an odd little flip at the fact that 
Spike had gotten something other than an ordinary 
room. 
 
The blond opened the door and stepped inside, pulling 
his love with him. He closed the door quickly, pulling the 
brunette into his embrace. “I’d do anythin’ for you, luv… 
an’ seein’ as I’m not lettin’ you go til you understand how 
much you mean ta me, I figured we’d do better bein’ all 
comfy-like.”  
 
Harris moaned, his legs just about giving out. He 
collapsed back, the closed door of their room holding 
him up. “I… what you were doing before, Spike… do that 
again? Please…?” 
 
The vampire smiled softly and latched his lips to his 
human’s neck again, lips teasing the scar through the 
shirt before nuzzling the fabric aside once more. “ ‘s this 
what you mean, luv..?” Spike asked smugly. 
 
“Oh… GODS, yes…” was all Harris could say. 
 
Even without remembering him, his beloved was so 
responsive… so wanton. There was no way Spike would 
ever let him go. All he needed to do was… make the 



bloke finish the claim. One more bite from him… just one 
more… and nothinjg would ever be able to come 
between them again. 
 
Harris moaned louder, feeling the strong, elegant fingers 
working at the button and zip of his pants. “Jesus… 
Spike…” He pulled away, stripping himself to skin. “I… I’m 
sorry. I can’t wait.” 
 
Spike purred low and deep in his chest as he slid from his 
own clothes slowly. He stood there in front of Xander, 
unashamed of his nakedness. “Don’t be sorry, luv. Unless 
you’re about ta tell me you’ve changed your mind…?” 
 
The brunette shook his head wildly, reaching out for the 
equally naked blond. “Need you, Spike. I… I’m not sure of 
why, but… I need you.” 
 
And that was all Spike needed to hear.  
 
He took the taller man’s hand and pulled him swiftly to 
the bedroom. It didn’t matter whether his Xan 
remembered or not. After this night, he’d be Spike’s 
completely. 
 



That didn’t mean Spike wasn’t looking forward to trying 
to remind him, of course.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twenty-Nine 

Buffy had been frowning for what seemed like hours, 
although she knew it couldn’t have been more than a 
few minutes.  
 
“Spike,” she said, still trying to wrap her mind around it. 
“He’s really alive…? And he didn’t want me to know…? 
But… why, Andrew? I mean, okay, he was right. I never 
really loved him, but… he was a part of the team! I 
deserved to know… didn’t I?” 
 
Trevor found himself sighing as he reassessed his opinion 
of the woman. The Maiden-Crone had given him the 
short version of the events leading up to this moment, 
and he supposed he could see how they’d drawn the 
conclusions they had. Hell, it was almost admirable that 
the Slayer took her responsibility to her people so 



seriously. Still… 
 
“We have to break the spell. You know that, don’t you, 
Buffy? Harris NEEDS those memories if he’s going to do 
what the Powers have planned for him.” 
 
Willow’s eyes widened but she wisely didn’t ask about 
the Powers. Yet. For the moment she simply sighed. 
“That means you need to give me the crystal back, Buff. 
It’s the only way to restore his memories.” 
 
The blonde blushed deeply and looked down at the 
couch, her fingers plucking nervously at one loose 
thread. “That… might be harder than it sounds, Will. I, 
uh… I kind of…” She blushed more. 
 
“Oh, no,” Andrew said, suddenly worried. “Buffy, what 
did you do?” 
 
“I… I didn’t want to take a chance that the spell could get 
broken like it did that one time, Willow, remember?” The 
Slayer bit her lip. “So I… I put the crystal in a box and… 
dropped it in the Thames…?”  
 
And suddenly Trevor was back to hating the bitch. His 
hands clenched repeatedly into fists and he forced 



himself to turn away. “It’s hopeless, then. All these years 
of Watching! Waiting for the chance to… and it’s ruined! 
GODS! Now I’ll NEVER be…” 
 
“Yes you will, Trevor,” Andrew interrupted. “So the 
crystal is gone. It’s not lost. It’s just… misplaced. We’ll 
find it.” He meant it, too. They had twenty potentials in 
the house, most of them highly trained. They had the 
Maiden-Crone and the Slayer. They had Mr. Giles and 
Trevor, not to mention himself. “We’ve got the dream 
team here, guys. There’s nothing we can’t do, right? 
RIGHT? It won’t be the first time we’ve succeeded 
against insurmountable odds.” 
 
Buffy stood up from the couch in full repentant-mode. 
“Right. Okay.” She thought for a minute. “Andrew, you 
find Giles. Get him to call Robert. We need him back 
here, with Xander, as soon as possible. Willow, you’re 
gonna need to come up with some sort of spell to find 
the box. You know the one. Xander sent it to me for my 
twenty fifth birthday. The lacquer one with the blue 
flowers?” She sighed with relief when the redhead 
nodded.  
 
“Good,” she continued. “And I’ll get the potentials to go 
down into the cellar. I think that scuba diving equipment 



from a couple years ago is still down there. Trevor, I’m 
betting you’re good with the research. Go with Andrew. 
You guys and Giles need to hit the books. See whether 
you can find some way to break the crystal from a 
distance if we can’t find it. Meantime, I’ll hit the phones 
and canvas all of Robert’s known haunts, just in case 
Giles can’t reach him. Someone will have seen him or will 
know where he went.” 
 
Her eyes swept over them and she crossed her arms as 
they stared at her, stunned. “Well? Get moving people! 
We’ve got work to do! Shoo!” 
 
And Trevor found himself walking quickly through the 
house with Andrew. They stopped at the smaller man’s 
room so he could put some clothes on then continued 
towards the library. 
 
“The Slayer,” Trevor said as they neared their goal, 
“She’s… good with the planning.” 
 
Andrew chuckled at the other man’s surprise. “Yeah. But 
she’s even better when she’s under pressure.” 
 
The brunette nodded. “A commander. She must be going 
crazy now that she’s not in the field much anymore.” 



 
The former geek nodded, sighing a little. “I know she 
doesn’t like it, but… she’s stationed in Italy. That’s where 
the fully trained potentials go when they leave here. 
Buffy’s the… last line of learning, I guess.” He sighed 
again. “We can’t risk losing her. She’s lasted longer than 
any Slayer EVER. That means she’s the best one to teach 
the girls… to let them in on the realities of what they are 
and the best ways to fight the… death wish. We 
Watchers can only tell them so much. We’ll never know 
what it’s like to be them.” 
 
Trevor nodded slowly. “But Andrew… if you don’t let her 
be what SHE is, how well can she teach them? She 
doesn’t get to feel the joy or satisfaction of defeating 
even a little bit of evil anymore, or not on a regular basis. 
I’m surprised she’s not really… bitter.” 
 
Andrew frowned. “You actually have a point, Trev, but… 
one problem at a time, okay? We break the spell on 
Harris, then afterwards we can talk to Mr. Giles about 
maybe getting Buffy out more, okay?” 
 
* * * * * 
 
It would have been easier for Willow to find a spell she 



could tweak if she had her books with her. As it was, 
though, she hadn’t come to London prepared for much 
casting, and truthfully the books she knew they had in 
the house were far too… basic… for what she needed. 
 
Much as she hated to admit it, there was only one thing 
to do. 
 
She almost ran back to her room, staring from place to 
place until she saw her cell almost hiding behind the 
potted plant on the bedside table. 
 
Snatching it up, she scrolled through her contacts, hitting 
the call button when she reached the one she wanted. 
 
The three rings before the call was answered had her 
biting her lip almost hard enough to draw blood. 
 
“Willow! Hi!” Dawn chirped. “How’s Operation Xan-man 
going?” 
 
The redhead frowned. “It… could be better, Dawnie. Um, 
do you still have my grimoire, by any chance, or did you 
take it back to my place?” 
 
“No, no… it’s here. Uh, in the bedroom, I think. Uh, Ricky 



and I were doing some… studying last night…” 
 
Willow couldn’t help but laugh at the sheepish tone of 
the girl’s voice. “Suuuuuuure… and we’re gonna have a 
talk about not using THOSE spells just for fun. But right 
now, I’m just too glad you’ve got it there to be mad, 
okay?” 
 
Dawn’s relieved smile was right there in her voice. “Fine 
with me, Will. So, uh, what did you… Hold on.”  
 
“Be quiet!” Willow heard the girl call out. “Can’t you see 
I’m on the phone with Willow?” 
 
“Tell Red we say hi, BJ,” she heard from a distance. 
 
“Um, Dawnie… who was that? And notice me NOT asking 
about what BJ means.” Willow blushed. 
 
The younger woman laughed. “Faith and Robin say hi. 
They stopped by on their way to Japan, or so they say. 
And Faith seems to think it’s still funny to call me Buffy 
Junior. BJ.” Dawn snorted. “Hold on, let me get into the 
other room, okay?” 
 
Willow heard a door closing, the sudden ceasing of 



background noise a welcome relief. “Um… how do you 
pass through Guatemala on your way to Japan from 
Australia?” the witch asked curiously. 
 
Another snort. “The world may never know, Will. I think 
they really just wanted a Scooby night and I was probably 
closest. They’re sitting in the living room with Ricky, 
drinking tequila and telling him stories from the ‘good 
old days’.” She laughed. “So anyway, what’s up?” 
 
Willow sighed softly and began explaining what she 
needed and why.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty 



“Close your eye, luv,” Spike whispered, pushing the 

stunning brunette flat against the bedspread. “Want 

you ta just FEEL, alright?” He pressed his lips hard 

against the soft, full mouth beneath his own, his tongue 

sweeping lightly at lips until they parted. 

 

Harris moaned. The long flexible muscle swept through 

his mouth depriving him of words, though he had none 

to say at the moment. The tongue was cool, but 

warming swiftly against his own. His hands rose, 

gripping gently at tense, strong shoulders before they 

were removed, the backs of his wrists pressed against 

the bed. 

 

“JUST feel, pet… let me show you how good we are 

together, ‘ey…?” Spike murmured, pulling away from 

that lovely cavern to nip slowly and delicately over his 

Xan’s jaw, then to his neck. He paused for a few 

minutes, the tip of his tongue mapping every small shift 

in the scar he’d given his love. It was healed already; 

probably had been since the bloke had bitten him… 

bloody hell, was it only two days earlier? It seemed like 

forever. 



 

“I remember the first time I bit you, luv,” he whispered, 

lips and teeth playing at that mark for a moment more 

before slipping lower, dancing over strong, toned 

pectorals. “Had you all spread out beneath me, fillin’ 

you almost ta breakin’…” His lips closed over one small, 

budding nipple, teeth latching on and pulling it to a 

tight, hard point. 

 

“I was rockin’ inside you,” he continued, making his way 

to his love’s other nipple and nipping it roughly, 

“Makin’ you whimper an’ moan… yeah, like you’re doin’ 

now, pet…” 

 

Keeping his hands off the other man was the hardest 

thing Harris had ever done, but… somehow it all 

seemed so familiar… the words had him picturing it… 

Spike’s eyes glowing golden, staring into him as he 

slammed deeper, harder inside him. It was almost… a 

memory, he thought. And the way the man—vampire—

was touching him… that was more familiar still. He 

groaned, shifting on the bed as Spike found a 

particularly sensitive spot. 



 

The blond chuckled softly, scraping sharp teeth at that 

dip between his beloved’s pecs. He’d discovered the 

spot almost by accident, but he’d be damned yet again 

if he ever allowed himself to forget it.  

 

“Never felt anythin’ like you, Xan,” he admitted softly, 

hands and mouth continuing their slow exploration. “ ‘s 

been bloody ages since I’ve felt th’ sun, but that’s what 

bein’ inside you is like, mate… ‘s like standin’ in th’ sun 

an’ knowin’ it can burn me quicker than anythin’… but 

it’s such a good kind of burn, I can’t stop cravin’ it. 

Needin’ it…” Spike groaned and buried his head in 

Xander’s stomach for a moment, just inhaling the smell 

of him, absorbing the heat. “Can’t stop needin’ YOU, 

luv… an’ that first night, when you arched your neck for 

me…” 

 

The brunette gasped softly, eye clenched shut as he saw 

it in his head. “You… you came, didn’t you?” he 

murmured, awestruck. “You came… and you bit me… 

and then you came again…” His back arched slightly, 

trying to get even closer to the blond. 



 

“Yeah, luv,” Spike answered, trying not to get too 

overwhelmed by hope. “Felt you cum between us, that 

hot, thick spunk makin’ our chests an’ stomachs rub 

together all slick an’ smooth… an’ I drank you. Drank 

you down til I was drunk on th’ sensation. Filled you so 

full, you overflowed…” He chuckled, blowing a soft 

breath across the seeping tip of his human’s cock. 

“Made a right mess of my bed, we did, but…” 

 

“But you didn’t care,” Harris moaned out, “Because we 

were only gonna make it even more messy… Gods… 

don’t stop, Spike…” 

 

The vampire chuckled again, unable to keep that hope 

from welling up. It sounded like Xander was starting to 

remember, and if that was the case, the LAST thing he 

was going to do was STOP. “Never, luv,” he whispered 

before dragging the tip of his tongue up that long, thick 

vein from base to tip, delving into the small, seeping slit 

for a moment. He purred softly at the flavour he could 

never get enough of then took that bulbous head 

between his lips, his tongue swirling slowly, tenderly 



around it as he settled it in the wet cavern of his mouth. 

 

Harris’s body was so tense, so ready… and Spike’s 

mouth was so… right. His hands slid over the mattress, 

grasping roughly at the bedspread. “Gods! Spike!” he 

yelped, blushing at the way his voice sounded in the 

quiet room. “Please, I’m gonna…” 

 

And Spike purred, pulling just a bit more of the man’s 

straining cock into his mouth and sucking gently before 

taking it in his hand and lifting his mouth away. “Want 

you ta, Xan… want ta taste you. Want ta feel you 

explodin’ in my throat an’ know it’s because you’re here 

with me. Open your eye, luv… look at me.” He waited 

until Xander caught his breath, then he said it again. 

“Look at me, pet… want you ta see how much I luv 

havin’ you in every way.” 

 

There was something about the way the vampire spoke 

that drove him crazy. That made him want to do 

nothing but roll about in bed with him forever. And 

even though he couldn’t quite recall particulars much, 

he knew Spike had been telling him the truth. They 



really HAD been lovers before and… something had 

happened to him—to Harris. Something that had 

brought them to this place, this time… this time that 

seemed like the first but also like a renewal. 

 

“I… I love being had… by you, Spike. However I can get 

you,” he mumbled, finally opening his eye and gazing 

down his body at the perfect, pale form crouched above 

his groin. 

 

And that was what Spike had been waiting for. He held 

that eye with a smouldering golden stare as he dipped 

his head, taking the long, thick cock in to the hilt. Sharp 

teeth lightly grazed the velvet skin over steel on the 

way down, then again on the way up and he purred 

loudly, his lips tightening as he felt the heavy sac 

drawing up tight. He purred harder, trying to put all his 

emotion into his eyes as the shaft twitched roughly 

then began to spurt. 

 

“G-Gods! Spike! I… yes! Oh, Gods…!” His fingers were 

suddenly buried deep in short blond hair, but he 

couldn’t help it. If he didn’t hold on to Spike right then, 



he thought he might be hurled from the face of the 

planet the room was spinning so fast. His entire body 

convulsed wildly, his hips driving up to slam his cock 

deep into the vampire’s tight throat, not caring if he cut 

himself on Spike’s teeth or not. Hell, in that moment, 

even that sort of pain would be welcome. “Spike…” he 

cried again, his voice fading to a whimper as the blond’s 

throat pulsed around him, milking every drop he could 

get, then “Spike…” again, a long, drawn out blissful sigh. 

 

Spike couldn’t help purring more, his tongue caressing 

the softening shaft in his mouth slowly as he listened to 

his beloved’s heart rate slow to something approaching 

normal. He’d barely managed to wrap his lips over his 

fangs when his Xan had slammed deep, but he’d done 

it, even though that meant he was bleeding slightly 

now. Still, that was fine. Better he hurt himself than his 

beloved. It was one thing to bite the bloke and an 

entirely different thing to shred such a delicate area 

through inattention. 

 

He looked up his human’s lean, chiseled form, chuckling 

softly as he felt the softened tube of flesh between his 



lips twitch. “Think you liked that, luv,” he said, grinning 

as he released Xander’s shaft and slowly crawled up his 

body. 

 

Harris laughed shakily as Spike finally stopped moving, 

that toned, sexy body pressing down on his own, those 

soft lips mere inches away from his. “What gave it 

away? The writhing, the begging, or the part where I 

more or less raped your mouth… Damn. Do I have a pet 

name for you? I mean you’re always calling me luv and 

pet and even Xan. Do I… is there something I called 

you… before?” He blushed, biting his lip nervously. 

 

Spike laughed, his shaft rubbing against the other man’s 

stomach as he pressed harder against him, rocking just 

a bit. “You’d taken ta calling me ‘babe’ just a bit before 

you went missing, luv… an’ as for rapin’ my mouth?” He 

smirked and licked his lips, finding one small drop of 

cum that had escaped him. He purred. “You can’t rape 

th’ willin’, pet. An’ when it involves your cock, I’m 

ALWAYS willin’. Got it, Xan?” He arched a brow.  

 

And oh, did he get it. Hoped to get more, if he were 



going to be honest. “Yeah,” he moaned softly, arching 

his back just a bit to feel Spike’s cock against his skin 

more. “Uh… I called you babe? What are you, Cher or 

something?” 

 

“Bloody hell,” the vampire groaned playfully, “No! I get 

ta be Sonny this time. Or so you promised when you 

were in your right mind.” He winked and closed the 

small distance between their lips, his tongue slipping in 

to twine restlessly with his beloved’s. 

 

“My right mind…?” Harris echoed, giving the vampire a 

wicked grin once their kiss ended for the moment, 

“That must have been before we ever went to bed 

together, Spike, because I’m for damned sure crazy… 

about you…” 

 

Spike smiled, his human features reemerging. “No, pet… 

you luv me. AN’ you’re crazy about me. An’ that’s only 

fair, seein’ as it’s entirely mutual.” He leaned down 

again, this time pressing lips and blunt human teeth to 

the mark he’d given the human. He smirked happily 

when it got the desired reaction. 



 

“Jesus fuck,” Harris moaned, half hard again already. 

“I… can we just… please, Spike, I need…” he broke off, 

blushing fiercely. He swallowed hard, remembering 

once telling Willow something about being able to say it 

if you were doing it. “I need you, Spike. I need to feel 

you…” He sighed and shook his head at himself then 

closed his eye and just blurted it out. “I need you to be 

Sonny. Now, Spike. I… I want you so much, I can’t…” 

 

Harris felt the long, strong body over him suddenly shift 

and he frowned, afraid he’d scared off the vampire 

somehow, although HOW, he wasn’t sure. Spike wanted 

him; he KNEW he did, but… He opened his eye only to 

see the vampire walking away. 

 

“Spike…?” He sat up, tears forming in his good eye. He’d 

fucked things up somehow. He knew it.  

 

The vampire turned and smelled the salty tinge on the 

air as he almost flew back to the bed, wrapping the 

confused young man tightly in his arms. “Luv,” he 

murmured, “Luv, what’s wrong?” 



 

He felt like an idiot. He truly did. But he shrugged and 

told the blond the truth. “I… I thought you were… 

leaving…” 

 

Spike’s brows rose high and he forced himself not to 

laugh as he pressed kiss after kiss to his Xander’s 

cheeks, forehead, eyelid… even his eye patch. “Luv… 

Xan… there’s nothin’ in this whole wide world that 

could ever make me leave you. Not ever. Not even ta 

save my own life.” He smiled gently at the young man. 

“You’re a part of me, luv… an’ I want ta be a part of you. 

Want ta be IN you, Xan. But ta do that… need a bit of th’ 

slick, don’t we?” He chuckled ruefully. “Poor plannin’, 

thy name ‘s Spike. Just seein’ what we’ve got in th’ loo, 

‘ey?” 

 

And again he felt like an idiot. “I… yeah. I’m just…” 

Harris shook his head. “Go. You know where to find 

me.” He smiled shakily. 

 

His lips caught his human’s hard, giving him a bruising 

kiss as one hand slipped down, squeezing the 



burgeoning shaft tenderly. “Won’t be long, luv,” Spike 

promised. “Don’t move.” And with that he was gone, 

poking through the bathroom searching for whatever 

he couldPart Thirty-One 

Harris held himself entirely still while Spike was in the 
bathroom. Not because Spike had told him not to move, 
but because of the memories he’d accessed earlier. He 
could truly remember Spike biting him. Remember that it 
had felt… incredible. He just couldn’t quite reach the… 
reliving of it. 
 
He could HEAR Spike’s voice in his head when Harris had 
suggested changing the sheets and Spike had insisted 
there was no point… that they’d just need to be changed 
again in a few hours. But he couldn’t SEE it. 
 
It was a subtle distinction, but it mattered to him.  
 
He didn’t know what had happened that he’d forgotten 
Spike; that he’d truly believed him to be a character he’d 
made up. Still, if he really WAS remembering things and 
not just going insane, then… he wanted to remember 
more. And more to the point, if he was going crazy, he 
didn’t care. 
 



Better to spend the rest of his life crazy and with Spike 
than sane and without him. 
 
Harris nodded sharply at his own thoughts, finally 
relaxing completely as he understood that he BELONGED 
with the vampire. Belonged TO him, even… and that that 
was exactly what he wanted. No matter what, he 
belonged to Spike and… from what the vampire had said, 
it wasn’t a one sided thing. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Spike snarled softly, finding nothing in the bathroom that 
immediately screamed ‘lube’ at him. Sure, there was 
lotion but it was too thin… and water-based, besides. It 
would evaporate too bloody quickly and leave his love in 
pain and that would never do. 
 
He was half of a mind to call down to the front desk and 
make them send someone out for it. There were benefits 
to a five star hotel, after all. But that would just make his 
Xan uncomfortable. Besides, he doubted either one of 
them could wait that long. HE certainly couldn’t. 
 
Finally, Spike sighed and checked the shower. “Shampoo. 
No. That’d sting. Make him all tense an’ hurtin’…” And 



that’s when he saw it. 
 
He checked the contents label just to be sure, then 
grinned. It would do, but as soon as the sun set 
tomorrow he was going out for the real deal. 
 
He palmed the two small bottles of conditioner and 
stepped out into the bedroom again, arching a brow at 
seeing his beloved in exactly the same position he’d left 
him in. 
 
“Guess someone doesn’t need a spankin’, then,” he said 
with a grin as he crossed the room to lay a deep, slow 
kiss on the brunette. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris laughed, although a bit breathless from the kiss. 
“I… not right now, anyway. Maybe later…?” 
 
“You can bet your sweet ass on it, luv,” Spike murmured, 
his lips again finding the scar on Xander’s neck. He 
nibbled for a few moments, his hand finding the other 
man’s cock and stroking softly. “Sorry, mate… took a bit 
longer than I thought. You still…” 
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And just like that, most of Harris’s brain shifted to auto-
pilot.  
 
He arched hard into the gentle stroke, the banked fire 
flaring anew. “Gods, Spike… you have to ask…?” 
 
Spike nodded slowly, his wide blue eyes locked on his 
love’s brown one. “Yeah… I do. Don’t want ta push you 
or anythin’… you might have had second thoughts while I 
was away from you…” 
 
“Second, third, sixtieth, even more… babe. And all about 
the same thing.” Harris raised one arm, his palm finding 
Spike’s cheek and holding it. “You, Spike… feeling you 
inside me. Feeling you… finding out what I’ve been 
missing.” He shook his head, holding the other man away 
when he would have kissed him.  
 
“You… you don’t understand. And I NEED for you to 
understand! I…” Harris swallowed hard. “I woke up today 
at the Watcher House and… I didn’t remember you. I still 
don’t for the most part. But I did know that… something 
was missing. That I felt… alone. And that… that wasn’t 
right. And now…” He bit the edge of his lip. “And now, I… 
I think it was YOU I was missing...” 
 



The vampire blinked at that, wanting to hold his human 
close but that hand on his cheek held him back. Xander 
apparently needed to say this, so he would let him. And 
then… he’d do everything he could to make sure that 
neither of them ever felt alone again. “Yeah, luv?” he 
said softly, “How so?” 
 
“I don’t know,” the human moaned, the soft strokes to 
his penis almost derailing his train of thought, “But I 
think… somehow… a part of me does remember you… 
remembers what you say we had. And every time we… 
touch…” He moaned again, his head tipping back with 
pleasure at the gentle touches. “I think… I’m 
remembering more each time we’re… close… and I 
WANT that and I’m… afraid of it… at the same… time…” 
He frowned as much as he could while Spike was 
touching him like that. “I know… it makes… no sense…” 
 
Spike shook his head. “Makes perfect sense, luv… you 
want ta remember…” he stroked that hard, lovely shaft 
more slowly, “But you’re afraid you might be wrong an’ 
you’ll end up with nothin’.”  
 
He leaned closer, his human’s hand letting him this time. 
His lips found the bloke’s earlobe and he nibbled at it 
gently before continuing the motion down the side of his 



Xander’s jaw to the point of his chin. “I’m goin’ ta make 
you a promise, Xan…” he said quietly but sincerely. “No 
matter what happens, I’m not goin’ away. I’m yours, luv… 
ta th’ end of time.” 
 
Harris sighed softly and dipped his head just enough to 
meet Spike’s lips. “I… I really like the sound of that, 
Spike…”  
 
“Right, then,” Spike said with a smile, pressing another 
soft, slow kiss to Xander’s lips. “Can we get ta th’ shaggin’ 
now?”  
 
It was the deliberately suggestive eyebrow wiggle that 
had Harris laughing. His arms suddenly closed around the 
vampire’s slightly smaller form and he rolled them on the 
bed, grinning down into wide blue eyes. “Definitely, 
Spike,” he murmured, his body throbbing once again. 
“Just… tell me how you want me. I… anything.” 
 
“What would you say,” Spike asked after a moment or 
three of staring deep into his beloved’s eye, “If I asked 
you ta… ride me at a gallop til my legs buckle an’ my eyes 
roll up?” That particular phrase had always been one of 
his favourites. He had no idea of whether Faith was still 
alive, but the chit had had a way with words. 



 
Harris grinned, reaching for the tiny bottle Spike had 
brought back from the bathroom. “I’d say… that I’m 
gonna squeeze you til you pop… like warm champagne,” 
he admitted, “Among other things.” 
 
Spike groaned, his eyes filling with golden sparks. 
“Bloody hell, luv… have at it, then.”  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Two 

“That’s it, luv,” Spike whispered, “Loosen yourself up… 
you can see how big I am, pet… don’t want ta hurt you…” 
 
Harris groaned softly, two of his fingers buried deep in 
his own ass as he lay beside Spike, his bottom pointed 
towards the other man’s face. “Don’t care… if you do… 
Spike… anything to… feel you…” he managed to say, his 
fingers angling a bit until he brushed that small nodule. 
He gasped, his body flexing slightly. 
 



“No, Xan,” Spike admonished on a groan as he stroked 
himself in time with the bloke’s motions, “Don’t touch 
that. That’s my job… an’ I luv my job, mate…” 
 
Hr groaned again, almost unable to keep his fingers from 
that spot, but… if that was what Spike wanted, that was 
what the vampire would get. “Gods… Spike… I want… so 
much…” 
 
Spike’s throat worked once, twice, before he was able to 
speak again. “I know, beloved… but you need ta trust me. 
One more finger, Xan… want ta see it…” he groaned. His 
sac was already tight but he could hold on. His love was 
going to ride him and… if he sat up beneath him and 
offered his neck to the human, who was to know that 
he’d orchestrated it that way? Other than himself… and 
his Xander, when and if the bloke ever got his full 
memories back. As it was, Spike figured he was lucky the 
human remembered as much as he did. Could have been 
worse. MUCH worse. 
 
Harris gasped, shivering slightly as he used a bit more of 
the surprisingly slick conditioner to coat his ring finger. 
He passed the bottle to Spike for safekeeping and keened 
softly as he tried to work that now-slick finger into his 
anus with the first two. “Gods… Spike, I… I don’t think 



it’ll…” he blushed. 
 
The vampire sat up, placing one hand firmly on the young 
man’s stomach. “It will, Xan… seen it before, you know.” 
He smiled and wrapped the fingers of his other hand 
around his human’s cock, rubbing gently. “Fits a treat… 
just takes a bit of… effort,” he admitted, groaning as he 
watched. “Bloody hell…” 
 
Harris gasped and groaned, doing his best. “I… I can’t…” 
He sobbed softly. “I wish… I could, but…” 
 
Spike smiled a bit, leaning over further to kiss his love. 
“Pet… let me. Much as I luv watchin’ you do that… I think 
you’re tryin’ too hard.” He heard the soft squelching 
noise as Xander pulled his fingers out and smiled. “I’m 
bettin’ you just need ta be distracted, pet…” 
 
Harris really hoped that was true. But it must be. If he’d 
had Spike inside him before, he must be able to stretch 
that far. He just couldn’t believe it somehow. Hell, it had 
been hard enough to take Elliot at first, and his best 
friend was a good inch shorter and probably half an inch 
less in diameter. And somehow thinking about Elliot right 
then was SO wrong. Harris shuddered and focused on 
Spike. “Di-distract me… then…” 



 
Spike slicked up his own fingers, sliding them to Xander’s 
now vacant hole. As he slid the first two in, thanks to the 
loosening already done, his mouth skimmed down the 
human’s skin, lips finally wrapping around that seeping 
cock again. He chuckled silently, feeling his beloved arch 
into his mouth, and that was when he worked the third 
finger inside.  
 
His fingers spread willfully and he let his tongue press 
hard against the thick vein, then the head of his love’s 
cock whenever the bloke started to squirm from 
something other than pleasure. Yeah… his Xan had just 
needed a bit of distraction. 
 
The vampire redoubled his efforts as he let a fourth 
finger join the other three. He felt his Xan tense up and 
sucked harder, letting the hard nail bed of his little finger 
scrape across that nub within his claimed.  
 
He felt Xander’s balls tightening and pulled his mouth 
from the blissful cock reluctantly, gazing at his beloved’s 
face. “How’s that feel, Xan…? Good?” His fingers writhed 
slowly within the stretched anus, avoiding that one spot 
again. 
 



He was gonna die. He was totally gonna just die from 
denied orgasm. He could picture the autopsy report. 
‘Cause of death: Orgasmus Interruptus’. “Fuck! Why’d 
you STOP?” he demanded, his body heaving with need. 
 
Spike chuckled. “Because, luv… you’ve got FOUR fingers 
in your bum, an’ that’s enough ta let you ride me. Or 
would you rather just cum without?” It was an option, 
after all. Not that it would stop him from making love to 
his claimed, but… 
 
Harris blushed again, hotly. “No!” he almost shouted. 
“Oh, Gods, NO! Want to… you… in me, and…” 
 
“Hush, pet,” Spike smirked, lying back down against the 
bed. He pulled his fingers from his human’s ass and 
quickly slicked his cock with the other bottle of 
conditioner. “I’m right here, luv… an’ I can’t wait ta feel 
you swallowin’ me whole with that amazin’ ass of yours.” 
He nodded, one hand still rubbing the viscous cream-like 
substance up and down, up and down. “C’mon, Xan… 
been wantin’ this for… fuck, forever, even if it’s only been 
two soddin’ days. Still feels like forever, pet… please, 
luv… want ta feel you sinkin’ down on me, envelopin’ me 
in your tight heat… an’ you’re th’ tightest thing I’ve ever 
known—bloke OR chit! Even th’ virgins I took before the 



soul had nothin’ on you…” 
 
Harris couldn’t decide whether to laugh or frown at the 
reminder of his vampire’s evil phase. In the end, he 
decided to do neither. That was then. This was… “Now,” 
he groaned, somehow managing to get up and turn 
before swinging his leg over the vampire’s groin. He 
positioned himself carefully, letting the slick head of that 
cool, hard cock find its way to his opening.  
 
He shifted a bit more, just to be sure he was perched 
properly, then let his knees slide farther apart, Spike’s 
body between them as he sank down slowly, his eye 
going wide as the huge, swollen head pressed against his 
opening. 
 
“Gods… Spike… I can’t…” 
 
Strong, relentless hands gripped his hips, forcing the slow 
descent further. “You can, luv… know you can… here…” 
One hand released his hip, stroking slowly at his shaft.  
 
Harris groaned, the burn still there but lessened by the 
skillful manipulation of his most sensitive organ. “Fuck!” 
he cried, pressing back. “Spike…” 
 



Spike gasped, the sound echoed by his love as his thick 
head passed through that tight ring. He pulled the man 
down harder but still gently, reveling in every slow inch 
gained before releasing his Xan’s cock and lifting him 
again. “There, luv… I’m in. Not so bad, is it…?” He 
reversed the motion, sliding just a bit deeper this time, 
his cock rubbing hard against that hidden nodule. 
 
Harris’s eye rolled back. He could barely even think, he 
was so full of Spike. It felt… familiar. Right. Still, he 
couldn’t ignore that voice. He gathered breath to speak 
only to lose it as Spike slid deeper. “Y-y-you… l-l-love 
me…” was all he could say as he fought the urge to cum 
long and hard, holding himself up solely with his hands 
pressed hard against the vampire’s chest. 
 
“Ta th’ length an’ breadth of my bein’, luv… beyond th’ 
end of time an’ th’ end of th’ world,” he whispered, 
raising and lowering his Xan again and again until his 
beloved’s ass was resting flush against his base. “Bloody 
hell, luv… always feels deeper when you ride me…” 
 
“Feels,” Harris said on a gasp, “Like you’re… Gods…! Like 
you’re buried… in… my… heart… my soul…” and 
something about those words seemed familiar, too. He 
groaned, not willing to lift himself yet. Instead he shifted 



his hips back and forth, groaning every time Spike’s cock 
rubbed hard against his prostate. “Oh, fuck… Spike… I… I 
love you… so much…” 
 
Spike’s eyes were slitted, gazing at his beloved as the 
man rode him slowly home. “Remember that, do you?” 
he mumbled, his own hips shifting to increase the 
pressure against his claimed’s gland. “Or is this 
somethin’… new…?” he groaned low and deep, the 
shifting somehow just as exciting as the up and down had 
been. “I’m so deep in you, luv… so deep, so hard… can 
feel you tight around me, feel your body beggin’ for me, 
pet, beggin’ for more…”  
 
His hands grasped Xander’s hips again, shifting him 
faster, his cock slamming back and forth inside that 
blissful hole. “Tell me, luv… tell me…” He rocked his hips 
back into the bed, then up HARD into his beloved as he 
sat up, wrapping his arms around Xander, his hands 
curving over the tops of his shoulders. “Tell me what you 
WANT, luv,” he demanded roughly. 
 
“THIS!” Harris shouted, not caring if the people in the 
other rooms could hear him. “This,” he said again as his 
mouth found the scar on Spike’s neck and pierced flesh, a 
strong and happy moan springing from him as he tasted 



the vampire again… for the first time. 
 
Spikes eyes flashed to gold in a moment, his teeth sharp 
and needy. He shifted slightly, his cock still buried deep 
in his Xan’s ass as his teeth struck home. He groaned 
wildly, sure he couldn’t hold back but willing to try. He 
would have warned his love but there was no way he was 
willing to pull away from his neck. Not now… not ever. 
 
Harris felt the teeth in his skin and it felt… right. More 
than right, it felt… needed, desired, wished for. He 
moaned softly, still taking in the pure essence of SPIKE as 
he rocked harder, his sac tight and ready… but he 
wouldn’t cum. Not until his lover did. He could control 
himself THAT much, anyway. 
 
Spike, on the other hand, couldn’t. He was tasting his 
beloved , and his Xan had his teeth in his NECK! His cock 
was planted in that hot, tight hole to the root and… 
 
He growled low and deep, his hips thrusting up once, 
twice, three more times. Then once more as he shivered 
and exploded strong, hard shots of cum into his 
beloved’s perfect, clenching hole. 
 
Harris gasped against Spike’s neck as he felt the slightly 



cool jism wash his insides. He rose up a bit then slammed 
himself down on the hard, pulsing cock, arching wildly as 
his own shaft swelled more then began shooting long 
ropes of semen over their chests messily. He didn’t care, 
though. He was too busy drinking… and being drank. He 
felt so… complete. 
 
“Spike,” he moaned, his lips coated with salty-sweet 
blood. “Spike…” 
 
The vampire growled, his cock throbbing within the hot 
velvet tightness. “Mine now, Xan,” he whispered, tongue 
lapping slowly at the reopened wound. “Mine forever, 
luv…” 
 
And all Harris could do was nod, his hips rocking slowly 
on the still hard shaft. “Always,” he agreed, small flashes 
of memory coming to him like pictures seen for a split 
second before switching to a new image. His teeth 
returned to the pierced skin, taking in more of that thick 
rich fluid as the pictures flowed faster, finally forming a 
seamless whole.  
 
“And you…” he mumbled against soft, pale skin, “You’re 
mine…” 
 



“Yours… yeah, yours, luv… never goin’ ta be anyone 
else’s.”  
 
“I know,” Harris whispered wonderingly, and he did 
know.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Three 

Elliot couldn’t help wondering exactly how and why his 
life had gotten so complicated.  
 
One minute, he was in DC, wishing New York wasn’t so 
far away so he’d be able to see Trevor more. The next… 
his best friend was missing, he was in England of all 
places, and now… well, now he was going to the Watcher 
House with Robert, who apparently lived there.  
 
That wasn’t the bad part, though. The bad part—the 
complicated part—was that he was going to see his new 
lover there while at the same time considering very 
seriously just how he could work things so he could have 



Robert, too.  
 
He actually had no idea of how Trevor would feel about 
that, much less how he’d feel if he knew Elliot wanted 
the three of them to be together, if only for the duration 
of their stay. 
 
And that was the other thing that was bothering him.  
 
Aside from a very brief period of time a year or so before 
he’d even met Harris, much less gotten involved with 
him, Elliot had always been a one man kind of guy. He’d 
thrown himself into his relationships with abandon, 
loving quickly and completely, and for as long as it lasted 
he never so much as considered straying. And yet, here 
he was. 
 
He frowned slightly, the three drinks not affecting him in 
the slightest.  
 
Maybe it was because of how he’d been acting, he 
decided after a moment of thought. He’d reverted a bit, 
become the aggressor, and while he’d thought he’d left 
that part of him behind with his command, obviously he 
was mistaken. And maybe that was why he was looking 
at young Robert the way he was. 



 
It was possible, he figured. Hell, probable, even. He’d 
dusted off a part of his personality that had been 
carefully buried and now that it was out… well, the 
Captain didn’t want to be shoved back in the closet, so to 
speak. That part of him had been as much a top as could 
be. 
 
His frown became a bit deeper as Robert stopped his car 
and backed into a parking slot by the curb. He really 
WOULD have to tell Trevor some of his history. If only so 
the other man would understand why he… wanted… the 
young blond beside him. Robert was… well, he definitely 
wasn’t one to play Master. 
 
Elliot sighed softly as he got out of the car and turned 
towards the house. “No time like the present,” he 
muttered, starting towards that large, somehow 
forbidding edifice. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Robert wondered whether Elliot knew that his face was 
very expressive, even when he was simply thinking. Of 
course, since the rapidly changing twitches and frowns 
had told him that Elliot was bothered about something, 



he figured it was a good thing. He only hoped it wasn’t 
him the older man was worried about.  
 
As much as he envied him the attentions of Trevor, the 
last thing Robert would ever do would be to intentionally 
come between them. Unless it was in the literal sense, 
Robert told himself with a sly grin. That he wouldn’t mind 
even a little. 
 
Unfortunately, it hardly seemed likely. The last time he’d 
seen Trevor, the tall, dark man had barely acknowledged 
his existence. He somehow doubted that would have 
changed. 
 
Still, it was a nice dream. He figured he’d have hours of 
truly explosive fantasies just thinking about all the things 
the three of them might have gotten up to together. Not 
quite as good as he suspected the real thing would have 
been, but… it could be worse. 
 
He smiled to himself, then grabbed Elliot’s shoulder and 
pulled him towards a small, nearly hidden doorway. 
“Collins hates answering the front door after midnight,” 
he explained as he fit his key into the lock. “I always find 
it best not to annoy him too much. He tends to find the 
worst jobs for me when I do.” He winked. 



 
Elliot chuckled softly and followed the other blond inside. 
“Collins… that’s the butler you told me about, right?” 
 
Robert snorted softly. “Hah. He only pretends to be a 
servant. I’m approximately ninety-nine percent certain 
that he actually runs this place.” He grinned playfully and 
started for the foyer. “You can hang your jacket in there,” 
he said, pointing to the front closet, “And then I’ll take 
you to your… to Trevor. He probably has his old room.” 
 
It was only the slightest shade of a tone, but Elliot was 
sure he heard… regret in Robert’s voice. He frowned and 
slipped out of his jacket then put it on a hanger and 
closed the closet door. “Robert,” he said softly, “What’s 
wrong?” 
 
The young man shrugged and turned away. “I enjoyed 
talking with you, among other things. But now the 
evening’s over and it’s time to return you to your… 
lover,” he said after a moment. “And there’s nothing 
wrong with that, Elliot. It’s just the way it is.” 
 
Elliot sighed softly. “Robert,” he said, reaching out to 
take the blond’s shoulder, “Please. Don’t think that I 
don’t… I mean, you know I would…” He sighed again. “It’s 



difficult.” 
 
Robert nodded and looked at the older man. He forced a 
smile, though it didn’t quite reach his eyes. “Don’t worry 
about it, Elliot. I’m hardly new enough to all of this that I 
take a few kisses, nice as they were, and a grope or two 
as a commitment, you know? It would have been nice to 
spend more time with you, of course, but… let’s just say 
that I won’t be joining a monastery any time soon. My 
heart’s not entirely broken.” He winked, the truth of his 
own words making him lighten up. “Now, come on. 
You’ve got a stunning slice of tall, dark and tasty to say 
hello to, among other things.” 
 
Elliot couldn’t help laughing at how mercurial the other 
man was. “Wow,” he grinned, letting go of Robert’s 
shoulder, “You give a whole new meaning to the phrase 
‘bounce back’, don’t you?” 
 
“What can I say?” Robert chuckled, leading the other 
man around a corner, “It’s a gift… OOOF!” He stopped 
suddenly, finding himself pressed fully against Trevor’s 
tall, dark form. 
 
“Hey!” Elliot said loudly as he turned the corner as well 
and ran directly into Robert’s back. “What the…” He 



blinked, seeing Trevor looking very smug. “Trev… hi,” he 
said, blushing brightly as he wondered just how much his 
boyfriend had heard. “I was just coming to… find you…” 
 
Trevor smiled, arching a brow at his lover. “Were you. 
Because it sounded an awful lot like you were trying to 
talk yourself out of having a go at young… Robert, is it?… 
young Robert, here.” He wasn’t sure of why he was 
acting like he didn’t remember the young blond. Of 
course he did. Hell, even after six years he’d 
remembered him well enough to point him out on the 
street to Elliot and Spike. The child Robert had been 
when he'd first met him had held a coltish grace that 
fairly promised to burst into something rich and 
appealing.  
 
It was a promise that had been completely kept, he 
couldn’t help admitting to himself. 
 
Elliot’s intensified blush made Trevor smile even more. 
He wanted to feel badly for teasing Elliot about the 
young man, but he just couldn’t. He and Elliot were going 
to have to have a talk later, he knew, but first… 
 
“It’s good that you’re back. You have no idea of what’s 
been happening.” He stepped back a little and looked at 



Robert. “Mr. Giles has been trying to reach you for hours. 
He must have left at least twenty messages.” 
 
Robert frowned and dug his cell from his pocket. “Bloody 
hell. Battery’s dead.” 
 
“And I had mine on vibrate, but the music was so loud, 
I…” Elliot figured he looked like a ripe tomato by then, his 
face felt so hot and red. 
 
“Yeah, well. Where’s Harris?” Trevor demanded, looking 
around the corner for the other man, “And where’s Sp… 
Will?” 
 
Elliot grinned hugely. “Well, if they’re not here, then I’m 
guessing a hotel if the heat they were giving off is any 
indication.” 
 
And that was either very good or very bad, Trevor 
decided. He just didn’t know which. 
 
“Okay. Fine. Nothing to do about it now. Unless you 
know which hotel?” He arched his brow again, sighing 
when the men both shook their heads. “You two are 
coming to Mr. Giles’s library and you’re going to tell us 
exactly what’s happened since you left. Maybe Andrew 



will have some idea of what to do next, seeing as we 
don’t have either claimed or claimant on hand. Now, 
come on.” He turned and headed down the hall, taking 
the route he still remembered from six years earlier. 
 
Elliot and Robert exchanged one confused look before 
following the taller man. Apparently a lot more was going 
on than either of them had any clue about.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Four 

“Mmmm…” Harris moaned happily, his face buried in the 
side of Spike’s neck, “To paraphrase… someone… ‘this is 
the summer of my content…” 
 
Spike chuckled softly, arching his neck as his human’s 
tongue swept softly over the healed bite there. “Yeah, 
pet… an’ it’s always goin’ ta be summer for us. Always 
hot an’ steamy, sweat drippin’ an’ makin’ you 
shimmer…” He purred, his arms wrapped around 
Xander’s back holding him gently but firmly. His hips 



shifted slightly, moving his cock within his beloved. “Told 
you I’d fit, luv,” he said smugly, chuckling again. 
 
Harris laughed softly, squeezing that perfect hardness 
within him. “You did,” he groaned softly. “Gods, Spike, I 
can’t believe you’re still hard! Fuck, you came… twice!” 
 
The blond smirked wickedly, doing his best not to moan 
at the tight grasp of his human’s anus. “ ‘s a vampire 
thing, luv… not goin’ ta let myself go soft til I know you’re 
done for th’ night. Figure two, three more shags are goin’ 
ta do it.” 
 
The human groaned again, easing up on his vampire. “Do 
what? Kill me? Because I have no doubt that’s what’d 
happen. Shagged to death by William the Bloody.” He let 
out a happy sigh. “But what a way to go… I’d have the 
biggest smile on my face that anyone ever saw. All they’d 
be able to say was ‘but he looks so HAPPY… how can he 
be dead? And whatever killed him? Let me know’.” He 
grinned against the soft skin. “You’d have a definite 
future in assisted suicide, babe.” 
 
Spike laughed for a few moments, his hands stroking up 
and down his Xan’s back. His thighs supported the 
younger man, holding him in place by the simple 



expedient of having his knees bent below the spot where 
they were joined, the soles of his feet flat on the bed. “ 
Never said you were goin’ ta be th’ shagee, did I?” he 
purred suggestively, chuckling even more when he felt 
his Xander’s cock stir between them. 
 
“Fuck.” It was almost a whimper, but not quite. In fact, it 
was accompanied by a small, sharp nip at his vampire’s 
neck. “I… I remember that, Spike. That first… OUR first 
night. You… Gods. You let me have you… even before you 
had me, and… fuck, Spike, you were so…” Harris released 
a shuddering breath.  
 
“You remember,” Spike echoed, “Really…? I mean, you 
REMEMBER…” 
 
Harris nodded slowly, tasting his own sweat on his lover’s 
skin. “I… yeah. But it’s not as… immediate as most… 
memories. I know it happened. I can see it in my… in my 
mind. I can even FEEL it. But it’s like… it’s like I’m one 
step away from it, if that… makes any sense…” 
 
The vampire moaned, using the leverage of his feet 
against the bed to raise his hips, his cock twitching 
deeper into his love. “ ‘s more than I’d hoped ta have, 
Xan,” he admitted, his eyes closing as he felt that blissful 



hole tighten around him again. “Just knowin’ you know… 
what we had, what we WERE…” Spike swallowed hard to 
clear the lump in his throat. “What we will be again,” he 
said determinedly.  
 
The human nodded and lifted his head. “I know that I’ve 
loved you for years, Spike… I know that when you… 
died… when I saw you burn, it…” He felt his eye leaking 
slow, fat tears. “That was the first time I ever really… 
thought about why I’d been so mean to you before the 
soul… and even after it, some. And it wasn’t because you 
were a vampire, or because you were once evil… and still 
can be at times…” He moaned, raising his hips a good six 
inches before sinking back onto Spike’s shaft. 
 
“W-why, luv,” Spike whispered, his eyes opening to meet 
his Xander’s gaze. “What was it, then…?” 
 
“I… wanted you,” Harris moaned softly, shifting back and 
forth gently. “I saw you giving your heart away… first to 
Dru even after she betrayed you time and time again, 
then to Buffy, and… I wanted it to be… me you loved.” He 
blushed. “I just couldn’t… admit it… not back then. If I 
wanted a man… male… then that meant… I… wasn’t 
one…” He groaned loudly. “You’d need to know my Dad 
to understand…” 



 
The vampire snorted, even as he tried not to roll them 
and slam harder and deeper into his beloved’s ass. “Met 
th’ git a time or two, if you’ll recall. Pissant wanker had 
himself a good number of blokes on th’ side, you know. 
Could smell them on him when he came home drunk, 
which was more often than not.” 
 
The human frowned slightly. The old man really had been 
drunk a lot. “Maybe that’s why he was such a prick. 
Fighting his true nature.” 
 
Spike growled. “No excuse for the way he treated you, 
luv… should have made him more open-minded, not less. 
An’ if we keep talkin’ about the git, I’m goin’ ta lose 
interest in what we’re doin’. Just lettin’ you know, pet. 
Can’t talk about him and enjoy doin’ anythin’ other than 
imaginin’ rippin’ his innards out.” 
 
And for some reason, knowing that Spike wanted to 
maim and kill his father gave Harris warm fuzzy feelings. 
In fact, if the shit hadn’t died in Sunnydale, he might 
have offered to help. 
 
Instead of voicing that reaction, Harris chuckled softly 
and leaned down, kissing the vampire roughly. “Right. No 



more talking. Or not about that.” He leered suggestively. 
“You said something about me not being the shagee…?” 
he asked, his cock throbbing hard all of a sudden as it 
swelled fully. 
 
Spike groaned, his own shaft getting harder still from the 
kiss alone. “Yeah, luv… miss feelin’ you in me. Need that. 
I can wait if you’re too tired, but…” 
 
“No.” Harris kissed him again. “For some reason I’m not 
tired at all.” He grinned, trying not to gasp as he lifted 
himself from Spike’s spike. He lay down beside the other 
man, one hand rubbing lightly over tight little nipples, 
soft, twitching torso, then that tight abdomen to stroke 
lightly at the now warm cock that had been within him 
for hours. “Uh, do we have any of that…” 
 
The vampire had never moved faster than he did in 
finding and passing his beloved the remaining half bottle 
of conditioner. “Remember, luv,” he growled softly as his 
human stroked him, “You don’t need ta be TOO gentle. 
 
The human smiled, releasing Spike’s cock to open the 
bottle and shake a bit out into his hand. “Maybe not, 
babe,” he whispered, “But I want to be. We can do rough 
and hard later, okay?” 



 
And the promise alone had Spike shivering as he felt 
those strong, thick fingers dip between his raised legs. 
“W-wait a tick, luv,” he whispered, “Need ta…” His hand 
slid down, finding the small base of the gel plug he’d 
been wearing since his human had left New York. He’d 
gotten used to it, really. 
 
Harris blinked as Spike pulled the device from his rectum, 
his brow arching at the four inch length and inch and a 
half or so diameter at the base. “I am SO not that small, 
babe,” he complained, looking from the item to his ready 
shaft, comparing the two. “I think I’m insulted.” 
 
The vampire chuckled and dropped the offending tool off 
the side of the bed. “Don’t be, pet,” he grinned. “Just… 
remember how you were all worried about hurtin’ me 
that first time an’… since you were goin’ ta be away for 
two soddin’ days, I figured it’d be best ta keep myself… 
loose enough that you wouldn’t have ta worry again. 
Hope you don’t mind…”  
 
Warm lips pressed roughly against cooler ones and Harris 
grinned. “That’s my Spike… always the romantic.” His 
cream-slicked fingers delved again between strong, pale 
thighs, brushing lightly over the softly furred sac. “You 



know,” he groaned, two fingers slipping into the 
stretched passage easily, “Maybe we should get me one 
of those… for later.” 
 
“ ‘s already… on… my list, luv,” Spike growled, his hips 
arching against the bed, trying to pull those fingers 
deeper. “Not that you’re…” he groaned, “Goin’ ta need it 
for a while…. Not lettin’ you… out of bed for… at least… 
a… week… Yeah, luv! Right there!” 
 
The brunette smiled and groaned again as he slid a third 
finger in to join the first two, pressing against that hard 
little gland slowly. “Mmmm…” he whispered, leaning 
over to kiss his vampire again, harder. “In bed with you 
for a week? I’m petrified. What are you gonna threaten 
me with next? Enforced tongue baths?” he murmured 
teasingly against those lips before losing the ability to 
speak as tongues stroked and writhed, lips were nibbled, 
and finally, finally, bodies shifted, entering and being 
entered almost one and the same thing to them both.  

 
 
 
 
 



Part Thirty-Five 

“Okay,” Willow said quickly as she strode into Giles’s 
library office, “This is the best I can do, and trust me 
when I say it won’t be easy.” Her hair was tucked up into 
a messy bun on top of her head, six assorted pens and 
pencils holding it there. “I had to call Dawnie. She’s got 
the really GOOD spell books. No offense, Giles, but what 
you’ve got here is kinda… simplistic. Oh, Faith and Robin 
say hi, by the way…. And Faith wants to know what the 
HELL we were thinking.” 
 
She blushed and gave them all a guilty gaze. “There just 
aren’t enough cookies in the world. So anyway…” 
 
Green eyes dropped to the pad of paper in her hand. 
“Okay. The spell itself isn’t that hard. I could probably do 
it in like… three seconds. But the problem is… the other 
spell.” 
 
Giles arched his brow slightly, trying not to smile at the 
sudden influx of Willow-speak. He’d truly missed the girl, 
although he understood that her responsibilities in South 
America kept her quite busy. He sincerely doubted that 
she would have even been in London had Xander not 
been involved. “O-other spell?” he said quietly, “Which 



other spell are you referring to exactly?” 
 
Willow sighed and darted a quick look at Buffy, knowing 
this was going to make her friend feel even worse. “Um… 
it turns out we CAN break the crystal from a distance, 
but… there’s a problem.” 
 
“You already said that, Maiden-Crone,” Trevor gritted 
out impatiently. He’d been watching the way Elliot and 
young Robert had been trying NOT to look at each other 
and he’d be damned if he didn’t want to get himself and 
his lover OUT of there. They still needed to talk and until 
they did, Trevor just knew he’d be… Oh, fuck. He was 
jealous over the interest Elliot had in the younger man. It 
was a new and entirely unpleasant sensation. 
 
“I know, I know,” Willow answered quickly. “But here’s 
the thing. Um, without knowing WHERE the crystal is, the 
breaking spell would have to be spread out over all of 
London, just to be sure we got it. And unfortunately the 
spell’s not focused enough to target just that ONE 
crystal. So basically, if I do it, um…” 
 
Giles groaned and pinched the bridge of his nose, 
suddenly regretting having gotten contacts a few years 
earlier. At least then he could have blamed the sudden 



headache on his glasses. “You’re telling us that… every 
piece of crystal in the entire city of London will… what? 
Shatter?” 
 
The redhead blushed just as much as Buffy did. “More 
like explode, Giles… um, violently.” She looked at her 
scribbled words again. “Um, that includes anything of a 
crystalline structure… like gems. Certain types of glass. 
Um… well, you get the idea.” 
 
Andrew winced as he imagined the chandelier in the 
main foyer with its thousands of crystal prism exploding. 
“That would be bad,” he said, deliberately understating 
the obvious.  
 
Elliot sighed. Harris’s friends were the wordiest bunch of 
people he’d ever come across. All talk, talk, talk and very 
little action. “Duh,” he said loudly, his eyes sweeping 
them all. “Look we can stand here and pussyfoot around 
for what’s left of the night and on into morning if that’s 
what you guys want, but frankly, I’m getting really 
bored.” He nodded sharply and looked at the witch. “It’s 
Willow, right?” 
 
She nodded quickly, her eyes wide. It had been ages 
since anyone had dared to interrupt her, or at least 



anyone who hadn’t known her for years. It was… 
refreshing, actually. 
 
“Good. I’m Elliot. Harris’s friend. And Trevor’s…” he 
glanced at the tall brunette. “Well, we’re still working 
that out but I think boyfriend would be the appropriate 
term for now. You mentioned another spell. What is it, 
how does it work and how will it bypass the hazards of 
the one you’ve been talking about? I don’t understand 
much about what you do, so make it simple. All I know 
about witches is what I’ve read and since I’m in 
publishing I know to take that with at least a bucket of 
salt.”  
 
Trevor caught Robert’s quick but soft gasp and cocked his 
head, seeing the way the young man was looking at 
Elliot. Oh… that explained a lot. Yet another thing he and 
El had to talk about. Still, “Elliot’s right, Maiden-Crone. 
We need to cut to the chase, here. The longer Harris goes 
without his memories…” 
 
Willow sighed and put her pad down. “We need to find a 
locator spell so we can figure out a general vicinity for 
the crystal. If we can narrow it down some, then the 
reaction will be less… severe. The difficult part is… we’d 
need a part of the crystal and I don’t see how that’s 



possible.” 
 
Giles pinched the bridge of his nose harder, sure his head 
was going to explode. “So what you’re telling us, Willow, 
is that we need to have the crystal in order to FIND the 
crystal. That’s just… bloody wonderful!” 
 
The witch blushed again. “That’s the part I’m still working 
on,” she admitted sheepishly. 
 
Elliot felt something niggling at the back of his brain. An 
idea was starting to form there; he could tell. But it was 
taking its own sweet time. He frowned internally, trying 
to hurry it along, but considering the oddness of the 
current situation, he had a feeling it was going to move 
at its own pace. Of course, then his lover started freaking 
and he forgot all about it. 
 
“Fuck…” Trevor chanted, “Fuck, fuck, fuck, fuck, FUCK!” 
He glared at the redhead and the Slayer. “You two have 
no idea of what you’ve done! They were meant to be 
together! Events would have unfolded in a SPECIFIC 
order that would have affected the entire WORLD 
because of them and now you’ve completely FUCKED IT 
UP!” He snarled loudly, as close at he could get to the 
roar he’d lost. He stalked the room in a broad circuit, 



unable to stop either mouth or feet. 
 
“If Harris doesn’t REMEMBER, the whole time line is 
SCREWED! Do you even begin to understand what that 
MEANS? The world could descend into disorder and 
chaos, and all because you two… GIRLS, and I’m being 
kind with that word… decided that it was your RIGHT to 
kidnap someone you call FRIEND and try to change him 
to suit your desires!”  
 
He glared more hotly at the two women in question. 
“You must be the most SELFISH, self-centered BITCHES in 
HISTORY!” He was panting hard and still striding angrily 
when the Elder Watcher’s hand fell hard on his shoulder 
and he found himself pulled around to stare into eyes 
bordering on Ripper-hood. 
 
“Trevor,” Giles grated out slowly, desperately trying to 
hold his temper, “I understand that you’re worried about 
your own redemption but the girls were only doing what 
they thought was best for Xander. And if you don’t check 
your… attitude, I will be forced to check it for you. If 
you’ll recall, you didn’t particularly enjoy that the last 
time.” 
 
Trevor’s laugh was bitter, his eyes locked intently on the 



other man’s. “You think I’m worried about myself?” He 
laughed again, sounding a bit lost. “I’m not, Rupert. I 
wasn’t being dramatic! Harris HAS to remember! We 
HAVE to get him back on track! If we don’t… and this is 
no exaggeration… we might lose. Humans. Benevolent 
demons. Witches and Slayers… and Watchers! Or have 
you forgotten the words that brought me to you, 
Rupert?” 
 
While the others looked on in thorough confusion, Giles’s 
brow furrowed. The dangerous gleam in his eyes faded 
and he whispered softly, his voice joined by Trevor’s.  

 find that would let him make love to his human without 
damaging him.  

Part Thirty-Six 

While the others looked on in thorough confusion, Giles’s 
brow furrowed. The dangerous gleam in his eyes faded 
and he whispered softly, his voice joined by Trevor’s. 

“The Seer still seeing and bound to Death 
Shall hold the line ‘gainst all the rest 
Death denied may turn the tide 
Lest Seer and Death be let abide… 
 
Separate and yearning they shan’t last long 



Only together may they be strong 
To interfere is madness, to separate insane 
For only when joined may the light remain.” 

Giles blinked, gripping the other man’s shoulder a little 
less tightly. “And you think this… verse… refers to 
Xander… and Spike? I had thought… perhaps Cordelia, 
because she WAS a Seer… and she died… I thought it was 
perhaps an admonishment not to try bringing her back…” 
 
Trevor frowned. “That… never even occurred to me. 
Mostly because Cordelia was already gone by the time 
I…” he stopped, suddenly remembering that there were 
people in the room who didn’t know who and what he 
was— or had been.  
 
“But I think you’re wrong about that,” he went on. “The… 
thing in LA. That was after Cordy died. I didn’t really 
know her, of course, but… she was A Seer, Giles. Not THE 
Seer.” He frowned more deeply. “Besides, I think we 
mistranslated that part. I’ve been studying it, trying to 
remember. I don’t think it was ‘Seer’ at all. It was more 
like… ‘Seeing One’ or ‘the One Who Sees’.” Trevor 
shrugged. “Not sure of how that applies to Harris, but… it 
probably does somehow.” 
 
“Oh! OH!” Buffy jumped up, thrilled to finally have 



something to contribute. “I know this one! That guy… evil 
priest guy… Caleb! He called Xander that right before 
he… gouged his eye out! And can I just say eww? SO not 
something I ever wanted to witness! But he did. He was 
all ‘you’re the one who sees’ and then he even got all 
‘let’s see how much you see now’… or something like 
that… right before he… did it.” She nodded sharply, her 
mouth still twisted into a moue of distaste. 
 
“Fine,” Robert broke in. “So Harris is this Seer… sorry, 
Seeing One. Got that. One question, though.” He leaned 
back against a bookcase, finally able to pull his eyes away 
from Elliot’s form. “How does this help us break the 
crystal?” 
 
Willow sighed softly. “It doesn’t. I just… I don’t see any 
way around it. We can’t find the crystal without a part of 
it and we just don’t HAVE one.” 
 
Andrew frowned too, trying to force himself to relax in 
the wingback chair. “Well, we’ll figure something out, 
Willow. We don’t have a whole lot of choice, right? 
Especially considering this new info.” 
 
And that was when the idea Elliot had felt forming 
clicked into place. “Wait!” he cried out, blushing a bit at 
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his own volume. “Wait,” he said a bit more softly. 
“Willow… you said you could find the crystal if you had a 
part of it. Is that true or could it be something that was 
ONCE a part of it? Maybe not an actual part, but… 
associated with it?” 
 
The witch looked confused. “What…? I… isn’t that the 
same thing?” 
 
“Not necessarily,” Elliot replied quickly, his eyes starting 
to sparkle just a bit with hope. “Just… answer the 
question. Please,” he begged as her face shut down 
slightly, “It’s important. I promise.” 
 
Willow shrugged. “I guess if something was a part of it at 
one time it would work for the locating spell…” 
 
“So… if the crystal is in a box… what about the box? Can 
you do the locator thing on IT? Because I’m thinking… it 
was a gift, right? And usually when someone gives a gift, 
there’s a card… and the card is a PART of the gift, right?” 
He could feel himself starting to grin as he shifted his 
gaze to the Slayer. “Trevor told me… Buffy, didn’t Harris 
send you the box for your birthday? Did you keep the 
card or anything? Even the wrapping paper or the 
ribbon… or the box the box was in? Would that work, 



Willow?” he demanded, still hopeful. “Because I’m 
thinking… if we find the box, then we find the crystal 
inside it.” 
 
The redhead blinked once, then once more. “Shit. Trevor, 
your boyfriend’s a genius! Buffy, you ALWAYS keep cards 
and stuff! This could actually WORK!” She grinned, 
almost breaking into her own personal snoopy dance. 
 
And all Trevor could see in that moment was Elliot. He 
shook off Giles’s hand on his shoulder and crossed the 
room, completely forgetting that there was anyone else 
there.  
 
“Elliot,” he said softly, one hand rising to cup the back of 
the blond’s neck while the other found his hip, “You may 
have just saved the future…” 
 
Elliot blushed slightly at the look is his lover’s eyes. 
“Always glad to help,” he said just as softly, the words 
barely making it past his lips before those same lips were 
fully occupied with a slow, deep kiss. 
 
Robert sighed softly but smiled, too. They looked good 
together. “I think we’ve lost them for now, everyone.” 
He moved closer to the large table at one end of the 



library and took his usual seat. 
 
The others joined him, leaving Elliot and Trevor in their 
clench on the other side of the library. And if Robert 
looked that way more often than not, nobody chose to 
comment on it. 
 
“So…” Giles said carefully, “The card?” 
 
Buffy nodded quickly. “I kept it, of course. It’s in my 
special Scooby Scrap Book. Unfortunately, that’s at my 
place in Rome.” 
 
Giles frowned for a moment before smiling. “Well, we’ll 
have to hope that a few more hours won’t skew things 
too much.” He stood and moved to his desk, dialing a 
number he’d used only once before. 
 
“Yes, Rupert here. I need an item retrieved immediately.” 
He paused for a moment. “Rome. The Slayer’s 
apartment.” 
 
He looked over at the table. “Where is the book exactly, 
Buffy?” 
 
The blond blushed slightly. “Uh, it’s in the big pink box 



with Barney and Friends on it… under the Rainbow Brite 
blanket. Uh, the Scrap Book has the original Scooby gang 
on the cover. From the cartoons.” 
 
Giles passed on the information, trying not to chuckle.  
 
“No… I’m afraid twenty-four hours is unacceptable. This 
is a very urgent matter. If it weren’t, I would have called 
someone else.” 
 
“Yes,” he said quietly, agreeing to the terms, “That isn’t 
unreasonable. I’ll see to it. Yes, the funds will be 
transferred upon receipt of the item.” 
 
He sighed. “Fine. Half now. It will be in your account 
within the hour. Thank you, Nina.” 
 
“It’s taken care of,” he announced after hanging up the 
phone. “We should have the book within twelve hours.” 
He looked at the clock. “And seeing as it’s quite late, 
children, I recommend that you all seek your beds. We 
shall convene back here once the item has arrived.” 
 
“Oh, and Buffy,” he said as the girl stood and started for 
the door, “Perhaps you might advise the girls that the 
bathtub is not an appropriate place to test the scuba 



diving equipment. Collins is becoming quite distressed by 
the amount of water on the stairs due to their… efforts.” 
 
Buffy groaned. “Oh… shit. I guess I’m waxing the floors 
tomorrow, huh?” 
 
“Only if you’re lucky, child. Collins is becoming QUITE 
distressed.” 
 
Giles smiled as the young woman left, an entirely 
unhappy look on her face.  
 
He briefly considered leaving Trevor and Elliot where 
they were, but finally decided that he’d rather not have 
to imagine what they might have gotten up to on his 
furniture for the rest of his life. “You two,” he said, hands 
touching their shoulders as he passed them, “I know you 
have a room. Use it. The library is closed for the night.” 
 
He chuckled softly as the two wandered out, still entirely 
in their own world. Then he followed, closing the door 
firmly behind him. “Ah, young love,” he murmured, 
remembering days long past when the soft sigh of a lover 
would have had him trembling, as well. 
 



Fortunately, he was past all that for the most part, but he 
still remembered it fondly.  
 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Seven 

Harris came as close to purring as a human could get as 
he stretched on the bed. His entire body was sore, but in 
the best possible ways. He felt… like he’d been rode 
hard, rubbed down and put away damp, but not wet. 
Then again, that was pretty much what had happened, 
aside from the being rode part. He’d done plenty of 
riding, though. 
 
His arms spread as wide as his smile as he tried to reach 
the long, sleek form of his vampire and he frowned, 
finding only empty mattress. A puzzled frown crossed his 
lips and he forced himself to open his eye. 
 
He almost panicked for a moment but then he saw the 
note Spike had left him. 
 
~Beloved Pet… 



 
It’s bloody overcast today. Enough for me to run a few 
errands… pick up some supplies. If you wake up before I 
get back, just think of me, and you’ll feel me. 
 
Won’t be long. Just a couple hours. 
 
Don’t think I could stand to be away from you for longer 
than that, anyway; not after I just found you again. 
 
Order yourself something from room service, love. As 
long as you’re awake, you might as well eat, right? Can’t 
have you getting all thin and anorexic. Love you just as 
you are.  
 
But save room for dessert, Xan… got something long and 
cool and hard for you, pet. It’s a treat nobody but you 
gets to have. Ever again. 
 
Should be back by noon, love. And if you’re not awake 
yet, I’ll just tear up this note.  
 
Don’t want you thinking I’m a great sodding ponce, but I 
couldn’t stand it if you woke up alone and thought I’d left 
you. 
 



Love you, Xan. You ARE my better half. 
 
All of me, 
 
Your Spike… YOURS~ 
 
Harris smiled, something about the awkward words 
touching him deep in his heart. Spike was so very good at 
talking to him, but apparently when he tried to write, 
he… over-thought, maybe. 
 
Whatever it was, it was endearing. 
 
He folded the note as he got out of the bed and moved 
into the living room area of the suite to slide it deep into 
his pants pocket before returning to the bedroom. 
 
Harris picked up the phone and dialed the front desk. 
“Yeah, uh… can you connect me with room service? I 
don’t have the menu handy.” 
 
“Of course, Mr. Angelicus… just a moment. And I can 
heartily recommend the salmon. It’s flown in daily from 
Scotland.”  
 
Harris’s brow arched at being called Mr. Angelicus, but 



he didn’t really care. It was better than being Mr. The 
Bloody, he figured.  
 
A smile crossed his lips at the fact that he was thinking of 
himself as Spike’s spouse. Hell, it was far too soon to 
even be considering something like that, but that didn’t 
mean he didn’t want it. 
 
He cleared his throat as the call transfer was answered 
and he ordered a very rare steak and two servings of 
sautéed spinach. He had a feeling he’d need the iron 
soon, if he didn’t already. 
 
Fortunately for Harris’s peace of mind, the room service 
staff was very discrete and he got not even a raised 
eyebrow when he collected his meal at the door clad in 
nothing but a towel. He wheeled the cart inside himself 
and sat down, devouring the food like he hadn’t eaten in 
days… and he supposed he hadn’t. It was amazing that 
he hadn’t even noticed. 
 
He almost called down to order another helping but then 
he remembered what Spike had written. “Oh, yeah,” he 
grinned as he pushed the cart away and stood, “I’m 
definitely saving room for that dessert.” 
 



That was when he remembered the other part of the 
note. He moved back to the bedroom and lay down, un-
tucking the towel from around him as he thought about 
his Spike. 
 
Suddenly he felt a… sense… of the vampire. Almost like 
Spike was in the next room and moving about giving off 
small sounds to announce his presence. 
 
Harris gasped, the scar on his neck tingling as he let one 
hand wrap lightly around his own cock. 
 
“Spike,” he murmured, sure he was imagining it, “Gods, 
babe… get back soon…” Even the imagined sense of his 
lover was exciting.  
 
He continued to stroke himself, not too hard and not too 
soft. Just enough pressure to ensure that whenever his 
vampire DID get back, Harris would be there, ready, 
willing and able. 
 
“Gods,” he whispered to the empty room, “Love you so 
much, Spike… love you…” His free hand pressed lightly 
against the mark on his neck, rubbing and worrying at it 
gently. He could almost feel Spike’s lips there… teasing, 
taunting, laving softly… or harshly. Either way was good. 



 
He wasn’t sure of what time Spike had left but he 
probably had a good hour or so left, and that was more 
than enough time to give his head a rest from the patch.  
 
He moved his hand from his neck and shoved the eye 
patch up over the top of his head, letting it rest on the 
pillow behind him before returning to the prior soft 
touches. His eye closed and he didn’t even notice it when 
he drifted off, one hand still on his neck, the other 
wrapped loosely around his cock, which was how Spike 
found him less than twenty minutes later.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Eight 

He’d felt his claimed when he’d opened the link. Felt his 
desire to be touched, to be held… felt his love swirling 
over him. 
 
It had been all Spike could do to grab the last few items 
he was in the store for and have them rung up. 



 
By the time the credit card had gone through and the slip 
was offered for his signature, the vampire had been all 
but vibrating to get back to the hotel. 
 
He sincerely hoped his beloved had eaten because he 
was going to need his strength. 
 
“Back ta th’ hotel,” he ordered the limo driver, relaxing 
as much as he could with the sensation of his Xan 
wanting him, missing him. It was lucky that the hotel had 
had a car and driver available, he knew. Then again, he’d 
hired their most expensive honeymoon suite for two 
weeks, so he got some perks. And it was a good thing 
because neither he nor his claimed had crossed the pond 
with more than the clothes on their backs. 
 
So he’d bought them both some things to wear, his eye 
more geared towards what he’d want to see his beloved 
in than what his Xan might get for himself, but that was 
fine. He had a feeling he could talk the younger man into 
just about anything if he set his mind to it. 
 
Of course, his claimed could also manipulate him with 
just one obviously fake frown, so they were on even 
ground. It was the first time Spike had ever had a 



relationship where he was neither the whip-er nor the 
whip-ee, and it was… Well, he didn’t know what, but he 
wasn’t going to lose it. He couldn’t, after all. Claimed was 
Claimed, and Claimed was forever. 
 
One long-fingered elegant hand dipped into the bag from 
the store he’d just left, stroking over the packaging of 
one of the many items there. He smiled wickedly, 
wanting to introduce his beloved to some new things. 
Apparently his claimed had been a bit less adventurous 
than he’d thought, judging by his reaction to the butt-
plug Spike had removed from himself the night before.  
 
It was time to change that. 
 
He focused on the sensations he could feel from his love, 
then sighed softly when he realized the man was falling 
asleep.  
 
That was okay, though… just meant he could wake his 
Xan in the best possible way… again. And he even had 
four bottles of differently flavoured self-heating 
lubricants. Those should last them a day or two, Spike 
figured. 
 
* * * * * 



 
He waited just long enough to go through the shopping 
bags and put the bags of blood in the mini fridge. Most of 
the things he’d bought stayed where they were, the only 
exception being the shopping bag from the last store.  
 
Even that bag ended up on the floor, though, when he 
stepped into the bedroom and saw his claimed laying 
there asleep. He hadn’t ever seen his Xan without the 
eye patch. Not since the same night that bastard had 
taken the eye to begin with and Spike figured that didn’t 
count. 
 
He found himself perched on the side of the bed facing 
the bloke, one hand reaching out to stroke soft fingers 
against skin. A small smile creased his lips when he saw 
the tan lines from patch and strap, only to fade as he 
noticed the slightly red irritation, as well. 
 
Then again, he figured his human didn’t usually sleep 
with the thing on. He’d probably only been doing it when 
he was with Spike and… that bothered him. How could 
his love think he’d care about a little thing like a missing 
eye? That was such a minor thing to him that he hadn’t 
even considered it as an issue, but obviously it was.  
 



Spike frowned deeply, even as he pulled his hand back 
and stood, quickly shedding his clothes before sliding 
carefully back into the bed. He lay on his side, propping 
his head up with one hand as the other stroked slowly up 
and down Xander’s torso, ghosting over small, tightening 
nipples and smooth, tanned flesh. 
 
His head dipped, lips pressing lightly to the lid of the 
good eye before moving to his beloved’s forehead. He 
traced the pale, pink-edged line within the tan slowly 
with his tongue, hoping to sooth both the irritation and 
his love’s spirit as he followed that mark to the other eye. 
“Love you, pet,” he whispered, his top leg covering 
Xander’s closer one as he pressed himself closer to the 
human.  
 
* * * * * 
 
It was a perfect transition from sleeping to wakefulness. 
Spike was back, and was beside him… Harris would have 
purred if he’d known how, but as he couldn’t, he simply 
mumbled softly and contentedly for a moment. Until he 
felt the soft, cool lips against his empty socket. 
 
“Gods, I… I’m sorry, I…” His hand searched the pillows 
frantically, trying to find the missing eye patch. “You 



don’t have to… don’t, Spike, please!” 
 
“Hush… hush, luv,” Spike murmured, “Want to, don’t I?” 
He laid a gentle kiss on the lid covering the empty socket, 
his arm and leg holding the man’s body still when he 
would have moved away. “Xander… pet… stop, luv. 
Don’t… don’t do this…” It took a bare moment to shift 
himself, laying fully atop his beloved and staring into his 
face. “Don’t you get it, Xan? Doesn’t matter ta me. Luv 
you. YOU. An’ that’s more than just your outsides, 
alright?” 
 
Xander swallowed hard, still wanting his eye patch back. 
“Spike…” he tried to say, his voice choked and trembling. 
 
The vampire smiled softly and shook his head. “Luv… if 
this is goin’ ta work, you need ta accept that there’s 
nothin’ about you that isn’t perfect ta me.” He lowered 
his lips the scant few inches, placing soft, wet kisses 
around the empty socket. “Know how you lost this, pet. 
Was there, wasn’t I?” His hands moved to hold his 
human’s head gently. “Don’t know why you’re shamed 
by it, though. It was war, yeah?” 
 
Spike sighed as his love’s good eye closed. “Xan… that git 
tossed me AN’ th’ bloody Slayer about like soddin’ 



feathers in a strong wind. Killed more than one of th’ 
chits. He was bloody well STRONG… nothin’ you could 
have done other than die, what with bein’ just human an’ 
all.” He growled at the idea, then kissed the young man’s 
lips harshly. “But you didn’t, luv,” he continued after a 
moment, “You lost an eye but you lived, pet! An’ 
knowin’… how an’ why you lost it just makes you that 
much more stunnin’ ta me…” 
 
Harris wanted to believe it. He really, really wanted to. 
But this was different from that man Collins seeing him 
like this. This was SPIKE and… Gods, he knew what he 
looked like without the patch on. He couldn’t imagine 
anyone as gorgeous as the vampire wanting to look at 
that… ugliness. His head shook despairingly. “I… I’m not, 
Spike. I… maybe if I’d never… met Caleb, I could have 
turned into someone… stunning for you, but… like this? 
I’m… fuck, Spike. I’m damaged goods and you know it.” 
He sighed softly. “I… I need my patch, Spike. It makes me 
more…” 
 
The vampire growled again, his fingers digging into his 
human’s skull angrily. “You’re wrong,” he grated, “Told 
you before, precious. Luved you after the eye was gone. 
Luved you every minute of every day after I came back. 
Would have come for you if I’d had any thought that you 



could still be alive, even knowin’ you could never want a 
demon like me, even with a soul of my very own.” 
 
“But… Gods! I DO want you, Spike! You’re… YOU! And I 
don’t care about the whole demon thing, you KNOW I 
don’t! It’s just… it’s a part of you and if you weren’t a 
vampire, I never would have known you, never would 
have had the chance to LOVE you, and…” his voice trailed 
off as he opened his eye and saw Spike nodding, a smug 
smile on his lips. “And… that’s exactly your point, isn’t 
it?” 
 
White blond hair shone softly in the dim light of the 
room. “You see, luv? Knew you were a right smart 
bloke,” he said softly, dropping his lips to caress the 
younger man’s face, returning again and again to the 
socket in question. “Never would have seen you, luv, 
known what you had inside you—your strength, your 
courage… your great heart—if you hadn’t shown 
everyone once that eye was gone. I don’t see it as makin’ 
you ‘damaged goods’, Xander. I only see it as… makin’ 
you mine.” 
 
And the voice was so sincere… so full of love and need 
and such a desire to make him understand, that all Harris 
could do was swallow hard. He gave his love a shaky 



smile and wrapped his arms around him, pulling him 
down hard to his chest. “I… Gods, Spike. I wish I could 
promise to always believe that. I mean, right now I 
believe it because you said it so… well, but…” 
 
The vampire chuckled quietly, rubbing his cheek against 
his claimed’s shoulder. “ ‘s alright, beloved… I’ll just have 
ta make a point of remindin’ you whenever you need it.” 
He purred softly, shifting his hips against his Xan’s, soft 
shafts rubbing gently against each other and growing 
harder by the moment. “Just never stop believin’ I luv 
you, right? Not again. Anythin’ else, we can deal with.” 
 
Harris moaned softly, his hands sliding firmly up and 
down the long, sensual spine. “Yeah, I… that I can 
promise you, babe… I don’t think I could ever forget 
again. I…” he smiled a little uncertainly, “I can… feel you. 
I don’t know how or why, but when I try, I can… FEEL 
you. Feel your… love…”  
 
“Good, pet,” Spike murmured, lifting his head as he 
pressed harder against the thickening shaft beneath him. 
“Because I can feel you, too. ‘s how I knew what was 
botherin’ you, after all.” Lips curled, lowering to the 
scarred neck, tongue sliding slowly over fragrant skin. 
“Now, enough with th’ talkin’, precious. Was just away 



from you for almost three bleedin’ hours. Need you ta 
remind me of how good you do me, luv… missed you so 
bloody much.” 
 
And that was one demand Harris had no problem 
acceding to. He’d missed his vampire, too.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Thirty-Nine 

“Bloody hell, luv,” Spike groaned, watching Xander 
swallowing him whole, “You have no idea of how 
beautiful you are… all bent over, those soft lips of yours 
wrapped so tight around my cock…” He arched into the 
hot mouth, driving the last half inch slowly into his 
beloved’s throat. “Yeah, Xan… bloody… yeah, mate… do 
it just… like… unggghhh…” 
 
Harris was smirking on the inside as he swallowed hard, 
his throat contracting tight around d the seeping tip of 
Spike’s shaft before he loosened up again and made the 
long pull back until that thick, pulsing head filled the 



cavern of his mouth. His tongue swirled rapidly, reversing 
directions at will as one hand gripped the hefty staff 
below his lips, stroking firmly. His eye darted up at the 
face of his kneeling lover and he moaned at the game-
faced vampire’s obvious bliss. It was a bliss he shared and 
he was well aware of the fact that he would have blown 
already any number of times, just from the way Spike 
was moaning.  
 
Fortunately he’d remembered about that bootlace Spike 
had used on him because that was the only thing that 
had stopped his aching body from cumming so far. 
 
The next advance of the hot lips had Spike whimpering 
with the need to cum long and hard, filling his human’s 
mouth, throat, stomach. His hands clenched into fists as 
Xander swallowed around him again, over and over 
before easing back. “Xan, luv, pet… precious, beloved… 
claimed… mine…” He couldn’t seem to stop the words 
from pouring past sharp fangs. He felt that hand on the 
length of him again, his human’s tongue prodding deep 
into that tiny slit and he almost howled, his sac drew up 
so tight and hard. “B-bloody… hell… Xan! I’m goin’… ta…” 
 
Far from warning him off, those words had Harris 
redoubling his efforts, his fingers moving faster, 



squeezing more firmly around the satin-over-steel flesh. 
His tongue swirled like a dervish, manipulating the 
foreskin wickedly as he moaned loudly, sensing that 
Spike was even closer. He needed this. Needed to taste 
his beautiful lover, feel him explode unwillingly. He 
needed… to know that he could do that to him. ‘Please,’ 
he whispered silently, ‘please, Spike… cum for me…’ His 
hand moved to the base of the thick, ready shaft then 
below, cupping the tense balls then sliding behind them 
to press lightly at the perineum before pressing one 
finger lightly against that tiny pucker between the flexing 
cheeks. 
 
His entire body was shaking with the effort to hold back 
but then he felt those touches, that pressure, that 
vibrating moan, and there was no way he could stop. His 
fingers dug deeper into slightly shaggy thick brown hair 
and he howled wildly, his head thrown back, eyes 
gleaming golden as he tightened and thrust deeper into 
his Xan’s hot mouth. “LUV!” he bellowed, his back 
arching until his head almost met the bed, “XAN…DER!” 
 
Harris’s eye gleamed with pure pleasure as the amazing 
flesh slammed to the back of his mouth. He moaned 
again, softly this time, as he felt the first powerful jet of 
thick white semen in his throat. His lips tightened around 



the throbbing shaft, taking it in and out a bare inch at a 
time as his finger worked quickly through that tight ring, 
driving deep. His eye closed with delight as the copious 
shots of fluid continued, sliding effortlessly down his 
throat as he continued the motion of his digit, seeking 
and finding that special spot. 
 
He didn’t need to breathe, but he HAD to. His cock was 
wrapped in his second favourite heat and… bloody hell, 
he was glad he wasn’t human anymore. If he had been, 
the brunette would have killed him. He felt the top of his 
head touch the mattress and Spike thanked everything 
he could think of once again for vampiric flexibility as he 
gasped and rocked, finally spurting his last. “Bloody… 
hell…” he gasped, the bowed form of his body heaving as 
he felt his Xan’s lips slowly release him with a wet 
popping sound. “Bloody hell… luv… what was… that 
for…?” 
 
Harris sat back, smirking as he stared at the slowly 
collapsing shape of his lover. “For me,” he said softly. 
“Because I… hell, Spike. I love it when you cum in my 
mouth… love the taste of you… the feel of you all heavy 
and wanting between my lips.” He took a deep breath, 
letting the air renew the flavour in his mouth. “And I love 
it,” he added, crawling over Spike when the other man 



finally straightened out on their bed, “I LOVE it that I can 
make you explode even when you don’t want to.” 
 
“Only you, Xan,” Spike admitted with a small smile. “Kind 
of sad, really. I’m a bloody Master Vampire, yet here I am 
with the one and only person—human or otherwise—
who can override all my strength with just a little extra 
effort.” He chuckled ruefully. 
 
“You complaining?” Harris asked, pressing his body down 
over the slightly smaller one. 
 
“Fuck no,” the blond said with a grin, feeling just how hot 
and swollen his claimed’s shaft was. “I’m luvin’ every 
minute of it, ta be honest. Just never had anyone suck 
me so good an’ so right… an’ never for close ta an hour. 
Was amazin’, pet. Luved it.” 
 
“Good…” he said softly, his lips finding the scar on his 
vampire’s neck. “Because I’m nowhere near finished with 
you, babe…” He grinned at the strong shiver he felt rush 
through the older man’s body. His mouth nibbled and 
nipped slowly up the side of Spike’s neck, finding his ear 
and biting at the lobe before whispering low and deep. 
“Hell, I’ve barely even started…”  
 



Fuck… it had been far too long since he’d heard his 
beloved use that tone on him… that voice. Almost four 
days, in fact, and… oh, Spike was glad to know that 
whatever had been done to his claimed, he was finding 
himself again. Of course, that was secondary at the 
moment to what that tone was promising. “Fuck, luv,” 
Spike moaned, his hands grasping hard at the long, thick 
muscles beside the other man’s spine, “Hope you never 
finish…” 
 
Harris chuckled quietly, rocking against Spike’s thigh and 
gasping at the sharp combination of pleasure and pain in 
his restrained cock. “I’ll be… happy… to start again once 
I… do. Shit.” He rolled swiftly from his lover and 
swallowed roughly. “Roll over, babe… let me…” 
 
He could see how swollen and purple his Xander’s cock 
was… how painful it looked. He frowned slightly, his eyes 
shifting from that angry-looking appendage to his 
beloved’s face. “Xan,” he said unhappily, “Luv, you’re 
hurtin’ yourself like that.” 
 
The brunette shook his head sharply. “No, I…” he 
groaned and had to close his eye when one cool, pale 
hand reached out, touching him lightly. “Gods, Spike, 
don’t…” 



 
“Hush, pet.” He still craved the deep touch of his human 
inside him, but there was no way he’d let the man hurt 
himself. “We’ll just call this an intermission, ‘ey?”  
 
Spike didn’t wait for a reply. He simply pulled the loose 
ends of the tie, cupping the purpled balls gently. “Let it 
go, beloved… for me, yeah?” 
 
The pain was suddenly much more present than the 
pleasure as his sac was touched. Harris’s entire body 
tensed unpleasantly as his released shaft throbbed, then 
ejected rough, desperate spurts across the sheets so 
hard he had to fight to remain conscious. As it was, he 
didn’t pass out but he did sob softly, trying to curl around 
the affected part of his anatomy. “S-s-sp…” 
 
The vampire growled, pressing himself gently against his 
beloved, letting the coolness of his body soothe the pain 
he could feel radiating from the young man’s body. 
“Shh… ‘s alright, Xan. Pain’s goin’ ta pass in a minute. 
How long were you all trussed up, pet? You humans can’t 
take that for long… an’ not as tight as you tied yourself…” 
He growled again, stroking soft skin gently, even while he 
wanted nothing more than to take the man over his knee 
and show him just how much he wasn’t allowed to hurt 



himself ever again. 
 
Harris lay there shivering, silently admitting Spike was 
right. He hadn’t planned on spending so long on the blow 
job, but the vampire had tasted so good, he hadn’t been 
able to resist. “G-guess I should have…” 
 
“Let yourself cum an’ waited while you bounced back, 
luv?” Spike said snarkily. “You think, pet?” His hands 
continued their slow, soothing touches on his human’s 
side and arm, but his eyes were hard as they met 
Xander’s brown one. “You will NOT do that again, pet. If 
you want ta be tied, you can just say so. I’ll handle it til 
you know how much you can take, got it?” 
 
The human blushed deeply and nodded, looking like an 
ashamed child for a moment. “I just wanted…” 
 
“Don’t care what you wanted, Xan. Doesn’t matter.” And 
he meant it, too. “Meant ta do, wanted ta do…? Makes 
no difference. Intentions don’t count for anythin’ in this 
case, luv.” His eyes got even harder. “In case you missed 
it th’ hundred or so times it’s been said, you’re MINE, 
Xan. An’ I’m th’ only one what gets ta hurt what’s mine.” 
He nodded sharply as the other man’s eye widened. 
“Now, if that’s what you want, I can hurt you as much as 



you like. It’d make me happy ta give you what you need, 
no matter what it is. But you don’t get ta hurt yourself. 
Especially not a-purpose. Do. You. Understand.” 
 
Harris swallowed hard, sensing how much Spike meant it. 
“I… yeah. But Spike, I… you need to teach me how to…” 
He sighed, blushing again. “Gods, I feel like a ten year old 
asking his parents about sex.” 
 
The vampire chuckled as he felt the last of the severe 
pain ease from his love. “Bloody hell, Xan, if you were ten 
we’d definitely not be havin’ this conversation… an’ not 
while naked an’ in bed.” He pulled the young man closer, 
tighter against him as his lips moved to a hairsbreadth 
from his ear. “An’ I’m goin’ ta teach you so many things, 
pet… goin’ ta luv every moment, I am.” 
 
And just like that, Harris found himself hardening again. 
There was a small amount of pain from his recently 
abused cock, but somehow it only added to his need. 
“Spike,” he moaned softly, “Can I... can we…” 
 
Spike chuckled again, feeling his beloved’s shaft 
twitching against his stomach. “Well, well… I’d say our li’l 
intermission’s over, then.” He pulled his head back, 



features shifting to human in less than a moment. “How 
did you want me, pet? On my belly, wasn’t it?”  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Forty 

It was lucky that Spike had remembered about the 
lubricant he’d gotten earlier. Otherwise, Harris knew, 
he’d have found himself trawling the halls looking for a 
maid service cart and more of that conditioner.  
 
It had taken barely a moment for him to get out of bed 
and dig through the bag, his brow arching at some of the 
other items he saw there. Spike apparently really WAS 
going to teach him a few things. 
 
He was blushing yet again when he ran across the living 
room area to hang the ‘Do Not Disturb’ sign outside the 
door. The last thing he wanted or needed was for some 
strange English woman to wander in while he and his 
vampire were… busy. Hell, if she were English, she’d 
probably have a heart attack. 



 
Harris was chuckling as he stepped back into the 
bedroom, only to stop at the beauty he saw before him. 
Spike. Laying on his stomach, two pillows beneath his 
hips. His legs were bent and splayed against the bed, his 
rear high and exposed completely. Long pale arms 
stretched out to either side of him and his head was 
turned on the mattress, one cheek pressed to cotton as 
those bright blue eyes watched him. “Gods, babe… I… if 
you could see how… amazing you look right now…” 
 
Spike chuckled silently. He knew his beloved looked 
bloody well brilliant in this position so he supposed his 
Xan might share that opinion at seeing HIM that way. 
“You can take a picture next time, pet. Now get your 
bloody luvly cock over here an’ IN me, before I have ta 
use that paddle I know you saw in th’ bag.” 
 
He had to take a few deep breaths as he imagined 
exactly what Spike could do with that same item. His 
cock strained, pulling as gasp from him as he opened the 
eye he hadn’t been aware of closing. “Jesus fuck, babe… 
don’t say things like that…” He moved closer to the bed, 
almost stalking, although he didn’t know it. His empty 
hand stroked slowly down from his vampire’s waist as he 
sat beside the stunning display, then down over one 



rounded and toned buttock to an equally toned thigh 
before it shifted, coming back up on the matching thigh, 
buttock, side of the waist.  
 
His other hand opened the flip-top of the raspberry-
scented lube and he held it over the sweet, deep cleft of 
his lover’s ass, squeezing a long flow at the top and 
watching as it viscously dripped its way down, finally 
pooling against the back of the lightly haired sac. “Gods, 
Spike… Spike, you’re so beautiful… and I know I keep 
saying that but Jesus fuck, Spike, it’s… you’re…”  
 
“Yours, luv,” Spike groaned, the lube warming against his 
skin. “I’m yours…” He rocked his hips a bit, his eyes still 
locked on his love. “C’mon, Xan… been waitin’ so long ta 
feel you…” 
 
Harris laughed quietly, the hand on Spike’s skin slowly 
moving to the top of his crack. His index finger slid down 
teasingly, collecting a large dollop of lubricant as it went, 
finally stopping to circle teasingly around the pale pink 
pucker. “Hmmm… yeah… a whole hour and a half since 
you got back, babe. Don’t know how you’ve managed to 
survive it.” 
 
The vampire groaned, pressing back against the circling 



digit. “Pet, if you don’t get a move on, I’m not the one 
who won’t be survivin’. Consider yourself warned.” 
 
His eye crinkled at the corner, as did the corner of the 
other, although differently. Harris smirked playfully. “Oh, 
and killing me is gonna get you shagged faster, huh? 
Loving the logic there.” He chuckled, then gave in when 
Spike started to growl softly. His finger made one more 
slow circle, then stabbed deep, sliding in to the second 
knuckle and earning him a long, needy moan. 
 
“Xan!” Spike gasped softly, shifting back against the 
swirling digit within him, “Pet… c’mon, luv…” His next 
moan was louder as a second finger joined the first, 
spreading and writhing slowly within his bum. He 
grunted softly, twisting a bit to bump them against that 
tiny nodule within him. 
 
Harris grinned, his cock seeping slightly as he managed to 
slide one more finger within the tight, cool channel. 
“That’s my Spike,” he murmured as he shifted, pulling his 
knees under him. “So good even around my hand… and 
so much better when I’m deep inside you, babe…” His 
fingers twitched, deliberately manipulating the vampire’s 
prostate just to hear him gasp. He moved slowly, raising 
one leg, then the other over Spike’s calf, finally 



positioning himself between the blond’s legs. One more 
squeeze of the lube bottle, this time in a long line down 
his own shaft, and he tossed the plastic away, slicking 
himself carefully as his fingers continued their slow 
dance within his lover. 
 
Spike found himself breathing heavily again, as he always 
seemed to do with his beloved. It was some sort of a 
NEED, he thought, and it wasn’t from the Claim. He’d 
started doing it that very first moment he’d known it was 
Xander in that bathroom what seemed like ages ago. His 
ass shifted almost independently of him as he slammed 
himself back, trying for more depth, more touch, more… 
penetration. “Luv,” he began, ready to beg, to plead, to 
promise anything if he could only feel his Xan deep inside 
him again; know that they were going to be all right. 
“Luv…” he said again, only to start babbling sweet terms 
uncontrollably as he felt those fingers removed, replaced 
at his entrance by the broad, smooth head he needed. 
 
His shaft was still kind of sensitive after his earlier 
misadventure, but that was good, Harris figured. It would 
serve as a reminder not to ever do that again. Besides… 
he’d come to realize over the last day or so that… if the 
idea of Spike spanking him was so enticing, then maybe 
he didn’t mind a bit of pain mixed in with the mind-



numbing pleasure he always found with his vampire.  
 
He smiled as he heard the slight whining tone in Spike’s 
voice and pulled his hand away, positioning his ready 
cock carefully and pressing forward, his fingers tight on 
Spike’s hips now. “Gods,” he groaned, pushing harder. 
“Spike… babe… oh… G-gods…” He gasped loudly when he 
felt the steady pressure pay off, letting his head pierce 
that tight ring, then gasped again as he slid deeper, 
deeper, his sac finally slapping lightly against Spike’s. The 
blunt burn of his tortured flesh as it was held by that 
tightness was… amazing. 
 
“Luv… p-p-pet…” he moaned deeply, his hands digging 
deep into the sheets as he felt that long, slow slide. “P-
precious… be-l-loved… Xan… l-luv… claimed… m-m-
mine…” He couldn’t seem to stop, not that he really 
wanted to. No, all he really wanted was… “YESSSSSS…” 
he hissed, his cock throbbing against the pillows beneath 
him as his Xan pulled back, leaving only half of his shaft 
within him. He felt that hardness swirl within him as his 
love moved his hips in circles and he promptly lost the 
ability to speak, whimpers and grunts flying from him 
with abandon. 
 
Oh, and his vampire liked that. Harris shuddered at the 



sensation, slamming himself flush with reckless speed. 
The choked scream that answered the motion made him 
hold those slender hips harder, his fingers digging deep 
as he pulled himself back from within the grasping anus 
and slammed deep again. “G-gods, S-Spike…” He groaned 
roughly, sliding back and rolling his hips again before 
returning fully home. “P-p-perf-fect…” 
 
“B-bloody HELL!” Spike shouted, his hands releasing the 
sheets to claw up cotton until he could force his upper 
body away from the bed. He panted loudly on hands and 
knees, his head hanging down as his features shifted to 
true, then human, then true again repeatedly, his 
beloved Xan was driving so hard and deep. He’d never 
known a human COULD make love so forcefully, and it 
WAS making love, regardless of the speed and strength 
of it, but… maybe, he thought in a rare moment of 
lucidity, it was because of the claim… He howled loudly, 
the next deep, rough thrust rubbing that small nub 
within him from beginning to end. “XAN…!” he howled 
again. 
 
“J-j-j-j-j-je-ssss…ssss… f-f-f-f…” he couldn’t even manage 
one word, much less an assortment of them. His hips 
moved on their own and all Harris could do was hold on 
to Spike and hope his lover didn’t mind the thorough 



battering he was getting because he couldn’t stop… 
couldn’t even slow down. His fingers dug deeper still into 
the flexing hips before him, and he knew he’d be leaving 
bruises behind, but… somehow he was glad. HIS 
vampire! HIS lover! HIS Spike! “M-m-m-mi…” Harris 
groaned hopelessly, still unable to form even that single 
word ‘mine’. 
 
And that was when Spike opened their link fully, the 
overwhelming sense of ‘love-need-want-take-have-keep-
love-mine-yours-together-always-mine-yours-love-never 
letting go’ stabbing even deeper into him than his 
beloved’s cock was doing. He didn’t know what his Xan 
was feeling in return, but it had to be good because just 
as he arched nearly double, a loud, shuddering scream 
flying from the pit of his stomach, up his throat, past 
vocal cords and out through his mouth, he felt his 
claimed pull out completely and flip him with almost 
vampiric speed. Less than a split second later, he felt and 
saw his human slam deep into him again, blunt human 
teeth driving fast and hard into his neck. 
 
‘Here, now, mine, yours, full, filled, heart’s love, no 
other, never before Xan, never before, never again, 
never another, never without you, never alone, nothing 
but you, nothing but us, no way to stop this, want you 



forever, love you forever, need you forever, never alone, 
never alone, never alone ever again…’ In that moment, 
Harris had no idea of where the feelings were coming 
from, but he didn’t care. All that mattered was that it 
was exactly how he felt himself. He stabbed deep one 
more time, then pulled away. He needed to see his love’s 
face when they came, and it would be them both. He 
just… knew.  
 
He flipped the vampire quickly, one arm forcing a knee 
up as he drove deep and unerringly into the perfect 
sheath of his Spike. His eye fastened on the blond’s neck 
and he couldn’t stop himself. He dove fast and hard at 
that expanse of stretched skin, his teeth breaking 
through with almost no effort, and as he pulled at the 
wound, that salty-sweet-copper taste filling his mouth, 
he felt the sharper teeth of his love piercing the mark on 
HIS neck and that was it. 
 
Spike’s teeth dug deep without any direction from him, 
his cock spewing in great, violent spasms as he tasted his 
beloved again and felt the responding powerful spurts of 
thick, hot cum bathing the inner walls of his ass. His arms 
locked hard around his human, tongue drowned in hot, 
rich blood as he drank and came, came and drank… and 
his human did the same. 



 
Harris would have died right then if he’d been even a 
little less healthy, he was sure, no other orgasm in his life 
ever comparing to this one. It felt like his entire life was 
shooting from his cock and into Spike and somehow he 
didn’t care. ‘Love-need-want-perfect-love-always-mine-
yours-forever…’ he thought disjointedly as he continued 
exploding wildly and almost painfully. 
 
Spike groaned, feeling the emotions and returning ‘never 
stopping, love you too much, never let you go, always 
yours, always mine, eternity and more, beloved, lover, 
claimed, never without you, my heart, my claimed, never 
alone… my claimed…’ His fast, greedy swallows slowed as 
he reveled in the sensation of being full of his love and 
full WITH his love, even enjoying the feeling of the thick, 
slick liquid between their chests. 
 
Neither of them expected the sudden darkness that 
overwhelmed them, but neither of them tried to resist it, 
either. 
 
They fell into the dark together, their bodies still 
twitching in response to their love making, and even in 
that darkness they were together, making their own 
light.  



Part Forty-One 

The Scrap Book in question arrived at the Watcher House 
approximately twelve hours after Giles’s phone call. It 
could have taken longer, but Nina had a soft spot in her 
heart for the Watcher her late lover had respected so 
much. She smiled at Collins when he answered the door 
and simply passed him the package. “Please tell Mr. Giles 
that I’m happy to have been of service… and I’ll expect 
the balance to be available by the end of the day.” 
 
Collins sniffed slightly. He was well aware of the sort of 
work the blonde woman did for his employer, and he 
knew she’d been very helpful in the past and would 
continue to be so in future, but… he questioned her 
loyalties should she be apprehended in the course of her 
activities. Still, she’d always been well spoken and 
respectful, and as such, he owed her the same. “Thank 
you, Miss,” he replied after a moment, “I shall see that 
he receives your message.” 
 
And with that Collins closed the door, leaving the young 
woman to depart in whatever direction she deemed fit. 
 
* * * * * 
 



“Okay… so are we gonna do this or not?” Elliot asked, 
watching as Giles and Willow fussed over the bizarre 
assortment of items on the large table. There were 
candles, feathers, a few odd-looking little bones, and 
even a jar with what appeared to be a preserved lizard of 
some kind. He peered closer at the last, then jumped a 
little when the lizard blinked and flicked its tongue out at 
him. “Urrrgh… uh, yeah. So?” 
 
Trevor chuckled, dragging his guy away from the table. 
“They’re just making sure everything is in place, El. And 
the sooner it is, the sooner they’ll be able to get a move 
on, which means…” 
 
“Leave them alone. Yeah, yeah. I’m just worried about 
Harris. I mean, I know he’s with Will so he’s probably 
okay, but…” 
 
The brunette smiled and ran the fingers of one hand 
through Elliot’s hair. “Hey, why don’t we get out of here. 
Maybe get a drink or something. There’s a decent pub 
down the way if I remember correctly.” 
 
Elliot sighed softly. He wanted to stay, but… “And that’s 
just a really nice way of saying that I’m getting in the way 
and gumming up the works, isn’t it?” 



 
Trevor shook his head. “Not exactly, but I don’t think 
there’s any advantage to us being here right now, El. All 
we can do is distract them and… magic can be kind of 
dangerous if the ones doing it aren’t focused. Besides, I 
kind of want to spend some time with you… somewhere 
other than here.” 
 
“Fine,” he finally agreed, his fingers tangling with 
Trevor’s. “Let’s go down the pub for a while. Just… can 
we leave word of where we are? Just in case 
something…” He couldn’t finish the sentence. 
 
Trevor nodded then leaned down slightly, kissing his 
lover’s forehead. “We’ll tell Collins on our way out. Come 
on, baby…” 
 
Willow sighed with relief as the two men left. Not that 
she didn’t like them, but the blond one, Elliot, had been 
so nervous she’d been able to feel it in the air. 
 
She moved one of the small bones a few inches, then 
stepped back, giving the table a careful examination. “I 
think that’ll do it, Giles… we just need to get Buffy in here 
with the card, and… with any luck we’ll know where the 
box is in like five minutes.” She grinned. 



 
Giles nodded quickly. “I’ll be praying for luck, then. 
Considering what we now know, I believe restoring 
Xander’s memories to be of the utmost importance.” He 
frowned. “And I sincerely hope that this… misadventure 
has shown you the folly of resorting to magic with such 
little forethought, Willow. Honestly, I had expected more 
of you, especially considering your position within the 
magical community.” 
 
Willow pouted, hating the disappointment she could 
hear in her former mentor’s voice. “I… I know, Giles. It 
was stupid and wrong and… a whole bunch of bad… 
badness. It’s just… it was XANDER and I…” She sighed 
deeply. “But that’s no excuse. I know. I got all power 
junkie for a minute there. I… slipped. But I’ll fix it and… I 
promise, Giles. No more using magic just because I think 
it’ll make things easier for me… or for Buffy.” 
 
The Elder Watcher nodded slowly. “I believe that would 
be for the best, Willow. And you might consider asking 
yourself why such a course of action seemed reasonable 
at the time. I understand that you have always had 
difficulty in refusing Buffy, however as this instance has 
shown, that is not necessarily a good thing.” He smiled 
and placed one hand on the young woman’s shoulder, 
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giving it a comforting squeeze. “And speaking of Buffy, I 
believe I will have Robert collect her. We must complete 
this as soon as possible.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
As usual when Willow was casting, there was a light 
show. She didn’t know why it always happened, but it 
did. Dawn said it was because she had so much power it 
bled into the air around her, given shape by her intent. 
Willow wasn’t sure she agreed with that theory but she 
figured it didn’t really matter, in any case. At least she 
had visible proof of her spells working, which was more 
than most other witches got. 
 
Her solid black eyes watched the rainbow shimmer swirl 
around the borders of the containing circle on the table, 
then infuse itself into the gift card in the central bowl 
before shooting almost to the ceiling. It drove down at 
the map spread out beneath the spell accessories, 
leaving a small burned spot before dissipating entirely 
into the air, most of the power returning from whence it 
came. 
 
“I think we’ve got it, guys,” the redhead said with a grin. 
She broke the circle quickly and efficiently then pulled 



the map towards her after carefully rearranging the 
items on the table. “Look! It’s only a few miles away!” 
 
Giles smiled his relief. Maybe this would be easier than 
he’d feared. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Trevor watched as Elliot sat opposite him at the small 
table, his fingers drumming impatiently on the wood. 
Finally, he reached out, placing his own hand over the 
other man’s. “El… you need to calm down, okay? There’s 
nothing we can do right now other than try to relax and 
hope for the best, okay?” 
 
The blond stared at his boyfriend in disbelief. “Hope for 
the best? You have GOT to be shitting me! YOU were the 
one who was all ‘screw up the time line and end the 
world’! And now all you can say is relax? How the FUCK 
am I supposed to RELAX! We… we should be DOING 
something! Finding Harris or… or SOMETHING!” 
 
Trevor smiled, gripping Elliot’s hand hard. “Baby… there’s 
nothing we CAN do. The Maiden-Crone and Rupert are 
on it, right? This is the part THEY need to handle. Unless 
you have some sort of powers I don’t know about?” He 



arched a brow then grinned a bit wickedly. “You know, 
other than the amazing power of suction you showed me 
again last night.” 
 
And just like that, Elliot found himself grinning too, 
remembering the many things they’d shown each other 
until nearly sunrise. “You’re not so bad yourself,” he 
admitted playfully. “I… you know, you didn’t have to… I 
mean I know you’re more into, um…” 
 
“Topping?” Trevor arched his brow again. “Maybe so. But 
there’s nothing wrong with walking the other side of the 
street every now and again, right? Besides… I think that 
was something you needed, and…” He blushed, fingers 
gripping Elliot’s a bit harder. “You know,” he said softly, 
pitching his voice so Elliot would just be able to hear him 
over the music, “I’ve never been jealous before. Not 
ever. Until last night. Until I saw the way you and Robert 
were… acting… looking at each other. It… bothered me.” 
He swallowed hard, thoroughly embarrassed. 
 
Elliot’s brow furrowed slightly. “Trev,” he said softly, 
leaning across the table to stare into the disturbed 
brown eyes, “I… look. I won’t lie to you. There was 
something really… appealing about him. Still is, to be 
truthful. But… I don’t want to mess this up. This… thing 



with us, it’s important to me. I’m not really sure of where 
it’s going or if it’s even going anywhere at all, but...” He 
forced a sheepish grin. “I know we don’t really know that 
much about each other, and maybe that’s part of the 
attraction, but I… Shit, Trev, I want us to know more. I 
want…” 
 
He sighed. “I usually love this part, you know? When 
you’re just aching to find out everything, when 
everything is new. The beginning of a relationship is 
always like… being a detective, kind of. Searching out all 
those little tidbits of information, finding out this and 
that… discovering what you do and don’t have in 
common over weeks, months. It’s… exciting. But I don’t 
want to take that kind of time with you. I want to know 
everything. I want YOU to know everything.” Elliot 
frowned, finally returning the squeeze of Trevor’s hand. 
“But… there are things I want you to know that I’ve never 
even really told Harris, and he’s my best friend. And that 
kind of… scares me. I don’t know how you’ll react, or 
how you’ll feel about me once you know, and…” He 
sighed again, his free hand raising the glass of lager to his 
lips. 
 
The brunette closed his eyes for a moment. This wasn’t 
the time and definitely wasn’t the place he’d thought to 



have this conversation. He pretty much already knew 
everything Elliot might want to tell him, but… he was 
afraid, too. Afraid that his lover wouldn’t be able to 
handle the truth of who and what Trevor was… had 
been. Hell, he’d hoped to put this off for… well, forever, 
really, regardless of the part of him that had wanted to 
come clean almost from the beginning.  
 
“Finish your drink,” was what Trevor said as he opened 
his eyes to meet the pale blue ones that were staring at 
him worriedly. “This… we need to talk, but not here.” He 
lifted his own glass, draining it completely of Caffrey’s. 
 
And suddenly Elliot was even more worried about 
himself than he was about Harris’s situation. At least 
Harris knew Will loved him, wanted him… HE didn’t know 
any such thing. He finished his beer slowly, dreading the 
conversation he himself had initiated. Shit.  

(A/N: This is the first of three or so chapters dealing with 
Elliot and Trevor.  
Hope nobody minds, but my OCs are just as important to 
me as the Joss-verse ones. :)  
Those who don't want to read Elliot & Trevor, just skip 
the next couple parts. Thanks. :D)  
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Part Forty-Two 

They’d ended up getting a hotel room a few blocks away, 
mostly because Trevor had a feeling he and Elliot both 
would require large amounts of alcohol to get through 
this without breaking. Whether that would mean 
breaking up as well, he didn’t know. Still, he was hopeful, 
considering how easily the blond had accepted Will being 
a vampire and Harris being claimed by that same vamp. 
 
He set the bag with the two bottles of Jack and six pack 
of Coke on the small table in the room, then grabbed the 
ice bucket and left to fill it while Elliot got the glasses out 
of the bathroom and started pouring. 
 
What the hell was he doing, Trevor wondered. Here he 
was, less than a week into whatever he and Elliot were 
doing and… he was about to TELL him? It was 
unprecedented in the six years he’d been human. He’d 
never told anyone… not even Jerome and they’d been 
together for almost three of those years. 



 
Then again, Jerome had never had secrets of his own. 
He’d been… simple. Transparent. Not… complicated like 
Elliot was. And maybe that explained it. 
 
He filled the ice bucket and returned swiftly to the room. 
“If it were done,” he whispered almost despairingly, “ ‘t 
were best done quickly…” 
 
Elliot bit his lip, looking at Trevor as he came through the 
door. As much as he’d been the one to start this, he 
wasn’t sure he really wanted to find out that Trevor 
couldn’t understand the life that had made him the way 
he was. He closed his eyes, the deliberately suppressed 
memories playing behind them. Night. Blood. Death by 
his hand. Screams. Darkness within and without. It had 
taken him years to force those memories away and yet… 
here they were, released again when he’d allowed 
himself to break and take control during the trauma 
about Harris. 
 
He groaned his depression and slammed back a large 
shot of Jack without benefit of ice or mixer, the thoughts, 
the memories stabbing through his brain. 
 
“I… the things I’ve done,” he whispered, falling into a 



chair, his head in his hands as he dropped his glass. “I 
don’t deserve to live…” 
 
Trevor found himself across the room and on his knees in 
front of the other man, the bucket of ice forgotten on the 
floor as he wrapped long, strong arms around the smaller 
body, pulling him into his embrace. “El… El… baby…” He 
didn’t know exactly what had just happened to his lover 
but he had a strong suspicion. “No, baby… no… that’s not 
true… you deserve so much… of everyone in this world, 
you’re the last one who doesn’t deserve to live…” 
 
Elliot shook his head, his own arms clamping tight around 
the larger man. “You don’t know, you can’t see… I was 
DEATH…! Death in the night, death without warning, 
slipping in and just taking… breaking life, breaking love, 
breaking… everything… and no remorse, no sorrow, just 
pleasure at succeeding… just the job, just the mission, I… 
I can’t…” He broke off, sobbing in deep, shuddering gasps 
and heaves. “Nothing… I’m nothing… shouldn’t be, 
shouldn’t know this… you… no-no-no-no-no…” 
 
Everyone had their breaking point, Trevor knew. 
Everyone had a moment at some point when they looked 
at themselves and couldn’t accept what they saw. That 
this was Elliot’s was obvious. He doubted the man had 



ever truly seen the things he’d done before, and 
definitely not from the perspective of close to ten years 
as a civilian. It had to seem so much worse now than it 
would have if Elliot had confronted his own history years 
earlier. But he hadn’t and now… now it was up to Trevor 
to convince his lover that he’d done what was necessary. 
He only hoped he was up to the task. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He’d moved them to the bed by the simple expedient of 
holding the blond closer and standing to carry him there. 
He held him hard and tight, listening with half an ear to 
the babbled litany of sins and regrets. Trevor didn’t need 
to listen any closer. He’d already seen it, after all. He’d 
made a point of seeing once he’d learned of the man’s 
connection to Harris. 
 
His hands rubbed slowly against the cloth-covered back 
and he murmured nonsense sounds as his lover spilled all 
his self-loathing, grief and sorrow into the air of their 
room.  
 
Finally, the man’s heaving confession degenerated into 
hiccups and Trevor loosened his arms a bit, pressing soft, 
slow kisses to the blond’s forehead. “Baby,” he 



whispered, doing his best to sound as sincere as he 
actually was, “Baby… it’s okay. You were… it was your 
job. YOU didn’t choose. You did what your orders 
required, right?” 
 
Elliot shuddered, unable to believe Trevor was still there 
after what he’d told him. And as much as he wanted to 
just accept the comfort offered by the words, he 
couldn’t. He had to be sure the younger man 
understood. “I… I liked it, Trevor,” he admitted harshly. “I 
ENJOYED it! I wasn’t ORDERED to like it!” He felt more 
sobs building in his chest, trying to burrow their way out 
through his throat. 
 
The brunette shook his head, pulling the blond flush 
against him again. “You believed you were doing right, 
baby. Nobody would hate what they were doing if they 
believed it was the right thing.” He let the purr from one 
aspect of his former existence come through, hoping to 
soothe his boyfriend’s troubled spirit. “It was a crisis 
situation, baby… and you did what you needed to do. 
And maybe… the only way you could do it was by 
enjoying it, hmmm…? You’re a gentle soul, El. Even 
before you shoved the Captain part of you into his box, 
you were a gentle soul. And now… you don’t know how 
to handle your past. Not after letting that part of yourself 



free again, hmmm…?” 
 
He shuddered again, his body pressing closer to the 
accepting form holding him. “I… I don’t know how to do 
it again, Trev,” he whispered hopelessly. “I shut him out 
so long ago and I never let him out and then I did and 
now I can’t make him go away again and I’m scared, so 
scared… of him, of me, of who I was, of who I might 
become again and I can’t BE that again but I can’t STOP 
being that and I…” 
 
Trevor sighed softly, his lips peppering soft kisses over his 
lover’s face, neck, hair. Elliot still hadn’t told him the 
worst part and he had a feeling the blond man wouldn’t 
unless he pushed. He didn’t truly want to. His boyfriend 
had suffered plenty for one night. Still, if it weren’t 
addressed, it would just hang over them both until the 
next time Elliot broke. 
 
No, he decided, far better to push now rather than make 
El relive all of this again later. 
 
His arms held the smaller man even tighter as he let his 
lips find Elliot’s ear. “What about your lover, baby? I 
know you had one then. Tell me… tell me what 
happened.” 



 
He tensed roughly, fighting the hold. He didn’t want to… 
couldn’t think about… NO, he wouldn’t think about… 
wouldn’t talk about… “John…” Elliot whimpered, still 
trying to free himself from the arms restraining him. 
“He… he was my… lover, my brother in arms, my best 
friend, my…” he broke off, sobbing again. 
 
“Your match,” Trevor murmured, hating John more than 
anything else in that moment. One hand cradled the 
head of soft blond hair against his chest, the other arm 
tight around his lover’s waist like an iron band.  
 
“My… traitor,” Elliot whispered against the silk-covered 
chest. “He… sold secrets and intell to the enemy. I… I 
couldn’t believe it for the longest time, but… they had 
PROOF and… and he admitted it! I went to him and asked 
him and he TOLD me… wanted me to join him, and… and 
I was so…” he sobbed, “So hurt, so broken, so… 
disappointed! And then he… he… he…” 
 
“He tried to kill you,” Trevor whispered, knowing it was 
true. “He tried to kill you and while you would have died 
for him, you wouldn’t let him kill you.”  
 
“I… oh, GOD…! I killed him, Trev! I… I broke his neck and 



walked away and… I got a MEDAL for it! For killing my 
LOVER! The man I thought would…” 
 
Trevor held the sobbing, gasping man tighter, small tears 
leaking from the corners of his own eyes. “I know, baby… 
I know. You thought… you BELIEVED… he loved you… and 
I know you loved HIM…” His head dropped to rest on 
Elliot’s shaking shoulder. “But baby…” 
 
“N-no,” Elliot managed to say, his mind reeling at the fact 
that Trevor still hadn’t pushed him away; had in fact only 
pulled him closer. “There are no ‘buts’ here… I… did what 
I did and… God, I regret so much, but John…” he sobbed 
again, softly. “He trusted me, or I thought he did. God 
knows I trusted him. And he… he betrayed me. Betrayed 
our country. I… I had to kill him. Especially with his knife 
in my gut.” He pressed himself closer to the acceptance 
of his new lover, his eyes leaking against the broad chest. 
“I could have died… and not for my country, not for 
honor, but… for… John’s greed. His desire for more than 
he could have on a soldier’s salary… even special forces. 
I…” he swallowed slowly, finally admitting it to himself in 
addition to his lover. “I’m not sorry. He would have 
destroyed so much… for a nicer car… a bigger house…” 
 
Trevor finally smiled, his hands roaming gently over 



Elliot’s back again. “Yes, El… he would have. And if you 
hadn’t done what you did…” He raised his head, meeting 
wet blue eyes with his own damp brown ones. “Baby, we 
wouldn’t be here. You and me. HERE. Together. And I 
know John is why you shoved your dominant parts away, 
but… you let them out again. And…” He smiled again, his 
hand cupping the blond’s cheek softly. “Well, like I said 
before. There’s nothing wrong with walking both sides of 
the street, right?” He moved slowly closer to the lush, full 
lips, encouraged when his lover didn’t pull back. 
 
Elliot couldn’t quite smile. The memories were too 
immediate right then for a smile. But he could accept 
Trevor’s kiss without any sense of regret. His arms 
tightened around the younger man and he threw himself 
into the pleasure of tongue meeting tongue, lips meeting 
lips, bodies pressing together, NEED. His eyes closed 
again, and this time the only images he saw were himself 
and Trevor, making love and making each other moan.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Forty-Three 



How could he ruin this? How could he tell Elliot the truth 
when it was likely to destroy their relationship? 
 
He held the blond tightly, trying to find a way, but it was 
hopeless. His El was still reeling from accepting himself 
after all this time. How could Trevor expect him to accept 
the oddity of HIS origins, especially when it was so 
much… worse, although less violent, than Elliot’s own 
past. 
 
He swallowed hard, sighing almost silently as his hand 
moved slowly over Elliot’s naked spine. The blond’s 
confessions and his own touches had led to a truly 
amazing bout of love making, but now that they were 
both relaxed and basking, Trevor felt guilty. He should 
have forced himself to hold back, even with El’s hot, tight 
form pressing against him, his mouth begging to be 
possessed. But he hadn’t.  
 
No, he’d done what his body demanded. He’d stripped 
them both bare and drowned himself in the sensation of 
need, want… maybe even love. 
 
That thought made him pause. Love? Was it possible…? 
He’d only known Elliot for a short time… in person. Was it 
even possible that he… loved him so quickly? And just as 



importantly, was it possible that Elliot could care for 
HIM? 
 
Trevor groaned silently, unwilling to even entertain the 
notion that the human man could actually LOVE him. It 
was too much to ask or expect, no matter how much it 
might complete the terms of his deal. He still had fifty 
years. There was no way the powers would let him go so 
quickly… OR so easily.  
 
And the fact that he hadn’t asked himself whether he 
could love Elliot at all suddenly seemed telling. He knew 
he could. Hell, the man was just so interesting and 
exciting and engrossing… and even more so now that his 
dominant and submissive sides were merging… not that 
merging was bad, because being balanced between the 
two was...  
 
Trevor groaned again, out loud this time. Oh, yeah… he 
loved him. He should have known it as soon as he’d 
gotten jealous about Robert. It was a stunning blow. 
 
It was the soft and disturbed sound that dragged Elliot 
from the languid, floaty place he was in. One hand 
moved slowly up and down Trevor’s chest as he tried to 
reproduce the purr Trevor had used earlier, only to frown 



as the effort failed.  
 
He pulled himself slowly from the strong, comforting 
arms and sat partly up, resting on his elbow as he stared 
into the usually bright brown eyes that seemed… muted 
in that moment. “Trev,” he said softly, his free hand 
slowly caressing the chiseled chest, “Tell me. Whatever it 
is, just… talk to me, okay? It… it can’t be worse than what 
I’ve told you about me…” 
 
The recently human man barked out a disbelieving laugh. 
“It can,” he said seriously. “It IS.” Trevor swallowed hard, 
then pulled away and curled in on himself as he began 
talking. He figured he owed Elliot that much. 
 
Elliot frowned more than once during Trevor’s 
monologue. He also found himself pressing closer to his 
lover, his hands mirroring the soft soothing touches the 
other man had given him when he’d been so distraught. 
Finally he sighed. “I don’t care,” he said honestly. 
“Trevor… I don’t care. We all have baggage. Yours is just 
more… weighty than most.” He meant it, too. “I… kind 
of… well, you mean a lot to me.” He wasn’t sorry to 
admit that much although it was quite possible that ‘a 
lot’ was a severe understatement. He just couldn’t voice 
it. Not yet, anyway. It was… too soon, and… how could 



he be sure? No, he wasn’t certain yet and it would just be 
cruel to both of them if he said something he might not 
really mean. 
 
Trevor relaxed back into the soft, gentle strokes, feeling 
Elliot behind him as the man’s hands moved slowly over 
his skin. “You… you don’t care,” he finally managed to 
say, unable to believe it. “You don’t want to… leave…?” 
 
Elliot chuckled. If he hadn’t ever met Harris, his life 
would have been much simpler. But he HAD met the 
brunette and he’d known that nothing would ever be the 
same again. And then he’d met Trevor, and there was no 
denying what he thought he was starting to feel for HIM. 
A normal life was WAY overrated.  
 
Still, he wanted and needed, and a huge part of that 
was… knowing when to give in. “Trev,” he whispered, “I’ll 
only leave if you ask me to… but I hope you won’t ask…” 
 
His laugh was slightly disbelieving as he turned in Elliot’s 
arms to give him a wide-eyed stare. “I… no. I won’t ask. I 
don’t want you to go.” 
 
“Good,” the blond replied simply, settling against his 
lover’s heated form. “Because I might have been lying 



when I said would. I’m not exactly sure about that but it 
seems likely.” 
 
And all Trevor could do was laugh again, more happily 
this time. His arms wrapped tightly around the other 
man and he held him closer. “Don’t go,” he said again, 
whispering the words this time. 
 
Elliot smiled softly, placing a slow, gentle kiss on Trevor’s 
lips instead of responding in words, and as it turned out, 
that was exactly what the brunette had needed to hear. 
 
“Uh, should we call the House? Let them know where we 
are…?” he asked after a few minutes, not really wanting 
to but feeling like they’d skipped out on the others. A 
drink at the pub was one thing, but this was something 
else entirely… something much better than just a drink, 
but also more time consuming. 
 
Trevor shook his head, his lips engaged with placing a 
small hickey on the man’s neck. “They can… call my… 
cell… if they… need us…” he mumbled against salty skin.  
 
The blond groaned quietly, one hand tangling in thick 
brown hair. “I don’t think they could… possibly… need us 
as much as I… need you… right now, Trev…” 



 
And those were the last words recognizable as such to 
emerge from either of their mouths for quite some time.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Forty-Four 

Harris found himself waking suddenly and painfully. His 
back arched hard and his eye opened wide, staring 
unseeingly at the ceiling as something… broke… in his 
head. He screamed betrayal and fury as the memories—
the stolen memories—fully integrated into the bits he’d 
been able to recall. 
 
It all flooded in, even things he was sure he’d forgotten 
before the SPELL was cast. He remembered it all now… 
 
Including the way his so-called friends had drugged him, 
kidnapped him, and made him forget the most important 
thing in the world to him… and he remembered how 
happy they’d sounded to do it, too. 
 



“They had no RIGHT!” he screamed, his body shaking 
with anger. “They had NO right!” 
 
And suddenly there was a pair of strong, cool arms 
wrapped around him from behind, a chiseled chest 
pressed hard to his back… a strong chin on his shoulder, 
soft lips at his ear.  
 
“Luv… luv, you’re goin’ ta scare th’ neighbors,” was what 
Spike said, not mentioning to his beloved that he’d 
already scared the bloody fuck out of HIM. He held the 
man closer, sure his Xan would tell him what the hell was 
going on in due time. He had a sneaking suspicion that he 
already knew, but it would be better to be sure.  
 
His arms covered the ones around him and Harris forced 
himself to take slow, deep breaths. Spike was right, after 
all. There was no point in freaking out the other guests, 
especially when one of them might get it into their head 
to call security. “I… shit,” he finally said, still furious over 
what had been done to him. 
 
The vampire let out a small sigh of relief and nipped 
Xander’s neck lightly, laving the bite mark soothingly. “So 
what’s all this, then?” he murmured, inhaling the musk 
and sweat and cum scent of his beloved as his tongue 



danced slowly over skin. “You goin’ ta share, pet?” 
 
It was almost impossible to stay angry when Spike was 
doing that and Harris wanted to stay angry. Then he felt 
Spike’s human teeth scraping lightly over the mark and 
he sighed, losing the righteous fury bit by bit. “It… it was 
Willow,” he finally said softly. “Her and Buffy. They made 
me… Gods, Spike, they made me forget you! Forget… 
this!” And suddenly he almost wanted to cry. 
 
The blond sighed softly, rubbing his cheek against his 
human’s shoulder. “Knew that, luv… knew it th’ second I 
heard you say you didn’t know me.” He growled quietly. 
“Hated that, Xan… Findin’ my own claimed an’ you didn’t 
even know who th’ bloody hell I was. Decided right then 
ta remind you.” 
 
The brunette smiled a bit at that, leaning back into the 
tight hold his vampire had on him. “You did a bang up job 
of it, too,” he said, a tiny chuckle leaving his lips.  
 
Spike smirked. “Yah, well… you did a good bit of bangin’ 
yourself, luv… shagged me unconscious, you did.” 
 
He knew he’d be pissed off again just as soon as Spike 
wasn’t holding him this way, but that was fine. He 



SHOULD be mad. Just… not when he was being cherished 
this way, and definitely not when the ones he was angry 
with weren’t even nearby. He sighed deeply, letting Spike 
pull him back down onto the bed. “Yeah, um… sorry 
about that, babe. I… I don’t know what happened, but…” 
His eye glazed as he remembered slamming hard and 
deep into that amazingly tight ass… drinking from Spike, 
being drank from… and that was when one simple word 
came back to him. He’d heard it, felt it inside, but 
without his full memories he hadn’t understood what it 
meant, and… 
 
“Claimed?” Harris demanded, pulling away from the 
long, cool shape of his lover. He rolled over, staring at 
the slightly sheepish expression on Spike’s face. “You 
CLAIMED me? Damn it, Spike! You could have asked!” 
 
The vampire shrugged and lay back completely, one arm 
thrown up over his head. “Could have,” he agreed, 
“Didn’t, though. An’ I’m not sorry, Xan. If we hadn’t been 
at least partly claimed before you disappeared, never 
would have known you were in trouble, would I? Would 
have seemed like you’d just… gone home an’ forgot all 
about your Spike… left me ta rot in loneliness an’ misery, 
yeah? An’ ‘s not like you didn’t claim me right back, you 
git.” 



 
The words sounded unrepentant enough to be true, 
but… Harris could still FEEL the other man. And the 
rough, deep sensation of ‘never leave, never lose you, 
can’t be alone, can’t be without you, sorry, glad, did what 
I had to, never alone, never again’ completely belied the 
tone. His vampire… his Spike… truly thought he could 
leave? That he ever would? And… he’d claimed HIM, 
too? How… when… and had he meant to…? 
 
Spike watched the swiftly changing expressions on his 
beloved’s face then moaned softly, arching his back just a 
little against the mattress. He turned his head slightly, 
giving his Xan a better look at the scar on his neck. 
“Claimed me right an’ proper, you did, luv… didn’t even 
have ta ask. But I’m guessin’ you remember that now.” 
He arched a brow and licked his lips. “Bitin’ inta me, 
thinkin’ how you loved me, how you never wanted ta 
lose me… Yah, luv… you claimed me, alright… just like I 
did ta you.” 
 
Harris cocked his head a little, gazing at the appealing 
picture his love presented lying there. A smile started to 
twitch at the corners of his mouth and he let it form 
completely. “Gods, Spike, I know you’re gorgeous but do 
you have to be so over the top about it?” He leaned in, 



placing one nipping kiss to the scar he’d given the blond 
as he concentrated on ‘mine-yours-always-forever-never 
leaving-never going-always right here-always with you-
mine-yours-yours-mine-my heart-my soul-yours’. He 
wasn’t sure the vampire got it for a moment; then he 
ceased to wonder as that long, toned form was suddenly 
on him, holding him, pressing him into the bed and 
kissing him roughly, needily, lovingly. 
 
He’d figure out what to do about Buffy and Willow later, 
Harris decided. Right then, he had more… pressing 
matters to attend to, the first of which was impressed 
against his stomach and seeping slightly on his skin. 
 
* * * * *  
 
“Gods,” Harris sighed nearly an hour later as his lover… 
Claimed, he reminded himself… pulled that amazing cock 
from his ass slowly. “Have I told you how much I love you 
lately?” 
 
Spike chuckled, straightening his human’s legs before 
draping himself over the warm body like a cool, heavy 
blanket. “Not in th’ last three minutes, pet… though I 
have no doubt th’ entire floor knows it by now, you were 
yellin’ it out so loud.” He smirked as his Xander blushed a 



bit, letting his tongue trace slowly over the small lines at 
the corner of the good brown eye. “Luv it that you don’t 
mind sayin’ it, Xan… that you seem ta want me ta 
know…” 
 
Harris laughed quietly, his hands leaving the bed to rub 
softly up and down the silken spine of his vampire’s 
strong back. “Jesus fuck, Spike,” he murmured, his lips 
tracing each ridge and valley of the other man’s true 
face, “After… not knowing, even for a couple of days, do 
you really think I could stand NOT to tell you every 
chance I get?” He shook his head slightly, holding the 
vampire tighter upon him. “Shit, babe… I want to just 
take you back to New York and lock us away in that 
amazing apartment of yours and… show you over and 
over again just how much I DO love you.” A wicked grin 
spread over his lips slowly. “Besides, I think that might be 
the best place for my… lessons.” 
 
“Bloody hell,” the blond growled, pressing himself down 
harder on his beloved’s graceful body. “Almost forgot 
about that. We’ll have ta schedule that in, precious.” He 
frowned suddenly, knowing that they couldn’t go home 
until there were some confrontations, and maybe not 
even then if he had his way. “But speakin’ of lessons, 
luv…” 



 
His good eye closed in an effort to ignore what Spike was 
saying so subtly—for him. “I don’t want to think about 
that yet, babe… okay? Maybe… maybe later.” 
 
Spike sighed, wishing he could agree. “ ‘s not okay, Xan. 
Can’t move forward if we don’t deal with th’ past, yah? 
I’d love ta just stay in bed with you forever, doin’ nothin’ 
but shaggin’ an’ talkin’ an’ holdin’ each other, but… ‘s not 
goin’ ta happen. Not ‘til we deal with your bleedin’ 
friends.” 
 
His frown was purely reflexive. He knew Spike was right 
but that didn’t mean he had to like it. “Fine,” he said 
after a moment. “As soon as it’s dark out, we’ll go. Um… 
if you don’t… do you mind… um, will you…” He sighed, 
hating that he sounded so needy. “Come with me?” he 
asked hopefully, entirely unprepared for the sudden 
laugh. 
 
“You really think I’d let you wander off on your own, 
luv?” Spike asked, still laughing. “After what happened 
th’ last time I let you out of my sight? Not. Bloody. 
Likely.” 
 
“Good point,” was all Harris could find to say. “I… I’m 



glad. I really don’t want to go there alone.” He swallowed 
hard at the thought. 
 
The vampire smiled softly, his lips finding the swiftly 
healing reopened bite on his claimed’s neck. “Never 
alone, pet… never again. My word on that, ‘ey? You’re 
mine. Goin’ ta look after you.” 
 
“Yours…” the brunette whimpered agreeably, hoping 
sunset would wait a while. He’d have to be angry again 
then and… right at that moment, he just wanted to be… 
fulfilled.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Forty-Five 

He’d dressed in the clothes Spike had brought him, 
chuckling just a bit at the leather and silk. That particular 
outfit bore more than a passing resemblance to the one 
he’d been wearing the night they’d met in New York. 
He’d had a bad moment when he hadn’t been able to 
find his eye patch, but finally he’d seen just the edge of 



the black strap peeking out from under the thoroughly 
disturbed sheets near the foot of the bed.  
 
Harris chuckled again, trying to figure out exactly when it 
had meandered from the pillows all the way to where it 
was, a pleased little smile tugging at his lips as he 
replayed at least part of the festivities in his mind. Oh, 
yeah… that explained it. 
 
Spike stood in the bedroom doorway, scarred brow 
arched in amusement as his claimed muttered and 
laughed to himself. “ ‘s that a private conversation, luv, 
or can anyone join in?” 
 
The human grinned and turned to face him, moving 
closer to kiss him slow and hard before pulling back and 
settling the patch in its usual position. “I was just 
thinking, babe… it’s a good thing I kept myself in shape 
after I gave up construction. Otherwise, you would have 
been the death of me by now.”  
 
The blond snorted softly. “An’ it’s a good thing I’m 
bleedin’ immortal, mate… or same ta you.” He took his 
Xan’s hand and tugged him out into the living room. “An’ 
much as I’d luv ta stay here an’ have us another work 
out, pet… we need ta go, yah? Think your little friends 



are expectin’ us.” 
 
Harris sighed and wrapped his arm around Spike’s waist. 
“You know… they were your friends too, babe… kind of,” 
he added at the small annoyed sound his vampire made. 
 
“Kind of is bloody well right. Not a one of them had any 
use for me most of th’ time… with th’ possible exception 
of Buffy. An’ even she didn’t…” He stopped and shook his 
head. “But it doesn’t matter now, does it, luv? Besides, 
this isn’t about me an’ them. It’s about YOU an’ them, an’ 
how they decided ta just… roll over you. Denyin’ ME th’ 
presence of my beloved, by th’ by.” 
 
Dark hair slid forward a little as Harris nodded slowly. “I… 
look, Spike,” he said quietly as they left their suite and 
headed for the elevator, “I don’t know what they were 
thinking, and to be honest, it pisses me off no end that 
they thought there was nothing wrong with just… 
adjusting me to suit their needs. I… there’s a part of me 
that will never forgive them for what they did, but…”  
 
Harris sighed as the elevator doors opened and they 
stepped inside. Fortunately, they were the only 
occupants. 
 



“I just can’t believe,” he continued once they were 
moving, “That they didn’t have some sort of a reason, 
other than wanting to take away my happiness, you 
know? And… I’m not going to shut them out until I know 
what it was.” There. It was said. He didn’t know how 
Spike would take it, but it wasn’t Spike’s decision to 
make. It was Harris’s, and he’d decide how he felt after 
he’d heard their justification. 
 
Spike did his best not to smile. He’d never wanted his 
beloved to turn away from his friends, but the man 
definitely had a right to get some of his own back. And he 
kind of agreed, anyway. IF there was a good enough 
reason, he figured he could manage to not kill the witch 
and Slayer… or even not hurt them too much. But his 
love deserved his anger… and whatever vengeance the 
human chose would doubtless be appropriate.  
 
“ ‘s up ta you, Xan…” was what he finally said as the 
elevator slowed. “Not like you’ve spent a lot of time with 
them in th’ last few years, anyway. Didn’t you tell me th’ 
day you called Red from my place was th’ first time you’d 
talked ta her in half a year?” He shrugged, his arm 
around his human as the doors opened and they stepped 
into the lush lobby of their hotel. “I’m behind you, luv. 
No matter what you decide ta do, alright?” 



 
Harris smiled, completely oblivious to the interested 
looks he and his claimed were receiving. His arm rose 
from Spike’s waist to settle comfortably and possessively 
around his shoulders as they strolled to the main lobby 
doors. “I know, babe. And I seriously doubt whether this 
whole thing is gonna make the Scooby gang closer, you 
know?” His eye widened slightly at the chauffeured car 
waiting and the driver who stood quickly from his spot 
leaning against the side panel to open the door. “Uh, 
Spike…? Something you want to tell me?” 
 
The blond chuckled. “Came with th’ room, luv. Might as 
well use it, yeah?” His arm dropped from around the 
toned waist of his human. “Go on, pet. Get in. If you like 
it, I’ll get us one when we get back home.” 
 
Harris sighed. “I’d rather be able to drive myself, but I 
guess it beats walking, right?” 
 
He frowned slightly as he climbed into the car behind the 
younger man. “An’ why wouldn’t you be able ta drive 
yourself, luv? You seem ta be right capable of anythin’ 
you set your mind to.” 
 
He snorted. “Yeah, well try telling that to the District of 



Columbia. They seem to think I might have problems 
with depth perception.” Harris snorted again. “As if.” 
 
Spike was fully aware that his Xan was avoiding thinking 
about what was going to happen when they reached the 
Watcher House. Hell, he couldn’t really blame the man. 
There were some lines friends weren’t supposed to 
cross, and in HIS opinion, the chits had crossed it not 
once, but twice. Firstly when they’d kidnapped their 
alleged friend, and then again when they’d decided to 
muck about with the very thing that made Xander… 
Xander. His memory.  
 
He hadn’t said anything about it, but his beloved hadn’t 
been the same bloke without knowing everything that 
had formed him into who he was… he’d been less… bold, 
Spike thought, when he hadn’t remembered HIM. 
 
He hadn’t loved his human any less, of course, but… he’d 
definitely noticed. Now, though…? Well, his beloved was 
his old self again, this time with an added edge of dark 
anger buried under the Harris-facade he wore so well. 
That edge was… exciting, Spike admitted silently, but that 
was a vampire thing and he didn’t really think he’d miss it 
when the man worked through it. It wasn’t what he 
loved about his claimed, after all. 



 
With that thought in mind, Spike leaned over the seat of 
the classic luxury car and gave their driver the address 
before sitting back in the seat, his nearer hand clasped 
with his beloved’s. “Won’t be long now, Xan,” he 
murmured softly, “An’ then we can go home… unless 
you’d rather tour Europe a bit? Not like either one of us 
has anywhere else we need ta be. Other than together.” 
 
It was an idea Harris found himself turning over in his 
mind carefully. He’d been able to afford a trip like that 
for a while but somehow it hadn’t seemed appealing… or 
it hadn’t until Spike. But now… he looked at the blond 
from the corner of his eye, imagining all the places they 
could see, the things they could do. The Eiffel Tower, the 
remains of the Berlin Wall, the ceiling of the Sistine 
Chapel… and then he laughed and accepted the reality. 
He’d be seeing a lot of ceilings, all right. The ceilings of 
some of the finest hotels on the continent. “That could 
be a plan, babe,” he said with a grin, pulling their joined 
hands into his lap, “Always wanted to… study abroad.” 
 
Spike laughed at the reminder of their bag of toys. “Don’t 
worry, pet. I’ll be givin’ you lots an’ lots of homework.” 
 
“Oh, good,” Harris murmured. “Because I have a feeling 



I’m gonna like the research for a change…” 
 
“Might let you graduate… magnum cum loudly,” the 
vampire teased. 
 
The brunette groaned at the truly horrible pun. “Okay… 
that was bad. You may need to be punished if you keep 
that up.” 
 
Spike smirked, continuing the suggestive banter as their 
car drew closer and closer to their destination. He 
figured he should enjoy this moment. His human wasn’t 
likely to be anywhere near as playful later. Or not for a 
while, anyway. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Oh God, oh God, oh God…”  
 
“Buffy… calm down.” Willow patted her friend’s back, 
trying to soothe her. 
 
“Oh God, oh God, oh God, oh God, oh God…” 
 
Elliot arched one slender brow at Trevor from a few feet 
away. “Uh… is she broken?” he asked, confused at seeing 



the young woman so out of sorts. 
 
Trevor sighed and returned to the couch, one arm resting 
on the back of it behind Elliot’s shoulders. “I think she’s 
worried about what Harris wants to say to them, baby.” 
 
He snorted. “No… really? I thought she was freaking out 
because of that thing her hair is doing.” Elliot rolled his 
eyes affectionately at his lover. “It’s just that… she’s been 
‘oh god’-ing for like five minutes now. It’s getting kind of 
annoying. Besides… Willow’s not all wierded out and if 
Harris is gonna be pissed at anyone, it’ll be her, right? 
She’s the witch.” 
 
Trevor shook his head slowly. “I don’t think so, El. Harris 
and the Maiden-Crone have been friends for pretty much 
their entire lives. He forgave her for almost ending the 
world, and trust me, that was much bigger than this, 
seeing as she kind of tried to kill him.” 
 
And for a moment, Elliot had almost forgotten that his 
best friend’s books weren’t fiction. Willow… really was 
Rowan. All the things Harris had written about had really 
happened, and the young looking redhead who seemed 
somewhat meek at times was really the same bad-ass 
wiccan who’d done exactly what Trevor had said, among 



other things. 
 
The brunette nodded slowly, his hand moving from the 
back of the couch to rest on Elliot’s shoulder and squeeze 
gently. “The Slayer, on the other hand… she came into 
the mix much later, and… she never really understood 
just how capable Harris was. Even though she defended 
him to the old Watcher’s Council, she was always too 
worried about him being ‘only human’ to put him to 
effective use. Not until close to the end, anyway, and 
then he lost his eye, so…” He shrugged, glad the witch 
and the Slayer were too absorbed to hear him. 
 
“And you know this… how?” Elliot asked softly, 
unconsciously leaning back into that hold on his 
shoulder. “Oh… because…” 
 
He nodded. “Because I used to see… everything, baby. 
Not just the little bit I do now.” Trevor shrugged again. “It 
was a good trade. And I’m not sorry, if that’s what you’re 
thinking. To be… human. Mortal? To be able to touch and 
be touched? To truly FEEL, to know the immediacy of this 
mortal coil?” His smile was gentle as his eyes met the 
other man’s. “I would wish I’d been able to do it earlier, 
but for one thing. If I had, I wouldn’t have gotten the 
chance to know you El… and I wouldn’t give that up. Not 



for anything.” 
 
Elliot blinked, not entirely sure of how to take that. On 
the one hand, it was possibly the best compliment he’d 
ever gotten, but on the other… it had almost sounded 
like Trevor was making some sort of declaration…? Of 
what, Elliot wasn’t sure. The only thing he knew for 
certain was that it made him feel kind of uncomfortable… 
and safe in a way he’d never really known before. 
 
In the end, he could only think of one thing to say, 
noncommittal as it was. “So no regrets, then?” Elliot 
asked, biting his lip. 
 
“Not a one,” Trevor replied, sighing silently. He should 
have known better, should have known it was too soon, 
too much. His only defense—and it wasn’t much of 
one—was that it was all still new to him; especially the 
way he was feeling. Still, Elliot hadn’t pulled away from 
him any more than he had the night before, so… maybe 
it would be all right. He just… needed not to push. His 
hand rubbed slowly over the other man’s shoulder, a 
soft, subtle touch that tried to convey simple affection 
and actually said much more. 
 
Fortunately, that was the moment when they all heard 



the bell announcing someone at the front door. 
 
All of them tensed for different reasons, even the Slayer 
going silent as they waited for Collins to conduct Harris— 
Xander—to the library.  

Part Forty-Six 

“I really don’t want to do this, babe,” Harris said seriously 
as they waited for the door to be opened. “Can’t we 
just… tell them we need some time or something?” His 
knees were almost knocking, he was so nervous. In all 
the years he’d known his girls, he’d never taken them to 
task for anything. Not even once. 
 
And yet… another part of him was demanding that he 
and his vampire leave… let the girls come to THEM with 
apologies and whatever justifications they had. 
 
Spike smiled slightly, his arms wrapping around his 
beloved. “We can tell them that too, Xan… but you have 
a right ta say your piece, and… think you’ll feel better for 
doin’ it.” His mouth found the perfect scar he’d given his 
claimed and soft, cool lips traced it delicately as the door 
opened. “Might even Mate ta you soon, luv… best if your 
friends know it ahead, yah? Goin’ ta be enough of a 
shock knowin’ we’ve claimed an’ all…” 
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Harris shivered, responding to the lips on his skin. 
“Gods… Spike… are you sure we can’t…” He was 
interrupted by the deliberately intrusive sound of a 
throat being cleared and pulled himself away from his 
love. “Um. Collins.” Harris smiled shakily. “Hi.” 
 
Collins arched a brow, then smiled as much as he usually 
did when confronted by someone he respected.  
 
“Mr. Alexander,” he acknowledged, “I believe the Ladies 
await you in Mr. Giles’s library. I will be happy to escort 
you and your…” His eyes quickly roamed over the blond’s 
shape. “Your… companion… to them now.” 
 
Harris smiled, pulling away from Spike’s lips slowly. He 
almost stepped inside, but the squeeze to his hand 
stopped him. “So… we’re invited in, Collins?” he asked, 
that squeeze alerting him to his vampire’s need of 
welcome. 
 
Collins nodded slowly and sadly, well aware of the 
blond’s restrictions. “Yes. I invite you and your… friend... 
to enter, Mr. Alexander.”  
 
* * * * * 



 
The room was strangely silent, considering the amount of 
tension in the air. Then again, Spike figured maybe that 
tension was exactly why no one was talking. Probably 
afraid of what they might say if they opened their gobs… 
especially after the fairly lurid threats he’d made to the 
Slayer over the phone earlier, but there was no need for 
his beloved to know about that. 
 
His eyes rolled and he arched a brow at Elliot and Trevor. 
There was tension there, too, but he didn’t really care. 
Liked the blokes, but they were far from his main 
priority. Besides, they were grown humans. They could 
handle their own dramas, he bloody well hoped. His Xan 
had enough to deal with right then without having to 
worry over his friend and the dark haired bloke he’d 
taken up with. 
 
Finally the silence was too much for the often 
hyperactive vampire and he growled. “Bloody hell! 
You’re all more than six years old, people. Say what 
you’re goin’ ta say an’ get it over with! Got a honeymoon 
trip ta get on with my claimed, don’t I?” 
 
Harris groaned. “Well that was ONE way of telling them, 
babe. Not the way I wanted to do it, though.” 



 
Spike snorted. “Would have still been here this time 
tomorrow if I waited for you ta open your mouth, luv.” 
 
He sighed softly and leaned back against Spike for a 
moment. “Fine. Let’s get this done.” 
 
Harris straightened up and looked at the redhead and 
the blonde across the room. “I was gonna ask you why. 
That was the plan,” he said seriously and sternly, his 
arms crossing over his chest in anger. “But now that I’m 
here, I… you know, I really don’t care why. What you 
did…” 
 
“Was wrong,” Willow agreed, hoping Xander would 
forgive them if he knew they were sorry. “We never 
should…” 
 
“Hey. I’M talking here,” Harris shouted, glaring at her. 
“And if you had ANY respect for me, you’d let me finish!” 
 
He nodded sharply when the girl ‘eeep’ed. “I don’t know 
where you two get off! YOU think I’d be better off if I 
didn’t remember Spike so you just… make me forget? 
What about what I wanted? What about the fact that I’m 
almost thirty years old and have been making my own 



decisions since I was, oh, twelve? When did I ask YOU to 
jump in and screw with my life? With my MIND?” 
 
His eye shifted to Buffy and he frowned even deeper. 
“And you. I get that your life didn’t turn out the way you 
wanted it to. I do. You miss being out there doing what 
the potentials do. That does NOT mean you have the 
right to change MY life into what you think it should be! 
You didn’t want me to be with Spike? So what! Not your 
choice, not your decision, Buffy! MY life. MY choice. 
MINE!” 
 
“I love you guys. Don’t get me wrong, I really do. But I’m 
not some weak, pathetic guy who needs to be taken care 
of! And maybe you never saw that. Maybe you never 
knew. But it’s true.” Harris nodded again at the surprise 
on his friends’ faces. “I’ve made a whole LIFE for myself 
since we left Sunnydale. It may not be the life you WANT 
me to have, but it’s the life I want. ME. And since it IS my 
life, you need to BACK. THE. FUCK. OFF! Yes, I’m with 
Spike. Yes, I love him! We’re Claimed and I don’t CARE 
how wrong you think that is! It’s none of your business! 
And even if it was, do you have ANY IDEA of how 
VIOLATED I feel that you took my memories of him? You 
guys just… SUCK!” 
 



Spike watched his beloved with arched brows. Even 
knowing how angry Xander was, he hadn’t really 
expected the bloke to let the girls have it. His love was 
usually less confrontational. Still, he found himself 
nodding. This had obviously been building for more time 
than he’d thought. That didn’t mean he was going to let 
the man burn all his bridges, though, much as he’d like 
to. His Xan would miss his friends soon enough if he 
completely alienated them.  
 
“Luv,” he murmured, stepping closer and placing his 
hands lightly on the tops of the brunette’s shoulders, 
“Might want ta take a breath, yeah? Not that you don’t 
look a treat in blue, but it’s not th’ healthiest color for 
skin of th’ human variety. Gorblath, sure. Human? Not so 
much.” 
 
Willow was crying. Silently, to be sure, but she was crying 
none the less. So, she saw, was Buffy. They’d done what 
had seemed right to them in the moment, but they’d 
been wrong, and while the witch had already known 
that, she hadn’t truly realized just how… disrespectful it 
had been for them to do what they’d done. In fact, she 
had to admit to herself that it basically made it very clear 
that neither she nor Buffy had had any faith in their 
friend’s intellect.  



 
“God… Xander, I’m sorry!” Buffy cried, throwing herself 
across the six or so feet to wrap her arms around his 
torso. “I… we shouldn’t have… and you’re right, we… it IS 
your… and we were just so… and WORRIED! But we… no, 
shouldn’t have… and I don’t know why it seemed so… but 
it was so wrong, and you’re not weak! Not pa-pathetic! 
No, not at all, we just…” 
 
He found himself patting her back while she continued 
her broken, disjointed words in a somewhat un-Buffy like 
way. His eye was wide as he looked at Willow, practically 
begging for help. 
 
The redhead flew across the room, adding her own 
clench to Buffy’s. “She’s right, Xan. YOU’RE right. Even 
though we thought it was a demon… some other 
demon… we shouldn’t have… and it’s fine that you love 
Spike. Really, it is! We just… we didn’t know you were 
gay and then Buffy reminded me about that time you 
wanted me to gay you up and I thought maybe I did by 
accident, and then Robert, and you didn’t remember so 
we figured you were always gay and then with the crystal 
and Andrew told us Spike was alive, and Trevor and the 
prophecy poem thingy and…” 
 



“Bloody hell, luv,” Spike chuckled ruefully, “You’re a 
bleedin’ amateur in th’ babble department, ‘ey?” 
 
“Never finished my training,” Harris answered softly. 
“Classes were interrupted on account of the great big 
smoking hole in the ground.” He tried to shrug but his 
arms were too full of apologizing girls. 
 
Elliot watched all of it with curious and confused eyes. He 
leaned closer against Trevor’s side and shook his head. 
“Okay… and this is just weird, Trev. He was yelling at 
them like a minute ago and now they’re hugging. I don’t 
get it.” 
 
Trevor chuckled, his hand stroking up and down Elliot’s 
arm slowly. “Harris said it himself, baby. He loves them. 
I’m sure he’s still pissed off, but… I guess he’s decided to 
forgive them. Eventually.” 
 
The blond nodded slowly, his confusion clearing up a bit. 
“I almost feel sorry for them. I know how… creative 
Harris can get when someone’s trying to work their way 
back into his good graces.” He smiled, a small laugh 
coming from his lips. “So if the fireworks are over for 
now, how about we go to that pub again? I could use a 
drink somewhere that’s not… here.” 



 
And that was a damned good idea, Trevor decided. He 
didn’t really want to be there when the Maiden-Crone 
and the Slayer calmed down enough to remember what 
Harris had said about being Claimed. He had a feeling 
things might get ugly. Or not. It depended on how 
sincere the girls really were about letting Harris make his 
own decisions.  
 
Not that their feelings would or could change anything. 
Claimed was Claimed and that was that.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Forty-Seven 

Harris couldn’t keep himself from smiling as he was 
pulled down beside his lover on the couch. “Thanks for 
making me do this, babe,” he whispered quietly, rubbing 
his cheek against Spike’s shoulder. 
 
The vampire chuckled and turned a bit, cupping his 
beloved’s cheek and pressing a slow, thorough kiss to his 



lips. “Didn’t want ta spend th’ rest of our trip with you 
bein’ all pouty an’ mopey, did I? Besides, luv, think you 
needed ta get some things off your chest. Seemed best ta 
get it out of th’ way, right?” 
 
“Yeah, yeah… and once again, the vampire was right. 
Happy now, babe?” Harris said with a grin. “Oh, and 
speaking of our trip, remind me to buy a lot of postcards 
for my neighbor. She’ll worry if she doesn’t hear from me 
every once in a while.” 
 
“Consider it done, luv. No worryin’ your Mrs. J.” He 
kissed his claimed again, throwing in a soft purr. 
 
Willow grinned from her chair, glad they’d left the 
library. The blue salon was much more comfortable, not 
to mention being more homey. “I… wow. You guys look 
so…” 
 
“Good together,” Buffy agreed with a sigh.  
 
“I was gonna say hot, but good together works too,” the 
witch grinned even wider. She knew there’d be a good 
long time of trying to make things up to her friend, but 
for the moment they were okay. Not great, but at least 
Xander hadn’t walked out the way she’d been afraid he 



would. And a large part of that was Spike. He seemed to 
have some sort of a soothing effect on Xan. 
 
Buffy laughed. “I still can’t believe you were gay all this 
time, Xan. I mean… you’ve been with women. I know I 
remember that, right? And you, Spike…? Never would 
have figured…” 
 
Spike snorted. “Not gay, pet. Just… what we are, yeah?” 
It felt strange to be sitting here fondling his beloved in 
front of the woman he’d once thought he’d loved. 
Stranger still that he couldn’t find any resentment within 
himself for the way she’d treated him back in the day. 
 
“Yeah,” Harris said with a grin, one hand rubbing up and 
down Spike’s toned thigh. “Who said we were gay, 
anyway?” 
 
“Well, I… you had a date with Robert! Got all ‘might be 
all night’ and stuff…” 
 
Spike cocked a brow at his human. “Did you now, luv… 
an’ do I need ta add young Bobby ta my kill list?” 
 
The brunette laughed, the corner of his eye crinkling. 
“Nah… didn’t even get around to kissing him. A certain 



sexy vampire distracted me completely before I got the 
chance.” 
 
“Right, then,” the vampire in question smirked, “Because 
I’m not plannin’ ta share you with any other blokes. A 
chit or two maybe, but no blokes. Got it, luv?” 
 
“Same to you, babe.” Harris nodded happily. 
 
“We’ve got us a deal, pet.” Spike smirked. 
 
“Wait… so wait. You’re not gay. Either of you.” The Slayer 
looked a little confused. “But you… I mean, you guys… 
with each other, right?” 
 
Willow rolled her eyes. “Um, Buffy. I don’t think that’s 
really any of our…” 
 
“Oh, come on, Will! They’re claimed and stuff, right? And 
Xan told you they were lovers, so… so they must be doing 
it. I’m just wondering how that fits in with their whole 
‘we’re not gay’ platform is all.” 
 
Harris sighed and chuckled softly. “Okay, Buff. I’m only 
gonna say this once. Yes, we’re together. Yes, we have 
sex. A LOT of sex if you really want to know. And yes, I’ve 



had sex with other men. BUT! I still like women. Want 
them sometimes. Probably always will. So does that 
make me gay? Bi?” He shrugged. “Whatever. It’s more 
about personality and attraction than gender. I just… 
decided a while ago that it was stupid to pass on what 
could be a good relationship just because of the 
plumbing that happened to be attached to someone, 
okay?” 
 
“Very well said, luv,” Spike murmured, leaning closer to 
inhale his beloved’s scent. “You see, Buffy? We’re not 
gay. Just havin’ us a bloody brilliant relationship.” 
 
The Slayer sighed again, this time at the obvious 
happiness of the two men. “This is SO not fair. Why can’t 
I find someone who loves me like that?” She pouted a 
little, although her tone was teasing. 
 
“You will, Buffy,” Willow said comfortingly. “You just 
need to be open to it. You know how you get all protect-
o gal with the not wanting anyone in danger because 
they’re with you. So you kind of keep people at arm’s 
length.” 
 
Harris nodded, remembering that very trait from 
Sunnydale and the short period of time after when he’d 



traveled with the girls. “Willow’s right, Buff. Just… when 
you get home, try taking a night off every once in a while. 
Go out. Enjoy being a beautiful woman in the prime of 
her life. If you let yourself shine, you’ll have more guys 
panting after you than a dog has fleas. Uh, not that 
you’re a dog or anything. You’re a… cat. Yeah. A great big 
sexy cat-woman… not that you’re big because you’re not. 
You’re small, but still bigger than a cat, thus the cat-
WOMAN part, and okay, I’m shutting up now…” 
 
Spike and Willow exchanged one swift glance then 
dissolved into laughter.  
 
“Bloody… hell, luv… didn’t know that whole… foot… 
would fit in your… mouth…” 
 
“Gods, Buffy… if you could see your face…” Willow finally 
managed to say through the giggles. 
 
Giles turned away from the door, trying valiantly not to 
laugh until he reached the library. He needed to update 
the Watcher’s Chronicles on William the Bloody, after all, 
and he couldn’t do that if the girls, Xander and Spike 
decided to kill him for eavesdropping. Still, it had been 
necessary. At least now he knew that the children—and 
he included Spike in that category for some odd reason—



the children would be all right. 
 
It was all he could have asked.  

 
 

The End  
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Enemies  

The Europe trip is over and Spike and Xander are back in 

the US. 

Part One 

“It used to be better,” Harris said, frowning as he 
watched his claimed steer the sleek black Jag effortlessly 
around potholes, stopped cabs, construction signs and 
bicycle couriers with obvious death wishes. “I guess they 
lost their old chef.” 
 
Spike shrugged, giving the old two-finger salute to a cab 
driver as he pulled in front of him. “Don’t much care, pet. 
Wasn’t really there for th’ food, was I?” He grinned, 
squealing around the turn onto his claimed’s street. 
“Mostly just went with you so I could watch you eatin’. 
Luv that thing you do with your tongue.” He winked, 
hurling the car down the ramp into the garage. 
 
“Jesus fuck, Spike! TRY not to wreck the car, okay?” 
 
The vampire chuckled and parked with ease, sliding into 
the space like a knife into butter. “This sweet machine? 
Never goin’ ta happen, luv. This baby corners like she’s 
on rails.” He patted the dash then turned to his human. 
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“C’mon, Xan… I told you. We’ll get you a license in New 
York. Then you’ll be able ta drive her ta your heart’s 
content, yeah?” 
 
Harris couldn’t help smiling. “I already have my heart’s 
content, babe. But I wouldn’t mind being able to drive 
my own car.” He opened his door and climbed from the 
passenger seat, straightening his suit jacket as he did. “I… 
thanks for coming out with me, Spike. I know it wasn’t 
really your scene.” 
 
His own smile was a good bit wicked as he closed the 
driver’s side door and slid across the hood of the car 
quickly, pressing his love against the neighboring car. 
“Told you over an’ over again, precious. Not lettin’ you 
out of my sight; especially after dark. Besides… kind of 
liked watchin’ all th’ blokes an’ chits starin’ at you with 
such… desire…” His nose skimmed lightly over the soft 
skin of his Xander’s neck and he chuckled when the 
human shivered slightly. “What say we go on up ta your 
place, luv… get us out of these suits?” 
 
“See, that…” Harris moaned softly, rocking his 
burgeoning shaft against his lover’s through the far too 
many layers of clothing, “Sounds like a plan, babe…” He 
didn’t bother to argue about who had actually been 



getting the lustful stares. If Spike wanted to believe his 
lover was so desirable, far be it for Harris to disagree. 
 
The vampire smirked, kissing his beloved roughly. “I 
come up with a good one every now an’ then, yah?” He 
pulled away, his hand reaching back for Xander’s as he 
started towards the elevator bank on the far wall. 
 
Harris smiled, his fingers tangling with Spike’s. “More 
often than you used to, babe,” he grinned, remembering 
some of the truly awful ideas Spike had tried to enact in 
the first few years he’d been in Sunnydale. 
 
“ ‘ey!” the blond griped playfully, “Not my fault if I was 
too distracted by your glory ta follow through, right?”  
 
The human laughed, deliberately ignoring the fact that 
the vampire hadn’t thought of him that way back then. It 
didn’t matter, after all. It was enough that he thought of 
him that way now. He pushed the call button on the 
elevator panel, pulling Spike flush against him as they 
waited. His lips grazed slowly across the smooth cheeks, 
nibbling an earlobe, then sliding back across. “Mmmm… 
not your fault at all. I was a very bad boy, teasing you 
with my… moist and delicious self. Have I mentioned how 
amazing you look in that suit, babe?” 



 
Spike chuckled a bit breathlessly. “Only about a dozen 
times, luv… might have ta wear it again, seein’ as it’s got 
you all… hot an’ bothered.” He purred, his free hand 
tangling lightly in longish brown hair.  
 
“More like what’s under the suit, Spike,” Harris groaned, 
stepping back reluctantly as the elevator doors opened. 
“Christ, babe… upstairs. Now.” 
 
“Granted, beloved,” Spike murmured, pulling his claimed 
into the mirrored box. He wrapped his arms around 
Xander, pulling his back against his chest. “Been thinkin’, 
Xan,” he said after a moment of watching his beloved’s 
suit jacket open apparently on its own. He slid his hands 
next up to the knot of Xan’s tie, loosening it and 
chuckling as the reflected man’s clothes moved again, 
with no apparent help. “Know you like your place here. 
Don’t blame you. ‘s bloody nice.” 
 
“But?” Harris said, moaning softly as he pressed his 
buttocks back against the thick, ready shaft he felt 
against his clothed cleft, “Because I can feel the but 
coming.” It wasn’t until Spike sniggered that he realized 
how his words had sounded. “Gods, Spike. What are you, 
twelve? You know what I mean.” 



 
Spike grinned, his fingers sliding down the man’s chest to 
dance lightly over the straining fabric of his pants. “Yah, 
know what you meant, pet. Just luv your turn of phrase is 
all.” He chuckled softly, then turned Xander in his arms, 
pressing fully against him. “An’ not ta worry, Xan… goin’ 
ta be plenty of butts. An’ cummin’.” 
 
Harris groaned again, wondering why in the hell he found 
Spike’s overt come-ons so sexy. Then again, it was a good 
thing he did. He was well aware of the futility of trying to 
change someone, even someone you loved. Maybe 
especially someone you loved. His lips pressed hard to 
his vampire’s, tongue delving deep and needily into the 
cool wet cavern.  
 
“Bloody hell,” Spike groaned as he felt the elevator 
slowing. “You need a taller building, mate,” he growled 
softly. 
 
“Like yours you mean?” Harris managed to say as he 
tried to hastily straighten himself out. “Or was that the 
but?” 
 
Spike shrugged sheepishly as they stepped out into the 
hallway. “ ‘s just… you can do your writin’ in New York 



just as easy as you can here, right? An’… bloody hell, luv, 
I don’t want ta be apart from you, alright?” 
 
Harris swallowed the small lump in his throat and pulled 
at Spike’s hand, dragging him around and into his arms. 
He held him close and tight, letting everything he was 
feeling flow to the older man. “I know,” he whispered, 
rubbing his cheek against Spike’s. “I know, babe… I don’t 
want to be away from you, either. But, Spike… there are 
gonna be times when…” 
 
“Yah… know that, beloved. Don’t have ta like it, do I?” 
His head rested on one strong, broad shoulder as he 
inhaled his love deeply, trying to control his demon. 
 
“Harrison!” A voice broke into their moment. “I thought 
you were back. Trixie was jumping around at your door 
when I took her walkies earlier.” 
 
Harris smiled and pulled himself back from his lover to 
face the old woman the voice belonged to. “Mrs. 
Jamison! I was going to stop by tomorrow afternoon.” He 
grinned and leaned down, kissing the wrinkled cheek. 
“And yes, we’re back. Obviously.” He laughed a self-
deprecating little laugh. “As you see.” 
 



“We?” the woman asked, arching one pencil-thin coal-
black eyebrow beneath slightly bluish hair. “And who is 
your friend, dear?” 
 
The brunette blushed and pulled Spike forward. “I’m 
sorry. This is my… friend Sp… Will. William, this is Mrs. 
Jamison—my neighbor and surrogate mother figure.” He 
grinned. 
 
Spike arched a brow himself at the interested look the 
old lady was giving him. He took a step towards her and 
smiled charmingly before taking her hand and bending to 
kiss the back of it lightly. “Pleased ta meet you, ma’am… 
hope you got the postcards my X… Harris, here sent?” 
 
The woman blushed slightly and nodded. “I did. And 
thank you, Harrison, for thinking of an old woman while 
you were away. I haven’t been able to travel much these 
last ten years or so, but your postcards reminded me of 
so many wonderful adventures I had when I was 
younger.” She smiled wistfully. “I’m glad you had such a 
lovely time, though. And I am equally pleased to meet 
you, William. It’s wonderful to see this dear boy looking 
so happy.” She nodded. “I had thought Elliot would be 
the one, but apparently not.” 
 



Spike almost burst out laughing at the look on his 
claimed’s face but instead he just smiled more at the 
woman and leaned down, kissing her cheek himself. “I 
think I understand now why… Harris… cares so much for 
you, Mrs. Jamison. Wondered a bit when he insisted on 
writin’ ta you every few days, but I get it now. You really 
ARE like a mother ta him. A REAL one. Not like that bi… 
ah, unpleasant woman who birthed him.” 
 
Mrs. Jamison blushed again then reached out to pat 
Spike’s hand. “It’s all right, dear. You can say ‘bitch’. They 
even say it on the television these days, and not purely in 
reference to female dogs like my Trixie.” 
 
Spike nodded slowly. “Yah… ‘s kind of sad, really. An’ 
people wonder why th’ kids today have no bloody 
respect. Seems ta be clear ta me, but… that’s a chat for 
another time. Think my friend here’s a bit tired. Just goin’ 
ta tuck him in an’ be on my way. Pleasure, ma’am.” 
 
The woman laughed and shook her head. “There’s no 
need to spare my delicate sensibilities, boys. I’ve seen 
many things in my time. You go. Have a lovely evening. 
And I’ll expect you both at four o’clock tomorrow 
afternoon for tea. I want to hear all about your travels, 
and I won’t take no for an answer.” She smiled at 



William, then Harris. “And Harrison, dear? Don’t let this 
one get away. I believe he’s what they call a keeper these 
days.” 
 
With that, the elderly woman gave their joined hands a 
soft pat and turned, disappearing into her apartment two 
doors down from Harrison’s. 
 
Spike chuckled. “Lively old bird, that one is. Don’t blame 
you for keepin’ in touch, luv.” The continued silence from 
his beloved had him cocking his head to gaze deep into 
the wide brown eye. “Luv…? You still in there?” he asked, 
tapping the bloke’s forehead. 
 
Harris started then blinked a few times. “Okay… and 
what the HELL just happened? Mrs. Jamison. She just…” 
He shook his head as Spike started pulling him further 
down the hall towards his door. 
 
“Yah,” Spike agreed smugly as Xander fumbled for his 
keys, “Invited us ta tea. An’ told us ta get with th’ 
shaggin’, more or less. Like th’ woman. Not goin’ ta let 
her down.” He pushed his beloved through the door once 
the locks were disengaged, one foot kicking it closed 
behind him as his hands took up the happy task of 
stripping his claimed to the skin.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Two 

It was the sound of the deadbolt turning over that had 
Harris truly yearning for his vamp. Here, they were safe. 
Locked inside, everything that could ever hurt them was 
kept at bey. His hands roamed, roved, pulling and tugging 
at the suit he’d liked so much. He didn’t like it anymore. 
It was keeping his skin from pressing silkily against his 
lover’s. “Spike…” he groaned loudly, pulling the other 
man towards the bedroom, “Now, babe… now… 
please…” 
 
“Granted, pet,” was all the vampire could say, dropping 
bits and pieces of clothing here and there on the way. 
“Not goin’ ta make it ta th’ bed, luv…” he growled, the 
need for his claimed suffusing every fiber of his being. 
Instead of even trying, he spun his bloke quickly, fingers 
clawing at pants and shirts, ripping them roughly away. 
“Bloody hell… so beautiful, Xan…” He kissed the human 
hard, his demon emerging with a pleased growl when his 
love only kissed him more deeply, deliberately slicing his 



tongue on one sharp fang. 
 
Hands grasped and groped, hips thrust together and 
apart, chests rubbed wantonly, small male nipples 
growing peaked and tight with need, desire, lust and 
love. Lips pressed, writhing together as tongues tangled 
and teased, tauntingly imitating other thrusts to come. 
 
“Where’d we put th’ soddin’ lube, pet?” Spike growled 
after almost two minutes of crawling into his beloved’s 
mouth. “Can’t recall…” 
 
Harris panted roughly, his knees shaking until he had to 
collapse back against the raised back of the couch, his 
cock jutting proudly and wantonly from his groin. “Th-the 
dresser in the bedroom…” He barely even saw his lover 
move before he was back, pulling Harris up and bending 
him quickly over the back of the couch. 
 
“Bloody fuckin’ hell…” Spike groaned, literally ripping the 
top from the tube and slathering himself liberally, “Need 
ta have you. Wish I could wait ta prepare you…” 
 
The brunette gasped and spread his legs, letting Spike 
see the base of the plug in his ass. “J-just… pull it and sink 
inside, babe… PLEASE!” 



 
He’d try to figure out when his human had put the thing 
in later, he decided. Right then, he was just thrilled that 
the bloke had done so. Not even his demon half wanted 
to hurt the man but he didn’t know that he would have 
been able to avoid it.  
 
A small squeeze of the tube had the plug slipping out 
with a soft pop and Spike growled again, one hand tight 
just below the thick head of his cock while the other 
fastened bruisingly on his beloved’s hip. He positioned 
himself desperately then pressed hard, gasping as he 
forced his way through that ring with less effort than 
he’d expected. “Bloody hell!” he snarled again, reaching 
around his love to grasp his leaking cock firmly. 
“You’re…” 
 
“YOURS!” Harris yelled, his hands on the couch cushions 
holding him up, allowing him to press back onto the huge 
cock piercing him. “Gods! Spike! Gods, babe… FUCK me 
already!” 
 
There was no way he wasn’t going to give his Xan what 
he wanted, and especially not when it was exactly what 
he wanted himself. He fisted his beloved’s cock roughly 
as he pulled himself almost completely back, leaving just 



his swollen red tip inside him. “Granted,” he growled 
loudly, slamming himself balls deep into the grasping 
hole. 
 
“FUCK!” he couldn’t even see straight, but he didn’t care. 
He didn’t need to see right then. He just needed to feel. 
Harris wasn’t sure of how it had happened, but somehow 
during their travels he’d realized that if he spent more 
than a day without having Spike in him or him being in 
Spike, he got… anxious. And when they finally did join, it 
was… explosive. More so than usual. So what with their 
flight and the driving, then unpacking and sleeping, then 
rushing about, then dinner and coming back home… 
yeah, they were more than overdue. His hips shot back, 
forcing that final half-inch into him and he groaned again. 
“Fuck yes… Spike… harder…” 
 
And if his love wanted harder, then harder he’d get. His 
hand tightened even more on the lean, toned hip as he 
dragged himself from his Xan’s ass completely. His eyes 
closed, lids squeezing tight over golden eyes as he drove 
himself in and flush with one swift, rough thrust. “XAN!” 
he shouted, angling himself to scrape that hard little 
gland as he pulled back, then “XAN!” again as he 
repeated the action. 
 



It was feeling himself pierced over and over again that 
had Harris whimpering. He loved it when his vampire got 
like this. All hunger and need and wanton slams. The butt 
plug just made it easier to get there, not to mention 
faster. “SPIKE!” he hollered back, his entire body 
shivering and shaking as the blond battered the hell out 
him, that perfect cock driving hard over that spot within 
him. “SPIKE!” he shouted again as the long, elegant 
fingers squeezed and stroked harshly at his cock. 
 
“Mine,” the vampire growled, driving himself deeper still 
and pressing himself fully over the bent back of his 
beloved. Sharp teeth itched to be buried within skin, 
tongue burned for hot sweet blood. His claimed’s blood. 
And when that neck arched to the side, the cords 
standing out invitingly, Spike didn’t even think twice. He 
reared back, pulling his shaft from his beloved’s hole one 
more time and as he drove in again his teeth found flesh, 
piercing and settling deep. ‘Never without you, never 
alone, always with you, beloved, luv, pet, precious, Xan, 
MINE’. 
 
Harris gasped wickedly, his entire body arching and 
bowing back into the teeth and cock and hands, his own 
cock swelling just a bit more as he felt his sac draw up, 
tight and hard. “Sp-sp-spike…!” ‘Yours-mine-always-



never apart-never alone-so proud-need-love-mine-yours-
YOURS’ 
 
His body clenched roughly as his beloved’s ass bore down 
on him rhythmically, drawing him deeper and harder into 
him and it was too much. Spike howled against his lover’s 
neck, his cock suddenly spewing great copious shots of 
cum deep into his Xan’s bowels. His body continued to 
shake wildly, even as his hand pulled an equally 
shattering orgasm from his claimed. His mouth opened 
wider, trapping even the small rivulets of blood that had 
begun to slide down his lover’s skin. 
 
He’d never cum so hard in his life, and he knew it. Every 
time it was like a new bar had been set and somehow… 
somehow, Spike managed to jump it. His lungs heaved 
wildly, drawing more air in every moment, trying to keep 
himself from passing out ass-up over his couch. His 
COUCH!  
 
Harris struggled to raise himself, flummoxed by the 
weight of the still drinking vampire draped over him. 
“Spike,” he moaned softly, the cock in his ass twitching at 
the sound of his voice apparently. “Spike… my couch!” 
 
The blond frowned, brow ridges pulling together as he 



tried to find something about his Xan’s couch that would 
demand the sort of panic in his beloved’s voice. “What 
about it?” he finally asked, reluctantly pulling his teeth 
from Xander’s neck. 
 
“Leather,” Harris moaned, rocking back on the still hard 
shaft buried deep in his ass. “Leather couch… four 
grand…” He couldn’t seem to vocalize any better, but he 
didn’t have to. He knew his lover got the point. 
 
Spike smirked, pressing himself deeper into his beloved. 
“I’ll buy you a new one pet… tomorrow. An’ that means 
we’ve got all night ta sully this one, yah?” 
 
Harris groaned, knowing his claimed meant it. “Fine… 
how do you want me?” 
 
The vampire chuckled, pulling himself a few inches out of 
his human’s hot ass. “Think I’m likin’ how you are right 
now just fine, pet,” he groaned, sliding home again. 
 
* * * * * 
 
They’d finally made it to the bed a few hours earlier, 
christening it as well before collapsing together, bodies 
exhausted but still tingling. 



 
One cool, gentle hand stroked lightly up and down the 
warm, silky spine slowly. “So, luv,” Spike murmured, 
rubbing his cheek lightly against the head of mussed and 
tangled brown hair resting high on his chest, “How are 
we goin’ ta work this, then? Can’t stand th’ idea of you 
bein’ four hundred an’ some miles away…” He frowned 
at even thinking it. 
 
Harris sighed softly, his arm wrapped over his vampire’s 
slender waist. “I don’t know, babe, but we’ll figure it out. 
We’re gonna have to, right? Because I don’t see me 
letting go of you any time soon.” 
 
“Any time ever, luv. Afraid you’re stuck with me right an’ 
proper.” The blond smiled a little. “Maybe I’ll just stay 
with you for a bit, then. You know, ‘til you decide ta tell 
me th’ real reason you don’t want ta move ta New York. 
If it’s…” He sighed. “Look, Xan. You don’t have ta live 
with me if you don’t want ta, alright? You can get your 
own place an’ such. Whatever you want. I just… ‘s too far 
away!” 
 
Harris blinked for a moment then sat up, giving Spike a 
disbelieving stare. “Wait a minute. You really think… 
Jesus fuck. I LOVE you, you bleached bastard! When I 



move, you’d better believe I’ll be living with you!” He 
glared. “Lay there and be all ‘you’re stuck with me’ then 
tell me I’m not?” Harris snorted. “Men!” 
 
He had to laugh, if only at the perturbed look on his 
love’s face. “Figured you’d like havin’ th’ option, pet. An’ 
if you’ll recall, I said you could GET your own place. Not 
that you’d be seein’ it much. Might have let you sleep 
there now an’ again… might not.” Spike smirked. “So 
that’s not it, then. Hmmm… now what could possibly be 
botherin’ you so much about leavin’ th’ soddin’ Capital ta 
be with your claimed? ‘s a good question, luv.” 
 
The brunette blushed a little and shook his head. “I just… 
I can’t just pick up and leave, Spike! I have… friends here. 
People I can’t walk out on…” 
 
His scarred brow rose a bit and he pulled his Xan down 
against his side again. “Know you’re not meanin’ Elliot, 
seein’ as he’s been shackin’ up with Trev for th’ last two 
months. An’ accordin’ ta th’ bloke himself, you don’t 
HAVE any friends here, luv… not that matter much. 
Bloody hell, you only had three messages from people 
other than your publisher, an’ two of them wanted ta sell 
you bleedin’ aluminum sidin’.” 
 



Harris blushed more. “You never know, Spike. I might 
WANT aluminum siding. I could put it out on the balcony 
or something and…” 
 
“That’s not even funny, pet. An’ I’m not tryin’ ta make 
you feel bad, but… seems ta me that all your friends an’ 
loved ones—meanin’ th’ gay blokes an’ yours truly—are 
livin’ in New York.” Spike frowned as he felt his beloved 
sigh deeply. “Know you’ve got some sort of issues or 
somethin’, so… will you just promise ta think about it? 
For me, luv?” 
 
“I…” he began, then bit his lip and started again. “It’s not 
that I don’t want to, babe. Gods, I’d LOVE to live there 
with you. Spend every night rolling around in that big old 
bed of yours, write in your garden, make love any time 
we felt like it… Christ, Spike, I want that. I DO!” He 
pressed his cheek harder to his love’s cool chest, his arm 
draped over him again and holding on tightly. “I just… 
can’t. Not now.” 
 
The vampire sighed softly and wrapped his arms around 
the young man. “Alright, luv… won’t push you. Not 
tonight, anyway. ‘s good ta know you’ve been thinkin’ 
about how it would be, though. Thought maybe you 
didn’t want me full time or somethin’.” It was a hard 



admission to make but he’d thought it. And he owed it to 
his claimed to be honest with him, sadly enough. 
 
“Never that,” Harris answered without even having to 
think about it. “Gods, Spike, I love you so much… love 
everything about you! Hell, I’d have us grafted together if 
I could! And I hate it that you’re going home and I have 
to stay here, but… Gods, babe, I’m gonna visit every 
couple days, okay? I’ll catch the red eye up and we can 
spend all day just wrapped around each other! It’s… I 
know it’s not the same, but… please, babe… please don’t 
ever think I don’t want you! Please!” 
 
He smelled the tear on his love’s face, then felt it as it hit 
his skin. It was all he could do not to growl as he pulled 
the man fully atop him, his lips finding soft, warm lips 
hungrily. “Show me, luv,” he mumbled huskily, staring 
deep into that wet brown eye. “Need you ta show me, 
Xan… that you want me. Always want me, yah?” 
 
“Always, babe… never gonna stop wanting you. Even 
when I’m like eighty I’ll want you.” Harris swallowed 
roughly. “Of course, I’ll be all old and wrinkly and YOU 
won’t want ME. But I’ll still be yours, Spike. And I’ll still 
want you. Forever.”  
 



His mouth pressed hard against the blond’s cool lips, 
tongue delving deep to trace each tooth, each bump and 
swell of palate. He groaned softly, feeling his vampire’s 
shaft growing between them, his own answering the 
silent call rapidly. “Gods, Spike… want you just as much 
as I love you…” 
 
Spike’s hand slid under his pillow, dragging out the tube 
he’d placed there when they’d finally made it to the 
bedroom. It had come in handy earlier and was about to 
do so again. He spread his legs beneath his beloved, his 
hands sliding down to cup the tense, rounded globes of 
his Xan’s ass. “Have me, then, luv… make me scream for 
you.” He’d start planning to Mate to his Claimed in the 
morning, he decided. That would be soon enough. Right 
then… well, right then… “Do me good, Xan… like you 
always do.” 
 
“So good, babe,” the human murmured, settling back on 
his knees as he took the tube and spread a good bit over 
his throbbing shaft, “So good you’ll never doubt how 
much I want you ever again…”  

 
 
 



 
 

Part Three 

He was still purring when he woke up. Of course, he 
figured that might have something to do with the fact 
that his beloved’s morning erection was pressing hard 
against his ass. He shifted a bit in the strong warm arms, 
pressing the bloke back against the sheets. 
 
“Shhh, luv… ‘s not time ta wake up yet,” Spike said 
quietly, stroking a stubbled cheek. He waited until his 
human drifted fully back to sleep again, then sat up and 
smirked, slinging one leg over the man’s warm, supine 
form.  
 
It took less than a moment to position himself above that 
long, thick shaft, his own hole still plenty slick from the 
night before. “Luv you, pet,” he purred low and deep, 
one hand reaching down to hold his lover steady as he 
lowered himself, moaning as that thick, heated tip 
pressed deep then slid through. His eyes closed and he 
gasped softly, sinking down farther. His Xan always felt… 
bigger when he rode him like this and that was saying a 
lot seeing as the bloke wasn’t small by any means. 
“Bloody hell, luv,” he groaned, finally shoring up flush to 



the younger man’s groin. “So hot… so good…” 
 
It was the hands on his chest, pressing in time with the 
deliciously sinful sensation around his cock that had 
Harris opening his eye to one of his favorite sights ever. 
His vampire, riding him slowly, those golden eyes mere 
slits in his face, the tip of that luscious pink tongue 
peeking between fangs… that long, pinkish cock bobbing 
gently in the air. “Gods… Spike,” he groaned, arching his 
hips against the bed, “Yeah, babe… just like that…” 
 
Spike found himself purring louder as he raised and 
lowered himself all slow and smooth. It made a nice 
change from the frantic couplings of the night before, 
although he’d loved that too, as had his beloved. “Fuck, 
Xan… you feel so good… so right in my bum…” He smiled 
a little when the words earned him another groan. “Fillin’ 
me up, pet… bloody hell, never felt anythin’ like your 
cock… so warm an’ hard, luv… can hardly wait ta feel you 
cum deep in me… fillin’ me with your scent, your thick, 
rich spunk…” 
 
Christ, when had he become such a word-slut, Harris 
wondered, his vampire’s voice creating a pleasant 
tightening in his belly. Oh, right, he reminded himself, 
the minute he’d first bedded his favorite blond. He 



gasped, one hand finally moving from the mattress to 
wrap lovingly around that gently bouncing tube of hard 
flesh. His eye locked on Spike’s golden ones and he 
stroked slowly, softly, his thumb rolling over foreskin and 
pulling back, exposing that tiny, seeping slit. “Spike,” he 
moaned, his hips arching again as the vampire slid down 
his length once more. “Jesus fuck… Spike… Gods, babe… 
love you so much… need you… need this… unnngh… all 
the… time…” 
 
The look in his beloved’s eye was so soft and sincere, so 
honest, Spike could have cum right then. It was only 
knowing that when he did, his human would too that 
kept him from letting go. His fingers flexed slightly, 
digging gently into tight, toned pecs as he raised himself, 
groaning wildly as the fist around his shaft mirrored the 
action precisely. “L-luv it… when you… touch me, Xan… 
you stroke me… so nice… inside an’… an’ out… bloody 
hell, luv…” He groaned again, louder, when his human 
shifted his hips slightly, pressing his shaft against that 
hard little nub within him. “B-bollocks…” he added, 
beginning the long, slow slide down again. 
 
Harris would have smiled but he was too busy trying to 
breathe. His hand moved slowly up and down, releasing 
the heavy shaft to cup tight, hard balls. “W-what ab-bout 



them…?” he groaned, rolling them lightly in his palm as 
he felt his own sac drawing up tightly against his body. 
“S-spike… I…” 
 
“Bloody h-h-hell…!” Spike howled, the sensation of his 
beloved’s cock swelling just a bit more doing him in as 
the increase pressed hard against that special spot. “X-
xan… I’m… bloody hell…! Cummin’, luv! Need you ta…” 
 
His eye closed hard as he arched again, his spine bowing 
fully before thrusting up slow and sweet into his lover. 
“Th-there, Spike… w-with… you…” Harris groaned yet 
again, gasping as Spike pinched his nipples hard. “F-
fuck!” His hand moved faster on the throbbing cock, up 
to collect seeping fluids, then down slickly even as he 
pressed himself deeper as hard as he could, the first 
spurts of thick, hot seed bathing his vampire’s insides. 
“Spike…!” 
 
And as he felt his beloved beginning to fill him with that 
distilled, pure essence, Spike howled soft and low, his 
shaft pulsing wildly within the enclosing fist, then 
exploding long, desperate strings over his love’s chest 
and face. It was the sight of his Xan decorated that way 
that pulled the rest of his orgasm from him in a 
shuddering wail. “Beloved…!” 



 
They trembled there, neither of them moving for 
minutes that felt like well-loved hours before Spike 
moaned and collapsed nearly bonelessly on his love’s 
chest. His mouth found its way to the mark on Xander’s 
neck, fangs scraping lightly over the raised scar. “Bloody 
hell, luv,” he whispered after a minute or three, “Just 
keeps getting’ better, ‘ey?” 
 
Harris chuckled shakily, still a bit breathless. “Fuck, 
Spike,” he whispered back, his hands stroking that long 
spine slowly and simply, “If it gets any better than THAT, 
I’m gonna be in trouble.” 
 
“Mmmm…” the vampire purred, laving his mark gently. 
“Didn’t even bite you this time, pet… think we’d have 
blacked out if I had.” 
 
His laugh was a bit shaky. “Yeah,” Harris agreed, arching 
his neck against those soft lips, those sharp teeth. “And 
that wouldn’t be bad most days, but we’re supposed to 
be at tea in…” he looked at the clock, “CRAP! An HOUR? 
Shit, babe, we need to shower and dress and it’s not 
polite to show up without a hostess gift, and…” 
 
Spike chuckled. “Don’t worry, luv. We can bring th’ glass 



bowl we picked up in Scotland. Th’ blue one, yah? An’ I’m 
thinkin’ her little yapper’d like that bean bag critter you 
had ta have. As for showerin’… I could give you one of 
those tongue baths you love so much…” He winked then 
smirked, feeling the soft cock still in his ass twitching 
with interest. “Or maybe we’ll save that part for later.” 
 
He pulled himself away from his beloved with a soft sigh 
as the aforementioned cock slipped from him with a soft 
‘pop’. “Haul your luvly ass inta th’ shower, pet. I’ll find a 
way ta wrap our prezzies then I’ll join you, yah?” He 
kissed the human slowly, then rolled from the bed. “Get 
a move on, luv,” he called as he strolled into the living 
room, his Xan’s fluids seeping slowly down his legs, “Only 
got fifty-three minutes left.”  

Part Four 

Harris’s watch read 3:59 as he and Spike made their way 
to his neighbor’s door. He straightened his tie one more 
time then gazed at his lover, smiling at the perfection he 
saw. He didn’t know why it surprised him that Spike 
could pull off a jacket and tie so well. That had been 
standard attire when he’d been human, after all. But for 
some reason he’d expected Spike to look less at home in 
the clothing than he’d looked in the suit he’d worn the 
night before. No chance, though. “You look amazing, 



babe,” he said with a smile as he raised his hand to knock 
on the door, his other hand fully occupied with the gift 
box holding the bowl. 
 
Spike chuckled, the gift for the dog held against his side. 
“You thought I wouldn’t, luv?” he asked playfully, arching 
a brow. “I’ll have you know I look bleedin’ amazin’ in 
anythin’. Or nothin’, for that matter.” He winked at his 
beloved as the door was opened. 
 
“Harrison! William! Please, come in,” the old woman said 
with a smile. She stepped back with an indulgent smile as 
a small beige coloured dog came running towards the 
door, the little purple bow bouncing on her head as she 
leaped at Harris.  
 
“Trixie!” Harris yelped, laughing as he leaned down to 
pick up the happily squirming bundle of fur. “Hey there, 
little girl!” He laughed even more as the tiny tongue 
licked cheeks, chin and neck. “Did someone miss me?” he 
cooed playfully, “Did someone miss her Harris? Yes, 
someone did… yes, she did…” 
 
Spike rolled his eyes, snatching the box from his beloved 
before he could drop it. He grinned at the elderly woman 
then extended both packages as though it were an every 



day occurrence. “It’s not much, ma’am… just some things 
my Xan thought you an’ your girl there might like while 
we were travelin’. Hope you like them. Th’ both of you.” 
 
Mrs. Jamison smiled, the true pleasure of the expression 
telling Spike that she must have been a great beauty at 
one time. He wondered how she’d come to living alone 
in an apartment at her age but figured it wasn’t any of 
his business. Maybe she’d never had… His eyes were 
drawn to the mantle over her fireplace as she ushered 
him and his dog-holding beloved inside. No… she did 
have children. It was a puzzle. 
 
“Did you hear that, Trixie?” the woman asked playfully as 
she ushered the young men to sit on the love seat. 
“Harrison and his young man have brought you a gift! Do 
you want to see it?” She winked at the men, belying her 
‘crazy old lady who thinks her dog understands her’ act. 
“Come on, little one… let’s see what you’ve gotten, shall 
we?” 
 
The small dog might not have known what her mistress 
was saying, but she definitely understood her name and 
the tone. She gave the dark human’s chin one last lick 
and leaped down from his arms, prancing around at her 
human’s feet hopefully. 



 
Mrs. Jamison unwrapped the package carefully and 
smiled broadly enough to emphasize her wrinkles. “Oh 
look, Trixie! It’s a bunny! And it smells like…” she sniffed 
it, holding it to her nose, “Sandalwood! That’s your 
favorite!” She leaned down, presenting the bean bag 
bunny to her pet, laughing merrily when the little dog 
took it gently in her teeth and pranced off with it. “It’s a 
lovely present, boys. Trixie will probably never let it go.” 
 
Harris gave the woman a sheepish grin. “Actually, that 
was S… Will’s idea. I’m glad she likes it though. Maybe 
it’ll keep her from trying to kiss me next time I see her.” 
 
The old woman laughed, standing as the sound of her tea 
kettle whistling filled the air. “I doubt that, Harrison. 
Trixie adores you, much as your young man obviously 
does, to have thought about my dear little pet just 
because he knows we’re friendly.” She gave them a 
knowing smile then moved into the kitchen. 
 
“Go ahead, Spike,” Harris said after a moment, “Ask me 
whatever it is that’s running through your head. I can’t 
stand the… tension you’re giving off.” 
 
He hadn’t been aware that he was broadcasting to his 
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lover. In fact, Spike was entirely sure he wasn’t doing 
anything of the sort. Still, he couldn’t hold it in. “Don’t 
get it, luv,” he said, standing and moving to the mantle. 
His eyes took in the pictures, starting on the left. “See 
her… getting’ married. See her with her babies. See them 
growin’ up an’ I know she had ta be an amazin’ Mum… 
don’t get why she’s livin’ here all alone with nobody but 
you ta care for her. Where th’ bloody fuck are her kids?” 
 
Harris sighed and stood, too. He crossed the bit of space 
between them, wrapping his arms around his vampire’s 
waist and pressing his chest against that strong back as 
his chin rested on one sleek, slender shoulder. “Mostly 
they’re waiting for her to die, love… waiting to inherit.” 
He frowned unhappily. “They… take her for granted. And 
aside from her youngest daughter who died years ago, 
they all take after their father and… well, lets just say 
that he could have been MY father. You know… if my dad 
ever had a few million bucks to rub together.” 
 
Spike frowned again. “So if he was wealthy, luv… what’s 
she doin’ here? I mean, ‘s a nice place an’ all, but…” 
 
Harris smiled, holding his vampire closer. “Mrs. Jamison 
owns this building, Spike… among others here and in 
other places across the country. She’s probably worth 



more than you and me combined. And her kids are 
assholes. Olivia was the only one who ever really cared 
about her and like I said, she died a long time ago. I… 
don’t know how.” 
 
“In childbirth,” the quavering voice came from just 
behind them. “My poor girl died birthing what my late 
husband referred to as a ‘bastard’.” The suddenly even 
older looking woman sank down into her usual chair, the 
tea service finding its place on the table before her. “It 
wasn’t her fault, of course, although in those days and 
with Richard’s… snobbishness… it was the kiss of death. 
Especially considering our social standing. Richard sent 
her away, wouldn’t listen to any argument.” 
 
She sighed softly, still missing her youngest child. “It 
would be different now, of course. Unwed mothers are 
more common than not. But in nineteen eighty-six it was 
still frowned upon and shameful within our circle. But 
Olivia truly believed her young man loved her. We ALL 
believed it until she discovered she was pregnant and 
he… disappeared.” 
 
The elderly woman frowned deeply. “I have no idea of 
what ever happened to him. I don’t particularly care, to 
be honest. He abandoned my daughter when she needed 



him most. All I can do is hope that he got what he 
deserved. But my poor Olivia…” 
 
Harris found himself frowning angrily as he and Spike 
returned to the love seat. “What happened, Mrs. 
Jamison? I know it might not be any of my business, 
but…” 
 
She sighed again, deeply. “No. It’s all right, Harrison. 
You’ve been more of a son to me in the last few years 
than my own boys have been in their entire lives. None 
of them have ever sent me a note, much less a post card. 
Not even for my birthday these last fifteen years since 
their father died.” 
 
Spike snorted. “Bleedin’ morons, then. You should leave 
everythin’ ta th’ Sierra Club or somethin’. Just ta screw 
them, an’ pardon my language, ma’am.” 
 
Mrs. Jamison smiled at the blond. “Unfortunately my late 
husband’s will keeps me from doing just that, William. 
I’m afraid that my only hope is to find my poor Olivia’s 
child. There is no restriction regarding blood relations 
and as he or she is my grandchild, I believe I will be able 
to… screw… my other relatives.” She smiled more. “I’m 
looking forward to it, actually. Even if I won’t be able to 



see the looks on their faces.” 
 
The vampire chuckled softly as the woman began to pour 
the tea. He selected one of the tiny cucumber 
sandwiches from the tray, nibbling at it slowly as he 
leaned against his beloved. “Think we need ta find her 
grandchild,” he whispered softly. “We can afford it, 
Xan…” 
 
Harris nodded and kissed his lover’s cheek. “Thank you, 
babe,” he murmured, somehow no longer worried about 
what his elderly ‘Mom’ would think. “I just… if we can 
find him or her, then… maybe I won’t worry so much…” 
 
Spike blinked, then smiled as the old woman handed him 
a tea cup. “One lump, ma’am, if you don’t mind,” he said 
properly. 
 
“Please,” Mrs. Jamison said quickly, “You know some of 
my secrets, William. I believe you and Harrison can call 
me Lily.” 
 
And yeah… they could. Just as they could call a favorite 
aunt by her first name. It didn’t mean they didn’t still 
think of her as Mrs. Jamison… even Spike did. His soul 
AND his demon.  



 
 
 
 
 

Part Five 

 

Spike chuckled as the closing credits rolled on the big 
screen telly across Xander’s living room. “So much crap 
mixed in with th’ truth, luv, ‘s a surprise they got any of it 
right.” 
 
Harris smiled, his fingers still twisting gently in the blond 
hair across his lap. “Mmmm… that’s why they call it 
fiction, babe… besides, do you really want humans 
everywhere knowing about vampires? Seems to me 
disbelief would be your biggest asset, just like Louis 
said.” 
 
The vampire shifted onto his back, his head pillowed on 
one strong thigh. “Doesn’t do much good for you 
humans, though. Can’t tell you th’ number of times I’ve 
heard ‘but you’re not real’.” He snorted. “Real enough ta 
rip a throat out, though. Uh, not that I do that kind of 



thing anymore…” 
 
He laughed softly, pretending not to see the crossed 
fingers by his lover’s side. “Of course not, Spike. You’re a 
TAME vampire now. And I see 20/20 with both eyes.” 
 
Spike bit his lip a little. “You knew, ‘ey?” 
 
Harris nodded quickly. “Hard not to figure it out when 
every time you wandered off for more than five minutes, 
some string of crimes would just… STOP, never to start 
again, babe. I… look, I can’t say I approve but I trust you. 
It’s your call.” 
 
Blond hair shifted as the older man turned his head, 
nipping lightly at the sun-kissed skin of his beloved’s 
stomach. “ ‘s only th’ truly bad ones, luv. Promise you 
that. Scare th’ rest but sometimes that’s not enough, 
an’…” 
 
He shook his head. “I don’t need to know, Spike. I know 
you’re a vampire, right? And believe me when I say I 
know what that means. Besides… like I said, I trust you. 
And speaking of trust,” Harris added, swiftly changing the 
subject, “Do you know anyone we can trust to actually 
find Lily’s grandkid? Without fobbing some stray off on 



us, I mean.” 
 
He thought about it for a minute then shook his head. 
“Not off hand, Xan. But I’ll ask around, yah? Must be 
someone what knows a good private eye. Worst case, 
luv, we’ll get th’ Watcher on it. Ripper’s got contacts all 
over th’ place, he does.” 
 
Harris grinned. “That’s actually a really good idea, babe. 
Maybe there’s even someone on the Council who could 
handle it. I’ll get Buffy and Willow to ask. They still owe 
us for that memory thing.” 
 
“Good,” Spike agreed, nodding against his love’s lap and 
smirking slightly. “Might have ta call tomorrow, though, 
pet. Seems somethin’s come up that needs handlin’ all 
immediate-like.” 
 
The brunette shifted slightly, then stilled completely as 
his vampire reached up with one hand and slowly slid the 
zipper of his jeans down. “Spike…” he nearly whispered. 
 
“Believe I promised you a tongue bath, mate… seems as 
good a place as any ta start.” 
 
* * * * * 



 
Harris groaned softly as Spike slid in and out, in and out, 
first slowly, then hard. He felt the toned chest pressed 
against his back, the arm over his stomach, fingers 
trailing gently up and down the thick and seeping length 
of him. “Jesus, babe… y-yeah… do that again…” 
 
The vampire chuckled and pressed himself deep then 
moved his hips in small, rapid circles, grazing the 
sensitive gland within his beloved with every rotation. “ 
‘s that what you mean, Xan?” he purred, the back of the 
leather couch rubbing his spine when his love pushed 
into the movement. He lifted one leg, letting it fall over 
the brunette’s, pinning him there on his side as he 
repeated the motion again. 
 
“Christ, Spike… that’s…” he couldn’t quite get out the 
rest of the words because apparently his lover had 
decided that there couldn’t be too much of a good thing. 
His hips were circling like a hawk on speed and every 
second or so Harris felt like he was going to explode. 
“Guhhh…” 
 
A pleased growl left his lips as he felt his love’s anus 
clenching wildly around him, holding him deep as he 
moved. “Pet,” he moaned, gold-flecked eyes closing 



tightly, “Wish you could feel how good… bloody hell… 
should have done this… before…” 
 
And all Harris could do was gasp, becoming more and 
more over stimulated by the moment. “Spi… gahhhh…!” 
His eye widened desperately as he felt the long, cool 
fingers close tight around his base. “Sp-spike… p-p-
please… need to… fuck, yes! Oh, Gods… d-don’t s-s-
stop…” he groaned as his lover slowly pulled back, still 
making those fast little circles. 
 
He slid back in slowly, his eyes still closed, finally pausing 
again once he was flush against Xander’s ass. “Never 
goin’ ta s-stop, luv,” he groaned, “Always goin’ ta d-do 
you this good, Xan… just like…” Spike gasped, squeezing 
his claimed’s base a little bit tighter. “Just like… y-you 
do… m-me…” His hips circled one more time before the 
carefully controlled movement became too much for 
him. He growled again, louder this time, and fell to 
sliding in and out again, hard and fast, that beloved ass 
gripping him like a velvet gauntlet. “Luv… want you ta c-
cum… cum for me…” he managed to gasp as he released 
his hold, shouting wildly as he felt his human’s body buck 
and heave. 
 
The sudden release of the hand on his shaft led 



immediately to another release altogether. Harris 
slammed himself back on the heavy, thick cock inside 
him then arched hard, streams erupting across the room. 
A small part of him watched, horrified as the ropes of 
milky white fluid splattered his coffee table, his rug, the 
lamp. But most of him was entirely too busy to care. He 
yelped, loud, sharp barks of pure pleasure flying from his 
lips as he felt Spike’s teeth at his neck, pulling the stuff of 
life from him even as it was replaced a hundred-fold by 
the cool wash of jism bathing his insides.  
 
“Spike…” he moaned, pressing hard into the forward 
thrust of his vampire’s hips; then “Spike…” again, on a 
hitched breath as the bond they shared flared and 
burned with the emotions flowing through them both. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“You do realize,” Harris said after a good ten minutes of 
just basking, “That you’ve worked your way up to owing 
me a whole new living room, right?” 
 
“Mmmm…” the vampire murmured, still in game face, 
his tongue tracing slowly over the swiftly healing wound 
on his human’s neck. “Don’t care. ‘s worth it. An’ it’ll be 
worth it when we make a mess of th’ new one, too.” 



 
It was a good kind of shiver that raced through his body 
at the promise in that tone. “Yeah… but maybe we 
should wait… see what happens with our little project…” 
 
Spike sighed and raised his head from the soft, salty 
neck. “Are you TRYIN’ ta kill th’ mood, luv? Because if 
you are, you’re doin’ a damned fine job of it.” His lower 
lip swelled out into a pout. “Told you I like th’ old bird. 
Lily. Doesn’t mean I want ta talk about her while we’re 
all… naked an’ post coital, y’know? Or mid-coital, as th’ 
case may be.” 
 
“I don’t either, babe,” Harris said seriously as he tried to 
turn towards his love, stopped by the cock still planted 
deep in his ass. He moaned softly, but forced himself to 
finish the thought. “I just meant… if we can find her 
grandkid and get him or her to come here… if they get 
along and everything…?” 
 
The pout grew bigger. “Yah…?” Spike demanded 
suspiciously. 
 
“Maybe we won’t have to replace the living room set. If I 
know she’s safe and happy and has someone to love her 
and protect her, then…” 



 
“New York?” the vampire asked, suddenly smiling, “You 
mean it, luv?” 
 
“I… yeah. I just… I’m all she has, babe. I can’t walk away 
without being sure she’s gonna be okay, you know?” He 
blushed deeply. 
 
And just like that, Spike was grinning. He pulled his shaft 
slowly from his Xan’s well-used hole and sat up, pulling 
the man against his side. “Could have just said so, pet. 
Would have understood. Luved my own Mum, didn’t I?” 
His nose wrinkled suddenly. “Although not in th’ way she 
wanted me ta once she was turned, but that’s a different 
story altogether.”  
 
His arms wrapped tight around the slightly larger shape 
of his beloved. “First thing tomorrow, luv, we call th’ 
Watcher an’ get started on findin’ Lily’s relation. Oh, 
an’… what I said before about killin’ th’ mood?” He kissed 
the human slowly, exploring his mouth as though he 
didn’t have it etched in his memory. “Never mind. Th’ 
mood’s just fine.” 
 
Harris laughed quietly then pulled himself from Spike’s 
arms. He stepped carefully across the rug, trying not to 



wince when the soles of his feet met wet spots. He’d at 
least need to have it shampooed, he told himself before 
looking back at his vamp and arching a brow. “So are you 
coming to bed or what, babe?”  
 
He laughed again when Spike virtually flew from the 
couch and pushed him through the doorway and onto 
the sheets. “I’m taking that as a yes,” he mumbled before 
rolling them and grinning down into Spike’s wide and 
once again blue eyes. “So… that thing you were doing… 
it’s thrust, then circle like Taz, right?” He so wanted to 
make his love scream for him… again.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Six 

“Been thinkin’, luv,” Spike said softly as he leaned against 
the kitchen counter, watching his beloved eat wheat 
bran for some unknown reason.  
 
 
“Uh-oh… again? You know that never turns out well, 



Spike,” the brunette replied with a teasing grin. 
 
 
“ ‘ey!” the vampire played along, trying to sound 
offended, “I’ll have you know it DOES turn out well! 
Thought about you for years, didn’t I, an’… can’t say it’s 
been bad, yah?” 
 
 
Harris chuckled, taking another spoonful of the vile fiber 
into his mouth and swallowing quickly. “And that’s one 
point for Mr. ‘I’m so tough except when I’ve got bleach 
on my head like a big GIRL’.” 
 
 
Spike rolled his eyes and snorted. “That’s Mr. ‘I’m so 
tough except when my beloved’s got his cock buried 
deep in my ass makin’ me beg’… ta YOU, Xan.” 
 
 
Damn, Spike was really bad for his apartment, Harris 
thought as he sprayed a mouthful of wheat germ and 
milk across the kitchen. He choked slightly while he 
laughed, almost falling from his stool. “Shit! Don’t DO 
that!” 
 



 
The blond smirked and passed his love a napkin. “You 
should be thankin’ me, pet. That’s one less bit of… 
sawdust an’ corn husks you have ta eat.” He shuddered. 
“Don’t know why you insist on swallowin’ that stuff. It 
even SMELLS nasty. Don’t imagine it could taste like 
anythin’ good.” 
 
 
Harris grumbled, rubbing his eye and socket slowly, then 
his mouth with the napkin. “It doesn’t,” he said after a 
moment. “It actually tastes really, really bad. But it’s 
good for me, apparently, or that’s what my doctor says. 
So I eat it. Keeps me… regular and other human stuff like 
that. Just my way of saying a big NO to colon cancer, 
among other things.” He still couldn’t help making a face 
at the remainder of the brown gloop in the bowl. 
 
 
“Right… an’ that brings us back ta th’ original topic.” 
Spike nodded, not entirely sure this was the right time… 
or even that there WAS a right time. “Been thinkin’, Xan. 
About you an’ me.” 
 
 
“Okay…” he tried not to look as frightened as he 



suddenly was. What if Spike was rethinking things? What 
if he didn’t want him any more? How could he manage to 
go back to the loneliness, the constant ache he hadn’t 
been fully aware of until Spike had eliminated it? 
Maybe… maybe he would have been better off if the 
memory spell had stuck. Then he wouldn’t be sitting here 
ready to just die inside and… “What about us?” 
 
 
He could FEEL what his love was thinking. Feel the 
overwhelming heartache swamping the man regardless 
of his words. That was what had him across the room in 
an instant, his lips on Xander’s as he pushed his way 
down the bond. ‘Mine, always mine, never alone, never 
leave you, always need you, always want you, forever my 
beloved, forever my heart…’ 
 
 
He held the human tightly, purring reassurance until 
finally he felt the man calm under the tender assault of 
lips and emotions. “Luv… pet… precious… what th’ 
bloody hell was that?” he demanded, pulling back to 
stare deep into that warm brown eye. “Told you before, 
claimed… you’re stuck with me, alright? Couldn’t leave 
you if I tried an’ I’m bloody never goin’ ta want ta try. Got 
it, luv?” 



 
 
Harris nodded shamefacedly. He truly trusted Spike. 
Always would. And Gods, he loved him so much. It was 
just that “Every time I love someone I lose them, Spike. 
I… it’s a pattern with me. So… when you say things like… 
you’ve been thinking about us, it just… hits that panic 
switch inside me.” He blushed. “As much as I loved 
Anya… much as I loved… still love Maria… I love you more 
and it just… scares the shit out of me that I could… Fuck, 
Spike! I can’t be alone again! And even if I found 
someone else and loved them, I’d still be alone because 
no one else is YOU!” 
 
 
His arms tightened around Xander, holding him hard 
against him. “Luv,” he murmured, rubbing his cheek 
against the other man’s, “I’m not goin’ anywhere. Not 
without you. An’ when I said I was thinkin’ about US I 
meant…” He sighed, wishing he had a third hand so he 
could rake it through his hair in frustration. “I’ve really 
bollocksed this up, haven’t I?” 
 
 
Harris shook his head quickly, smearing a few wet tears 
across Spike’s pale flesh. “No… no, I… I overreacted, I 



guess. I’m just… not used to getting what I really want, 
Spike. And I… Gods, I still don’t understand why you’d 
want ME, no matter HOW much I want you!” He frowned 
suddenly. “Fuck. Maybe Buffy was right. Maybe I AM 
gay!” 
 
 
Spike snorted and kissed his beloved softly. “Hardly, luv… 
but that’s somethin’ ta talk about later. Unless you’d 
rather have yourself a bit of a girly cry?” He grinned 
when that question got the expected glare. “Right, then. 
Like I said, been thinkin’ an’…” He frowned and 
swallowed hard. “Don’t like this whole ‘human’ thing, 
Xan. You said it yourself th’ other night. You’re goin’ ta 
get old an’ wrinkly an’ die one day an’… bloody hell, I 
can’t stand it!” 
 
 
He growled and pulled away, pacing the kitchen 
agitatedly, avoiding the small square of sunlight beside 
the sink. “Don’t want ta lose you, pet. EVER. Can’t bear 
th’ thought of puttin’ you in th’ ground an’ never touchin’ 
you, holdin’ you, shaggin’ you again!” He felt his demon 
face slipping out but he didn’t care. He and his evil half 
were entirely in agreement on this. “Want ta keep you 
with me always, precious! Ta have an’ ta hold, blah-blah-



blah, ‘til death do we part! An’ I don’t want that death ta 
come… ever!” He was breathing hard and wasn’t sure 
he’d even explained anything but he couldn’t help it. All 
his carefully thought out words and explanations were 
gone, lost to him as the gut-wrenching terror of someday 
watching his beloved die swept through him. 
 
 
And this was pretty much the opposite of what Harris 
had feared. Spike wasn’t trying to find a way to get rid of 
him. He was trying to find a way to KEEP him! The 
realization made his heart swell for a moment, but then 
it… deflated. It just wasn’t possible, and he knew it.  
 
 
Harris sighed then got up and moved to the pacing blond. 
“Spike,” he said softly, one hand finding his love’s 
shoulder as his sorrow was reflected in his expression as 
well as his voice, “That would be… amazing. It really 
would. But… babe, I…” He frowned, looking away from 
the suddenly hopeful face. “I don’t want to be a 
vampire!” he finally blurted out. “I… the… the no sun and 
the blood and you KNOW I was never stealthy and I’m 
still not and Gods, I love you but I just… I LIKE being 
human and doing human things and I just… I’d be a really 
BAD vampire, right? I mean, what would I hunt? Old 



people? They’d be the only ones who couldn’t get away 
and I’ll bet they’d be all stringy and stuff and get stuck in 
my teeth and can I just say gross?” 
 
 
“Knew I wasn’t sayin’ it right,” Spike finally said with a 
small grin. “Don’t want ta turn you, Xan. Luv your heat, 
your heartbeat… your soul. Never want ta see those 
things gone, alright? No, don’t want ta turn you. Want ta 
Mate ta you.” 
 
 
“Mate?” Harris echoed, his brow furrowing with 
confusion. His vamp had mentioned that before, but he’d 
always assumed it was just another way of saying he 
wanted to… “Um, Spike… we ‘mate’ like five times a 
day… sometimes more. Or am I being an idiot?” 
 
 
The vampire chuckled and pulled his love into his arms, 
holding him tightly and enjoying that warmth he’d 
mentioned a moment earlier. “Not an idiot, luv. Never 
that. You knew about claimin’ so I figured you’d know 
about Matin’ too. An’ NOT th’ kind we do all th’ time.” He 
grinned and pulled back then hopped up on the counter, 
pulling his Xan to stand between his knees. 



 
 
“ ‘s like this, pet,” he said, staring into his human’s eye as 
his hands rested lightly at either side of the man’s waist. 
“There’s three stages of bindin’. Claimin’, which any 
childe can do but never minions, an’ you know what that 
is. Feelin’ each other’s emotions, healin’ faster from 
wounds caused by your claimed. Fairly simple an’ 
straightforward, claimin’ is.” 
 
 
Harris nodded and leaned closer, surprised when Spike 
shook his head. 
 
 
“Need ta explain this ta you, luv, an’ that means no 
distractin’ your Spike, ‘ey?” He waited until Xan gave him 
a reluctant nod before continuing. 
 
 
“Right, then. Th’ next stage is Matin’, precious. Can only 
be done by a Master Vampire, an’ maybe that’s why you 
don’t know about it. We tend ta kill humans who aren’t 
ours, not sit down an’ have heart ta heart chats with 
them about what we do with our special ones, y’know?”” 
Spike smirked at a few fond memories from the old days. 



 
 
“Um, Spike…?” Harris said softly, not wanting to interrupt 
but curious about something. He’d been wondering for 
years; maybe now he’d finally get an answer that made 
sense. “What’s the difference? Between a childe and a 
Master Vampire? Is it just age…?” 
 
 
The blond arched a brow and chuckled. “Course not, Xan. 
A childe… a childe is made with th’ intention of havin’ a 
companion, not just a servant like a minion is. An’ some 
childer can go centuries without ever becomin’ Masters. 
A childe becomes a Master in his or her own right when 
they can ignore th’ call of th’ blood bindin’ them ta their 
Sire. When they can ignore what their maker orders 
them ta do an’ go their own way… or when they can 
clock th’ bastard an’ string him up then spend days 
shovin’ hot pokers inta his side… an’ other places.” He 
smirked again. “ ‘s not an easy thing ta do, luv, but once a 
vampire can manage it, they’re a Master. An’ Masters 
can do other things childer can’t do. Like claim someone 
an’ then Mate ta them.” He nodded seriously. 
 
 
“Oh… okay,” the brunette said softly, rolling that over in 



his mind. It made a certain sort of sense, after all. When 
a vampire could ignore the vampire who’d made them, 
they were their own master and maybe that was what 
the term meant to begin with. “Okay,” he said again, 
nodding as his hands rose to rest gently on Spike’s thighs, 
not distracting, just… seeking contact. “G-go on. Sorry. I 
was just wondering.” 
 
 
Spike smiled and flexed his fingers lightly against his 
human’s waist. “Nothin’ ta be sorry for, luv. If you don’t 
understand somethin’ you SHOULD ask. That way you’ll 
at least know what I’m talkin’ about, yah?” He nodded, 
reflecting his Xan’s motion. “Right, then.”  
 
 
“Now, matin’ is a bit different from claimin’. ‘s more of 
an exchange than anythin’ else. There’s plusses on both 
sides of it. Th’ vampire gets a bit of resistance ta sunlight. 
Enough ta cross a street at high noon without burstin’ 
inta flame. Means if I stay in th’ shade I won’t feel more 
than a slight itch.” He grinned, trying to imagine what 
that might be like. “Th’ human, on th’ other hand, 
experiences very slowed aging. Maybe a year for every 
fifty or so. An’ perfect health. No cancers, no colds, no 
coughs… none of th’ mucus-inducin’ things you lot seem 



ta be so prone ta.” 
 
 
And Harris had always believed that if something 
sounded too good to be true, it probably was. “Uh-huh… 
and what’s the catch, babe? Because if it was that easy, 
everyone would be doing it.” 
 
 
The vampire sighed. “Catch? Try CATCHES, pet. Because 
there’s a whole soddin’ heap of them.” His expression 
was very serious as he met the brunette’s gaze. “I… look, 
Xan. I want this. Not goin’ ta try ta tell you anythin’ 
different. Don’t want ta lose you, an’ definitely not in 
fifty or so years. ‘s not enough time, luv. But you need ta 
have all th’ particulars if you’re goin’ ta decide an’ not 
hate me later.” He swallowed hard, trying to smile.  
 
 
“First off, when th’ vampire gains that bit of immunity ta 
th’ sun, you’ll get more sensitive to it. Probably need a 60 
sunblock if you’re goin’ ta be out in it directly for more 
than an hour or so, even with your skin tone. Goin’ ta be 
hard for you ta go ta a doctor because you’ll heal even 
faster… almost like I do, an’ not just from what I do ta 
you, but from anythin’.” He could see the glimmer of 



acceptance in his beloved’s eye and as much as he 
wanted to leave things there, he just couldn’t. “But none 
of that’s bad, Xan… still, Matin’ ‘s not all puppies an’ 
Christmas.”  
 
 
Spike sighed softly. “Think about it, luv… you’ll be young 
an’ in th’ prime of your life for centuries… millennia, 
probably. But th’ rest of th’ world will keep goin’ on their 
own time scale. You already know you’re goin’ ta outlive 
our Lily… but you’ll live long enough ta see her grandchild 
buried once we find him or her… and her grandchild’s 
grandchildren, too. Your friends… the Slayer, Red, 
Ripper… Elliot… all of them, luv. They’ll age an’ sicken an’ 
one day grow weak an’ die. An’ there won’t be anythin’ 
you can do about it.” 
 
 
Spike sighed again, staring at his beloved’s chest. “That’s 
th’ catch, luv… you’ll have ta watch life goin’ by an’ takin’ 
those you luv away from you. An’ you’ll never let yourself 
care as much for any other humans again because you’ll 
know how quickly their lives pass. An’ you’ll feel guilty for 
havin’ more time than they do. Guilty for luvin’ me an’ 
lettin’ me be a selfish git by keepin’ you with me just 
because I can’t stand ta let you do what humans do… an’ 



that’s die. Only bright side is… you’ll be sterile. Won’t be 
able ta have kids an’ have ta watch them die, too.” His 
eyelids closed over wet blue orbs and he growled softly. 
“Stupid fuckin’ soul. Won’t even let me lie ta you ta keep 
you with me.” 
 
 
Harris was stunned. That was the only word for it. 
Stunned. The idea of hundreds of years with Spike was… 
incredible. He would have said yes immediately but 
then… Spike had gone on. He couldn’t even begin to 
imagine what it would be like to stay young and healthy 
while watching everyone he loved other than the 
vampire just… die. Willow, Buffy, Dawn… Giles… Elliot… 
even his WIFE! Well, former wife, but still. It was… it 
was… “I… I love you, Spike… so much…” he whispered, 
“But I…” He shook his head suddenly, the rest of the 
meaning behind the blond’s words hitting him.  
 
 
“Gods… you must have been so lonely. All this time… and 
that’s why you were such a jerk… Jesus, I get it now!” and 
he did. The vampire, even without a soul had been so… 
human. How could he let himself care when he knew 
everyone around him aside from his own kind would be 
gone in the blink of an eye? He couldn’t, Harris answered 



himself, and so he’d tried to be cold to the world around 
him, concentrating on his family and then even that had 
shattered and… “Spike… Gods, Spike, I’m so sorry…” 
 
 
He couldn’t believe the human was holding him. Not 
after what he’d told him. But he wouldn’t push him 
away. He would NEVER push his Xander away… not even 
if the bloke decided to pass on the Mating, which he fully 
expected him to do, Spike admitted silently. Eternal life 
seemed all well and good on the surface, but the reality 
of it was… well, it was often heart wrenching, to say the 
least.  
 
 
His arms wrapped around the warmth of his beloved and 
he sighed despairingly. “ ‘s not your fault, Xan,” he 
whispered against the soft skin of the man’s chest. 
“Just… don’t want you leapin’ in without lookin’. Did that 
myself, what with beggin’ for Dru’s bite. Glad I did, 
though,” he said quietly, “Never would have known you 
if I hadn’t. Never would have known what it was like ta 
luv you. Ta make luv ta you… ta be yours.” 
 
 
Harris couldn’t help smiling as Spike’s head more or less 



burrowed into his chest. One hand slid up the long, 
shaking back to make a home in the soft blond hair while 
the other pressed at the base of Spike’s spine. “I can’t…” 
he tried to say then cleared his throat. “Babe, I… can’t 
give you an answer right now, okay? I… I need to think 
about this. It’s… a lot of information to take in at once.” 
He dropped his head, pressing small kisses atop the hair. 
“But I WILL think about it, okay? I… promise, Spike.” 
 
 
And that was all he could hope for, the vampire knew, 
although he wasn’t REALLY hopeful. There was just about 
zero chance that his human would agree, considering the 
repercussions. Still, fifty or so years were better than 
none, and… he didn’t care what his Xan thought. He’d 
still want him even when he was a slack-jawed drooling 
old git. And Spike would never stop loving him. Not until 
the day he placed flowers on his grave at midmorning 
and joined his beloved in the earth as ash. And that 
would be just about seventy-two hours after his love 
died. 
 
 
“Luv you, Xan,” he whispered against that hard chest, 
steeling himself to just another half century of bliss. 
 



 
“Love you too, babe,” Harris whispered back, entirely 
unaware of what his vampire was thinking in that 
moment.  

Part Seven 

“I’m sorry, Harris, but Mr. Giles is still away,” Robert’s 
voice said softly over the phone line. “He had some sort 
of an emergency, he said, and didn’t know how long he’d 
be gone. How… how are you? And Will? Everything’s 
going well, I hope…?” 
 
The man tried to control his groan. He’d been trying to 
reach Giles for over two days. He’d left messages, voice 
mails, hell, he’d even sent an overnight packet with the 
little information they had about Olivia Jamison, and all 
to no avail. The information wouldn’t do any good if Giles 
wasn’t there to pass it on to whomever might be able to 
help. 
 
“Yeah, Robert. We’re good. Great, even. He’s just 
packing to go home.” 
 
“Home?” the younger man’s voice was surprised, “I 
assumed the two of you would be… never mind. I don’t 
suppose it’s any of my business, is it?” He chuckled wryly. 



“Still, I wouldn’t let Trevor know you’re splitting up. He 
takes your relationship with Will very seriously, you 
know. Although if you’re going to be available again, I 
hope you’ll schedule some time in London…?” 
 
Harris laughed. “We’re not splitting up, okay? I just… 
have a few things to take care of in DC before I move, 
okay? That’s actually kind of why I need to reach Giles. I 
need his help with something.” He sighed. 
 
“You, the Slayer, AND the Maiden-Crone apparently. I 
don’t think Mr. Giles has ever had so many messages in 
just a few days.” The voice sounded amused. 
 
“Uh, that’s my fault, Robert. I asked them to try to reach 
him too, so… I’ll call them off, okay?” 
 
Robert laughed. “I’m sure Collins will appreciate that, 
Harris. If… if you don’t mind my asking, what is it that you 
need? Maybe I can help.” 
 
The brunette sighed quietly. “I doubt it, but… give it a 
shot if you want. I fed-exed a packet to the house 
yesterday. Do you know if it got there?” 
 
“It’s sitting right here on Mr. Giles’s desk… not very hefty, 



is it?” 
 
“Yeah, that’s part of the problem. See, we’re trying to 
find someone. My neighbor’s grandkid. It’s… important, 
okay? So that’s the information we have and we were 
hoping Giles would know someone who could look into 
it. It’s not gonna be easy, either. Lily’s spent tons of 
money over the last fifteen years and couldn’t even find 
out if the kid’s a girl or a boy.” 
 
“Ah. Well, I’ll go through what you sent and see if I can at 
least figure out a place to start, all right? What about the 
child’s parents?” 
 
“The mother’s dead. Don’t know about the father, just 
that his name was Bob and he ran out on Lily’s daughter. 
Nice guy, huh?” 
 
Robert snorted. “Yes… if you equate nice with being an 
enormous asshole, he was clearly very nice indeed.” He 
paused. “I’ll see what I can find out, Harris.” 
 
“Thanks, buddy… really. And tell Giles to call me when he 
gets back, okay?” 
 
“I’ll do that. Take care and give my best to Will.” 
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“You got it, Robert… and thanks again.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Robert says hi,” Harris said from his spot in the 
bedroom doorway. He watched Spike throwing a few 
more things into his suitcase and sighed. “I wish I were 
coming with you, babe.” 
 
“Yah. Wish you were too,” Spike said shortly, forcing 
himself not to look at the bloke. Another black t-shirt 
went into the bag sloppily.  
 
“Christ… Spike, don’t be like this. I’m not sending you 
away or anything!” 
 
“Aren’t you?” the vampire asked, still packing his things. 
“Told you I’d stay ‘til we got Lily taken care of an’ you 
said no. Seems like sendin’ me away ta ME.” 
 
“Gods… and you also told me that almost three months 
was a long time for the demon population of New York to 
go without anyone there to rein them in! Remember 
telling me that in Paris, Spike?” Harris frowned and shook 
his head before moving quickly into the room. He strode 



to the blond, wrapping strong, warm arms around him 
and holding him tightly. “I wish you could stay, babe… I 
really do. But if I let you, then…” He sighed again. “I can’t 
be that selfish, Spike. Not when people could die just so I 
can keep you with me. Fuck, Spike… I already miss you 
and you’re not even gone!” 
 
The blond stood stiffly in the sheltering embrace. “Don’t 
want ta be away from you,” he finally muttered. “Keep 
thinkin’ you’re goin’ ta decide not ta come at all if I’m not 
with you. ‘s happened before, ‘ey? With my Sire…” 
 
Harris frowned and leaned down slightly, pressing his lips 
to the scar on his love’s neck. “I’m not Angel, Spike. Or 
Angelus. I’m Harris… Xander. Your Claimed, remember? 
And believe me, just as soon as Lily’s settled in with her 
grandkid, I’m flying to New York. I’m not even gonna 
pack.” He nibbled gently at his mark. “You’re a part of 
me, babe… never gonna let you go, okay? Or not for 
good, anyway.” 
 
Spike sighed, finally relaxing into his beloved’s hold. “An’ 
what if we don’t have any more luck findin’ th’ kid than 
Lily did, ‘ey? Or her grandbrat’s as much a shit as th’ rest 
of her family? What then, Xan? You’re goin’ ta stay here 
‘til th’ tough old bird dies?” 



 
He sighed in return and held Spike even closer. “I don’t 
know, babe… but whatever happens, I WILL be with you. 
Even if it means flying up there every other day, I’ll be 
with you. Or… maybe we can talk Lily into moving, too. 
Get her a place in your building so I know she’s okay.” 
Harris shrugged a little. “Whatever. But nothing is gonna 
keep me away from you for long, okay? I promise, Spike. 
I’m yours. Never forget that.” 
 
“An’ I’m yours, luv… just… it’s like you said. Miss you 
already an’ I’m not even gone. Don’t know how I’m goin’ 
ta stand it when I am.” 
 
Harris smiled and kissed his vampire slowly. “You’ll take 
the Jag for a spin and feel better, babe. And if you ever 
doubt that I’ll come to you, you know I’ll come to get my 
car back.” 
 
Spike chuckled reluctantly. “Guess I’m keepin’ th’ soddin’ 
Jag, then, if that’s the only thing that’ll get you back in 
my bed.” His lips found his human’s again, hard and 
deep. “Bloody hell, luv… if I don’t leave now, I’m never 
goin’ ta. Want ta just strip you an’ shag you ‘til you 
decide you don’t care if a bunch of gits you don’t even 
know die without me tryin’ ta protect them.” 



 
He smiled slightly and slowly released his blond. “I almost 
don’t care already. Go, Spike… and call me when you get 
home, okay? I… I’ll need to hear your voice, okay?” 
 
The vampire snorted. “Doubt I’ll wait that long, pet.” He 
closed the suitcase, hearing the latch click before he 
hefted it and started for the front door. Spike swallowed 
hard and turned to see his beloved right behind him. 
“Luv you, precious… an’ don’t turn your phone off. Goin’ 
ta be callin’ you a lot, I suspect.” 
 
“I wouldn’t have it any other way, babe…” Harris 
managed around the lump in his throat. He leaned in for 
one more slow, deep kiss then pulled back. “Shit… love 
you, babe… so much… and I’ll have my phone in my hand 
every minute until I see you again.” 
 
“Do that,” Spike ordered, his feet dragging on the 
hallway carpet. He got into the elevator, watching his 
human watching him until the doors closed. “Miss you 
already,” he whispered again, meaning it with every fiber 
of his being.  

 
 



 
 
 

Part Eight 

He’d been away for less than a week and yet almost as 
soon as he walked through the door of the Watcher 
House, he was assaulted by potentials with problems, 
butlers with attitude, and one very confused sounding 
difficulty from Robert.  
 
“Sod all…” Giles muttered, then set to creating order 
from the chaos his life had become. 
 
It was hours later that he finally had the chance to sit 
down with his assistant to find out what had been going 
on during his absence. 
 
“Well, did Xander say WHY this is so important? I can 
hardly pull any of my Watchers from their posts simply to 
locate some missing child who would be…” he scanned 
the few papers before him quickly, “Not a child anymore. 
Twenty-two or twenty-three years old by now. Really, 
Robert, it’s hardly our job to find missing persons.” 
 
“Mr. Giles. It’s Harrison. He’s certainly paid his dues, and 



with an eye, no less. I think… don’t we owe him? It’s not 
as though he received payment for all the times he 
assisted you as a boy, is it?” Robert arched a brow at the 
man, reminding himself that Giles was likely worn out 
from his trip and irritable that his return had been met 
with immediate demands on his time. That was the only 
reason he could think of for him to be acting so reluctant 
to assist one of the original Scooby gang. 
 
Giles sighed and rubbed his eyes, suddenly ashamed of 
himself for needing the very young man to point out 
exactly what was still owing. “I’m sorry, Robert. You’re 
absolutely right. It’s the very least we owe Xander. I’ll get 
right on it first thing in the morning.” 
 
The blond smiled. “I’ve made a bit of a start. I’ll copy my 
notes for you and put them on your desk. Would you like 
me to have Collins bring you some tea?” 
 
Giles nodded quickly. “I would appreciate that, Robert. If 
he could bring it to my room, that would be nice.” He 
stood, yawning as he did so. “I’m afraid that if I don’t 
seek my bed I’ll fall asleep right here. It’s been a difficult 
few days.” 
 
Robert nodded quickly. “Yes, you do appear to be a bit… 



worn. I’ll say good night and get to that copying, yes?” 
 
“Thank you, Robert, and good night.” He started for the 
stairs, tiredness clear in every step. “And should Xander 
call tonight, please tell him that we are making his 
request a priority.”  
 
And that was more like it, Robert thought with a smile. 
He hoped Harris did call. He’d finally figured out a subtle 
way to ask about Elliot… and Trevor.  
 
Meantime, he would get back to work. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Hey, babe.” 
 
“Hullo, luv… bit early for you, isn’t it? Not still all 
snuggled up in that big empty bed of yours, ‘ey?” 
 
“Spike, it’s ten o’clock in the morning. Of course I’m 
awake... besides, I… don’t sleep so well alone these 
days…” 
 
A chuckle. “That makes two of us, pet… miss you, Xan.” 
 



“Fuck, babe… miss you like crazy.” A soft sigh. 
 
“So what’s goin’ on, luv? You don’t usually call ‘til a more 
civilized hour.” 
 
“Oh… right. The reason. Yeah.” Rueful chuckle. “I almost 
forgot. Gods, I love your voice, have I mentioned that I 
love your voice…?” 
 
“Only a few thousand times, beloved… th’ point?” 
 
“Right. Right. Giles is back. Robert says he’s on our little 
project.” 
 
“Yah? An’ what else did young Bobby have ta say, pet?” 
Slightly jealous tone. 
 
A laugh. “Mostly that he found some new prophecy or 
other… or a poem he thinks could be one. Something like 
that. He wanted to know if I thought Trevor would mind 
if he called him and El.” A snigger. “I think that’s just an 
excuse, though. He’s been all hot for Elliot ever since that 
night at that club.” 
 
“Seem ta recall Trevor not bein’ too pleased about that, 
luv. Seems ta be a bit possessive of his lover, that one.” 



 
“And this from a vampire. I’m gonna fall over with 
shock.” 
 
“Yah, laugh it up, mate… goin’ ta show you all about 
possessive as soon as you drag that stunnin’ ass of yours 
up here again, aren’t I?” Smirking tone. 
 
“I’m gonna hold you to that, babe… it’s been… way too 
long.” Another sigh. “Christ, Spike… I haven’t seen you in 
two days! It feels like so much longer.” 
 
“Stop poutin’, luv. Almost didn’t let you go back. Thought 
about just lockin’ you away here an’ holdin’ you prisoner. 
If you hadn’t had ta catch that plane, I would have.” 
 
“Gods, Spike… and now I’m picturing myself all… tied up 
and stuff. Bastard.” Shaky breath. 
 
A smug chuckle. “Tied up, luv? More like tied down. Silk 
ropes an’ my bed… can picture you, Xan’… all spread out 
for me… your luvly bum in th’ air… just waitin’ for me. 
Can hear you beggin’, pleadin’ with me ta take you…” 
 
Loud moan. “Fuck, Spike… use the paddle first, okay?” 
Slow, unsteady gasps. 



 
“Oh, definitely, luv… th’ oval one with th’ fleece on th’ 
one side… th’ better ta buff your skin once it’s all red an’ 
hot.” 
 
A wordless groan. 
 
“That soft, pale skin of yours… luv th’ way it goes pink 
with th’ first few swats, pet… th’ way you whimper an’ 
try ta lift your bum inta th’ smacks… I can see it, luv…” 
 
“Jesus… fuck…” 
 
“Go ta th’ dresser, luv… get out that toy I left you… you 
know th’ one. The red glass, all those joined bumps 
makin’ it a work of art… an’ th’ lube, pet… you’re goin’ ta 
need it.” 
 
A small silence as the order was followed. 
 
“I… Gods, Spike… please, I…” 
 
Sly, low chuckle. “Soon enough, luv… what are you 
wearin’?” 
 
“J-jeans… nothing else…” 



 
“No shirt? No… underthin’s? Good, luv. Take them off an’ 
lay down on th’ bed, Xan. Now.” 
 
The small sound of soft cotton being removed, then skin 
against sheets.  
 
“Ungh… I… yeah, babe…” 
 
“Right, then… where were we?” 
 
“The p-paddle…” 
 
“Yeah… can see you, Xan. Tryin’ ta take th’ swats harder, 
your wrists twistin’ all slow an’ subtle-like in th’ ropes… 
won’t let you make me move any faster than I want ta, 
though. Like takin’ my time, makin’ you moan an’ writhe 
as much as you can.” A soft groan. “Hands an’ knees, 
precious… but no touchin’ that luvly cock of yours.” 
 
A tiny click as the phone is switched to speaker. “Spike… 
please, I need…” Despairing moan. 
 
“Always goin’ ta give you what you need, pet… even 
when you don’t know what it is, yah…?” Soft purr, 
covering the sound of covers being tossed back. “I can 



see you, Xan… in my mind. Your bum wagging at me, 
begging for more. Can smell th’ blood risin’ ta the 
surface, see it just under your skin… gets stronger, 
clearer, every time th’ studded leather side of th’ paddle 
strikes you… so bloody hot, luv… so amazin’ ta see you 
like that…” 
 
Keening moan. “F-fuck… babe… I can’t…” 
 
“You can, luv… an’ you will. No cummin’ yet, alright?” 
 
“Y-yeah… but J-jesus f-fuck, Spike… hurry!” 
 
“Granted, pet…” Soft sounds of a hand stroking over hard 
flesh. 
 
“Swat at your bum over an’ over, luv, watchin’ you strain 
an’ twist. Hear you whimperin’ more, beggin’ all 
desperate-like. Can’t take any more myself, so I turn th’ 
paddle over, rubbin’ your hot, red skin with that soft 
sheepskin…” A groan. “Luv th’ way you gasp an’ moan, 
luv… th’ little hitched sounds you make. ‘s too much, 
though. Need ta be inside you, pet…” 
 
“Gods… yes… please, babe… fuck… have me… fuck yes…” 
 



Another soft groan. “Use th’ lube, luv… get yourself all 
slick for me…” 
 
Gentle grunts accompanied by gasps and small wicked 
pants. “I… Gods, Spike… I… need this… so bad…” 
 
“I know, pet… need it too. Need ta sink deep inta you… 
feel you wrapped around me, takin’ me ta th’ hilt in your 
heat… are you ready, Xan? Ready ta feel me…?” 
 
“F-fuck, Spike… always… yeah… ready…” 
 
“G-good, luv… now put th’ glass against your hole… push 
just th’ smallest bulb inta that blissful ass of yours…” 
 
Loud, straining moan. “P-please, babe… n-need more…” 
 
“You’re goin’ ta get it, beloved… now push it… push ME 
deeper… one more bulb, yah…?” 
 
“Fuck… babe… tell me what you’re…” moan “doing…” 
 
“Layin’ here naked, Xan… stroking myself an’ picturin’ 
you just… lookin’ like you look… like you’re goin’… ta 
look… when you come back again…” 
 



“Christ… d-don’t stop now…” 
 
“Take th’ next bulb, pet… ‘s bigger… goin’ ta make you 
feel so good, Xan… an’ push again. Take th’ fourth…” 
Breathy gasp. 
 
“G-gods… Spike, please… I need… m-more…!” 
 
“Y-you slick enough, luv…? Ta take all of it?” Rasping 
sound of skin moving roughly over hard flesh. 
 
F-fuck… YES! Need it… need it, babe… please, let me…” 
 
“S-slam it deep, luv… feel it fillin’ you… feel ME fillin’ 
you…” 
 
Long, happy scream as the order is followed. 
 
“FUCK! SPIKE! Y-YES…!” 
 
“Th-that’s it, l-luv… an’ I’m pullin’ back… just th’ tip inside 
you… an’ slammin’ back inta you… fillin’ you up, 
stretchin’ you so good, Xan… an’ you’re so tight an’ hot… 
don’t know how I got so lucky… fuck, pet… need ta feel 
you cum… cum for me, luv… cum hard… cum NOW!” 
 



“G-GODS…!” Lengthy gasps and grunts, mingled with 
whimpers and moans as completion is found 
immediately. 
 
“B’bloody… fuckin’… hell…” Matching sounds as images 
overwhelm, pulling growls from lips as a body tenses and 
spurts wildly. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“You still there, luv…?” almost whispered a few minutes 
later. 
 
“Unnngh… mummmfff…” 
 
Smug chuckle. “That was even better than yesterday, 
pet. An’ just so you know, I got some of that silk rope last 
night.” 
 
Longing groan. “Fuck, babe… I’ll be there tonight.” 
 
Low soft growl. “Bring th’ toy. An’ th’ new lube.” 
 
A small laugh. “I still think it’s funny that the lube made 
especially for anal… stuff… is called ‘Spike’.” 
 



“You would, luv… an’ I’ll be expectin’ you by ten, so don’t 
be late or… no paddle.” 
 
“Mmmm… I’ll see you then. Maybe even sooner. Love 
you, Spike…” 
 
“Luv you too, pet… now catch a nap. You’re goin’ ta need 
your energy later.” 
 
“So are you, babe… so are you.” 
 
Soft clicks as lines disconnect, both parties impatient for 
time to pass, until later when they’ll try to make it stand 
still.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Nine 

“Hi, this is me. You know what to do.” #beep# 
 
“Xander. It’s Giles. I believe I may have made some 
headway regarding your search. Call me back when you 



can, and… Yes, well, I’ll be awake and available for the 
next five hours. Your cell number seems to be out of 
commission so do call as soon as you get this message.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
#beep# 
 
“Alexander… I was under the impression that this request 
of yours was a priority. Please return my call at your 
earliest convenience. We really must discuss this. I… may 
know who the missing child is… and where.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
#beep# 
 
“Where the bloody hell ARE you? Three days and not 
even a ring back? CALL. I… you may not believe what I’ve 
found. I’m not entirely sure I believe it myself.”  
 
* * * * * 
 
#beep# 
 
“I’m becoming concerned, Xander. It isn’t like you to 



ignore… well, yes it is, but not perhaps in this case. 
Return my call or I will be forced to come find you. This is 
not the sort of information one leaves on a bloody 
machine.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
He’d barely been able to make himself leave New York 
this time. In fact, he almost hadn’t. Surprisingly, it had 
been Spike who’d nearly pushed him out the door with a 
growled ‘take care of things an’ get your ass back here 
for good, luv, an’ I’m not kiddin’.’. 
 
Gods, his body was still aching, although in the best 
possible ways. The ache in his heart, on the other hand, 
was less good. He truly didn’t know how much longer he 
could go on doing this. Visiting Spike for a few days, then 
leaving to sit at his apartment moping and missing him. 
The phone calls were great, but they just weren’t 
enough.  
 
Harris sighed softly as he got out of the Washington Flyer 
cab and paid the driver. Obviously Giles hadn’t gotten 
anywhere with finding Lily’s grandchild. He figured if the 
Watcher had, he would have called and Harris’ cell had 
been on and charged the entire time he’d been gone. 



 
“Fuck,” he grumbled, unlocking the security door and 
striding across the lobby, “Maybe I’ll just suggest the 
whole moving thing to Lily… Spike would be happy if she 
agreed. And more to the point, so would I.” 
 
He got into the elevator and rode up to his floor, his 
suitcase hanging by his side. Not that he’d needed much 
for the trip, but… he hadn’t really wanted to explain the 
big glass dildo or the lube when they x-rayed a carry-on 
bag, so… suitcase it was, and checked, as well. 
 
Spike had laughed at that, he remembered with a smile. 
Then again, Spike probably would have gotten on the 
plane with the thing in his… pocket. One thing his 
vampire wasn’t was shy. 
 
He was still smiling as he headed down the hall to his 
door, only seeing the older man standing outside it when 
he almost walked into him. “Giles?” he demanded, 
completely shocked, “What are you DOING here?” 
 
The Watcher had only arrived a few minutes earlier and 
had gained access to the building by the simple 
expedient of helping an elderly woman with her 
shopping bags. As it had turned out, the woman knew 



Xander. She apparently also knew Spike, although she’d 
referred to him as William.  
 
In an odd but amusing flash of memory, Giles had passed 
himself off as the younger looking man’s father and had 
agreed to join the woman for tea if he was unable to 
contact either Xander or his ‘son’ shortly.  
 
And here was Xander, looking a bit worn but reasonably 
healthy which was both a relief and an annoyance. 
 
Giles frowned deeply. “A better question might be why 
you haven’t been returning my calls. I was worried. I’ve 
been trying to reach you for three days, Xander.” 
 
“I was… away. You should have called my cell, G-man… or 
tried me at Spike’s.” Harris frowned himself then 
unlocked his door, opening it to let the other man 
precede him. “Anyway, since you’re here… what’s 
wrong?” He set his suitcase by the door, pulling Giles’s 
travel bag in from the hallway as well.  
 
“Your cell phone appears to be disconnected. Or that 
was the message I received when I tried the number you 
gave me.” The older man sighed and looked around the 
living room quickly. “As for Spike, he hasn’t seen fit to 



share communication options with me. Do you mind if 
we sit? I really must speak with you. It’s rather urgent.” 
 
Harris sighed. “Yeah… uh, take the chair. Trust me, you 
do NOT want to sit on the couch.” He blushed slightly. 
“Um, drink?” 
 
“God, yes… at least one.” The Watcher settled himself in 
the surprisingly comfortable leather chair with a soft 
groan. He’d never particularly cared for air travel. The 
seats were always… cramped, to say the least. 
 
The brunette busied himself pouring cognac before 
taking the matching chair across from his former mentor. 
He handed him one glass, then waited expectantly. 
“Okay, Giles. You said we needed to talk, so… if it’s about 
the weather or something I can start without you. 
Otherwise…” 
 
Giles sighed, taking a bracing sip of the liquor. “Yes, it’s 
simply that… as I said on your machine, Xander… I’ve 
found your missing person.” 
 
Harris blinked, then collapsed back in his chair. “Oh, 
Gods… they’re dead, aren’t they? That’s why you flew all 
the way here, right? Or… are they evil? Shit! They’re evil, 



right?” 
 
“No, no… that’s… not the problem. The… boy… is neither 
evil nor dead, but it’s… complicated.” The older man 
sipped again, then sighed deeply and began to explain as 
Harris’s eye got wider and wider. 
 
“Fuck,” he muttered after a few minutes. “Wait. Let 
me…” He shook his head. “I need to call Spike. He should 
be in on this. It’s… his project, too.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Hey, babe…” Harris said, clicking on the speaker as the 
ringing was answered. 
 
“Luv… was waitin’ for you ta call. What are you wearin’?” 
 
Harris blushed, trying not to look at Giles. “Um, the same 
thing I was wearing when I left, Spike.” 
 
Snort. “Thought you knew better than that, pet. Get 
naked. Now.” 
 
Giles couldn’t help smiling at the look on Xander’s face. 
“If you don’t mind, Spike, I’d really rather he didn’t.” 



 
A pause. “That you, Rupert? What the bloody hell are 
you doin’ in my Claimed’s apartment? Didn’t think you 
poached like that, mate.” 
 
“Jesus, Spike! Could you tone down the ick-factor?” 
Harris shuddered then blushed again as he finally looked 
over at his guest. “Uh, not that you aren’t an attractive 
man, Giles, but…” 
 
Giles rolled his eyes. “And as flattering as that might be if 
you didn’t look like you were about to heave, Xander, 
you’re not actually my type so can we move on?” 
 
Spike’s next snort was even louder. “Wish you would, 
blokes… was fancyin’ a bit of a phone-shag. Don’t care ta 
make it a threesome.” 
 
And now he was blushing as much as Xander was, Giles 
knew. “Yes, and I assure you I have no interest in doing 
so myself. Now if you’ve finished playing the latest round 
of ‘tease the Watcher’, perhaps we can get to the reason 
for my visit, as well as this call.” 
 
“He’s blushin’, isn’t he luv?” Spike said, the smirk clear in 
his voice. 



 
Harris grinned, then caught the look Giles was giving him. 
“Um, not as much as I am, babe. But Giles is right. We do 
need to talk. He… he found the grandkid, Spike. 
GrandSON, I should say.” 
 
“Bloody hell! Where is he? And how soon can we get th’ 
git ta DC?” Another pause. “An’ who is it, mate?” 
 
“That’s a very good question, Spike, and is also why I’m 
in Washington. It’s quite a story, really. And one I would 
never have expected.” 
 
“Out with it, Watcher!” Spike growled through the 
speaker, “Th’ sooner we can get th’ bloke here, th’ 
sooner my Xan can move his ass to New York where he 
belongs!” 
 
And that was a very valid point, Giles admitted silently. 
He’d never even heard of vampire and claimed 
deliberately being apart. It was astonishing that Spike 
and Xander had managed it even once without serious 
psychological imbalances, much less separating 
repeatedly.  
 
“Yes, well,” he said, taking another sip of cognac and 



nodding when Xander looked at his glass with an arched 
brow. Another drink wasn’t even close to being a bad 
idea. “It’s like this…  

Part Ten 

Harris got up and headed to the small bar in the corner 
again, this time deciding to just bring the bottle back to 
his seat. He poured, listening with half an ear as Giles 
repeated the few details he’d already shared before the 
call to Spike. 
 
“The surprising thing,” Giles said carefully as Xander 
finished topping him off, “Is that I don’t think you would 
have had any luck whatsoever through more… civilian 
channels. It seems Lady Luck was on your side.” 
 
“Yah. Lily said she’d had th’ best P.I.s in th’ world on it an’ 
not a one of them found so much as a single shred of a 
clue aside from a death record on her Olivia. From 
somewhere in Ireland, she said.” 
 
“I would imagine not. I found next to nothing when I 
tried those avenues myself. But there was something… in 
the young woman’s name. It struck a chord of sorts, 
although I couldn’t recall why. And then it occurred to 
me, gentlemen. Olivia Jamison. I… knew her.” 
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He took another sip of cognac and rubbed the bridge of 
his nose. “I was serving out my internship with the 
Watcher’s Council at the time. Quentin was second to 
Master Billings-Smythe. Quentin’s daughter, on the other 
hand, was a few years younger than I and even more 
junior within the organization. Marianne.” He smiled 
wistfully. “Lovely girl. I must admit that I was a bit 
infatuated with her…” 
 
“Bloody hell! Get on with it, Rupert! As fascinating as the 
glimpse into your warped and bizarre obsessions is, I 
don’t much care.” 
 
Giles blushed again and cleared his throat. “Yes, quite 
right. So Marianne. As I said, she was a lovely girl. Sweet. 
Caring. Obviously took after her mother. In any event, 
she was quite involved with another young man of the 
Council and in due time she married him. Shortly 
thereafter, I seem to recall that she began spending a 
good bit of time with a young American woman.”  
 
He frowned. “Keep in mind, this is all somewhat vague 
and mostly what I’ve pieced together from the backup 
discs of the original Council reminding me. It’s fortunate 
that they were kept off-site or we wouldn’t have much.” 
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“Come on, Giles… American woman. Focus!” Harris 
nearly snapped. 
 
Another sip, then a sigh. “Yes… the American. I 
remember her as being small… rather pretty, blonde… 
and pregnant, as became obvious over the next few 
months. Her name was Olivia. I… don’t recall whether I 
ever knew her last name back then; in fact, I barely recall 
her at all, to be honest. It was simply the oddity that 
stuck in my mind. Very few American’s were permitted 
within headquarters, and certainly no others who 
weren’t a part of the organization.” 
 
“In any case,” Giles continued, “I seem to remember that 
Marianne disappeared for almost a year, as did her 
friend. I never saw the American woman again. However, 
when I read that name… and considered the timing, it 
seemed obvious that perhaps the Olivia whose child you 
sought was the same girl I remembered. So I put her 
name into the database at the House and… I can still 
hardly believe what I discovered. Didn’t want to believe 
it, if I must be honest. I… I hadn’t thought that even 
Quentin could be so…” 
 
Harris snorted. “The same guy who fired you, then tried 



to get Buffy under his thumb by pretending she needed 
to pass his tests? Yeah, right… because he was a 
sweetheart. And he kept calling me ‘the boy’.” His eye 
rolled. 
 
Spike chuckled. “Well, ta be fair, luv, you WERE th’ only 
bloke of th’ group aside from Rupert an’ me, yah?” 
 
Harris grinned. “Yeah… it was still rude, though. I DID 
have a name. He could have used it.” 
 
Giles cleared his throat quickly then leaned forward, 
taking the bottle from Xander and refilling his glass. “As I 
was saying,” he said pointedly, nodding as the young 
man across from him and the vampire on the speaker 
both subsided, “Quentin’s records. When I was able to 
access them, I found that…” He sighed softly before 
going on. 
 
“Marianne, as it turned out, had suffered an accident as 
a small girl and was diagnosed as being unable to carry a 
child to term due to the damage. That didn’t deter her or 
her husband, however. I believe they were truly in love, 
and judging from the entries Quentin himself made, he 
was pleased with that. He was equally pleased when 
Marianne met and befriended the young, single and 



pregnant woman.” 
 
He took a deep swallow of the fiery liquor, leaning his 
head back to rest against the chair as his body relaxed 
somewhat and he fell into a more narrative tone. 
 
“He researched the girl’s background extensively and 
that of the child’s father. Apparently the young man had 
simply disappeared one day although later entries made 
it clear that he’d somehow run afoul of Chaschit demons 
and had been… eaten. Still, he’d been of good stock, as 
was Olivia. Good families… very good in the young 
woman’s case. No incidences of genetic disorders or 
rampant stupidity on either side for well over a hundred 
years. And I believe that was when Quentin hatched his 
plan.” 
 
Giles frowned deeply, unaware of the tense silence in the 
room. 
 
“The girl had been cut off by her family, although they 
might have recanted that if they’d known her young man 
had died rather than abandoned her. And so Quentin 
chose to hide that information-- even from his own flesh 
and blood, his notes said-- and he had arranged for his 
daughter to adopt the child secretly. Ostensibly the 



young woman would be permitted to see her child and 
would have a suitable income while she trained for a 
position within the Council’s clerical department. 
However, she would only be acknowledged as a favourite 
aunt and good friend of the family. To that end, he had 
all records of her arrival in England expunged.” 
 
He sighed softly and drank again.  
 
Harris frowned, already sure he wasn’t going to like the 
rest of the story. “And?” he demanded roughly, taking a 
sip of his own drink, “What happened?” 
 
Giles shrugged. “Apparently Olivia changed her mind 
after a month or so. She decided that she wished to keep 
her child. Quentin wrote that she’d begun looking for 
work and if she’d succeeded in that… well, that would 
have destroyed his plans, you see. He’d rather set his 
heart on the child being his grandchild. Quentin always 
did imagine himself as the head of a dynasty.” 
 
“In the end,” Giles said after a moment and another long 
swallow of cognac, “He sent the girl and his daughter to 
visit with Watchers in Ireland. It was only a week later 
that he deliberately leaked word that Marianne was with 
child. And a year later, she returned with her son… who 



was small and blond and quite easily passed as being 
three months younger than he actually was.” 
 
“He had her killed,” the vampire’s voice snarled, echoing 
through the room. 
 
“He killed her?” Harris demanded at the same time, his 
eye wide. 
 
“I… believe so, although he didn’t state it quite so… 
baldly in his records. He merely stated that everything 
had worked out as he’d hoped and his grandson was 
healthy and fit.” 
 
“So… what happened to the kid?” Harris asked, biting his 
lip. 
 
“Marianne and her husband raised him. He was a 
reasonably happy child. And he grew up strong, although 
perhaps a bit… lonely. He was never told of his true 
origins. I’m sure he never even suspected, as Marianne’s 
husband was blond, as well.” Giles nodded, finishing his 
drink and pushing the bottle away. He didn’t need any 
more liquor or he might become maudlin… more so, 
rather. 
 



“He spent most of his free time at Watcher 
Headquarters, learning about the organization and what 
we do during his holidays from school. As I said, he was 
mostly a happy lad. Until the explosion.” 
 
Giles sighed. “Marianne and her husband were there that 
day, although the boy was away at Eton. And so he was 
twice orphaned, although he doesn’t know it.” 
 
“What happened ta him, Rupert?” Spike growled, sorry 
that Quentin had died in that same explosion. He would 
have liked to kill the shit himself. “Th’ boy. What 
happened ta th’ boy? Where th’ bloody fuckin’ hell IS 
he?” 
 
“Well, he… inherited a reasonable income due to the ‘gas 
leak’ that had killed his parents and grandfather… and 
when we rebuilt, of course I took him in. He was one of 
our own. We… owed him that much. And he finished 
growing, became a young man any mother or father 
would be proud of. He became a trusted member of the 
new Council, privy to things most of the other new 
Watchers would never be comfortable knowing. He… 
he’s a good man. A VERY good man. One I’d be proud to 
call my own, in fact, much like you, Xander.” 
 



Harris smiled a little, flattered by that. “But Giles…” 
 
The older man sat up suddenly and turned wounded eyes 
to the brunette. “Bloody hell, Xander. How do I tell 
Robert that his entire life has been a lie…? Based entirely 
upon deceit and possibly murder?” 
 
“Bloody good question, mate,” Spike growled from New 
York.  
 
Harris shook his head slowly. “Giles, I… Robert…?” 
 
The Watcher shook his head, too. “Do you see now why I 
came? I couldn’t… I couldn’t tell you this over the 
phone… not even had I been able to reach you. And I 
don’t know what to do.” 
 
“Don’t worry, Giles,” Harris finally said after a few 
minutes of silence. “We’ll figure it out, okay? It’s just 
gonna take some time.” 
 
“Yah, Rupert,” Spike agreed, “An’ I’m comin’ down, Xan. 
Tonight. Think you need ta be held, yah?” 
 
The brunette sighed. “You have no idea, babe… uh, I’ll 
give Giles the bedroom. We can manage on the couch for 
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one night… or two or three, even.” 
 
Giles’s brow furrowed. “If it’s not too intrusive, Xander… 
or frightening… why are you so worried about me sitting 
or sleeping on your couch?” 
 
Spike had to laugh at that, a low, rich rolling sound that 
was very suggestive and very him. “Trust me, mate… you 
don’t want ta know. I’ll be there in two hours, Xan… 
three at th’ outside. Not takin’ th’ time ta drive seein’ as 
it’s dark, an’… can feel how sad you are…” 
 
“I… I’ll be waiting, babe. And I… fuck, Spike. Hurry, 
okay?” 
 
“Don’t worry, luv… I’ll be there in time for you ta cry on 
my shoulder. Luv you, pet… see you in a bit, Rupert.” 
 
“Yes,” the Watcher said quietly, almost unable to believe 
that he was looking forward to the blond’s presence as 
well as envying the relationship the formerly evil vampire 
now had with his one-time charge. What he wouldn’t 
give to have someone so dear to him… “Until then,” he 
agreed, sighing internally. 
 
“Love you too, babe,” Harris replied, pouring himself 



another cognac, “But just so you’re warned… I might be 
really drunk by the time you get here.” 
 
Spike’s voice was warm and accepting. “Then I’ll be there 
in time for you ta pass out on my shoulder, luv… an’ you 
can cry later. See you soon.” 
 
“Yeah,” Harris agreed, even as the loud click announced 
that his vampire had hung up. His own hand reached out, 
closing the line.  
 
“Okay… let’s get you settled in the bedroom, Giles. Uh, 
towels and stuff. I… I’ll take care of it. You just relax. You 
had a… long flight. Yeah.”  
 
Gods, he had to get the rest of his and Spike’s toys 
hidden. The last thing he needed was for Giles to find 
them. And he needed to change the sheets, he realized 
with a bright blush as he stepped into his bedroom and 
saw the unmade bed. 
 
He set about doing those things, trying not to count 
down the minutes until he’d feel his Claimed’s arms 
wrapped comfortingly around him.  
 
“Gods… poor Robert,” he whispered to himself. “But… 



lucky Lily. He’s a good kid. She’s gonna love him.” He 
smiled slightly. “And maybe… just maybe he’ll love her, 
too. And Trixie.” 
 
He didn’t even think about what the ramifications of 
Robert coming to the US where Elliot and Trevor were 
could be. 
 
But Spike did. Then he shrugged it off. His beloved was 
his concern, after all.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Eleven 

His beloved had been right, Spike admitted as he used his 
keys to enter Xan’s apartment three hours and twenty-
two minutes after he’d gotten off the phone with him. 
The young man was well and truly drunk. “Hullo, luv,” he 
murmured, locking the door behind him and moving to 
crouch in front of his love’s chair. 
 
“Spike!” Harris announced loudly, a sickly grin on his 



face. “I’m… so… glad you’re… here…” He felt himself 
crumpling inside at the sight of his claimed, woozily 
realizing he’d only been holding on until the other man 
got there. “Gods, Spike… Quentin… so evil… how could 
he…” 
 
“Shhhh… shh, pet,” Spike murmured comfortingly, his 
arms wrapping hard and tight around the brunette man 
and pulling him forward. “Bloke’s burnin’ in his own 
special Hell now, yah…?” He stood slowly, balancing his 
drunken lover against him. “C’mon, luv… let’s get all 
comfy on th’ couch, ‘ey? Need ta just touch you, Xan… 
hold you an’ feel you against me, luv…” 
 
The human swallowed hard and slowly moved to the 
sofa, still wrapped tightly in his vampire. “N-need that 
too, S-spike… I… Gods, poor… Robert… how… Giles is 
right, love… we CAN’T…!” He sobbed softly, 
remembering how he’d felt knowing his own parents 
hadn’t liked him, but… at least they’d KEPT him. Robert… 
Robert’s grandfather had thrown him away. 
 
“Hush, luv,” Spike murmured again, pulling his beloved 
down onto the couch with him. He shifted until they 
were laying tangled and close, his eyes flying to the 
bedroom door as he heard the small creak of the hinges.  



 
His eyes met Giles’s and he shook his head slowly, 
relieved when the Watcher nodded his understanding 
and closed the door again. Morning would be soon 
enough to deal with what they knew… or afternoon, 
rather, considering just how sodden his Claimed was and 
the fact that Rupert was five hours ahead of them, still 
being on jolly-old time. It was four AM in England, after 
all. 
 
“Hush,” he whispered, one hand softly and slowly 
rubbing circles on his love’s spine. “ ‘s goin’ ta be alright, 
luv… promise you, Xan… won’t let young Bobby get 
hurt…” 
 
Harris swallowed hard, nodding his head slowly against 
the hard, cool, cotton-clad chest beneath his cheek. “I… 
thanks… for being… here… for… coming…” he said shakily 
as the room began to spin, only the arms around him 
holding him still. 
 
Spike purred low and deep, well aware of how soothing 
his Claimed found it. His hands continued their gentle 
strokes and touches on his Xan’s spine. “Don’t want ta be 
anywhere else, beloved… always with you, always yours, 
never anywhere else…” He pushed their bond open to its 



widest expanse, letting those same feelings flow to his 
love as he felt the man finally slip into slumber. “Love 
you, Xan,” he whispered, pressing one gentle kiss to the 
strap-crossed and still slightly furrowed brow before 
letting his own eyes close and following him. 
 
* * * * * 
 
The true tenderness he’d seen the vampire display the 
night before had been the death of the tiny bit of 
concern Giles had still felt about the relationship 
between Spike and Xander. Somehow, as unlikely as it 
might have seemed to him, Spike truly loved the young 
man. He had no true notion of how it might have come 
about, but it was obviously true. The two men were in 
love. It wasn’t simply that Spike had wanted to hold on to 
some reminder of his past, as Giles had initially feared. 
And Xander… well, he’d never been one to prevaricate 
and that being so, Giles had never doubted the reality of 
HIS emotions. 
 
Of course, he never would have expressed his concerns 
to either the blond or the brunette; mostly due to the 
fact that it might have caused them both to pull away 
from him and the rest of the Council, but as it was no 
longer an issue, he pushed it aside for good. The two 



were well suited by whatever miracle had occurred and 
he was happy for them. 
 
He showered quickly, luxuriating in the strong water 
pressure that he’d been missing ever since he’d returned 
to England, then finished dressing and whatnot. 
 
Finally he stepped from the bedroom, smiling slightly at 
the sight of the two men still wrapped around each 
other. Apparently it was still a bit early for the lovers, but 
that was fine. He owed Xander’s neighbor a word of 
thanks for her kindness the day before, after all, as well 
as the news that the young man had returned safely. 
 
After leaving a note to that effect on the coffee table, he 
stepped from the apartment, not noticing the slightly 
cracked eye of the vampire on the couch.  
 
As it turned out, that barely open eye didn’t matter 
because Spike simply smiled, held his beloved closer and 
went back to sleep, his emotions still flowing steadily to 
his love. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris groaned softly as he opened his eye in the relative 



darkness of his living room, the afternoon sunlight muted 
by the four layers of sheer curtains he’d put in. He 
groaned again as he tried to lift his pounding head. 
“Fuck… what the hell was I thinking?” 
 
Spike chuckled, cradling the head against his chest again. 
“Don’t think you were, luv… or not about anythin’ but 
how young Bobby’s goin’ ta feel, yah?” His fingers 
stroked gently through the soft, thick dark hair, rubbing 
his beloved’s scalp softly.  
 
The younger man sighed and nodded slowly against the 
strong chest he was laying on. “I’m sorry I was such a… 
mess when you got here, babe… I just…” 
 
The vampire purred softly. “I’m th’ last one ta tell you a 
bender every now an’ again ‘s a bad idea, luv… been on a 
few myself. Think you might recall that, ‘ey?”  
 
Harris laughed softly, then winced at the throbbing in his 
head. “Oh, Gods… I think I’m gonna be sick…” 
 
Spike shook his head, still stroking the beautiful brown 
hair. “Nah, pet… but you’ll feel better if you have a 
shower an’ some orange juice.” He loosened his hold on 
his beloved slowly, helping the other man sit up. “Tell 



you what, Xan. You go ahead an’ get started on th’ first. 
I’ll bring you th’ second.” 
 
He smiled a little and managed to lever himself from the 
couch. “What about Giles?” Harris asked finally. 
 
The vampire snorted. “He can get his own bloody juice. 
Besides…” he scanned the note on the table. “Seems he’s 
payin’ a visit ta our Lily, luv. Now get your hot little ass 
inta th’ shower an’ I’ll join you in a minute, yah?” He 
smirked as his human blushed, then staggered towards 
the bedroom and the attached master bath.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Twelve 

His eye patch was on the floor, along with the clothes 
he’d been wearing for more than twenty-four hours. The 
shower was turned on to its full pressure, pouring icy 
cold water over his head as he leaned under the flow and 
Harris groaned at both the temperature and the relief it 
almost immediately provided. He could literally feel the 



pounding subsiding second by second. 
 
Finally he thought he’d be able to stand under the spray 
without toppling over and he adjusted the water, letting 
it grow warm before he stepped over the lip of the tub. 
“Oh… Gods…” he groaned, his hands finding the tiled wall 
as he leaned forward, the water running in stinging, then 
soft rivulets against his tanned skin. “That feels… so 
good…” 
 
Spike smirked as he stepped into the bathroom, glass of 
orange juice in one hand and the bottle of lube he’d 
found in his Xan’s suitcase in the other. The bottle he 
placed on the ceramic top of the toilet before he reached 
past the hanging curtain to stroke his beloved’s shoulder. 
He chuckled when the young man jumped a bit. 
 
“Here, luv,” he said, holding out the glass of juice. “Drink 
up. Th’ vitamin C will help more than you know.” 
 
Harris smiled and shook his head but leaned out of the 
warm water to drink a good third of the glass down in 
one swallow. “Thanks, babe, I’ll finish it later… and you 
were right about the shower. It feels… really good.” He 
blew his lover a kiss, then disappeared back into the 
steamy enclosure. 



 
Spike arched a brow at that and closed the bathroom 
door, locking it just in case Rupert came back sooner 
than he thought he would. Lily could be a regular 
chatterbox when she chose to, and if the Watcher 
happened to mention that ‘Harrison and William’ were 
both here, he had a feeling the charming old bird would 
keep her guest occupied for hours. 
 
Good thing, he told himself, even as he stripped himself 
of t-shirt, jeans and socks before picking up the bottle of 
lubricant and slipping past the slightly billowing curtain at 
the relatively dry end of the tub.  
 
He smiled as he looked at his love leaning against the 
tiles beneath the shower head, eyes trailing wantonly 
down the strong ropes of muscle at either side of that 
long spine and down further to the perfectly toned 
globes of his beloved’s ass and the blissful, deep crevice 
separating them. “Bloody hell, luv,” he muttered, taking 
one step to press himself against all that smooth, water-
slicked skin, “You look good enough ta eat…” 
 
Harris gasped, then moaned as he felt Spike’s tongue 
laving wickedly at his neck. His hips rocked back slightly 
and he moaned again at the sensation of his vampire 



hardening against his ass. “Fuck, babe… we… we can’t… 
Giles!” 
 
Snort. “ ‘s Spike, luv… not th’ bloody Watcher,” the blond 
teased, his empty hand sliding around his love’s hip to 
cup softly haired balls before slipping higher, caressing 
soft, silky skin which was slowly becoming less soft but 
no less silky. “Told you, pet… he’s at Lil’s. An’ I locked th’ 
door.” His fingers moved teasingly over the thickening 
length in his hand and he purred. “C’mon, Xan… for 
me…?” 
 
As if he’d ever be able to tell Spike ‘no’, Harris thought, 
his eye closed. He leaned back, pressing harder against 
the cooler shape of his claimed. “Anything, love… 
anything for you…” He gasped, his head dropping back 
onto one strong slender shoulder as that hand continued 
to stroke him, teasing him to rampant hardness. “Gods, 
babe… I…” 
 
Spike grinned and spun the man quickly, nipping at his 
neck before slowly lowering his lips and moving across 
and down the smooth, hard chest. He nibbled softly, 
then bit at tightly budded nipples, purring at the reaction 
he got before slipping lower, his hand still rubbing gently 
at the taut flesh between his fingers. 



 
“S-spike…” Harris sighed softly, leaning back against the 
tiles and watching as his love’s head slid down to his 
navel, tongue circling and dipping within. ‘Spike!” he 
sighed again, louder, when that soft, full-lipped mouth 
wrapped around the tip of his cock, water still pouring 
down over them both. 
 
Hell yes. That was all Spike could think as he tasted his 
human for the first time in over a day. HELL. YES. He 
didn’t think his Xan knew how hard it was for him when 
they were apart. He’d made a point of never mentioning 
the deep, aching hollow that comprised his being every 
time he knew his Claimed was leaving for more than just 
a few hours. He knew there was no helping it, anyway.  
 
They HAD to be apart more often than not right now, 
but… once things were straightened out and his beloved 
was where he belonged, there was zero chance that 
Spike would be letting his human even out of their 
apartment for more than a minute or two without him. 
Not for a good long while, anyway. 
 
His hand cupped his beloved’s sac, rolling the balls lightly 
as his lips slid to Xander’s base, taking the entirety of his 
beautiful cock deep into his throat and purring as the 



small dribbles of pre-cum coated his tongue. He pulled 
back fully, his tongue darting out, pink and wet, to flick 
lightly at the seeping tip before swallowing him down 
again. 
 
The sight of his vampire lapping at him like a favorite 
flavor of lollypop had Harris’s eye slamming shut. His 
hands found their way to Spike’s hair, clenching gently 
against his scalp. “Spike… babe… please…” he groaned, 
hips arching into that perfect wetness. “Gods, babe… 
PLEASE…” 
 
And that was what Spike had been waiting for.  
 
“Please what, luv?” he murmured, pulling his mouth 
from the perfect cock to look up at his beloved. “Tell me 
what you want, Xan… anything, pet.” He waited a 
moment, his hand still rolling the tightening balls gently.  
 
“Do you want ta cum in my mouth, luv… feel my throat 
closing around you, feel me purr an’ vibrate for you, 
pet?” He squeezed the sac lightly. “Want me ta bend you 
over after, fillin’ your ass full of me, luv? Full of my cum, 
my everythin’…? Or do you want ta bend me over th’ side 
of th’ tub an’ slam inta me… nearly break me with this 
bleedin’ amazin’ shaft of yours, mate? Slam inta me hard 



an’ rough, lose yourself in my tight ass until you can’t 
hold back…?” 
 
He smirked, watching his pet’s cock bounce with his 
words. He leaned closer, blowing a slow, cool breath over 
that lovely seeping tip. “Just tell me what you want, luv… 
tell me…” 
 
Fuck, he could cum just from listening to his claimed’s 
voice, Harris told himself. “I… fuck, Spike,” he shuddered, 
“All of that… any of that… Gods, I just… I need you, babe. 
Please, please, please… anyth…” His voice stopped on a 
gasping grunt as he felt the extended top of the bottle of 
lube against his hole. He grunted again as it slipped 
inside and a good amount of slick, shower-warmed liquid 
sped into him.  
 
“Goin’ ta do you first, luv,” Spike purred, licking at that 
seeping tip again, “Then you’re goin’ ta fuck me, Xan… 
hard an’ rough or soft an’ sweet. Whichever you need, 
pet… an’ I’m goin’ ta scream for you… shout your name 
so loud no-one will ever wonder whose I am…” His lips 
spread wide around his beloved’s shaft, sliding to flush in 
less than a moment as his hand left the pulsing sac and 
slipped back, one slim, elegant finger driving deep into 
Xander’s ass. 



 
“SPIKE!” Harris shouted immediately, his love’s words 
and finger proving to be too much already. His hips 
jerked as he held that wonderful mouth tight against 
him, his cock spasming and spurting deep within his 
vampire’s throat. “FUCK! LOVE YOU!” 
 
The blond purred, swallowing hard around the exploding 
shaft as he slipped another finger into the grasping 
channel he was going to fill in another moment or two. 
He pulled his lips back a few inches, then sucked the 
twitching member deep again, one more finger entering 
his beloved to spread, scissor and tease. 
 
And thank Gods for the tiled wall behind him, Harris told 
himself in a rare moment of lucidity which was swiftly 
lost as one of the fingers within him found that pleasure 
point. “Unnngh…” He groaned softly as his cock was 
released and within seconds he found himself spun 
again, this time with his hands against the back wall of 
the shower, his vampire between him and the spraying 
water. “S-spike…” He moaned, his hands shifting against 
the tiles until they found the towel bar there and 
wrapped around it, hanging on for dear life. “B-babe…” 
 
“Yah, luv,” Spike answered, his voice slow and sexy as his 



fingers drove deeper, pulling soft, deep whimpers from 
his love. “Goin’ ta be inside you, Xan… goin’ ta go so 
slow, so deep… goin’ ta make luv ta you, pet… until 
you’re so hard an’ ready for me… goin’ ta squeeze you, 
luv… keep you from cummin’ until you’re inside me… 
fillin’ me with that beautiful cock… makin’ me… but you 
know, luv… you know how good it’s goin’ ta be….” 
 
He slowly pulled his fingers from his human’s slick, 
stretched hole, then pressed his tip against the still-tiny 
opening. “Got enough slick in you, Xan… don’t need ta 
put any on. Know you like a bit of pain with your 
pleasure, beloved…” His hands fastened on hot, wet hips, 
pulling his love back even as he thrust forward, growling 
softly as just the head of him was forced inside.  
 
Harris moaned louder, deeper, the slight burn feeling just 
right. Still, he wanted more. He used his hold on the 
towel bar for leverage and pushed back suddenly, 
releasing a loud grunt of enjoyment as the motion drove 
his anus to the base of Spike’s shaft. “F-fuck! YES!” he 
cried out, small tears of pure happiness leaking from his 
good eye. “Spike… n-need…” 
 
“I know, luv,” Spike managed to groan, his eyes golden 
and locked on his human’s neck as he pulled back and 



slid in again, gently but hard at the same time. “Know… 
just… what you… need, pet…” His fingers tightened, 
making immediate bruises on the sleek, toned hips he 
was grasping and he growled, pulling himself back again 
before reversing the motion, his cock angled to press 
hard against the sensitive gland within his love’s channel 
with every stroke. 
 
“J-jesus FUCK… babe… love… claimed… fuck yes… just… 
like… unnngh….!” His hands gripped the metal bar 
harder, even as his body rocked swiftly back and forth, 
begging to be impaled even more. “B-b-babe… n-now…” 
 
One hand abandoned a heated, solid hip, sliding to wrap 
roughly around his Xan’s base. “Now, luv?” Spike 
demanded, thrusting smoothly in and out, “You want me 
ta cum, pet…? Fill you ta overflowin’ with everythin’ I’ve 
got…?” 
 
His whimpering, shuddering and rocking would do as a 
response, Harris hoped, because he was for damned sure 
incapable of speech suddenly. A high-pitched keening 
spilled from him as he pushed back again, this time 
clenching hard around the welcomed intrusion of his 
vampire’s shaft. “spppnnnngggghhhhhhhhh…!” he 
whimpered, gasping as he felt that thick readiness swell 



even more. “spnnnnnggghhhhhhhh…. Mnnnnnn…. 
Sppppunnnnggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhh….” When the 
first rapid, cool spurts of jism soothed his innards. 
 
He’d lost his rhythm, lost his cool… lost everything but his 
grip on the base of his beloved’s cock. He held even 
tighter, still careful not to hurt his love any more than he 
could handle as his back arched, driving himself deeper 
into the brunette as his cock exploded roughly and at 
length.  
 
He was gasping and sweating slightly, although he knew 
vampires didn’t actually do those things most times. 
Then again, Spike figured most vampires had never 
known the bliss he felt. His soul and demon were entirely 
besotted with Xander… and who could blame them? 
 
He growled loudly, pushing himself deeper still, burying 
himself to the root as his shaft’s eruptions slowed. His 
body dropped forward, draped over his love’s. “B’bloody 
hell, Xan, that was…” 
 
A wordless moan left his lips as Harris tried to thrust 
within the hand fisted around his base. “P-p-p…” 
 
Spike smiled shakily, his body still tight from the 



overwhelming orgasm he’d just experienced. “Shhhh… 
wait a moment, luv… know you want ta cum, pet, but 
you’ll thank me in a minute when you do it somewhere 
nice an’ tight… Promise, Xan… an’ I can’t wait ta feel 
you…” 
 
Harris moaned low and deep, his vampire’s words not 
helping at all. “Fuck, Spike,” he whispered a minute or so 
later, “You are truly evil…” His hands released the towel 
bar and flexed at his sides for a few moments, getting the 
blood circulating again. 
 
The demon was smirking as Spike finally released his 
beloved’s still-throbbing cock once the human had 
calmed down a little. 
 
“Yah, luv,” the blond said with a smile as he dropped to 
his knees and bent over the side of the tub, pushing the 
curtain to the end of the rod and finding the bottle of 
lube he’d dropped earlier. He pressed the pleated plastic 
into his lover’s hand. “But you knew that… now fuck me, 
Xan… need ta have you, pet.” He bit his lip when he 
heard the other man breathing hard. “I’ll beg if you want, 
luv…” 
 
And just like that, Harris found himself on his knees 



behind his vampire, slicking him quickly. “Gods, babe… I 
can’t…” 
 
“Don’t wait, beloved. Vampire. Don’t mind feelin’ you… 
YAH! Bloody FUCKIN’ hell, pet!” His eyes rolled back and 
he held himself still as the much younger man—the 
human man—forced himself deep, his big, beautiful cock 
piercing him fully and all at once. “Xan… luv… pet, 
precious, heart, soul, yes! Do it ta me, Xan… fuck me… 
fuck YAH!” 
 
The tight, cool burn surrounding him was entirely too 
much. Harris felt his eye slamming shut, even as he 
tensed in an effort to last more than two thrusts into his 
lover’s ass. “G-gods… S-spike… I… no… not yet…! I’m… 
fuck… babe! Nooooooo….!” He groaned disappointedly 
even as he slammed deeper, his hands on Spike’s 
shoulders, pulling him back. 
 
And no matter how short it had been, Spike found 
himself jerking roughly as his cock spurted great thick 
shots of milky semen against the side of the tub. His body 
spasmed wildly, anus clamping around his beloved’s 
shaft with vampiric strength, holding the spurting shaft 
deep, where it belonged. 
 



Harris groaned again, this time because he felt himself 
cumming again at the tightness gripping him. His eye 
opened wide, gazing at the ceiling blindly as the 
sensation rolled over and through him. “S-spike…” He 
moaned, collapsing over the slightly smaller body of his 
lover. “G-gods…” 
 
And that was a sentiment Spike completely agreed with. 
Fast as it had been, he had no doubt that he’d remember 
it forever as one of the best times he’d had with his 
beloved. “B-bloody hell… luv…” he shivered slightly. 
“Always… amazin’…” 
 
Harris sighed after a few minutes, forcing himself to pull 
away from his vampire’s taut, wonderful form. “Shit. I… 
really want to crawl into bed with you, babe, but…” He 
frowned, flopping back in the tub and pulling Spike down 
on top of him, the sleek spine and slender shoulders 
pressed hard against his chest. His chin rested on one of 
those shoulders as he kissed the scar he’d given his 
claimed. 
 
Spike purred, arching his neck into the soft press of lips. 
“Mmmm… want that too, beloved. But Trev an’ El can 
keep an eye on things for a while. Not goin’ anywhere ‘til 
you’re ready ta move in with me.” He made a stubborn 



sound when his Xan would have objected. “Bloke keeps 
sayin’ he’s my soddin’ Watcher. He can bloody well look 
after what he’s been watchin’ me do. NOT leavin’ you 
again, Xan. Not goin’ ta happen.” 
 
And Harris sat there in his tub, his vampire held against 
him as the warm water kept raining down on them, and… 
“Fine, babe,” he agreed with a smile, his hangover 
entirely gone, although he hadn’t noticed it leaving. “But 
that means we need to go shopping. I don’t remember 
you coming in with a bag.” 
 
He groaned. “I’ll get th’ gits ta pack some things an’ send 
them. Don’t make me go ta th’ soddin’ Mall. ‘s a bloody 
nightmare! Besides… think I left a few things here before. 
Might not be stunnin’, but they’ll do.” 
 
The human grinned, kissing Spike’s neck again. “Don’t 
worry, babe… I know your sizes if you didn’t. And you’re 
always stunning.” He grinned again. “Besides, there’s 
something I want to get for you, too. It’s… a surprise.” 
 
“Tomorrow, then,” Spike murmured, pulling himself 
reluctantly from his love. “Because it’s getting’ late an’ I 
have a feelin’ we’re on borrowed time in here, mate. 
Rupert’s likely ta be back any time.” 



 
Harris blinked then tried to leap up, panicked at the 
thought of Giles finding them like that. “Shit… uh, 
clothes! We need clothes! And… fuck, soap!” He 
snatched up the bar of Dove and began scrubbing himself 
while Spike laughed. “What?” he demanded, staring at 
the blond. 
 
Spike sniggered then shrugged as he stepped from the 
tub and grabbed a towel, wrapping it around his hips. 
“Doubt th’ bloke doesn’t know we’re havin’ sex, luv… 
he’s a Watcher, remember? Not that I want him watchin’ 
US, but…” He shrugged again. 
 
He couldn’t keep the smile from his face as he finished 
rinsing off then stepped out into the towel his love was 
holding out for him. “Okay… one more point for the 
Master Vamp…” He leaned in, almost giving Spike a soft, 
slow kiss before realizing he hadn’t brushed his teeth yet. 
Somehow, being all groiny with his lover had made him 
ignore the foul taste. He pulled back, blushing. “Um… go 
get dressed babe. I’ll be right there.” 
 
The vampire chuckled, admitting to himself that he was 
happy to wait for a minty-fresh kiss rather than a 
morning-after dragon-breath fest… although he wouldn’t 



have objected even so. Hell, even his beloved’s morning 
breath was worthwhile when it let him feel those lips, 
that cock, that ass. Still… “Right, then. Bring you some 
clean clothes, pet. Be right back.”  
 
He kissed his Xan’s cheek softly then slipped from the 
bathroom in search of clothing as his beloved began to 
frantically brush his teeth, glad Spike hadn’t noticed just 
how bad a night of getting drunk on cognac and Jack 
Daniel’s smelled on a human’s breath.  

Part Thirteen 

In the end, the three men decided only to tell Robert 
what they thought he needed to know, with some careful 
fudging of the truth. 
 
Giles had felt the name Olivia Jamison was somewhat 
familiar and had searched the old records. He’d 
discovered that the woman had been Robert’s biological 
mother and had tragically died in childbirth, whereupon 
her best friend, Marianne Travers-Hargrove had chosen 
to adopt the boy. There was some indication—and this 
was the untruth, but they all felt it was necessary—there 
was some indication that Robert’s adoptive parents had 
intended to tell him the true story of his origins on his 
eighteenth birthday but as they had died prior, along 



with his grandfather Quentin, they obviously had been 
unable to do so. 
 
They would explain to Robert about his birth father as 
well as what had happened to him, and that his mother’s 
father had been a bit of a prick but that as both men 
were dead, his mother’s mother had been looking for 
him for quite a while. 
 
It was a good story, they felt, and would prevent the 
young man from feeling any more bitter or angry than 
necessary.  
 
It would also, Giles pointed out, have the effect of not 
upsetting Lily, Xander’s sweet and gentle neighbor-lady. 
 
He’d had no idea that the woman was the person he’d 
been searching on behalf of; mostly because as soon as 
she’d realized that he was a friend of her ‘favorite boys’ 
she’d insisted upon using only Christian names, saying 
that he was already like one of the family because he 
obviously had the good sense to know quality when he 
saw it. 
 
Giles had almost snorted, remembering what he’d 
thought of Spike during the early years of their 



relationship. But the vampire had grown and changed in 
ways the Watcher never would have thought possible in 
the beginning, so he’d simply smiled and accepted a cup 
of tea, agreeing that ‘William and Harrison’ were very 
good boys and quite unlike most of their generation. 
 
“Right, then,” Spike finally said, his arm around his love 
where they sat on the couch, “Question is… who gets ta 
tell young Bobby that he has a grandmum he’s never 
heard of… oh, an’ ‘s likely ta inherit a soddin’ fortune, 
assumin’ he an’ th’ lively old bird get on?” 
 
Harris frowned. “I’d offer, but… I mean, I really barely 
know him, right? It seems like the kind of news that 
should come from a… friend. Mentor.” 
 
“Erstwhile father-figure,” Spike agreed, arching a brow at 
the Watcher. 
 
Giles rolled his eyes. “Yes. Of course I’ll be the one to 
inform him of his new… situation. However, I hope you 
two will remain available should he decide to visit and 
meet his Grandmother. He hasn’t any true friends in this 
country and you’d at least be familiar faces.” 
 
Harris nodded quickly, ignoring the annoyed look it 



earned him from his lover. “Yeah, I… just let us know 
when and if he’s coming, okay? We can come back… or I 
can.” He blushed deeply. “I can’t speak for Spike, but I’LL 
be here at least until he and Lily get a little comfortable 
with each other.” He nodded again, his hand rising to 
tangle fingers with those of the arm around his 
shoulders. 
 
Spike was blinking rapidly. It had sounded like his Xan 
had just said… “Come back?” he demanded, just to be 
sure he truly understood. “We can come back. Meanin’ 
we won’t be here. Meanin’ we’re goin’ ta be somewhere 
else.” 
 
Harris smiled and kissed his vampire slowly as Giles 
looked amused. “Babe… I’ll still need to fly up here every 
week or so, just to check up on Lily, but… yeah. I think 
maybe… well, what’s that they say? ‘I want to be a part 
of it, New York, New York…” 
 
The Watcher blushed slightly as the human’s words led 
to a deeper, longer kiss. He stood and made his way 
across the room. “I’ll just be in the kitchen giving Robert 
a call. It’s… entirely possible that it may take quite a 
while to explain things, so… please don’t think I’m 
ignoring you. I’m sure you can find some way to… amuse 



yourselves…” 
 
The vampire raised his free hand, waving Giles off. “Do 
what you like, mate,” he grumbled, forcing himself to 
pull away from his beloved’s lips for a moment. “Just… 
take your time about it, ‘ey…? Wouldn’t want you havin’ 
heart failure at what I’m about ta do with my luv on this 
couch.” 
 
“Spike!” Harris cried, laughing, “We are SO not gonna do 
ANYTHING here when Giles is in the kitchen!” 
 
The blond smirked, his fingers trailing wickedly over the 
front of his Claimed’s jeans. “Care ta make a small wager 
on that, pet?” 
 
Giles shook his head, blushing even more as he entered 
the kitchen and closed the door. Perhaps he’d make his 
call from the small balcony designed for al fresco dining 
on the other side of the kitchen. One more layer of 
insulation couldn’t possibly be a bad thing. 
 
And suddenly he was very glad he hadn’t slept on that 
couch. 
 
* * * * * 



 
Explaining to Lily about Robert had been fairly simple. 
Harris simply told her a slightly modified version of the 
story Giles had told Robert, the only true differences 
being that he implied Olivia and Marianne had met in 
Ireland, rather than England and he’d told her that Bob, 
her daughter’s fiancé, had run afoul of a gang and been 
killed, his body unidentified for years and by the time it 
was, his listed ‘next of kin’ was also deceased, meaning 
Olivia.  
 
He didn’t try to explain why there was no record of Lily’s 
daughter arriving on the Emerald Isle, and the woman 
assumed it had just been an error with paperwork.  
 
He was smiling as she simply glowed, finally knowing that 
her favorite child’s baby was not only alive but thriving 
and apparently wanted to know her, and that Olivia’s 
young man hadn’t been the scoundrel she’d thought. 
 
He was smiling even more a few minutes later when his 
cell phone rang at the appointed time and he passed it to 
her. 
 
“H-hello…?” he listened to her say shakily, her eyes 
brimming with happy tears, “Is this… is this Robert…? 



This is… yes, dear.”  
 
Tears poured down Lily’s face, her smile truly sparkling. 
“I… I know it may be awkward for you, dear. If it helps, 
please just call me Lily as Harrison and William do…” 
 
Harris smiled again, softly, as he stood and crossed to her 
chair, kissing her cheek softly. “Good luck, Lily,” he 
whispered, “He’s a good guy. I think you’ll get along 
really well.” 
 
He hadn’t told her that Robert was gay, but knowing her, 
that wouldn’t matter in the slightest. Besides, he had a 
feeling that it would come out in conversation, so to 
speak and… some truths weren’t his to tell, anyway. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“Well, they’re talking,” he said, still smiling as he entered 
his own apartment a moment or two later. “I think it’s 
gonna be fine.” 
 
“Right, then,” Spike said, setting another packed suitcase 
by the door, “Got everythin’ you’re goin’ ta need for th’ 
next few days, luv. Plane leaves in two hours. Rupert has 
th’ spare keys ta th’ door an’ he’s promised ta keep an 



eye on our Lil’ for th’ next couple days. Called Trev an’ El. 
They’re meetin’ us at th’ airport.” The vampire frowned. 
“Didn’t mention Bobby ta them. Figure it’s your place if 
you choose ta. Not tryin’ ta make trouble, you know?”  
 
Harris laughed and grabbed his claimed around the waist, 
pulling him tightly against his body to still the obvious 
jittering. “Babe… babe, relax. I’m not gonna change my 
mind, okay?” He kissed the much older man slowly, his 
tongue caressing teeth, gums and the slick, cooler tongue 
joyously. He let the mingling of flavors continue for a few 
minutes then pulled back slightly. “I’m just wondering if 
you found all the toys I stashed, babe… because I’m 
pretty sure we’re gonna want them.” 
 
The blond smirked. “You mean th’ ones in th’ box under 
th’ bed marked ‘old school reports?” He sniggered. 
“Never saw anythin’ designed ta make Rupert more 
curious, luv. Lucky for you I’m bloody well thorough.” 
 
The human blushed, shaking his head. “See, and that’s 
exactly why I never understood G-man. Old school 
reports should be boring, and… BORING! Thank Gods you 
found it before he did.” 
 
Spike smirked again, deliberately not telling his beloved 



about the queasy look on the Watcher’s face when he’d 
basically ordered the vampire to ‘pack what’s in that box. 
I don’t need nightmares from sleeping above it’. 
 
“Yah, pet… bloke would have blushed nearly purple, I’m 
thinkin’.” Or knowing. Whichever. Spike grinned even 
more.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part Fourteen 

Harris moaned softly, stretching as he woke beside his 
claimed in THEIR apartment. It wasn’t just Spike’s 
anymore, it was truly theirs.  
 
He’d been there almost two weeks straight, aside from 
the three day-jaunts he’d made back to DC to check on 
Lily. 
 
She was doing very well, he’d been happy to note, and as 
the time for Robert’s visit drew closer, she’d become 
almost as giddy as a school girl. Even Trixie seemed to 



know something was going on. She’d been just as 
hyperactive as her mistress. 
 
Fortunately for the old woman’s heart, after numerous 
phone conversations Robert had finally set a firm date 
and would be arriving in Washington in just under two 
weeks. Giles had returned to England just a day ago, 
assured by both Harris and the woman he’d been looking 
out for that she would be fine. And she would, he knew. 
Lily was a strong woman and now that she knew she had 
a grandchild she could bear to even speak to, she’d 
become even stronger. 
 
The brunette grinned wickedly as he heard the soft 
mumbles coming from the mound of sheets beside him 
then wormed his way under them as well, arms and legs 
wrapping tightly around his love’s body. Enough thinking 
about his surrogate mother-figure. He had his claimed to 
worship, just as he did every afternoon when they woke 
up. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Spike chuckled, his hair drifting teasingly over his 
beloved’s chest as he nipped wickedly at the tightly 
pointed, still-tanned nipples. His Xan had taken to 



sunbathing in the rooftop garden on bright days, 
although with no spectators, the tan lines he’d had 
before were disappearing rapidly.  
 
One of the vampire’s favorite things to do was watch him 
from the shadowed safety inside the sliding glass doors, 
then pounce on him when he came in all sun-kissed, 
sweaty and hot. He called him Ra on those occasions. Or 
Apollo. Whichever. His sun-god, in any case. 
 
He bit lightly at one strained little bud, then harder, 
purring as his love arched against the rug, pressing 
harder into his lips. “Mmmm… luv how your tits are so 
sensitive,” he whispered, his tongue sliding roughly 
around the point. “An’ if you’d just get them pierced, 
pet…” he groaned, imagining shining silver rings against 
the hard chest, “Bet I could make you cum without ever 
touchin’ your cock…” 
 
Harris moaned loud and hard, his fingers in Spike’s hair 
pulling his mouth to the other straining bud. “Gods, 
babe… what do you think I was gonna do that day I was 
supposed to go to the mall?” He gasped wildly as his 
claimed closed teeth over that tight nub. “Fuck, Spike… 
you just HAD to still… have clothes… in… DC…” 
 



The blond chuckled, devoting just as much attention to 
this nipple as he’d given to the first one. “Bloody hell, 
luv… should have just said so. I’d have tossed what I had 
there out th’ window just ta let you get out an’… shop.” 
 
Harris groaned again, his hips arching against the floor. 
“Gods, babe… it was gonna be… a… surprise…” 
 
Spike’s only response was to nip harder, his hand sliding 
down to cup tight balls for a moment before stroking the 
thick, hard shaft just above. “Tell you what, Xan… we’ll 
both get them… an’ then we’ll come home an’ see just 
how wild we can make each other, yah?” 
 
The brunette moaned, one hand sliding under the edge 
of the couch and fumbling for the bottle of lube he knew 
was there. “Shit, Spike… you’re gonna look so good…” he 
groaned as he handed his love the bottle and felt himself 
slicked up. “So good… can’t wait, babe…” 
 
The vampire smirked, his fingers sliding in and out of his 
beloved’s hole. “Goin’ ta have ta wait, pet… need ta do a 
different sort of piercin’ at th’ moment…” 
 
“Oh… fuck, yeah…” 
 



* * * * * 
 
A few hours later, Harris stood in the garden fully 
dressed. He leaned against his favorite potted plant as he 
waited for the phone to be answered on the other end. 
Finally it was. 
 
“This had better be important, Harris. Trevor and I were 
just… saying goodbye.” 
 
It was the smug and happy tone to his friend’s voice that 
had Harris laughing. “So you’re still going to DC?” 
 
“Of course I am. Have to finish the paperwork for the 
transfer and GOD knows why they can’t just let me do it 
here, but… whatever.” A loud, sensual chuckle followed 
by a soft smacking sound and mumbled ‘stop it, I’m on 
the phone’. 
 
“Can you do me a favor, El? I… well, shit. I left the disk 
with my new project on it at my old place. Do you think 
you could stop by and pick it up for me?” Harris bit his 
lip, knowing his claimed would never let him go back just 
for that, especially since he’d been there two days 
earlier. “I just… I really need to get back to work, you 
know? Please?” 



 
“I’LL say you have to start writing again. It’s been what? 
Three MONTHS since you’ve even bothered?” Elliot 
snorted into the phone. “I want my percentage, damn 
it.” 
 
The teasing tone made Harris laugh again. “Well, if you 
get me that disk…” 
 
“Fine, fine,” Elliot groused good-naturedly, “The usual 
place?” 
 
“Yeah. Box on top of the entertainment center.” 
 
“Okay. Hey! Does my key still work?” 
 
“Definitely,” Harris said with a grin. “Mrs. J’s holding the 
place for me. Just for when Spike and I visit. So it’s all 
good, buddy.” 
 
“Fine. Now, if you don’t mind I was…” Elliot moaned 
softly. 
 
“Have fun, El… and give my best to Trev. Tell him I’m 
sorry for interrupting his coitus, and… call me when you 
get back, okay?” 



 
“Hey, it’s MY coitus too! But I will, Harris. Later.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
The brunette was chuckling as he ended the call, then he 
smiled happily at the leather-clad arms encircling his 
waist from behind. “Ready to go, babe…?” 
 
Spike purred, nuzzling against his Claimed’s neck. 
“Always, luv…” His hips rocked slowly against the back of 
his love’s pants, “but I suppose I’m ready ta go get us 
made inta pincushions, too.” His teeth flashed to fangs 
for a moment, the sharp tips barely grazing the warm, 
smooth skin. He let his tongue dance over the reddening 
points and whispered “Goin’ ta watch, Xan, while you’re 
done… th’ needle, th’ spreader… th’ ring… goin’ ta 
catalogue every moan an’ sigh, wishin’ I had my cock in 
your bum while th’ pain sings through you…” 
 
Harris moaned softly, his arm rising to tangle in short 
blond locks and hold that sinful mouth against his skin. 
“Gonna watch you too, babe… think about your cock 
slamming deep into the back of my throat each time you 
so much as move while the… needle and stuff… pierce 
you…” He released a huge, shuddering sigh and forced 



himself to let go of Spike’s hair, stepping away from him 
at the same time. “Fuck, Spike… we’re never gonna get it 
done if we don’t get out of our apartment, and that’s 
looking more and more unlikely by the moment.” 
 
It was a toss-up, Spike figured. Shag his beloved 
unconscious, which was always a good thing, or… wait 
until later and be able to taste the blood on his chest as 
nipples started to heal, becoming so sensitive and 
swollen he’d… “Bloody fuck. Let’s go, luv.” 
 
He was laughing joyfully as his vampire grabbed his hand 
and dragged him through the apartment and out to the 
hall. 
 
He was still laughing when they got into the Jag and tore 
out of the garage, heading for a place Spike knew. ‘Friend 
of a friend of a demon I know, luv,’ his claimed had told 
him. As much as that might have worried him years 
earlier, it just didn’t now.  
 
His hand caressed his lover’s thigh softly as they ripped 
through the night. “So… when do I get that driving permit 
you promised me, babe…?” 
 
Spike grinned wickedly, darting a glance at his beloved. 



“You can drive ME anytime you like, Xan… as for th’ 
other…? Next cloudy day, yah?” 
 
He couldn’t do anything but squeeze Spike’s leg. It would 
be more than soon enough, and in the meantime… he 
was actually looking forward to feeling the pain he knew 
would come when the rings went through his tender 
flesh, making him that much more his vampire’s. 
 
Of course, Spike was thinking very much the same thing, 
although in his case… he was thinking of the nipple rings 
more as a promise than anything else… no matter WHAT 
his human decided about Mating. 

 
 

The End  
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Part One 

The voices weren't actually voices as such. They were 
merely a portion of his psyche telling him what he 
already knew although the dream-sense was new. 
 
‘Cheating… running around… he's playing you…’ 
 
The dark haired man rolled over, moaning softly. He 
didn't want to believe it when he was awake and he 
definitely didn't want to know it in his dreams. 
 
‘Older… more experienced… how could you think he'd be 
satisfied with YOU…’ 
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“No,” he groaned helplessly, his arms reaching for the 
body that should have been beside him. “No…” he 
groaned again, fingers finding nothing but cool, empty 
sheets. 
 
‘Face it… you're old news… he's found someone else, 
some other man… someone who will give him everything 
HE needs…’ 
 
“I do that,” he snarled silently, his sleeping hands finding 
the pillow that held his lover's scent and pulling it close. 
“I… do that…” 
 
He sobbed softly, knowing it wasn't true. There were 
things he TRIED to give his lover that he just couldn't. He 
did his best and the older man appreciated it, he knew, 
but… 
 
‘Being replaced,’ the voices whispered wickedly into his 
sleeping mind. ‘He won’t care at all about you soon… 
especially with what he knows about you… what you told 
him yourself…’ 
 
His sobs became whimpers. Was it possible, he 
wondered even as his dreams showed him pictures of his 
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lover with another… another he'd worried over for 
months. “No!” He groaned, holding the pillow closer, 
“NO!” 
 
‘Yesss…’ the voices whispered, ‘He's been away… always 
with an excuse, but he's been away. He doesn't love you 
anymore… wants you to leave, to let him enjoy his new 
lover… and you're so selfish, so desperate… why would 
he love you now, if he ever did at all…’ 
 
“Be-because he does!” he wailed, his own voice waking 
him by the sheer volume of it. “I LOVE him! HE loves 
ME!” 
 
He swallowed hard, throat aching as he heard the echoes 
of his last scream careening from the walls. 
 
He sobbed softly, the voices finally gone, and sat there 
against the headboard of the bed that had become 
THEIRS as he waited for the dawn and his lover's return. 
 
* * * * *  
“So… where you been?” Harris asked slowly as his 
claimed finally strolled into the kitchen smelling of smoke 
and booze. 
 



Spike shrugged and leaned against the doorway, 
watching his Xan open and heat the usual post-work bag 
of blood for him. Vamp could not live by Claimed alone, 
more was the pity.  
 
“Th’ usual. Keepin’ sadly stupid humans from becomin’ 
kibble for th’ demon types.” He grinned, then crossed the 
room, kissing his beloved hard as the microwave dinged. 
“How's th’ new book comin’?” 
 
The brunette sighed, rubbing his empty socket lightly. 
“It's not even breathing hard. I'm having… problems with 
a couple of the characters. Their motivations and stuff.” 
 
He chuckled and opened the small silver box, taking his 
breakfast-or dinner, actually-out. One more kiss before 
he sipped, then Spike pulled his love closer, purring 
softly. “Not ta worry, luv… you'll figure it out soon 
enough. You always do, yah?” 
 
“Yeah,” Harris agreed, his smile not really reaching his 
eye, “I always do… even when I don't like it.” 
 
Spike frowned as the younger man slipped from under 
his arm and wandered back into the living room. Pet 
seemed to be in a mood, but maybe… maybe it was one 



he could shag him out of. Hell, he knew he could. 
 
He finished his blood in mere moments, already thinking 
about the various types of jollying he and his Claimed 
were going to indulge in. 
 
* * * * * 
 
“How's that, luv…? Like it, Xan…?” he groaned, arching 
up into the slick, clenching channel as his hands stroked 
the strong, tanned chest, fingers twisting lightly at the 
thick silver rings. 
 
“G-gods… Spike… babe…” Harris pressed down and back 
into the slow, deep thrust, his eye locked on their 
reflection in the spelled mirror on their bedroom wall. “J-
jesus… fuck… you know I do… so much…” 
 
Spike smirked, his eyes locked on the reflected gaze of 
his love for another moment before admiring the image 
they made in the mirror Red had sent them for his 
Claimed’s birthday. It had arrived a bit early but he 
wasn't complaining; especially when it let him see… 
 
His Xan, on his knees, legs spread and leaning back 
against him, one arm up and over his own shoulder, 



holding on desperately to his-Spike's-matching shoulder. 
Strong, pale legs visible between the tanned ones 
beneath the long, thick red bobbing cock and swollen sac 
as he shifted slowly, sliding deep within that perfect 
anus, that tight, hot sheath. 
 
“Beautiful, pet… seein’ you strainin’… feelin’ you writhin’, 
your body beggin’ for more…” He groaned, one hand 
sliding down to slowly stroke the restrained cock, even as 
the other hand continued to twist and tease at the overly 
sensitive nipples. “Luv how you feel, Xan… bloody hell… 
so amazin’ly perfect… ‘s like… you were made… just… 
for…” A gasp slipped from his lips as his beloved flexed 
tight thighs and lifted a good six inches before dropping 
back down fully and quickly. “L-luv…” 
 
“You,” the brunette grunted, repeating the action while 
his cock burned with the slow, cool fire of his vampire's 
touch. “Made… for you… babe…” He arched into the 
twisting of the silver rings, moaning his satisfaction as the 
motion forced that thick, perfect cock just that little bit 
deeper into his welcoming body. “A-always y-yours, S-s-
spike…” 
 
“That's right,” the blond agreed with a soft grunt, 
squeezing the heavy sac gently. “Bloody hell, Xan… need 



ta… need you ta…” he growled, eyes flashing to gold as 
his Claimed flexed wickedly and rhythmically around him. 
 
His hand released the cooler shoulder behind him and 
Harris let himself fall forward on their bed, his ass raising 
a bit as he landed in a more traditional hands and knees 
pose, just the tip of that glorious cock still within him. “I 
know… G-gods, babe… I… n-need… fuck, yes!” his words 
were a wild and needy moan as he felt Spike shift, hands 
moving to grasp hard at his hips as the vampire rose on 
his knees and slammed deep, feeling that tightening sac 
slapping against his own purpled and pulsing one. “Sp-
spike! P-please…” 
 
“That's right, luv,” the blond growled again, hips moving 
like pistons as he battered his beloved's insides wickedly, 
shifting angles to brush that small node repeatedly. “Beg 
me, pet… beloved… Claimed… MY Xan… you beg… so 
pretty…” 
 
Harris would have chuckled if he hadn't been so busy 
whimpering with pure pleasure and that small bit of pain 
his lover always managed to so perfectly inflict. As it was, 
all he could do was stare at the reflected demon 
plundering his ass so willfully and wonderfully and do just 
as he'd been asked. “C-come on… babe, please… please, 



Sp-spike… c-cum f-for me… want t-to f-feel y-you… f-fill 
me up… GODS! Y-yes, babe… m-more… please, babe… 
please… n-need to… c-c-c-c-c…” 
 
“Like that, ‘ey luv…?” Spike managed to groan through 
the need to cum deep and hard. “L-luv it too, pet… MY 
pet…” He released one slightly bruised hip and let his 
hand move under his human, wrapping tightly around 
the seeping tip of the restrained shaft as he pressed his 
chest against that long spine. “Goin’ ta fill you, luv… just 
like you want… burst inta you, cum so hard you can taste 
me… already ruined you for any other bloke… just l-like 
you r-ruined… m-me…”  
 
Golden eyes closed, even as lips found soft, salty-sweet 
skin, nuzzling desperately for his mark, and as he found it 
he bit deep, fingers releasing the snap on the leather ring 
around his beloved's shaft. “Cum for me, Xan,” he 
mumbled against that skin, the words almost 
unrecognizable as he drank deep of the heaving, 
shuddering flesh. 
 
“Y-YES… SP-SPIKE…! TH-THERE…” And as always when his 
claimed was buried balls-and-fangs deep in him, telling 
him to cum, Harris's entire body sang. He forced himself 
back even harder, trying impossibly to pull even his 



vampire's pulsing sac within him to join the swelling, 
spewing cock he felt. His eye rolled back as the cock ring 
was released, his own orgasm exploding violently in long, 
shuddering spasms of milky white, his balls drawing up so 
tightly it hurt. “SP-SPIIIIIIKE….!” He howled, barely 
managing to keep himself from collapsing right then and 
there. 
 
‘Beloved, always mine, always here, always loved, never 
without you, never alone, never without love, never 
want another, never need anything but you…’ their bond 
sang, even as Spike's groin pressed deeper, harder into 
the hot, tighter-than-sin anus that fit him like a glove and 
he let himself go, great, spurting volleys of cool, thick 
spunk bathing his Claimed’s insides as he growled and 
groaned and swallowed the perfect essence of his 
beloved. 
 
‘Never leave you-never another-always yours-always 
mine-loved and loving-needed-needing-want-love-
forever-forever-forever yours-forever mine-always 
yours-always mine-nothing but you…’ the bond returned, 
dragging every nuance of emotion from Harris and 
sharing it with Spike just as the reverse was true. Harris 
shuddered again, satisfaction and nearly pure love filling 
him just as fully as the perfect cock still buried deep and 



hard inside him. He groaned his disappointment as that 
same shaft slowly pulled from his thoroughly plundered 
asshole. “F-fuck, Spike…” he moaned, finally letting his 
body fall to the mattress and smiling a bit as he felt the 
soft, full lips on his back. “Amazing…” 
 
The vampire chuckled, nipping his way slowly down the 
beloved spine, tasting salt and sunlight and something 
uniquely Xander. “That you are, luv… amaze me every 
moment of every day, you do…” Teeth dug playfully into 
one rounded and toned globe of flesh and he chuckled as 
his Claimed moaned deeply. “Don't want ta ever be 
without you, Xan… can't do it…” 
 
Harris moaned again as strong, elegant fingers spread his 
legs a bit then gasped as he felt the tip of that soft, wet 
tongue probing delicately at his pleasantly sore hole. 
“Spike…!” Fingers clutched wildly at cotton sheets and 
his eye closed again, the cool mouth soothing a bit of the 
soft burn. 
 
He loved the way his Claimed moaned. Loved it just as 
much as the assorted whimpers, groans, mumbles and 
grunts. His tongue swept slowly around the reddened 
hole, rolling against the pucker for a moment before 
forming a hard, blunt point and slipping in. His hands 



pressed down, holding his love's hips hard against their 
bed as he slipped deep, slow circular motions gathering 
what he could of the fluids he'd left behind and he 
purred low and deep. 
 
“J-jesus… fuck…” Harris sighed, both soothed and excited 
by the sensation. “Fuck, Spike… I love it when you do 
that…” His hips rocked slightly within the firm hold, out 
of habit more than need now. “Love it… when you do… 
anything, babe…” 
 
“ ‘s a good thing, luv,” the vampire whispered, pulling 
away from his Claimed’s rear for just a moment, 
“Because you taste like heaven, pet… heaven an’ me… 
always want you ta carry my scent, my flavor… an’ I'm 
goin’ ta see to it that you do, yah?” 
 
Any reply Harris might have made was made mute as 
that cool, laving, talented tongue returned to him, sliding 
deeply and comfortingly into that still-stretched ring of 
muscle.  
 
 

Part Two 

 



He'd been surprised at just how well he'd gotten on with 
his ‘new’ Grandmother. Hell, it almost felt like he'd 
known her forever. She was kind, generous, loving… 
sometimes a bit TOO much so, although he understood 
that he was her only link to his mother… her daughter 
who'd died. 
Still, sometimes it was a daunting task. 
 
Fortunately, it wasn't often that she became clingy. He'd 
come to love the woman, but sometimes… well, 
sometimes a bloke needed a bit of time to himself… or 
something like that.  
Lily seemed to understand that mostly and had offered 
him an apartment in her building for his own. It was a 
lucky thing, Robert figured, that it was on a different 
floor. Otherwise the screams and begging might have 
informed her of things she didn't need to know about 
him… like his orientation. 
 
On the other hand, she'd mentioned Will and Harris 
more than once, her tone making it obvious that she 
knew of their relationship, and… maybe if he just TOLD 
her he wouldn't still feel like there was something 
keeping them from really getting close.  
 
It was an odd and unusual position for him, Robert 



admitted. He'd known of his own proclivities since he 
was twelve or thirteen. He'd simply never had the chance 
to inform his parents… ‘adoptive parents’ he reminded 
himself… or his equally adoptive grandfather. And even if 
he had, he admitted silently, he'd seem how Grandfather 
Quentin had treated Wesley Windham-Price when that 
young man had even been SUSPECTED of same-sex 
leanings. It wasn't likely that he'd have felt comfortable 
outing himself to Quentin, regardless of the blood he'd 
thought they'd shared. 
 
And then there was Elliot… and Trevor. 
 
He hadn't been able to do much of anything but think 
about the two men since they'd left England. He was 
entirely sure neither of them had given him a second 
thought since then, except… 
 
‘I can't do this, Robert,” he remembered hearing, his 
hands tight and hard against the straining back. ‘I really 
can't. I… I'm sorry…’ 
 
It was a moment. Just that. A moment in time.  
 
Robert sighed softly, one hand stroking over his 
hardening shaft beneath the boxers he wore. “Bloody 



hell…” 
 
The knock on the door was sharp and somewhat 
annoying but Robert got up anyway. He looked through 
the peep hole and blinked before he opened the door.  
 
“This is unexpected,” he said quickly, eyes moving up and 
down the taller man in front of him. “Not unwelcome, 
mind you, just unex…” 
 
“Shut up,” the man demanded, stepping inside and 
slamming the door behind him. “Suck me. Then bend 
over and give me that pretty little ass of yours.” 
 
And as Elliot and Trevor were both hours away in reality, 
although not in his mind, Robert did just that, his lips and 
tongue stroking over the thick shaft Paul presented to 
him, then dropping his boxers and positioning himself 
over the arm of the couch as the man slipped on a 
condom and drove in, barely spending any time 
preparing him. 
 
And if Robert imagined the brunette as a different man 
entirely, and pictured an older blond than himself 
watching and waiting to get in on the action, well… he 
figured he was entitled to the fantasy. 



 
* * * * * 
 
He felt like a slut. Truly. He felt like the worst sort of slut 
there'd ever been. 
 
Sure, there was nothing wrong with taking what was 
offered, but the way he'd just… gone for it with Paul the 
night before was… heinous. 
 
Even worse, the man was still there and Robert had no 
idea of how to get him to leave. 
 
Fortunately Paul solved that problem for him. 
 
“So you really live here, huh? I mean I thought maybe it 
was a friend of yours who was lending you his place for 
the night the first times, but you really do… I don't know 
how you afford it.” Paul chattered as he made eggs and 
bacon, his naked body arched away from the stove. “I 
hear the woman who owns this place LIVES here! She 
used to be a hooker, then she got some dirt on some 
senators and governors and they bought her the 
building!” 
 
The man grinned and chuckled, looking at his partner 



from the night before. So hot, so young… so willing to do 
whatever he asked. 
 
“Amazing what a whore can achieve, huh?”  
 
It was in that moment as he felt the righteous fury filling 
him that Robert knew for certain that he loved Lily just as 
much as he'd loved his parents and much more than his 
grandfather Quentin. 
 
“Actually,” he said coldly-icily, in fact-“Lily Jamison was 
never ANY man's whore. She was, and IS, a sweet 
tempered, wonderful woman who simply had poor taste 
in the man she chose as husband.”  
 
Robert's eyes hardened and he stood, abandoning the 
stool he'd been perched on and stalking towards Paul. 
“And as she is my GRANDMOTHER, I believe it would be 
best if you left. NOW!” 
 
“Wha’… Robert, I…” 
 
“No. Leave. Don't return. And if you should find a way in 
without calling up again, I WILL call the police and have 
you arrested for felony trespassing. GO!” 
 



“You little bitch,” the man snarled, stalking from the 
kitchen to snatch his clothes up from where he'd left 
them the night before. “You're not even that good of a 
fuck!” he lied baldly as one hand darted out, slapping 
Robert's cheek. “Just as much of a little whore as they 
say that grandmother of yours was. I'm just glad you 
don't expect me to pay you for last night.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
Robert fell shuddering on the couch after the man left. 
His entire body shook and he just felt dirty. “Bloody 
fuck… what have I done?” he asked himself out loud.  
 
“Filled your yearning for two good men with one bad 
one,” he answered himself a moment later. 
 
Still, it seemed that Trevor and Elliot were an established 
couple and he was the last one to want to interfere. He'd 
had his first great love when he'd still been at Eton and it 
had ended when his known family had died, but he still 
hated the man Harry had taken up with. He still thought 
the underclassman had just been waiting to drive a 
wedge between them, never mind the fact that Robert 
would have been willing to accept the younger boy as 
their third. 



 
That hadn't been what the boy had wanted, apparently. 
No, Mitchell had wanted Harry--Lord Jersey-to-be--as his 
own, and to hell with the other boy who loved him… 
meaning Robert. 
 
It had almost destroyed him. He'd lost his parents and his 
grandfather in one day… and he'd lost his lover less than 
a month later. 
 
He'd promised himself back then that HE'D never be a 
Mitchell. And he wouldn't. Not for anything. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Lily watched the boy-her grandson, she reminded herself 
with a thrill-as he jittered and twitched on the loveseat in 
her sitting room. Something was bothering him. It was 
obvious. 
 
She wondered for a moment whether it had anything to 
do with the angry-looking young man who had almost 
knocked her over when she'd come back from taking 
Trixie walkies earlier, though she hoped not. She'd seen 
him a time or two in the last month, once getting on the 
elevator on Robert's floor. He'd seemed… petulant. Not 



at all the sort of man she'd approve of for her 
grandchild… not even for the ones she didn't particularly 
care for. 
 
She truly didn't know just when she'd become fully 
aware of Robert's leanings but one thing she'd always 
prided herself on was accepting the things she couldn't 
change, and… perhaps Robert's love of other men had 
been part of what had shaped him into such a kind and 
worthwhile young man.  
 
No, Lily told herself, while she might be slightly 
disappointed that the boy wouldn't continue her line, she 
was proud of him and the way he'd turned out. He was a 
good man. Now if he'd just tell her what was wrong, 
maybe she could help. 
 
Or maybe he simply needed something to occupy his 
time now that he was on an indefinite leave of absence 
from his researching position in England. 
 
Yes, she smiled… that was likely it. The child was used to 
working. He probably felt at loose ends with nothing 
particular to do all day other than visit with his old Gran. 
 
Her mind turned over various possibilities and nodded 



slightly. She knew just how to deal with that, and… if 
Robert thought he was doing her a favor, he'd be less 
resistant. Besides, she felt a certain need to see how he 
would handle the responsibility of the Jamison ‘empire’ 
as her late husband had liked to call it. 
 
“My dear,” Lilly said after refilling their cups with the 
strong, dark tea she liked so much, “I wonder if I might 
impose upon you for a short while. I know you've only 
been here for a few months, but… would you mind 
terribly if I asked you to look in on some of our 
properties? I… have a man who does that, but lately I've 
been wondering just how trustworthy he is. His invoices 
for repairs alone have gotten quite out of hand.” 
 
Robert arched one pale, slender brow and cocked his 
head, seeing nothing but sincerity and a slight hint of 
concern in Lily's eyes. He was still uncomfortable at the 
notion that the elderly woman wanted to settle her 
fortune on him, but she refused to listen to any of his 
arguments on the subject and… he figured he might as 
well become familiar with what he was obviously going 
to be stuck with one day. 
 
Besides, Lily was a sweet old girl. If one of her employees 
was stealing from her, which was what she seemed to be 



hinting at, then he would find out and put a stop to it. 
The process might even keep him from obsessing over 
what he'd never have. 
 
“I'm honored, Lily,” he replied with a smile as he selected 
a small biscuit and nibbled at it. “It would please me 
greatly to be of assistance.” 
 
Lily smiled in return and nodded. “Lovely, dear. I'll have 
an itinerary available for you in two days, along with 
travel arrangements. Or is that too soon?” 
 
“No, no,” the young blond insisted, still smiling. “That will 
be perfect.” Maybe with some new sights and sounds he 
could… forget. 
 
“Good,” the old woman said with another smile, this one 
for her small dog as the puff of fur trotted in from the 
next room and jumped up into Robert's lap. If she'd 
doubted her own instincts at all, Trixie’s adoration of her 
grandson would have alleviated any question. Her pet 
was a VERY good judge of character.  
 
 

Part Three 



 

"Hey, what are you doing, baby?" 
 
Elliot jumped a bit guiltily and shoved the small piece of 
paper into his pocket before turning around to smile at 
his lover. "Nothing, Trev. I was just… looking for 
something but it’s okay. Not something I really need or 
anything… so are you ready? You look like you’re 
ready…" 
 
Trevor’s brow furrowed. Elliot had been acting oddly for 
months but the other man wouldn’t talk about it. Hell, 
Elliot hadn’t been talking about much of anything since 
he’d finished the transfer to the New York office of 
Hamsterville Publishing. Maybe it was just because of the 
new city or that their apartment was still clearly Trevor’s. 
He didn’t know but it was starting to worry him. 
 
He sighed and looked down at his black slacks and soft 
red shirt. "Yeah… I’m ready when you are, El. Did you… 
that is, what about the present?" 
 
Elliot smiled, kissing Trevor’s cheek lightly as he stepped 
past him and grabbed the small box from the coffee 
table. "Right here… so we’re going, right?" 



 
The brunette sighed silently. Of course they were going. 
It wasn’t like their friends would forgive them for not 
showing up. Unless it was because they’d been making 
love and lost track of time, and who was he kidding? 
Elliot hadn’t let himself be distracted like that for weeks. 
"Lead on, baby," he finally said, trying to ignore the fact 
that there was a problem. He’d been doing it for ages 
now, so he figured he was pretty good with the denial. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Elliot sighed softly as the cab driver cursed fluently at the 
other cars around them, the soft exhalation covered by 
the creative phrases. He knew Trevor was unhappy. He 
could see it in those soft brown eyes every time he 
looked at him. He just didn’t know what to do about it. 
 
It was his fault. He knew it was. He’d pulled away from 
his lover, afraid to tell him, to admit what he’d done.  
 
It wasn’t even that it was such a bad thing. No, the bad 
part was in not being honest with Trev but… Elliot hadn’t 
expected it to bother him so much and now it did and it 
was too late. How could he suddenly tell Trevor after all 
this time and expect him to believe that it hadn’t meant 



anything; especially when he was pretty sure that would 
be a lie. 
 
So he was stuck, he admitted to himself. He loved Trevor 
more than he’d ever thought possible, but… he couldn’t 
tell him so. Not when he didn’t know how to tell him 
what had happened. 
 
Elliot forced himself to smile as they pulled up in front of 
Spike and Harris’s building. At least his best friend was in 
a relationship that was working. He was happy for him, 
and a bit envious, even while he wondered what the hell 
was wrong with HIM. Why couldn’t he just let it go and 
be happy with what he had?  
 
It was a good question, but sadly Elliot didn’t have a good 
answer to it. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris was laughing as he heard the knock at the door. 
"Spike… the frosting is supposed to go on the CAKE!" 
 
The vampire grinned, still spreading the thick chocolate. 
"An’ most of it is, luv… wouldn’t mind if you wanted ta 
help me clean up, though…" One brow waggled 



suggestively and he nodded down at the liberal dollops 
of brown on his bare chest. 
 
"I’d love to, babe, but…" the knock came again, louder 
this time. "Save some for later," he suggested hopefully, 
finally leaving the appealing sight of his love’s skin 
adorned with creamy chocolate and silver nipple rings. 
 
Spike smirked. "Like you needed ta tell me that," he 
muttered, "Got a whole other tin, don’t I?" 
 
* * * * * 
 
As parties went, Harris frowned to himself, this one was 
an abysmal failure. The tension between his best friend 
and Trevor was almost visible in the air, just as it had 
been the last time he’d been to their place, although it 
was worse now. He looked pleadingly at Spike, hoping 
the vampire could think of something to lighten the 
mood. 
 
"Well… how about some music, mates? ‘s not much of a 
party without it, yah?" Lame, yes, but at least then 
there’d be something filling the silence other than his 
beloved’s limping attempts at dragging conversation 
from the two men. 



 
He turned on the radio and frowned. His Xan had been 
fiddling with the settings again. 
"Wait! I love this song!" Harris smiled playfully. "And 
since I’m the birthday boy, you have to leave it on." 
 
He stuck his tongue out teasingly at his Claimed, then 
rolled his eyes. "Joan bloody Armatradin’. Kill me now." 
 
It wasn’t until the words began that Elliot gasped, staring 
wide-eyed at Trevor as he recognized the song. "Damn 
it…" he whispered, blushing red before going pale, pale 
white. "Fuck…" 
 
// I’m not the sort of person who falls in and quickly out 
of love 
But to you I gave my affection, right from the start. 
I have a lover who loves me, how could I break such a 
heart 
But still you get my attention. 
Why do you come here when you know I’ve got troubles 
enough 
Why do you call me when you I can’t answer the phone 
Make me love when I don’t want to 
And make someone else some kind of an unknowing fool 
You make me stay when I should not 



Are you so strong or is all the weakness in me… 
Why do you come here… and pretend to be just passing 
by 
When I need to see you… I need to hold you… 
Tightly .// 
 
It wasn’t until he saw the look on Elliot’s face that Trevor 
finally got it. If crashed over him, through him, leaving 
him speechless with fury and… disappointment. He tried 
to speak, to move, but neither voice nor body were 
cooperating, leaving him staring pained venom at the 
man he truly did love. 
 
// Feeling guilty, worried, waking from tormented sleep… 
This old love has me bound but the new love cuts deep. 
If I choose now, I’ll lose out… one of you has to fall 
And I need you… and you… 
Why do you come here when you know I’ve got troubles 
enough 
Why do you call me when you I can’t answer the phone 
Make me love when I don’t want to 
And make someone else some kind of an unknowing fool 
You make me stay when I should not 
Are you so strong or is all the weakness in me… 
Why do you come here… and pretend to be just passing 
by 



When I need to see you… I need to hold you… 
Tightly…// 
 
Harris’s mouth was hanging open. That… they… ELLIOT…? 
No. He couldn’t believe it. Not Elliot. Elliot would 
NEVER… except his friend looked incredibly guilty and he 
wouldn’t if he hadn’t… but he couldn’t have… could he? 
 
And that explained a lot, Spike thought. Especially the 
stench of uncertainty that had been hanging around the 
young couple of late. He’d taken to airing the place out 
every time the blokes stopped by, the smell tended to 
linger so much. 
 
"Right, then," he said, turning the stereo off, "Music’s 
vastly overrated. We could play cards. Poker, mates?" 
 
"You… bastard…" Trevor finally managed, his voice barely 
a whisper though it somehow echoed in the otherwise 
silent room. "You Gods. Damned. Bastard. I… I knew 
there was… there was something… wrong but I never… 
you… FUCK!" he ended on a scream. His clenched fists 
itched to pummel his lover but… he screamed again, 
wordless sounds filling the air as he nearly exploded from 
his seat, one hand grabbing his jacket as he stormed out 
of the apartment and headed down the stairs at dead 



run.  
 
He didn’t know where he was going but he couldn’t bear 
to even LOOK at Elliot right then. Not without bashing his 
cheating, lying face in anyway, and… as much as the 
other man had hurt him, Trevor suspected that hurting 
him back would just be more painful still. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"I… I didn’t…" 
 
"Didn’t what, you git? Just get caught out? Because I can 
guarantee you did. Think Trevor gets what’s goin’ on just 
fine," Spike growled, disgusted with the man. "Could 
smell you blokes all off balance but I didn’t think you 
were stupid enough ta be spreadin’ yourself for 
whomever without at least tellin’ your Trev you were 
movin’ on!" 
 
"I didn’t!" Elliot’s voice was stronger now, though he was 
still that deathly shade of white. "I… I swear, guys. I 
didn’t… haven’t been with… anyone. Not since I met 
Trev, and…"  
 
The vampire snorted. "Yah? Then you missed your callin’ 



in life. Should have been a soddin’ actor. That 
performance would have gotten you a bleedin’ Oscar!" 
 
Harris frowned even though he agreed with his love. 
"You, uh… you did look WAY guilty, buddy," he said softly 
as he moved to the plush chair Elliot was sitting in and 
perched on the wide, padded arm, letting his friend lean 
hard against him. "Okay," he said after a moment, "If 
you’ve been… not doing that… then what…?" 
 
Elliot frowned, the first of many tears starting in his eyes. 
"I… shit, Harris. It’s complicated." 
 
" ‘s not. You either shagged some other bloke or ten or 
you didn’t. Nothin’ complicated about that." 
 
"Spike," Harris said softly, looking at the door. 
 
The vampire frowned. "Soon enough, luv. He’s not goin’ 
far. Besides, it’s goin’ ta take him a good five minutes ta 
get ta th’ lobby usin’ th’ stairs like that. Need ta know 
what ta tell th’ wanker when I catch up ta him. So you’d 
better start talkin’, git," he added, giving Elliot’s arm a 
hard poke. 
 
"Hey!" he rubbed his arm, his eyes leaking more slow 



tears. "Shit. I… kissed someone, okay? When I was in DC 
to sign those papers. And I… I didn’t think it would 
matter so much but it does because I can’t… shit, I didn’t 
tell Trev and now it’s like…" 
 
"Bloody fuckin’ hell," Spike growled, frustrated and 
annoyed, "Alla this SHIT is because you snogged some 
bloke months ago? I was right. You ARE a git." Then he 
sniffed the air and frowned. "An’ you’re not tellin’ us 
somethin’." He glared. 
 
"Come on, El. Cuz so far? Not so bad." Harris tried for 
cheeky but ended up sounding worried. 
 
"I… shit. It… it was Robert, okay? And the… kiss… kind of 
lasted a really long time and I… well, we both… and then I 
left to change because… hello, not flying back here with a 
wet spot on my pants, so…" 
 
The vampire and his Claimed exchanged one long look 
then Spike turned away and grabbed his coat. "Look after 
Elliot, luv. I’m off ta find th’ OTHER git. See you soon, 
‘ey?" 
 
Harris nodded, even as he rubbed his hand comfortingly 
up and down his friend’s back. "Yeah… love you, babe." 



 
"Same here, pet…" And with that, Spike was gone, taking 
the stairs as well.  
 
 

Part Four 

 

It really hadn’t taken long to find Trevor, although the 
vampire had been surprised that the man had made it 
down the stairs and out of the building so quickly. Still, 
he’d learned the smell of the bloke’s anguish in the 
stairwell so he simply followed it a block or so until it 
disappeared inside a small bar. 
 
He stepped inside himself, scanning the room until he 
saw the young man in a booth at the back. Spike stopped 
at the bar, paying a ridiculous amount for a full bottle of 
Jack and a shot glass before going to join him. 
 
"Guess you’re feelin’ pretty bad, mate," he said, filling 
the young man’s glass and pouring himself a shot.  
 
Trevor growled. "Ya think, Spike? What was the first 
clue?"  



 
Spike shrugged, watching the brunette slam back the 
liquor. "Runnin’ away from your lover, ta start. That an’ 
th’ fact that you’re sittin’ alone in a bar, or were ‘til I got 
here. ‘s not really th’ kind of thing you usually do these 
days, is it?" 
 
"Lover. Hah." Trevor laughed bitterly. "If he loved me he 
wouldn’t have…" he filled his glass again, drinking deep. 
"So let’s not call him that, if you don’t mind. My lying 
cheating deceitful fucking bastard of a boyfriend is more 
like it." 
 
One dark brow rose and Spike appropriated the bottle 
for a moment. " ‘s a bit of a long moniker for 
conversation, mate. Think I’ll go with callin’ him Elliot. 
An’ by th’ way, he hasn’t been shaggin’ anyone else." 
 
The brunette snarled. "Sure he hasn’t. Because he’s a 
monk now, right? Because there for damned sure hasn’t 
been any… shagging… going on at our place lately." 
 
"Bloody hell. Not somethin’ I really wanted ta know, you 
git. Can’t tell you th’ why of it, in any case. Point is…" 
Spike poured himself another shot, tossing it back 
smoothly. "You know I can smell a lie an’ th’ bloke wasn’t 



lyin’ when he said he hasn’t been runnin’ around on you, 
Trev." 
 
"Yeah? Then what the hell was all THAT about?" he 
demanded, gesturing vaguely in what was supposed to 
be the direction of Spike and Harris’s place. "I know what 
guilt looks like, Spike, and he was fucking GUILTY as 
SHIT!" 
 
And here came the tough part, Spike told himself. He 
wasn’t sure whether Trevor would be relieved or upset 
that his lover had kissed Robert, but he somehow 
doubted the kiss itself would be the problem. No, it was 
more likely to be the who rather than the what. 
 
And when the bloody fuck had he ended up being 
sodding Cyrano? Or dear bloody Abby, for that matter? 
 
"Right," the vampire said after a moment. "Th’ short 
version. Your bloke got inta a clench with another bloke 
when he was in DC. Snogged him good an’ proper. So 
good he an’ th’ bloke came in their pants. An’ he didn’t 
tell you when he got back. I’m guessin’ it’s been eatin’ at 
him ever since, yah?" 
 
Trevor blinked and lifted his glass then put it down 



without drinking. "Wait. Elliot’s been acting like… that… 
because he kissed some guy?" His brow furrowed deeply 
and he shook his head. "Not that I’m really okay with him 
just… kissing someone, but… why the fuck wouldn’t he 
just tell me that? It… we could have handled that. A lot 
better than we’ve been doing lately." He sighed and 
stared at the amber liquid in the bottle. "Shit, Spike… I… 
fuck, I love him and…" 
 
Spike frowned and tried to find a delicate way of putting 
it. "It was young Bobby," he finally said bluntly. "That’s 
th’ bloke he was snoggin’." 
 
And just like that, Trevor was slamming back the liquor in 
his glass. "Robert. Fucking Robert! I should have known!" 
 
"Yes," came a firm, forceful voice, the strong Australian 
accent flowing melodically, "You should have." 
 
Brown and blue eyes turned, meeting the violet gaze of 
the woman neither of them had noticed approaching.  
 
"You." Trevor said slowly, taking in the tall, lean form 
wrapped in black leather and emerald green silk. 
 
The woman nodded, the long, high ponytail of shiny 



black hair bobbing slightly with the motion. "Yes. Me. 
And you, Trevor, are an idiot." 
 
Spike stared at the woman, then cocked his head at 
Trevor. "Friend of yours, mate?" 
 
The young man sighed softly. "Something like that." He 
sighed again and looked back to the woman. "This is 
Spike. Harris’s claimed. Spike, meet Hypatia Lee. My… 
sister." 
 
The woman chuckled and shook her head. "I suppose 
that’s one way of putting it. And you’re still an idiot." She 
nodded sharply and sat down, cavalierly pushing Spike 
further along the bench of the booth. "Do you have any 
idea of what you’ve done, Trevor? The Powers are NOT 
pleased." 
 
* * * * * 
 
"So, wait," Harris interrupted yet again, "You’re telling 
me that you and Trev haven’t… anything in like a month 
and a half? Christ, El, no WONDER he left!" 
 
Elliot frowned as he wadded another tissue up beside the 
rest. "I know, I know… but it’s… fuck. Look, I just felt so 



bad, so guilty, and… and I still can’t stop THINKING about 
him. About Robert and… what if I… that is, while Trev and 
I were… what if I called him Robert instead? I…" He gave 
Harris a sheepish grin. "I fucked up, didn’t I?" 
 
The brunette shook his head, returning the smile. 
"Buddy… you passed ‘fucked up’ a few exits back. You’re 
in completely uncharted areas of ‘screwed the pooch to 
the wall then spackled him in’." 
 
Elliot sighed. "Yeah… I know. I… God, Harris, what if he 
can’t forgive me?" 
 
And he honestly didn’t know what to say to that, so 
Harris just hugged his friend quickly and got him another 
drink. At least the tears were done for now, and that was 
a good thing.  
 
* * * * * 
 
Well, well, and this was getting interesting. He was still 
trying to figure out how Trevor could have a sister, 
especially with what he knew of the man’s origins. The 
fact that the two looked and smelled nothing alike only 
added to the question although it was obvious the 
Powers the two talked about were somehow involved. 



 
"Whatever else you two are, you definitely ACT like 
siblings," Spike said with a smirk. He pitched his voice 
high, then low, imitating their exchange. "Idiot." High. 
"Bitch." Low. "Moron." High. "Interfering busybody." 
Low. "Imbecile." High. "Know it all." Low. He arched an 
amused brow and shook his head sadly. "It’s like you’re 
in grade school." 
 
Trevor flushed slightly. "Well, we kind of are, Spike. I 
mean we’ve been human for… what, Hy? Six years?" 
 
The young woman shrugged. "About that, yes. But that’s 
no excuse for you to ignore every sign, every single 
indication of what you were supposed to be doing. Being 
human doesn’t mean you can forget what we were, 
Trevor. What we still ARE, to some extent! And as you 
SEE what the Powers allow you to, I’d thought you would 
have known that." 
 
Spike rolled his eyes. "Your sister’s a bloody harpy, 
mate," he said with another smirk. "You goin’ ta let her 
talk ta you that way?" 
 
The young man shrugged. "Sisters," he said as though 
that explained anything. 



 
"Yah, whatever, mate. I’m getting’ another bottle. You 
two seem ta be able ta drink almost as much as a 
vampire." He winked and climbed over Hypatia’s lap then 
sauntered to the bar. 
 
"How much have you told him?" the woman demanded, 
giving Trevor a hard stare. "He could be dangerous if 
he…" 
 
"Don’t worry, Hypatia," Trevor snapped, "He only knows 
as much as he needs to. None of them know everything, 
okay? So calm down and stop being such a bitch!" 
 
She snorted softly, flicking a finger at him and grinning 
when he jumped. "I haven’t even started being a bitch, 
and you know it. Believe me, I’d like to be. It wasn’t MY 
idea to travel halfway around the Earth to slap some 
sense into you, you know. And as for William and the 
others... I'm more concerned that you may not have told 
them enough. But either way, here I am and what the 
FUCK were you thinking?" 
 
"About that. I thought we weren’t supposed to be…" 
 
"Not exactly. We can’t have too MANY of us in the same 



place. Two or three or so isn’t against the rules." 
 
"Well that’s a relief," Trevor admitted with a smile. 
"Wait. You said three. Who?" 
 
Violet eyes closed as Hypatia focused. When they 
opened again they were troubled and a good bit darker 
than they’d been. "Iggy, I think. Or Ricardo. I… can’t be 
sure." 
 
"How can you not be sure?" the man demanded. "It’s… 
what you DO. You KNOW things!" 
 
"Things, yes! But not EVERYTHING! Damn it, Trevor, I 
only KNOW what I’m permitted to, just as what you SEE 
is what you’re shown!" 
 
"Bloody hell," Spike frowned, returning to the table, "I 
leave you two alone for a minute an’ you’re at each 
others’ throats. Do I need ta separate you?" He arched 
an amused brow. 
 
"Too late," Hypatia said almost silently as she stood to let 
the blond sit again. She nodded at him quickly. "I’m sure 
I’ll be running into you again… William. Trevor," she 
added, giving him an annoyed stare, "Don’t screw this 



up. You know what’ll happen if… either of them comes 
here. It’s in their natures. I’ll find you soon." 
 
The vampire blinked as the woman strolled away from 
the table and out into the night. 
"Interestin’ family you’ve got there, Trev." 
 
Trevor laughed softly and rolled his eyes. "You have NO 
idea." 
 
"Wonderin’ somethin’, though. How’d she know my 
other name… an’ why th’ bloody fuck is she so worried 
about whoever’s comin’ here?" 
 
"Is THAT all. She’s my sister, Spike. She knows who I 
watch for the council." 
 
Spike nodded and poured another drink. "An’ th’ other?" 
 
"Just a couple guys we know. Bad news, the both of 
them. Nothing to worry about, though. They probably 
won’t even come." Trevor added, even while hoping he 
was telling the truth about that. 
 
* * * * * 
 



The vampire sighed as he flopped on the couch once the 
two humans headed off, hopefully to shag each other 
smart again because they'd surely gotten bloody stupid 
during their 'drought'. "So much for a happy bloody 
birthday, 'ey pet?" 
 
Harris chuckled at the small pout on his love's face. "I 
don't know, babe," he murmured, throwing himself 
down beside his favorite blond and resting his head on 
one denim-covered thigh. "At least they're talking now, 
and you know Elliot. Talking will lead to sorry's, will lead 
to tears, will lead to banging away until they just about 
bring their building down."  
 
He grinned, his eye twinkling as he pushed the strap of 
his eye patch up over the crown of his head, letting the 
item fall beside the couch. "So in that sense, it's been a 
happy birthday. My best friend and his lover are working 
things out. It's good." He nodded, rubbing his cheek 
against Spike's leg. "I like Trev. I think they're good for 
each other. So yeah..." 
 
Spike snorted, brushing the ever-lengthening brown hair 
back off the high, smooth forehead slowly. "Not really th' 
kind of prezzie I had in mind givin' ta you, though..." 
 



That brown eye sparkled more as Harris's brows waggled 
playfully. "Mmmm... it's not midnight yet. Still time for 
prezzies." 
 
The blond laughed, his bright blue eyes raking over the 
familiar and beloved form spread out on the couch. His 
fingers tightened in the soft dark hair, fisting against the 
warm, tight scalp of his Claimed as his free hand slid 
down the toned, cotton-sheathed torso then up under 
the fabric to twist teasingly at first one silver ring, then 
the other. " 's that so, beloved... got somethin' in mind, 
yah?" 
 
His back arched against the couch beneath him, even as 
he turned his head a bit more and dug his teeth into the 
covered thigh lightly, muffling his own groan. "Jesus 
fuck..." 
 
Spike smirked and repeated the slow twist again. "Still 
got that spare tub of frostin'... might have ta have me a 
bit of a treat..." 
 
"Hey!" Harris lifted his head quickly, "It's MY birthday! 
I'M the one who gets the treats!" 
 
It took less than a moment to slip out from under his 



beloved's head and toss the human over his shoulder in a 
fireman's carry. "Trust me, pet... you'll be gettin' a treat, 
alright," the vampire purred, swatting his love's ass as he 
hauled him to the kitchen for the aforementioned icing, 
then to their bedroom where he tossed the younger man 
onto the bed and proceeded to strip them both.  
 
 

Part Five 

 

"Gods, babe..." Harris couldn't move, and though part of 
that was due to the intensity of the sensations racing 
through him, most of his immobility could be traced 
directly to the silk ropes holding him spread-eagled 
across their bed. 
 
His eye tracked Spike's movements desperately, 
watching as the vampire's tongue traced each finger-
painted smear of chocolate then lapped in slow, smooth 
sweeps, clearing the bits of sugar-laden substance from 
his skin. "Spike... please..." He couldn't move more than a 
few inches; not even enough to shift his seeping cock 
closer to the teasing mouth. 
 



Spike smirked. "You know," he said, pulling his lips away 
from soft, salty-sweet skin, "Didn't think anythin' could 
taste better than you, luv... but choccy-covered you 's a 
very close second." He purred at the loud yelp he pulled 
from his Claimed when he wrapped the tip of his tongue 
around one of the rings and tugged, small globules of 
chocolate clinging to his lips. 
 
"You taste so good, precious... can't even begin ta tell 
you..." His lips slowly traveled the expanse to the other 
silver-adorned bud, repeating the action slowly as his 
cock rubbed slightly against his human's lightly-haired 
thigh. "Want ta dip you in chocolate, pet... and lick you 
clean... take hours, it would, but... well worth th' time 
spent..." 
 
Harris groaned low and deep, his eye squeezing shut at 
the idea of hours like this. "Gods... babe... fuck, babe... 
it'd kill me, but... fuck, that's how I... want to... go..." His 
hips rocked the small bit he could manage, hating the 
ropes just as much as he loved them. "SHIT!" he grunted 
loudly, gasping as one icing-coated finger probed at his 
crack, "SPIKE!" 
 
The vampire chuckled, letting his lips finally slide down to 
trace the line of frosting in the coarse brown hairs just 



below his human's navel. His finger pressed slowly 
around the tight pucker, not piercing it yet, just... playing. 
"That'd be me, luv," he murmured wickedly. "Spike. An' 
don't worry, Xan... goin' ta be spikin' you soon enough... 
can't wait much longer..." 
 
He was in hell, Harris finally realized. He couldn't move, 
could barely even speak, and he was being tormented by 
a demon. And okay, his demon had a soul. Big deal. 
"Spike, please," he almost whined, "Please...?" His cock 
dribbled a bit more, adding to the small pool of pre-cum 
that had formed just below the spot his lover's lips had 
paused at. "Please...!" 
 
And who was he to deny his beloved? Spike thought with 
a grin. His finger finally stopped teasing, slipping slowly, 
deeply into the tight, hot ring of muscle. His mouth 
moved slightly, the tip of his tongue dipping into that 
little puddle of perfection. He moaned softly as the flavor 
burst over him as though for the first time. "B-bloody 
hell, pet... goin' ta eat you all up, luv... take every single 
drop... swallow you down... drink you in... then drink you 
in again..." 
 
His cheek rubbed slowly against the thick, seeping shaft 
as he lapped up the dribbles from skin then went in 



search of more, his lips wrapping fully around the plum-
like head, his tongue pressing rhythmically against the 
tiny slit as a second finger joined the first in his Claimed's 
hole, earning him another lusty groan. 
 
Harris could feel his heart beating in his cock, he was 
sure... steady, hard, pounding faster with every slow inch 
his vamp took into that perfectly cool, wet mouth. The 
fingers pumping tesingly within him were just another 
sensation adding to the whole. Until those fingers 
twisted, flicking that little gland and he found himself 
gasping as he tried to thrust himself fully into his 
claimed's throat. "S-s-sp..." 
 
'Want, need, taste, feel, love, mine, yours, always mine, 
always yours, need you luv, luv you pet...' Full, cool lips 
stretched wide around the beloved shaft, moving faster, 
slamming to the base then sucking up hard. His fingers 
rubbed that nub again, even as he let blunt teeth scrape 
over tender flesh on the next pass, purring as his actions 
were rewarded by more of that perfect taste as his 
human cried out and spilled himself wildly across his 
needy tongue. 
 
"Mnnnghhhhhhh-thhhhnnnnnntttttt...." he had no idea 
of what that meant, but he didn't really care. It was all he 



could manage with the fingers in his ass and the 
incredible sensation of Spike's mouth, throat, tongue. His 
back arched as much as it could and Harris screamed 
loudly, his cock fully encased as it exploded long and 
hard into the welcoming suck and swallow. 
 
The blond sucked on, slower now as the rapid spurts of 
thick, rich cum decreased. He could feel his Xan's body 
shuddering beneath him, feel him gasping for breath, 
and... that was just what he wanted, after all. His smile 
was wicked when he finally released the softening shaft 
from his mouth and slid down the bed, untying his love's 
ankles. It wouldn't be the same without those strong legs 
wrapped around him, after all. 
 
A mere moment or two to slick himself up one-handed, 
then... he pulled his fingers from that amazing opening 
and placed his ready tip against the stretched bud. "Goin' 
ta have me my other treat now, luv... an' give you 
yours..."  
 
Harris moaned, not even noticing that his legs obeyed 
when he tried to raise his knees wide for his claimed. 
"Spike... please, babe... please, I... need..." 
 
"Hush... hush, luv... goin' ta give you just what you need, 



aren't I, pet...?" He leaned forward, one hand resting 
hard against the mattress beneath one of his Xander's 
bound arms while the other hand slipped under the 
crook of one tanned, solid knee. He pressed slowly, 
deeply against his beloved, groaning as the deep pink tip 
of him finally pushed through and into the perfect heat 
of his Claimed's ass. "B-bloody... fuckin'... hell..." 
 
"Unnngh... yesssss..." Harris grunted loudly, finally 
realizing that he had some freedom of movement. He 
rocked himself against the bed, deliberately driving 
himself further onto the long, thick cock that wasn't deep 
enough fast enough. "Babe... fuck, babe... I need... 
please!" 
 
And suddenly Spike found himself buried almost balls-
deep in his Claimed's perfect ass. Not that he minded, 
but... "Luv... Xan..." he whispered, holding himself still 
regardless of the increasingly frantic movements beneath 
him. "Xan... pet... need ta... bloody hell, luv... let me 
just... want ta make this last, yah?" 
 
He leaned down, pressing a soft, slow kiss to his 
beloved's pec, his tongue leaving a small damp mark on 
the tanned flesh. " 's your birthday, precious... want ta 
take my time celebratin' th' anniversary of th' day you 



came inta creation an'..." he groaned quietly as the 
perfect sheath around him flexed. "Let me, pet... let me 
worship you, yah...?" 
 
"J-j-jesus... fuck..." he finally let himself relax and stop 
trying to urge Spike on. "Babe," he whispered, looking 
down to see the incredible sight of the sleek, toned blond 
covering his body with love in his eyes. It was something 
he'd never get tired of seeing, he knew; not even if he 
lived for a hundred years.  
 
"Please, Xan... need ta just... make luv ta you this time, 
'ey?" he bit his lip, eyes narrowing against the urge to 
move before his love agreed. 
 
Harris swallowed hard and nodded. "O-okay... c-can I..." 
he blushed, "I w-want to... t-touch you, babe..." 
 
It took less than a second for Spike to pull himself from 
his lover and release his hands, then maybe another 
second to position himself again and begin the long, slow 
slide to home.  
 
" 's that better, luv...?' Spike groaned, feeling those 
strong, warm arms wrapping around him and stroking his 
skin wantonly. "B-bloody..." 



 
"Fuck, babe..." Harris sighed happily, thrilled to have his 
claimed any way possible as long as he could hold him 
tight and close, feel his skin, the warming coolness. 
"Make love to me, Spike... until I can't walk, okay?" 
 
It was an exercise in control for the demon who wanted 
nothing more than to slam hard and rough and just... 
remind the human of whose he was. This time, however, 
the soul and the remnants of Spike's human-self over-
ruled it.  
 
The vampire's lips rested gently on his Xan's collarbone, 
even as he slid slowly, fully, gently in and out of his 
beloved's grasping hole, building a slow, fierce fire within 
them both, and when they came, it was with the 
knowledge that it wasn't enough, it would never be 
enough... 
 
Theirs was a hunger that would never be sated. It would 
grow and strengthen over the years they had left and 
never be satisfied... and that was as it should be.  
 
 

Part Six 



 

Author's Note: Warning: Light non-con this chapter... 
angst and such. But trust me when I say it's necessary for 
the overall fic.  

"It’s not necessary, Lily," Robert said softly, even as his 
hand stroked slowly over the smooth curves of painted 
metal. "It’s… too much." 
 
"Nonsense, dear boy. If you’re going to represent my 
interests, those whom you call upon must recognize that 
I VALUE you and your opinions. Unfortunately, they’re 
unlikely to believe that if you arrive in some…" she 
shrugged, not sure of what the current slang was. 
 
The young man smiled and shook his head before giving 
her a hug. "It’s beautiful. It just might be a bit… much." 
 
Lily smiled again, shaking her head. "I’d say it’s exactly 
enough. Besides, it’s my prerogative to spoil you. It’s a 
grandmother’s right." 
 
All he could do was laugh and kiss her cheek. "All right, 
Lily. I’ll stop arguing." His eyes trailed back to the car, 
visually caressing the sleek vehicle. "Care to go for a 
spin?" 



 
The excitement in Robert’s eyes was the real reason for 
the BMW convertible, but she wouldn’t tell him that. 
Instead she simply handed him the keys and shook her 
head. "When you get back, dear. It’s a long drive to Tulsa 
and I don’t want you hurrying. You’ve only had your 
American driving permit for a few weeks." 
 
Robert smiled and bent down, picking up his bag. "Don’t 
worry, I’ll be careful. It’s the left side I drive on, right?" 
 
"Scamp! Enough teasing. Drive safely and I’ll expect you 
to call when you reach your hotel." 
 
* * * * * 
 
There was something distinctly American about cruising 
down the road through long stretches of countryside 
with the top down, wind in his hair, music blaring from 
the radio. It wasn’t the sort of thing people did in 
England, as a rule. Then again, there wasn’t as much road 
to cruise so perhaps that explained it. 
 
He checked the GPS system, hoping he was operating it 
correctly and decided to stop at the next rest area for a 
bit. His legs could use a bit of a stretch after nearly four 



hours of driving. And coffee wouldn’t be a bad idea 
either, he realized as he saw the sign beside the road 
announcing a Starbuck’s among other things at the next 
exit. He’d better stop, he figured. He still had a good 
fourteen hours of driving to go. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Of all the things Robert had been surprised by since 
coming to the United States, being propositioned in a 
public restroom had to top the list. It was flattering, of 
course, because the other young man had been quite 
attractive, but… somehow the idea hadn’t been 
appealing. Possibly because of the location, but equally 
likely was the fact that… he hadn’t actually engaged in 
that sort of thing since the unpleasant encounter with 
Paul. 
It had taken him a while to figure out what he wanted, 
and whatever it was that he and the Washingtonian had 
been doing just… wasn’t it. There had to be something 
more, and he knew it. 
 
A small part of him still cherished the notion of Elliot and 
Trevor although he’d accepted the reality that they 
weren’t for him. Hell, Elliot hadn’t even bothered to call 
him after they’d… run into each other over three months 



earlier. Then again, he hadn’t called the older man and 
his number had been programmed into his phone for 
ages. 
 
His lips curled into a small grin as he remembered the 
long, happy minutes he’d spent pressed against the other 
blond. Elliot had been forward, masterful… exciting and 
excited. Very excited, he recalled. Just as much so as he’d 
been, himself. He’d almost thought… hoped… that 
maybe… but no. 
 
Still, Elliot and Trevor weren’t the only fish in the 
proverbial sea, he comforted himself as he returned to 
the motorway… highway, as they called it. They were just 
a difficult standard to match, both of them so deliciously 
handsome and intriguing. Not many men around who 
were single and swung his way who could possibly 
measure up to his ideals. 
 
That didn’t mean it was impossible, of course. He just 
needed to… be patient. And continue his regular 
relationship with his left hand. "Bloody hell." 
 
* * * * * 
 
He’d called Lily almost as soon as he’d entered his room, 



then again after his afternoon meeting. It had gone well. 
The manager of the building he’d been checking had 
obviously been keeping up with repairs and such… for 
once. Unlike the last few places he’d examined. 
 
He and Lily had chatted about that and how much he 
loved the car for a few minutes before ending the call 
and Robert suddenly found himself at loose ends. 
There he was in a city he didn’t know, where he knew 
nobody at all, and… it was a first for him. 
"So," he asked his image in the large mirror, "What’s a 
single, reasonably good-looking chap to do with 
himself?" 
 
"What’s that? Find somewhere to go? Yes, Robert, I think 
you’re right." 
 
He laughed at himself before opening his bag and 
selecting clothes that didn’t exactly scream businessman, 
although they were in rather short supply. He hadn’t 
expected to have much leisure time, after all, and now 
here he was with a profusion of said time on his hands. 
His ‘visits’ usually took more than one day, after all. 
 
* * * * * 
 



It was a man at the front desk who looked to be in his 
mid-thirties that was able to direct Robert to an 
appropriate club. Apparently he’d set off the clerk’s 
gaydar.  
 
He didn’t mind, of course, because the club was a nice 
one. A bit heavy on the strobe lights for his tastes, but 
enjoyable in all other respects. And the drinks were 
strong, though not cheap. 
 
He danced for a while, laughing every time someone 
complimented him on his accent as though he’d selected 
in deliberately. He laughed a lot. 
 
He also drank a bit, oblivious to the two sets of eyes 
watching him from the corner of the large room. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"I like that one, Farrell," the taller of the two murmured 
below the music, one hand stroking the bulge in his 
pants, "And he’s drinking a real drink. It won’t change 
color and he won’t taste a thing." 
 
The shorter, darker one rolled his eyes. "Gods, Ricky. 
You’re such a fag." 



 
"Hey, did I make fun of you when you wanted that girl 
last night? No. Did I try to keep you from dragging me to 
a straight club? No. So shut the fuck up and be a little 
supportive here." 
 
The shorter man’s eyes rolled again and he sighed. "Fine. 
Go for it. I’ll keep watch when you’re ready." 
 
"You do that," Ricky said softly, slipping skillfully through 
the crowd to the young blond man’s side.  
 
* * * * * 
 
Robert arched a brow as the tall man stopped beside 
him. His eyes roamed down the long form, then back up, 
examining the front of his pants without seeming to. Nice 
build, not too bulky… good thighs, solid waist… toned abs 
and pecs, judging from the tight t-shirt… nice wide 
mouth, soft looking lips, sharp nose and… oh, my. 
 
"You have lovely eyes," Robert shouted in order to be 
heard. It was true, too. The man’s eyes were a deep, 
stormy grey, a darker ring around the outer edges, 
framed by thick, dark lashes under light brown eyebrows 
and hair. "I’m Robert…" 



 
"Ricky," the man called back. "You’re English, huh? Cool. I 
like England. The London theater scene is killer!" He let 
his own gaze wander Robert’s body slowly. "So… can I 
buy you a drink… Robert?" 
 
He cocked his head, giving Ricky a slow grin. “Wouldn‘t 
mind a bit," he said, finishing the last of what was in his 
glass. "Jack and coke?" 
 
"Gods I’m glad you didn’t ask for something fruity. One 
more mai-tai and I’d have screamed! Be right back." 
 
Robert blinked, only then noticing the profusion of red, 
umbrella-bearing cocktails being consumed. He shook his 
head, chuckling softly. He had no idea of why any man, 
regardless of how submissive he might be, would want to 
drink something so… girlish. Then again, to each his own. 
 
His eyes moved to the bar and he smiled as he watched 
his new friend Ricky. He suspected the bloke had some 
intention of seducing him but Robert wasn’t going to let 
that happen. He was looking for Mr. Right, after all, not 
Mr. Right Now. 
 
That was why he was so surprised to find himself in a 



dark corner of the parking lot what seemed like a few 
minutes later. His eyes were bleary but he thought he 
was… bent over a car? 
 
Robert groaned slightly, trying to lever himself up. It took 
him a few tries but he finally managed it, swaying 
woozily on his feet. "What the bloody… hell…" 
 
That was when he realized his pants were around his 
ankles and there was… "No," he gasped, reaching down 
to touch the aching pucker between his legs. He 
breathed a small sigh of relief when his fingers found 
only the small amount of lubricant one might expect 
from a condom. 
 
It wasn’t much, but at least whoever had left him here-
his ‘friend’ Ricky, presumably-hadn’t exposed him to 
whatever diseases he might be carrying. 
 
That didn’t change the fact that the other man had 
apparently drugged him and…  
His mind rebelled at the word as he struggled to pull 
himself together, buttoning and zipping frantically. He 
stumbled to his car on the other side of the lot, stopping 
only once to vomit before he arrived. He flung himself 
into the driver’s seat, hissing loudly as his rear hit the 



leather. "Bloody FUCK…!" 
 
* * * * * 
 
It was a difficult drive back to his hotel, and even more 
difficult to walk across the lobby with something 
approaching his usual gait. Robert forced himself not to 
cry as he entered his room and stripped, throwing his 
clothes in the trash can. He’d never wear them again, he 
knew. 
 
He was still huddled on the floor of the tub four hours 
later, painfully hot water pounding his body. He was 
fairly sure he’d never feel clean again. Not for the rest of 
his life…  
 
 

Part Seven 

 

"You’re going to be too late," Hypatia said sharply as she 
stepped past Trevor and spun, glaring at him. "You 
wouldn’t listen and now HE’S paying the price! Gods, 
Trevor, I didn’t think you were so fucking selfish!" 
 



Trevor blinked, frowning, his hand still on the doorknob 
of his and Elliot’s apartment. "And hello to you, too. 
Come in. Oh, wait… you ARE in. Now you can LEAVE." 
 
"Have you entirely lost your mind?" she demanded, her 
hand on her hips as she glared dangerously at him. "You 
knew what would happen if you kept up this stupid 
jealousy! You SAW it! Fuck, Trevor, you’re… such a 
BASTARD!" 
 
"What are you TALKING about?" the dark-haired man 
yelled back. "I haven’t SEEN anything in over a week, you 
crazy bitch!" 
 
That was impossible, and Hypatia knew it. Or did she? 
Everything she KNEW said her brother had to have SEEN 
but she couldn’t deny that he looked completely baffled 
to see her, much less seeming to have a clue. "Fuck. 
Okay. I… believe you. Shit. Look, you need to get to Tulsa. 
Tonight. Something’s going to happen… IS happening." 
 
Trevor didn’t know what was going on, but if Hy said he 
had to go to Oklahoma of all places, he was sure she was 
right. That didn’t mean he had to like it. "Okay. I’ll go get 
Elliot and we’ll…" 
 



"NO! I don’t… look, Trev, if you don’t go RIGHT NOW 
you’re going to be too late and there won’t be any 
salvaging the situation. I… I’ll tell Elliot. He’s with William 
and Xander, right? YOU get to the airport. There’s no 
TIME!" 
 
And for some reason, he was suddenly just as panicky as 
she was. "Okay, fine. But Tulsa’s a big…" 
 
"The Doubletree. Downtown. Room 1736. And HURRY." 
 
The young man grabbed his jacket and wallet and was 
out the door and in a taxi before he realized he hadn’t 
even asked who he was looking for or why. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris was still laughing as he answered the rapid tapping 
on the door. One brow arched when he saw the entirely 
unfamiliar woman. "Hello…" 
 
"Hello, Xander," the woman said quickly. "It’s nice to 
meet you." 
 
Harris blinked then groaned and called towards the 
kitchen. "Spike… did you rent me a woman again? It was 



funny when you did it to Willow, and the first few times 
here, but…" 
 
Hypatia shook her head quickly and called out in the 
same direction. "William! Tell your Claimed to move! I 
need to see Elliot!" 
 
She pushed her way past the tall brunette man who 
looked like he was trying to catch flies in his open mouth 
then grinned slightly. "And believe me, Xander, if I were 
available for rent, the last thing you’d find it is funny. 
Exciting, definitely. Memorable, certainly. But funny…? 
No." Her eyes darted around the room, finding the blond 
man laying on the couch. "Elliot. Hypatia Lee. Nice to 
meet you. You’re going to Tulsa. Now." 
 
Elliot looked at the strange woman as though she’d lost 
her mind. "Okay… and why would I do that?" 
 
The woman sighed and spoke as though to a small child. 
"Because, Elliot, if you don’t more things will be ruined 
than you know, starting with your Robert." She nodded 
when the man suddenly sat bolt upright. "Trevor is 
already on the way. It would be best if you arrived 
shortly thereafter. I’m afraid you’re both going to be too 
late to keep the boy from being damaged but having you 



there will help the healing process, assuming my brother 
can manage to keep himself from being a raging 
asshole... which is doubtful," she admitted with a frown. 
 
"Wha’…" Elliot’s mind was reeling even as his heart 
began pounding madly. "What happened to Robert? 
Damn it, tell me!" 
 
She did, quickly adding "It hasn’t happened yet, exactly… 
not completely. But… it will have by the time you leave. 
Just… go! Fuck, you men are more chatty than most of 
the girls I know!" 
 
"Here, mate," Spike said, handing Elliot a credit card. "Do 
what you need ta." 
 
"Th-thanks, Will," Elliot said, looking lost. "I… clothes… 
plane! I don’t…" 
 
"Worry about it later, El," Harris insisted. "Buy whatever 
you need. Just… get where you need to be." 
 
"I… yeah." The blond man paused at the door, looking 
back quickly. "Just one… Hippopsha? Why did you send 
Trevor? He doesn’t much like Robert…" 
 



The woman snorted softly. "It’s Hypatia. Say it with me. 
Hi-PAY-she-uh. Not so difficult. And you’ll see. Now 
hurry!" she ordered, telling him the hotel information as 
well. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Right, then," Spike growled a minute or ten later as he 
hung up the phone. He’d called ahead and paid for a 
ticket for Elliot’s flight, then called the bloke’s cell and 
told him the particulars. All they could do now was wait. 
"Right, then," he said again, "Got a question for you." 
 
The woman sighed, having done all she could for the 
moment. "More than one, I’m guessing. Do you mind if I 
sit down? I’ve been a bit on edge." 
 
Harris shook his head and swallowed his own questions, 
choosing instead to go into the kitchen for three beers. 
He returned swiftly, handing one to the black-haired 
woman and one to his claimed, kissing the latter softly 
before collapsing at one end of the couch with his own 
bottle. 
 
Hypatia smiled a real smile for the first time. "Thank you, 
Xander. I can use this." She took a long swallow, waiting 



for the inevitable questions to emerge. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Because I KNOW things," Hypatia said again a good hour 
later. "Not things like… where you left your keys or 
anything, but…" 
 
"But things like knowin’ young Bobby’s goin’ ta be raped, 
‘ey? Soddin’ useless ta know about it if you can’t stop it!" 
 
"That’s the problem! I shouldn’t have HAD to stop it, or 
even interfere! Trevor was supposed to SEE it and make 
sure it didn’t happen! But he didn’t and I don’t KNOW 
why! The POWERS don’t know why!" She almost wanted 
to cry, even though she didn’t do that sort of thing. "But 
time went on and I kept waiting to KNOW Trev was on 
his way and he didn’t leave, and… shit, I thought he was 
jealous and ignoring the situation but he honestly didn’t 
SEE!" 
 
Harris nodded. "I can see how you might believe Trev 
wouldn’t want to help Robert. Hell, he and Elliot almost 
split up because of him. But he would never let 
something like that happen to anyone. Not even the guy 
he hates right now." 



 
Spike snorted and shook his head. "Luv… th’ last thing 
Trevor feels about th’ boy is HATE. Yah, he’s jealous over 
his El, but… think it’s also bein’ jealous that Bobby wants 
El instead of HIM." 
 
"Oh, come on, babe! Trevor wants Robert? Please. Can 
you believe this guy?" he asked Hypatia, hitching his 
thumb towards his vampire with a grin. 
 
"No," she said slowly. "It’s not common for a vampire, 
even one with a soul, to be so perceptive." 
 
"There, see, babe…? Oh." Harris blinked. "Oh… but 
why…?" 
 
The woman shook her head. "Because as I’ve said 
repeatedly, my brother is an idiot." 
 
"An’ that leads me ta my next question, pet," the 
vampire said, cocking his head at the woman.  
 
"Know what Trev is. Not sure how you can be his sister. 
You don’t even smell related, much less that closely. Care 
ta fill us in?" 
 



Another sigh. "Well, it’s… complicated." 
 
"Yah, pet… everythin’ is with you lot." 
 
"Okay… okay. I suppose you have a right to know, and I 
KNOW Trevor hasn’t told you all of it." And somehow, 
even knowing that it might come back and bite her in the 
ass, she… wanted to tell the two men everything. Or as 
close to everything as she could.  
 
She sat back against the couch and sipped her beer again 
as she ordered her thoughts and began to speak. 
 
"I don’t know exactly where Trevor began with the 
story," Hypatia said slowly, "So I’ll start at the beginning. 
But first I need to ask you a question, William. Or Spike if 
you prefer." 
 
The vampire rolled his eyes. "Enough stallin’. Ask an’ get 
on with it. An’ Spike’s fine." He nodded. 
 
"All right. Spike. And I’m not stalling. I said I’d tell you 
and I will. In MY way." The woman arched one slender 
brow, smiling when the blond sighed. "I’d like you to ask 
your demon something. Ask it if it… recognizes me. Not 
this human shell, but that which resides within." 



 
His eyes rolled again, but he did as she‘d said, although it 
wasn’t really ‘asking’ as such because his demon and soul 
weren’t precisely separate. It was more like… examining.  
 
The look on Spike’s face when he found the answer was 
priceless, Hypatia thought with a small grin. "It does, 
doesn’t it?" 
 
"Bloody. Hell." 
 
"What’s going on, guys?" Harris slipped in, somehow 
feeling like his former donut-getting and somewhat 
useless self. "I… fuck." He sighed and tried to relax when 
his claimed squeezed his fingers. 
 
"I’m sorry… Harris. I was making a point to Wi… Spike. 
The demon within him… well, it knows what I was. It 
can… taste it, I suppose, regardless of what I’ve become. 
And the demon will tell you if I lie, William. More than 
any scent ever could." 
 
The blond frowned but nodded slowly. Didn’t mean he 
wasn’t still going to check the air, but… she was right. His 
evil half would probably know. Still, he had another 
question. 



 
"If my demon knows you, pet… why doesn’t my soul? 
Seems it should recognize anythin’ th’ rest of me 
does…?" 
 
Hypatia sighed and finished her beer, setting the bottle 
gently on the floor. "Because, Spike… your soul is human. 
Human souls didn’t exist when my kind were… brought 
into creation. They have no referent." 
 
She almost smiled at the shocked silence that one 
statement bought her. She did smile when Harris, as he 
preferred to be called, got up and came back with a third 
beer for each of them, his eye wide and confused. 
 
"Humans hadn’t even begun to swing in trees when we 
were… born," she added.  
 
 

Part Eight 

 

Trevor honestly didn’t care who it was banging on the 
door of the hotel room. Anyone at all would be better 
than him, seeing as he hadn’t been able to do ANYTHING 



right so far. 
 
Thank the Powers the door wasn’t fully latched when 
he’d gotten there, though, or he never would have 
gotten in himself.  
 
He almost wished he hadn’t. 
 
He’d gotten there and lucked out, although he figured it 
was more likely the Powers at work, when a young 
couple had slipped out the back door, giving him access 
to the secured building without having to pass the front 
desk. All the clerks would have done was slow him down 
while they tried to call room 1736… if they’d even tried, 
what with Trevor not knowing whose room it was or 
anything else, for that matter. 
 
As it had gone, though, he’d slipped in through the back 
and managed to get onto the elevator without being 
seen. He’d found the room easily enough, suffering a bad 
moment when he knocked and got no answer 
repeatedly. Finally, he’d noticed the small gap between 
door and jamb. It hadn’t been enough to let the door 
swing open under his knuckles, but his shoulder was 
another matter. 
 



He’d slammed himself against the wood-faced steel door 
and almost fallen into the room when it opened. And 
that was when he heard the hopeless whimpering, so 
soft he would have missed it if there had been any sort of 
noise in the room. 
 
"Hello…?" he’d called softly, not wanting to scare 
whoever was making the sound, his eyes opening wide as 
his greeting was answered with louder whimpers and 
moans of ‘no, no, no…’. 
 
The bathroom was the obvious place since there was 
nobody apparent in the rest of the room and Trevor had 
slowly approached the open door, frowning at the 
humidity he’d just noticed. "Hello," he’d said again, 
almost whispering the word as he looked through the 
door, only to freeze in shock. It was… 
 
"Robert!" his voice had broken, seeing the young man all 
curled in on himself under steaming, pounding water. 
 
The younger man had looked at him, horrified, then 
screamed although it wasn’t a particularly loud scream. 
"No!" Trevor had heard, "Get out, get out, get OUT…" 
 
That had been almost an hour ago and every time since 



that he’d tried to even enter the bathroom, the blond 
had freaked out, one time badly enough to crack his head 
on the edge of the tub, leaving an angry-looking welt. 
 
He had no idea of what to do. SOMETHING had obviously 
happened to the younger man but it was equally obvious 
that Robert didn’t want HIM there. 
 
Trevor had been sighing deeply when the hard banging at 
the door started, and… 
He rushed to it, flinging it open. "Thank Gods, I need… 
ELLIOT?" 
 
Elliot stared at the confused look on his lover’s face and 
nodded, then kissed him hard. "Where is he?" he 
demanded, his eyes darting around the room quickly. 
 
"Uh, bathroom and he… fuck, El, he screams every time I 
try to… and I don’t know what happened and… FUCK! El, 
I… I think he hates me…" 
 
And as much as Elliot wanted to go to Robert right then, 
he didn’t. Instead, he stepped into the room and closed 
the door behind him, then wrapped his lover tight in his 
arms, holding him close.  
 



"No… no, Trev… how could anyone hate you?" He kissed 
the brunette’s hair softly, trying to make him hear how 
much he meant it. "But, baby… I… you don’t know 
how…" 
 
Elliot sighed and pulled away, anxiety racing through him 
at the thought that he was neglecting the young man in 
the bathroom. "He was raped," he said softly, meeting 
suddenly horrified brown eyes. "Your sister says he was 
drugged first so chances are he doesn’t remember it, 
but… he knows what happened." 
 
"Oh… Oh, Gods El… I should... I mean I don't… what can I 
do?" 
 
He reached into his pants pocket and handed Trevor the 
credit card Spike had given him earlier. "Get him some 
clothes. Sweats… some of those boxer-briefs. They’ll 
make him feel more secure. Things that will fit him 
closely. Then a set of looser things he can wear over 
them. He’ll… need to feel safe. New toothbrush, 
hairbrush, comb… new razor. Everything." Elliot gave a 
sickly smile. "The last thing he’s gonna want is to be 
reminded of who he was before it happened. For a while, 
anyway." 
 



Trevor swallowed hard and nodded. "I… yeah. But… fuck, 
baby… how do we get him out of… there." His eyes were 
haunted and damp as he nodded towards the bathroom 
and the shower he could still hear running. 
 
The blond sighed softly, kissing Trevor’s cheek 
apologetically. "WE don’t, love. I do." 
 
"But…" 
 
Elliot shook his head. "Trevor, I love you. I do. But… you 
don’t know what he’s going through." 
 
"I can imagine…" the brunette said softly, staring as his 
lover with concern. 
 
Elliot sighed again. "No. You can’t. Nobody could EVER 
imagine what it’s like to be… violated. To have all control 
taken away. Not unless it happens, and then…" He shook 
his head. "Please, Trev. Just go. Get what he’ll need and… 
call up when you get back. This is gonna be… hard." 
 
Trevor blinked quickly. "You…? El…" 
 
The blond smiled shakily. "It’s a long story, baby… now 
do what I asked and let me get him out of there, okay? 



I’ve… also been on the friend of the raped end before. 
With my unit. I’ll handle it." He kissed Trevor again, this 
time on the lips and even more softly than the cheek kiss 
was. "Love you, Trev." 
 
The man swallowed hard and nodded. "O… okay… I… 
Gods, El, I love you, too." And with a swift returned kiss, 
he was gone. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He removed everything but his underwear before moving 
towards the open bathroom door, his eyes sad and 
hopeful at the same time. The last thing Robert needed 
was to be shamed by his own nakedness when 
confronted with someone fully clothed, but he also didn’t 
need to be threatened with a penis. 
 
"Robert," he murmured softly, not looking past the door 
jamb, "It’s Elliot." 
 
He heard the soft mumbling of ‘no, no, no’ and shook his 
head, the east Texas drawl coming out as it hadn’t done 
in years. "Yeah, darlin’… it’s me… I’m coming in." 
 
His eyes closed for a moment as the mumbles became 



whimpers but he didn’t let that stop him. He stepped 
over the threshold, then opened his eyes and looked at 
the tub. 
 
"Darlin’," he sighed sadly, moving closer and dropping 
down outside the porcelain enclosure, "Please… look at 
me…" 
 
The younger man’s head shook wildly and all Elliot could 
do was reach out to touch one shuddering shoulder, 
gasping at the temperature of the water. "Robert… God, 
darlin’… you’re gonna cook yourself!" 
 
* * * * * 
 
He was having a nightmare. He had to be. There was no 
way that any of this was happening. 
 
Maybe he’d never gone to Tulsa, or gone to that club. 
And if that were true, then he wasn’t slowly par-boiling 
himself, and that was good. 
 
Then again, if it was a lie, then… Elliot wasn’t there and 
he so BADLY wanted Elliot to be there… but if Elliot was 
there… then he was dirty and soiled and worthless and… 
 



"No…" Robert whispered, shaking all over. "I’m not… 
don’t… don’t touch me… not your darling… never 
anyone’s darling again…" He shivered in the heat pouring 
down over him. 
 
And that was enough, Elliot decided. ENOUGH. God knew 
how long the young man had been under that water. HE 
didn’t. Obviously for as long as Trevor had been there, 
though, and that was more than long enough. 
 
He shifted, turning the knobs until the water stopped, 
leaving a shuddering, shivering Robert cringing against 
white porcelain. 
 
"I’m going to get a robe," the older man murmured, "and 
wrap you in it. Then I’m going to carry you to the bed and 
wrap you up safe and warm in the blankets, darlin’. 
There’s nothing to worry about. Nothing’s gonna hurt 
you, okay?" 
 
And the soft words, almost a promise, made him nod 
slowly, even as his body tensed. 
 
The robe he found hanging on the hook behind the 
bathroom door was one of the very thick white terry 
cloth variety, Elliot noticed with satisfaction. It would 



give Robert one more layer of protection between him 
and the world. He was glad the boy had been drugged, 
though. Things would have been much worse if Robert 
remembered the particulars of the rape. 
 
He moved back to the side of the tub and sat on its edge, 
waiting until the younger man looked in his direction-not 
AT him, but in his direction. "Come here, darlin’… I’m not 
gonna hurt you. You know that, right?" 
 
He didn’t deserve to be treated so nicely, Robert knew, 
but… he wanted to be. He wanted the comfort of those 
arms that held out the robe and he didn’t have the right 
to want comfort because it was his own fault, but… he 
slowly stood, his knees knocking, skin bright red from the 
water, his head hanging as he stared at his feet. "I… I…" 
 
"Hush, darlin’," Elliot insisted, wrapping the thick cloth 
around the shivering young man as he deliberately didn’t 
look at the exposed form. "You didn’t do anything 
wrong," he continued in a softer voice. "I know you 
didn’t." He lifted the blond, glad he’d been training again 
for the last few months because he didn’t want to seem 
all soft and out of shape; not to this man, and not even in 
this situation. 
 



He carried him slowly from the bathroom then set him 
down on the end of the bed while he pulled the covers 
back before moving Robert to the center of the huge bed 
and pulling the top sheet, blanket and bedspread up to 
the young man’s chin.  
 
"There, darlin’," he said softly, fingers stroking the hot, 
sweating brow, "Nothing’s gonna touch you now. Not 
while I’m here to watch over you, okay?" 
 
Robert swallowed hard, still unable to look Elliot in the 
face. "I… I was…" and to his own horror, he burst into 
tears, the great, wracking sobs convulsing through his 
entire body. He felt the arms pulling him close over the 
blankets and he sobbed harder. "D-don’t deserve… never 
clean enough… never again…" 
 
All Elliot could do was hold him. He had no choice. His 
arms had wound around Robert, keeping the covers 
between their skin, as soon as the younger man had 
started crying. 
 
He held on, tight enough to comfort but loose enough 
that the other blond didn’t feel trapped. And all the 
while, all he could think of was… finding the person who 
had done this to the boy… and killing him. Slowly. 



Painfully. Messily. 
 
* * * * * 
 
It had been half an hour since he’d finished embarrassing 
himself, Robert thought. Thirty minutes since he’d been 
able to stop sobbing and wailing. 
 
He figured he should have been asleep due to his 
‘ordeal’, but… he didn’t want to sleep. He had a sneaking 
suspicion that his mind would provide all the details he 
didn’t want to know about… and sleeping might mean 
the man beside him would leave. 
 
He wouldn’t blame him, Robert knew. Hell, he was 
surprised Elliot was still there, seeing as the man seemed 
to know what had happened. 
 
Useless. Worthless. Dirty. No good. 
 
Those were the things Robert now knew he was. If he 
wasn’t, then… he wouldn’t have trusted Ricky. Believed 
the man was a nice person. There were NO nice people, 
Robert realized… 
 
And then Elliot rubbed his cheek against his hair and he 



re-evaluated. 
 
There were no nice people aside from Elliot… and Lily… 
Spike and Harris… and Trevor. 
That last name had him tensing and pulling away from 
the man holding him. 
 
"What?" Elliot said softly, afraid Robert was having some 
sort of drug-induced flashback. "Darlin’…" 
 
"W-what about… I…" Robert bit his lip as Elliot dragged 
him back into his chaste embrace. "T-trevor…" 
 
The older blond sighed. "I sent him shopping for you, 
darlin’… so we could talk." 
 
They hadn’t done much talking, Robert knew, but… he 
was managing to NOT freak out for the moment, so… 
"Talk, then." 
 
And Elliot did, beginning at the point that would matter 
to Robert and his current emotional situation. 
 
"It was a good eight years ago now," he began then 
stopped. "But if this is gonna make sense, darlin’, I have 
to tell you some things you might not know about me, 



so… when I was seventeen I signed up. The military. And 
after a few months…" 
 
He told Robert about his past, his training, his missions… 
he even told him about John.  
 
And then he told him about what had happened to him 
in Cleveland. He was sure it wouldn’t make Robert feel 
any better, but… it would hopefully help him feel less 
alone to know he wasn’t the only one who’d ever been… 
violated.  
 
 

Part Nine 

 

Maybe ten minutes into her story, Hypatia had stretched 
out a bit until now, almost twenty minutes later, her bare 
feet were propped up on the coffee table, her head 
tipped back into the corner formed by the back and arm 
of the couch. Another beer was held loosely in one hand 
while she turned her head to arch a brow at the 
handsome couple sitting just a few feet away enjoying 
the opposite end of the sofa. 
 



"All right," she said, taking a sip from the bottle that had 
been resting against her thigh, "where was I?" 
 
Harris arched a brow and closed his eye, reciting. 
"Universe born in fire and ice, blah, blah, blah… the 
Powers saw it was good, yada, yada, yada…" 
 
She couldn’t help laughing. "A bit simplistic, perhaps, but 
essentially correct. However, you’ve missed one very 
important part, Xa… Harris. The Powers saw that it was 
both good AND bad, which is of course the natural order 
of things. Without darkness there can be no light; 
without evil, no good. So there was a balance." 
 
"Yah, right," the vampire grumbled, pulling his Claimed 
tighter into his arms and resting his chin on one strong, 
warm shoulder. "Balance. Sounds like your Powers are a 
great bunch of poofs ta me." 
 
One sculpted black brow rose over an amused violet 
gaze. "These would be the same Powers who made you 
their bitch, Spike, so you might want to reconsider your 
position regarding them. But no matter." 
 
"There was balance," Hypatia continued, her eyes 
becoming just a bit unfocused as she spoke. "And just as 



those we call ‘the Powers’ were forces of good and light, 
so there were other Powers, those commonly known as 
devils since the advent of man’s ascension to thinking 
beings. And THOSE Powers… oh, they were jealous." 
 
"Why shouldn’t THEY have access to everything? Why 
weren’t THEY in complete control?"  
 
She shook her head. "Man has wondered for millennia 
what the true definition of evil is, thinking it to be some 
convoluted and involved thing. But it isn’t. Evil… true evil, 
gents… is the desire to possess anything fine and bright 
and beautiful… and the glory in destroying it if it can't be 
yours. So yes, these ‘devils’ were and are evil." 
 
Another slow sip of her beer and she closed her eyes for 
a moment. "There was… ‘war’ isn’t a strong enough word 
to describe it. I don’t believe there IS such a word in any 
language you’d understand. The… battle, as inadequate 
as that word is too, spread across the entirety of the 
universe, leaving shattered suns in its wake as the dark 
Powers sought to reign and the lighter Powers strained 
to maintain the balance." 
 
"And from this… conflict… an accord arose." 
 



She frowned slightly, opening her eyes. 
 
"Yeah? And?" Harris demanded, pressing himself even 
closer to his claimed’s tense form as he tried not to 
shiver at some sense of… absolute verity in the woman’s 
voice. 
 
Spike purred softly, trying to soothe his beloved. "Th’ 
constant pausin’ isn’t makin’ us feel any better about alla 
this, pet," he said after a moment, "An’ I think you might 
feel better if you just spit it out, yah?" 
 
A small smile appeared on Hypatia’s lips. "I believe I 
could use another drink, actually. Something stronger, if 
you have it. I’ve… never actually tried to explain any of 
this before so I’m a bit… flustered." 
 
Harris sighed and reluctantly pulled away from Spike 
before getting to his feet and going into the kitchen. He 
frowned, then quickly tossed a bag of blood in the 
microwave for his lover, then gathered glasses, a bucket 
of ice and a bottle of Jack while the cycle ran and 
finished. A mug came from a cupboard and was filled 
with the contents of the pouch before all the items were 
set on a tray and he returned to the living room, setting it 
on the table close to his and Spike’s spot. 



 
He returned to his position against his vampire then 
passed the man the mug and poured straight Jack 
Daniel’s into the tumblers, adding a few cubes to each. 
"There. Something stronger." 
 
Spike chuckled and pulled his human against him again, 
then drank a bit of the blood before spiking it quickly. 
"Ta, luv," he whispered, pressing a soft, slow kiss to his 
beloved’s neck. "As you were sayin’, pet?" 
 
She took a large swallow of the amber liquor, breathing 
deeply as it burned coldly down her throat. "Yes… an 
accord." 
 
"Both sides had lost too many, although being truly 
immortal, no Powers were actually dead. Simply… 
diminished. Thus, after many thousands of cycles, many 
of the original Powers on BOTH sides-and there are a 
truly enormous number-had lost much of their strength. 
It was when this was realized that the most powerful 
remaining of the dark and lighter Powers met in secret." 
 
She drank again, sipping this time as her voice became 
more contemplative than before. 
"I BELIEVE that what happened was meant for the best. It 



certainly slowed the clashing between the factions." Her 
head dipped slightly in a mostly internal nod. "They met 
in secret, as I said, and they reached… an agreement." 
 
"They would combine their strengths, working together 
for the first time since they’d been brought forth from 
that fire and ice, and they would create something new. 
Something outside of their conflict. They would distill 
their natures, combine them, and make a being… an 
entity… which existed solely as the perfect balance of 
light and dark. And that entity would, by holding so much 
of the strength of both sides, be inert. Neither good nor 
bad, but… the ultimate shade of grey. It would have no 
thoughts, no emotions; it would be a being of PURE 
balance. And as such, it would restrict the degree of… 
damage which could be inflicted by either side." 
 
Her eyes sharpened a bit as her face became slightly 
pinched and she slammed down the rest of her drink 
then filled the glass to the top with liquor, ignoring the 
ice and the two staring men. 
 
"Unfortunately, they failed to consider all the possible 
outcomes of their act and when they had finished… they 
were confronted with not one but THREE distinctly 
separate beings." 



 
Another long swallow of booze and Hypatia frowned. 
"They had achieved their ultimate goal. They had created 
their ‘balance’, their ‘null’. But they had also created a 
force of pure evil… and one of pure good. Light and 
dark… and the space in between." She sighed, drinking 
again. 
 
"The saddest part of all of it, though, was that while their 
ultimate shade of grey was exactly as they’d hoped-- 
unthinking, emotionless, virtually inert-- the other two…" 
she frowned, looking at the blond and brunette wearily. 
"They were not. They felt. They thought. And although 
they had no physical form, they yearned." 
 
"And thus it was for millions of years, until fire and ice 
erupted across the universe again, this time giving birth 
to demons as the dark Powers sought to upset the 
balance once more. Because evil makes its own rules and 
the fighting had lessened. They saw their chance and 
they took it." 
 
Hypatia shrugged slowly, staring into her nearly empty 
glass. "Perhaps they’d forgotten what had happened 
before. It might be possible. But demons came forth and 
existed in mayhem and destruction for tens of thousands 



of years, and then…" She looked at Xander. "And then 
your remote ancestors began to evolve. I believe the 
lighter Powers had a hand in that. You evolved and 
crawled from the slime of beginning and… you made this 
corner of this dimension your own." 
 
"THIS dimension?" One deep brown eye stared, looking 
both curious and… fearful. 
 
"Of course THIS dimension," Hypatia said with a bitter 
laugh. "This is the one where you succeeded. There are 
myriad others in which humans… well, let’s just say that 
your kind… OUR kind… aren’t the dominant species." 
 
Spike frowned and held his slightly shivering Claimed 
closer still, nearly pulling the warm human into his lap. 
"An’ much as I appreciate the history lesson, luv, what th’ 
bloody hell does this have ta do with you an’ Trev, ‘ey?" 
 
The woman tried to smile although it ended up looking 
more like a sickly sneer. "The entities of dark and light, 
Spike…" 
 
"Yah? What about them?" the vampire demanded, 
feeling an odd sinking sensation in the pit of his stomach. 
 



"They ended up in this dimension… working together at 
the place which became Wolfram & Hart after a few 
thousand years." She let out one shuddering breath. 
"Because even though they were entirely different 
beings, they knew they were once together and as time 
passed they’d been drawn closer, needing each other, 
needing to be one again. And the senior partners, as they 
came to be called, gave them that. It bound them into 
one being, both dark and light but aware, able to act, 
unlike their poor ‘sibling’." 
 
"I… WE remember you. You came closer to us than you 
know so many times… before you regained your ability to 
function in phase with this world. You almost walked in 
on us more often than you can imagine. It was only 
through vigorous warding that we managed to keep you 
out of our home… our White Room." 
 
Her nauseated smile shook a bit and she looked away 
from the men. "As for that third entity I mentioned… you 
know it, as well. A mystical key that could open the 
portals to Hell… until it was stolen away and given form 
and function and life... and a family, friends, a world in 
which to live, a world it could touch and feel and… be 
human in. And you can’t know how much we envied 
her." 



 
"Shit," Harris whispered. 
 
"Niblet." Spike murmured, knowing it was true. 
 
 
 

Part Ten 

 

He heard the soft hiss as Robert shifted on the sheets 
and frowned. The young man needed to be checked out. 
He could be more damaged than he thought, and if so it 
would be best to find out quickly. Unfortunately, Elliot 
had a feeling the younger blond wasn’t going to be 
terribly eager to be poked and prodded. Still… "Robert… 
we need to get you to a hospital. There’s no way of 
knowing if…" 
 
"He… he used a condom," Robert whispered, his voice 
breaking at even thinking about it. "I… it was obvious." 
He winced slightly and tried to move away a bit. 
 
"That’s good, darlin’," Elliot murmured, letting him move, 
but not too far. "But that’s not what I meant. It’s…" he 



sighed. "You could be hurt, Robert. Uh, inside, you know? 
And you need to be…" 
 
"No!" Robert’s brown eyes were suddenly wide and wild 
as he held the blankets closer around him. "No… no 
hospital! I… Lily! She’d find out and… and she sent me 
here and she’d blame herself and…" 
 
And that wasn’t what was actually bothering the younger 
man, Elliot thought, although he was sure it was a part of 
it. "Robert," the older man said softly, shifting himself to 
wrap the frightened man in another comforting embrace, 
"Listen, darlin’. I know you’re scared and I know you 
don’t want anyone to know what happened. That’s fine. I 
told you. I understand."  
 
He nodded gently. "But… you could be hurt, bleeding, cut 
or something inside. And we need to find out. I… I care 
about you, baby. I don’t want to see you getting some 
infection just because you’re afraid, okay?" 
 
Brown eyes filled with tears, although Robert wasn’t sure 
if it was because Elliot had said he cared or because he 
really was as scared as the man said. "I can’t… I c-can’t… 
d-d-do it, Elliot. Let s-some… strange… m-man…" he 
shuddered roughly. "Not when…" His voice broke again 



and he couldn’t finish. 
 
Elliot sighed softly. "Okay, darlin’... no strange doctors," 
and that ruled out calling the front desk to see if they 
had a physician on staff, which left him with only one 
other option. 
 
He hated to ask, mostly because he didn’t want Robert to 
think he was trying to take advantage of the situation, 
but there was no help for it. The man had to be 
examined, and if he wouldn’t accept a stranger, then he 
was for damned sure going to accept Elliot. "I had 
enough medic training in the service to make sure you’re 
all right. And if you’re not, you WILL be going to the 
hospital, like it or not. We’ll think of something to tell 
Mrs. J." 
 
"Those are your choices, Robert. A doctor now, or maybe 
a doctor later, depending. Got it?" 
 
It was the steely, entirely serious tone that had Robert 
nodding slowly, tears still sliding down his cheeks. He’d 
never imagined Elliot touching him… there… for this sort 
of reason. But dirty and worthless or not, he’d rather it 
was him than some guy he didn’t know in some cold, 
white room. It wasn’t as though Elliot could still want 



him, anyway… not after what had happened, even if he 
ever had. "I… all right…" he sniffled. 
 
"Good. Now stay right there. I need to make a call." He 
pulled himself slowly from the smallish, blanket wrapped 
lump and went to his jacket, pulling out his cell before 
walking into the bathroom and closing the door. 
 
"Trevor… hey… look, I need you to do something for me. 
Find a drugstore. We need a tube of antibiotic ointment. 
The kind with a numbing agent, okay? And… see if they 
have any sterile lubricant." He sighed softly. "I’ll explain 
later, just… do your best. Thanks, baby… love you."  
 
He hung up quickly and returned to the shaking young 
man, stroking his hair softly. 
"So I heard you’ve got a new car, darlin’. How does it 
handle?" 
 
Robert smiled a little at the obvious change of subject 
but accepted it and started telling Elliot about the 
vehicle. It might help to get his mind off of… things, but 
he doubted it somehow. Still, it was worth a try. 
 
* * * * * 
 



He truly hadn’t understood the last request until he 
reached the hotel room again. That was when Elliot had 
explained, slowly and quietly. 
 
A part of him understood, kind of. If he’d been through 
what had happened to Robert, HE wouldn’t want to be 
touched by anyone anonymous, either. The rest of him 
was livid, of course, that HIS Elliot was going to be… 
touching… the young man he obviously wanted, and that 
was setting aside his own feelings about the younger 
blond. 
 
And so Trevor sat in the bathroom, alternating between 
fuming over what was happening in the bedroom area 
and cringing at the soft distressed whimpering he could 
hear through the door. 
 
Finally though, before he could drive himself completely 
insane, the door opened and Elliot stepped inside, 
closing it gently behind him.  
 
"He’s okay," the blond said quietly, moving to the sink 
and washing his hands quickly and efficiently. "Some 
internal bruising, I’d say, but that’s to be expected along 
with the small tears to his anus. Whoever did this was… 
gentle, as such things go. It could have been much 



worse." He nodded, looking a bit sick to be discussing 
Robert’s condition so clinically. Still, it was what he’d 
been trained to do, after all, and even though it had been 
a while, he’d fallen back into the learned behavior so as 
not to upset the young blond in the bed any more than 
was necessary. 
 
Elliot sighed and swayed slightly, only the large, warm 
hands on his shoulders steadying him for a moment. 
"Fuck, Trevor," he whispered, "I… hate him. Whoever it 
was. I HATE him." 
 
Trevor nodded, forgetting he’d been jealous, forgetting 
his worries about the two blonds stealing each other 
away. His arms wrapped tightly around his lover, pulling 
him against him and offering what comfort he could. "So 
do I, baby," he whispered, speaking the complete truth.  
 
"People like that… and Robert’s never done a thing to 
hurt anyone! How could… WHY would anyone…?" He 
shook his head, letting his chin rest on Elliot’s shoulder. "I 
just… I don’t understand." 
 
"Control," Elliot said softly, somehow sure he was right. 
"Whoever… did this. They wanted to take away his 
control. To… rule him." He nodded slowly, his head on 



Trevor’s solid shoulder. "It's… usually rape is about 
violence, but… like I said, this was… gentle." He shivered. 
 
"El… I know there’s… something between you and 
Robert, so I’m sorry if you didn’t know this, but… 
Robert’s as submissive as they come. What kind of 
control could he have that would make someone… do 
that?" He swallowed hard. "I’m not saying you’ve 
cheated on me. I know you haven’t. I trust you. But… I 
still know something’s there…" 
 
The blond pulled back slightly, meeting the cautious 
brown eyes and shook his head. "It’s not anything new, 
Trev. Really. Or not something we can’t talk about later. 
As for the other…" he sighed. "Come here." He loosened 
his hold on the brunette and pulled him to sit on the 
raised edge of the tub. 
 
Trevor frowned but took the hand Elliot offered him, 
their fingers tangling together. 
 
"I’m pretty sure I’m not the first… submissive sort you’ve 
taken up with, right?" he almost laughed when the other 
man blushed. "Okay… I WAS when we met. Better?" 
 
The brunette nodded, still blushing at how much he’d 



turned out enjoying the more dominating nature Elliot 
displayed on occasion. "Yeah," he agreed with a small, 
wry laugh. 
 
"Right. So… let me ask you a question, Trev. When you 
had-- have-- me on my knees, doing anything you’d like 
to me… when do you stop? When you want to? Or when 
I let you know it’s going too far?" He arched a brow. 
"Now apply that same question to the others you’ve 
topped." 
 
Trevor’s brow furrowed deeply for a moment, then 
cleared as his eyes widened and his hand clutched the 
blond’s tighter. "But… that’s…" 
 
And Elliot found himself chuckling softly. His other hand 
reached across his chest to cup one lightly shadowed 
cheek. "Shhh," he murmured teasingly, "It’s a secret. It’s 
almost always the bottom, the sub, who decides how far 
things can go. And in that sense, the Servant is actually 
the Master." He nodded. "There are exceptions, but not 
often and generally only when both parties to the 
relationship are somehow twisted inside. But in this 
case…" 
 
Brown eyes closed helplessly. "Robert’s control was that 



he could decide, and that… bastard…" Trevor whispered, 
finally getting it. 
 
"He took that away. He drugged him and took every 
choice he had." Elliot agreed sadly. "Fortunately, he wore 
a condom. Robert could tell when he came to, and… 
there were still traces of spermicide… inside him. I could 
smell it." 
 
"So all we have to worry about is the…emotional 
damage, then? That’s hopeful, right?" 
 
Elliot nodded, squeezing his lover’s fingers. "It is… and 
it’s not. We’re gonna have to wait and see. I…" he 
swallowed hard, not sure how Trevor was going to take 
his next suggestion, but he had to try. "I don’t think he 
should be alone and he really doesn’t want Mrs. J. 
knowing about what happened…" 
 
Trevor nodded sharply. "Right. We let him rest up for a 
day or two, then you tell her he’s going to visit with us in 
New York for a while. He’ll need… friends." He ignored 
the fact that such a plan would mean Robert staying in 
their home with him and… with Elliot, too. "And 
meanwhile… we find out where he was last night. I find 
out who… did this. And then I kill the fucker." 



 
The blond sighed, pretending he hadn't already thought 
of the same thing. "Have you ever killed a man before, 
Trev? It’s not as easy as they make it look on TV." 
 
"So… what? We just let the shit get AWAY with it?" the 
brunette snarled loudly. "No. I won’t let that happen, El! 
He deserves to die for making Robert feel the way he 
does now, and I’m going to make sure he does!" 
 
"No, baby," Elliot murmured, pulling the man closer. 
"You’re not. But the guy will pay. Don’t worry about 
that." Killing someone would probably break his lover in 
ways the other man hadn’t even considered and Elliot 
would never let that happen. "Besides, death is too easy. 
I think Robert would get more satisfaction from knowing 
the man was in prison being sodomized every day, don’t 
you?"  
 
And if Trevor thought that was the plan, then maybe he 
wouldn't ask too many questions when he went out 
looking for the bastard himself, Elliot figured. Prison was 
all well and good but whoever had raped Robert 
wouldn't live long enough to find out. He might be close 
to ten years out of the game, he knew, but he could still 
take the fucker down and get away clean. And he would. 



 
"Prison?" Elliot said again, "Raped daily? I think that'll do 
it..." 
 
And that thought made Trevor smile his first REAL smile 
since Hypatia had walked into his apartment the night 
before.  

Part Eleven 

 

It wasn’t a small club, nor was it big due to its location 
squirreled away at the end of an alley not far from St. 
Mark’s Place and 8th. In fact, it was largely unknown 
except to those who were either brought there by 
friends or who somehow stumbled onto it by accident or 
need. There was no sign, no neon, no velvet or other sort 
of rope. 
 
It was just a simple steel door set with rivets, guarded by 
a very large and apparently homeless man, although if 
one were well versed in demons he would have been 
recognizable as anything but homeless… or a man. 
 
Still, most humans weren’t so versed and that was why 
the guardian-or bouncer, as the case may be-seemed a 



bit surprised when what appeared to be three humans 
approached as though they knew where they were going. 
 
The woman of the group, tall enough to match the height 
of the blond man with her, surprised him further when 
she grinned, showing very white teeth along with an 
almost desperate gleam in her eyes. 
 
"Defenestrate," she said in the language of his people, 
and as that was the current password, he nodded and 
used one of the smaller skills given his kind to unlock the 
door and open it.  
 
"Be welcome," he replied in the same language. "No 
killing, no biting if you’re the sort to do that. No spitting 
unless it’s ratified as common and medically necessary 
for your species, which it is not, human. No stripping 
unless cleared with the management and they receive a 
portion of all tips, percentage to be decided privately. No 
fighting, with the same provisions and additionally with 
enough advance warning that a betting pool may be 
started before the first blow. Have a pleasant evening." 
 
He stepped aside, closing the door and performing that 
same mental twitch that had unlocked it. He was a 
demon, yes, but he took his position very seriously. It had 



taken him decades to prove himself fit for the job, and… 
he was respected within his clan and the community 
because of it. 
 
It wasn’t every Pohbar demon that could get work at 
‘Shambala’, after all, especially in such an important 
position. 
 
He leaned against the wall again, slumping until he once 
again appeared as no more than just another poor, 
disadvantaged and displaced human, although of unusual 
size. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Come on!" Hypatia yelled as they passed the first door 
and the music suddenly crashed over them, "I hear they 
make the BEST margaritas on the whole CONTINENT 
here!" 
 
Harris laughed suddenly, his eye darting here and there 
through the large room. He smiled, seeing a Gorblath 
having a conversation with a Chestik, then more as the 
bizarre-looking clump of flesh writhing on the dance floor 
resolved itself into a Parmakian, complete with ear horns 
and a female demon who looked an awful lot like Clem.  



 
"Who told you that?" he shouted back, his hand 
tightening around Spike’s as they followed the woman 
through milling humans and demons to the bar. "This 
place remind you of anywhere?" he added in an aside to 
his claimed. 
 
Hypatia laughed and shrugged apologetically. "All right, 
you caught me, Harris. I didn’t hear, I just KNOW, okay?" 
She gave him a wink then turned a saucy grin to the 
green-skinned four-breasted woman behind the bar. 
"Margarita," she ordered, "Grande! A Jack and Coke, and 
a tall glass of your finest O-positive, please!" She smirked 
at the vampire for a second, then winked and added to 
the green woman, "And Spike it!" 
 
Spike couldn’t help chuckling a bit himself. He’d 
wondered whether going out was a good idea when they 
had no idea of where Hypatia would take them, and he 
was ashamed to admit that in over five years he’d never 
even heard a whisper about this place. Then again… he 
gazed quickly about. As many demons as were in 
evidence, there were barely one in ten who could be 
dangerous when provoked, and of that ten percent, none 
were vampires. 
 



Or they weren’t tonight, because obviously they kept 
fresh blood in the place. The barmaid hadn’t even batted 
a single eye at the order. 
 
"Yah, luv," he finally responded, leaning in close to his 
Xander’s ear, " ‘s like a bigger, better, less seedy an’ safer 
Willy’s." And since he knew his beloved wouldn’t 
understand the reference, he made no mention of 
Caritas, which it reminded him a good bit more of… if 
Caritas had been six times the size, he amended 
mentally, and please Gods, no karaoke. 
 
"So what are we doing here again?" Harris demanded 
once he and Spike had their drinks in their hands and 
Hypatia had hers, as well. "I mean, there were places 
closer to home…" 
 
One slim shoulder rose in a partial shrug as she led them 
towards a couch against the far back wall just as the five 
mixed bag of demons rose to leave or dance or 
whatever. Deep red lips curled slightly as Hypatia took a 
long draught from her glass, sighing happily although she 
was barely even buzzed from the drinks earlier. "They 
were right," she said, finally able to stop shouting as the 
acoustics of their spot somehow made it unnecessary. 
"The margaritas are incredible." 



 
Spike arched one brow, his expression skeptical and 
slightly threatening. "An’ I somehow don’t think that’s 
why you really brought us here, luv." 
 
The portion of the former entity grinned again, doing her 
best to just… be human and have fun for the first time 
since she’d been ordered to find her brother and make 
him realize what he’d been doing. "Actually," she 
admitted with a bit of a blush, "it is." 
 
"I thought we could all use a bit of fun to decompress. 
Everything’s been so SERIOUS lately, yes?" She frowned, 
unaware of the way her lips made a perfect little moue. 
"Trevor finds his match, Trevor finds his love. Trevor 
ignores everything he’s SEEN for the last six years 
because he’s jealous of match and love being drawn to 
each other. Why does everything have to be about 
Trevor? As though he’s that special! It’s his love and 
match who matter… but I suppose he does too. The 
bastard." 
 
She snorted. "Still, with just a little bit of luck they’ll all be 
fine and the everything will go on as it’s meant to, and I 
think that’s reason enough to blow off some steam and 
celebrate, don’t you?" She swiftly drained the last half of 



her glass and strode sinuously through the crowd. The 
margaritas were too good to pass on getting another. 
 
Spike looked at Xander, his brow furrowed over confused 
blue eyes. 
 
Harris looked at Spike, the strap of his eye patch itching 
slightly. "Okay… what the HELL was that all about?" 
 
The vampire snorted and shrugged as he sipped the 
amazingly fresh spiked blood in his glass. "No idea, 
mate… But I’m thinkin’ maybe we shouldn’t have let her 
talk us inta this before she finished her story. We know 
good an’ well it didn’t end at Wolfram and bloody Hart." 
 
Harris thought about that for a moment then gave his 
love a slightly wicked grin. "True. But she seems to be 
letting stuff slip so maybe…" 
 
Spike perked up and grinned hugely before kissing his 
human hard. "You’re a bloody genius, pet! Let her get all 
drunk an’ tired an’ who knows what we’ll find out, ‘ey?" 
He kissed him again, just for the hell of it. "Might mean 
we’re goin’ ta stay up all night, luv… think you can handle 
that?" His brow waggled teasingly. 
 



"I can handle anything YOU can, bleached menace," 
Harris said with a grin after returning the kisses with a 
good interest rate. "Even an all-nighter." 
 
One dark, scarred eyebrow rose tauntingly. "Goin’ ta 
remind you of that next time you try ta tell me you’re too 
tired, Xan… just so you know." 
 
Harris’s eye rolled. "Like I’ve ever actually let you go to 
sleep… randy, Randy." He grinned and nipped lightly at 
the top of Spike’s ear. "So… what do you think of 
Hypatia, anyway?" 
 
The vampire cocked his head, looking at the woman who 
was having a rather animated conversation with a large 
human-looking man whose skin appeared to be bright 
orange. The bloke was either a demon or had had really 
bad luck with self-tanning solutions, Spike figured. 
 
He watched her for another moment, then shrugged, 
pulling his eyes away with a bit of effort.  
 
"Not bad for a human, I suppose. Even a human who 
was… what she was. She’s…" he considered for a good 
ten seconds before he found the proper word. "She’s 
peculiar." 



 
Harris held his chuckle in deliberately. He remembered 
the days when Riley had been around; remembered 
some of the conversations they’d had while waiting for 
Buffy to show up for patrols and Scooby meetings. His 
eye moved slowly from his claimed’s face, tracing the 
same path the bright blue gaze had wandered just a few 
moments earlier.  
He looked her up and down, considering what he knew 
of her and finally nodded as he went back to looking at 
his love. "Yeah, she’s definitely… peculiar, babe." He 
smiled.  
 
 

Part Twelve 

 

Robert was dreaming. He knew he was dreaming. And 
still it seemed so real. 
 
** ‘Hurry up, Ricky… damn it, you should have taken him 
around back!’ 
 
‘Right…’ a grunt, ‘because there aren’t about twenty 
queens back there getting each other off.’  



 
The sensation of hands at his belt, then cool night air on 
naked skin. 
 
‘Gods, just fuck him already! You really are a fag.’ 
 
"Fuck off, Farrell. It’s not like these condoms glow in the 
dark.’ 
 
A foot, kicking his legs apart as far as the pants around 
his ankles would allow. 
 
"Screw the condom, you fucking queer! Just do the kid 
and let’s go!’ 
 
‘Right… and catch whatever he might have? Fuck, he was 
cruising! Probably has a whole deck of diseases.’ A 
relieved and happy chuckle. ‘There. Okay.’ 
 
Hands on his ass, peeling his cheeks apart and a finger 
stabbing inside and all he could do was lay there while 
his mind screamed. 
 
‘G-gods, Farrell…’ groaning, ‘This kid is gonna be TIGHT… 
as tight as any girl you’ve ever had!' 
 



He heard another grunt, low and rough, then… he 
wanted to kick, to fight, to push himself away… a 
burning, centered at his hole, growing hotter, fiercer as 
the inescapable pressure continued until the blunt, 
offending shaft pierced through. 
 
‘Fuuuuuuckkk… tight as a virgin, bro’… sure’ grunt ‘you 
don’t want a turn…?’ 
 
‘I like mine with tits and a pussy. HURRY!’ 
 
Ricky’s voice, smug and self-satisfied. ‘I was wrong, 
wasn't I? You're tighter than any girl, aren’t you, Robert? 
So tight… knew you wanted it as soon as you looked at 
me.’ 
 
A deep thrust that would have had him whimpering if he 
could have. 
 
‘I saw you checking out my cock… I could tell how much 
you wanted me to fuck you.’ 
Another slamming thrust, this time splitting skin slightly. 
 
‘Oh… yeah, that’s it, Robert… all nice and slick now…’ 
 
A louder grunt, a harder slam, another split. 



 
‘I would have taken you somewhere else but I just don’t 
have that kind of patience, so… here we are, both of us 
getting what we want…’ 
 
A hand reaching around to fondle him, then laughter at 
finding him soft. ‘Okay. I guess it’s just ME getting what I 
want. I’m fine with that, too.’ 
 
‘Fuck, Ricky, stop playing around! Finish up already so we 
can get OUT of here! Someone might have seen us 
leaving with him!’ 
 
A heavy sigh. ‘Fine, Farrell… I’m gonna remind you of that 
next time you’ve got some girl up against a wall.’ 
 
Faster, deeper, harder thrusts accompanied by silent 
screams, then one last deep push, the intruding member 
swelling more before pulsing hard inside him… 
 
And Robert didn’t feel anything other than dirty-- not 
even relieved that it was over when the man pulled his 
blood-slicked, latex-covered cock from him and dropped 
the condom just within the edge of his vision.  
 
‘You’re an amazing fuck, Robert… I might have to find 



you again.’ 
 
Then a disturbingly gentle kiss against the back of his 
neck and Ricky and his friend were gone, leaving Robert 
ass-up over a car and promising himself seriously that he 
would never let another man touch him again. Not that 
any would want to since he was so… sullied. ** 
 
He woke screaming, the dream still with him enough that 
the blond hair next to his in the dark was mistaken for 
light brown. He screamed again, trying to roll away and 
found himself pressed hard against another body, this 
one dark haired… Farrell, he thought, the name echoing 
in his head although he had no idea of what the man had 
looked like. "NO! NO-NO-NO-NO-NO!" 
 
He lashed out, fists and knees trying to push the men 
away enough that he could escape. 
 
Elliot woke at the first scream, reaching gently to comfort 
the younger man. The next thing he knew there was a fist 
in his face and a knee trying to smash his groin. "Robert… 
Robert, it’s me! It’s Elliot… darlin’, it’s ME…" 
 
For Trevor’s part, he had no idea of what was going on. 
He’d taken the opposite side of the bed from his lover for 



a few reasons, one of which was that Elliot thought the 
kid would feel more secure if someone was watching his 
back, but also because… he was likely to end up in a 
clench with his boyfriend if he’d slept beside HIM and 
that would probably bother young Robert more than 
anything else. 
 
And so he’d woken to a struggling and incredibly fit blond 
pressed tightly against him, the firm yet soft bedclothes-
covered buttocks hard against his groin and Gods help 
him, he’d started to react. Then he heard Robert 
screaming and heard Elliot’s voice. 
 
"Robert… baby…" he tried to be comforting, "El’s right. 
It’s Elliot and ME, baby… Trevor, okay? It’s okay… it’s 
okay… calm down. Please calm down… nobody’s going to 
hurt you…" 
 
The obvious concern in the voices barely made an 
impression as the dream welled up again and Robert fell 
into despairing whimpers. "D-don’t… don’t… please, d-
don’t… I can’t… don’t want… n-no… no-no-no-no-no…" 
He was helpless, even though he knew on some level 
that it was over. Had BEEN over. Knew he was safe. Still, 
he whimpered hopelessly until two pairs of strong arms 
wrapped tightly around him and soft murmurs pulled him 



back to the present. 
 
Trevor blinked away the hot tears threatening to spill 
from his eyes, his burgeoning erection from moments 
earlier completely gone. He’d been an idiot, just as 
Hypatia had said. And this was all his fault. 
 
He held on to the young blond tightly, wishing he could 
change the past, wishing he’d known when to listen, 
when to give in… when to accept that love didn’t have to 
be limited or held like a miser’s hoard. But he couldn’t 
change things, hadn’t listened… and now everything was 
fucked up and wrong… and as his sister had said, Robert 
was the one paying the price. 
 
He sighed softly when the young man finally relaxed 
during Elliot’s continued murmurs, the anguished sounds 
fading as sleep stole over the emotional exhaustion 
Robert had to be feeling. Brown eyes met Elliot’s sad and 
angry blue ones and Trevor sighed. 
 
They were both going to hate him when they found out 
what he’d done. He just… knew it.  
 
 



Part Thirteen 

 

Hypatia snorted and spun away, dancing with a short, 
purple-skinned demon for a moment before doing a swift 
and stylish turn that returned her to Harris. "You do 
realize," she shouted over the music as they gyrated 
playfully against each other, "That I’m not THAT drunk! 
You don’t get to KNOW the whole truth! Or not yet!" She 
grinned, then turned her attentions to Spike. "It’s enough 
to say that Trevor will be well and truly FUCKED if he 
doesn’t do as he ought, and not in the good way!" 
 
Spike couldn’t help laughing at the sly wink the woman 
gave him. He shrugged, pretending he didn’t care either 
way. "Like you said, pet… th’ bloke’s a moron, yah?" he 
shouted back, dragging her flush against his body as his 
free hand found his Claimed’s and pulled him around 
behind her. 
 
Harris arched a brow at his vamp, almost sure the blond 
wasn’t drunk. Then again, he’d had a few of those spiked 
bloods, so maybe… He laughed when Spike winked at 
him. Nope, not drunk. Or not yet, anyway. 
 
His arms extended around either side of the woman’s 



trim form, hands fastening on Spike’s hips as they all 
danced together, separated only by the layers of leather, 
denim, silk and cotton they wore. 
 
She couldn’t help laughing at the antics of the two men. 
They’d been trying to get her drunk for the almost two 
hours they’d been at the club. Unfortunately for them, 
one of her remaining abilities was deliberately altering 
her metabolism. She’d been burning off the booze 
almost as quickly as they’d been supplying it and though 
that meant she was going to be incredibly hungry later, it 
was well worth it to see the flummoxed looks on their 
faces. 
 
And now, apparently William-- Spike, she reminded 
herself-- had decided to try distracting her by trying to 
excite her. The fact that he’d somehow managed to get 
his claimed to assist him was simply a bonus. 
 
"Yes," she finally agreed, enjoying the rapid rock-and-
sway of their motions, "Trev can be a bit… stubborn at 
times. Even with the Powers." She rolled her eyes and 
laughed. "I think he got more than his share of that trait 
when we… well, you know." She still hadn’t told them the 
full story but it could wait. They all needed to just unwind 
for a bit and she was for damned sure going to see to it 



that they did, herself included. 
 
Harris grinned and used his hands on Spike’s hips to pull 
the vampire closer, sandwiching the black-haired woman 
even more tightly between them. "Oh, I don’t know," he 
said loudly against her ear as the music pounded and 
thumped around them, "I think you got a good amount 
of it, too…" 
 
Spike smirked, one of his hands shifting from Hypatia’s 
ribs to slip slowly over his beloved’s side then down to 
the flexing ass of his jeans. He grabbed a handful, 
squeezing slowly. "Yah, luv… an’ you wouldn’t have any 
of that stubborness, ‘ey?" he winked. 
 
The brunette shrugged, his eye becoming heated as the 
hand on his butt pulled him harder against the lush 
bottom of the woman between them. "Never said that, 
did I babe?" he managed to say without groaning 
audibly. 
 
Hypatia laughed and shook her head. "Good thing, 
Harris. It’s never wise to lie. Generally comes back and 
bites you on the… posterior," she called with a smirk of 
her own as her arm reached behind him, pinching the 
mentioned area just above the cool hand of the vampire. 



 
"Gods," Harris mumbled, "You two are dangerous." 
 
"You have NO idea," they said simultaneously before 
meeting each other’s eyes and laughing. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Harris groaned as he tried to open his eye, only to find 
that it was pressed hard against a cool, bare chest. 
 
He shifted slightly before trying again, sighing his relief 
when there was no bright, stabbing electric light to make 
his headache even worse. 
 
"Gods, Spike," he groaned again, trying not to move any 
more as his brain throbbed and pulsed within his skull, 
"Why did you let me drink so much…?" 
 
Spike snorted then moaned as he suddenly noticed the 
internal jackhammer ratcheting within his own head. 
"Unngh… could ask… you th’ same… question, luv…" He 
opened his eyes for a moment before squeezing them 
shut again. What… th’ bloody… fuck… happened…?" He 
didn’t think he’d ever been this hung over. Not even 
when he’d been mourning the loss of his Dark Princess. 



 
"The two of you tried to get me drunk," Hypatia said very 
softly from the bedroom door, well aware of how much 
the two males were hurting. "Unfortunately, you never 
asked whether it was even possible." 
 
She couldn’t help smirking when two gold-tinged red and 
blue eyes and one pained brown one looked at her. Her 
hip cocked, leaning against the open doorway carefully, 
not wanting the t-shirt she’d borrowed to slide up. 
 
"Sadly, gents… it’s not. Unless I want it to be." 
 
Spike tried to growl but ended up whimpering as his 
head throbbed again. "B-bloody… hell…" 
 
Harris wasn’t even that vocal. He simply groaned once 
more, his forehead pressing hard against his claimed’s 
cooler flesh. 
 
Hypatia did her best not to laugh but it was hopeless. 
"Talk about irony, right? I feel fine, but you two…" She 
grinned at the muttered ‘I hate you’ she heard coming 
from the bed. "Don’t worry, boys. I’ll look after you," she 
grinned as she turned and went through the living room 
to the kitchen. 



 
She puttered about, mixing various commonly found 
items into the perfect hangover cure then added a bit of 
it to the glass of orange juice for Xander and the mug of 
blood for William. 
 
Finally she returned to the bedroom, passing the couch 
she’d slept on the previous night. "Here," she said softly, 
handing the appropriate containers to Vampire and 
human. "Drink up, gents… it’ll make you feel better." 
 
And nothing could possibly make him feel worse, Harris 
decided with a mental shrug, taking a long swallow of the 
oddly spicy juice. His eye widened and he took another 
large gulp then finished it off as he felt every single 
symptom receding. "Oh my Gods… that’s…" 
 
"Bloody incredible," Spike finished, his mug of blood 
equally empty and his head entirely clear. 
 
Hypatia chuckled. "Yes and no, gents. As with everything 
else, there’s a price. You’ll both be needing the loo in 
about fifteen seconds. Sorry, but… could be worse, 
right?" 
 
Spike arched a brow, happy to find it was without pain. 



"Vampire, luv, remember? Don’t rightly need th’ loo. But 
thanks for th’ heads up." He grinned, then felt his 
stomach roiling. "B-bloody… hell…" 
 
Harris on the other hand hadn’t even questioned 
Hypatia’s words. He was already halfway to the master 
bath before Spike’s odd and uncomfortable sound 
emerged.  
He moved faster, slamming and locking the door behind 
him as he felt his vampire panicking and running for the 
half-bath off of the living room. 
 
Hypatia chuckled and headed back towards the kitchen. 
Human and vampire would be a good ten minutes, she 
knew, but when they were finished they’d be almost as 
famished as she’d been when they’d all gotten back to 
the apartment the night before… which had been well 
into the morning, really. 
 
Luckily she was a reasonably good cook and the 
remaining items from the earlier grocery delivery would 
be enough for all three of them. 
 
She wondered wickedly whether the two men 
remembered that they’d basically screwed each other 
raw with the bedroom door open when they’d gotten 



back from the club but she decided not to mention it. 
They were beautiful together, she thought with a wistful 
smile as she broke eggs into a bowl and chopped up the 
other fixings for a western omelet for three.  
 
She would have to tell them the rest of her history… 
Trevor’s history. But not yet. At least they could have a 
good meal first. 
 
She had a feeling… not that she KNEW… William and 
Xander wouldn’t be quite so accepting once they heard it 
all.  
 
 

Part Fourteen 

 

"Trev," Elliot said softly, his eyes meeting his lover’s over 
Robert’s sleeping head, "What’s up with you?" His brow 
was furrowed deeply as he silently begged the brunette 
to answer him truthfully. "One minute you’re pissed 
because of… well, because of HIM. And the next…" he 
sighed. "I… you called him ‘baby’, Trev." 
 
Dark brows drew almost together as Trevor tried to find 



a way to lie. Unfortunately, he couldn’t. Not with Elliot 
looking at him like that. 
 
He sighed softly, his voice gentle and low in an effort to 
let the young and damaged man between them sleep on. 
"You know I already knew him, El," he said, reconciled to 
being fully honest about Robert for once. "I… right after I 
became human… I went to London to see Rupert about 
that… prophecy thing. And I met Ro… him." He sighed 
again, his eyes on the young man in question, afraid of 
waking him by voicing his name. 
 
"I wish you could have seen him then, El… he was so 
sweet, so stunning… and all of seventeen." Trevor 
chuckled softly. "Of course, I wasn’t much older but I was 
new to this body and he seemed so young. I knew I was 
attracted to men, but how could I even try anything 
when he was still at that age when he was questioning 
everything and discovering his own… desires? I mean, 
what if he was straight?" 
 
"But I wanted him," he admitted finally. "I wanted him so 
much, El, but I was still so OLD then-- on the inside-- and 
it just seemed wrong, you know?" 
 
Elliot frowned and shook his head. "Trev, I… how much 



do you know about Robert’s life? Before his parents died, 
I mean?"  
 
Trevor shrugged as best he was able while still holding 
the object of his six-year-long fascination close. "School. 
Private school I’m guessing. Not much else, really." 
 
The blond sighed, his fingers leaving Robert’s back to rub 
lightly through his lover’s hair. "Love… Robert has known 
he was gay since he was like twelve. He… well, there was 
a guy at school who he lost to another when he had to 
leave after the original Watcher’s Council exploded. But 
even when he was seventeen he knew what he was… 
and…"  
Elliot frowned deeply, suddenly understanding why 
Trevor had gotten so freaked and jealous over him and 
Robert even talking, much less the kissing and such. 
 
He forced himself to finish the sentence, even though it 
might mean losing his Trevor… losing the first man he’d 
loved more than his own life since... John. 
 
"Even when he was seventeen," Elliot said again, "he 
wanted you." He swallowed hard. "When he… heard you 
were in London, he… fuck. He asked me if it was ‘tall dark 
and sexy Trevor’ just to be sure." 



 
And that was a load off, Trevor admitted silently 
although he hated the look on his lover’s face. Still… 
Robert… WANTED him? Wanted… HIM? It was almost 
too much to grasp. "I… I never knew…" he admitted 
quietly, pressing just a bit closer to the sleeping body 
between him and his lover. "I… why would he… I was 
such a WRECK back then…" 
 
His lips twisted into what he hoped was a comforting 
smile, even while his gut was clenching roughly. Trevor 
was going to choose Robert. He could tell. He tried to 
reconcile himself to losing both of the men he cared for, 
although Trevor would be the harsher blow. 
 
Elliot swallowed hard again then pulled his eyes away 
from the beloved soft chocolate brown of his man’s 
confused gaze. "He loves you, Trev. I don’t know how or 
why if that’s all the contact you had, but… he loves you. 
He… he didn’t want me at all until he knew that we 
were… together." 
 
And that was something Trevor would never believe. 
Elliot was so… amazing! He honestly didn’t understand 
how every single man in the world didn’t want him. "No," 
he whispered, the fingers of one hand releasing Robert’s 



sleeping form to find Elliot’s arm and grip it gently. "No, 
baby… he wanted you. Because you’re exactly that. YOU. 
And I…" Trevor almost sobbed.  
 
"Gods, El… I love you so much. I can’t lose you. I can’t 
lose HIM. I… I don’t care about anything else, okay? Let’s 
just… take him and run, okay? Disappear for a while? I… 
we need to HEAL him! He’s… a part… of us…" 
 
He didn’t know if he was making any sense; in fact he 
was almost fully sure that he wasn’t. But it was what he 
felt… what he thought they needed… and so he’d said it, 
his eyes suddenly staring at Robert’s hair. "He’s a part of 
us." He said again, willing his lover to understand. 
 
Elliot flushed, ashamed that he’d truly expected Trevor 
to abandon him for the younger, sleeker blond. "I, uh… I 
have a place in Montana. It might be better than taking 
him home. Harris knows about it but that’s about all. It’s 
not fancy, but... is that far enough away? Will it… do?" 
 
Fingers dug deep into short blond hair and Trevor 
pressed his lips to his lover’s as hard as he could without 
disturbing the sleeping and damaged man between 
them. 'Home'. Elliot had called their place 'home' and he 
couldn't help the way it thrilled him. "Just make sure his 



grandmother knows how to reach us, baby…"  
 
He smiled a bit wistfully. "And once we get there…" he 
added even more softly, "maybe you’ll tell me why 
you’ve been calling him ‘darling’ when you’ve always 
only called me Trevor… or Trev." 
 
Elliot laughed softly. "I guess you missed all the ‘baby’-s 
and ‘love’-s, then. But I’ll be happy to remind you once 
we’re there." He leaned up and over carefully, his tongue 
lapping gently against his love’s lips. "You’re everything I 
never knew I needed, baby… and I’m never letting go 
unless you ask me to, okay?" 
 
Trevor smiled, his own tongue creeping out to writhe 
softly with his lover’s. Fingers tightened in blond hair for 
a moment then he pulled back. 
 
"I told you… way back when, El. I’m not going to ask. And 
even if I did…" 
 
Elliot smiled as much as he could, considering the 
situation with Robert. "I’d be lying when I agreed. I don’t 
want to leave you, Trev. Ever. I… shit. I love you, Trev." 
 
The brunette smiled just a little, holding the shivering 



form of young Robert against his chest. "Love you too, 
El… always." He nodded slowly. "And we’ll just have to 
make this kid understand that we…" he broke off, not 
sure of where the certainty of their feelings had come 
from and ready to question it until Elliot continued the 
sentence. 
 
"That we love HIM, too," Elliot finished with a nod. "No 
matter HOW unlikely it might be. There’s something… 
about him. I… WE… NEED him." He smiled slightly, 
remembering his initial impulse on first kissing Robert. 
He’d wanted to take him back to Trev and have a three-
way party, and now… he had a feeling that if he had, 
they’d all be better off. Still, better late than never and… 
"We love him," he said again, his eyes begging Trevor to 
accept it.  
 
"Exactly," Trevor nodded back, suddenly SEEING it. "He… 
Robert… is OURS." 
 
"Yessss… OURS..." Elliot mumbled as his eyes drifted 
shut, the drama apparently overwhelming him 
unexpectedly. 
 
"Wuss," Trevor said affectionately, even as his own eyes 
flicked shut and he fell asleep just as suddenly, SEEING 



still more in his dreams.  
 
 

Part Fifteen 

 

"Alright, gents," Hypatia finally said as she placed her 
napkin over the remains of food on the plate in front of 
her and sipped the strong black coffee she'd brewed 
earlier, "I'm sorry. I should have mentioned the whole 
thing with the alcohol." She chuckled quietly. "Of course, 
you shouldn't have tried getting me drunk, either, so I 
suppose in a sense we're even, yes?" 
 
Spike growled even as he finished off the last of his 
omelet. "Hardly. Your bloody stunt with whatever you 
gave me ta drink before leaves you still on th' owin' side." 
 
Harris laughed and reached out the few inches to pat his 
vamp's hand. "Stop pouting, babe. At least we feel better 
than we would have until like tomorrow." 
 
The blond glared at his beloved, his bottom lip pooching 
out a bit more. "Not poutin'." 
 



One warm brown eye rolled, then Harris shrugged at the 
black-haired woman slightly. "Sure you're not, love. Of 
course, it looks good on you." 
 
Hypatia grinned. "What doesn't?" She took another sip of 
her coffee then leaned back in her chair. Ignoring the 
vampire's expression completely she sighed softly. 
"Alright, then. Where were we?" 
 
Spike lost his pout and arched a brow at the woman. 
He'd figured it would take a good bit of effort to get her 
talking again, but apparently not. "Your white room, 
pet... an' Dawn bein' th' third one of... whatever you 
are." 
 
"Were," Harris corrected gently, squeezing his lover's 
hand gently. "What you WERE. Because you're human 
now... right? You and Trev?" 
 
She sighed again, violet eyes staring at the table top. 
"Yes... for the most part. Let's just say that we're as 
human as your friend Willow, Xander. A good bit more 
power than most ordinary humans, but... we still age, we 
still get sick... still want things that could be bad for us." 
She nodded, raising her eyes to flick back and forth 
between the two men. "But I'm getting ahead of myself. 



So. The white room." 
 
"Yah, luv... because I don't think me an' Xan are gettin' 
how you got from there ta here." 
Harris shook his head. "I'm not sure I even know what 
'there' is... was. But that's okay. You guys can tell me 
later. I kinda want to know what happened more right 
now." 
 
"It's simple, really," Hypatia said after a moment. "We 
were there. We were one being finally and had been for 
centuries. We existed within that place and we... 
watched. We saw things. The world, the ever changing 
balance between light and dark... and people." She 
swallowed and looked down at the table again.  
 
"People everywhere, holding souls and disregarding 
them. FEELING things and acting on those emotions... 
free will was fascinating to me. To US, as we are now. 
And as time passed, we wanted so much..." 
 
Hypatia frowned. "It's so very difficult to explain this in 
human terms. When we were... THERE, we were one 
being. an 'I', not a 'we'. And yet now... it feels as though 
'we' is the appropriate term, even though it wasn't then." 
 



Her eyes rolled slightly at the vampire's annoyed growl. 
 
"Fine. I was trying to be clear but..." 
 
"Just get on with it, pet. Enough with th' stallin'." Spike 
demanded with another irritated growl, forcing himself 
to stop when his beloved's hand stroked his arm 
soothingly. 
 
"You have no idea of the sort of power we held then," 
she said softly. "We could have shifted the balance in and 
of ourselves with less than a thought if we hadn't been 
so close to balanced as one being made of two. We were 
good and bad, light and dark, all swirled irretractably 
together and directed mostly by the intentions of those 
who used us. Much as the same fire that can warm can 
be used to destroy, you understand?" She nodded 
slowly. "And we all felt the battle coming. The battle you 
intended to be a part of, William." 
 
"There was little chance of surviving, not intact. Not even 
for me. Us. We would be too great of a prize, you see. 
Whoever won, I... we... would have been taken, turned 
to one end or another and... that last year spoiled us. 
Made us want things we shouldn't have and... we were 
afraid." 



 
Hypatis nodded once more, finally looking at the men 
again. "Thanks to Angel, Wolfram and Hart was no longer 
closed to the lighter Powers and so we... made a deal. 
We would become human and seek our redemption. Or 
not, as the case might be. But we would be allowed to 
experience free will. To CHOOSE who and what we would 
be... and reap the rewards or punishments we earned 
with our mortal lives." 
 
"As it turns out, you see, the Powers had plans for us. 
They knew what we wanted, knew it was in everyone's 
best interests for us to be... lessened. And we are. We're 
nowhere near as powerful as we were when joined and... 
I'm convinced that it's a good thing. So there. Now you 
know." 
 
Spike frowned, trying to wrap his mind around the new 
information. It was Harris, however, who cut to the 
chase. 
 
"So they... what? Made bodies from nothing and... 
shoved you and Trev into them? Because I'm not sure 
how that would work. I mean, the paper trail most 
people have, alone, would be kind of..." 
 



"There's ways around that, luv," the vampire murmured, 
having used just such ways himself after what had 
happened in LA. "Even if th' Powers left them ta fend for 
themselves, there's ways ta build a past..." 
 
"If only it were that simple," Hypatia whispered, her 
fingers trembling until she clenched her hands against 
the smooth table top. "If only it were..." 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Well, she wasn't lying," Harris admitted a few hours 
later, after Hypatia had left to do some 'business' 
although she'd promised to call them when she was 
finished, if only to update them on anything she might 
find herself KNOWING about the guys.  
 
"When you know what to look for, it's easy to find." 
Harris blushed a little as his claimed plopped down on his 
lap to stare at the computer screen. "It's right there. I put 
in her name and Trev's and... it's just like she said." 
 
One arm wrapped around his beloved's shoulders and he 
gazed at the screen for a while. "Trevor Arcady an' 
Hypatia Lee. Yah, see it, luv." His lips pursed a bit as he 
read the bits about both their friends, although the word 



might be stretching it a bit with regards to the woman. 
"Not clear on what th' terms mean, though..." he 
shrugged slightly, ashamed to admit it. 
 
Harris smiled and hugged Spike close, pressing one soft 
kiss to his shoulder. "I wasn't either. That's why I looked 
them up, babe." He almost glowed at the look his 
vampire gave him.  
 
"Basically...? Trevor Arcady got hit in the head with a 
hockey stick when he was fifteen. He was in a coma for 
like almost five years. The hospital said he went brain 
dead and really dead... for a second. Then... he wasn't." 
Harris frowned. "When he woke up, he was... different, 
according to his usual doctor... but since his parents died 
in a car accident after he was hurt there's no other info 
to go by." 
 
Spike arched a brow, knowing his lover wasn't telling him 
everything. "And?" he demanded insistently, meeting 
that lovely brown eye. 
 
Harris sighed. "And... Trevor wasn't gay. Or not the 
ORIGINAL Trevor, anyway. That seems to be something 
the... entity... brought into the mix." 
 



The vampire frowned although he supposed that made 
sense. It was also in keeping with what Hypatia had told 
them. "An' Hy? What's it say 'bout her?" 
 
The brunette smiled a bit, catching the more interested 
tone to his claimed's voice. "Something similar although 
the thing that put the first Hypatia Lee in the hospital-- 
and in a coma too, incidentally-- was a gas line explosion 
at her home. Her parents and two younger siblings died 
in the blast but she was apparently leaving the house at 
the time and was blown head-first through the 
windshield of the family car." Harris sighed and moved 
the mouse, clicking on the relevant link. 
 
"She was sixteen at the time but managed to hold on for 
seven years or so. And again, she was all kinds of dead 
for a moment just about six years ago... but she got 
better all of a sudden." Harris sighed. "It almost seems 
like... the Powers maybe killed off their families...?" He 
swallowed hard, wondering if the 'lighter Powers' were 
maybe just as bad as the darker ones. 
 
Spike frowned again, shaking his head. "Luv... Trev an' 
Hy's first fams died before th' 'entity' made its deal with 
th' Powers, yah? So I'm bettin' they just took advantage 
of what they could find, right? I mean... how many 



people are in comas world-wide on any given day? Must 
be a bleedin' lot!" 
 
Harris smiled, feeling a little relieved. "Yeah... you're 
right, babe. I don't know what I was thinking. They're the 
POWERS, right? They would never do anything like that."  
 
The blond didn't bother to respond to that even though 
he questioned his beloved's belief in inherent goodness. 
He merely ran his fingers through the wavy brown hair 
and pressed a yearning kiss to his lover's lips. "Right... so 
can we go ta bed, pet? Kinda want you ta shag me 
unconscious, if you don't mind..." 
 
And as always, Harris didn't have a problem with that. He 
returned the kiss slowly, wickedly, needily. "No..." he 
murmured with a soft and pleased chuckle, "Don't mind 
at all, love..."  
 
 

Part Sixteen 

 

Long, slow strokes, shoring up gently against the cooler 
skin of his claimed before receding, leaving just the thick, 



seeping tip of him within that perfect tightness, that 
incredibly welcoming channel.  
 
His eye stared deep into gold-flecked blue, small 
shuddering breaths leaving his lips as he watched his 
vampire's face, each shift of expression dear and 
memorable to him no matter how many times he'd seen 
them before. 
 
"Gods, babe... you feel so good... so..." Harris shook his 
head, still finding it funny that he-- the author-- couldn't 
find the words to express just how much he felt. 
 
Spike groaned softly, hands moving slowly, smoothly 
over his beloved's tanned chest, twisting rings lightly 
every now and again before moving on to treasure the 
warmth his human was so willing to share. "Bloody... 
hell. Luv th' way you do me, Xan... feelin' every inch of 
you slidin' inta me... movin' inside me. Fuck, luv... want ta 
keep you in me always... fillin' me so right an' good... 
makin' me feel so warm an' luved an'..."  
 
He groaned again, arching against the bed even as his 
legs tightened around the man's waist. "Never felt whole 
'til you, pet... didn't know I could..." 
 



And that about summed it up, Harris admitted silently. 
He more than loved Spike. He felt like they were... one 
being. Designed specifically for each other, no matter 
how they'd hated each other at one time.  
 
"Y-yeah, babe..." another slow, deep slide, feeling that 
tiny nodule within his love graze along his thick cock the 
entire way. "I... y-yeah..." 
 
"Xan... bloody hell, Xan... yah... do that again..." His head 
pressed back hard into the pillow, fingers digging slightly 
into broad shoulders as he begged in tone if not in 
words. "Please, luv..." In words, too. 
 
"Always, love... never gonna stop..." He repeated the 
motion, moving just a bit faster this time and grinning 
shakily as it pulled a low, keening moan from his vamp. 
He lowered himself fully, his chest flush against the 
slightly smaller, less broad chest beneath him as his arms 
slid between skin and sheets, his hips still moving in their 
slow pistoning. "Like that, babe...? Want more...?" 
 
Arms slid fully over his human's shoulders, holding him 
close as the slow slide became closer, somehow deeper. 
Features shifted, sharp teeth scraping lightly, almost 
gently over the claiming scar. "Yah, pet... just like that... 



give me it, luv... always want you, always want more..." 
 
"Never gonna tell you no, Spike..." Harris whispered 
before suddenly pulling himself fully from that perfect, 
slick hole. He changed his angle just a bit, ignoring the 
warning growl he could feel against his chest and neck, 
then slid forward again, his cock rubbing smoothly 
against his vampire's. "Want to feel you, babe... feel how 
hard you are for me... how much you want me in you 
again..." 
 
"More than anythin'," Spike growled again, his hips 
rocking his dribbling shaft against his human's slick one. 
"Never been so hard before, luv... only for you, yah...?" 
He groaned as his Xan slid against him once more. 
"Need... need you in me again, pet... feel empty without 
you..." 
 
"I'm always in you, babe," Harris murmured, opening 
their bond wide as he shifted back onto his knees, taking 
the blond with him. "Even when I'm miles away, I'm 
inside you..."  
 
He sat back, legs stretched out in front of him and shifted 
his vampire slowly, arranging one bent knee to either 
side of his lap. "But that's not what you mean, is it?" His 



hands slid from Spike's back, drifting down to spread the 
rounded and toned cheeks as he wriggled his hips to get 
into alignment. "There, babe," he whispered, his voice 
catching as the tip of him found that still-slick hole again, 
"Never gonna let you feel empty..." 
 
"So full, luv," Spike whispered, letting gravity do its job 
and feeling that wonderful cock stretch him again. He 
rocked slowly, still holding tight to his Xan's shoulders 
and back, lips brushing the man's soft neck gently. "So 
full of you... 's like we're one bein' all wrapped together 
this way..." He gasped quietly as the thick shaft inside 
him twitched, rubbing that special spot. "B-bloody hell..." 
 
"Gods..." Harris moaned, his neck arching against the 
teeth he could just barely feel, "Love you... so much, 
babe..." One hand left Spike's rear, slowly maneuvering 
around his hip then slipping between their bodies to 
begin long, slow strokes at the blond's seeping, pulsing 
cock. "Love feeling you like this, Spike... stretched around 
me, holding me so tight and deep in you..." He moaned 
again. "Your cock is so hard, babe... so ready..." 
 
The vampire gasped again as his beloved's hand moved 
up and down his turgid length then moaned loudly, 
feeling fingers release him to cup his sac gently. "L-luv... 



d-don't... I'll..." He groaned, rocking harder, faster as he 
felt his balls drawing up tight. 
 
"Shhh..." Harris murmured, his own sac just as hard and 
tight as the one in his palm. "I want you to, love... want 
to feel you cum all over us... feel you milking every drop 
from me... want to fill you, Spike... to cum hard and deep 
inside you and feel your teeth in my skin... Gods, babe, 
I..." he almost shouted as those teeth touched his neck. 
"Want to taste you," he finished, thrilled by the longing 
groan he felt as much as heard. 
 
And he'd never heard anything that sounded so good, 
Spike knew... aside from pretty much everything else his 
Claimed had ever said. Still, there was only one response 
he could make and fortunately it wasn't a long one. 
 
"G-granted... luv..." he managed to say, even as his sharp 
teeth slid deep into warm, fragrant skin, driving deep to 
find the perfect fount of his beloved's sacred essence. His 
hips moved faster, harder, shifting the thick shaft almost 
roughly and he bellowed silently as one last nudge to his 
prostate combined with the sensation of drinking his Xan 
sent him spinning, the desire and lustful need that had 
pooled in his sac exploding between their bodies as his 
love shouted and shuddered and... 



 
"Spike!" Harris cried, his hands on Spike's hips as he lifted 
him slightly then slammed him down. Blunt human teeth 
found cool, salt and vanilla flavored skin and he bit hard, 
deep... and erupted in violent, rough spurts, bathing his 
claimed's insides wildly. 
 
Their position was such that they couldn't collapse; not 
without one of them releasing the flesh between their 
teeth, and as neither of them were willing they remained 
there for long minutes that felt like hours they were so... 
perfect. 
 
Finally, though, their bodies could take no more. 
 
Harris sighed happily, slowly pulling teeth from skin, his 
tongue laving the bite gently until he felt the healing 
start. "Gods, Spike," he whispered, hands moving lightly 
up and down the still-impaled vampire's spine, "That 
was..." He chuckled softly and shook his head. 
 
The blond smirked, finally pulling his lips from his human. 
He watched the small trickles of blood until they stopped 
growing then ducked his head, giving slow, sensual licks 
to skin as he captured what had drizzled so enticingly. 
"Mmmm..." he purred, leaving the tanned skin clean but 



for the bright red of the now-healed scar, "That was US, 
Xan... you an' me." 
 
His mouth found the warmer one, tongue sweeping 
through it wantonly and he purred more, tasting himself 
there. "Never goin' ta let you go, beloved... not ever." 
The reassurance had become habit, but that didn't mean 
he meant it any less.  
 
If anything, Spike told himself, saying it so often only 
made it MORE true. He could no more let go of the 
human-- his Xander-- than he could stop drinking blood. 
And even at that... he'd lived without human blood 
before. It hadn't killed him. But being without his 
Claimed...? That definitely would. "Love you, pet," he 
whispered, kissing the man's brow. "Always," he added, 
pressing another soft, gentle kiss to the lid covering the 
empty socket.  
 
"Always, babe," Harris echoed, pulling the man down on 
top of him and holding him close.  
 
 

Part Seventeen 

 



"Only six more hours, guys," Elliot said with a smile as he 
steered around a slow-moving Buick. "Anyone want to 
stop? I think I saw a sign saying there was food up 
ahead..." 
 
Robert swallowed hard, his stomach rumbling even while 
he felt nauseated at the idea of eating. "I... no, thanks. 
I'm fine." 
 
Trevor's eyes met Elliot's in the rear view mirror and he 
shook his head. It had been difficult to get Robert to eat 
since the rape but he knew the boy had to be hungry. 
Hell, with all the emotional distress the young blond was 
obviously feeling, his body had to be demanding 
sustenance. "I could go for a burger or something, baby," 
Trevor announced. 
 
Elliot smiled at his lover in the mirror. "Cool. I think it's 
maybe another ten miles or so."  
He pretended to think about it then grinned more. 
"Maybe they'll have some pasta. I could go for some 
carbs. Maybe some spaghetti bolognaise or something." 
And seeing as Robert liked pasta a good bit, there was 
some hope that talking about it would get the young man 
to admit he was actually hungry.  
 



"Oh... yeah. I think... didn't the sign say there was a 
Sbarro somwhere?" Trevor arched a brow teasingly, sure 
Elliot was still looking at him even though he'd sat back in 
the tiny back seat of Robert's car. 
 
And that deserved a snort, Elliot admitted. "Love... there 
is no WAY we're doing fast food Italian. If we're going to 
do it, we'll do it right." He nodded sharply, swerving just 
a bit as another car cut him off. 
 
Robert sighed. He appreciated everything the two men 
were going through for him, but... he didn't see how it 
was going to help. They couldn't change what had 
happened, and... the dreams were haunting him. Every 
time he closed his eyes, he saw Ricky again. Felt him... 
touching him. Fucking him. Heard his voice, telling him 
what a tight little bitch he was, how glad he was that 
Robert liked it.  
 
He was almost starting to believe it. 
 
Maybe he HAD liked it. After all, he'd bent over for Paul 
more than once and that had been just about as 
romantic as... what had happened. Maybe he'd even 
asked for it, like the latest dream said. And if that was 
true, then... he really was as dirty as he felt and there 



was no chance that anyone-- even Trevor and Elliot-- 
could make him clean again. Far better if he just... faded, 
and fading would be easier if he didn't eat. He'd simply... 
lose himself and then be gone and... he wouldn't see 
Ricky in his dreams anymore. 
 
"What?" he asked, giving Elliot a sickly grin, "Sorry. I 
was... thinking." 
 
"I said... how does some baked ziti sound? Or some 
chicken parmesan?" 
 
Robert shrugged, determined to ignore the hunger 
clenching his stomach like a fist. "If you like. I'm not really 
hungry." 
 
Trevor frowned and shook his head. He knew that wasn't 
true. The young blond had hardly eaten at all since they'd 
left Tulsa. "Garlic bread would be good," he tried, one 
hand finding Robert's shoulder as it reached over the 
back of the passenger seat. He frowned when the slight 
touch made the younger man cringe.  
 
* * * * * 
 
"What the hell do we do now, El?" Trevor demanded 



despairingly as he watched Robert walk towards the 
restroom. "He's not eating, he's barely sleeping... and 
he's for damned sure not talking to either of us! I... FUCK, 
baby, we can't.. lose him!" 
 
His eyes closed sadly and Elliot nodded. "I know, Trev... 
but we can't FORCE him to do any of those things. I... 
maybe if he could actually get some rest for once, but he 
keeps waking up screaming and..." He sighed. "I don't 
know. I'd say we should drug him just so he could relax 
but... he's been violated enough." 
 
The brunette frowned then sighed as well. "Yeah... I just 
feel so..." he shrugged. 
 
"Helpless," Elliot finished for him. "And I do too, baby... 
but maybe once we get there and it's just the three of 
us...? Maybe he'll be able to... find his balance. Find who 
he is again." His brow furrowed some. "Or figure out who 
he is NOW, anyway." 
 
"Gods, I hope so. It's... shit, El, it hurts to see him like 
this. I just... want to make him better and I know I can't 
and..." he released another sigh, this one frustrated and 
sad. 
 



Elliot reached across the table, his hand pressing down 
onto his lover's. "I know, Trev... I know. I feel the same 
way. And it doesn't help anything that I really REALLY 
want to make love to you... to lose some of this... pain in 
you, love... and feel joy again." He blushed. 
 
Trevor blushed just as much and nodded. "Yeah... I... that 
would be..." He frowned. "Kind of insensitive to HIM, 
wouldn't it?" 
 
"Yeah. It would. So we... won't." Elliot swallowed hard 
and pulled his hand back, then turned a bright smile to 
Robert as he returned looking slightly shaken. "Darlin'... 
what's wrong?" 
 
Robert shrugged and sat back down... then burst into 
silent tears. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Shhh... it's okay, darlin'," Elliot murmured nearly forty-
five minutes later as he rubbed the younger blond's back 
gently in the motel room they'd gotten just a few 
hundred feet down the road from the restaurant.  
 
"N-no..." Robert shivered, his voice barely a whisper. "I... 



I could feel him, Elliot... when I tried to... go. I... I FELT 
him and it..." He shivered again. "Why can't it just stop? 
I... I want it to STOP!" 
 
"I know... I know, darlin'. And it will." Elliot nodded, 
kissing the rumpled hair softly. "It's just... gonna take a 
while. But I'm here, Robert. Trevor's here. We're not 
going anywhere, okay?" 
 
"W-why?" Robert asked, whispering again. "You're b-
both so... good a-and pure and... and I'm so..." he 
shuddered and shook his head. 
 
"Beautiful," Elliot finished for him. "You're beautiful, 
Robert. And strong and smart... we... God, darlin', I don't 
want to scare you. You've been through enough already, 
but..." He abruptly changed his mind about what he was 
saying. The young man wouldn't be able to handle 
knowing how much they wanted him. Not yet.  
 
"But you'll get through it, darlin'," he said instead, "And 
we're gonna help, okay? Because we... we like you, 
Robert. We want to see you happy again. See you smile."  
 
And it was just as he'd thought, Robert admitted silently. 
Even if Elliot had wanted him once, which that one long, 



deep kiss had seemed to imply all those months ago... he 
didn't anymore. Why should he, after all? 
 
Finally the young man nodded, a long shaking passing 
through him just before he relaxed a little. "I... I'm sorry. 
I'm being such a baby." 
 
Elliot had to laugh a bit. "No, darlin'. You're handling this 
much better than I did. And you WILL be okay one day. 
But you need to stop starving yourself. Neither your 
mind nor your body can heal without fuel, right?" 
 
A deep sigh then Robert nodded. "Alright, I'll... eat when 
I'm hungry. I... I promise." 
 
The older blond stroked short hair lightly and smiled. 
"Thank you, darlin'. I'm gonna hold you to that." His smile 
got larger as he heard the key in the door lock. "It's just 
Trev, baby," he whispered, not wanting the boy to be 
frightened. "I'm sure he's got that ice you wanted." 
 
If his answering smile was a bit forced and looked more 
like a grimace, at least Elliot hadn't pointed it out.  
 
Neither did Trevor when he stepped into the room and 
locked the door behind him.  



"Guess what?" he said, trying to sound cheerful. "That 
Italian place delivers here, so... since we didn't really eat 
before..." He shrugged and put the ice bucket on the 
small table in the corner.  
 
And since he'd promised, Robert let himself look a little 
bit interested. "Did... didn't you say something about 
garlic bread while we were in the car?" 
 
Trevor blinked then grinned hugely. "Yeah. We got some 
of that, baby. It should be here in a few minutes." 
 
The young man nodded and sat up straighter on the bed, 
finally releasing the older blond. "I should... wash my 
face or something. I must look... horrible." 
 
They watched him move to the bathroom, shutting them 
out. 
 
Trevor sighed. "Do you think he'll actually eat, El?" 
 
Elliot smiled and got up, kissing his lover slowly. 
"Mmmm... I made him promise," he admitted in a 
whisper. "I can't swear to how MUCH he'll eat, but... he's 
a man of his word, love." 
 



"So are we... and we WILL bring him back. Right?" 
 
"Definitely, Trev... or at least bring him to a place where 
what happened to him isn't all he is." 
 
"Good." Trevor smiled slightly, his brown gaze locked on 
Elliot's blue. "Because that's NOT what he is. He's ours, 
baby. We just..." 
 
"Need him to be well enough to understand it and accept 
it. It'll come, Trev. Some day." 
And with that they'd have to be satisfied... for the 
moment.  
 
 

Part Eighteen 

 

"Hey, El. How's it going?" 
 
"Hold on, Harris. I'm driving. Let me get my headset." 
 
Mutters and the sounds of fumbling, then  
 
"Okay, sorry. I'm back." 



 
"Good. But why are you driving? I thought you were 
supposed to get in last night." 
 
"Yeah, we were. We had some... car trouble."  
 
A snort. "Yeah, right. He... how is he, buddy? We've been 
worried about you guys." 
 
Small, unhappy sigh. "The weather's still the same, 
Harris. But I'm sure it'll improve sooner or later. It's been 
kind of... humid." 
 
A pause while Harris puzzled that out. "Oh... got it, El. 
Shit, why don't you call me back later, when you can 
talk?" 
 
"I... yeah, I think that's a good idea. I don't like talking 
while I drive here anyway. The roads are kind of... 
winding. But you remember that." 
 
A sigh. "Yeah... it's not gonna be easy, El. But... he's a 
good kid and... I know you'll take care of him. You and 
Trev, I mean. Speaking of which, tell him Spike has a little 
crush on his sister." Laughter. 
 



"Bloody hell! I do not!" heard in the background. 
 
"You SO do! You've been jumping every time the phone 
rang all day just in case it was her, babe!" 
 
"I'm a bloody VAMPIRE, luv! We don't GET crushes. 
That's a purely human thing." 
 
A snort. "Whatever." 
 
"He really does, El. It's funny." 
 
A laugh. "Well, I'll tell Trev. It'll give him something to 
tease Will about, anyway." 
 
"Yeah. So call me later, buddy. I... fuck, El. Keep us in the 
loop, okay? And tell the guys I said hi." 
 
"Definitely. Later, Harris." 
 
"Later... and good luck." 
 
"Thanks. Bye." 
 
* * * * * 
 



"So how is young Bobby?" Spike demanded as he sipped 
his blood slowly, savoring it as usual for the time of day. 
 
Harris sighed. "From what I could tell, he's the same. But 
Elliot thinks he's gonna get better... or at least feel better 
eventually... assuming I'm getting his talk about the 
weather right." He shrugged a little. "They're still driving 
so I guess he didn't want Robert to know we were talking 
about him." 
 
"Right, then," the vampire frowned. "Hardly know th' 
bloke but seein' as he's important ta El an' Trev... want 
me ta find th' git what done him an' torture an' kill him?" 
 
He laughed quietly and crossed the room, kissing his 
love's blood-tinted lips roughly. "No, but I appreciate the 
offer. That's something for Robert to decide. When he's 
ready." Harris nodded. "I think... he'll do better with El 
and Trev than he would without them, though. I think 
they... well, they care for him, in any case. That'll help, 
right?" 
 
Spike shrugged. "Dunno, luv. Never spent much time 
with humans who'd had that happen ta them. 's different 
with vamps. A bit of force an' blood... 's just foreplay. Th' 
demon just likes ta get off, you know? Can find pleasure 



even in th' pain. Guess it's one of th' things ta make up 
for not havin' a soul, yah?" 
 
Harris cocked his head, his eye gazing deep into his 
lover's. "You know... maybe I should ask Trevor about 
that. I mean, he's been your Watcher for what? Almost 
seven years now?" 
 
" 'ey! Had me a soul alla that time, didn't I? Soddin' Trev 
wouldn't know. An' speakin' of th' git... what the bloody 
fuck were you doin', sayin' I've got a crush on 'Patia?" 
 
He gave the blond a sly grin. "You do, Spike. Come on, it's 
not like I don't know the signs." He chuckled, putting a 
few feet between himself and his claimed. "Besides, the 
way you kept staring at her the other morning made it 
pretty clear. Hell, you even did the dishes, babe! You 
NEVER do dishes unless you're trying to impress 
someone... or make up for something." 
 
The vampire snorted and finished off his blood then 
pointedly walked into the kitchen and washed his mug. 
"You were sayin'?" 
 
"That SO doesn't count. Just admit it, babe. You've got 
the hots for Hypatia." Harris grinned again. "I don't 



blame you. She's... well, you know how she is, so... OH! I 
get it!" 
 
"Get what?" Spike demanded, glaring at his Claimed. 
"That you're a bloody nut job? Yah, I get that too, luv." 
 
"No, no..." he was laughing so hard he almost couldn't 
speak but he managed. "She... the long dark hair... an 
accent... strong woman... she's like... a human and not 
crazy as horse-pants DRU!" Harris almost fell over 
laughing at the look on his love's face. 
 
The blond blinked a few times then snorted again. "My 
princess might have been a few bricks short of a... alright, 
a LOT of bricks short of... oh, bloody hell, she only had th' 
one brick and she kept puttin' it down and wanderin' off 
without it, but..." He frowned. "What was I sayin'? Right! 
Nothin' at all like my Dru."  
 
Harris snorted right back at him. "Keep telling yourself 
that, babe. Meanwhile, I'll be over here laughing at you." 
He winked teasingly and ducked out into the bright 
sunshine of their rooftop garden. "Vampires don't have 
crushes," he mimicked annoyingly, knowing his claimed 
could hear. "I don't know what else you'd call it when 
you moan someone's name in the shower..." 



 
"Oh... bloody hell..." Spike growled to himself, "Didn't 
think he heard that... an' why th' hell isn't he jealous? I'D 
be soddin' jealous if HE'D done it..." He ignored the fact 
that he'd just more or less admitted to himself that his 
beloved was right. Not that it mattered. Hypatia Lee had 
shown no signs of any interest in him.  
 
The brunette grinned and stripped naked before laying 
down with a smug smile on the towel-covered chaise 
lounge he'd gotten specifically for this purpose. He truly 
didn't mind Spike wanting the young woman. Hell, he 
wanted her himself, not that he'd ever say so. Hypatia 
was clearly NOT looking and... that was fine too. Besides, 
it was kind of... cute to see Spike so entirely baffled by 
what to do next. 
 
Yeah... Harris figured this was gonna be fun. It'd be a 
change to be able to tease Spike for once instead of the 
other way around. And he still owed him for a good bit of 
the teasing he'd been subjected to back in Sunnydale.  
 
 

Part Nineteen 

 



"He WHAT?" His eyes were wide and disbelieving as he 
stared at his lover. "He said Spike WHAT?" 
 
Elliot laughed. "Well, according to Harris, Will likes your 
sister. LIKES her, likes her... at the risk of sounding grade 
school." He grinned, a bit relieved when Robert laughed 
as well, the first REAL laugh he'd heard from the young 
man since they'd found him in Tulsa. 
 
"Wait. WILL. Will... who called her a harpy... and juvenile 
because we were arguing. THAT Will. He LIKES her? How 
is that even possible?" Trevor frowned, sure that he 
looked just as confused as he actually was.  
 
"Well, maybe he's learned better. I understand they 
spent some time together after we... left the other 
night." Elliot nodded, turning onto the tree-lined road 
that lead around the lake.  
 
"Learned what? That she's even more of a bitch than she 
seemed like?" the brunette rolled his eyes. "Because she 
is, you know. Stubborn, never listens... always has to 
have her own way. How... WHY would WILL of all people 
ever even THINK about her like that?" 
 
Elliot shrugged then waved at the Reservation Police car 



as he passed, entering the reservation. "A better 
question might be... why would Harris, except I know all 
about his bizarre attraction to women like that." He 
laughed again at the strange sound Trevor made. "Sorry, 
love, but I've known Harris through a large number of 
infatuations. I know JUST what it sounds like." 
 
"Gods... gods help them both." 
 
Robert's brow furrowed and he forgot to obsess over 
what had happened to him. "I... I have a question...?" 
 
Trevor leaned forward suddenly, trying not to startle the 
young man but thrilled that he'd actually spoken without 
one of them having to drag words from him. "Just one? 
Ask away, baby..." 
 
The young blond blushed slightly and gazed at Trevor for 
a moment from the corner of his eye before blushing 
more. "I... Harris. He wasn't... upset? That Spike might... 
want... someone else?" He bit his lip a little, not sure of 
why he was suddenly feeling so much less... disgraced 
but glad for it. Maybe it was the food he'd eaten the 
night before... and that morning. 
 
"No," Elliot laughed, "Harris isn't bothered by it. He and 



Will... well, they're not exactly gay, you know? I mean, 
they're claimed and all but they like women too. They 
just haven't spent much time pursuing any lately." He 
smiled at Robert, happy to see that young brow 
unfurrowed for a change. "They're... secure with how 
they feel about each other, so..." 
 
And Trevor suddenly saw where his El was going with 
this. "So adding a third to their relationship wouldn't 
cause any problems. Hell, it would probably make them 
that much more stable. A tripod IS the most stable three-
dimensional shape. You know... assuming they wanted to 
add a third permanently... like if they loved the third 
person and knew that person belonged with them." He 
nodded. 
 
"But... wouldn't they be jealous?" Robert still looked 
curious... and confused. "They... they're CLAIMED and... I 
thought..." he sighed. "Never mind." 
 
Elliot frowned and pulled over on the side of the dirt 
road. "Robert, don't do that, darlin'. Please. You... we've 
been shut out for days now." One hand released the 
steering wheel and stroked wind-blown blond hair softly. 
"Anything you want to know, baby, we'll tell you the best 
we can, okay?" 



 
Trevor nodded, his hand slipping between the bucket 
seats to grip long, pale fingers gently. "Really, Robert. 
We... well, we'll do our best to satisfy your... curiosity." 
He smiled, catching that quick glance at him again. "So 
would they be jealous because they're claimed?" 
 
He chuckled when the younger man nodded slowly. "No, 
baby... they KNOW where they stand with each other. 
Any third they brought in permanently-- male or female, 
and Gods let it NOT be Hypatia-- would mean just as 
much to each of them as they do to each other. Their 
third would complete their relationship in ways they'd 
never known they wanted. And... they'd be happy. And 
equal in each others' hearts." 
 
"They're a good match, darlin'... they fit together. And 
anyone who was special enough... needed enough for 
them to want him... or her... to be a part of them? That 
person would be just as good a match for them both. 
Eventually." Elliot nodded, giving Trevor a grateful look 
for helping to plant the seeds at least in their boy's mind. 
"Does that make sense to you, baby?" 
 
Robert frowned slightly, trying to puzzle it through then 
shrugged. "I suppose... I... as long as they're happy, 



anyway." He nodded then nearly jumped from the car as 
a figure stepped up to the driver's side. He hadn't even 
seen anyone approaching. Of course, he hadn't been 
looking, either. 
 
His heart pounded and he pressed himself back against 
the passenger side door before he realized that the 
figure-- the woman-- was ancient. She had to be at least 
eighty if she was a day. "B-bloody hell... I..." 
 
Elliot turned quickly, ready to protect the young man 
with his life, if need be. He noted vaguely that Trevor had 
assumed a similarly tense position. NOTHING was going 
to hurt Robert again. Not on HIS time. 
 
Of course, less than a second later he felt like a complete 
idiot. "Hoi. Grandmother," he greeted in the language of 
the tribe, "I apologize for my rudeness. My young friends 
were startled." 
 
The old woman chuckled, her cataract-inflicted eyes 
becoming amused slits beneath the silver-streaked flat 
black of her hair. "As were you, Warrior," she smiled, 
"But I also apologize. It was not my intention to frighten 
your young men. The manitou didn't warn that the young 
one was so shaky. It is well that I found you when I did." 



 
One slender blond brow arched as Elliot gazed at the 
woman, ignoring the questions coming from the back 
seat. "I wasn't aware that the manitou had taken an 
interest, Grandmother." 
 
A slight cackle. "The Mysteries, great and small, take 
interest in anyone touched by the Trickster as the young 
one is. The kachina-hey say he is tainted. Ridden by what 
your people call devils. He dreams, does he not?" 
 
"Yesss... yes, he dreams. Dark and disturbing dreams, but 
still... dreams." 
 
The woman nodded, pulling a small package from the 
satchel hanging from one bony shoulder and dropping it 
in Elliot's lap with a muttered blessing he couldn't quite 
make out. "You will know what to do with those, 
Grandson," she said, finally answering his greeting of 
respect with one of acceptance. "They are... a gift from 
the manitou." 
 
And that had Elliot's eyes wide as he glanced quickly at 
Trevor in the rear view mirror. "I need something, Trev," 
he said quickly in English, his eyes on the woman again. 
"Shit, I should have planned better.. give me that 



Walkman you bought this morning. It'll have to do." 
 
"El... what the fuck? I just GOT it and..." 
 
"I'll get you another one! Give it here. NOW!" 
 
The blond smiled at the old woman and nodded his 
thanks as he returned to her language. "I accept this gift 
of the manitou, Grandmother... and I ask that you accept 
this small token on their behalf. From myself and my... 
young men. I... further thank you for your welcome as we 
are not of your tribe." 
 
The woman grinned, revealing her five remaining teeth. 
"It was YOU, Grandson, who saw that our tribe received 
the remains of our beloved Joseph to be buried in ground 
sacred to us and with the proper rituals. You are as much 
of my tribe as he was and is." She nodded, taking the 
walkman and the package of batteries from him. "The 
Manitou will be pleased with your gift. Go with our 
blessing and let it remain over you whenever you are 
within our lands." 
 
"And that is a greater gift than can ever be returned in 
kind, Grandmother," he said nervously, remembering the 
things Joseph had told him in the years before that last 



mission.  
 
"Your gift is in returning the boy to himself, Ghostwalker. 
And in your gifts being turned to life these last years. It 
is... pleasing to the Mysteries. Now go, Grandson, and be 
grateful for what you have found within you." 
 
Elliot breathed a sigh of relief and nodded. "I am, 
Grandmother. I... my thanks." And with that he shifted 
the car into gear and started down the road again, not 
bothering to look for the old woman in his mirror. If she 
wasn't there, he didn't want to know.  
 
 

Part Twenty 

 

The two hours of sunlight had stretched his patience 
farther than Spike thought was possible. He could have 
found something to do, of course, but... somehow the 
idea of watching telly or even cruising the net couldn't 
compare with sitting just inside the door to the garden 
and watching his claimed browning ever-so-slowly in the 
sun, his skin gleaming with the shimmer of baby oil 
applied repeatedly.  



 
He'd groaned silently every time the brown-haired length 
of stunning flesh had turned over, first showing him that 
lovely bum, then that beautiful cock. 
 
His own cock had been weeping and hard since he'd 
started watching his beloved, but Spike wasn't 
complaining. It just meant his pet would have to make it 
up to him, after all. 
 
A wicked smirk spread across his lips as the sun began to 
sink. It would be below the skyline any minute now, and 
that would be just... perfect, he told himself as he moved 
quickly to the bedroom and found their latest tube of 
lube right where he'd left it-- under his Xan's pillow. 
 
It took less than another minute to strip himself to bare, 
pale skin then he was back at the door, carefully judging 
the angle of the light still bathing the garden in a deadly 
glow. 
Harris chuckled as he moved slowly on the chaise. He'd 
lowered the top end, making a flat plane of fabric to lay 
on. Much better for even tanning, and better still for 
taunting his vampire. And he'd definitely been taunting 
him, he admitted silently. 
 



He'd been able to feel the wanton gaze on him ever since 
he'd come outside and knowing Spike was there just 
made his movements slower, more languid. His legs 
spread just a bit more and he wriggled his ass, as though 
trying to find a more comfortable position for his cock 
and smirked happily as he caught the needy groan 
coming from the doorway though the sound only made 
him less comfortable.  
 
Harris had been hard for over an hour and was kind of 
proud of the fact that he'd waited that long. It would 
have been so easy to just get up and go inside, but... no. 
He wanted his love to be so anxious for him that he'd 
come to HIM, not the other way around. And that was 
why he was anything but surprised when he felt the long, 
cool form pressing down on his sun-hot back as the light 
finally dimmed. 
 
"Can I help you?" he asked smugly, the fabric beneath 
him providing a good bit of give when he rocked his hips 
playfully. 
 
"Oh, you're goin' ta help me alright, pet... help me get 
over this ragin' bloody hard-on I've been puttin' up with 
for bleedin' ever..." Spike growled softly, his thick, ready 
cock laid against the perfect crack of his beloved's ass. 



"Bloody hell, Xan... watchin' you out here, smellin' you on 
th' air... knowin' you knew I was watchin'... wished I 
could come out here so bad... take you in th' sunlight..." 
His arms braced to either side of the broad, tanned back, 
wrapping around the steel tubes of the chaise frame. 
"Wanted ta peel you open an' drive inta you, pet... 
tongue first, tastin' you while you shivered... yah, like 
you're doin' now..." 
 
His hips rocked faster, against the fabric then back 
against Spike, feeling that length press harder against 
him. "Fuck, babe... keep talking..." Harris moaned, his eye 
closing as he shuddered slightly from the words and 
touch. 
 
"Top ta bottom, luv... lick you so right... an' when you 
couldn't do anythin' but moan, would have flipped you, 
sucked that luvly sac of yours... lay on you, lettin' your 
cock rub against mine while I tasted th' sweat an' oil on 
your chest... your neck..." His head dipped, blunt teeth 
nipping hard at the edge of the scar he could just reach. 
"An' then, luv... would have wrapped your legs around 
my waist an' dove right in, splittin' you wide an' hard for 
me, just th' way you like it..." 
 
Another, louder moan flew from Harris's lips and he 



spread his legs wide, feeling his vampire settle between 
them. "Jesus fuck, Spike... plug... shit!" 
 
He found himself sitting up, one hand on the small of his 
human's back while the other slid between the spread 
cheeks and found the base of the newest butt plug he'd 
gotten his beloved. "Wondered where that had gotten 
ta," he chuckled, slowly pulling the tool out. "Guess I 
should have guessed, yah?"  
 
The brunette groaned, his eye squeezing shut for a 
moment as the thick rubber was removed. "Unngh... ya 
think...? Knew... you'd be out here... soon..." 
 
Two fingers slipped into the relaxed hole, sliding slow 
and easy. "Planned alla this, did you, pet?" Spike stared 
at the deeply pink opening as he flexed his fingers 
wickedly. "Planned ta torment me with seein' you an' not 
bein' able ta touch...?" 
 
"No... planned... oh, Gods, babe, yeah... to do that little... 
jesus fuck, right there... that dance you... like so... Christ, 
Spike!... like so... much..." Harris groaned. "Wanted t-to 
be r-r-ready..." 
 
"Mmmm-hmmmm..." he added one more finger, nearly 



moaning at the delicious heat and the inherent tightness 
of his Claimed, even after hours of being stretched. 
"An'...?" 
 
"And th-then... I c-came out h-here... Spike... p-please..." 
And somehow he always ended up begging, he realized 
with a smile, even as a breathy groan left him. 
 
Spike smirked happily, moving his fingers harder, deeper, 
tweaking that little nub within his love. "Don't worry, 
Xan... goin' ta do you, pet... so good..." 
 
"Gods... you always... do, babe... never been..." he 
groaned again, his cock throbbing against the canvas 
beneath him, "bad... never... not... even... once..." 
 
And that was true enough, Spike admitted. Even on the 
rare ocassion when he'd been quicker than he would 
have liked, he'd still made his Xan scream his name. 
"Means I've got an average ta maintain, luv..." he 
observed, pulling his hand away from the tight grip. 
 
He smirked deeply and settled himself back on his knees 
between his beloved's legs, his cock jutting proudly from 
his lap. "Lift up, pet," he demanded, swatting lightly at 
his human's ass and waiting until the stunning brunette 



moved. "Yah, luv... just like that..."  
Spike murmured, his hands fastening on tanned hips and 
pulling the beautiful ass closer. 
 
The tip of his seeping shaft barely touched his Xander's 
hole and he brushed it back and forth a few times, 
teasing the man while absorbing a bit of the slick around 
his anus.  
"Spike..." Harris nearly whined, wanting the cool, blunt 
head rubbing against him to be IN him already. "Fuck, 
babe... now! Please!" 
 
"Yah, pet," Spike breathed, raising himself a bit as he 
pulled those hips a few inches closer. "Enough waitin' an' 
teasin'..." He brushed that tiny hole one more time, then 
thrust himself deep, gasping as always at the heat of his 
Claimed. "Bloody hell!" he growled, his sac slapping hard 
against the warm one in front of him. 
 
"Unnngh... yeah! Fuck, yes! Spike! Gods, babe! YES!" His 
cheek rubbed against the fabric as he pressed himself 
back, holding that long, thick rod as tightly as possible."S-
stay... babe, please... j-just... s-stay f-for a m-minute..."  
 
" 's long as you want, Xan," he whispered, his hips barely 
moving at all. It was just a subtle press and relax but it 



was enough for the moment, Spike knew. Anything to 
stay in the perfect sheath of his Claimed for as long as 
possible. His hands stroked the long spine, the tight cords 
of muscle framing it. His Xan was so lovely like this... 
shoulders and head down on the chaise, his bum raised 
almost waist-high, his legs splayed over Spike's, that 
now-red hole stretched wide around him... oh, yeah... he 
could wait forever like this if he had to. 
 
Harris sighed happily, the soft flexing of his vampire's 
scant movements building the fire within him that much 
higher. "Gods... Spike... you feel so... right. Fuck, I..." His 
eye closed again, one blissful tear leaking from the 
corner. "I need you, Spike. Not just when we're... like 
this. But... all the time..." 
 
And suddenly Spike found himself tearing up too in a 
most un-vampirelike fashion. His arms wrapped tightly 
around his beloved's waist and he pressed his chest 
against his back as much as he could without pulling 
himself from the man's channel. "Always need you, luv," 
he whispered seriously, a few cool tears hitting the warm 
skin, "From th' minute I knew you were still alive I've 
needed you, Xan... Xander. Scares me how much 
sometimes..." He shook slightly with the force of his own 
emotions. 



 
He nodded against the canvas, swallowing hard. "Never 
leave me, Spike... okay? I..." 
 
"Always yours, beloved... never goin' anywhere without 
you, yah?" 
 
Another hard swallow, another nod. "Gonna hold you to 
that, babe..." Harris murmured, finally relaxing his 
sphincter around the adored shaft. "Love me, Spike... 
have me now, okay?" 
 
And that was something Spike was more than happy to 
do. He lifted his chest, his arms releasing the toned waist 
as his hands found those tender, sun-kissed hips again. 
"Always goin' ta have you, pet... except when you're 
havin' me... an' I'll always luv you, Claimed... couldn't 
stop if I wanted ta."  
 
He pulled himself slowly from his beloved's opening, 
watching as that sweet pucker closed. "Luv seein' you 
take me in, Xan... hearin' you moan when I slip inside..." 
He matched actions to words, pressing himself slowly 
inside as that tight little ring expanded, fitting itself to his 
girth. "Feels amazin', luv... 's like a soddin' benediction 
every time you let me touch you deep like this, beloved... 



can't get enough... can't imagine needin' you any less... 
or any more..." Spike groaned, pausing to just rock 
against his human once he was fully encased again. 
 
"Gods... Spike..." Harris gasped, each word tugging at 
something deep in his heart and in his groin. "I... fuck, 
babe, I'm so... blessed... having you... having you love 
me... need me... knowing you f-feel j-just like I d-do..." He 
pushed back slowly, trying to pull still more of his 
claimed into him, although it was impossible. 
 
The vampire moaned softly, pulling himself back until 
just the thick, seeping head of him remained inside. 
"Would live... in you... if I could, luv..." his voice broke, 
the slow, sweet slide back into his heart almost undoing 
him. "Bloody... hell, Xan... could... do this... all night..." 
 
"Unnngh... b-but I... c-can't... babe... Spike... p-please. I n-
need..." He moaned low and deep, pressing back into his 
love again. 
 
"I know, luv," the blond murmured, pulling back again 
then reversing the motion, "Need ta cum, yah...?" 
 
Harris moaned again, shaking his head on the chaise. "N-
no... S-spike, I... I need... to feel... YOU cum... f-filling m-



me... l-love you... so m-m-much... p-please, babe... c-cum 
f-for me..." 
 
"B-bloody hell... anythin' for you, X-xan..." His hips 
moved a little bit faster, a little bit harder, and when he 
felt that wonderful anus tightening around him, he 
shifted slightly, deliberately sliding back and forth over 
that small nub. His beloved wanted him to cum and he 
would, but he would be very sure to bring the man with 
him. "Join me, pet... Claimed, beloved... with me... 
c'mon, Xan... with me... luv... now... now!" 
 
The huge, shuddering orgasm began slow and soft in the 
pit of his stomach, but before he even knew it, it burst 
through him. His heart pounded wildly, breath coming in 
deep shuddering gasps as he felt himself tighten all over. 
Harris keened desperately, his rear high and full as he felt 
Spike's shaft expanding just a bit more. "C-claimed...!" 
 
And that word alone, in that tone and that voice, pulled 
him the rest of the way, his sac hard and tight, cock 
throbbing wickedly for just a moment before spilling long 
and deep into the well-loved body of his beloved. 
"Xander!" Spike growled, his features shifting fully and 
instantly as he filled his human to overflowing and 
reached beneath him, fingers wrapping gently around his 



spurting shaft, becoming coated in that hot, thick spunk. 
 
"G-gods," Harris whispered a few minutes later, glad his 
shoulders at least were on the fabric supporting him. 
"Gods, Spike..." 
 
"Y-yeah," the vampire agreed, unwilling to pull himself 
from that blissful channel any time soon. His arms 
wrapped around his beloved's waist again and he raised 
the man, dragging him up to rest against his chest, legs 
still splayed over his lap. His hands moved, finding the 
crooks of his Xan's knees and lifting him slightly, his own 
legs unbending to straddle the chaise as he lay back, 
taking the brunette with him, his cock still deep within 
his heat. "There, luv... that's better..." 
 
Harris tried not to moan as the change of position 
pressed Spike's shaft deeper. "Oh... yeah... th-that's 
MUCH better, babe..." 
 
He chuckled, moving his arms behind him and bending 
his elbows, resting on them with his love atop him, still 
impaled. "Just lay back, luv... can't let you go yet, 
alright?" Or ever, he told himself silently. His Claimed 
hadn't said anything about the Mating... not in over three 
months and Spike was being as patient as he could, but... 



he wasn't actually a patient man, or vamp or whatever. 
Sooner or later, the demon was going to demand an 
answer, regardless of the soul wanting to wait it out. 
"Need ta feel you, luv... lay back against me, yah?" 
 
And what could he do other than relax back against his 
vampire's chest, Harris asked himself, even as he 
complied. He hadn't really gotten to tease Spike about 
his little crush yet, but... that was fine, he decided. 
Teasing could come later. Right then he just wanted to 
revel in the love and desire he could feel through the 
wide-open bond... and smile because he knew Spike was 
doing the same.  

Part Twenty-One 

 

New York had been interesting, Hypatia admitted freely, 
although she was less willing to admit to the way both 
Xander and William lurked in her mind. She couldn't help 
remembering how they'd looked that night when they'd 
been drunk... and apparently horny. 
 
Yes, that had been... interesting, as well. Still, that didn't 
have anything to do with her, she reminded herself as 
she drove through Kansas. And what a flat state.  



 
She supposed it was pretty enough, although she wasn't 
really there to sightsee. Not at all, actually. She was there 
because of something she'd come to KNOW while still 
visiting with the Claimed couple and telling them... part 
of the truth.  
 
A part of her hoped that what she KNEW was... wrong... 
even while the rest of her realized that wasn't possible. 
The Powers wouldn't have told her anything they weren't 
sure of. Still, she wished... 
 
But it didn't matter, she told herself. "If wishes were 
horses, then beggars would ride," she muttered, pulling 
off the state route to take the back way to the outskirts 
of Kansas City.  
Less than an hour later, she pulled into the parking lot of 
a large club.  
 
Hypatia looked at herself for a moment in the car mirror 
then sighed. "Please let me be wrong..." she whispered 
before getting out of the car and pulling her leather coat 
out of the back seat of the rental.  
 
The coat was new and purchased simply because she'd 
liked William's so much when she'd seen it, but it was 



also a stunning piece of workmanship. And it fit her as 
though it had been made for her, which it might have 
been, she figured. After all, she'd gone into the store 
she'd gotten it at because she'd just KNOWN there was 
something there she wanted. 
 
And she was stalling, she realized, gazing at the club as 
she heaved a large sigh. Until she went inside, she 
wouldn't know for certain that what she KNEW was real 
and... she was happier not knowing. Then again, the 
Powers would NOT be pleased if she walked away. 
 
They wouldn't punish her, of course, but... they had ways 
of expressing their disappointment. Besides, she'd made 
her choice, just as Trevor had. They both worked for the 
Powers, although in different ways. Luckily for Trev, HIS 
way involved having a lover... and another one soon, 
assuming all went well.  
 
Yes, lucky for him. Not so lucky for her. So far she'd been 
pointed at three different countries and the closest thing 
she'd had to fun was teasing Trev and getting a vampire 
and his human drunk. Still, it beat the alternative, she 
figured. 
 
Far better to travel the world than to be prisoner to 



either side in the true battle.  
With that in mind she started for the club, passing rows 
of cars and a few slightly drunk people who appeared to 
be just... hanging about outside. 
 
* * * * * 
 
Well, it wasn't a dump, Hypatia admitted. In fact, as clubs 
on the edge of a city went, it was fairly nice. Not too 
many odd smells or stains on the floor and the people 
milling about seemed to be educated, she noticed after 
overhearing a snippet of conversation comparing the 
ancient Norse and Greek pantheons. 
 
"Oh, if they only knew," she murmured to herself with a 
chuckle as she approached the bar. "Margarita, please," 
she yelled to the man behind the bar, "Rocks! Tall!" 
 
She leaned back, elbows on the edge of the wood as the 
latest U2 song started to play. Who knew they'd still be 
just as popular as they'd been in the eighties? Still, Bono 
HAD done a few favors for the Powers in his time so she 
supposed it made sense.  
 
The drink was on the bottom end of ordinary, but it 
would do its job, which was to be a prop as she 



wandered, looking for someone specific. She didn't know 
offhand what he looked like but she knew she'd 
recognize him when she saw him. Just as he'd recognize 
her on sight.  
 
That was just the way it worked, after all. They always 
recognized each other. Knew each others' names 
instantly. Of course, because of what she retained from 
before, she already knew their names... and their gifts. 
She just didn't know what they looked like. Not until she 
saw them. It still gave her a decided edge, in the end. 
 
She strolled through the club slowly, eyes darting this 
way and that as she sipped the disappointing margarita 
and plenty of people caught her eye. Unfortunately, 
none of them were the one she was looking for. 
 
* * * * * 
 
She'd ended up leaning against a wall near the dance 
floor after half an hour or so, figuring it was as good a 
spot as any for her surveillance. The margarita was long 
gone although she continued to sip at the slightly lime-
tinged water from the melting ice. "Where the fuck is 
he?" she mumbled, irritated at all the people-- male and 
female-- who kept trying to get her to dance. She didn't 



dance. 
 
Or not, she qualified, with people she didn't know and 
like... or at least find attractive. Hell, she'd danced exactly 
twice since she'd woken human and one of those times 
had been just to see if she could. 
 
Finally she sighed and moved towards the bar again. 
Maybe she'd get herself a beer. At least then she'd look 
like she was in the place for a reason, what with her 
empty glass pretty much declaring that she wasn't there 
to party. 
 
It was while she was waiting for her Heineken that she 
saw him. 
 
He stood at the other end of the bar, apparently trying to 
order a drink. She knew him immediately, of course. 
"Ignatius," she muttered to herself, eyes narrowing 
dangerously. She hadn't thought he'd be the kind to... 
but obviously she'd been wrong. 
 
She turned away quickly, not wanting the dark-haired 
young man to see her face if he looked in her direction. A 
ten dollar bill was tossed on the bar as her beer was 
delivered and she stalked off, not stopping until she was 



a safe distance away, her eyes finding and following the 
man as he got two drinks and strolled through the crowd 
towards...  
"Bloody fuck. Ricardo. SHIT!" 
 
TWO of them? Together? That was NOT supposed to 
happen! 
 
"And what the fuck am I supposed to do now?" she 
demanded, not really expecting an answer. 
 
Of course, she got one anyway because she suddenly 
KNEW exactly what she was supposed to do. 
Unfortunately, she didn't like it. No, more than didn't like 
it. She couldn't accept it. 
 
"Not a chance in HELL!" she snarled at the Powers, 
although the tall redheaded man who'd been 
approaching her took it personally and veered off to find 
a less unwelcoming woman to talk to. 
 
Hypatia snarled again then groaned as she suddenly 
KNEW what would happen if she didn't follow what she'd 
been told. 
 
"FUCK!" 



 
* * * * * 
 
So she watched, moving slowly through the crowd, her 
eyes flicking to and away from the two men she was 
stalking. They'd feel her gaze if she stared too long, as 
she knew from experience.  
 
She glanced repeatedly, watching Iggy choose his prey. 
Her eyes danced to and from him and Ricardo as Iggy 
chatted the girl up then bought her a drink... and she saw 
the small twitch as the shorter of the two men swirled 
some sort of powder into the girl's glass. 
 
Her eyes hardened as she saw the girl take a sip then nod 
dazedly at Ignatius before following him from the club 
with Ricardo just a few feet behind. 
 
Of course, SHE was trailing them herself and when she 
stepped outside she had no trouble figuring out where 
they'd taken the poor young woman. There was only one 
place nearby that was dark enough for what she KNEW 
they had planned. 
 
She forced herself to walk softly, trying to keep the heels 
of her boots from clacking against the pavement as she 



moved to the corner of the building where the streetlight 
was burned out. It wasn't a place someone would take a 
lover; not even a one-time lover. It was too close to 
public. Of course, nobody would wander near there for 
that reason, too, and that made it perfect for what she 
knew was going on. 
 
She stepped around the corner, one brow arching 
dangerously as she saw the recessed doorway and the 
man standing in front of it. "I thought you knew better, 
Ricardo," was all she said, flicking a finger at him and 
nodding her satisfaction when he jumped. 
 
"Step aside. I won't let you two do this. Not again. You've 
already caused more harm than you know." 
 
Ignatius sighed and pulled away from the girl he'd been 
about to sink into. He stepped from the doorway, tucking 
himself into his jeans slowly. "Hypatia Lee," he said 
slowly, sounding annoyed as he looked her up and down. 
 
"Ignatius Farrell. Iggy," she replied, greeting him sourly, 
"And Ricardo Emanuel. Or should I call you Ricky?" 
 
Ricky shrugged and gave her a smug smile. "Why be 
formal? We're family, after all." 



 
"Yes," Hypatia sighed sadly. "And that fact brings me no 
joy whatsoever," she added quietly, "brothers."  
 
 

Part Twenty-Two 

 

"So wait. You really think dreamcatchers are going to 
work?" Trevor was irritated for a number of reasons as 
he watched his lover put the assorted circles of woven 
and befeathered charms up in all the corners, doors and 
windows of the small house. "Come on, El... it was just 
some old woman, right?" 
 
Eliiot shrugged. "Maybe. Or maybe not. All I know, 
Trev..." He stopped what he was doing and turned to 
meet the dark brown eyes seriously. "All I know is... I've 
never seen that woman before in my life but she knew 
me. I wasn't in a car I've ever driven here before and she 
KNEW me. Knew about Joseph. Hell, she knew I arranged 
for his body to be sent back to the Rez." He shrugged 
again. "So... I'm taking it on faith that maybe the 
dreamcatchers she gave me could help Robert. And if 
they don't, then we haven't lost anything, right?" 



 
"Except my walkman," Trevor grumped, although he had 
to admit that Elliot had a point. Of all the humans in the 
world, HE probably knew best that the Powers worked in 
their own ways and in their own time. "How did you 
know... whatever you were speaking, anyway?" 
 
The blond smiled as he finished hanging the last of the 
mystical items. "Joseph Stalkinghorse was one of my 
team," he said softly, moving to Trevor's side. One arm 
wrapped lightly around the slender waist, pulling the 
brunette closer against him. "He was older than me but 
he didn't mind when I was promoted over him. Said he 
didn't have the temperament for command. He was 
right, actually." Elliot chuckled. "We became friends 
and... eventually, he taught me his language. Taught all 
of us, really. Not that we ever had to use it but it came in 
handy when we wanted to talk with superior officers 
present." 
 
Trevor nodded slowly, pressing against his lover's side. It 
was the most contact they'd had since before Tulsa and 
he'd be damned if he wasn't going to enjoy it while 
Robert was checking out the barn. "Okay," he said with a 
smile after a moment, "Um, how did he... I mean..." As 
much as he'd known about Elliot, it was the truly 



momentous things he'd paid attention to. Like John. He 
had no idea of how he'd missed Elliot being... violated 
after his time in the service, but then again, that had 
been during the whole war against Angel thing at 
Wolfram & Hart, so maybe that explained it. That or the 
fact that the older man truly didn't dwell on it, unlike the 
way he'd dwelled on the John situation. 
 
Elliot sighed. "It was a standard mission. Joseph just... 
managed to be in the wrong place when a volley of 
bullets flew by the rest of us. I... had his body smuggled 
back to the US and to his tribe. I never told anyone. Not 
even the rest of my unit. So you see, the fact that the 
woman knew…” 
 
And Elliot's odd faith in the old woman made more 
sense, suddenly. "So she's..." 
 
"Some sort of a power in her own right, I think... and 
maybe not even real the way we understand the word. 
Yeah." Elliot nodded quickly. "Uh, she also said... Robert 
is being... bedeviled. Or hag-ridden. In his dreams."  
 
Trevor swallowed hard. "I... the screaming...?" 
 
"Yeah... our poor darlin' is being tormented, Trev. And if 



these things..." he gestured at the dreamcatchers 
scattered around the place, "can stop that? I'll be 
damned if I'm not gonna use them, okay?" 
 
"Yeah," Trevor agreed, turning just a bit to wrap his arms 
hard around his El. "Me too, baby. I just... didn't know." 
 
It was the apologetic look on his boyfriend's face that 
had Elliot pressing closer, soft, full lips finding equally 
soft though slightly thinner ones. "I know, love," he 
murmured gently, "I know..." 
 
Robert sighed silently as he stood just outside the open 
door and watched the two men. They looked so... right 
together; so happy, aside from their worry about him. He 
just... wished he didn't still feel so used.  
 
Still, it was for the best, he figured. He'd wanted both of 
them so much... from the moment he'd seen them, 
though those occasions had been years apart. And they 
were together. Happily so. And that meant that... even if 
he didn't feel dirty he didn't have a single hope of ever 
being with either of them.  
 
Not that he wanted to, he reminded himself. He would 
never touch another man again... probably. 



 
* * * * * 
 
It was a slow, deep, hard kiss that they shared, and even 
though Elliot realized Robert was there about ten 
seconds into it, he didn't stop. His tongue tangled 
roughly with his lover's, hands roaming the strong, tense 
back and pulling him closer. 
 
As much as he didn't want to distress their boy, he also 
didn't want to deprive himself or his boyfriend of general 
affectionate touches. He wouldn't have sex with Trevor 
until Robert was feeling a bit better, but... kissing him? 
Holding him? Touching him? Those things he could and 
would do without guilt. 
 
Besides, if Robert saw them being loving and happy to 
touch, it might remind him that those things existed... 
that it was still possible to find joy in being intimately 
close to someone, especially someone who loved and 
WAS loved. 
 
Finally, he forced himself to pull away then looked at the 
door as if surprised. He left his hand on Trevor's ass, 
though, fingers running gently up and down the pocket 
of the dark jeans. "Robert," he said with a smile, slowly 



releasing his lover, "How did you like the barn?" 
 
Robert shrugged, trying to control his blush at seeing the 
two men so close. "Uh, it's nice... the, the loft especially. 
Bloody marvelous. The... the plasma telly alone..." 
 
Trevor blushed a bit himself, somehow slightly ashamed 
of being caught, even by Robert, although he found the 
pink tone of the younger man's cheek somewhat 
encouraging.  
"Wait... there's a plasma TV in the BARN?" He stared at 
Elliot and blinked. "Why the FUCK would you put it out 
THERE?" 
 
Elliot laughed and finally stepped away from his Trev. 
"Because the barn is bigger than the house, baby. And 
the loft isn't really... barn-like. Besides, if you were 
looking for a place to rob, would you go for the house or 
the barn? Unless you were trying to rip off hay or 
something, I'm guessing the house."  
 
He winked playfully then moved towards the kitchen. 
"We don't have much food here... mostly freezer stuff 
and cans but I'm sure we can scrape something together 
for lunch. Who's setting the table?" 
 



Robert and Trevor exchanged one eye-rolling look then 
laughed and followed the older man. Elliot could be so 
domestic sometimes... and oddly enough, they both 
found it... sweet. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He found the other blond on the porch as the sun set 
across the lake. He almost didn't want to bother him, 
seeing how peaceful the older man looked. Still, he had 
some questions and... he had a feeling Trevor wouldn't 
have been able to answer them, although he was equally 
sure the brunette would have tried if asked. 
 
"I... Elliot?" he started, then blushed deeply at the 
intense look the man gave him. "I'm sorry. I'll just... go..." 
 
One arm snaked out, pulling the younger blond close to 
him but not TOO close. "No... stay, darlin'." His arm 
settled very gently over Robert's shoulders and Elliot 
nodded at the sunset. "You see it, baby? The colors... 
they're from all the pollution in the air now, mostly. But 
it's still beautiful, isn't it?" 
 
His eyes followed the nod and Robert smiled a bit, seeing 
the amazing array of shades spread over that corner of 



the sky. "It is," he admitted, his own arm slowly-- 
skittishly-- slipping around Elliot's solid waist. "I... that 
orange shade... it's... brilliant." 
 
Elliot tried not to let himself hope too hard. He tried to 
tell himself that the arm around his waist was just Robert 
trying not to be as... stand-offish as he'd been since 
Tulsa, but he couldn't help tightening his arm around the 
younger man's shoulders. "Did you have a question, 
darlin'," he almost whispered, not wanting to scare the 
boy off. "I told you I'd answer anything I could, right?" 
 
Robert sighed and leaned against the taller man, well 
aware of the fact that the touch was purely friendly. He 
paid no attention to the fact that until they'd gotten to 
this place he'd rejected even those kind touches. Instead 
he blushed again and stared even harder at the fading 
strands of color in the sky.  
 
"I... how long, Elliot? How... I... you keep saying I'll get 
through this but it already feels like forever and I just... 
HATE myself right now, and I feel... I feel so... dirty!" he 
sobbed quietly, tears forming in his eyes yet again, he 
noted with disgust. "I can't even think about... pleasure… 
without remembering what... and I... God, Elliot! H-how 
long is it going to take before I can... stand to be... 



touched?" 
 
The older man sighed, pulling the smaller blond close to 
his chest and holding him tightly. His head dipped a bit, 
lips resting against one smooth temple. "I don't know, 
darlin'," he admitted. "It's different for everyone who... 
goes through it. For me it was months... close to a year. 
And I wasn't the same after, just like you won't be the 
same." 
 
He pulled back just enough to meet weepy brown eyes. 
"Don't wait to get back to 'normal', darlin'. Because it's 
not gonna happen." One hand rose to stroke a tight, 
tear-streaked cheek lightly. "You're never gonna be the 
same again. You'll never TRUST the same again. But you'll 
make it through." Elliot nodded, giving the young man a 
confident smile. "I know you will." 
 
He almost thought he should give up right then. He'd 
never be the same. Elliot had said it himself and he 
would know. And... the person he felt himself becoming 
since the... event... wasn't someone he wanted to be. 
"H... how do you know?" he finally said, almost begging 
for some sort of comfort. 
 
Elliot smiled and stroked Robert's cheek again. It was 



time. He could sense it. FEEL it. And if he didn't say it 
now, he had a feeling it would never be said and that 
would be the worst thing that could happen to the 
younger blond, not to mention himself and his lover. 
 
"I know, darlin', because... remember what we talked 
about in the car? About... thirds?" He bit his lip a little 
then smiled slightly, hoping to be comforting. "You're our 
third, Robert. Mine and Trev's. You're meant for us... or 
that's how we feel, anyway." He watched as the brown 
eyes looked confused then widened, and when the 
young man tried to pull away he didn't let him. "Calm 
down, baby... darlin', calm down." 
 
He was panicked as soon as those words left the older 
man. Their third? There was no way. He couldn't... not 
ever! He could barely even stand to consider the idea of 
ever finding intimacy appealing again, and here was this 
man he trusted telling him that he AND Trevor wanted 
to...  
 
But Elliot wasn't trying to hurt him. Wasn't forcing him to 
do... anything, except stay in his arms. Hell, the older 
man wasn't even hard as far as Robert could tell, so... he 
forced himself to calm, just as Elliot was asking, and that 
was when he realized how irrational he'd become. 



 
Robert shivered slightly then relaxed into the tight hold 
on him, his eyes ashamed when he glanced for a moment 
into the pale and concerned blue ones just inches away. 
"I... I'm sorry. I just..." he sighed. 
 
"Freaked?" Elliot suggested sofly, still holding the young 
man against him as he willed his cock to stay quiet. "I can 
understand that, darlin'. But YOU need to understand 
that we-- Trev and I-- aren't going anywhere, okay?" He 
looked down into wide and frightened brown eyes. "We 
came to you because we care for you, darlin'. And we 
both want you to be a part of us. You already are to US, 
but... with what's happened, we know it's gonna take 
some time." 
 
He nodded slowly, still staring into those wide, 
disbelieving chocolate eyes. His hand stroked that cheek 
again, cupping it lightly as he let every emotion he felt for 
the man before him bleed into his own eyes. "We'll never 
push you, darlin'. Not ever. But... when you're ready... for 
anything... we're hoping it's us you'll turn to." 
 
Robert shivered again, equally enticed and disgusted by 
the sensations flowing through him at the words. "What 
if it's not you," he finally said after a minute or so of 



tense silence. "What if I want... someone else?" 
 
Eliot sighed softly, his hands roaming up and down the 
tense spine comfortingly again. "That's up to you, baby," 
he admitted quietly. "Trev and I... we have no control 
over who or what you want. But we'll still care for you 
and still want to be sure you're okay... and we'll still want 
you if you change your mind and decide to come back to 
us after." 
 
And somehow that obviously honest statement had 
Robert's mind reeling. Hell, his mind was reeling so much 
that he didn't even notice the creaking of the screen 
door consciously. He only knew he'd noticed it on any 
level when the other large, comforting body pressed 
against his back and he didn't cringe. 
 
"We'll always want you, baby," Trevor murmured, his 
arms wrapping around Robert's sides to touch his lover. 
"Even if you decide you just want to be friends. I mean, I 
figure that's pretty much all we've ever been, right?" His 
hands moved slowly up and down Elliot's sides and he 
knew Robert could feel what he was doing as well as his 
lover's subtle responses to it.  
 
"That's MY fault," Trevor murmured against Robert's ear. 



"I should have made you mine when we first met. I 
wanted to, but I didn't know you were... interested. And I 
know you're feeling kind of lost right now, but... when 
you want to feel someone touching you again... and 
know that whoever it is loves you... needs you..." he 
placed a soft, swift kiss to Robert's shoulder, "I want it to 
be us too." He nodded, echoing his El's earlier comment. 
 
And that just made him cry more, Robert noticed with a 
weepy frown. Of course, this time he was pressed tightly 
between two strong, lean bodies, both of which wanted 
him regardless of how unworthy and dirty he felt. 
 
And if there ever came a day when he could think 
about... sex... without cringing... well, he knew who he'd 
turn to. He loved them, after all. Even if he didn't know 
how or when being attracted had turned into... that. It 
was enough that it had and that they would wait.  
 
 

Part Twenty-Three 

 

Another night of trying to write, when all Harris really 
wanted to be doing was wandering the city with his 



Claimed. It wasn't as though he hadn't done his time 
patrolling, after all. Still, if he was ever going to finish his 
new book he had to work on it and what were his 
choices, really? Spend the afternoons on it when he 
could be with Spike instead? Not likely.  
 
So there he was, sitting at the desk in the corner trying to 
put words down while his mind wandered, imagining 
what his vampire was up to. Unfortunately for him-- and 
for his fans-- that wasn't getting it done. His deadline was 
getting closer and closer and he just couldn't seem to 
concentrate. 
 
"Fuck!" he sighed, rubbing at the ache of his missing eye. 
"Okay. Lavelle is in Rome where he, Bunny, Rowan and 
her girlfriend Carter meet up with the lovely Mary. For 
whatever reason the beautiful dark-haired girl takes a 
liking to poor one-eyed Lavelle."  
He frowned and read the last few paragraphs he'd 
written then shook his head before deleting them. "This 
should NOT be so hard. Hell, it's my LIFE! I lived it! So 
why can't I put it down on paper... computer. 
Whatever?" 
 
Spike chuckled from the doorway, smirking when the 
young man jumped a bit. "Maybe, luv, because you don't 



want ta finish it... get ta th' end of that one an' th' next 
one's goin' ta have ta deal with Lavelle an' Mary not 
workin' out... an' th' YOU bloke starting ta write... might 
be a bit too close ta home for you, yah?" 
 
Harris grinned. "You're home early, babe... it's barely 
even three." Then he sighed. "You're probably right, 
though. I mean, okay... I always admitted that Lavelle 
was based on me when I was a kid, but... I don't think I 
really want everyone figuring out that the things in the 
books really happened, you know?" 
 
"So change it," he said with a shrug as he strolled over to 
kiss his Claimed. "Give th' Lavelle in your book a different 
life, yah? Th' one you always wished you'd have." 
 
"Mmmm..." the brunette came as close to purring as he 
could then laughed softly. "So I should have him end up 
shacking up with Spark and having incredibly hot man-
sex? Because I gotta tell you, babe... that's exactly the life 
I wished for after Sunnydale imploded, no matter HOW 
unlikely it seemed, what with you being dead and all."  
 
Spike grinned and pulled his beloved from his chair then 
dragged him into the living room and collapsed on the 
couch, the brunette beside him. "Right, then. An' seein' 



as I did come home early an' you're stalled... how about 
we just give up on work for tonight, 'ey? We could go out 
or somethin'. Figure you must be hungry by now, luv. 's 
almost time for your four AM pizza call," he winked. 
 
Harris laughed and shook his head, looking down at his 
bare feet and sweat pants. "And the reason I always 
order IN at night, babe? The complete and utter lack of 
desire to get dressed enough to go out." 
 
"Think I might have bought us some more of that 
frosting, pet... could get even less dressed an' have a bit 
of a snack..." One dark brow waggled playfully under 
white blond hair, pulling a laugh from the human. 
 
"Actually, I was thinking about ordering something from 
that all night sushi place, love... unless you'd rather go 
with the pizza after all?" It was a valid question, simply 
because Harris had never seen Spike pass on any of the 
human food in the apartment. No, if HE was eating, his 
vampire had to join in, even if it was just stealing bites 
from his plate and eating them VERY suggestively. "But 
I'll be sure to save some room for dessert," he offered, 
his own brows bobbing wickedly. 
 
Spike sighed and pouted playfully. "Fine. Make me wait. 



Get your soddin' raw fish, see if I care." 
 
And Harris had to laugh again, even while he moved 
closer and caught the soft, cool lips with his own warmer 
ones. His tongue dipped slowly and demandingly into 
Spike's mouth and he nearly crawled into his lap as he 
pressed himself closer still, one hand sliding up a cotton-
clad arm and shoulder until his fingers tangled in short 
blond hair, his other hand finding the outline of one 
hidden silver ring and twisting lightly.  
 
"I'm gonna make you scream tonight, babe... make you 
shiver until the only thing that'll help is feeling me cum 
so deep in you you'll be able to taste me..." he murmured 
against the cool mouth, his tongue diving deep again. 
 
The vampire groaned, lips and tongue devouring the 
mouth on his willfully, teeth nipping gently at the 
twisting, teasing flexible muscle of his beloved, then 
sighed as the other man pulled away. "Bloody hell, pet..." 
 
"So... tuna roll, right? And a spicy shrimp roll, babe?" 
 
Spike pouted slightly, his eyes promising a reckoning 
later, but he nodded as he rubbed at the pronounced 
bulge in his jeans. "Yah... an' some of that seaweed salad, 



luv... an' don't forget th'..." 
 
"Extra wasabi. I know, Spike!" Harris grinned and stood 
quickly before sauntering off to save his book and make 
the call. It was a good thing the place delivered quickly at 
this time of night. He really wanted his dessert. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He'd barely hung up the phone when it rang again, the 
caller ID showing Elliot's cell number. 
 
"Hey," Harris said worriedly, "How's it going, buddy?" 
 
Elliot's voice sounded less tense than it had in days when 
he replied. 
 
"I think... pretty good, all things considered. He... let us 
hold him earlier. Without screaming, I mean." 
 
"Okay... and that's good? Or am I missing something?" 
 
"Well, compared to how he was before we got here, 
yeah, it's good. I... sorry about earlier. He doesn't know 
you guys know what happened, so..." a sigh. 
 



"Oh... got it. Okay. So as far as Spike and I go, we just 
think you guys are on a little vacation." His voice sounded 
skeptical, of course. Robert MUST know Elliot's best 
friend knew. After all, the blond had been at his place 
when he'd suddenly run off for Oklahoma. 
 
"Fine," another sigh, "Maybe he does know and he's 
just... in denial or something. Hell, I'm surprised he's not 
in denial about the whole thing. He's... stronger than I 
think even HE knows, Harris." 
 
"But that's a good thing, right? I mean..." Harris nodded 
as Spike came into the small office. "Hold on, El. Spike's 
here. I'm putting you on speaker." 
 
"Okay... so like I was saying, that's a good thing, right?" 
he smiled at his vampire, relaxing into the strong 
embrace he was offered. 
 
"I hope so," Elliot said after a moment, "I'm just worried 
that... I don't know." 
 
"What, mate? That he might try ta be too strong an' 
handle it all himself?" Spike frowned, his chin resting on 
his Xan's shoulder. "Doubt you an' Trev will let that 
happen, yah?" 



 
Elliot sighed one more time. "Not planning on it, Will. At 
least he isn't having the nightmares again... Oh! That 
reminds me! Something strange happened... well, maybe 
not strange for you guys, but still..." 
 
Harris felt his eye growing wide as his friend told him 
about the unusual Native American woman and her 
bizarrely appropriate gift. "Okay... and you're sure there 
isn't a Hellmouth there, right? Because that sounds like it 
has weird written all over it, El." 
 
Spike snorted. "Not bloody likely. 's a Reservation, right? 
Holy ground an' all. Th' bad native boogedies aren't 
rightly known for traipsin' about in broad daylight, 
either." He shrugged, repeating what he‘d read in the 
book Anya‘d left behind that Thanksgiving with the bear. 
 
. "Not sayin' it isn't odd, mate, but if young Bobby seems 
ta be even a little better, you might want ta stop 
questionin' it an' just go with it, yah?" 
 
The blond on the phone was silent for a second or two. "I 
guess I'm afraid it'll go away. Whatever it is that's making 
him feel...I don't know. Not GOOD about what happened 
but... not so completely destroyed, either." 



 
The vampire shrugged again, even though the other man 
couldn't see him. "An' maybe it WILL go away, bloke. 
Suggest you treasure it while you can, though. An' didn't 
you say th' old bird put a blessin' on you? Might be this is 
part of it." 
 
Elliot's voice was a bit lighter when he replied. "I guess it 
could be. Anyway, I just wanted to let you guys know 
we're here and... things are looking a little bit better. I... 
well, thanks for worrying." 
 
"No problem, El... we know he's special to you, and... 
well, we just want him to be okay, too. You'll keep us in 
the loop?" 
 
"Yeah... uh, Harris? He... Robert. He's special to both of 
us. We, uh... hell, we love him, okay? How's that for 
loopy?" 
 
" 's a bloody good thing, mate," Spike said smugly. 
"Doubt th' Powers would have sent 'Patia ta Trev an' you 
if you weren't meant ta luv th' bloke, yah? Just needed 
someone ta kick your asses a bit 'til you saw reason." 
 
"Okay... and that's an interesting perspective..." 



 
Another snort. " 's what it looks like from out here, mate. 
Figure you might be seein' it some other way, but that's 
how it is, right, luv?" He arched a brow at his Claimed, his 
arms loosening around the dark-haired young man. 
 
"Uh, maybe. But it doesn't matter, El. You guys will help 
him and things will work out. Just... let us know how it's 
going every once in a while, okay?" 
 
"Yeah... I will. And thanks, guys. It really means a lot to 
me that you care." 
 
"Later, mate. Sushi's here." 
 
"I'll call in a couple days. Probably late again. I... wanted 
to wait until Robert was sleeping." A slightly guilty sound. 
"Bye, guys... and thanks again."  
 
 

Part Twenty-Four 

 

The remains of their dinner were in the fridge, extra 
wasabi and all. Robert was possibly going to be alright... 



eventually. And Harris was finished writing for the night, 
just as Spike was done with his rounds. That left only one 
thing to do for the two and a half hours or so until 
sunrise, the vampire decided.  
 
"C'mon, luv," Spike grinned, pulling his Claimed towards 
their small garden. " 's a luvly night... clear an' warm... 
want ta see you in th' moonlight, pet. Luv th' way you 
look all coated in silver an' shinin'... 's hot." 
 
Harris laughed. "I thought it was the sun that made me 
so 'hot', babe..." his fingers tangled with the blond's as 
they strolled outside.  
 
A shrug and a deep, rich chuckle. "Nah... 's you that 
makes you so hot, luv... makes ME so hot, too. Like you 
are now... half-naked an' shimmerin'..." Blue eyes raked 
over warm, moon-limned skin, stopping at the waist of 
the sweats. "Pants, beloved... off now." 
 
"Hmmm... see, that would make me all-naked, Spike. Not 
that I mind, but... you seem to be wearing WAY too many 
clothes." His warm brown eye slid over the cloth-covered 
form as he crossed his arms. "So. Shirts. Off. And the 
boots." His brow arched and he leaned back against a 
planter. "Now, babe. Or I'll just stay dressed until dawn." 



 
And the bastard would do just that, Spike knew. Of 
course, since he hadn't planned on staying fully clothed, 
or clothed at all, really, that wasn't a problem. He'd 
learned that when his love crossed his arms like that, 
there could be a battle of wills. Fortunately, Xan usually 
only got demanding over things HE didn't mind a bit. 
 
"Right, then, luv," he purred, pulling the t-shirt and long-
sleeved shirt over his head then tossing them through 
the open door to the apartment. The boots were just as 
easy to get off since they were already untied. Spike 
simply toed them off, kicking them away as he arched a 
brow. "So, pet...? Pants now?" 
 
"You first, babe," Harris grinned, his arms relaxing as one 
hand dropped to the tented front of his sweat pants. His 
fingers stroked slowly over his hardening shaft as he 
watched his claimed from just a few feet away. "Slowly, 
okay?" 
 
"Well, well... someone's feelin' feisty, 'ey? Right then... 
this slow enough for you, pet?" His scarred brow arched 
slightly as his long, elegant fingers stroked slowly up the 
thighs of his pants to the first button of his fly. 
 



He licked his lips, watching closely as first that one 
button was released, then the next, almost groaning as 
the dark fabric spread, revealing dark hairs and just a hint 
of that beautiful cock he craved so much. "Y-yeah, babe... 
just like that..." Harris's hand moved a little faster on his 
own concealed and already weeping shaft. "Fuck... Spike, 
I... wish you could see yourself. You're so... fucking... 
beautiful." 
 
Spike smirked and undid the last three buttons then 
pushed the dark, soft denim down his thighs an inch at a 
time. "Know that, luv... I'm almost as bloody luvly as you 
are. Not quite, but... close enough, yah?" He shimmied 
his hips teasingly as he worked the cloth down to his 
ankles, fingers pushing his socks down and off at the 
same time. "Oh, bloody hell... seem ta be tangled up a 
bit. Hold on, luv." 
 
Harris watched, swallowing hard as Spike twitched and 
twisted, somehow ending up bent over and facing away 
from him, that perfect pale ass waggling enticingly at him 
and... that was enough. His sweats came off faster than 
he would have believed possible even a year earlier and 
while he wasn't entirely sure of how he'd managed to 
move without trying, he found himself pressed hard 
against his vampire, his body bent over as well, seeking 



as much skin-on-skin contact as possible. 
 
"Gods, babe... the things you do... to me, I..." 
 
And that was exactly the reaction he'd been looking for. 
His Xan was feeling all manly and Spike would be damned 
if he wasn't going to take advantage of that little fact. 
Thus the turning and shifting. "Always goin' ta, Xan... but 
not tonight, yah...?" He pressed back against the 
wonderfully hard cock laying along his crack. "Think 
you're wantin' ta do some things ta me, though. What 
did you say? Make me scream an' shiver?" One hand 
struggled into the pocket of his discarded jeans and he 
removed the small tube he kept there for emergencies. 
"Been lookin' forward ta that." 
 
"J-jesus fuck..." Harris groaned, "As many times as 
possible before sunrise, love..." 
His hand found his beloved's around his waist, pressing 
the tube into it. "Best be gettin' started then, luv... we're 
burnin' moonlight here." 
 
And just like that, Harris was laughing. "Gods, babe... 
you're such a romantic." He pulled away a little, opening 
the lube quickly and squeezing a bit onto his fingers 
before pressing one slick digit deep into the little pink 



hole his love was showing him. 
 
Spike moaned quietly, straightening a bit as the finger 
slipped deep. "Don't need ta be romantic right now, 
pet... just need ta be fucked... so good an' deep, Xan..." 
He moaned again, louder, as a second finger joined the 
first, both of them writhing slow and sweet inside him. 
"Bloody hell, luv... hurry!" 
 
The smile that spread across the brunette's lips was 
smug, even as he pulled his fingers from the amazingly 
tight sheath of his claimed's ass. "Hmmm..." he 
murmured, pulling the vampire fully upright, "No. I think 
I'd rather take my time, babe... do this right, you know?" 
His arms wrapped around the strong and slender waist, 
one hand dipping down to wrap lightly around the long, 
thick shaft he found there. 
 
"Soddin'... you goin' ta fuck me or not, pet?" Spike almost 
growled, rocking his hips back and forth against his love's 
groin. "C'mon, luv... been all patient-like an' everthin'... 
let you order sushi an' all that, didn't I?" 
 
"Shut up, Spike. I'VE been waiting ever since you left last 
night. We're gonna do this MY way," Harris snapped, 
entirely aware of how much his vamp liked it when he 



used that tone. Of course, that was why he usually saved 
it for ocassions when his claimed had been particularly 
well-behaved, so it didn't happen often. He walked 
slowly backwards, pulling his love with him until he felt 
the faux-stone wall against his shoulders, then turned 
them. 
 
Strong pale hands were placed deliberately at shoulder 
height, palms on the rough surface as long, toned legs 
were spread and placed a few feet back, leaving that 
glorious spine stretched and arched, the wonderful ass 
presented for his delight. "That's better," Harris 
murmured with one slow lick to his vampire's anus 
before he straightened. "Mmmm... chocolate. Good 
choice, babe. Now don't move." 
 
His human was trying to drive him insane. Again. 
Touching him, positioning him, licking his hole, for fuck's 
sake and then... telling him not to move? Spike groaned. 
"Know you l-like th'... choccy, mate..." He gasped, losing 
his voice as his Xan suddenly slammed those two fingers 
deep again, this time rubbing them hard against that 
small nub inside him. His hips rocked and he gasped 
again as a hard smack greeted the action. 
 
"I thought I told you to hold still?" Harris said, chuckling 



softly as he felt that perfect hole tighten jerkily on his 
fingers. "Or do I need to get the special paddle, babe?" It 
was a rhetorical question, mostly because he had no 
intention of stopping what he was doing. Besides, his 
claimed wasn't moving anymore. "Maybe later, then..."  
 
Another finger stretched him more and Spike moaned 
loudly as it pressed at his prostate as well. "L-luv... d-
don't, I..." His eyes clenched shut and he tried to hold on. 
 
It was a matter of a moment to squeeze what was left in 
the tube directly onto the length of his cock and drop the 
plastic to the slates. He spread it quickly, making sure to 
coat himself just enough but not too much. He knew 
what his love liked, after all. "Don't you dare cum yet, 
babe," Harris murmured, his fingers flexing against that 
spot again, "If you do, I'll have to... punish you later..." 
 
"B-bloody hell...!" Spike growled, his features shifting as 
the threat combined with the blissful fingering had him 
spurting roughly at the wall. "X-xan...!" 
 
Yeah, it never failed, Harris told himself with a grin. Offer 
Spike a nice little bit of painful sex and he'd blow like a 
schoolboy. He thrust his fingers harder, keeping the 
clenching of Spike's muscled ring from forcing him out, 



although he angled away from the blond's prostate. "And 
now we know what we'll be doing AFTER dawn, babe..." 
 
He pulled his fingers roughly from the relaxing hole and 
spun the older man around, lifting him quickly and 
pressing him against the wall. "Legs around my waist," he 
commanded, staring into the blue-flecked golden eyes. 
"Now," Harris added, his cock seeping against his 
vampire's sac. 
 
He could feel his own cum against his back as Xander 
pressed him against the wall but he didn't much care. His 
beloved was finally going to fuck him, and... judging from 
the tone of voice, it would be a true fucking. He truly 
adored each and every time they made love, but... 
sometimes the demon in him just needed a good rough 
buggering. 
 
His legs rose almost on their own and locked around the 
solid warmth of his Xan's body and he growled again as 
he felt himself lifted just a bit more, the stone scraping 
against his spine. "Granted," he groaned. 
 
"Damn skippy, it's 'granted'," Harris snarled quietly, his 
hands under the blond's cheeks, holding them spread 
further as he slammed himself deep into his love's 



amazing ass. "Fuck!" he cried, the sudden and complete 
sensation of the well-loved coolness surrounding him. 
"Jesus... fuck!" 
 
His shoulders pressed hard against the stone, pushing 
himself harder on that blissful cock as the burn of the 
sudden entry and the fullness he felt made his cock swell 
thick and ready again. "Xan... bloody... do it ta me, Xan... 
give it ta me good..." He growled again, sharp teeth 
digging into his own lip as he waited for his love to move. 
"P-please, luv..." 
 
The brunette took a deep shuddering breath then 
nodded slightly, his hands flexing on the toned, rounded 
ass as he lifted his love, almost pulling him off of his cock 
before reversing the motion and arching up into Spike's 
descent. "L-like that, babe...?" 
 
His own hands dug hard into the tops of his human's 
shoulders, fingers clenching on heated skin as he was 
skewered roughly. "Yah... that's it... fuck Xan... don't 
stop..." 
 
Harris groaned and repeated the motion, frowing when it 
didn't give him enough freedom of movement. "Hold on, 
babe..." he murmured, one hand sliding to Spike's back 



as he took the vampire's weight from the wall, holding 
the paler chest against his own. "Need to move." 
 
Spike would have growled again but Xander was carrying 
him and staggering slightly and the last thing either of 
them needed was to fall over in a tangle, possibly hurting 
one or both of them. Fortunately, they didn't go far, he 
told himself as his human set him down on the edge of 
the wrought iron table. He laid back, his eyes locked on 
the wicked gleam in the deep brown eye. "More," he 
growled, his legs pulling the throbbing shaft harder into 
his aching ass. 
 
"Remember you said that, babe," Harris groaned, his 
hands on tense hips as he pulled back completely, 
watching that tight little pucker close. "Let's try this 
again," he added, slamming himself fully, deeply, roughly 
into his love's body. 
 
And that was more like it, Spike told himself silently, his 
eyes rolling back at the sheer force of both entry and 
thrust. "Uhhh... y-yah..." he growled, legs still flexing as 
his beloved rode hard in and out of him, sawing and 
shifting, battering the walls of his ass. "Xan..." 
 
"Legs up," the human demanded, hands sliding under the 



crooks of Spike's knees when the vampire immediately 
complied. He pushed the bent legs higher, almost to the 
pale chest as he moved harder, faster still, angling for 
that one spot as he felt himself thickening more, his sac 
tight and rising higher towards his groin. "Spike... fuck 
yeah... Unnngggggh... take it! Take it a-all, b-babe... fuck, 
love you... love f-fucking y-you..." 
 
Spike whimpered, his cock throbbing and trapped 
between his legs and chest as the shaft inside him moved 
so deep and hard he'd be limping happily for hours. "G-
give me... it... Xan... l-luv... l-luv it... luv y-you..." He felt 
himself shuddering, his body shaking at the repeated 
slams to the sweet spot within him. His hands found his 
bent knees and pushed them apart, his cock bouncing 
from the release just as it pulsed hard. "B-b-blood-d-
dy..." 
 
His eye locked on the ecstatic expression on his love's 
face and Harris gasped his excitement at being the one to 
put it there. He slammed himself into that welcoming, 
grasping hole again, overwhelmed completely by the fact 
that he knew his own ecstasy matched his vampire's.  
 
His cock throbbed harder, swelling still more as his balls 
hardened to a rock-like state. "Sh-shit... Spike... g-



gonna... c-c-cum..." he managed to stammer, his fingers 
gripping the pale knees tighter as he nearly broke his 
own back he was thrusting so hard. 
 
"XAN! B-bloody...! CUM! CUM, XAN!" Spike shouted, 
holding his legs even wider apart while his shaft jerked, 
then jumped, then spewed wild, white strings of slightly 
cool seed across his own chest, his own chin, his anus 
clamping tight around the battering ram inside him and 
trying to milk it dry as he felt the hot, thick wash of fluids 
fill him. 
 
And as always, hearing Spike tell him to cum had him 
doing just that. His eye slammed shut and he pressed 
himself deep as his heart pounded so fast he couldn't 
breathe, and then he was flying, floating, losing himself 
in bliss and pure pleasure. He exploded in wicked, rough 
spurts, a loud wordless cry spilling from his lips as he 
reached the apex of his flight and came crashing wildly to 
earth only to find himself collapsed over his love, those 
long, strong legs around him again, holding him just as 
closely and tenderly as the equally strong arms around 
his shoulders. 
 
"J-jesus... fuck, Spike..." he whispered after a few 
minutes spent trying to catch his breath. "G-gods, 



babe..." 
 
"Bloody... hell, pet... never f-felt you so... deep, luv..." the 
vampire moaned, his entire body still shaking slightly. " 't 
was... amazin'..." 
 
Harris nodded slowly, his lips at the crook of Spike's neck. 
"Did I... I didn't hurt you, right?" 
 
His neck arched, pressing against those warm lips and he 
purred low and deep. "No more than I wanted you ta, 
beloved..." 
 
The brunette smiled and bit the offered skin softly. 
"Good... but as soon as I recover, I'm gonna make love to 
you, slow and sweet. I think... I just need that, okay?" 
 
Spike chuckled softly. " 's fine, luv... don't think I could 
handle another go like that just now anyway." His hands 
stroked the warm back slowly, frowning at the small 
cold-bumps he felt growing as human sweat reacted to 
the early morning air. "Might think about headin' in soon, 
though. Like th' bed best for makin' love, yah?" 
 
Harris smiled again, reluctantly pulling himself from 
Spike's abused ass. "Yeah, babe... bed it is." 



 
He'd been right, the vampire thought with a chuckle as 
his Claimed helped him from the table. He was definitely 
going to be limping a bit. Still, it was worth it. 
 
They made their way inside, holding on to each other for 
support and finally collapsed on their bed. They didn't 
deliberately go to sleep, but neither of them fought it, 
either. They simply wrapped around each other in a 
pleasantly tangled mass and drifted, knowing they'd pick 
up where they'd left off as soon as they woke.  
 
 

Part Twenty-Five 

 

Iggy-- or Farrell as he prefered to be called-- let his 
irritated gaze sweep over the woman. "You chose well. 
Your body, anyway. What do you want?" 
 
"Gods, Farrell, shut up! She could..." 
 
"Do exactly nothing to us? Yeah, I know, Ricky. We can't 
harm each other, remember?" He stared at Hypatia, 
crossing his arms. "Well? I'm waiting." 



 
She looked around, one brow arched. "If this is really 
where you want to have this conversation, fine. It'll save 
me some time."  
 
She brushed past the two men and stepped into the 
recessed doorway, straightening the drugged blonde's 
skirt and turning her to sit in the doorway, propped 
against the door. With any luck, she'd think she'd just 
gotten drunk and wandered off before passing out. 
 
"As for what I want," she continued coldly, "I want to 
know what the HELL you two think you're doing! This is 
NOT what we became human for, in case you've 
forgotten." 
 
Farrell laughed, truly amused. "We became mortal, 
sister-dear, to FEEL. To exercise free will. Unfortunately 
for you and your precious 'Powers', MY free will tells me 
that this is JUST what we should be doing." 
 
Hypatia blinked, her stomach rolling sickly all of a 
sudden. "And you, Ricky? This is what you think is right? 
You're not worried about what you're doing to innocent 
people, to yourself, even to your sou..." 
 



"Oh, I know you're not about to say 'soul'." Farrell was 
laughing again. "Or haven't you figured it out yet, sis? We 
don't HAVE souls. How could we? We may be mortal and 
have human bodies now, but we're NOT human. Not on 
the inside. How can you not see that?" 
 
He obviously believed what he was saying; it was clear in 
his eyes, his face. The only question was how he'd gotten 
such a bizarre idea. 
 
"Don't tell me you're buying his line of bullshit Ricky. Is 
that why you're letting him tell you what to do? Letting 
him make you hurt people?" 
 
"Nobody's getting hurt!" Ricky finally said, glancing at 
Farrell quickly. "They don't remember it and... come on, 
Hy. It's just for fun! Besides, Farrell's right. We DON'T 
have souls. None of us. If we did, do you really think I'd 
be..." 
 
Her violet eyes narrowed and she wanted to scream. "So 
you DO buy his crap. That's perfect. I suppose I chose my 
body better than you did yours. At least mine has a 
functioning brain." 
 
The shorter, darker man laughed again, bitterly this time. 



"You really HAVEN'T figured it out yet, have you? We. 
Have. No. Souls. Because WE aren't HUMAN. Or to put it 
another way... the souls that were born to our bodies, 
sister...? They DIED with the brains and bodies for that 
moment before WE took over. We moved into empty 
shells. A few memories but no personalities, no SOULS!"  
 
His smile was just as bitter as his laugh had been. "WE 
provide the... spark. Not anything born of light. We may 
be mortal, but we are NOT human, Hypatia. Not in any 
way that counts. There is no Heaven or Hell dimension 
waiting for us. What we do... doesn't matter." 
 
* * * * * 
 
She'd waited for long, stunned seconds, waiting for the 
Powers to tell her Iggy was lying... that he misunderstood 
or was just plain wrong. Then she'd waited for even 
longer disillusioned minutes, still hoping as the two men 
stared at her. 
 
"That... I... it isn't..." she frowned and swallowed hard, 
shaking her head. "I refuse to accept that. It can't be 
true. If it is, then... our whole existence, the deal we 
made, our whole purpose is..." 
 



"Death and nothingness," Ricky said sadly. "We're just 
here to feel. And when these bodies... die, we'll just 
disappear. And maybe that was the plan all along. The 
Powers couldn't kill us while we were one and eternal, 
could they? We were too strong. But if they could trick 
us, get us to choose mortality, then..." 
 
"They remove a whole lot of power that could be used 
against them someday," Iggy finished for him. "And it 
worked, didn't it?" He frowned. "Do you get it NOW, 
Hypatia? Your Powers SCREWED us. Me and Ricky... 
we're just screwing them back a little is all." 
 
"No," she almost whispered, backing away towards the 
girl who was still collapsed in the doorway. "I don't... I 
WON'T believe it! They're just... testing us! Yes, that's it! 
The Powers are testing us and you two are going to 
FAIL!" 
 
Farrell shook his head and looked at Ricky. "Let's get out 
of here, bro." He glanced back at the tall black-haired 
woman. "When you realize we're right, Hy, find us. We'll 
teach you how to have some REAL fun." 
 
She barely even noticed them walking away. She was too 
busy listening to the echoing silence in the corner of her 



brain where the Powers should have been telling her that 
Farrell and Ricky were wrong.  
 
 

Part Twenty-Six 

 

He woke with a sudden jerk, his eyes widening to stare at 
the empty bed around him.  
"El? Robert?" he called, worried somehow that... but no, 
he knew they'd never leave. Not without him, anyway, 
no matter what the tiny voice in his head insisted. It 
reminded him of the dreams he'd had when he and Elliot 
had been... strained. 
 
That little voice grew louder by the moment until Trevor 
was almost ready to scream. His hands roamed the 
sheets, hoping to find some lingering warmth that would 
tell him the others had just gotten up and were maybe 
making coffee or in the bathroom or... something. 
Something simple, something innocent, something that 
didn't end with him being alone. 
 
And again, he wanted to scream at finding only cool, soft 
cotton.  



 
He should have known, he thought sadly and angrily. 
Should have known they'd... and why wouldn't they? 
Both of them so... born human, so amazing. How could 
he compare, much less compete? 
 
One hand rose to his mouth and he gnawed at a cuticle 
as he tried to stay calm.  
They knew what he was, knew where he'd come from. 
He should have expected them to just... 
 
"Trev?" Elliot frowned at his lover's furrowed brow. "You 
okay, love? What's going on?" He paused in the doorway 
for a moment then moved as quickly as he could to the 
bed without running. 
 
He sat on the edge, one hand finding the dark-haired 
man's shoulder and rubbing it lightly. "Baby...?" he tried 
again, becoming even more confused when the younger 
man suddenly flung his arms around him and held him 
hard. "Trev... what's wrong?" He was actually scared. 
 
Trevor shook his head and held on to the older man 
harder, a broad smile crossing his face as he pressed 
himself closer. "Nothing... nothing, El. I'm just... not used 
to waking up alone anymore, I guess. I'm fine." 



 
One slender blond brow arched even as Elliot's arms 
wrapped around his lover's sleep-warmed body. "Ah... 
guess we should have woken you, then." He had no idea 
of why Trevor was lying to him but... it didn't seem 
important at the moment. Not as long as Trev was 
holding him so tightly, and definitely not when... 
 
"Robert wanted to watch a movie on the plasma screen. I 
was just getting him settled in the loft with a few DVDs 
and snacks for after he finishes his breakfast." He didn't 
mention the part about Robert saying he'd be out there 
for at least a few hours and not to worry about him; that 
he'd be fine there if Elliot and Trevor wanted to spend 
the time getting 'reacquainted'. 
 
And suddenly Trevor felt incredibly stupid. No, more than 
stupid. He felt like the idiot his sister had called him. That 
didn't keep him from rubbing his cheek against Elliot's 
shoulder and purring, though. And why the HELL was he 
feeling so uncertain? He was SURE about him and Elliot, 
and equally sure about the both of them and Robert.  
 
"Mmmm... what's he watching...? And don't I get any 
breakfast, baby?" He lifted his head, his eyes bright and 
warm brown as he met the pale, shining blue ones mere 



inches away. 
 
Elliot laughed softly. "He's got the Die Hard trilogy, 
love..." he murmured, leaning in for a slow, thorough 
kiss, pressing Trevor back against the sheets slowly. "And 
you'll get breakfast... as soon as I have mine..." 
 
It was the smug and suggestive look on El's face that told 
him what the other man was talking about just as much 
as the nimble fingers dipping into the waist of the 
'Montana' sweat pants he'd bought when they'd stopped 
the day before. "El... wh-what are you...?" 
 
The blond smiled softly and pressed his lips to the 
younger man's again, the tip of his tongue tracing the 
seam of his lips for a moment as his hand moved lower 
under the soft cloth. His free hand stroked silky dark hair 
back from the unlined forehead as he pressed into the 
hot, wet cavern of teeth, tongue and gums. 
 
Those strong, slightly calloused finger wrapped around 
him and Trevor gasped, finally participating in the 
wickedly, sinfully desired dance of tongue on tongue. 
"Gods! El!" he gasped, dragging himself away from that 
tempting touch, "We... can't! Robert!"  
 



"Robert's happy in the barn, baby," Elliot murmured, the 
loss of his lover's mouth simply sending his lips across 
one slightly rough cheek to the soft dangle of an earlobe. 
"He'll be... busy... for at least a couple hours." He nibbled 
that lobe, then sucked at it gently as his hand began a 
slow, stroking motion on the flesh it was wrapped 
around. "I'm hoping," he breathed wickedly, "That we 
will be too..." 
 
Trevor groaned, his cock springing quickly to life as his 
head pressed back against the bed. "Gods... El... I've 
missed..." He sat up slightly, dragging the t-shirt over his 
head and tossing it aside. Less than a moment later, he 
found himself supine again, one hand resting on Elliot's 
head, fingers tangled in short blond hair. "Gods, baby... 
I'm so yours..." 
 
He smiled against the sleek neck as he moved lower, lips 
and tongue caressing strong pecs, nuzzling through the 
small diamond-shaped patch of soft dark hair between. 
"Missed this too... Master..." he whispered teasingly, 
slowly laving one small nipple, teasing it to a tight point. 
 
"Fuck," Trevor moaned, his hand on the blond's head 
pushing him lower at the reminder of the original state of 
their relationship, although it had definitely become 



more fluid in the last few months. "That's a good boy," 
he murmured shakily as he felt his lover pressing soft, 
wet kisses down his torso. "Strip me," he said although 
his tone made it more a request than a demand. 
 
Elliot smiled to himself, even as he pulled away from the 
soft olive skin and pulled his occupied hand from 
beneath the sweats. "I love obeying, Master," he 
murmured, slowly hooking his thumbs in the waist of the 
material and gently, carefully stretching the elastic to 
work it down over Trevor's throbbing shaft, tense thighs, 
flexing calves. Finally, he stood and moved to the end of 
the bed, one hand caressing each foot, stroking the arch 
as he removed the sweat pants completely. He dropped 
them to the floor and waited, his own sweats tented 
mightily. 
 
Trevor shivered a bit at the knowledge that he would 
finally be with his lover again. It had been... days now, 
and maybe it was just because his body was so young, 
but... that was far TOO long, especially after their long 
drought not so long ago. Add in the fact that his El was 
just standing there waiting, and... He swallowed hard and 
sat up, swinging his legs over the side of the bed, his 
knees spreading wide as he wrapped his fingers around 
his shaft, stroking softly and slowly. "Look at me," he 



said, not commanding or demanding but simply... asking. 
"Tell me what you want." 
 
His eyes found Trevor's first, then traveled slowly down 
his body, finally stopping at the beauty his love held in 
his hand. "Let me taste you, Trev... feel you in my mouth. 
I want... I want to make you cum. Will you let me?" 
 
The brunette frowned and shook his head suddenly. 
"Shit. I... El, would..." he sighed and stood, moving 
towards the other man quickly and pulling him tight 
against him. "I don't want this," he finally said. 
 
Elliot blinked in the close embrace, almost thinking his 
heart was going to stop beating. "I... you don't want...? 
What, Trev?" He frowned and squeezed his eyes closed. 
"Y-you don't want ME?" He wished he'd been expecting 
it, but he really hadn't. He'd honestly thought that... 
being just an ordinary human was good enough, but... 
obviously he'd been wrong. He steeled himself for the 
words he feared were coming, although he knew that 
even with years to get ready it would still hurt to know 
for sure. 
 
And apparently he wasn't the only one who was still kind 
of insecure, Trevor realized even as he shook his head 



and kissed Elliot hard. "No... never that, baby..." he 
murmured, holding the older man closer still as his hands 
roamed his clothed body needily. "I just..." he pulled 
back a bit to meet the confused blue eyes. "Can we just 
be us? Elliot and Trevor? I... fuck, I just... I don't want to 
play Master, okay?" He blushed slightly and gave his 
lover a sheepish smile. "I'm not saying we won't be 
pulling out the collar and leash again, but... I think... 
haven't we moved past that, baby? Can't we just be... 
us?" 
 
It wasn't what he'd be expecting; in fact it was something 
he'd only ever hoped to hear. Then again, they'd been 
mostly just 'them' for a while, but... he'd thought Trev 
missed the way they'd been in the beginning. Of course, 
he hadn't enjoyed it as much as he'd expected to on the 
occasions when Trevor had played servant to his Master 
either, so... "Yeah, baby..." he murmured, his arms finally 
returning the tight hold as his lips found one soft, prickly 
cheek. "Us. I'd love that..."  
 
 

Part Twenty-Seven 

 



"Gods, El," Trevor mumbled nearly incoherently, his 
entire body arching against the bed as the blond 
swallowed him. "You're so... good with your... mouth... 
fuck, baby... want to taste you, too..." His fingers flexed 
roughly in the blond hair, stretching the tight scalp as his 
legs wrapped wildly around the top of Elliot's shoulders. 
 
Elliot chuckled silently, swirling his tongue around the tip 
of Trevor's long, slender cock. He lifted his head for just a 
moment, giving his lover a heated look. "Later, love. I 
told you. I get my breakfast first." He grinned then 
dropped his lips to that tasty shaft again, taking it in 
quickly and scraping his teeth ever so slightly over the tip 
on his way down. 
 
"Elliot!" hands making fists in the satin hair, "Gods! Uh... 
too long!" He couldn't bear to watch that wonderful 
mouth stretching around him, swallowing him wildly, 
wickedly, needily. But he couldn't bear not to watch, 
either. His eyes locked on that bobbing head, even as he 
felt himself tightening. "El... gods, El... shit, I'm..." His 
back arched harder, eyes slamming closed as he 
unloaded himself in fast, rough spasms down the blond's 
throat. 
 
His grinned around the spurting length of his lover's shaft 



as his tongue continued stroking the thick vein on the 
underside, the muscles in his throat clenching and pulling 
a few more small splashes of slightly salty and purely 
Trevor-flavored fluid from it before finally pulling 
reluctantly away, his own cock dripping steady streams 
of nearly clear liquid on the sheets. He smiled smugly, 
looking up into the wide, sated brown eyes and licked his 
lips.  
 
"Mmmm… breakfast of champions," he murmured, 
crawling up the relaxed and slightly trembling form to 
press a slow kiss to the parted, panting lips. 
 
Trevor laughed softly, the sound somewhat shaky. 
"Gods... love the... way you... taste me, baby..." He finally 
managed to let go of Elliot's hair, his hands sliding down 
to rest on the pale skin of the other man's back.  
 
He shifted slightly, feeling Elliot's hard cock against his 
thigh. "You didn't... shit, I need you to..." He swallowed 
hard, still trying to breathe regularly. "El..." 
 
He grinned and kissed Trevor again. "There's no rush, 
love," he whispered, lips finding the younger man's ear 
once more. "We've got at least another hour and a half, 
and... I can wait until you catch your breath. I've been 



trained, after all."  
 
And that would never do. Not for him, Trev thought. Sure 
his El had been trained, but... he'd rarely denied Elliot 
anything and he'd be damned if he was going to leave 
the man just... waiting while he-- Trevor-- recovered. 
 
His hands moved slowly over the silky pale skin and he 
rocked up against the seeping shaft he felt on his leg. "I 
don't care," he whispered, turning his head to nibble the 
neck he could just reach the side of. "Want you, El... I... 
baby... like you said, we have time. I'd rather... spend it 
with... us taking turns. I need to feel you, El. Need that so 
bad...." 
 
Elliot groaned softly and shook his head against Trevor's 
shoulder. "I was... totally single the last time I was here, 
Trev. I don't have anything to..." He sighed. "No lube, 
love. Didn't even think about it." And while that wasn't 
strictly true, he wasn't about to use the sterile lubricant 
Trevor had bought for him to examine Robert with. He'd 
rather be hard for weeks on end. 
 
Trevor frowned deeply. The first chance they'd had to be 
together for days and they couldn't...? No. He wasn't 
going to accept that. He pushed Elliot from him, settling 



the older man on his back. "Wait here. I'm going to find 
SOMETHING. And whatever it is, baby, we're going to use 
it. I just... fuck, El, I need you, okay?" 
 
He didn't even wait for a response. He just rolled from 
the bed and stalked naked out into the living room then 
the kitchen. There had to be something. There just HAD 
to! 
 
Elliot sighed and chuckled at the same time. He didn't 
really think Trevor was going to find anything, but he was 
rooting for him. Worst case, when Trev came back 
empty-handed, he'd at least feel that incredibly talented 
mouth on him. And then... well, nothing wrong with 
repeated blow jobs, was there? He frowned slightly and 
made a mental note to pick up some lube the next time 
he went into town. 
 
He'd have to go anyway, if only to see what his contacts 
had found out about whoever raped Robert. 
 
His eyes glittered darkly as he imagined wrapping his 
fingers around the neck of the man, whoever he was, 
and squeezing... squeezing hard and tight until eyes 
literally popped out, until purple became set in the 
swollen, distended features. 



 
Not that he would do it that way. That would be too 
obvious. Still, it was a nice fantasy, even if it did make his 
erection flag. 
 
Elliot shook his head slightly and focused his mind on 
Trevor... Trevor's mouth, Trevor's lips, Trevor's tongue... 
and he smiled as his cock rose again to the proportions it 
had displayed before his lover left the room. 
 
* * * * * 
 
There was a time when a sweaty, bloody and pissed-off 
Bruce Willis would have had Robert sighing longingly. 
When the first film alone would have had him throbbing 
and indulging in a nice solitary wank. Unfortunately, this 
wasn’t that time. 
 
Then again, he’d been paying less attention than he 
ordinarily would have, mostly because his mind kept 
wandering to the two men back at the house. 
 
He had a pretty good idea of what they would be doing in 
the big, soft bed they’d all slept in and while the idea still 
made him cringe slightly, it also… didn’t.  
 



And maybe that was a good thing, he told himself. 
Maybe it meant… something.  
 
He frowned slightly and shook his head, trying to focus 
on the movie. He wouldn’t let himself examine what it 
MIGHT mean yet. It would be far too easy to get too 
hopeful and… he wasn’t entirely sure that was a good 
idea. Not so soon. 
 
At least the dreams seemed to have stopped, Robert 
thought with a certain sense of satisfaction. And if they 
stayed gone, then maybe… maybe he really could find a 
way to… recover. 
 
He hoped so… as much as he was allowing himself to 
hope, anyway. He didn’t want to let Trevor or Elliot 
down… 
 
He tried to ignore the tiny voice at the back of his head 
that promised him he WOULD recover… and that the two 
men he cared so much for were likely to be a large part 
of that recovery. 
 
Pretending he didn’t hear that voice didn’t stop him from 
smiling slightly and taking a handful of the popcorn Elliot 
had made for him earlier as the first film ended and he 



started the second, hoping the couple in the house were 
enjoying their time together as much as he was-- 
surprisingly-- enjoying his time alone. 
 
* * * * * 
 
And God bless Trev’s ingenuity, Elliot thought with a 
moan as he slid slowly into his lover’s tight, round ass on 
the not-quite-slick-enough trail of extra virgin olive oil. 
He held the younger man’s back against his chest, one 
arm wrapped under him and across his body, fingers 
slowly twisting a small, peaked nipple as his other hand 
stroked that long, slender shaft in time with the slow, 
careful thrusts. “You okay, Trev…?“ he murmured on a 
groan. 
 
The sensation of Elliot spooned up behind him, that long, 
thick cock gently splitting him wide… it was even better 
than he’d expected; better than he remembered. His 
hips moved slowly, rocking back into the soft thrusts 
then forward into the strong, agile fingers wrapped 
around his own cock. “Gods, baby… never… better,” he 
sighed, his voice low and needy. “Need… to buy… lube, 
El…” He gasped quietly. “S-sometime… not today. Gods… 
so… good, baby… love it when you…” 
 



Slow and gentle, Elliot reminded himself, slow and 
gentle. It was why he’d chosen this position, after all. He 
couldn’t go too deep or too hard this way and… it was 
just right. A reaffirmation of love and need after the 
heartache of finding Robert the way they had and 
everything that had come after. Yeah, he thought with a 
soft smile, stroking his cock gently against the hard little 
nub inside his lover repeatedly, slow and gentle would 
get them there just fine. 
 
“Love doing it, baby… Christ, you feel so good, Trev… so 
mine… so…” he whispered into one ear, tongue tracing 
the almost delicate curve, “so RIGHT, love… God, I want 
you in me…” He groaned his way through a chuckle at 
the sudden tightening of Trevor’s muscles around his 
rocking shaft then slid himself against that small spot 
again. 
 
“Uhnnn… n-next time, El… fuck, baby… oh, Gods…” 
Trevor moaned, the near-constant stimulation of his 
prostate making him shudder and press back harder onto 
the impaling, wonderful cock. “Elliot… I… fuck, I…” He 
groaned loudly, his own cock throbbing harder within the 
tender, loving hand stroking him so gently.  
 
Elliot smiled, his hand dropping slightly to cup the 



tensing sac just below that pulsing flesh and he pressed a 
slow, wet kiss to the nape of his lover’s neck. “It’s okay, 
baby,” he murmured, his voice reflecting the intense 
need-want that filled him as he pressed himself closer, 
his own sac becoming just as tight. “Go on, Trev… cum 
for me, okay? Let me… feel you… Christ, baby, so good… 
so hot… want to feel you…”  
 
He squeezed lightly at the full, hard balls in his hand and 
muffled a deep, low cry against Trevor’s shoulder as the 
tightness surrounding him became tighter still, clenching 
wickedly and pulling him in harder. “T-trevor…!” 
 
Heated brown eyes closed quickly, the lack of visual 
stimuli letting him focus on the sensations coursing 
through him. He pressed back harder, the heavy, rich 
swell of Elliot’s shaft against the little point inside him 
pushing him that final minuscule distance until he 
shuddered slowly, his spine arching as he released one 
sharp, happy cry and spilled thick white fluid over his 
lover’s hand and the sheets. “G-gods… El…!” he moaned 
shakily. 
 
“Trev…” he moaned back, forcing himself as deep as he 
could as he felt himself start to shake, shudder and break 
within the adored form of his man. HIS man… his and 



another’s, but that didn’t matter. His fingers pinched the 
straining nipple between them even as his other hand 
slid up, gathering the slick seed his Trev had spilled and 
as he spread it over the younger man’s belly he finally let 
go completely, keeping his word and filling the younger 
man to overflowing, but… gently. Perfectly. Adoring and 
awed.  
 
 

Part Twenty-Eight 

 

Spike smiled as he leaned against the door jamb, 
watching his beloved typing away like a… well, like a 
demon actually, those long, tanned fingers stabbing 
willfully at keys. 
 
“Figured it out, ‘ey luv?” he murmured, moving across 
the small room to press a slow kiss to his Claimed’s 
cheek. 
 
Harris chuckled softly and saved the document before 
turning to return the kiss although his was on the sexy 
and stunning blond’s lips. “Mmmm…” he said softly, “I 
did, babe. Made Lavelle a sculptor. Something he takes 



up in Italy. He carves images of Spark from marble, molds 
them from clay… all sorts of things.” He grinned. “And 
I’m thinking Rowan maybe makes his best sculpture 
come to life, infusing it with Spark’s spirit and demon 
both… eventually. After Mary and everything.” 
 
Spike laughed, pulling his beloved from his chair. “Knew 
you’d find a way, pet. Never had a single bloody doubt.” 
 
“Hey! Working here!” Harris complained playfully, hands 
stroking firmly over cloth-covered muscles. His lips found 
their way to the edge of Spike’s jaw, nipping lightly 
before sliding down to dance over the barely there scar 
on his vampire’s neck.  
 
“Yah, an’ that’s why you saved th’ bloody thing, ‘ey?” he 
answered with a smirk, leaning in to the warm caress as 
his own hands greedily roamed soft, humanly heated 
skin. “Noticed that, didn’t I?” he purred. 
 
The brunette chuckled, taking one long, slow lick at the 
pale neck before pulling back. “Guess so, babe. So… why 
are you here, Spike? You’re usually out… somewhere by 
now... doing whatever it is you do.”  
 
Spike pouted a bit as his beloved returned to his chair 



then shrugged. “Was bored, pet. Missed you. Thought I’d 
see if you wanted ta come out for a bit,” he answered, 
his eyes raking slowly over the tanned skin of his Xan’s 
chest. “Or stay in for a bit. That’d work for me too.” 
 
It was the suggestive brow-waggle that had Harris 
laughing again. “And once more I say ‘energizer vamp’, 
babe. But I really need to work on this…” His voice trailed 
off as his vampire’s pout became deeper and he shook 
his head at what a wuss he’d become. “Fine, fine. We’ll 
go out.” 
 
And the killer pout worked every time, Spike thought 
with a grin. Besides, he had a plan and that plan involved 
getting his beloved the hell out of their place and 
somewhere else. Getting the human drunk and maybe 
finding out whether he was still thinking about Mating 
or… maybe the bloke had decided against it, as he 
expected, and just didn’t want to say so.  
 
His Xan was sweet that way. Wouldn’t ever say anything 
to hurt Spike’s feelings if he could help it. Still, the 
vampire wanted to know… it would be kinder-- better-- 
for him to KNOW rather than be running around with the 
question burning inside him and no answer in sight. The 
uncertainty was driving him crazy, in his head where 



nobody could see. 
 
“Best be puttin’ some clothes on, then. Don’t much care 
ta keep interruptin' our time just ta kill th' blokes who'd 
be lookin' at you all lusty an' wantin'." 
 
Harris shook his head, used to Spike's opinion of him by 
now but still not getting it. His vampire was the beautiful 
one, after all, and... Gods, who could blame anyone for 
noticing that? "Y'know, babe," he said with a grin, 
groping the blond playfully as he passed by on his way to 
get dressed, "It's a good thing I'm not the one with the 
killer instinct. There'd be one HUGE-ass pile of bodies by 
now if I killed everyone who looked at you." 
 
Spike snorted and followed his Claimed to the bedroom, 
watching with satisfaction as the leather pants and silk 
shirt were pulled from the wardrobe. "Nah, pet... th' only 
reason anyone looks at me ta begin with is ta see who th' 
lucky bloke that got you is." He grinned, one hand sliding 
slowly over his own stomach when the human glanced at 
him. "Th' ONLY bloke that's got you, yah?" 
 
He was smiling like an idiot, Harris knew, but that was 
okay. "Definitely, babe," he murmured, stepping closer 
as he settled the patch over his bad eye. "The one and 



only. Never gonna want or need any other guy," he 
added, pressing a soft, slow kiss to his love's lips.  
 
"Good. An' seein' as we're in agreement on that, pet, 
we'd best be goin' or I'll throw you down an' ravish you 
right now," he purred, returning the kiss with a smile. 
"You need ta wear th' leather more often, Xan. Looks a 
right treat, it does." 
 
Harris laughed and tangled his fingers with his blond's, 
tugging him out into the living room and towards the 
door. "I'll keep that in mind, babe," he answered, even as 
he made a mental note to go back to the store he'd 
gotten the pants at. He loved making Spike happy, after 
all, even if he was afraid to make him TRULY happy by 
Mating to him. Still, there were reasons for his 
reluctance, and not just the ones his claimed had 
mentioned before. 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Bloody hell, slow down, luv!" 
 
Harris glared at the vampire over his shoulder and 
walked faster. "Leave me alone, Spike," he snarled, his 
hands clenched into fists at his sides as he strode angrily 



through the night. 
 
"Fuck, Xan! I said I was sorry! I just... stop bloody runnin' 
away from me, you git!" He put on a small burst of 
vampiric speed, catching one strong, broad shoulder with 
a snarl of his own. "Told you I was sorry! What else do 
you want?" 
 
He spun quickly, fists opening only to grab roughly at the 
lapels of the leather duster and push his vampire into an 
alley and against the brick wall hard. "What do I want? 
What do I WANT?" He eye narrowed dangerously, glaring 
deep into gold-flecked blue. "I want," he said, forcing 
himself to speak slowly and deliberately, "to know what 
the HELL you thought you were doing! Jesus fuck, Spike, I 
thought we were closer than that! BETTER than that! But 
obviously not!" 
 
"Fuck! Don't you GET it?" Harris almost wanted to cry but 
he couldn't. Not yet. He was still too... furious. "I LOVE 
you, you stupid vampire! And you're SUPPOSED to love 
ME!" 
 
"I DO luv you, pet..." 
 
"Do you? Is that why you tried to get me all fucked up 



instead of just ASKING me whatever you want to know? 
Because that's not screaming LOVE to me, Spike!" He felt 
it building inside him, a memory of a feeling, a reminder 
of the good and bad old days. And when it rose in his 
chest looking for release, he let it go, teeth bared in a 
loud, harsh growl.  
 
Dark brows rose, almost meeting white-blond hair at the 
sound, the vibration he could feel against his chest. "B-
bloody hell... what th' screamin' blue fuck was that?" he 
demanded breathlessly, something about it going 
directly to his groin. "X-xan..." 
 
He could feel the slightly smaller, slightly more slender 
body arching against him and he snarled again, shoving 
Spike harder against the wall. "No. I'm not letting this go 
that easy, Spike. I want to know WHY!" Harris stared 
harder into the wide eyes, trying to ignore the way his 
own body was responding to his lover's. Time for that 
later, he told himself... after he knew what was going on. 
 
His own growl sprung forth without any direction from 
him and he rocked himself hard into the big, warm shape 
of his Claimed. "Didn't... want... ta push you, luv..." he 
grated out, bone and skin shifting quickly. "Wanted ta 
know! Been stayin' bloody silent for months now an'... 



FUCK!" 
 
Harris glared even more, seeing challenge, desire and a 
small trace of fear in the golden eyes. "I told you," he 
said without a moment's pause, "that I was thinking 
about it. I PROMISED, Spike! You should have just asked 
instead of... tricking me!"  
 
And that was part of the problem, Harris realized. He'd 
thought Spike wanted to spend time with him-- 
somewhere out of their apartment for a change. And 
that had made him feel so... good. So special. Like... his 
love had wanted everyone to know that Harris was HIS, 
and instead... it had all been a plot to pick his brain. It 
felt... well, it hurt. And pissed him off. "You should have 
asked," he said again, suddenly feeling cold.  
 
"Pet," Spike began, only to frown when his human's head 
shook sharply. He found himself alone against the wall 
suddenly, watching the tall, strong form stalking away 
again. "Bloody fuckin' hell," he growled to himself before 
shaking off his true face and following, trying to sense 
what was going through his Claimed's head through their 
bond. 
 
* * * * * 



 
By the time he reached their building, the anger had 
transmuted fully to sadness and hurt feelings and 
disappointment-- in himself and in his vampire. He 
looked up at the towering edifice and sighed softly. If 
Spike had just... been honest with him, then maybe he 
wouldn't be debating whether he really wanted to go 
inside or not. 
 
Not. That was what he decided a moment later. He didn't 
want to go up there, didn't want to go back to his new 
book, didn't want to have to stare around him at their 
home, their things and wonder when and how he hadn't 
seen that there was something wrong. 
 
And there was something wrong. He knew that now. And 
whatever it was, it could be masked by frequent and 
brilliant sex but... just because it was hidden didn't mean 
it wasn't still there. 
 
Harris turned away from 'home, the place' as well as 
'home, the vampire'-- who he knew was still following 
him-- and walked sadly into the night. "I need to think," 
he tossed over his shoulder as he heard the small sounds 
of boot-clad feet starting again behind him. "Alone." 
 



Spike frowned, feeling nothing but ghost-emotions over 
the link with his human. He could tell there was 
something bothering the bloke but... he had a feeling it 
was more than what his Xan had told him. The human 
couldn't possibly be that out of sorts just because he'd 
tried to pry the truth from him... could he? 
 
He didn't want to let him go, not even for a minute but... 
"I DO luv you, pet... don't want ta lose you. Not by 
pushin' you for an answer an' not by waitin' too long ta 
get one." He sighed, finally stopping on the sidewalk. His 
shoulders slumped just a bit as the human paused for a 
second then kept walking.  
 
He'd fucked up, Spike knew, although he wasn't sure of 
why he was surprised. He'd never been lucky in love, 
after all, and... apparently this time was no different than 
the others. 
 
His feet dragged over rough and somewhat uneven 
cement as he turned and made his way into his building, 
sparing Andy a bare nod before disappearing into the 
elevator and beginning the long, slow ride up to the very 
empty apartment that didn't feel like home without his 
beloved inside.  



 
 

Part Twenty-Nine 

 

"Xan!" he almost shouted as he answered the phone, 
"Where the bloody hell ARE you? 's been HOURS, luv!" 
 
"Uh... Will? It's Elliot. Uh, what's wrong? Where's 
Harris?" he sounded worried and bewildered, he was 
sure. 
 
Spike groaned and thought about just hanging up. With 
his luck, he'd be talking to sodding Elliot when his Xan 
finally DID call. Then again, the bloke hadn't bothered yet 
so why would he now? 
 
"Dunno," he finally allowed, trying not to sound as upset 
as he was. "Had a bit of a dust up, me an' my Claimed. He 
wandered off for some alone-time or some such rot." 
 
"Okay... that's not good." 
 
He growled. He didn't even try not to. "Think I already 
knew that, you daft git! Fucked up, didn't I? And now 



he's off wherever th' fuck he's gone an' I'm here an' I 
don't know what ta do, do I?" 
 
A small chuckle came through the line, pulling another 
growl from the unsettled vampire. 
 
"Look, Wi... Spike. I'm not laughing at you... or not really, 
okay? But come on. It's what? Six o'clock in the morning 
there? There are only two places I can think of that he'd 
go this early. The gym or my place. I gave him keys a 
while ago, remember?" 
 
The vampire forced himself to calm down a little. Elliot 
was right. His Xan wasn't the type to wallow in some bar 
all night; especially not if he'd actually wanted to think, 
like he'd said. "Bloody hell," he sighed, relieved. "Yah. 
Right. Thanks, mate." 
 
Another small chuckle from Elliot, then a slight throat-
clearing sound. "So what did you do, anyway?" 
 
Spike sighed again, furious with himself. "Somethin' 
stupid, bloke." 
 
"Obviously," the other man agreed, "But HOW stupid?" 
 



He shook his head even though Elliot couldn't see him. 
Then he told him what had happened, fully aware that 
he'd been an enormous git about the whole thing. 
 
There was complete silence for almost a minute, then 
the slow release of a held breath. "You know, Spike, I'm 
not even going to remind you about his alcoholic father 
or the way Harris's mother used to give him booze to 
manipulate him. You already know those things." 
 
Spike groaned. He did know but... his beloved was so 
different from the boy he'd once been that he'd... 
forgotten for just long enough to hurt him. "Bloody 
fuckin' hell..." 
 
"Yeah, buddy," Elliot agreed. "But on the bright side, you 
didn't cheat on him or anything, so... unless something 
happened with Trev's sister that Harris hasn't 
mentioned...? No, Harris would have called and besides, I 
doubt he'd mind... you know, unless you guys left him 
out of it and I don't see that happening..." 
 
It was a low, hard growl that had Elliot continuing on the 
original topic. 
 
"Look, I know Harris. He's just off... licking his wounds. Of 



course, that's not to say he's going to come crawling back 
just because you're sorry, so... here's what you do..." 
 
The vampire listened closely, his frown becoming less 
and less pronounced as the bloke spoke on. By the time 
Elliot finished, Spike was convinced he was another 
Einstein... although with better hair.  
 
"Ta, mate," he finally said, sure his voice sounded lighter 
than it had since his Claimed had stormed from the bar 
earlier. "Think that's goin' ta work." He looked at the 
clock quickly and nodded. "An' I'm guessin' from th' time 
that you're callin' with an update on young Bobby." 
 
Elliot laughed quietly. "Well, I was but I think maybe you 
don't want to..." 
 
"Are you off your nut, bloke? My luv's goin' ta want ta 
know once I get him ta talk ta me, yah?" Of course, he 
didn't try to hide the curiosity and concern in his own 
voice. El and Trev were family, after all, and if they cared 
for young Bobby then that meant Spike cared too, 
although in a different way. 
 
"Hold on, Will..."  
 



Soft sounds of bare feet moving on wood, then on grass, 
vampiric hearing picking up the quiet shussshhhhing. 
 
"Okay," Elliot said a little bit louder than before, "I'm 
away from the house now." 
 
"Right, then. Bobby?" 
 
Another laugh. "You know, he's going to hate it that you 
call him that. Or maybe not. Trev didn't get TOO upset 
when you started calling him Flouncy the Wonder-
Ponce." 
 
A throat clearing followed by a smirking chuckle. "Yah, 
well... bloke fancies me, I guess. Hardly surprisin’, seein' 
as he's been 'watchin' ' me for years an' all." 
 
"Whatever, Will," Elliot said, even his voice smiling. "So 
anyway... Robert." 
 
"Yah." 
 
"He's... I don't know. I... I think I caught him checking out 
Trev's ass tonight and he didn't look... sick about it, 
y'know? Maybe... maybe that's good, right?" 
 



A snort. "Think you know it's not bad, El. Guess that 
blessin's workin' then." 
 
"Or the dreamcatchers. He's been sleeping through the 
night and believe me when I say that's a huge relief. He... 
he was getting so little sleep before that he even LOOKED 
grey and I really doubt that he was thinking clearly. I 
just... hope it doesn't go away, you know? Whatever it is 
that's making him feel less... fragile, I guess." 
 
Spike smiled slightly at the relief in the man's voice even 
though he could also hear the continuing concern. 
"Might not be either," he offered, giving what comfort he 
could. The bloke had helped him, or tried to, earlier. He 
figured he owed him a bit of hope. "Might just be 
knowin' he's safe out there in th' middle of nowhere with 
just you an' Flouncy. An' if I was you, mate...? Wouldn't 
leave there 'til he can stand ta be touched an' luved, 
yah?" 
 
Elliot sighed softly. "I wish I could do just that, Will, but... 
I have a feeling my work would suffer, y'know? I... I don't 
want to lose my job. Especially if we're going to have 
Robert to support too." 
 
Another, louder snort. "Mate... for a smart bloke you're a 



soddin' moron. Young Bobby's goin' ta be comin' inta a 
soddin' fortune one day. Doubt Lily'd cut him off... not 
even for gettin' involved with TWO blokes instead of just 
one. Loves th' boy, she does. An' seein' as she already 
knows YOU from your time with my Claimed...? Don't see 
there bein' an issue." 
 
"I know... I know you're right. But he doesn't want her to 
know what happened. I think... he wants to feel better 
and just... go back to DC. Doesn't seem like he wants... 
us." 
 
It was the sorrow in the other man's voice that had Spike 
growling silently. Once again he was roped into being the 
bloody advice columnist to his Claimed's friends. 
 
"Don't think 'Patia would have sent you an' Trev after 
him if he was indifferent ta you, mate. I'm not sayin' it's 
goin' ta be easy but... even without what happened ta th' 
bloke, he'd hardly be able ta pick up an' move ta New 
York, right? Not without leavin' our Lil an' he's just found 
her." 
 
Elliot sighed again, the sound shivering through the 
phone line.  
 



"Yeah... I guess. But I still have a job to do, and... but 
never mind. I'll have to choose, won't I? And..." 
 
"No bloody contest, yah mate?" Spike chuckled. " 's not 
like Xan's goin' ta fire you even if th' publishin' house 
does. You're his best mate. Think that gives you a bit of 
room for negotiatin'." He frowned slightly and sighed one 
more time. "An' speakin' of negotiatin'... think I need ta 
go, bloke. Have ta try makin' things up with my Claimed." 
 
"Good luck," Elliot said after a moment. "And Will... 
thanks. I... well, just thanks." 
 
"Not a problem, pet. Go curl up with your luv an' young 
Bobby. An' give us a call tomorrow, yah? Xan's goin' ta 
want ta hear it all from you." 
 
He set the cordless back in its cradle and thought for a 
few minutes. First things first. Figure out where his 
beloved was, then get to work on the plan El had 
outlined. Unfortunately it was light out but... it was 
amazing how much could be accomplished when you had 
money and internet access. 
 
A quick call to Trev and El's place had him smiling as the 
sleepy voice of his Claimed answered. "Sorry, wrong 



number," he muttered in his best American accent.  
 
Right, then. Next step. 
 
Spike smirked just a bit as he surfed the ether, finding 
exactly what he was looking for in less than ten minutes. 
It would be a first step, but well worth it.  
 
 

Part Thirty 

 

Nothing. She was nothing. Not human, not eternal, not... 
real. 
 
Yet she existed, occupied space, engaged in actions 
which had definite REACTIONS.  
 
But... no soul. No SOUL. NO SOUL! 
 
And not in a way that made sense, she thought with a 
frown. If she'd been a demon of some kind-- a vampire, 
perhaps-- then being soulless would have made sense. 
But she wasn't. She was... mortal. Human-based.  
 



Her frown deepened at the echoing silence that 
continued in the corner of her mind where the Powers 
had once spoken to her. And that continuing silence told 
her yet again that her dark brothers were right. 
 
There would be no Heaven or Hell for her and her sibs. 
No earning their way to eternal happiness or damnation. 
No... future. 
 
It was within her power to end her own suffering but 
that wasn't a route she would take.  
 
Even betrayed as she'd been, USED as she'd been... 
Hypatia still treasured her existence, the ability to FEEL. 
To move at will and choose her own course of action. 
 
And as she had nothing to lose and nothing to gain, she 
would do as Ricky and Iggy had done and simply... enjoy 
herself. With no consequences to the soul she'd thought 
she had, there was no point in refraining from indulging 
herself. 
 
It was a purely wicked smile that spread across her lips as 
she pulled off the highway and turned around, heading 
back to her brothers and their idea of fun. 
 



Yes... she would have the kind of fun SHE wished for... 
and fulfill her destiny in her own unique way. 
 
It was fit. 
 
* * * * * 
 
She'd only stopped twice on the way. Once to pick up a 
carton of cigarettes although she hadn't smoked before, 
and once to do a bit of actual shopping.  
 
She lit her first cigarette with the pig-shaped lighter that 
had caught her fancy, coughing hard a few times before 
trying another drag.  
 
Yes... nothing to live for, might as well get busy dying, 
she thought... but slowly. No sudden death for her. Not 
when there was so much FUN to be had. 
 
It wouldn't be hard to find her brothers. Not now that 
she'd met them. Hell, she could feel them in her head... 
sense where they were in their constant travels. 
 
She wondered for a moment whether they'd all 
consciously chosen attractive bodies with money 
attached but then she thought of Trevor.  



 
Good looking guy, but no real inheritance there, she 
knew. Enough to cover the hospital bills for his body and 
leave him with enough to make a start, but nothing 
more. 
 
And the thought of him made her frown more.  
 
He didn't know. Didn't have any idea that they were 
soulless... that they weren't truly human. 
 
Good, she decided after a moment. Trevor... he was 
GOOD... focused happily on his mission. Just as she'd 
been before learning the truth. Let him go on, all 
unknowing. Let him live and love and be happy. Let him 
never know what SHE knew. He was her brother. She 
loved him in her way. He could remain ignorant. 
 
It was the least she could do for him, after all. 
 
* * * * * 
 
She caught up to them a few hours later, her car 
overtaking theirs on the highway.  
 
She honked repeatedly, giving them a sly smile before 



shifting slowly into the right-hand lane and taking the 
exit for the rest stop. 
 
She parked a good distance away from the small building 
that housed rest rooms and vending machines then got 
out of the car, hopping up to sit on the hood as her 
brothers parked a couple spaces away.  
 
She smirked, the expression stolen directly from a certain 
blond vampire she remembered quite well although she 
was well aware of the fact that he was far too good for 
the likes of her, considering what she now knew. 
 
"Hello, gents," she greeted as they got out of their car 
and approached her, "Where are we headed, then?" 
 
The two men exchanged looks, then Iggy grinned. "Been 
thinking, huh?" 
 
"Something like that," she answered, the wicked grin 
clear once again. "Figured I could use a bit of fun for a 
change. I'm tired of being the Powers' bitch. So... what's 
the plan?" 
 
Farrell shrugged, his eyes leaving his sister's to roam the 
rest stop quickly. "The usual, sis. Get somewhere with a 



decent club. Find the most shining person there. Take 
them and tarnish them." He smirked back at her. 
"Because we can and doesn't that make a statement to 
the Powers?" 
 
"Sounds good," Hypatia said after a moment of looking 
deep in thought. "Just going to have a bit of a squat first. 
It's been a long drive." 
 
She scooted off of the hood of the car and stood, arching 
a brow at the boys. "Don't leave without me, alright?" 
 
Ricky shrugged, finally speaking up. "It's not like you 
couldn't find us again if we did, is it?" 
 
"No," she answered smugly, "It's not." And with that she 
strolled off towards the rather ramshackle building a 
good two hundred feet away, entirely sure that they'd be 
waiting when she got back. 
 
"Gods," she whispered, meeting her own eyes in the 
bathroom mirror once she'd finished her business, "I 
hope I know what I'm doing..." then she shook it off and 
stood straight, drying her hands before returning to her 
car and her brothers' pleased looks. 
 



"So... lead on, gents. We're burning daylight." 
 
Ignatius Farrell gave her a long up and down gaze, his 
eyes heated when they finally met hers again. "You 
know, sis... we used to be one. Might not be a bad idea 
to try that again now that we're... apart. You're fucking 
hot now." 
 
The idea alone almost made her want to vomit but she'd 
made her choice, after all, and she wasn't the sort to 
change her mind. So instead of cringing or turning him 
down, Hypatia simply smiled her wicked and bad smile 
again and pursed her lips. "You're not bad yourself, Iggy," 
she replied after a moment then turned her eyes to 
Ricky. "Neither of you are, to be honest. It could be... 
fun." 
 
 
Farrell snorted. "Yeah, good luck with getting Ricky to 
pant and moan for you, sis. He's the biggest fag you'll 
ever meet." 
 
"Hey! I'm not a..." Ricky frowned and stopped for a 
moment. "Okay. I am. That's why I handle the gay bars 
while Farrell does the others." He grinned sheepishly. 
"Maybe I should have picked a female body. I could pick 



up a TON of guys if I looked like YOU." 
 
Her eyes rolled as she dug her keys out of the pocket of 
her tight leather pants. "Whatever. I doubt you have any 
trouble with men regardless." She looked him up and 
down, much as Iggy had done to her a moment or five 
earlier. "You're a prime catch, Ricky. You know... if you 
were looking to be caught." 
 
She got into her car with that comment and closed the 
door, strapping in and waiting for her brothers to lead 
her to their next destination and the new people who 
would be betrayed... just as Ricky had betrayed Robert, 
she knew.  

Part Thirty-One 

 

He'd have to see about getting the blokes to move into 
his building, Spike decided as he dashed from his car, 
leather duster over his head to protect him from the sun. 
It was the only choice. And so what if they couldn't afford 
it? HE could, and... he had a feeling his Xan would like 
having their friends closer. Hell, so would he. If they'd 
lived in the building, then he wouldn't have had to drive 
downtown in broad bloody daylight, try to park, and then 



court immolation just by getting to the front door. 
 
Fortunately, his beloved should be used to the repeated 
deliveries by now, so he wasn't anticipating any trouble 
with getting buzzed into the first floor hallway. He 
hunched in the shadowed doorway, doing his damnedest 
to avoid the slant of sunlight and pressed the button 
beside the blokes' names-- Arcady and Washburn. 
 
"Gods, another one?" came the adored and disbelieving 
voice from the small speaker, "What did he do, buy 
everything in town?"  
 
Spike grinned, hearing the undertone of excitement in his 
human's voice but said nothing as the buzzing started. He 
simply pulled open the door and started inside. 
 
"Just bring it up, whatever it is." A muttered "I am SO 
gonna kill him..." in a soft, almost forgiving tone. 
 
And that was hopeful, he figured, darting up the stairs 
rather than waiting for the rickety old elevator. It was 
only six stories, after all. Not even enough to make him 
break a sweat if he could have. 
 
* * * * * 



 
"It's open," Harris called out, his eye roaming the large 
pile of opened boxes on the floor. "Just put it on the 
couch, okay? I'm guessing you've already been tipped, 
judging from the other deliveries."  
 
One hand reached out, slowly stroking over the heavy 
silk lapel of the robe that had come as the second 
delivery that day. "Damn," he whispered to himself, "I 
may be pissed at him, but... he's got some amazing 
taste." 
 
He smiled slightly as he heard the door close as the 
delivery person presumably left, then picked up the 
assortment of cards that had come with the items, each 
bearing only one word, and how the hell had Spike 
arranged for them to be delivered in the right order? It 
was a mystery. Still, if anyone could have pulled it off, 
Spike was the one. 
 
"Beloved," Harris read from the card that had come with 
the fountain pen, "Please" the robe, "Forgive" a leather-
covered diary, "Me..." the pendant he'd admired in a 
movie they'd watched one night months earlier, and he 
couldn't believe Spike had remembered that.  
 



"I" he read on the next card that had accompanied a 
stained glass bowl, "Was," and this present had made 
him laugh. Where the HELL had his vampire found a case 
of Yoo-hoo? "Wrong..." the wine glasses were perfect, all 
sleek and black.  
 
"Need" a matching decanter, "You," another one that 
cracked him up-- a box of ho-hos, "Pet..." with the jar of 
wheat germ and Harris wondered if Spike was trying to 
say something by that but he couldn't quite wrap his 
mind around it. 
 
The last card in his hand said simply "Love,". It had been 
in the box with the incredibly soft leather jacket that 
would come in handy now that the seasons were starting 
to turn. 
 
He couldn't help smiling softly as he turned, fully 
expecting to find another box on his couch along with a 
card that read "Spike". He was NOT expecting to see 
Spike himself sitting there holding a box... or the sad and 
lonely look on the blond's face. 
 
* * * * * 
 
His beloved looked stunned, Spike saw. Then again, he'd 



been deliberately keeping their bond closed since before 
he'd left their home to come here so he supposed it 
made sense. "Xan..." he began, his voice soft and buried 
under the human's own. 
 
"Spike... what are you... all of this... I mean..." Harris 
groaned at himself then shook his head. "I... you can't 
expect me to just forget, okay? No matter HOW many 
things you buy me!" 
 
And just like that, Spike was off the couch and standing in 
front of his lover, mere inches separating them. "I know, 
luv... don't want you ta forget, yah?" He sighed and 
looked down at the threadbare rug. "Told you, Xan. I'm a 
vampire. An' maybe you thought you knew what that 
meant but I'm thinkin' maybe you need ta be reminded." 
 
His eye closed tightly against the desire to just throw 
himself at the other man and let go of the small bit of 
anger still simmering inside him. "Fine," Harris agreed 
after a moment or two. He opened his eye and met the 
bright blue gaze. "Remind me." 
 
"Possessive, I am. Me an' th' demon both. An' luv you, 
pet. Think you know that." His brow furrowed slightly as 
he tried to put it into words. He should have practiced, 



he realized, but he'd wanted to be spontaneous and not 
present his love with a rehearsed speech. "Bloody hell. 
Come an' sit with me, luv... please." 
 
As it was one of only a handful of times his vampire had 
said 'please' outside of bed-- or wherever they happened 
to be making each other moan-- Harris sighed and 
nodded, stepping around the blond and taking a seat on 
the couch. "Okay... we're sitting," he said as Spike joined 
him, close but not TOO close. 
 
A soft deep sigh and Spike nodded. "Right, then. 's like 
this, pet. You know I want ta Mate ta you, yah? An' you 
say you're thinkin' about it. 's all well an' good if you are. 
But..." his fingers rose, nervously tugging at stiff blond 
locks, "you haven't said a bloody THING about it since I 
asked you an'... bloody hell, luv! Not rightly a patient 
man, am I? Or demon for that matter. An' you had that 
cold last month, all... mucus-y an' fever-havin’, an'..." 
Spike swallowed hard, his hands in his lap now, fingers 
entwined.  
 
"Spike..." 
 
"No! Let me finish, Xan!" he demanded, the demon 
writhing within him to just MATE the human and be done 



with it. It had worked with the claiming, his evil half 
insisted, and it would work with the Mating. 
 
"Look, luv," he finally said once his beloved stopped 
looking shocked and nodded, "I was wrong. We both 
know that, yah? Should have just asked; you were right 
about that. But I needed ta KNOW. Needed ta stop 
wonderin' just how little time I'm goin' ta have ta enjoy 
with you. An'... when you got all pissed off last night, I..." 
He sighed. "I did some thinkin' too, luv." 
 
It was the pained and distressed look on his love's face 
that had Harris shifting closer on the couch. One hand 
covered the clenched and tangled fingers of his vampire's 
hands and he sighed. "Talk to me, babe," he whispered, 
suddenly worried. 
 
Spike stared fixedly at the warm brown fingers wrapped 
over his hands and clenched his jaw before nodding. "I'm 
takin' th' Matin' off th' table, Xan." His demon almost 
crowed at the hitched breath that got him. 
 
"I'm not sayin' I don't still want that, luv. Just that... I 
can't bloody well DO this anymore!" His voice got louder 
and he couldn't manage to stop it. "Can't sit around 
WAITIN', hopin' you'll decide that you want me for that 



long! An' I know what I said 'bout your little Scooby 
friends an' th' gay blokes, an' that was true! But it's 
drivin' me 'round th' soddin' BEND ta wonder what 
you're thinkin' 'bout th' whole thing alla th' time!" 
 
The vampire took a deep breath, trying to calm himself a 
little. "So I'm takin' it back, luv." His eyes left their hands 
and met the wide, hurt-looking brown eye that was 
staring at him with shock and sadness. "Still want it, Xan. 
More than you know. An' if you decide you want it too, 
then... ask me an' it's yours, yah? But until an' unless you 
do... I'm just goin' ta pretend you said 'no'... or that I 
never asked. Might make things easier for th' both of us, 
I'm thinkin'." 
 
Harris couldn't even begin to understand the emotions 
running through him they were so contradictory. Fear. 
Relief. Shame. Want. Desire. Sorrow. Hope. 
Disappointment. Need. Betrayal. But over and above all 
of those, he felt... lost. His fingers tightened on the 
slender hands beneath them and he sighed, ignoring the 
first tear that leaked from his good eye. It was hardly the 
first time Spike had seen him cry, after all. 
 
"I... shit, Spike," he finally said, squeezing the pale fingers 
hard, "I never said no, did I? I just... fuck, it's... a lot to 



think about, okay?" 
 
Spike shook his head and tried to smile. "Think all you 
like, Xan. Least you know about Matin' now. An' like I 
said... I'm not holdin' my breath. Or I wouldn't be if I had 
ta breathe for anythin' other than talkin'." He inhaled the 
softly salty tinge of tears in the air and resolutely didn't 
lick the small trail of moisture from his beloved's face. 
"An' I'm sorry for tryin' ta get around you th' way I did. 
Shouldn't have done it. Was disrespectful, that." 
 
Harris frowned, suddenly wondering if maybe the truth 
wasn't that Spike had reconsidered being with HIM for 
hundreds of years or even longer. If so, then whatever he 
decided... he'd never tell the vampire. He wouldn't force 
the man to be tied to him forever if that wasn't what he 
wanted.  
 
He frowned, determined to hold fast and steady to that 
course when he felt the link between him and his lover 
fly wide, and... any concerns he'd had about Spike's 
feelings vanished under the onslaught of 'mine, yours, 
always love you, always need you, can't live without you, 
can't go on, nothing without you, won't ever leave, love 
you, need you, always, always, beloved, beloved 
Claimed, mine' he felt.  



 
And he couldn't help it, didn't want to help it if the truth 
be known. His eye slammed shut hard as he pushed his 
end of their bond wide, returning everything he felt for 
his love, his man, his demon. 
 
Spike found himself gasping, his back arching against the 
couch as he was filled almost beyond bearing with the 
'yours-always-never anything else-scared-want-need-
afraid-secrets-yours-mine-in you-in me-love-belonging-
always here-always yours-always mine-never leave you-
never leave me' from his Claimed. His hands somehow 
wrapped around the tanned one, pulling it to his chest 
where his long-dead heart... BEAT just once before 
returning to its usual motionless state. 
 
"B-bloody... h-h-hell..."  
 
 

Part Thirty-Two 

 

They’d only been driving together for five hours when 
Hypatia signaled and pulled off the highway. She drove a 
few more miles, finally stopping at a rather questionable 



motel. 
 
“Why are we here?” Ricky demanded, getting out of the 
car he shared with Farrell. “It’s only three more hours to 
Boulder!” 
 
The woman shrugged and unfolded, boots clacking 
slightly against pavement as she stood and stretched her 
spine, jaw cracking with an enormous yawn.  
 
“Yes, but that would make it nearly three o’clock in the 
morning by the time we got there, Ricardo. Not really the 
prime hour for what you’ve got in mind, is it?” She 
arched a brow sleekly and went around to the boot of 
her car, pulling out a large-ish duffel bag and slinging it 
over her shoulder. 
 
“Besides... one of these days someone WILL remember 
you two. Or me, now that we’re traveling together. I 
thought it might be best if we didn’t take rooms in the 
town we plan to victimize. Not right at first, in any case.” 
She yawned again. 
 
Iggy laughed and grabbed his bag from the back seat 
then tossed Ricky’s to him. “You worry too much, sister 
dear,” he said with a grin. “The only way anyone could 



ever remember us would be if they had some sort of 
immunity and that only happens if someone is connected 
to one of us. We’re safe.”  
 
He laughed again, the sound somehow suggestive this 
time. “But if you wanted to get started on that... joining 
we talked about, I don’t mind stopping here.” 
 
Ricky rolled his eyes. “Do you EVER think with the BIG 
head, Farrell? Gods, even I can see she’s exhausted.” 
 
The shorter, darker man tilted his head, finally noticing 
the dark circles and small, shallow lines around his 
sister’s eyes. “Yeah, okay,” he said, sounding grumpy, 
“We’ll save it for tomorrow. To celebrate.” 
 
Ricardo just shook his head and started towards the 
small office at the corner of the motel. “I’ll get us a room, 
Farrell. And one for Hy. I’m used to his snoring,” he 
explained with a wink for the tall woman, “But he’d 
probably keep you up all night with it.” 
 
One black brow rose slightly and Hypatia glanced at Iggy. 
“You share a room often?” 
 
Farrell shrugged. “Yeah. All the time. Why?” 



 
She shrugged back at him. “Just curious. You know, since 
you’ve complained about how gay he is... and seem to be 
so interested in... joining.” 
 
The dark-haired young man blinked, trying not to think 
about the interested stirring in his groin. Then he 
chuckled and gave her that LOOK again. “Well, if there’s 
a woman involved, then... that wouldn’t make me gay, 
would it? I mean...” 
 
Another, higher brow arch. “I’m fairly certain that 
shoving your cock into Ricky’s ass... or the reverse, for 
that matter... WOULD mean you were gay. Or at least bi-
sexual, brother. And if the idea isn’t making you squirm 
in the BAD way, then maybe you should consider... 
broadening your horizons,” she teased with yet another 
yawn, this one threatening to knock her over. “You never 
know. You might like it.” 
 
Ignatius slapped an offended and annoyed expression 
onto his face and shook his head quickly-- too quickly, 
although he didn’t realize that. “Exit only. Hell, I wouldn’t 
let YOU in there with as much as a finger! I’m no pillow-
biter.” 
 



Hypatia heard the words, but she also heard the slight 
uncertainty and smiled to herself. Iggy and Ricky had 
been right, she realized. She really WAS having fun with 
them.  
 
* * * * * 
 
They were lounging about in her motel room, all of them 
having slept long and well although she was amused by 
the speculative glances she caught Iggy sending Ricky’s 
way when the taller man wasn’t looking.  
 
Apparently her words the night before had made an 
impression, and enough of one that the horny bastard 
hadn’t tried to feel her up more than a few times, which 
honestly made her happier than she could recall being 
since New York. 
 
“All right, gents,” she said after whatever piece of crap 
the blokes were watching went to commercial break, “I 
have a good idea of how this works but let’s clear it up 
just to be sure.” 
 
Ricky shifted a little, not entirely sure of why his brother 
was looking at him the way he’d been doing since the 
previous night. Hell, Iggy was almost... checking him out? 



It was... weird. He grabbed the new subject with relief, 
giving Hypatia a smile. 
 
“It’s really simple,” he said quickly, one leg bending to 
disguise his crotch which had been where Farrell’s eyes 
had been resting for a very long few minutes. “We find a 
club. A GOOD club. The shiny happy people don’t go to 
the dives.” 
 
Ignatius sighed, not clear on why Ricky’s new position 
annoyed him. “Yeah. If we find a straight club first, I take 
point and Ricky’s just the look-out. If it’s a gay club, that’s 
reversed.” 
 
“Of course it is,” Hypatia murmured, trying not to laugh 
at the disgruntled expression on Iggy’s face. “And?” 
 
Ricky smiled, his storm-grey eyes sparkling. “And I find 
the one who shines.” He laughed softly when his sister 
looked confused. “It’s part of my gift. I can see what they 
dream, you know... manipulate it sometimes. And even 
when awake, humans carry a... shimmer. The brighter 
the shimmer, the more shiny-bright the soul.” 
 
“Ah. I understand,” she said softly. And she did. Ricardo 
could sense the inherent goodness within a human by 



the colour of their dreams, and... if humans carried an 
echo of that when awake, he was probably the best 
judge of people that there had ever been. 
 
Farrell nodded. “He points it out, then we do it. Simple, 
huh?” 
 
Hypatia nodded slowly. “Yesss... and that’s how you 
decide which person to drug and rape, then?” She 
cocked her head, giving them a curious gaze. 
 
“Look, it’s not RAPE,” Ricky insisted. “We just... take the 
shine off, okay? And they don’t ever remember it so who 
does it hurt? No-one! And... the drug doesn’t even have 
any side effects, so...” 
 
“None?” she said softly, “None at all...?” 
 
Ignatius smirked wickedly. “A headache. Not as bad as a 
hangover. And... depending on how we leave them, they 
might assume they got drunk and acted the whore. 
Memory loss from when they first drink it. That’s all, 
sister dear.” 
 
She looked thoughtful for a few moments then let her 
wicked grin spread across her lips. “All right. That seems 



fair. You get your pleasure, they never know any better 
and... the worst they suffer is a guilty conscience... and 
less ‘shimmer’.”  
 
Yet there was Robert, she knew, and... ‘Help him,’ she 
asked the Powers, hoping that they could hear her even 
if she couldn’t hear them. ‘Help him. Heal him. Make him 
SEE.’ 
 
“They don’t... suffer,” she added. 
 
“Exactly!” Ricky nearly shouted, grinning broadly. “It 
doesn’t do them any harm. It just... lets us thumb our 
noses at the Powers, sis.” 
 
“So is there a version of this drug that’ll make a man hard 
and ready?” she asked slyly, “because I don’t fancy being 
left out on the fun, boys. If I’m going to travel with you, I 
want ALL the benefits.” 
 
Farrell and Ricky traded one long, gleeful stare.  
 
“I’m sure we can come up with SOMETHING, sister dear,” 
Iggy said smugly. “Probably not for Boulder, but... 
definitely soon.” 
 



“Add some distilled Viagra, maybe,” Ricky added. “That 
way when they wake up they’ll be even MORE 
confused.” 
 
“And it’ll bypass the problems with the best choice being 
a straight guy in a straight club,” Farrell added. “Ricky 
would do them but somehow they never take him up on 
it when he offers them a drink.” 
 
Hypatia laughed and shook her head, giving Ricky an 
amused glance. “Fancy that.”  
 
 

Part Thirty-Three 

 

Robert smiled a bit, remembering the night before in the 
kitchen and still not cringing. He could have simply closed 
his eyes and tried to sleep more, but he was too awake 
for that and… 
 
* * * * * 
 
It had been the obvious lack of tension and looks of pure 
happiness on Trevor and Elliot’s faces that had had 



Robert all... shaky.  
 
On the one hand, he was glad that his time in the barn 
had allowed the couple to spend time together that 
they’d obviously needed and he couldn’t pretend to be 
upset by the fact that they seemed more... relaxed than 
they’d been in the last few days. 
 
On the other hand, though, a part of him had cringed at 
the knowledge that they’d been... intimate with each 
other in the way Ricky had been with him. 
 
But then he’d looked closer, watching them move around 
the kitchen. A hand snuck out here, stroking a hip... a 
gaze there, caressing a beloved face. A soft smile, a 
gentle blush, unspoken words being heard and replied 
to, and...  
 
It wasn’t anything like the so-called intimacy he’d had 
forced on him, Robert had realized. 
 
Intellectually he’d already known that. Emotionally... 
well, emotionally he was still figuring it out.  
 
It might have helped, he told himself, if he’d been 
involved in a relationship based on true caring since he 



and Harry, but he simply hadn’t, and maybe that was 
why he’d been so willing to bend over for Paul back in 
DC. But that didn’t matter, he’d realized. 
 
It was like a sudden flash of lightning in his mind. 
 
It didn’t matter. NOTHING mattered outside of the fact 
that... the small touches, soft glances, gentle pecks he’d 
witnessed had made him YEARN. 
 
Not that he was ready to do those things yet. He still felt 
soiled and... distrustful. But he could watch Elliot brush 
the back of his hand over Trevor’s cheek... watch Trevor 
react by pressing slightly into that strong hand, and... not 
feel nauseated or ashamed that he wanted something 
similar someday. 
 
It was a step, Robert figured. A good step, even though 
small.  
 
He’d smiled to himself, slipping into the kitchen from the 
doorway he’d been standing just the other side of.  
 
“I’ll just set the table,” he’d said quietly, pulling flatware 
and napkins from a drawer, “since you two seem to have 
everything in hand here.” 



 
Trevor’d blinked, trying to pull his fingers away from 
Elliot’s stomach as he heard the voice, only to be stopped 
by the strong hand that suddenly held his against skin. 
 
“That’d be great, Robert,” Elliot had said, smiling at the 
younger man then smiling even more when he got a wink 
from the smaller blond. “I think he’s turned a corner, 
baby,” he whispered, leaning close to Trevor’s ear. 
 
The brunette shivered, his fingers flexing slightly against 
his lover’s toned belly. “Gods, I hope so,” he’d whispered 
back, “But isn’t that kind of... fast...?” 
 
Elliot listened to Robert setting silverware out on the 
small table behind them and shrugged. “I’m not saying 
he’ll be crawling into bed with us to do anything but 
sleep in the next little while, Trev, but... he knows what 
we were doing earlier and he doesn’t seem to be 
bothered by it, so... one step at a time, okay?” 
 
Trevor nodded, moving just a bit closer to wrap his arms 
around the tall blond’s waist. “Okay. But that doesn’t 
mean I won’t be hoping and praying for him to jump a 
few steps.” He sighed. “And we SO need to go into town. 
We need food for one thing... and lube.” 



 
Elliot chuckled softly, one hand lightly stroking Trevor’s 
ass through the sweat pants. “I’ll go in the morning, love. 
Promise. I really... hell, Trev, I just need you to fuck me. 
Loved making love earlier, but... Christ. I want you so 
deep, baby...” 
 
There had come a low, deep groan. “Shit, El... don’t get 
me started. Not now.” 
 
“Okay... later then,” the older man said with a 
deliberately suggestive smile before leaning in to press a 
slow, thorough kiss to his lover’s lips, well aware of the 
soft and slightly disturbed brown eyes watching them. 
 
* * * * * 
 
He watched their bodies shift closer together, closing the 
gap he left when he crept from the bed slowly and 
carefully. 
 
Strong, toned forms clad simply in sweatpants found 
each other, arms moving to grasp and close over loved 
flesh. Soft wordless mumbles broke the silence and 
Robert smiled. 
 



He was probably up because he’d dreamed again. Seen 
that night when it had… happened. Experienced it from a 
position outside himself for a change.  
 
** ‘Knew you wanted it,’ he heard Ricky say, ‘saw you 
checking out my cock...’** 
 
Well, he had. But subtly. Out of curiosity; nothing more. 
 
** ‘So tight... tighter than any girl, aren’t you, Robert..’ 
** 
 
Of course he was. His ass wasn’t specifically designed to 
have eight or so inches of thick, hard cock jammed into it 
without warning. And even if it had been, he’d have been 
tight considering the lack of stimulation or excitement. 
 
** ‘Fuuuuuuckkk… tight as a virgin, bro’… sure * grunt* 
you don’t want a turn…?’ ** 
 
And thank God for small favours. He’d been DRUGGED. 
Wouldn’t have been able to say ‘no’ to whoever ‘Farrell‘ 
was any more than he had been able to refuse Ricky.. 
 
** ‘Oh… yeah, that’s it, Robert… all nice and slick now…’ 
** 



 
Of course he was. He’d been BLEEDING! 
 
And finally... 
 
** ‘You’re an amazing fuck, Robert… I might have to find 
you again.’ ** 
 
If he did, Robert had vowed in the dream, he’d KILL the 
bastard! He’d rip off his balls and bronze them... maybe 
nail them to the wall as a warning to other rapists. 
 
And that was when he’d woken up, for some reason not 
gasping or shaking from the dream... at all. 
 
The only thing he’d found himself thinking then was... he 
hadn’t wanted it. Hadn’t asked for it. He hadn’t done 
anything more than let a superficially attractive man buy 
him a drink. 
 
Elliot had been right. He-- Robert-- hadn’t done anything 
wrong other than accepting a drink from a stranger, 
and... he’d never do that again. 
 
Robert smiled at the two men on the bed and found the 
clothes he’d changed out of before they’d all gone to 



sleep.  
 
He dressed quickly, then grabbed the keys to his car from 
the small table by the door. He’d heard the guys 
whispering, after all, and... it was almost eight AM. There 
was sure to be a store open. No reason for Trevor or 
Elliot to make the trip, especially when HE was already 
awake and feeling... pretty good. 
 
Not entirely better, of course, but... less broken. 
 
* * * * * 
 
It was nice to wake up in Elliot’s arms, their morning 
erections brushing against each other. 
 
Trevor wondered for a moment why that seemed wrong, 
but as he wasn’t fully awake yet, he didn’t bother 
thinking too much about it. Or not until he rocked lightly 
and felt the fabric between their shafts. 
 
His eyes opened and a slow, sweet smile crossed his lips 
as he saw the contented expression on his still sleeping 
lover’s face. 
 
“Mmmm...” he mumbled, moving closer for that first 



morning kiss he loved so much. Closed-lipped so as not 
to share the morning breath, but still soft and warm and 
definitely desired. “El...” 
 
Elliot shifted closer, pulling his dark-haired man against 
him as he rose slowly from the murky depths of sleep 
and returned the slow press of lips-on-lips. “Trev,” he 
answered sleepily, arms tight around the well known 
body, “where’s our boy...?” 
 
The question had Trevor sitting bolt upright as he found 
himself suddenly fully awake, his eyes darting around the 
room. “I... fuck, El, I don’t know!” 
 
And just that quick, Elliot was awake as well.  
 
His eyes stabbed at the clock and he frowned deeply. 
“It’s almost ten! I... didn’t I set the alarm?” 
 
Trevor shook his head. “No... we were all supposed to 
sleep ourselves out, remember?” 
 
A soft, relieved sigh. “Okay. So he probably woke up early 
and decided to let us sleep. I’m guessing he’s out in the 
barn,” Elliot said with a hopeful grin as he pulled his lover 
closer. 



 
Y-you’re probably right,” Trev whispered as he pressed 
closer to the toned form before him, “But maybe we 
should make sure.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
The car was gone. 
 
That was the first thing Elliot noticed when he and Trevor 
stepped out onto the porch. 
 
The car-- Robert’s car-- was gone. 
 
He didn’t know what to think, and neither did Trev, 
judging by the look on his face. 
 
He had a feeling they were both about to panic... break 
down and scream to the Heavens for their boy, but... 
 
That was when Trevor’s eyes suddenly locked on the dirt 
road that lead to the house, his head cocked to the side 
as he SAW. “He’s coming back,” he whispered, giving 
Elliot a speaking glance. 
 
It was less than a second later that the two men were in 



the bathroom, shifting around each other in a practiced 
fashion as they brushed teeth quickly and combed hair, 
smiling at each other like idiots every few seconds. Their 
boy had left, for whatever reason, but... he was coming 
back. 
 
Then they looked at each other and grinned again as they 
finished up, exchanging one long, real kiss before dashing 
back to the bed and arranging themselves the way they’d 
woken up.  
 
 

Part Thirty-Four 

 

"What the hell was THAT?" Harris demanded, his eye 
wide and locking on his vampire's blue. "Spike, it felt 
like..." 
 
"Dunno, do I?" the blond nearly growled. "Felt... strange. 
Maybe just a reaction ta someone I ate, yah?" 
 
His brow furrowed and the brunette shook his head. 
"Spike... babe... that wasn't... normal, okay?" He shifted 
closer on the couch, arms wrapping tightly around the 



slightly smaller man. "I... fuck, babe, it scares me." 
 
He was caught between purring at having his beloved 
pressed against him again and... growling at the fear-
scent pouring from that same young man. Long leather-
clad arms wrapped around the much warmer form, 
fingers rubbing small, soothing circles on his spine. " 's 
alright, luv... nothin' wrong with your Spike. Whatever it 
was stopped, 'ey? Plain old non-beatin' heart here." 
 
Harris still couldn't help shivering a little. "I don't... has 
that ever happened before? Because I'm thinking no 
and... okay, heart beat. Not usually something bizarre, 
right? But Spike..." 
 
"Hush, pet," the vampire murmured, pulling the tanned 
man almost into his lap, "I'm fine, yah? An'... tell you 
what, Xan. We can ask 'Patia... or Trev next time he or El 
calls." It had been close to a week since the woman had 
said she'd call, after all, and... he'd pretty much given up 
on the notion that she ever would. The blokes, on the 
other hand, called at least once a day. 
 
The brunette frowned, his face burrowing into the crook 
of Spike's neck. "Promise me, Spike," he demanded 
quietly, "Promise me there's nothing weird or wrong 



about what just happened. Swear it to me and I'll... try to 
stop worrying, okay?" 
 
Spike nodded quickly, arching his neck against the 
shifting head. His hands moved slowly, one sliding to the 
small of his human's back as the other rose to tangle in 
ever-lengthening thick brown hair. "Give you my word, 
love... nothin's wrong, yah? Feelin’ fine. Grand, in fact. 
Probably WAS someone I ate." Cool lips brushed gently 
at the edge of one warm ear and finally he purred, 
hoping to comfort his Claimed. 
 
Harris sighed, pressing closer to the loved body holding 
him. "You'd better be right, babe," he whispered, his lips 
ghosting over the scar on his love's neck, "I... I can't lose 
you, okay?" 
 
"Know just what you mean, precious," Spike murmured 
back softly. "An' I'm never gettin' lost. Not ta you, Xan. 
Promise you that, too. Always goin' ta be with you." Even 
when you're dead and gone, he added silently. 
 
He was still worried, but... he couldn't bring himself to 
voice his doubts. Not when he'd just realized that it was 
actually possible for him TO lose Spike, and okay, he'd 
known about the possibility that the vampire might be 



dusted some night, but... Spike was good enough that it 
wasn't likely.  
 
He shook his head, wanting nothing than to be "Home... 
can we go home, babe? I... shit, I just..." Harris swallowed 
hard. 
 
Spike nodded slowly, fingers stroking gently through the 
tangled hair. "Whatever you want, pet. Missed you last 
night, yah? Didn't sleep or anythin'. Just kept thinkin' 
'bout th' look on your face when you walked off, luv... 
hated myself for puttin' it there." He frowned. "Never 
goin' ta do that again, Xan. Not for anythin'." 
 
"Good," Harris murmured, "because if you do... well, let's 
just say I won't be bought off with a bunch of... really 
nice gifts." He lifted his head to meet sorry blue eyes. "I 
love them, by the way. Especially the yoo-hoo." 
 
He chuckled, leaning close to nips his beloved's warm, 
full lips. "Yah... figured you'd like that, pet. Don't know 
how you can drink that swill." 
 
"Watch it, babe. Yoo-hoo and ho-hos are the food of the 
Gods!" 
 



Another chuckle, softer this time as Spike cupped a rough 
cheek. "Th' food of MY God, anyway, pet. An' you were 
right, Xan. We should go home. Got me some worshipin' 
ta do, don't I?" 
 
* * * * * 
 
They'd left all of the 'prezzies' as Spike had called them at 
Trevor and Elliot's apartment-- aside from the box Spike 
had slipped into his coat for later-- mostly because it 
would have been too difficult to get them all out to the 
car while the sun was still out. Hell, they were lucky the 
car was still there, considering Spike had left it double-
parked. And as Harris observed, they could always come 
back for his presents after dark. 
 
Not that Spike was planning on letting his Claimed out of 
bed that soon, but... the bloke would figure it out for 
himself eventually. 
 
Until then, he was just going to enjoy the comforting rasp 
of stubbled skin on skin, heat against coolness, tongues 
and flesh, lips and blood.  
 
He pressed himself down harder on the long, strong body 
beneath him, his mouth grazing a hot, flushed cheek 



before sliding down to the claiming scar and nibbling at it 
lightly. "Luv how you taste, pet... salty-sweet an' 
wantin'... you're like a drug, beloved... can't get enough 
of you..." 
 
Harris groaned, his cock throbbing against the equally 
hard one rubbing lightly over him. His hands grasped 
nearly roughly at smooth, cool flesh, although that flesh 
wasn't as cool as it had been when they'd gotten home. 
"Jesus... fuck, Spike... d-does that m-make me your d-
dealer...?" he managed to gasp, doing his best to arch 
into that wonderfully toned body pinning him down. 
 
"Dealer an' drug, luv... think I could live on nothin' but 
you... think I'd like ta find out..." the vampire whispered, 
his features shifting slowly to true. One sharp tooth 
scratched gently at the mark and he purred as a thin line 
of blood rose reluctantly to the surface. 
 
His tongue laved slowly, the teasing bit of flavor pulling a 
soft, pleased growl from him. He lifted his head, his eyes 
gold and gleaming in the soft evening light coming 
through the curtains. "My Claimed," he whispered, the 
recent fight reminding him of how very lucky he was. 
"MY Claimed. My Xan... my heart an' soul. Luv you, pet... 
so much..." 



 
The brunette groaned again, his hands sliding down the 
tensed back to take hold of rounded, toned cheeks. 
"Gods, Spike... you too, babe... hated being away even 
for a f-few hours..." His fingers flexed in those pale 
globes of flesh and he moaned deeply. "P-please, babe... 
l-love me, okay? J-just... have me!" 
 
Blond hair flowed with Spike's nod as he lifted his torso, 
the action pressing their cocks together harder. He 
growled low and deep, one hand shifting across the soft 
cotton sheets to find the tube that tended to live under 
their pillows. "Need that, luv... ta have you. Ta show 
you... feel you..." 
 
Harris nodded, swallowing hard as Spike finally rolled to 
the side, one slicked hand finding his cock. His eye closed 
at the viscous, gel-like substance was spread over his 
pulsing shaft with care. "G-gods, babe... I... fuck..." 
 
The tender smile might have looked odd with the 
demon's features, but Spike didn't care. He simply 
continued to stroke his Claimed slowly, purring at each 
small hitched breath and whimper he heard. "Goin' ta 
ride you, pet... take you so deep, luv... goin' ta scream for 
you, Xan... beloved..." 



 
"Jesus... f-fuck... you need to... shit, babe... g-get yourself 
s-slick too..." His eye was clenched shut tightly. If he had 
to watch his vamp with those long. elegant fingers buried 
deep inside his own ass, he'd blow right then and there 
and while he was sure Spike would find that both funny 
and flattering, it wasn't how Harris wanted this 
adventure to end. "P-please... hurry, babe... n-need you 
so... b-bad..." 
 
"Not ta worry, luv," Spike murmured, only dabbing a bit 
of the lubricant over his hole, "Goin' ta take you in, Xan... 
alla you. Right now, beloved." One leg slung quickly over 
the tense, gorgeous and deeply tanned body beside him 
and his slick hand wrapped again around the turgid shaft, 
holding it steady as he positioned himself for the long, 
slow ride down. 
 
His eye flew wide, hands flying to tight, slim hips as he 
felt just the tip of his cock pressing against the TOO tight 
hole. "S-spike! I... no! D-don't... I won't h-hurt y-y-you..." 
 
The vampire groaned and pressed down harder, ignoring 
the attempt to hold him back. "Not... hurtin' me... 
beloved..." he gasped, a strong shiver of pleasure 
shimmying through his body as that thick head entered 



him fully with an almost audible pop. "B-brilliant," he 
grunted, slowly forcing himself down further, his hips 
rocking and shifting until he felt his beloved's heavy sac 
against his ass. "Bloody... perfect, luv..." 
 
It was only the sense of pure enjoyment he felt radiating 
from his claimed that kept Harris from trying to stop. Not 
that he'd be able to, what with Spike being stronger, he 
admitted silently, but he still would have tried, no matter 
HOW good the incredible tightness felt around his cock.  
 
As it was, though, he DID feel his vampire's pleasure 
through their bond, so his hands simply tightened on the 
pale hips, fingers digging deep enough to leave small, 
vaguely oval bruises on tight skin. "J-jesus FUCK, babe..." 
he whispered, most of his breath devoted to just staying 
conscious. "G-gods, Spike... s-so... good... so... t-tight..." 
 
Long, pale fingers closed tightly on the strained biceps 
before him as he lifted himself slowly, pulling almost 
entirely from the piercing shaft before sliding just as 
slowly back down. "Was a virgin, luv, in every s-sense... 
when I w-was t-t-turned... all t-tight like th-this…" Spike 
groaned. "C-comes back if I... d-don't... use s-somethin'... 
or get b-buggered regular-l-like... an’ ‘s been… over 
twenty-f-four… bloody… hours…" 



 
Harris gasped, his eye traveling down their bodies to 
watch his thick, ready cock disappearing into that tight, 
VIRGINAL hole as his vampire impaled himself fully once 
again. "R-remind... me... to... f-fuck you... every f-few 
hours, then... babe..." His fingers shifted slightly, digging 
deep again and a smug smile crossed his lips for a 
moment, seeing the bruises left behind. "M-make you m-
mine... over and o-ver-r... always m-m-mine... babe..." 
 
"Yours," Spike admitted with a growl, leaning forward 
slightly as he rose and fell, rose and fell, the small change 
pressing the small nub within him flush against his 
beloved's straining shaft. "N-never anything... but... 
yours... beloved..." 
 
He could feel himself tightening-- and not just his sac-- as 
Spike rode him slow and sweet and he forced his eye 
away from the incredible sight of that amazing ass 
swallowing him whole, only to focus instead on the wide 
golden eyes that were growing more heated by the 
moment. "L-love you, Spike," he managed to moan in a 
rare moment of lucidity, "A-always... yours too, love..." 
 
His spine arched, fingers harder on his Xan's arms as he 
gasped loudly and roughly, the thick, seeping head within 



him pressing wildly against that special spot as he slid 
down one last time, his body shaking and shivering with 
the unexpectedly sudden orgasm. His mouth opened and 
closed, unable to voice anything but a wordless and 
nearly mute sound as he stared into the wide brown eye 
and exploded wickedly over his Claimed's stomach and 
chest. 
 
"S-spike!" Harris cried, his own back arching against their 
mattress as he arched up as much as possible, his balls 
throbbing and tightening further before shooting great, 
gushing spurts deep into the tight benediction of his 
vampire's bowels. "L-love... y-y-you...!" he howled, 
repeating the words yet again. 
 
And as the perfect cock deep inside him bathed his 
innards with forceful shots of hot, rich spunk, Spike came 
again, thick ropes of milky fluids splashing lightly over 
warm, tanned skin once more before he collapsed over 
his human, those same fluids coating their bellies and 
chests as sharp teeth sank deep into the wonderful scar 
on his Xander's neck. 
 
Hands released hips, moving up the pale spine to tangle 
in short blond hair, holding the piercing fangs closer as 
his own blunt, human teeth dug deep into the matching 



scar on his lover's neck and he drank... slowly, deeply, 
and with all the love, desire and wonderment he felt 
pouring freely through their link.  
 
 

Part Thirty-Five 

 

"Do you think... could she be right?" Ricky asked carefully 
as Farrell flipped off the driver of another car they 
passed. "I mean about the... is it really rape?" 
 
The darker-haired man snorted and rolled his eyes, 
watching Hypatia's car in the rear view mirror. "Of course 
not, you big GIRL. Rape is like..." he frowned. "It's like 
that thing in 'the Accused', okay? We're not violent, 
right? And they don't even know what happened, so it 
doesn't count. We're just doing what we said. Kicking the 
lighter Powers in the balls." 
 
Ricky sighed silently and nodded. "Okay. I just... I don't 
want to HURT anyone, Farrell." 
 
"And you're not, Rick. WE'RE not. Hell, Hy's even on 
board now and who can blame her? We're right about 



not having souls." Iggy looked smug and shifted slightly in 
his seat as he shifted and cut into the next lane, smirking 
at the squeal of brakes he heard when their sister 
followed. "And we might have a surprise for you tonight, 
bro'." 
 
Storm-grey eyes narrowed curiously in a gaze at the 
other man. "A surprise? Do tell, Farrell..." 
 
Ignatius smirked and shook his head. "Let's say it might 
have something to do with an idea I had... that Hy sort 
of... elaborated on." He did his best not to look at 
Ricardo's crotch and when he failed he forced himself to 
pull his eyes away and look at the road again, not 
embarrassed exactly but... uncomfortable. Then again, 
with no soul, who was to say that the idea of having sex 
repeatedly with his brother and sister was wrong? They'd 
been one being before, after all, and... that would be as 
close as they could get to being that again. "I think you'll 
like it," he added after a moment. 
 
Ricky frowned, shifting in the passenger seat to face the 
window, the knee closest to Ignatius bending higher. "If 
you say so," he mumbled, watching the scenery go by. 
 
* * * * * 



 
She could do this, Hypatia thought. She COULD. And she 
didn't have a soul, so there was no betrayal involved. No 
harm, no foul. 
 
Nobody would be hurt and GODS, why did she even care 
about that? 
 
Her mind whirled in circles, questioning the decision 
she'd made, but... the Powers weren't talking to her, so 
she was on her own. With no true concept of good and 
bad, all she had to go by was her own impulses, and... 
 
The wicked and willful smile spread across her lips again 
as she gunned the engine, pulling her car out and around 
her brothers' before sliding in front of them and signaling 
as they reached the outskirts of Boulder. 
 
She pulled into the crowded parking lot of a diner and 
parked, then headed towards the front door and waited 
for the blokes. 
 
"Need to do a bit of shopping, gents," she said when they 
approached. "I only have the one outfit that's suitable for 
clubs and it's dirty from the other night. How about we 
get a bite and then hit a mall?" She chuckled and gave 



Iggy a suggestive smile. "Besides, I'd like to get a little 
something... special... for later." She winked. 
 
Farrell laughed and grabbed Ricky's hand, dragging him 
into the diner while Hypatis followed. "Sounds like a 
plan, sis... after we eat. We'll need our strength if we're 
gonna go shopping with a girl." He winked back then 
looked at the woman behind the register. "Three," he 
said, indicating himself and his siblings. 
 
* * * * * 
 
The shopping had taken just long enough, Hypatia 
thought with a sly smirk. She'd managed to get a few 
things that even her brothers had agreed would help in 
their quest... things that would announce her status as 
the 'girlfriend' of whichever bloke WASN'T on point. 
She'd also managed to get a pair of cell phones, one of 
which she had, the other of which resided in Iggy's 
pocket, presumably. 
 
She trailed along behind her brothers' car, then pulled 
the new phone out and hit the only number that was 
programmed into it.  
 
"Iggy," she said, her grin in her voice, "I need to shower 



and change, alright? How about I find us a motel and 
meet you later?" 
 
"Yes, I'm sure an hour will be fine," she answered his 
question. "I don't want to come across as less than you 
guys deserve, now do I? Besides, gent... wouldn't you 
rather I be all sweet and clean when we... get down to 
it?" 
 
She smirked wickedly. "That's what I thought. So where 
am I meeting you?" 
 
One hand scrabbled over the seat of the rental car, finally 
finding the pen she knew was there. She wrote directly 
on her other hand-- the one on the steering wheel. "I'll 
see you there, brother... just after full dark. And... I can't 
wait until later," she purred, ignoring the twisting in her 
gut. "Give Ricky a kiss for me," she added teasingly 
before hanging up. 
 
* * * * * 
 
She parked on the small rise a good hundred yards from 
the club, watching the parking lot closely through the 
binoculars she'd snuck off to buy at the mall while she'd 
said she was going to the bathroom. It hadn't even been 



noticed amongst her other purchases. 
 
She smiled darkly, seeing her brothers' car pull in and 
wait just inside the entrance then dialed the new number 
she'd entered into the new cell. "They're there. Just past 
where the drive widens. Left side. Two of them in a 
maroon Corvette." 
 
"Are you sure about this?" the voice on the other end 
asked slowly. 
 
"You heard the tapes, detective. They're obviously 
insane. Do I sound like I could be their sister?" She 
frowned, suddenly wondering whether the mini tape 
recorder and the audio evidence would be enough.  
 
A sigh. "No. But I don't understand why you won't 
testify." 
 
"I don't want to get that involved," Hypatia said softly. 
"Now, if you want to apprehend a couple of serial rapists, 
I suggest you watch them and... they need to be in jail, 
Nick. Forever. But twenty or thirty years should do." 
 
"I... thanks for the heads-up, Kelly," the detective said 
with a sigh.  



 
"No problem," she said softly before ending the call and 
dialing her brothers. 
 
"Iggy... sorry, mate. I'm a bit lost. Where are you?" she 
lied deliberately, not mentioning how she'd gone directly 
to the police station once she'd been free of him and 
Ricky. 
 
She released one very fake sigh. "Well, go ahead. I'll be 
there in the next half hour or so. I seem to have gotten... 
turned around." Or not, she admitted silently. She'd 
never had any real intention of participating in their sick 
games to begin with. 'Turned around' was just a 
somewhat charming euphemism. 
 
"No... no, it's fine! Don't wait on MY account! Maybe I'll 
just meet you gents back at the motel... get all tarted up 
and ready for you..." NOT. Not ever, although she forced 
her voice to stay lusty and intrigued. 
 
She smirked again then forced a breathless laugh. "I'll be 
waiting," she murmured as she hung up, her eyes still 
watching the club through the binoculars.  
 
And that much was true, in any case. 



 
* * * * * 
 
She waited a good forty-five minutes, staring at the front 
door until she saw Iggy and Ricky nearly carrying a young 
black man outside. "Gay bar," she murmured to herself 
as she watched them maneuver the out-of-it bloke into 
the shadows beside the club. 
 
She gave them five minutes before she picked up the 
phone again and hit Farrell's number. 
 
"Hello, brother..." 
 
"Uh, Hy, this really isn't a good time..." 
 
"Sorry, Farrell, but... I need to tell you something." 
 
"Yeah? What?" he sounded impatient. 
 
"See, here's the thing... brother. I was thinking about 
what you said. About us not having souls." 
 
"Yeah, what about it?" A definitely impatient sound. 
 
"Well, I figured something out." 



 
"Did you." 
 
"I did. And what I figured out is..." She pulled a cigarette 
from her latest pack and lit it, inhaling deeply. "We still 
know right from wrong. We still know whether we're 
doing something that's... evil. And even if we'll never be 
rewarded or punished after our bodies die... maybe it 
doesn't matter. Maybe the rewards and punishments we 
receive in our mortal lives are enough. Of course, I 
already knew that." 
 
"What the... fuck... are you talking about, Hy?" Iggy 
growled over the line. 
 
"You know enough about right and wrong to think you're 
hurting the Powers, Iggy," she said softly, one hand on 
the switch for her headlights, "And that means you've 
CHOSEN the darkness. Chosen to dim the light." 
 
She flicked the knob once, twice, three times, still 
watching through the binoculars as red and blue lights 
began flickering from the ten unmarked police cars 
around the parking lot. 
 
"And just so you know, brother... the young man Ricky 



'did' in Tulsa...? He DOES belong to one of us. He's 
connected and prophesied and... but you don’t care, do 
you?“ She sighed, taking another deep lungful of smoke 
and exhaling. “Goodbye, Ignatius. Enjoy your 'free will'… 
until you choke on it." 
 
She ended the call and climbed from her car, watching 
her brothers being swarmed over and cuffed while the 
young man who'd been their victim was wrapped in a 
blanket, his pants still loose around his ankles. 
 
She wished she could have signaled sooner but... it had 
been necessary for the young man to be violated if she 
was going to avenge Robert, and... at least now Iggy and 
Ricky would be in prison, having been caught in the act, 
as it were. 
 
She’d have to remember to send their latest victim an 
anonymous donation for the therapy he’d probably need 
once he found out what had happened, but that was 
fine. It was the least she could do for allowing her so-
called brothers to violate him. 
 
Hypatia's smile was bittersweet as she got back into her 
car and drove off. She'd stop at some point to drop the 
purchases she'd made with her brothers into a donation 



box somewhere and... maybe someone would find a use 
for the pre-paid new cell phone. She'd never use it 
again... and she'd never had any intention of wearing 
those clothes. 
 
The very fact of the men who'd helped her choose them 
made them... dirty.  
 
 

Part Thirty-Six 

 

Robert found his eyes closing after less than a moment of 
staring at the tableau that greeted him once he walked 
into the house and to the bedroom door. 
 
Trevor... and Elliot. Elliot... and Trevor. Wrapped around 
each other, arms loose but close over each others' 
bodies. 
 
It was... enticing, he knew, although a large part of him 
was still freaked that he could be attracted... interested... 
so soon after what had happened. 
 
Then again, he thought, remembering the old woman 



he'd run into in what had obviously been a reservation 
town now that he thought about it, although it had had a 
7-11 and a Shell station... maybe he was ready to let it 
go. 
 
'Do not dwell,' she'd said, latching on to his arm as he'd 
gotten out of the car-- and hadn't THAT freaked him out-- 
'The one who hurt you has been removed. He shall never 
harm another. Your best revenge' she'd gone on, 'Is in 
not letting him best you.' 
 
Then she'd grinned an almost toothless smile and kissed 
his cheek and he'd felt...better. Felt blessed, almost. 
 
So he'd shopped, frowning slightly at the lack of 
flavoured or scented lubricants. He had a feeling Elliot 
and Trevor liked that sort of thing, after all. Still, the 
standard KY would undoubtedly be better than the bottle 
of olive oil he'd seen Trev sneaking out of the bedroom. 
 
Robert shook his head quickly, his eyes opening again to 
gaze lengthily over the two bodies. His hands shook and 
he swallowed hard, even as he slowly divested himself of 
jacket, shirt, shoes, socks, pants... everything but the 
boxer-briefs he'd gotten so comfortable wearing. 
 



He looked at them again, trying to make a choice since 
they were too close together to slide between, then 
moved to the left, lifting the covers and slipping into the 
bed behind Trevor, pressing himself gently against the 
long, lean form, spooning him tightly.  
 
One arm slid over the warm, toned bodies, his hand 
finally stopping as it found Elliot's ribs and made a home 
there, cupped over the curve of rib cage and back and his 
eyes closed, just basking in the comfort and pleasure he 
felt at being able to... touch... without the gut-wrenching 
distress he'd almost become used to. 
 
* * * * *  
 
Wide brown eyes met equally wide blue ones, although 
neither Trevor nor Elliot wanted to speak and possibly 
make Robert pull away. 
 
Instead, their eyes spoke volumes for a few moments 
before closing again in agreement. 
 
Trevor murmured softly, rocking back slightly against 
Robert's groin. He smiled, feeling the interested stirring 
even as he held Elliot closer. Their boy was apparently 
able to get an erection again, and that was a good thing. 



"Mmmmffff..." he let himself mumble, rocking just a bit 
harder and faster, "Baby..."  
 
What the hell was he doing, Robert wondered. Trevor 
was obviously sleeping and here HE was pressing against 
him and... it was too much like what had happened. Not 
that he would ever... He shuddered at the thought and 
tried to pull himself away. He remembered VERY well 
how it had felt when he'd finally shaken off the drugs, 
and... 
 
Elliot frowned, his hand stretching beyond Trevor to find 
one tense and shaking hip. "Mmmm... Robert," he 
murmured, pulling the young man closer and giving him 
a falsely sleepy gaze as he raised his head to peer over 
Trev's form, "Darlin'... where you been...?" 
 
Trevor took that as a signal and stretched slightly, looking 
over his shoulder and smiling at the young blond. 
"Dreamt I felt you behind me... dreamt that you were 
hard and... wanting me, baby..." He made himself pout 
just a bit with obvious disappointment. "But it's okay, 
Robert," he mumbled, turning his head to rest against 
Elliot's arm and hide his hopeful smile. "Told you... we 
can wait..." He stretched again, his back rubbing gently 
against Robert's chest.  



 
And that was just about enough, Robert figured. He 
was… damaged, not DEAD. 
 
He pressed himself hard against Trevor's back, the soft 
cotton of his boxer-briefs catching slightly against the 
fabric of Trevor's sweats as he rubbed against him, one 
arm worming its way under two toned bodies while the 
other took the easy route and wrapped over them. 
 
"I... bloody hell," he moaned softly. "Bloody... Trevor... 
I... I'm sorry," he whispered as he rocked against the soft 
yet firm ass pressing back into him. "I'm... sorry... I 
can't..." he gasped again as his breath hitched and his 
arms tightened and he felt himself shoot off in his 
underwear less than a moment later, much to his own 
embarrassment.  
 
* * * * * 
 
He wasn't sure of how he'd wound up between the two 
older men again, but Robert was entirely certain that he 
didn't care, although his underwear was kind of... sticky. 
Still, he was amazed that he wasn't freaking out. In fact, 
his only real reaction other than shaking a bit was the 
tears gathering in the corners of his eyes as warm, strong 



hands stroked his chest softly.  
 
"I... I'm sor..." he mumbled, swallowing hard at the soft, 
gentle touches. 
 
"Hush, darlin'," Elliot said with a smile, his fingers 
gingerly roaming over one small, pale pink nipple. "You 
don't have anything to be sorry for." 
 
"El's right, baby," Trevor purred, staring at the young 
man's face raptly. "Unless what you're sorry about is not 
letting us see your face when you came... you must have 
been so beautiful, Robert... just as beautiful as you are 
right now." 
 
The younger blond's sigh was shaky and embarrassed but 
not unhappy. "I... this isn't normal, is it?" he finally asked 
quietly, forcing himself to meet brown eyes then blue 
ones. "It's only been... not long," he said, nearly 
whispering the last. 
 
Elliot gave Trevor one sharp look, nodding as his lover 
somehow understood and joined him in laying down 
beside their boy, wrapping gently but firmly around him.  
 
"Robert," he said softly, "There's no predetermined 



length of time with this sort of thing, okay?" His hand slid 
up the shivering chest, finally cupping one soft, tense 
cheek. "And maybe you wouldn't be ready for even this 
much if we weren't HERE, darlin'. In this place. And I... I 
think Trev's Powers might have something to do with 
how you're feeling, too." 
 
Trevor chuckled, shifting just a bit to lay his head on 
Robert's shoulder, his fingers trailing slowly across the 
smaller man's upper abdomen. "I thought it was those 
manitous of yours, baby..." 
 
The older blond laughed and rolled his eyes. "It's 
Manitou. No ‘s’. And they're not mine, they're... I guess 
they belong to this place. But either way, they're powers 
too and I think maybe... they wanted you better, darlin'," 
he finished, his hand on Robert's cheek pulling him to 
look his way. 
 
It would be so easy to think of that as another violation if 
it were true, but... he didn't want to feel violated 
anymore, Robert decided. 
 
No... he wanted to feel blessed, just as he'd felt earlier... 
and as he hoped to feel again soon if he could manage 
to... push himself. He wasn't fully sure that he was ready 



to engage in complete intimacy, but... "I want... bloody 
hell," he managed before stopping himself with a hot 
blush. 
 
"What, baby?" Trevor whispered, his fingers slowly and 
subtly slipping just a bit farther down the surprisingly 
toned and chiseled body. "What do you want? We... we'll 
give you anything, okay?" 
 
"Yeah, darlin'... whatever you want, whatever you need. 
We... Christ, don't get scared, Robert, but we... love you, 
okay? I know we kinda implied it the other day, but… it 
needs to be said plainly. We LOVE you. ANYTHING you 
want or need, we’ll see to it, okay?" He nodded at the 
suddenly wide-eyed gaze the words got him then Elliot 
leaned a minuscule distance closer, pressing his mouth 
simply to soft pink lips he hadn't tasted since DC. 
 
Robert's eyes were still wide, although somewhat misty 
when Elliot pulled back. He glanced down quickly, 
swallowing hard again as he watched Trevor's hand move 
over his skin. "I want... bloody hell, I... can we... try? I 
just..." he blushed again. "I'd like to try... bloody... I love 
you, too. B-both of you." And didn't that make him feel 
just a little bit like a slut? Two men? And he... yes, he 
loved them both. He just didn't know if he could bear 



to... 
 
Trevor smiled and raised his head, looking carefully at his 
lover and their young man. "I'm voting that we take it 
slow, baby," he murmured, taking his turn to kiss the 
young, skittish blond gently. "But you're in charge, 
Robert," he added softly, meeting the still-damp brown 
eyes with a serious but loving gaze. "If we-- either of us-- 
cross the line even a little, you have to promise you'll say 
so, okay?" 
 
"And we'll stop, darlin'," Elliot whispered sincerely. "We'll 
stop pushing and just... do everything we can to make 
you smile. We're trusting you to know your own limits 
and... we'll never hurt you, love. I promise you that." 
 
And somehow, that had been just what he'd needed to 
hear, Robert realized. "I know," he said softly, his eyes 
traveling from one loving stare to the other. "I do know... 
and I trust you." It was important for him to say it. 
Important that he say it to THEM. "I... couldn't love you if 
I didn't... trust you." 
 
Trevor and Elliot exchanged one deep, promising look 
before focusing their attentions on their boy. They would 
do everything they could to ensure that Robert felt 



nothing but joy and pleasure in whatever happened that 
day... and no matter what point they DID stop at, they 
had time. 
 
Time to let their new love get used to them, to their 
touches, their hands, their lips, tongues and moans... and 
one day soon, they knew, their boy would want, need, 
desire the entirety of them. And that day would be soon 
enough.  
 
 

Part Thirty-Seven 

 

Harris almost didn't open the e-mail, simply because he 
didn't recognize the sender's name. "Who the hell is 
HyLeeStressed?" he murmured, then shrugged.  
 
Maybe it was Willow or Buffy. Every once in a while they 
changed addys and dropped him a note to let him know. 
He figured it was because their other accounts got 
swamped by Watchers, Slayers, and in Willow's case, 
witches from all over the world. 
 
He clicked the mail open, scrolling to the bottom to see 



which of them it was, then shook his head in disgust at 
himself. "Duh. Hy Lee. ‘Patia." 
 
It took less than a moment to scroll up again and read 
what the woman had sent. 
 
~Xander,  
 
By the time you get this, I'll be approximately twenty 
thousand feet in the air. I know I promised to call but 
things got a bit... out of hand with my business. 
 
It's more or less taken care of now, though, and I've 
decided that I deserve a bit of time back home. Even a 
player for the Powers deserves a bit of a holiday once in 
a while, right? Or once in six years, as the case may be. 
LOL 
 
I have it on good authority that Trevor and Elliot will truly 
heal Robert, so I think you can stop worrying about them 
and start worrying about yourself and William. 
 
You need to tell him, Xander. He deserves to know the 
true reason you're so reluctant to agree to Mating. As 
much as you love him, he loves you equally. How would 
you feel if your positions were reversed and HE was 



hesitating about spending his life with YOU? What if he 
came to you one day and told you that he wasn't sure he 
wanted to be with you for more than a few years? 
Because that's what he's getting from it, I'm sure. 
 
Tell him, Harris. He'll understand. 
 
As for the rest of it... considering the lives they lead, 
you're already likely to outlive the Slayer and the 
Maiden-Crone, not to mention your other friends 
amongst the Watchers and such. I know it may seem cold 
to be pointing this out to you, but it's the truth.  
 
Do you really believe that your real friends would want 
you to pass on a chance to be happy for what amounts to 
forever? That they'd prefer it if you died sooner than 
necessary? 
 
Yes, they might be jealous that you have the opportunity 
and they don't, but that's no reason to refuse. You all 
took your lives into your hands more times than I can 
count and one or more of you could have died at any 
time. The Slayer DID die. TWICE, if you'll recall.  
 
I know you remember how you felt about that. Do you 
honestly believe your friends wouldn't be thrilled to 



know that there was ONE state of mourning they could 
avoid if they somehow DID manage not to die? 
 
I'm not saying that Spike is wrong about the drawbacks, 
but it's a very human thing to mourn those you've lost, 
and as I said, you're likely to mourn them anyway.  
 
Someone once said-- and no, I don't recall who it was, so 
don't ask-- someone once said that as long as a single 
person in the world remembers someone, they aren't 
truly dead. That they exist in memory for as long as 
someone who's known them lived. In that sense, you'd 
never lose them, Xander. They'd always be a part of 
you… and they’d always be a part of your world, yes? 
 
The same applies to Trevor, Elliot and Robert... and 
Robert's grandmother. In fact, I'd be surprised if the 
gents haven't already assumed that Spike would find 
some way to keep you by his side forever. Trevor and 
Elliot, anyway.  
 
But none of that is why you've been avoiding the issue, is 
it? 
 
So TELL HIM!  
 



He has a right to know. 
 
And now that I've managed to insert my nose so fully 
into your business, I have a plane to catch. 
 
Give my best to William. And I WILL call you gents in a 
few days. I’m afraid I may not have been entirely candid 
with you regarding my past and Trevor’s and... things 
have happened which you have a right to know about in 
MY opinion. I’ll explain later. 
 
Until then, feel free to e-mail me at this account. Take 
care, Xander.  
 
#sending virtual hugs# 
 
~Hypatia Lee 
 
(P.S.~ Ask him what's in the box he's been hiding. 
Because YOU deserve to know. ~H) ~ 
 
* * * * * 
 
"Okay, and how NOT fair is it that she knows stuff like 
that?" Harris grumbled to himself as he created a new 
folder in his e-mail and hid Hypatia's letter in it.  



 
"That who knows stuff like what, luv?" Spike purred from 
the doorway, his eyes slowly caressing the tanned skin 
and tousseled dark hair.  
 
He jumped slightly then laughed uncomfortably, swiftly 
shutting the laptop down and spinning his chair towards 
his claimed. "Huh? Oh, Willow! She, uh... said I need a 
hair cut. And how could she know that?" 
 
Spike snorted softly, well aware that his Claimed was 
lying to him. Still, the bloke would tell him the truth 
eventually, even if he had to spank it out of him. 
Besides... 
 
"Red must be out of her mind, pet... th' longer hair suits 
you." The vampire smirked, staring at one dark, wavy 
lock where it brushed the claiming scar lightly. "Suppose 
you could tie it back if you wanted ta, but I'd be bloody 
disappointed if you cut it. Like wrappin' my fist around it 
an' usin' it like a set of reins, luv... pullin' you back inta 
my thrusts, makin' you arch your back..." He purred, one 
hand stroking slowly over the swelling bulge in his jeans. 
 
The brunette shivered, watching that hand as he leaned 
back in his desk chair. "Did you just call me a... a pony?" 



he whispered, licking his lips. 
 
"Pure stallion, luv... wild, untamed... a buckin' bronco, 
you are..." The pointed tip of a pink tongue peeked 
between full, pale pink lips. "Luv masterin' you anew 
each an' every time, pet..." 
 
And Harris couldn't help laughing at that even while his 
own cock hardened beneath the baggy, cut-off sweats 
he'd been wearing to work in while Spike dealt with 
some of his investments over the phone.  
 
He slid out of his chair, crossing the room on hands and 
knees, his eye locked on heated blue until he reached the 
long, lean shape in the doorway. His hands slid slowly up 
denim-clad legs to strong thighs and he laid his cheek 
against the hardness of Spike's groin. "Bet I can make 
YOU buck, Spike... buck and heave and beg..." and ask 
you about that box I almost forgot existed, he added 
silently, turning his head a bit to lip at the fly of his 
vampire's jeans. 
 
“Know you can, precious,” Spike purred, one hand 
gathering the longish dark hair into a thick hank and 
wrapping fingers around it. “Doesn’t mean I don’t still 
want you ta prove it...” He gave his Claimed’s hair a 



gentle tug, watching avidly as pearly white teeth found 
the waist of his jeans and tugged, popping the first 
button from its hole. “Bloody hell... luv it when you do 
that, pet...” 
 
Harris cast one slow, teasing gaze up into his vampire’s 
eyes and smirked wickedly. “Yeah... kinda already knew 
that, Spike,” he said smugly before returning to his task 
and tugging another button free, then a third. His tongue 
slid playfully into the spreading triangle of fabric, sliding 
slowly over pale, cool flesh before tugging the remaining 
buttons free. 
 
Spike bit his lip to keep from gasping and tightened his 
hand on the restrained locks of dark silk as he watched 
his beloved work. “Pet... bloody hell, pet. Can’t wait ta 
feel your lips around me... ta bury myself in that hot, wet 
mouth of yours... feel your throat tight an’ graspin’ 
around me...” 
 
Harris laughed, slowly running his hands down Spike’s 
legs, then back up before hooking his thumbs into the 
now-loose waist of the jeans and tugging them carefully 
down to his love’s knees. The sound that sprung from his 
lips as he stared at the long, thick cock suddenly bobbing 
in front of him was almost a purr and almost a growl. 



“Your claimed,” he murmured roughly, “No waiting.” 
 
Blond hair thunked back against the door jamb as he felt 
himself engulfed in wet heat, warm fingers sliding over 
his thighs and around him to grip his ass, pulling him 
closer and Spike was as good as his word, using his grasp 
on his Xan’s hair to direct the slow movements in 
counterpoint. “Bloody fuckin’ hell,” he growled, letting 
his features shift with sheer pleasure. 
 
He’d swallowed him down immediately, unable to resist 
the impulse to make his vampire moan. That goal 
achieved, however, Harris chuckled silently and pulled 
back, teeth scraping lightly over sensitive flesh. His 
tongue slid slowly around the already seeping tip, prying 
lightly at the tiny slit exposed by the wrinkly foreskin and 
he grinned as much as he could around the perfect shaft 
as that skin pulled back for him. 
 
His fingers flexed lightly in the amazing, toned globes of 
flesh as he nipped gently before sliding himself to Spike’s 
base again, his nose buried in the short dark hairs as he 
inhaled the musky, salty scent he loved so much. 
 
“Fuck... fuck, Xan... yah, pet...” It was the obvious 
enjoyment on his human’s face that got him every time. 



Hell, it excited him knowing his Xan wanted to give him 
this even more than the act itself. Not that he’d ever say 
so, of course. He wasn’t THAT big of a ponce. “Bloody...” 
his eyes closed and he gasped, hips rocking between the 
door jamb and the amazing mouth around him. “D-
don’t...” 
 
‘Don’t’? Harris laughed inside, even as he slid his mouth 
to the very tip of his vampire’s shaft and reversed the 
motion, taking it deep into his throat again as one hand 
released a clenching cheek and slipped over soft, pale 
skin to cup and roll his love’s tightening sac. He 
swallowed hard, feeling every ridge and vein in his mouth 
and throat throbbing in time with his motions. Oh, 
yeah... he loved doing this. Almost as much as he loved 
filling Spike... or being filled by him. 
 
And his Claimed was definitely working himself up to 
another spanking, a small and somehow rational part of 
Spike’s brain noticed. Still, the rest of him was too 
absorbed in the sheer sensation to pay any attention as 
he thrust shallowly into the adored throat, his cock 
thickening even more as the fingers toying with his balls 
slid back, pressing at that space between tackle and hole, 
then pushing between tense cheeks to rub over his anus 
and... 



 
“P-pet... please...” he growled, forcing his Claimed’s 
mouth to his base again and rocking there. “XAN!” he 
yelped as one finger slammed deep into his ass even 
while the human’s contented groan vibrated him beyond 
enough. 
 
Harris’s finger pressed deeper, finding the small, hard 
nub within his adored vampire and he rumbled around 
the thick head in his throat as he twitched at it wickedly. 
His eye flicked up, and he came himself as he saw the 
look of intense need on Spike’s face, just as he felt the 
pulsing shaft between his lips start to spill fast and hard 
down his throat, then into his mouth as he pulled back 
just a few inches to enjoy the taste of lust, need, passion 
and love as it burst over his tongue. 
 
He sucked softly and carefully for the next little while, 
drawing every possible trace of flavor into himself, his 
own cum growing cool against him in the cut-offs, but he 
didn’t care. He could have spent eternity with Spike’s 
cock in his mouth and not minded. Not until he starved 
to death, anyway, he thought with a small laugh. Man 
couldn’t live by protein alone, after all. Or not forever, 
anyway. 
 



“Bloody hell,” Spike finally whispered, his fingers 
releasing the human’s hair and stroking through it slowly 
as his Xan continued to suck and lap gently at his 
softening member, “Guess you won that bet, Claimed...” 
 
Harris grinned, finally releasing the wonderful and 
adored cock to look up at his love. “Mmmm... yeah. 
Think I got the bucking... the heaving...” He cocked his 
head and grinned, remembering the ‘please’. “And the 
begging, too. Cool.” 
 
The vampire chuckled, sinking to his knees before the 
brunette and pressing a slow, deep kiss to his lips, tasting 
himself and the uniquely ‘Xander’ flavor he loved so 
much. “Guess I owe you one, ‘ey luv?” Spike grinned, 
pulling the much younger man fully against him.  
 
“Think you might be pullin’ your finger outta my bum 
anytime soon?” he added teasingly, “ ‘s goin’ ta be a bit 
hard ta carry you off ta bed with it there...” 
 
One more slow crooking of his finger to make his love 
groan and Harris gently removed the digit in question 
with a sly grin. “I have a feeling you would have found a 
way, babe, but...” He shrugged playfully. “Guess I can put 
it back later.” 



 
Another groan. “Among other things, beloved...” 
 
Tangled brown hair swung slightly as the human’s lips 
found a pinkish scar and teeth nibbled softly at the 
edges. 
 
“So... if you owe me one, babe,” Harris finally said, “How 
about telling me what’s in that box you’ve been hiding?” 
 
Spike tensed a bit then pulled back to meet his lover’s 
eye. “Not sure I should,” he said with a sigh. “Don’t want 
ta... ’s not a good time, beloved.” 
 
Harris arched his brow skeptically. “And this from Mr. 
’it’s always a good time for prezzies’? Mr. ’I know it’s 
seven AM and we just went to sleep an hour ago but I 
got you something and I forgot, so wake up and open it 
already’?”  
 
He sighed again and shook his head. “Don’t want ta push, 
luv. ‘s just... somethin’ I got for you a while ago an’... it 
can wait, yah?” 
 
The brown eye closed and Harris shook his head. “I... no. 
I don’t think it can. Because... I need to tell you 



something and when I’m done... I don’t know if you’ll still 
want to give me anything, much less a gift.” 
 
Yet another sigh at the serious and worried expression 
on his Claimed’s face. He leaned closer, kissing the bloke 
again slowly. “Right, then. Showers, then prezzie, then 
talk?” 
 
“I... yeah,” the brunette said quietly, hoping ’Patia was 
right about telling Spike... and hoping Spike wouldn’t 
react badly, too.  
 
 

Part Thirty-Eight 

 

“There was a time,” Harris said slowly as he sat cross-
legged on their bed while Spike lounged apparently 
without a care in the world against the headboard, 
“when I was possessive enough to put a vampire to 
shame. ANY vampire. Not just a souled one.” 
 
He frowned and closed his eye, taking a sip from the 
glass of whiskey Spike had insisted he have, and it was a 
good thought, he realized. 



 
“I... you weren’t in Sunnydale yet, Spike. It was this 
whole thing.” He sighed and shook his head. “But maybe 
I should start at the beginning.” 
 
The vampire arched a brow and sipped at his own glass, 
wishing his beloved would let him hold him... or at least 
that he’d given the bloke his gift first, but by the time 
they’d reached their bed, the human had changed his 
mind, saying ‘if you still want to after, then okay’. “Know 
most of the beginnin‘, don’t I, pet?” he murmured after a 
minute or so of echoing silence. “Just... tell me what’s 
wrong, luv. Don’t... don’t care ta see you all... anxious like 
this. Not unless it’s because you’re worryin’ ‘bout 
someone seein’ us shaggin’ in th’ corner of a bar, yah?” 
 
Harris laughed at that, then frowned again. “Okay. Well, 
after preying-mantis-lady, there was this... thing. A field 
trip.” 
 
Spike nodded, entirely clueless about what a school trip 
could have to do with anything this many years later. 
“An’...?” 
 
“Well, there was this whole... hyena thing. Possessed by 
the spirit, blah-blah-blah.” His eye teared slightly. “And 



no, I’m not still possessed, okay? But... when I WAS, I... 
fuck, Spike! I had a PACK! A group of people who 
belonged to me just as much as I belonged to THEM! Do 
you...” Harris sighed and shook his head. “Of course you 
don’t understand, babe. How could you?” 
 
The vampire snorted. “Course I DO understand, luv. 
Didn’t know you were ever a bloody hyena, but know 
what it’s like ta belong, don’t I? What do you think bein’ 
a part of th’ order of Aurelius meant? It was havin’ a 
bloody family. One that couldn’t turn me away… or not 
for good, in any case. So I get that, beloved. Not sure 
what it has ta do with anythin’, though.” 
 
Harris swallowed hard and nodded, looking at the glass 
in his hand rather than at his love. “I kind of... never got 
over it. The... wanting to belong part, I mean. It felt... 
okay, I’m not thrilled about the eating the pig and trying 
to... mate with Buffy, but...”  
 
He bit his lip and sneaked a glance at the blond. “I think... 
that’s a part of why I was so mad at you when you came 
back to Sunnyhell with the soul, Spike. Because you’d 
sort of tried to... force her, and I did that too, only years 
earlier, and... I still felt so guilty deep down inside...” 
Harris shrugged. “It should have made me more 



sympathetic but it didn’t, huh?” 
 
Spike frowned, fighting the impulse to move and take his 
Xan into his arms. He could tell that wasn’t what the 
younger man needed. “Nah. Didn’t, luv. But we wouldn’t 
be here an’ now if you had, yah?” He tried to smile, sure 
the expression looked shaky. “I’m guessin’ you’re goin’ 
somewhere with this, right?” 
 
The brunette smiled a little, mostly because Spike hadn’t 
lied to make him feel better. “Yeah.” 
 
“So there I was,” he continued, “all un-possessed by the 
hyena thing and... I still wanted that, Spike. Wanted to 
feel like I belonged. Like I had a place, even if I wasn’t the 
alpha anymore. And who could I choose to make ‘pack’ 
other than my friends? My friends who thought I didn’t 
remember anything that happened while I WAS 
possessed?” 
 
The vampire blinked. “You lied ta your mates, pet? Told 
them you didn’t know what happened?” He chuckled. 
“Bloody hell. Didn’t know you had it in you, luv.” 
 
One semi-amused brown eye rolled. “It’s not like they 
could SMELL the lie, is it babe? Besides... Giles knew. He 



just didn’t tell.” 
 
“Watcher always was a reasonably decent bloke, except 
when he was playin’ MASTER Giles, what with th’ chains 
an’ th’ bathtub an’ whatnot,” Spike admitted after a 
moment. “That aside, Xan... what’s th’ point of this little 
stroll down memory lane?” 
 
Harris frowned and drained his glass. “I named them 
‘pack’ in my head, Spike... and in my heart. And a part of 
me... a large part of me... feels like I’d be betraying them 
if I... Mate to you.” His head drooped, as did his 
shoulders. “I don’t know how to say yes to you without 
saying ‘no’ to my pack,” he finished softly. 
 
And was that all? Spike frowned, wondering how his 
beloved didn’t see it. “An’ me, Xan...? What am I ta you?” 
He cocked his head curiously. “Was a part of th’ Scooby 
gang, more or less. But maybe that doesn’t count, yah?” 
 
It was the nearly hidden sense of ‘not enough, never 
good enough, not loved enough’ that had Harris’s eye 
flying to his claimed’s face. “You... you’re pack too, 
babe... always, since you joined us and started helping us 
and tried to protect Dawn, and you're my claimed which 
means even more and...” he stopped talking suddenly, 



his own words hitting him. 
 
“You’re pack... mine... always... and I almost never see 
them and you’re here and mine and I’m yours and...” he 
blushed hotly. “And I’m an idiot.” 
 
The smile that spread across his lips was probably 
fatuous and sappy, but Spike didn’t care. He just tossed 
his glass aside and leaned forward, pulling his human 
close and wrapping his arms tight around him. 
 
“Won’t say you don’t have your moments, luv,” he 
admitted with yet another un-vampire-like grin, “but I’m 
not goin’ ta rub it in. This time.” 
 
* * * * * 
 
He’d been laying against his love for hours that seemed 
like minutes before he remembered. “So...” Harris 
whispered against the toned, pale chest. “Do I get my 
‘prezzie’ now?” 
 
Spike chuckled a little nervously as he pulled away, then 
reached into the drawer of the bedside table and pulled 
out the small box.  
 



“Look, Xan,” he said anxiously as his beloved reached for 
the box, “It doesn’t have ta be anything you don’t want it 
ta, right? Could just be... a promise, yah? That we’ll be 
together, no matter how long…” 
 
It was a very small box. A very small velvet box. A very 
small velvet box that hinged at the back... the kind of box 
a ring might come in. 
 
Harris swallowed hard and wrapped careful fingers 
around it, pulling slightly away from his lover as he bit his 
lip and slowly pried the box open. 
 
He stared at the platinum band, his eye noticing the 
Aurelius crest etched into the thick ring of metal as well 
as the small diamonds and rubies scattered near it, then 
he gazed at his vampire. “Spike... this is...” 
 
“A consort’s ring. Yah. That’d be th’ next step after 
Matin’, luv...” The vampire sighed almost hopelessly. 
“Know you haven’t really thought about it, pet, but... I’m 
th’ last of my line, yah? Makes me th’ Master of Aurelius. 
An’ you’re my Claimed. Even if you don’t want ta be my 
Mated, Xan... or my Consort... th’ ring will protect you, 
alright? More than th’ Claim does, at any rate.” 
 



Brown hair bobbed slowly as Harris tried to wrap his 
mind around what Spike had just said. Mate. Consort. 
And Spike was right, he’d never thought about what it 
meant that Darla was dust, and Angel was dust... and 
even if Dru had been alive-- as much as she’d ever been 
since he’d known her-- she wouldn’t have been able to 
master anything other than the attack of the killer 
dollies, and even then she’d only have been one of the 
Generals... 
 
His mind whirled, examining every possible outcome of 
accepting or declining the offer that wasn’t even on the 
table anymore, although the ring seemed to imply that it 
was. 
 
His eye finally found Spike’s and he shook his head. “No, 
I... I can’t accept this, Spike,” he whispered, pressing the 
box and ring back into the vampire’s hand. “You should 
keep it.” 
 
He waited until he saw the despair start to settle over his 
love’s face, then leaned in and kissed him.  
 
“You know... until after we Mate. Can’t wear a Consort’s 
ring until after we’re at least Mated, right?” Harris said 
with a grin, only to find himself suddenly pinned beneath 



the long, strong, stunned and ecstatic form of his 
Claimed. 
 
“You’ve DEFINITELY earned a spankin’ this time, 
beloved,” Spike whispered warningly, “But later. Right 
now...” 
 
“Right now?” Harris echoed, meeting wide and glowing 
golden eyes, “Right now... what, babe?” His tongue crept 
out to lay one slow swipe over the tense jaw he could 
just reach. 
 
“Right now I’m goin’ ta make luv ta you, precious… over 
an’ over again, ‘til you pass out from bloody exhaustion,” 
Spike growled, “an’ somewhere in there you’re goin’ ta 
become eligible ta wear my ring. You got a problem with 
that?” 
 
And what could any one-eyed human in love with a 
vampire who wanted to own him say, other than “No... 
no problem, here... do it, Spike... babe...” 
 
"Yours," the vampire whispered, staring into the warm, 
loving brown eye. "Always yours, Xan..." 
 
He swallowed hard and couldn't quite manage to speak, 



other than three simple words. "Mine," he agreed 
shakily, "And yours." 
 
"Bloody right, pet... forever, yah...?" He didn't wait for 
another word, instead choosing to press his lips hard to 
his beloved's, bodies rocking slowly against each others’ 
as the deep night gave way slowly to the softly growing 
glow of the rising sun.  

 
 

The End 

 

 


